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Greetings to all the DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF Indian orthopaedics Association. 
Following an enthusiastic beginning of the current year, Our Indian orthopaedics 
Association and the members of its various academic committees have been very 
successful in conducting scientific meetings and workshops. The IOA newsletter will be 
a reflection of the year passed and the successes made. The newsletter should reach 
to all orthopaedic surgeons with the information that is important to them. The IOA has 
many important roles in for the orthopaedic fraternity of India. The logo for this year has 
been “surgical and soft skills for surgical success”.  The development of skills needs 
many inputs by senior surgeons in programs for enhancing the hands-on training of our 
junior surgeons.  We will find it out that most states were able to organize such 
workshops either independently or at the time of their annual conferences. The training 
schedules in development of Soft Skills has been taken care by our Presidential theme 
committee with the wonderful cooperative effort of few of our senior surgeons.  It 
should also be appreciated that IOA this year also had a very successful program of 
Bone and Joint week, and a record number of first responders in accidents had been 
skilled appropriately. We have now a very vibrant website of the IOA. Our IOA office has 
been actively involved in upgrading its abilities and we hope that we will have much 
improved organizational structure soon. It is expected that in the days to come our 
honourable members will be able to see their academic dreams fulfilled through IOA. 
With this newsletter we extend our best wishes to all members of IOA.

Dr. Ramesh Sen
President IOA 2022

From the Desk of President , IOA

1
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I thank personally to all members and seniors for giving me opportunity to serve our association as Hon. 
Secretary. I am really blessed by senior members and fraternity friends for guidance and inputs in my 
journey. With this guidance and inputs from all, we together at Indian Orthopedic Association will be capable 
to project IOA Academic and other Activities keeping IOA member and IOA at center. We are planning to 
make all IOA activities and facility on digital platform with the help of Webmaster.  We intend to make 
membership online with payment online, update of profile online, develop Orthopedic Information Highway 
-channels to inform, educate, share, Patient Information Highway and other facilities.

The Mantra is to edify -enlighten, improve, nurture, instruct, educate, teach, learn.... by sharing with each 
other and together. Evolution of Indian Orthopedic Association has been a result of contributions through 
hard work, sincerity and dedication by a number of our senior colleagues. Every fraternity member 
belonging to the IOA contributes to its evolution in his own way. Our senior members have contributed by 
sharing their acquired knowledge and experience over the years. They then shaped up the second line who 
in turn contributed by actively implementing this knowledge and mentoring fellow members. The most 
enthusiastic youngest generation offer their contributions with new ideas and try to nudge others in their 
direction by presenting and publishing their innovations and observations. Every cadre in the field of 
orthopedics is important to contribute and further evolve IOA.

To implement these ideas, we look forward for our members' enthusiastic contributions, support and 
suggestions on how we can make better this effort. Your suggestions form a valuable part in this process. 

Our vision is to provide authentic medium and platform to communicate within our fraternity and keep each 
member informed about the latest in Orthopedic world and happenings at Indian Orthopedic Association 
and its affiliated chapters. We hope steps taken one by one by us, will attain new milestones of success with 
help from you. 

Let Us Share - Learn -Contribute Together and Evolve Further Together!

Dr. Navin Thakkar 

A Team member -Secretary General,IOA, Team IOA

From the Desk of Secretary General, IOA
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Dear Indian Orthopaedic Association Members, 

It is my honour and privilege to welcome you all to the 67th Annual Conference of the 
Indian Orthopaedic Association: IOACON 2022, in the beautiful and historical city of 
Amritsar.

The conference has attracted global leaders to participate and exchange expertise on 
the latest technology and innovation in Orthopaedics. The scientific program will have 
a wide spectrum with many symposia and lectures given by distinguished speakers 
from across the world. The program is designed for interacting with the experts from all 
over the country to share and enhance knowledge on the latest international research 
and developments in the field of orthopaedics and traumatology and for interaction 
among peers. 

It's also a great pleasure to welcome the Canadian Orthopaedic Association as our 
'Guest Nation'. Distinguished members of this organization will contribute to our 
congress with a special session. I am once again grateful to their leadership for 
accepting our invitation and joining us in IOACON 2022. 

I am sure that  with the hard work put in by Dr Parvinder Sandhu (Organising 
Secretary), Dr Harpal Singh Selhi (Sceintific Secretary) and their enthusiastic and 
dedicated team, and the contributions of all participants, the conference will be 
memorable and historic and this scientific extravaganza will advance orthopaedic 
knowledge and forge new friendships. 

Apart from the invigorating scientific programme, the conference will also offer its 
attendees an unforgettable cultural and gastronomical experience. I am sure that you 
will have a pleasent stay in Amritsar. 

Sincerely yours, 

Dr. Atul Srivastava
President Elect

From the Desk of President - Elect, IOA
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Dear Colleagues,

At the outset, may I thank you for the faith reposed in me as your Vice-President this year. I know you have 
bestowed on me a position of great responsibility. I shall try my best to live up to the hope, belief & trust you 
have in me.

The INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION has a huge legacy carried forwardby its' first life member – 
Dr. S. M. Tuli (LM-00001) to more than fourteen thousand life members today. We are a vibrant and 
progressive group of academicians who have contributed to medical science both in India and overseas. 

I humbly submit that we need to go higher, deeper, and beyond. Each one of us has many unfulfilled dreams 
which can see the light of day if we work together as a TEAM (Together Everyone Achieves More).

Let us care for & share with each other all our thoughts and ideas which can add to patient care, 
advancement of science, social well-being in our community & happiness on our planet.

I solicit your co-operation, compassion, and collaboration in making our parent body the IOA, a torchbearer 
& leader in OPTIMAL HEALTHCARE FOR ALL.

Best regards & respects,

(Dr. Ram Chaddha)

VICE-PRESIDENT IOA (2021-22)

From the Desk of Vice President, IOA
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Chief Administrative Officer
Mr. Ramesh Chand Pandey
rameshccpandey@gmail.com

 ioahousedelhi@gmail.com
9811967820

Central Executive Committee of IOA - 2022

Imm. Past President
Dr. B. Shivashankar

drbshivashankar@gmail.com
9822402204

Editor, IJO
Dr. Lalit Maini 

drlalitmaini@gmail.com
9968604324

Hon. Treasurer
Dr. Sandeep Kumar 

drsandeepkumar20@gmail.com 
8860810064

Joint Secretary
Dr. Pardeep Bageja
bagejap@gmail.com

9811118618

Joint Secretary
Dr. Dinesh Thakkar

drdineshthakkar@yahoo.com
9825599504

President
 Dr. Ramesh Kumar Sen

senramesh@rediffmail.com
presidentorthoioa@gmail.com

9815856677

President-Elect
Dr. Atul Srivastava

dratulagra@gmail.com 
9897076867

Vice President/ Election Officer 
Dr. Ram Chaddha

spineram@gmail.com
9930626976

Secretary General 
Dr. Navin Thakkar

naveenthakkar@gmail.com
hon.secretaryioa@gmail.com 

9825387016

Past President
Dr. Ramesh Chandra Meena

rc.meena@yahoo.com
9414069191
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I.T. Committee

Dr. Jawahar Jethwa
Chairman
jawahar_jethwa@yahoo.com
9824031859

Dr. Ashok Shyam
Member
drashokshyam@yahoo.co.uk
9833110366

Dr. Shamsul Hoda
Member
doctorhoda@gmail.com
9308334056

Legal and Grievances

Dr. N.J. Karne
Chairman
njkarne23@gmail.com
9822036724

Dr. V.J. Purushotham
Member
purushotham.vj@gmail.com
9845019047

Dr. Rahul Katta
Member
rahulkatta@hotmail.com
9829010490

CSRC and Conference Calendar

Dr. Aunp Agrawal
Chairman
dranup2@gmail.com
9415018365

Dr. M Vanasekar 
Member
vanasekar@yahoo.com
9942209543

Dr. Mohan Mantri
Member
drmohanmantri@gmail.com
9413352369

Constitutional & Blue Book  Committee

Dr. S.C. Goel
Chairman
drscgoel@gmail.com
9450533353

Dr. Jamal Ashraf
Member
wjashraf@gmail.com
9415160454

Dr. V.J. Purushotham
Member
purushotham.vj@gmail.com
9845019047

The Working Committee of IOA - 2022

Ethics and Advisory Committee

Dr Naresh Shetty
Chairman
nreshs8@gmail.com
9844050222

Dr Sidharth Sharma
Member
sids82@gmail.com
9988793537

Dr. Kamble K.T.
Member
ktraipur@yahoo.in
9425203344

Disaster Management Committee

Dr Abdul Ghani
Chairman
drghani31@yahoo.co.in
9797597406

Dr Govind Purohit
Member
purohit86@yahoo.co.in
9825299873

Dr Hari Om Aggarwal
Member
dr.hariom@yahoo.com
9814005998
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The Working Committee of IOA - 2022

International Affairs and Fellowship Committee

Dr. Jamal  Ashraf 
Chairman
wjashraf@gmail.comChair
9415160454 

Dr. Sameer Aggarwal 
Member
drsameer35@yahoo.co.in
7087009748

Dr. Ashwini Kumar Singh
Member
ashwini9201@gmail.com
9480280209

Inland Fellowship

Dr. Rajeev Raman
Chairman
drrajeevraman@gmail.com
8420244544

Dr. Pradeep Choudhary
Member
pchoudhari@rediffmail.com
9826053328

Dr. Ajay Pal Singh 
Member
docajaypal@gmail.com
9837471779

IOA PG Training Committee

Dr. N. Rajagopalan
Chairman
remraj@gmail.com
9886144233

Dr. Rajesh Gupta
Member
rajeshgupta_20002000@
yahoo.com
9419195054

Dr. Uday Kumar B.
Member
osteouday@gmail.com
9848193396

President Advisory Committee

Dr. M.  Shantharam Shetty
Chairman
shettyortho@hotmail.com
9343562277

Dr. S. Rajasekaran
Member
rajasekaran.orth@gmail.com
9843022325

Dr. Ram Prabhoo
Member
aprabhoo@gmail.com
9820053583

Education Committee

Dr Vivek Trikha
Chairman
vivektrikha@gmail.com
9650430733

Dr Bhasker Borgohain
Member
bhaskarneigrihms@gmail.com
8837275614

Dr  Vishal Kundnani
Member
kundnanivishal@yahoo.co.in
9769310120

Soft Skill  Committee

Dr. Ram Chaddha
Chairman
spineram@gmail.com
9930626976

Dr. Vikash Jain
Member
orthopod_v@yahoo.co.in
9824154927

Dr. S Rajasekaran
Member
rajasekaran.orth@gmail.com
9843022325
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Finance Committee

Dr. Atul Srivastava
Chairman
dratulagra@gmail.com
9897076867

Dr. P J Tajan Jose
Member
drtajan@gmail.com
9447351881

The Working Committee of IOA - 2022

Membership Drive Committee

Dr. Saket Jati
Chairman
saket555@gmail.com
9827023555

Dr. C.J. Ravi
Member
orthocjr@gmail.com
9842964440

Dr. Basant Kumar Behera
basantaorth@gmail.com
9437248843

IOA Building Committee

Dr. Pardeep Bageja
Chairman
bagejap@gmail.com
9811118618

Dr Atul Vaish
Member
atulvaish58@gmail.com
9717630516

Dr. Shekar Srivastava
Member
drssrivastav@hotmail.com
9818241028

Dr. Rajeev Jain
Member
docrajivj@gmail.com
9826199630

Rural Orthopaedics

Dr. Chandan Pathak
Chairman
chandanpathak123@yahoo.co.in
9831081323

Dr. Mukesh Prasad
Member
mukeshprasad3@gmail.com
9334007617

Dr. Lokesh Thakur
Member
drlokeshthakur2u@gmail.com
9418076820

President Theme

Dr M Ajith Kumar (Karnataka)
Chairman
ajithortho@yahoo.co.uk
9844084604

Dr Madhusudan Kumar
Member
kumar.madhusudan12@gmail.com
9939355545

Dr Rajesh Gandhi
Member
rajeshgandhi@gmail.com
9820057969

llizarov & Limb Reconstruction

Dr. Altaf Ahmed Kawoosa
Convenor
draltafk@yahoo.com
9419013229

Dr. P N. Basudevan (Pallakad)
Expert Member
pnvasdev@gmail.com
9349814998

Dr. Ruta Kulkarni
Member
drrutam@gmail.com
9373891011
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The Working Committee of IOA - 2022

Arthroplasty

Dr. Rajkumar Natesan
Convenor
drrajkumarn@hotmail.com
9443366258

Dr. Rajeev Sharma 
Member

Dr. J A Pachore
Expert Member
japachore@rediffmail.com
9924755400

Arthroscopy

Dr. Rajnish Garg
Convenor
rajnish_garg2001@yahoo.com
9814038320

Dr. IPS Oberoi
Expert Member
ipsoberoi@hotmail.com
9810511701

TBA
President IAS

Medical Council Liason

Dr Raghava Dutt Mulukutla
Chairman
rdmuluk@gmail.com
9848170592

Dr H S Chhabra 
Member
drhschhabra@isiconline.org
9810681854

Dr. Vinay Goyal
Member
goyaljpr@yahoo.com
9829166622

Basic Science & Research

Dr Raju Vaishya
Chairman
raju.vaishya@gmail.com
9810123331

Dr. Lalit Maini
Member
drlalitmaini@gmail.com
9968604324

Dr Sujit  Tripathy 
Member
sujitortho@aiimsbhubaneswar.edu.in
9988793537

ACADEMIC SUB COMMITTEES OF ALL SPECIALITIES

Dr.Sanjay Dhawan
Convenor
sanjaydhawanorth@gmail.com
9837014766

Dr. D D Tanna
Member
ddtanna@gmail.com
9820053296

Dr.Dhawal Desai
Member
desaidd@hotmail.com
9824144347

Trauma
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Spine

Dr. Naresh Babu
Convenor
nareshspine@yahoo.com
9989426898

Dr. Shankar Acharya
Member
spineshankar@gmail.com
9212545551

Dr. Parth Sarthi Sarkar
Expert Member
dr.p.s.sarkar@gmail.com
9433306726

The Working Committee of IOA - 2022

Paediatric Orthopaedics

Dr. Dhiren Ganjwala
President POSI
ganjwala@gmail.com
9825025600

Dr. Taral Nagda
Expert Member
taralnagda@gmail.com
9820329888

Orthobiologic

Dr. Chinmoy Das
Convenor
daschinmoy09@gmail.com
6001425259

Dr. Manish Khanna
Expert Member
manishvenus@rediffmail.com
9415167349

Dr. Kamlesh Devmurari
Convenor
orthodrkd@gmail.com
9427277066

Office Orthopedics

Dr. V Veerappan (Pondichery)
Member
drveerappan3@rediffmail.com
9443373462

Dr. Ashish Kumar (UP)
Member
drashish_kumar20202@yahoo.com
9415020202

Dr. V. Dharma Rao
Chairman
dharmaraovurjana@gmail.com
9848443079

Intramedullary Fixation

Dr. Ramakrishnan S.
Member- Expert
ram67ortho@gmail.com
9447055454

Dr. Wasudeo Gadegone
Chairman
gadegone123@yahoo.co.in
9422135904
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The Working Committee of IOA - 2022

Knee Replacement

Dr. Dinesh Thakkar
Chairman
drdineshthakkar@yahoo.com
9825599504

Dr Mangal Parihar
Expert Member  
mangalparihar@gmail.com
9821042456

Dr. Sanjay Rastogi
Member
sanjairastogi29@gmail.com
9839101548

Hand

Dr. S N Saraf
Convenor
sarrafhospital@gmail.com
9386098474

Dr. Sudhir Warrier 
Expert Member
mentalmedico@gmail.com
9821139151

Dr M V Reddy
Member

Sports Medicine 

Dr. Pramod Neema
Convenor
drpramodpneema@yahoo.com
9826042352

Dr. V B Bhasin
Expert Member
bestoarthroscopy2hotmail.com
9013105105

Dr. Satish Shervegar
Member
drsatishshervegar@yahoo.co.in 
9844034916

Foot and Ankle

Dr. Bharat K Raju
Convenor
drbharathg2015@gmail.com
9945982729

Dr. Rajiv Shah
Expert Member

Dr. Malhar Dave
Member
malhar.h.dave@gmail.com
9824051009

Knee- Hip Replacement

Dr. Pardeep Bageja
Chairman
bagejap@gmail.com
9811118618

TBA
Expert Member

Dr. N K Magu
Member
nkmagu@rediffmail.com 
9416312365
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The Working Committee of IOA - 2022

Oncology Ortho.

Dr. Sanjeev M. Bhandari
Convenor
drsmbhandari@gmail.com
9822040507

Dr. Ashish Gulia
Expert Member
aashishgulia@gmail.com
9920971930

Dr. Mandip Shah
President IMOS
drmandip@gmail.com
9904083091

Pelviacetabular

Dr. M Ajith Kumar (Kerala)
Convenor
mnajithkumar@gmail.com
9446997884

Dr. Pradeep Kothadia
Expert member
spkothadia@gmail.com 
9922751994

Dr. Rakesh Rajput
Member
rajput11@hotmail.com
7044070365

Infection

Dr. Sudhir Kumar ( Ranchi) 
Convenor
sudhir584@yahoo.com
7004060758

Dr. Biswajit Sahu
Member
drbiswasahu@yahoo.com
9437314789

Dr. Vikas Agashe
Member
agashefam@gmail.com
9821342502

Orthopedic Rheumatology

Dr. D P Bhushan
Convenor
pannag_bhushan@yahoo.co.in
9431111111

Dr. K.D. Tiwari
Member
drkamleshtiwari30@gmail.com
9329005253

Dr. S.S. Jha
Expert-Member
drssjha@gmail.com
9304445240
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The Working Committee of IOA - 2022

ADDITIONAL COMMITTEE

Dr. Dheenadhayalan 
Jayaramaraju
Member
dheenu.dhayalan@gmail.com
9843726156

Dr. Rujuta Mehta
Chairman
rujutabos@gmail.com
9821024711

Dr. Artti Dewan
Member
aartisdewan@gmail.com
9815593236

Dr. Saraswati Vishwanathan
Member
saraswati.v@gmail.com
9840757446

Ortho Surgeons in Services

Col. (Dr.) Chetan Sood
Chairman
soodchetan@redifffmail.com
9235553096

Dr Kapil Kulshreshta
Member
drkapil123@yahoo.com
8864668486

Dr Amresh Ghai
Member
amresh6329@gmail.com
9779949099

WOICE:  Women Ortho. Surgeons

IOA Registry

Dr.Lalit Maini
Chairman
drlalitmaini@gmail.com
9968604324

Dr. Abhay  Elhence
Member
abhayelhence@gmail.com
8003996926

Nominated By EC / President 

Dr. Ajoy S M 
drajoy@gmail.com
9663394216

Dr. Sameer Aggarwal
drsameer35@yahoo.co.in
7087009748

Dr. Abhay Elhence
abhayelhence@gmail.com
8003996926

Dr. Rakesh Rajput
rajput11@hotmail.com
7044070365

Dr. Dheenadhayalan 
Jayaramaraju
dheenu.dhayalan@gmail.com
9843726156
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State Representatives of IOA - 2022

Rajasthan

Dr. Arun Sharma
asaksarun2000@gmail.com
7891688519

Rajasthan

Dr. Mohan Mantri
drmohanmantri@gmail.com 
9413352369

Bihar

Dr. Bhuwan Kumar Singh
drbhuwansingh@yahoo.com
9431243227

Andhra Pradesh (OSSAP) Andhra Pradesh (OSSAP)

Dr. B. Someshwara Reddy 
hxbsrr@gmail.com
9948514036

Dr. Maji C.S. Naidu
naidumajjivijag@gmail.com
9849208007

Gujarat

Dr Dhawal Desai
desaidd@hotmail.com
9824144347

Delhi Delhi

Dr. Sumant Sinha
sihna_sumant@yahoo.co.in
9968290290

Dr. Shailendra Chandra Gupt
shalen2009@gmail.com
9871599799

Gujarat

Dr. Shrinivas Rao
sylvarao@yahoo.com
9879523753

Maharashtra

Dr. Sanjeev M. Bhandari
drsmbhandari@gmail.com
9822040507

Karnataka

Dr. Purushotham. VJ
purushotham.vj@gmail.com

9845019047 

Karnataka

Dr.  Raju  K.P.
rajukp72@gmail.com 
9480289496

Kerala

Dr. Ajithkumar M N 
mnajithkumar@gmail.com
9446997884

Dr. V. N. Deshpande
vijaykumardeshpande@
gmail.com
9011543070

Maharashtra

Tamil Nadu

Dr. N. Thanappan
thanapps@dr.com
9442160708

Madhya Pradesh

Dr. Pradeep Choudhari
pchoudhari@rediffmail.com
9826053328

Madhya Pradesh

Dr. R.K.S. Dhakad
dhakaddrrks7@gmail.com
9826243255

Dr. Harpal Singh Selhi
drharpal@gmail.com
9815022527

Punjab
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West Bengal

Dr. Kiran Kr Mukhopadhyay
orthokiran@gmail.com
9433166270

Uttar Pradesh

Dr. Maneeshi Bansal
drmbansal69@gmail.com
9415218156

Uttar Pradesh

Dr. Apoorva Agarwal
apoorva166@yahoo.in
9810135017

West Bengal

Dr. Parth Sarathi Sarkar
dr.p.s.sarkar@gmail.com
9433306726

Tamil Nadu

Dr. Rajkumar Natesan
drrajkumarn@hotmail.com
9443366258

Telangana

Dr. Vijay Bhasker
drvb1966@gmail.com
9849084566

State Representatives of IOA - 2022
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Dr. Ashish Kr. Srivastava (P)
Dr. Santosh Kr. Singh (S)

Dr Suneet Tondon (P)
Dr. (Prof.) R S Bajoria (S)
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Dr. V. Veerappan (P)
Dr. R. Vijayaragavan (S)

Dr. Lokesh Thakur (P)
Dr. Ritesh Soni (S)

Himachal 
Pradesh

Dr. Vinay Goyal (P)
Dr. Rahul Katta (S)

Dr. Rajnish Garg (P)

Dr. Hari Om Aggarwal (S)

Dr. Rabindra Kr. Mohapatra (P)
Dr. Basant Kumar Behera (S)
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Dr Mukesh Prasad (P)
Dr Nirmal Kumar (S)

Telangana

Dr. V. Dharma Rao (P)
Dr. J Naresh Babu (S)

Dr. GVS Moorthy (P)
Dr. Srinivas Kasha (S)

Dr Anil Arora  (P)
Dr. Shekhar Srivastav (S)
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Dr. Ramakrishnan S.  (P)
Dr. Antony Joseph Thoppil (S)

Dr. Rajendra Abhyankar (P)
Dr. N J Karne (S)

Dr. Chandan Pathak (P)
Dr. Rajeev Raman (S)

Dr. Bharat Singh  (P)
Dr. Mahesh Prasad (S)

Dr. Ashwini Kumar Singh (P)
Dr. Bharath Raju (S)

Odisha

Dr Vanasekar (P)
Dr. C. J. Ravi (S)

Dr. Ajay pal Singh (P)
Dr. Puneet Aggarwal (S)

NEROSA

Arunachal Pradesh

Presidents & Secretaries of State Chapters of IOA  - 2022

Dr. Rajesh Kumar Gupta (P)
Dr. Altaf Ahmad Kawoosa (S)

Central Zone of Indian Orthopaedic Association
(Bihar,Chattisgarh,Jharkhand,Madhya 
Pradesh,Rajasthan & Uttar Pradesh)

Dr. Sanjiv Gaur (P)
Dr. Pradeep Choudhari (S)
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President Secretary

Orthopaedic Surgeons Society of Andhra Pradesh - OSSAP

Dr. V. Dharma Rao
dharmaraovurjana@gmail.com
9848443079

Dr. J. Naresh babu
nareshspine@yahoo.com
9989426898

Dr. Bharat Singh
bharatortho58@yahoo.com
9431018444

Dr. Mahesh Prasad
drmahesh25d@gmail.com
9835607881

Bihar Orthopaedic Association - BOA

Chhattisgarh Chapter of IOA (CG- IOA)

Dr. Kamble K.T.
ktraipur@yahoo.in
9425203344

Dr. Vipin Jain
muhnotvj@gmail.com
9425214949

Delhi Orthopaedic Association - DOA

Dr. Anil Arora
aakneehip@gmail,com
9650100600

Dr. Shekar Srivastav
drssrivastav@hotmail.com
9818241028

Gujarat Orthopaedic Association - GOA

Dr. Govindbhai Purohit
purohit86@yahoo.co.in
9825299873

Dr. Kamlesh Devmurari
orthodrkd@gmail.com 
9898982401,9427277066

Himachal Pradesh Orthopaedic Association - HPOA

Dr. Lokesh Thakur
drlokeshthakur2u@gmail.com
9418076820

Dr. Ritesh Soni
riteshsoni65@gmail.com
8894612270
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President Secretary

Jharkhand Orthopaedic Association - JOA

Dr. Mukesh Prasad
mukeshprasad3@gmail.com
9334007617

Dr. Nirmal Kumar
doctororthoranchi@gmail.com
9006499945

Jammu and Kashmir Orthopaedic Association - JKOA

Dr Rajesh Kumar Gupta
rajeshgupta_20002000@yahoo.com
9419195054

Dr. Altaf Ahmad Kawoosa
draltafk@yahoo.com
9419013229

Karnataka Orthopaedic Association - KOA

Dr. Ashwini Kumar Singh
ashwini9201@gmail.com
9480280209

Dr. Bharath Raju
drbharathg2015@gmail.com
9945982729

Kerala Orthopaedic Association - KOA

Dr. Ramakrishnan S.
ram67ortho@gmail.com
9447055454

Dr. Antony Joseph Thoppil
antonythoppil@gmail.com
9847119972

Madhya Pradesh Chapter of IOA - MP-IOA

Dr. Suneet Tondon
st1964@hotmail.com
9425010050

Dr. (Prof.) R S Bajoria
rs_bajoria@yahoo.co.in
9425341104

Maharashtra Orthopaedic Association - MOA

Dr. Rajendra Abhyankar 
abhyankar58@gmail.com
9822047650

Dr. N J Karne
njkarne23@gmail.com
9822036724
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President Secretary

North East Regional Orthopaedic Surgeons Association - NEROSA

Dr. Bipul Borthakur
drborthakur@rediffmail.com
9435031719

Dr. Chinmoy Das
daschinmoy09@gmail.com
6001425259

Odisha Orthopaedic Association - OOA

Dr. Rabindra Kr. Mohapatra
drrkmohapatra@gmail.com
9437026360

Dr. Basant Kumar Behera
basantaorth@gmail.com
9437248843

Tamil Nadu Orthopaedic Association - TNOA

Dr. Vanasekar
vanasekar@yahoo.com
9942209543

Dr. C.J. Ravi
orthocjr@gmail.com
9842964440

Dr. Vinay Goyal
goyaljpr@yahoo.com
9829166622 

Dr. Rahul Katta
rahulkatta@hotmail.com
9829010490

Dr. V. Veerappan
drveerappan3@rediffmail.com
9443373462

Dr. R. Vijaya Ragavan
drvrpy@gmail.com
9842642498

Rajasthan Orthopaedic Surgeons Association - ROSA

Punjab Orthopaedic Association - POA

Dr. Rajnish Garg
rajnish_garg2001@yahoo.com
9814038320

Dr. Hari Om Aggarwal
dr.hariom@yahoo.com
9814005998

Pondicherry Orthopaedic Association - POA
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President Secretary

Telangana Orthopaedic Surgeons Association - TOSA

Uttar Pradesh Orthopaedic Association - UPOA

Dr. Ashish kumar Srivastava
drashish_kumar20202@yahoo.com
9140945059

Dr. Santosh Kumar Singh
orthosantosh@yahoo.co.in
9415026189

Uttarakhand Chapter of IOA - UK-IOA

Dr. Ajay Pal Singh
docajaypal@gmail.com
9837471779

Dr Puneet Aggarwal
apuneet@ymail.com
9837155465

West Bengal Orthopaedic Association - WBOA

Dr. Chandan Pathak
chandanpathak123@yahoo.co.in
9831081323

Dr. Rajeev Raman
drrajeevraman@gmail.com
8420244544

Dr. GVS Moorthy
sisirmig@gmail.com
9848223470

Dr. Srinivas Kasha
drsrinivaskasha@gmail.com
9948699946

Central Zone of IOA - CZIOA

Dr. Sanjiv Gaur
gaurorthoguru@hotmail.com
9425004325
 

Dr. Pradeep Choudhari
pchoudhari@rediffmail.com
9826053328

West Zone of IOA

Dr. Ajit Shinde
drajitshinde@rediffmail.com
9421088888

Dr. Navin Thakkar
naveenthakkar@gmail.com
9825387016
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President Secretary

East Zone of IOA

Dr. Tanmoy Mohanty
mohantytanmoydr@gmail.com
9437299347

Dr. Chinmoy Das
daschinmoy09@gmail.com
6001425259

North Zone of IOA

Dr. Sanjeev Gupta
dr.sanjeev123@gmail.com
9469275511

Dr. Harpal Singh Selhi
drharpal@gmail.com
9815022527
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List of IOA Life Members enrolled and ratified during 
IOACON 2020 as on 31.03.2021 GBM and Mini IOACON 2020

SL. NO Life Member Name City State Mobile No

1 LM12846 Dr. Saikiran Gudala Hyderabad Telangana 9967868326

2 LM12847 Dr. P. Sadhan Hyderabad Telangana 9963280525

3 LM12848 Dr. Ajay Vickram Mishra Sultanpur Uttar Pradesh 9838448526

4 LM12849 Dr. Ashutosh Vikram Varanasi Uttar Pradesh 9454328337

5 LM12850 Dr. Ravi Vaish Gonda Uttar Pradesh 9307830764, 9990835190

6 LM12851 Dr. Subhasis Sadhukhan Howrah West Bengal 9830161737

7 LM12852 Dr. Jackson Mathew Kottayam District Kerala 9497313787

8 LM12853 Dr. Ninder Chawla Raipur Chhattisgarh 9827377777

9 LM12854 Dr. Atmaram Udhavrao Gadgil Dist. Parbhani Maharashtra 7923864575

10 LM12855 Dr. Hari Prakash Lokku Vakadu Andhra Pradesh 7506736356

11 LM12856 Dr. Emmanuel Prabhullakumar Bhore Vellore Tamil Nadu 9360748248

12 LM12857 Dr. R. Neelakannan Salem Tamil Nadu 8122191401

13 LM12858 Dr. Ajay Gowtham. A. E Coimbatore Tamil Nadu 8870789551

14 LM12859 Dr. S. Babu Vellore Tamil Nadu 9840679950, 8825663764

15 LM12860 Dr. A. V. Giridharan Cuddalore District Tamil Nadu 9585180065

16 LM12861 Dr. Praveen Paul Jesvanth. J Trivandrum Kerala 9387045335, 9188671807

17 LM12862 Dr. Divya Bandari Hyderabad Telangana 7799578082

18 LM12863 Dr. Abey Thomas Babu Kottayam District Kerala 9591785453

19 LM12864 Dr. D. Gopinath Chennai Tamil Nadu 9940323094

20 LM12865 Dr. S. Kumaresapathy Trichy Tamil Nadu 9994024777

21 LM12866 Dr. Deeptiman James Vellore Tamil Nadu 9600440724

22 LM12867 Dr. V. S. V. Kumar Namakkal Tamil Nadu 9940244875

23 LM12868 Dr. S. Velmurugan Puducherry Puducherry 9894555546

24 LM12869 Dr. Manoj Kumar Jhansi Uttar Pradesh 8194022205, 7017549224

25 LM12870 Dr. Satish Kumar. D Bangalore Karnataka 7012613350

26 LM12871 Dr. Fawas. T. K. Malappuram Dist. Kerala 7708784439

27 LM12872 Dr. Pankaj Parasher Mahindergarh Haryana 9896168999

28 LM12873 Dr. Vikas Mahindergarh Haryana 9728071370

29 LM12874 Dr. Vavilapalli Ramesh Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh 9989074123, 9505879326

30 LM12875 Dr. Ashish Gupta Ujjain Madhya Pradesh 9920280699

31 LM12876 Dr. Saurabh Kumar Bihar Bihar 9523219171

32 LM12877 Dr. Prabhat Agrawal Patna Bihar 9811663869

33 LM12878 Dr. K. Sekar Tirunelveli Tamil Nadu 9443362276

34 LM12879 Dr. Karma Raj Singh Varanasi Uttar Pradesh 9506211111

35 LM12880 Dr. Rahul Singh Saharanpur Uttar Pradesh 9634157970, 9319098225

36 LM12881 Dr. C. Chandru Kanyakumari Distt. Tamil Nadu 7598841044

37 LM12882 Dr. V. Arun Harur Tamil Nadu 9626290020

38 LM12883 Dr. R. Moulidharan Hosur Tamil Nadu 9789663273

39 LM12884 Dr. S. Mohan Kumar Erode Tamil Nadu 9600115103

40 LM12885 Dr. Nachappa Sivanesan Uthraraj Pollachi Tamil Nadu 9894785106

41 LM12886 Dr. Nitin Goyal Jaipur Rajasthan 9602924412

42 LM12887 Dr. Paila Surya Prakash Naidu Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh 9786465957

43 LM12888 Dr. Rahul George Vellore Tamil Nadu 9944981320

44 LM12889 Dr. Srinivas Balagani Telangana Telangana 9494282768

45 LM12890 Dr. M. Vejaya Kumar Karaikal Puducherry 6369492478, 9539823457

46 LM12891 Dr. Vimalan. G Hosur Tamil Nadu 9500542799

47 LM12892 Dr. C. Girinivasan Palani Tamil Nadu 9566827886, 8667087047
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48 LM12893 Dr. Aryan Kakkar Kaithal Haryana 7889292757, 7087775288

49 LM12894 Dr. Raviraj Tantry Bangalore Karnataka 9526040155

50 LM12895 Dr. Pravin Prakash Patil Parbhani Maharashtra 9422111330

51 LM12896 Dr. Soni Amol Ashok Parbhani Maharashtra 9970499705

52 LM12897 Dr. Prakash Kumar Shahi Muzaffarpur Bihar 9835052550

53 LM12898 Dr. Vikas Jain Vapi Gujarat 9824154927

54 LM12899 Dr. Ritesh Arvind Pandey Ludhiana Punjab 8146218433

55 LM12900 Dr. Anish. M. Rao Challa Gujarat 9845923721, 9106630673

56 LM12901 Dr. Rathva Bhavinkumar Manilal Vadodara Gujarat 8141614995, 6352175405

57 LM12902 Dr. Rahul Ramanbhai Parmar Surat Gujarat 9879367590

58 LM12903 Dr. Prabhav Paresh Tijoriwala Surat Gujarat 8238034105

59 LM12904 Dr. Pawan Kumar Patiala Punjab 8558880448, 7009777573

60 LM12905 Dr. Mahesh Shekoba Bengaluru Karnataka 9035817437

61 LM12906 Dr. Nagam Vinod Kumar Reddy Nellore Andhra Pradesh 9951565656

62 LM12907 Dr. Hirenkumar Bachubhai Bhabhor Dahod Gujarat 9725253342

63 LM12908 Dr. Nilay Pavan Kumar Dahod Gujarat 9638448663

64 LM12909 Dr. Vignesh. S Karaikudi Tamil Nadu 9470833006

65 LM12910 Dr. Nirlepsinh Surendrasinh Thakor Gujarat Gujarat 9974704015

66 LM12911 Dr. Partha Pratim Chatterjee Kakinada Andhra Pradesh 9949747518, 9440999671

67 LM12912 Dr. Sivakumar Kotra Kakinada Andhra Pradesh 8500464527, 7995151998

68 LM12913 Dr. Sudhaker Kolathuru Chittoor Distt Andhra Pradesh 8374694945

69 LM12914 Dr. Srujith Kommera Hyderabad Telangana 7893433961

70 LM12915 Dr. Dedania Setulkumar Kishorbhai Junagadh Gujarat 9925954937

71 LM12916 Dr. Shaik Hameed Raza Vijayawada Andhra Pradesh 9177707606, 7893740929

72 LM12917 Dr. Kalpesh. P. Saindane Nashik Maharashtra 9619656625

73 LM12918 Dr. Bhaghava Ram Uppalapati Vijayawada Andhra Pradesh 9985139958

74 LM12919 Dr. Saswat Samant Bhubaneswar Odisha 9439325668

75 LM12920 Dr. G. Thiyagarajan Godiyattam Tamil Nadu 9994699059

76 LM12921 Dr. R. Muthusamy Krishnagiri Tamil Nadu 9786828728

77 LM12922 Dr. A. Abdul Kavi Kumbakonam Tamil Nadu 9443402457

78 LM12923 Dr. P. Prasannamoorthy Salem Tamil Nadu 9788160068

79 LM12924 Dr. A. Jaya Micheal Esthak Chennai Tamil Nadu 9043055635, 9841955635

80 LM12925 Dr. Sairamakrishnan. S Pondicherry Pondicherry 7598097914

81 LM12926 Dr. Jubin Abraham Raju Kottayam District Kerala 9980313392

82 LM12927 Dr. A. Murugesan Salem Tamil Nadu 9786528633

83 LM12928 Dr. V. Praveen Kumar Krishnagiri Tamil Nadu 9444994489

84 LM12929 Dr. M. Vinothkumar Trichy Tamil Nadu 9944002202

85 LM12930 Dr. Madhan. J Theni Tamil Nadu 9788497664

86 LM12931 Dr. G. Prabu Ambattur Tamil Nadu 8610275869

87 LM12932 Dr. B. Selvan Vellore Tamil Nadu 9443845540

88 LM12933 Dr. Siddharth Agrawal Raipur Chhattisgarh 9826305025

89 LM12934 Dr. V. Surya Dhilipan Vellore Tamil Nadu 9952464051

90 LM12935 Dr. Vinoth Kumar. G Chennai Tamil Nadu 9941418864, 8667789148

91 LM12936 Dr. Umamageshwaran Prabhakaran Madurai Tamil Nadu 9443389642

92 LM12937 Dr. M. Bharathidasan Ariyalur Tamil Nadu 9994548498

93 LM12938 Dr. Pratheesh Mohanraj Chennai Tamil Nadu 9962115059

94 LM12939 Dr. Pratheeban. K Rampettai Tamil Nadu 9789682944

95 LM12940 Dr. Harish. M. K Hassan Karnataka 9448792389, 9916865425

96 LM12941 Dr. Krishan Yadav Gurgaon Haryana 7769920412
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97 LM12942 Dr. Harshad Pravinbhai Maheshwari Wankaner Gujarat 9723173737

98 LM12943 Dr. A. Ram Satish West Godaviri Distt. Andhra Pradesh 9885339700

99 LM12944 Dr. Dipesh Kumar Patel Nepal Foreign 6289166324

100 LM12945 Dr. Jai Kumar Singh Lucknow Uttar Pradesh 7233937717

101 LM12946 Dr. Ashu Atrey Bijnor Uttar Pradesh 8958741141

102 LM12947 Dr. Ashok Kumar Rawat Lucknow Uttar Pradesh 8400120055, 8400641945

103 LM12948 Dr. Rajat Kumar singh Lucknow Uttar Pradesh 8009021222

104 LM12949 Dr. Ashish Misra Kanpur Uttar Pradesh 8400689689

105 LM12950 Dr. Satyendra Kumar Lucknow Uttar Pradesh 9335217378, 8953752033

106 LM12951 Dr. Naveen Yamanappa Sajjan Karnataka Karnataka 9482351098

107 LM12952 Dr. Shankar. N. Penagundi Dist. Bagalkot Karnataka 9035982686

108 LM12953 Dr. Jagadish Laxmansa Katwa Bagalkot Karnataka 9916281120

109 LM12954 Dr. G. B. Chandan Tumkur Karnataka 9741576036

110 LM12955 Dr. Shajil. K Malappuram Dist. Kerala 9946357240

111 LM12956 Dr. M. Harisankar Kottayam District Kerala 9037081255

112 LM12957 Dr. Ismayil. P. E Malappuram Dist. Kerala 9446157773, 8129751600

113 LM12958 Dr. Mohammad Fahad Khan Sherwani Jodhpur Rajasthan 8050407273, 8619830499

114 LM12959 Dr. Syed Mohsin Hassan Karnataka 9844728339, 7019489354

115 LM12960 Dr. Vidya Sagar Patna Bihar 7481969727

116 LM12961 Dr. Tushar Sachdev New Delhi Delhi 9971029241

117 LM12962 Dr. Patel Biren Sukhabhai Dahod Gujarat 9898583208

118 LM12963 Dr. Jagdish. B. Sakhiya Rajkot Gujarat 9727255323

119 LM12964 Dr. Hemjit Das Dibrugarh Assam 9435669335

120 LM12965 Dr. Rajesh Kumar Yadav ASSAM Assam 8638175445, 7896825043

121 LM12966 Dr. Probin Joseph Kerala Kerala 8861280430

122 LM12967 Dr. Sundarapandian Ravi Viluppuram Tamil Nadu 9790047546, 9976954227

123 LM12968 Dr. D. Sivaradje Pondicherry Pondicherry 9443293479

124 LM12969 Dr. Kirantej. D Tirupathi Andhra Pradesh 9986792094

125 LM12970 Dr. Vincent Bosco Savery Pondicherry Pondicherry 9585658914

126 LM12971 Dr. Sathyanarayanan. P Puducherry Puducherry 9843477427

127 LM12972 Dr. Uma Anand. K. P Tamil Nadu Tamil Nadu 8903019258, 7904237685

128 LM12973 Dr. K. Manikandan Pondicherry Pondicherry 9944228581

129 LM12974 Dr. A. Manikandan Pondicherry Pondicherry 7904532243

130 LM12975 Dr. Sharvin Keyur Sheth Ahmedabad Gujarat 9727762173

131 LM12976 Dr. Manish Ladhania Indore Madhya Pradesh 9893140844

132 LM12977 Dr. Prashant Upadhyaya Indore Madhya Pradesh 7089109309

133 LM12978 Dr. Shravankumar Reddy Panyala Hyderabad Telangana 9441808080

134 LM12979 Dr. S. Sivaraj Tiruchirapalli Tamil Nadu 9894325929

135 LM12980 Dr. Saurav Jain Bathinda Punjab 8385028193

136 LM12981 Dr. Kumar Vibhaw Karnal Haryana 8199950060

137 LM12982 Dr. Vineesh Niranjan Patna Bihar 8292064545

138 LM12983 Dr. Ankit Dadra Delhi Delhi 9888648830

139 LM12984 Dr. Sunil Chandra Haldar Dist. Murshidabad West Bengal 9874012543, 9874125454

140 LM12985 Dr. Samiran Dey Kolkata West Bengal 9804940042, 8420591321

141 LM12986 Dr. Pon Sen Surya Erode Tamil Nadu 8072532578

142 LM12987 Dr. Rakesh Kumar. V Chennai Tamil Nadu 9884761953, 9841028197

143 LM12988 Dr. P. Prashanth Chromepet Tamil Nadu 9551090914

144 LM12989 Dr. M. Sathish Karur Tamil Nadu 9600856806

145 LM12990 Dr. S. A. Karthi Cumaran Tirupur Tamil Nadu 9940389287
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146 LM12991 Dr. Wasim Ahmed Patna Bihar 9431634643

147 LM12992 Dr. Nishant Kashyap Patna Bihar 7070808787

148 LM12993 Dr. Abhijeet Jayaswal Patna Bihar 7338005441

149 LM12994 Dr. Asif Ahmad Distt. Singrauli Madhya Pradesh 8986142641

150 LM12995 Dr. Veerabahu Muthusamy Chennai Tamil Nadu 7397398877

151 LM12996 Dr. Kamparsh Thakur Distt. Kangra Himachal Pradesh 9469777772, 8278702893

152 LM12997 Dr. Sukh Sagar Vaishya Madhya Pradesh Madhya Pradesh 7766912688, 8707722797

153 LM12998 Dr. Kundan Kumar Singh Hajipur Bihar 9883599187

154 LM12999 Dr. Vivek Sharma Aligarh Uttar Pradesh 9045918879

155 LM13000 Dr. Ayon Das West Bengal West Bengal 9903243240

156 LM13001 Dr. Pallav Gupta Udhampur Jammu & Kashmir 9419158913, 9560235217

157 LM13002 Dr. Sorabh Garg Patiala Punjab 9872387744

158 LM13003 Dr. Aakash Upadhyaya Varanasi Uttar Pradesh 9307459437

159 LM13004 Dr. Anand Gupta Agra Uttar Pradesh 9521480779

160 LM13005 Dr. Deepthi Paraj Kamath Udupi District Karnataka 9008824592

161 LM13006 Dr. Siddarth Kamath. K Udupi District Karnataka 9886908545

162 LM13007 Dr. Sujayendra. D. M Bangalore Karnataka 9740981655

163 LM13008 Dr. Nikhil Jayant Arbatti Mumbai Maharashtra 9930229655

164 LM13009 Dr. Ketan Manharlal Badani Mumbai Maharashtra 9821099506

165 LM13010 Dr. Kedar Deogaonkar Pune Maharashtra 9920164201

166 LM13011 Dr. Tarun Dusad Jaipur Rajasthan 7230006778

167 LM13012 Dr. Amandeep Gujral Nasik Maharashtra 9158445558

168 LM13013 Dr. Amit Jain Mumbai Maharashtra 9820707171

169 LM13014 Dr. Sanyam Jain Delhi New Delhi 9727776564

170 LM13015 Dr. Joshi Nikhil Nandkumar Thane West Maharashtra 9167376836

171 LM13016 Dr. Harkhanis Anil Rajaram Mumbai Maharashtra 9821527199

172 LM13017 Dr. Kashikar Aaditya Dattatreya Mumbai Maharashtra 9967763208, 8104605145

173 LM13018 Dr. Manish. K. Kothari Mumbai Maharashtra 9833302899

174 LM13019 Dr. Nishant Kumar Ranchi Jharkhand 9619234771

175 LM13020 Dr. Rahul Pushpendra Mehta Indore Madhya Pradesh 9860754444

176 LM13021 Dr. Merchant Zahir Abbas Imtiyaz Mumbai Maharashtra 9768316364

177 LM13022 Dr. Priyank Mangaldas Patel Thane West Maharashtra 9619006006

178 LM13023 Dr. Patil Sachin Shridhar Mumbai Maharashtra 9892104142

179 LM13024 Dr. Rajesh Pakhare Mumbai Maharashtra 8275387045

180 LM13025 Dr. Pawar Uday Mugutrao Satara Maharashtra 9833407566

181 LM13026 Dr. Peshattiwar Vishal Bhaskar Mumbai Maharashtra 9820096662

182 LM13027 Dr. Ashish Sumangal Phadnis Thane West Maharashtra 9870009830

183 LM13028 Dr. Sameer Mulraj Ruparel Mumbai Maharashtra 9970853243

184 LM13029 Dr. Sushil Krishnani Sabnis Mumbai Maharashtra 9821140973

185 LM13030 Dr. Kunal Chandrakant Shah Mumbai Maharashtra 9930731911

186 LM13031 Dr. Ayush Sharma Mumbai Maharashtra 9004549623

187 LM13032 Dr. Amit Kumar Sharma Mumbai Maharashtra 9967604560

188 LM13033 Dr. Bhavin. N. Shial Mumbai Maharashtra 9819010364

189 LM13034 Dr. Siddiqui Shiblee Sabir Thane Maharashtra 7715911686

190 LM13035 Dr. Mahendra Singh Jodhpur Rajasthan 9950150763

191 LM13036 Dr. Sonone Sandeep. V Dadar East Maharashtra 9820042840

192 LM13037 Dr. Shivraj Surendra Suryawanshi Nagpur Maharashtra 8390186551

193 LM13038 Dr. Akhil Ashok Tawari Mumbai Maharashtra 9820456571, 8104346981

194 LM13039 Dr. Upadhyaya Mihir Ketan Mumbai Maharashtra 9820861617
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195 LM13040 Dr. Raghuprasad Varma Navi Mumbai Maharashtra 9820961936

196 LM13041 Dr. Bharati Sukadeo Kalyani Aurangabad Maharashtra 9096849079

197 LM13042 Dr. Tathe Santosh Narayan Distt. Solapur Maharashtra 9422555267

198 LM13043 Dr. Goyal Nishant Devichand Distt. Amravati Maharashtra 9960735804, 9511807052

199 LM13044 Dr. Arjun Rawal Haldwani Uttarakhand 7020293302

200 LM13045 Dr. Gaurav Gupta Dehradun Uttarakhand 8755476767

201 LM13046 Dr. Sushil Kumar Dehradun Uttarakhand 9634796410

202 LM13047 Dr. Abinandha Rajha. P. S Theni Tamil Nadu 9785675162

203 LM13048 Dr. Rajasekaran. S Theni Tamil Nadu 9842163993

204 LM13049 Dr. Pradeep. P Chennai Tamil Nadu 9940433733

205 LM13050 Dr. Pradeep Kumar Pondicherry Tamil Nadu 8870102070

206 LM13051 Dr. Ram Kumar Sriramalu Cuddalore District Tamil Nadu 7010015150

207 LM13052 Dr. Anant Mahavir Chaugule Sangli Maharashtra 8275257564, 9325753887

208 LM13053 Dr. Parth Kanubhai Panchal Valsad Gujarat 9687628058

209 LM13054 Dr. Debanjan Das Kolkata West Bengal 7368806313

210 LM13055 Dr. O. Obuli Vijay Shankar Salem Tamil Nadu 8220439034

211 LM13056 Dr. Mayur Gupta Agra Uttar Pradesh 9760356054

212 LM13057 Dr. Mritunjay Kumar Hazaribag Jharkhand 7739727039

213 LM13058 Dr. Ashish Singhal Udaipur Rajasthan 9414393320, 8003092371

214 LM13059 Dr. Saksham Sharma Jaipur Rajasthan 9694764602

215 LM13060 Dr. Abhishek saxena Ajmer Rajasthan 7795168047

216 LM13061 Dr. Jadhav Abhinav Satyawan Beed Maharashtra 9823440141

217 LM13062 Dr. Deep. P. Rajani Rajkot Gujarat 9909988867

218 LM13063 Dr. P. Manoj Reddy Tirupati Andhra Pradesh 9989970707, 9884293747

219 LM13064 Dr. Souvik Kundu Distt. Hooghly West Bengal 9239413529

220 LM13065 Dr. Sourav Mondal Distt. Hooghly West Bengal 93823187343

221 LM13066 Dr. Pravin Chandra Gupta Hardoi Uttar Pradesh 9415563580

222 LM13067 Dr. Monoranjan How Bora Distt. Lakhimpur Assam 8876799619

223 LM13068 Dr. Shyam Sunder S. Chennai Assam 8056194019

224 LM13069 Dr. Hiren Sarma Distt. Kamrur Assam 8754586917

225 LM13070 Dr. Shantanu Jaiswal Deoria Uttar Pradesh 9616261786

226 LM13071 Dr. Karanbir Singh Jammu Jammu & Kashmir 9018883839

227 LM13072 Dr. Sunny Chaudhary New Delhi Delhi 9810204646

228 LM13073 Dr. Hanuman Singh Yadav Alwar Rajasthan 9414509261

229 LM13074 Dr. Ashwin. H Kannur Kerala 9496342234

230 LM13075 Dr. Mohamed Firoze Chekku Kozhikode Kerala 9497056330, 8921315400

231 LM13076 Dr. Anupam Sudeep Thrissur Distt. Kerala 949521824

232 LM13077 Dr. Anoop. J. Mattam Alappuzha Kerala 9495517242

233 LM13078 Dr. Prakash K. George Thiruvananthapurma Kerala 9496370688

234 LM13079 Dr. Vipin Dev. M Kollam Kerala 9446293818

235 LM13080 Dr. Brij Bhan Singh Aligarh Uttar Pradesh 9074334414

236 LM13081 Dr. Reet Mukhopadhyay Kolkata West Bengal 7087435422

237 LM13082 Dr. Mujibar Rahaman Mullick Distt. Hooghly West Bengal 8902154616, 9830497283

238 LM13083 Dr. Parth Rameshbhai Patel Rajkot Gujarat 9429419957

239 LM13084 Dr. Yash Singh Dhanbad Jharkhand 9999463661

240 LM13085 Dr. Vivek Prakash Prayagraj Uttar Pradesh 9335430203

241 LM13086 Dr. Vikas Kumar Distt. Supaul Bihar 7717794350

242 LM13087 Dr. Srikanth. E. N Whitefield Karnataka 7406669991

243 LM13088 Dr. Kiran Hunashikatti Distt. Bagalkot Karnataka 9036846347
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244 LM13089 Dr. Manjunath Gulbarga Karnataka 9980533425

245 LM13090 Dr. Arjun Mandri Bangaluru Karnataka 9632040804

246 LM13091 Dr. Guru Charan. S Bangaluru Karnataka 9686798295

247 LM13092 Dr. Amit Sharma Jodhpur Rajasthan 9877658834

248 LM13093 Dr. Bhadiyadra Ravikumar Himmatbhai Surat Gujarat 9687444423

249 LM13094 Dr. G. Kamalakannan Pondicherry Pondicherry 8682848278, 7639519819

250 LM13095 Dr. Tarun Khare Agra Uttar Pradesh 9972959467

251 LM13096 Dr. Somnath Machani Anantapur Andhra Pradesh 9739994844

252 LM13097 Dr. Muralidharan Venkatesan Chennai Tamil Nadu 9840159209

253 LM13098 Dr. D. Rajesh Babu Chennai Tamil Nadu 9884382035

254 LM13099 Dr. S. Nithin Chennai Tamil Nadu 9840558871

255 LM13100 Dr. Arun Prasanth. K Pondicherry Pondicherry 9443708087

256 LM13101 Dr. J. Ganesh Shankar Namakkal Distt. Tamil Nadu 9500965960

257 LM13102 Dr. P. S. Dharani Kumar Coimbatore Tamil Nadu 7845141716

258 LM13103 Dr. Anwarul Hoda Khan Lucknow Uttar Pradesh 7607605794

259 LM13104 Dr. Mohd. Arif Deoria Uttar Pradesh 9598001123

260 LM13105 Dr. Mukesh Sharma Jhalawar Rajasthan 9413001295

261 LM13106 Dr. Bal Kishan Patidar Distt. Jhalwar Rajasthan 7690824846

262 LM13107 Dr. Dhanraj Meena Distt. Bundi Rajasthan 9887973658

263 LM13108 Dr. Manohar Lal Carpenter Kota Rajasthan 9251449908

264 LM13109 Dr. Rajesh Kumar Malav Rajasthan Rajasthan 9214830247

265 LM13110 Dr. Mukesh Sharma Kota Rajasthan 7597765438

266 LM13111 Dr. Dilip Sharma Jhalawar Rajasthan 9468519780

267 LM13112 Dr. Naveen Meena Jaipur Rajasthan 9694258617

268 LM13113 Dr. Rahul Dev Arora Kota Rajasthan 9799903322

269 LM13114 Dr. Om Prakash Malav Kota Rajasthan 9413945005

270 LM13115 Dr. Sachin Joshi Kota Rajasthan 9602999277

271 LM13116 Dr. Hitesh Mangal Kota Rajasthan 9462192113

272 LM13117 Dr. Darshan Gautam Kota Rajasthan 9413426865

273 LM13118 Dr. Navneet Kumar Nagar Kota Rajasthan 9828139139

274 LM13119 Dr. Amit Gupta Kota Rajasthan 9680418348

275 LM13120 Dr. Suresh Kumar Dhakar Jhalawar Rajasthan 9251965348

276 LM13121 Dr. Himanshukumar Hinmatlal Kanani Rajkot Gujarat 9428724138

277 LM13122 Dr. Ravikumar Ratilal Bhesaniya Ahmedabad Gujarat 8980024259, 7990609428

278 LM13123 Dr. Mahammad Akram Abdulrahim Saji Dahod Gujarat 9028212833

279 LM13124 Dr. Gagan Deep Singh Pathankot Punjab 9464833300, 9779548330

280 LM13125 Dr. Hitender Mehta Jaipur Rajasthan 9784593022

281 LM13126 Dr. Prabu Vairavan Pattukkottai Tamil Nadu 9791950557

282 LM13127 Dr. S. Kavin Kumar Salem Tamil Nadu 8122842235, 9791594095

283 LM13128 Dr. R. Sureshkumar Paramakudi Tamil Nadu 9442046030

284 LM13129 Dr. Nishat Ahmed Hyderabad Telangana 9703679100

285 LM13130 Dr. Lalith Mohan. C Hyderabad Telangana 9866140968

286 LM13131 Dr. Jayakumar Bommusamy Pondicherry Pondicherry 9842173049, 9629699434

287 LM13132 Dr. Pankaj Yadav Gurgaon Haryana 7838933758

288 LM13133 Dr Pratyush Shahi Muzaffarpur Bihar 9835052550, 9560484211

289 LM13134 Dr. Jatin Bansal Delhi Delhi 9711150814

290 LM13135 Dr. Abhishek Mishra Varanasi Uttar Pradesh 8527186070

291 LM13136 Dr. Keshave Singh New Delhi Delhi 9999389324

292 LM13137 Dr. Siddhartha Gupta New Delhi Delhi 9880393366, 9354213872
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293 LM13138 Dr. Yasim Khan Delhi Delhi 7838665515, 8810433480

294 LM13139 Dr. Gaurang Agarwal Rohini Delhi 9650424615

295 LM13140 Dr. Abhijit Behera Bhadrak Odisha 9654716351, 7827532585

296 LM13141 Dr. Raj Kumar Delhi Delhi 9716929317

297 LM13142 Dr. Rajeev Yadav Faridabad Haryana 8588094648

298 LM13143 Dr. Sandeep Delhi Delhi 8851134870, 8285825172

299 LM13144 Dr. Saket Prakash Patna Bihar 9654857098

300 LM13145 Dr. Ekshit Agrawal Jaipur Rajasthan 8860724077

301 LM13146 Dr. Anant Krishna New Delhi Delhi 7030579790

302 LM13147 Dr. Ajeet Kumar New Delhi Delhi 8700316277, 9968332530

303 LM13148 Dr. Bhaskar Jyoti Pegu New Delhi Delhi 7760708804

304 LM13149 Dr. Siddharth Trivedi Ghaziabad Uttar Pradesh 9839670182

305 LM13150 Dr. Akash Goel Delhi Delhi 8800229109

306 LM13151 Dr. Umesh Meena Distt. Bhzlwara Rajasthan 7532822877

307 LM13152 Dr. Manish Kumar Ghaziabad Uttar Pradesh 7678395489

308 LM13153 Dr. Anubhav Sharma Ludhiana Punjab 8281078842

309 LM13154 Dr. Archit Goyal Delhi Delhi 9643855224

310 LM13155 Dr. Abhay Meena Distt. Alwar Rajasthan 9899859865

311 LM13156 Dr. Sandeep Bhati Uttar Pradesh Uttar Pradesh 8077425245

312 LM13157 Dr. Nirup. S. Naik Bangaluru Karnataka 9482532322

313 LM13158 Dr. Pulkit Kalra Faridabad Haryana 9643993758

314 LM13159 Dr. Rohan Mehta Faridabad Haryana 7838506111

315 LM13160 Dr. Pradeep Kumar New Delhi Delhi 8053674612

316 LM13161 Dr. Sushil Prajapati New Delhi Delhi 7838545905

317 LM13162 Dr. Hemant Bansal Gwalior Madhya Pradesh 7754941772

318 LM13163 Dr. Ranjan Kumar Gupta New Delhi Delhi 8433833407

319 LM13164 Dr. Siddhartha Sinha New Delhi Delhi 9871149503

320 LM13165 Dr. Sumit Jain Sethia Howrah West Bengal 9330435378

321 LM13166 Dr. Indranil Biswas Kolkata West Bengal 990324333

322 LM13167 Dr. Anurag Rathore Kota Rajasthan 9673552626, 6377671052

323 LM13168 Dr. Gaurav Khanted Bhilwara Rajasthan 8133878070

324 LM13169 Dr. Anoop Tiwari Jaipur Rajasthan 9950410499, 8209841103

325 LM13170 Dr. Sohan Lal Sirvi Pali Rajasthan 9785086971

326 LM13171 Dr. Deepak Kumar Yadav Alwar Rajasthan 9829372323, 9079041466

327 LM13172 Dr. Sanjay Yadav Distt. Sikar Rajasthan 9413647904

328 LM13173 Dr. Kuldeep Dhankhar Jhunjhunu Rajasthan 9314442436

329 LM13174 Dr. Hitesh Kumar Rulaniya Distt. Sikar Rajasthan 9928575933, 7976352562

330 LM13175 Dr. Amit Ram R. Virudhnagar dist Tamil Nadu 9944903142

331 LM13176 Dr. Ankit Kumar Garg Ranchi Jharkhand 9749469065

332 LM13177 Dr. Tamilselvan V. Chennai Tamil Nadu 9884871101

333 LM13178 Dr. Pritesh Omprakash Agarwal Mehsana Gujarat 8390067576

334 LM13179 Dr. Gireesh Gupta Jaipur Rajasthan 7727847474

335 LM13180 Dr. Raja S. Namakkal Distt. Tamil Nadu 9894120650

336 LM13181 Dr. Divyanshu Goyal Jaipur Rajasthan 8058051988

337 LM13182 Dr. Ambarish Avinash Maithisul Pune Maharashtra 9920483232

338 LM13183 Dr. Ujwal Jagannath Hingane Baramati Maharashtra 9822245158

339 LM13184 Dr. Vineet Bajaj Delhi new Delhi 9999772352

340 LM13185 Dr. S. Selvakumar Salem Tamil Nadu 9894331913

341 LM13186 Dr.  M.E. Lakshmikanth Kolathur Tamil Nadu 9994135692
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342 LM13187 Dr. P.A. Sahayraja Pondicherry Pondicherry 9345411652

343 LM13188 Dr. Anandhakumar P. Namakkal Distt. Tamil Nadu 9659410347

344 LM13189 Dr. Vignesh M. Chennai Tamil Nadu 9444403998

345 LM13190 Dr. Thyyagraj C. Chennai Tamil Nadu 9445663115

346 LM13191 Dr. J. Nadarajan Cuddalore District Tamil Nadu 9600825030

347 LM13192 Dr. C. Srinivasa Cholan Chennai Tamil Nadu 9629678897

348 LM13193 Dr. Ranjitham T.P. Chennai Tamil Nadu 9884156061

349 LM13194 Dr. P. Siddharth Coimbatore Tamil Nadu 9600475916

350 LM13195 Dr. Gopisetty Chaitanya Kishore Secunderabad Telangana 9700117183

351 LM13196 dr. Vishwanath M. Hyderabad Telangana 9493317314

352 LM13197 Dr. Mahesh Singh Sankhala Jaipur Rajasthan 9887003333

353 LM13198 Dr. Animesh Gupta Jhunjhunu Rajasthan 9928593999

354 LM13199 Dr. Karmbeer Singh Alwar Dist. Rajasthan 7827507138

355 LM13200 Dr. Maulik R. Jhaveri Baroda Gujarat 9925040196

356 LM13201 Dr. Patel Hirenkumar Bhanuprasad Anand Gujarat 9714670880

357 LM13202 Dr. Rohit Jain Bharatpur Rajasthan 9971211927

358 LM13203 Dr. Abhishek saxena Jaipur Rajasthan 8890810132

359 LM13204 Dr. Imran Yousouf Bhat Srinagar Jammu & Kashmir 8492841779

360 LM13205 Dr. Gaurav Kumar Patna Bihar 8524937779

361 LM13206 Dr. Abhimanyu Kakralia Jaipur Rajasthan 9970373183

362 LM13207 Dr. Probin Ch. Gogoi Guwahati ASSAM 7002257280

363 LM13208 Dr. M. Madhan Kumar Ariyalur Tamil Nadu 9840119993

364 LM13209 Dr. Ganji Prasanth Chennai Tamil Nadu 9551683246

365 LM13210 Dr. Jenson Issach Chennai Tamil Nadu 9600074176

366 LM13211 Dr. V. Rajkumar Chennai Tamil Nadu 9677116722

367 LM13212 Dr. Nagarajan G. Chennai Tamil Nadu 9597905533

368 LM13213 Dr. P. Parthiban Thoothukudi Dist. Tamil Nadu 9600071144

369 LM13214 Dr. Raja Ganesh Salem Tamil Nadu 9442214447

370 LM13215 Dr. Duraisamy Ezhil Maran Thiruvanamam Tamil Nadu 9944450475

371 LM13216 Dr. N. Sathiya Prakash Palani Tamil Nadu 9944043230

372 LM13217 Dr. V. Arun Chengalpattu Tamil Nadu 9444970799

373 LM13218 Dr. G.N. Sukumar Salem Tamil Nadu 9962137213

374 LM13219 Dr. Sundar Prakash M Salem Tamil Nadu 8838623336

375 LM13220 Dr. Jefferson Samuel James S. Tuticorin Tamil Nadu 9790475750

376 LM13221 Dr. P. Sathiyamoorthi Anthiyur Tamil Nadu 9788118313

377 LM13222 Dr. Muralidharan R. Dindigul Tamil Nadu 9942516855

378 LM13223 Dr. Mathan Kumar Trichy Tamil Nadu 9894862861

379 LM13224 Dr. R.  Satheesh Kumar Chennai Tamil Nadu 9940361192

380 LM13225 Dr. J.  Thiyageshwaran Jayaraman Kanchipuram Tamil Nadu 9600055539

381 LM13226 Dr. Vishnu Varadhn Venkatesan Koil Street Tamil Nadu 9791116523

382 LM13227 Dr. Jayasankar S. Thirupur Tamil Nadu 9791308725

383 LM13228 Dr. Raju C.N. Chittor Andhra Pradesh 7661950600

384 LM13229 Dr. Naveen Kumar L. Ramanagara Taluk Karnataka 9686655451

385 LM13230 Dr. Sunil Malaghan Mudhol Karnataka 7036223757

386 LM13231 Dr. Viral Gordhanbhai Dadhaniya Rajkot Gujarat 9898783323

387 LM13232 Dr. Vora Rajnik Sureshbhai Morbid Dist. Gujarat 9016462111

388 LM13233 Dr. Nilay Kumar Ranchi Bihar 7533081831

389 LM13234 Dr. Prabodh Kantiwal Jhunjhunu Rajasthan 7080054590

390 LM13235 Dr. Anitipal Singh Raina Jammu Jammu & Kashmir 9622066384
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391 LM13236 Dr. Bhalachandra Pandurang Patil Sangli Dist. Maharashtra 9422042818

392 LM13237 Dr. Ingalkar Manojkumar Harishchandra Sangli Maharashtra 9890394929

393 LM13238 Dr. Pradip Mahadeo Mhetre Sangli Maharashtra 9075731111

394 LM13239 Dr. Uttam Ramu Kumbhar Sangli Maharashtra 9850300501

395 LM13240 Dr. Karnalkar Pratap Baburao Sangli Maharashtra 9881307084

396 LM13241 Dr. Vikrant Parshwanath Magdum Miraj Maharashtra 9527643532

397 LM13242 Dr. Shonali Vikrant Magdum Miraj Maharashtra 9527643531

398 LM13243 Dr. Bhaskar K. Prani Sangli Dist. Maharashtra 9822017947

399 LM13244 Dr. A R. Sudhakar Thiruvana Malai Tamil Nadu 8012744585

400 LM13245 Dr. C. Sanjay Trichy Tamil Nadu 9597742154

401 LM13246 Dr. Dinesh Babu L. Salem Tamil Nadu 9944574222

402 LM13247 Dr. P. Kumar Ramanathapurram Tamil Nadu 7358929291

403 LM13248 Dr. Kalyan Deepak S. Vijayawada Andhra Pradesh 9845257003

404 LM13249 Dr. Junaid E. Kollam Kerala 9995815011

405 LM13250 Dr. Bejoy E. Jayan Palakkad district Kerala 7025307551

406 LM13251 Dr. Mohammed Sunil K.T. Mallapuram Kerala 9446460294

407 LM13252 Dr. Santhosh Vellattu Chempanamcheri Mallapuram Kerala 8113027759

408 LM13253 Dr. Ranju Raj Thrissur Distt. Kerala 9446622290

409 LM13254 Dr. Rohit Prasad Varkey Chalakudy Kerala 9995186591

410 LM13255 Dr. Kurian Alappatt Thrissur Distt. Kerala 9567056148

411 LM13256 Dr. Arun Ravindran Ernakulam Dist. Kerala 9496336273

412 LM13257 Dr. Edwin Joe S. Kanchipuram Tamil Nadu 9566771029

413 LM13258 Dr. Varatharajan R. Kumbakonam Tamil Nadu 8675074239

414 LM13259 Dr. Thiyagarajan T.S. Coimbatore Tamil Nadu 9942241040

415 LM13260 Dr. Saksham Tripathi Jhansi Uttar Pradesh 9935020183

416 LM13261 Dr.Ashutosh Kumar Bareilly Uttar Pradesh 9451751058

417 LM13262 Dr. Shobhit Moradabad Uttar Pradesh 8318914945

418 LM13263 Dr. Ashwani Singh Meerut Uttar Pradesh 8267866271

419 LM13264 Dr. Rishabh Jaiswal Lucknow Uttar Pradesh 9082248448

420 LM13265 Dr. Subrata Kumar Das Kolkata West Bengal 9475436679

421 LM13266 Dr. Prasanna Kumar Pandey Prayagraj Uttar Pradesh 8299417103

422 LM13267 Dr. Kamani Mayurkumar Mansukhbhai Ahmedabad Gujarat 9986271214

423 LM13268 Dr. Sreekrishna Pathuri Rajamundry Andhra Pradesh 9693459999

424 LM13269 Dr. Mahendra Singh Sikar Rajasthan 9460294548

425 LM13270 Dr. Kumar Rohit Jaipur Rajasthan 9636063569

426 LM13271 Dr. Mukul Jain Jhalawar Rajasthan 9414683146

427 LM13272 Dr. Bashir Mohammed Chowdhary Srinagar Jammu & Kashmir 9419018573

428 LM13273 Dr. Mahaveer Prasad Kota Rajasthan 8805104554

429 LM13274 Dr. Sagar Madhukar Chakke Satara Maharashtra 7798732280

430 LM13275 Dr. Deshpande Santosh Shrikant Solapur Maharashtra 8130223011

431 LM13276 Dr. Vikas Vilas Nagarkar Raigad Maharashtra 9527127177

432 LM13277 Dr. Rohit Arvind Kulkarni Pune Maharashtra 9822501585

433 LM13278 Dr. Pankaj Nagesh Ahire Ghatkopar Maharashtra 9821467936

434 LM13279 Dr. Parbhane Pramod Nanasaheb Pune Maharashtra 8308308529

435 LM13280 Dr. Vikram Ashok Rajguru pune Maharashtra 7758038008

436 LM13281 Dr. Nanaware Santosh Vijay Pune Maharashtra 9096777770

437 LM13282 Dr. Chormale Sandeep Madhukar Pune Maharashtra 9960644271

438 LM13283 Dr. Aniket Machindra Patil Pune Maharashtra 9403044345

439 LM13284 Dr.  Shailesh Patil Pune Maharashtra 9766530892
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440 LM13285 Dr. Amit Ramchandra Kale Prabhat Road Maharashtra 9765494684

441 LM13286 Dr. Sachin Sampatrao Jadhav Pune Maharashtra 9822054101

442 LM13287 Dr. Shendge Pradeep Anantrao Ambajogai Maharashtra 9766460868

443 LM13288 Dr. Rajaram Dhondappa Gurav Jajh Maharashtra 9765932890

444 LM13289 Dr. Rohit Rameshchandra Kakani Dist. Beed Maharashtra 9823353323

445 LM13290 Dr. Vidyanand Ashok Raut Virar West Maharashtra 9823116181

446 LM13291 Dr. Amit Dilip Deshmukh Ichalkaranji Maharashtra 9422046056

447 LM13292 Dr. Sanjay Madhukar Sonawne Akola Maharashtra 9822690897

448 LM13293 Dr.  Ashutosh Vitthalrao Dabre Akola Maharashtra 9822760075

449 LM13294 Dr. Gopal Rameshchandra Sikwal Akola Maharashtra 9422862524

450 LM13295 Dr. Ajay Parasharam Suwade Akola Maharashtra 9881490639

451 LM13296 Dr. Gajendra Ranjitsing Raghuwanshi Akola Maharashtra 9822498499

452 LM13297 Dr. Vinodkumar Shriram Kolhe Akola Maharashtra 9881724232

453 LM13298 Dr. Vikrant Vitthalrao Ingle Akola Maharashtra 8149195738

454 LM13299 Dr. Amit Nanakram Rajpal Akola Maharashtra 8152961937

455 LM13300 Dr. Prakash Krishnarao Metange Akola Maharashtra 9969656730

456 LM13301 Dr. Sanjay Sitaram Shinde Akola Maharashtra 9881190137

457 LM13302 Dr. Feroz Dilawar Khan Akola Maharashtra 9168180786

458 LM13303 Dr. Indrajeet Mangesh Deshmukh Akola Maharashtra 9764762121

459 LM13304 Dr. Kotkar Bharat Bandopant Kolhapur Maharashtra 9822810236

460 LM13305 Dr. Vishwas Motiram Kadam Solapur Maharashtra 9850502560

461 LM13306 Dr. Shantaram Raghunath Katkade Nashik Maharashtra 9850142323

462 LM13307 Dr. Nilesh Indulal Kachnerkar Aurangabad Maharashtra 9923744020

463 LM13308 Dr. Bhupendra Pralhad Panhale Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9890848687

464 LM13309 Dr. Vaibhav Arvind Sasurkar Kolhapur Maharashtra 7769978791

465 LM13310 Dr. Santosh Appasaheb Teli Pune Maharashtra 8928022874

466 LM13311 Dr. Kotturi Sunil Kumar Hyerabad Telangana 7675050201

467 LM13312 Dr. Aditya Menon Mumbai Maharashtra 9833102908

468 LM13313 Dr. Peddi Sai Kiran Secunderabad Telangana 7276612666

469 LM13314 Dr. Ramvanshi Prashant Bhaidas Bhusaval Maharashtra 9923443377

470 LM13315 Dr. Supreet Navinderjeet Bajwa Pune Maharashtra 9820727046

471 LM13316 Dr. Haresh Devidas Ratanpal Mumbai Maharashtra 9821054631

472 LM13317 Dr. Aditya Rajendra Gunjotikar Thane Maharashtra 9867188763

473 LM13318 Dr. Sushmit Singh Mumbai Navi Maharashtra 9637553661

474 LM13319 Dr. Raju Laxmanrao Patil Mumbai Maharashtra 9638488440

475 LM13320 Dr. Pankaj Kumar Singh Mumbai Maharashtra 8850171871

476 LM13321 Dr. Nilesh Shripati Vishwakarma Mumbai Maharashtra 9869979657

477 LM13322 Dr. jatin Vasudeo Badgujar Mumbai Navi Maharashtra 9004206776

478 LM13323 Dr. Chhallani Abhaykumar Amarchand Mumabi Navi Maharashtra 9004389426

479 LM13324 Dr. Akshay Hemant Shah Nerul East Maharashtra 9820869005

480 LM13325 Dr. Akshay Zulal Mahajan Raigad Maharashtra 8425953777

481 LM13326 Dr. Shaival Ramesh Chauhan Ghatkopar Maharashtra 7760917213

482 LM13327 Dr. Gaurav Mahesh Sharma Mumbai Navi Maharashtra 9545455852

483 LM13328 Dr. Ashish Shankar Naik Mumbai Navi Maharashtra 9920073274

484 LM13329 Dr. Shirish Narayanrao Vedpathak Mumabi Navi Maharashtra 9320220074

485 LM13330 Dr. Kapil Ashok Pawar Mumbai Navi Maharashtra 9029559816

486 LM13331 Dr. Divyesh Bukalsaria Mumabi Maharashtra 9819550047

487 LM13332 Dr. Prasad Liladhar Chaudhari Mumbai Maharashtra 9820870437

488 LM13333 Dr. kaustubh Ajit Sawant Old Pannel Maharashtra 7507247822
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489 LM13334 Dr. Parth Agrawal Thane West Maharashtra 8369555793

490 LM13335 Dr. Raghav Raj Nawada Bihar 8655877397

491 LM13336 Dr. Amit Balkrishna Dhond Mumbai Maharashtra 9833977986

492 LM13337 Dr. Atul A. Kharat Maharashtra 8169701551

493 LM13338 Dr. Mahajan Nikhilchandra Nishikant Sangli Maharashtra 8600092213

494 LM13339 Dr. Amit Shashikant Munde Mumbai Maharashtra 9167085656

495 LM13340 Dr. Amit Kumar Yadav Chandigarh Chandigarh 9665497301

496 LM13341 Dr. Prasanna Kumar G.S. Mysore Karnataka 6360777121

497 LM13342 Dr. Dhole Yogesh Ashok Nashik Maharashtra 9970172872

498 LM13343 Dr. Sunil  Nabhiraj Chougule Kolhapur Maharashtra 9823443343

499 LM13344 Dr. Namdev Shankarrao Gorile Latur Maharashtra 8983787260

500 LM13345 Dr. Satish Divakar Mehta Sangli Maharashtra 9028753115

501 LM13346 Dr. Vishwas Sharad Phadke Sangli Maharashtra 9822080128

502 LM13347 Dr. Satyajeet Ashok Hore Sangli Maharashtra 9096029639

503 LM13348 Dr. Lande Ashutosh Balasaheb Ichalkaranji Maharashtra 9922556655

504 LM13349 Dr. Rajiv Suresh Negandhi Ichalkaranji Maharashtra 9928174666

505 LM13350 Dr. Amarjeet Vasantrao Jagadale Kolhapur Maharashtra 9764460000

506 LM13351 Dr. Pramod Prahlad Rajuskar Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9890183760

507 LM13352 Dr. Mane Satish Annabhau Pune Maharashtra 9860366055

508 LM13353 Dr. Shinde Gopal Mahadeo Nashik Maharashtra 9869927296

509 LM13354 Dr. Dattu Laxman Shelke Indiranagar Maharashtra 982201948

510 LM13355 Dr. Maksudahamad Munir Tamboli Sangli Maharashtra 8800930385

511 LM13356 Dr. Shirish Prabhakar Nagare Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9822313340

512 LM13357 Dr. Vijaysinh H. Patil Satara Maharashtra 9765787700

513 LM13358 Dr. Bhosge Mansoor Iqbal Waheeduddin Vikas Nagar Maharashtra 9326522780

514 LM13359 Dr. Rajendraprasad Ramesh Butala Mumbai Maharashtra 9869040422

515 LM13360 Dr. Rajendra Hanumandas Agrawal Jalgaon Maharashtra 9422775503

516 LM13361 Dr. Nigade Siddharth Ramesh Kolhapur Maharashtra 9923400979

517 LM13362 Dr. Shinde Dayanand Gunvantrao Solapur Maharashtra 9975631861

518 LM13363 Dr. Niteen Murlidharrao Sasturkar Latur Maharashtra 9423078365

519 LM13364 Dr. Sanjay Annappa Kamat Pune Maharashtra 9822437882

520 LM13365 Dr. Suresh Rajendra Munde Beed Maharashtra 9422422209

521 LM13366 Dr. Deshmukh Pravin Shankarrao Beed Maharashtra 9011084434

522 LM13367 Dr. Sanap Prashant Nanasaheb Beed Maharashtra 9822767639

523 LM13368 Dr. Latkar Chintamani Avinash Pune Maharashtra 9823028036

524 LM13369 Dr. Kailas Umaji Sanamadikar Sangli Maharashtra 9822338014

525 LM13370 Dr. Jankar Surekha Sampatrao Bhikawadi Maharashtra

526 LM13371 Dr. Ajit Gulabrao Awade Kolhapur Maharashtra 9823284608

527 LM13372 Dr. kamble Vidyasagar Mahadeo Sangli Maharashtra

528 LM13373 Dr. Mahesh Ratan Mahadik Kolhapur Maharashtra 9822007124

529 LM13374 Dr. Navdeep Baburao Lokare Solapur Maharashtra 7083509818

530 LM13375 Dr. Sachin Ramchandra Pawar Sangli Maharashtra 9923223488

531 LM13376 Dr. Rahul hari Devadkar Sangli Maharashtra 9421218711

532 LM13377 Dr. Padwal Sumit Dattatray Barshi Maharashtra 9595550735

533 LM13378 Dr. Khot Hanamant Laxman Sangli Maharashtra 7507874057

534 LM13379 Dr. Moulana Abdulrahiman Shaikh Barshi Maharashtra 9422068601

535 LM13380 Dr. Jeevan Mohan Barbole Solapur Maharashtra 9881910791

536 LM13381 Dr. Doshi Ninad Jawahar Barshi Maharashtra 9822095314

537 LM13382 Dr. Abhijit Maruti Kadam Sangli Maharashtra 9922001164
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538 LM13383 Dr. Jitendra Sadashiv Salunkhe Tal-Walwa Maharashtra 9860469694

539 LM13384 Dr. Sidheshwar Shrikrushna Thosar Beed Maharashtra 7588934430

540 LM13385 Dr. Nivas Bhanudas Gawade Sangli Maharashtra 9422532722

541 LM13386 Dr. Vijaykumar Dhanpal Ainapure Sangli Maharashtra 8308040744

542 LM13387 Dr. Abhijeet Ashok Mane Shinde Colony Maharashtra 9673993570

543 LM13388 Dr. Kumbhar Madhav Girmalla sangli Maharashtra 9421420146

544 LM13389 Dr. Ghorpade Kapil Ravaso Jaysingpur Maharashtra 9372594725

545 LM13390 Dr. Vikas Ananda Satre Islampur Maharashtra 9822295261

546 LM13391 Dr. Vaibhav Mahadev Raje Islampur Maharashtra 8421618864

547 LM13392 Dr. Patil Padmaraj Suresh Jaisingpur Maharashtra 9860833777

548 LM13393 Dr. Umesh Rajshekhar Hiremath Jaisingpur Maharashtra 9423647222

549 LM13394 Dr. Santosh Suresh Tawate Islampur Maharashtra 9823187570

550 LM13395 Dr. Amol Ramchandra Pawar Sangli Maharashtra 9860111046

551 LM13396 Dr. Vaibhav Satish Sadigale Pandharpur Maharashtra 9028507810

552 LM13397 Dr. Suraj Vilas Kudalkar Kolhapur Maharashtra 7875166370

553 LM13398 Dr. Patil Kiran Vasantrao Sangli Maharashtra 9421778469

554 LM13399 Dr. Vishal Rajaram Thombre Sangli Maharashtra 7507751375

555 LM13400 Dr. Vishal Ramchandra Deshmukh Vita, Sangli Maharashtra 9172457777

556 LM13401 Dr. Omkar Pratap Kulkarni Sangli Maharashtra 9766201312

557 LM13402 Dr. Khambalkar Shouryashil Vishwanath Sangli Maharashtra 9967867601

558 LM13403 Dr. Akshay Avadhut Bapat Sangli Maharashtra 9860326090

559 LM13404 Dr. Amol Shivaji Dhawale Satara Maharashtra 8668457550

560 LM13405 Dr. Barkade Nilesh Vishnu Satara Maharashtra 9850961971

561 LM13406 Dr. Vinod Manohar Jagtap Satara Maharashtra 7507437467

562 LM13407 Dr. Rahul Navnath Zanjurne Hadapasar Maharashtra 8308139139

563 LM13408 Dr. Abane Sachin Ramdas Pune Maharashtra 9822316051

564 LM13409 Dr. Prasanna Narendra Nande Pune Maharashtra 9822082857

565 LM13410 Dr. Ashish S. Ranade Pune Maharashtra 9527645740

566 LM13411 Dr. Yogesh Bhaskar Mokashi Satara Maharashtra 9822215554

567 LM13412 Dr. Rajan Dhruv Dhandore Solapur Maharashtra 9422066303

568 LM13413 Dr. Hanralmath Sunil Prabhayya Solapur Maharashtra 9370426675

569 LM13414 Dr. Lonikar Rushikesh Rajendra Solapur Maharashtra 7020390845

570 LM13415 Dr. Bhushan Sharade Sagade Mumbai Maharashtra 7709220042

571 LM13416 Dr. Mukul Kumar Singh Sitamarhi Bihar 9015792496

572 LM13417 Dr. Ranade Shrikant Vasudeo Raigad Maharashtra 7744053898

573 LM13418 Dr. Vikrant Madhukar Kaweeshwar Mumbai Maharashtra 9867674010

574 LM13419 Dr. Rahul Narayan Bade Kolhapur Maharashtra 9822752515

575 LM13420 Dr. Shailesh Balkrishna Ratnaparkhi Pune Maharashtra 9822000996

576 LM13421 Dr. Pankaj Bhanudas Lavate Sangli Maharashtra 9860391392

577 LM13422 Dr. Nikhil Pundlikrao Chandurkar Amravati Maharashtra 9028825742

578 LM13423 Dr. Dhiware Subhash Damu Mumbai Navi Maharashtra 9820038495

579 LM13424 Dr. Mayur Rewaji Sarode Nashik Maharashtra 7507755333

580 LM13425 Dr. Sonal Suresh Bhalsing Ahmednagar Maharashtra 7350906090

581 LM13426 Dr. Harshal Uday Kulkarni Miraj Maharashtra 9096565048

582 LM13427 Dr. Sushrut Chandrakant Mane Kolhapur Maharashtra 9970279937

583 LM13428 Dr. Snehanshu Kumar Mumbai Maharashtra 9820796321

584 LM13429 Dr. Aleem Azim Adatiya Rajkot Gujarat 7486837257

585 LM13430 Dr. Dhananjay Pandurang Dingare Solapur Maharashtra 9822526948

586 LM13431 Dr. Dilip Bandopant Malave Kolhapur Maharashtra 9822420993
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587 LM13432 Dr. Sangram Sivaji Rajale Pune Maharashtra 7588006661

588 LM13433 Dr. Kazi Hannan Mujtaba Dhule Maharashtra 9850739939

589 LM13434 Dr. Manoj Shivaji Isapure Miraj Maharashtra 8605147888

590 LM13435 Dr. Sonawane Mandar Subhash Pandhurpur Maharashtra 9890694655

591 LM13436 Dr. Arjun George Viegas Pune Maharashtra 9823904945

592 LM13437 Dr. Prakash Ramchandra Jadhavar Pune Maharashtra 9922736052

593 LM13438 Dr. Dhiraj Girish Patil Pandharpur Maharashtra

594 LM13439 Dr. Paras Kachardas Raka Solapur Maharashtra 9822068052

595 LM13440 Dr.  Pawar Dinesh Subhash Solapur Maharashtra

596 LM13441 Dr. Somwanshi Ganpat Raosaheb Latur Maharashtra 9373203399

597 LM13442 Dr. Sunil Manohar Nadkarni Pune Maharashtra 9822096340

598 LM13443 Dr. Bansode Anup Shravan Aurangabad Maharashtra 9028595889

599 LM13444 Dr. Sana Ahmed Salim Sayyad Pune Maharashtra 9881068106

600 LM13445 Dr. Swapnil Anil Keny Dombivli Maharashtra 9833199158

601 LM13446 Dr. Sourabh Dattatray Gaikwad Pune Maharashtra 8888898813

602 LM13447 Dr. Nikumbha Vivek Parmanand Mumbai Maharashtra 9461260680

603 LM13448 Dr. Ladkat Kiran Madhav Mumbai Maharashtra 9819530231

604 LM13449 Dr. Abhishek Jaroli Mumbai Maharashtra 9892694917

605 LM13450 Dr. Harshavardhan Dilip Raorane Kolhapur Maharashtra 8500717910

606 LM13451 Dr. Ghanshyam Sadanand Daddikar Kolhapur Maharashtra 7798236262

607 LM13452 Dr. Rishi Kiran Doshi Kolhapur Maharashtra 9921698080

608 LM13453 Dr. Bharati Kiran Doshi Shahupuri Maharashtra 9923847070

609 LM13454 Dr. Shekhar Prakash Malve Miraj Maharashtra 6262161699

610 LM13455 Dr. Satveer Singh Hanumangarh Rajasthan 9660871309

611 LM13456 Dr. Kumar Anurag Rohtas Bihar 8483965123

612 LM13457 Dr. Adit Rajesh Maniar Mumbai Maharashtra 9920010666

613 LM13458 Dr. Mohd. Zafer Noor Mohd. Satvilkar Miraj Maharashtra 9552814254

614 LM13459 Dr. Pimprikar Milind Vasantrao Govind Nagar Maharashtra 9823051432

615 LM13460 Dr. Vyavahare Vilas Sakharam Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9970878747

616 LM13461 Dr. Patil Pravin Prakash Parbhani Maharashtra 9422111330

617 LM13462 Dr. Prashant Goverdhan Jethlia Parbhani Maharashtra 9422175744

618 LM13463 Dr. Sharadkumar Subhashchandra Mundada Parbhani Maharashtra 9766491515

619 LM13464 Dr. Sabu Pandurang Shamsundar Jintur Maharashtra 8149252521

620 LM13465 Dr. Gajanan Laxmanrao Pisulkar Wardha Maharashtra 9822235475

621 LM13466 Dr. Aditya Pundkar Amravati Maharashtra 9975170898

622 LM13467 Dr. Dr. Shashank Sanjay Jain Chandrapur Maharashtra 9730642430

623 LM13468 Dr. Antariksh Prabhakar Waghmare Nagpur Maharashtra 9096053960

624 LM13469 Dr. Amit Vinay Saoji Buldana Maharashtra 9860380444

625 LM13470 Dr. Shounak Babanrao Taywade Nagpur Maharashtra 9730014161

626 LM13471 Dr. Kapil Ashokrao Pore Aurangabad Maharashtra 9922504391

627 LM13472 Dr. Dhurjad Sanjay Haribhau Nashik Maharashtra 9822457732

628 LM13473 Dr. Sachin Atmaram Patil Aurangabad Maharashtra 9823084222

629 LM13474 Dr. Shinde Rohit Dadasaheb Solapur Maharashtra 9421061993

630 LM13475 Dr. Harshvardhan Arvind Jawale Jalgaon Maharashtra 9049455155

631 LM13476 Dr. M Rathna Kumar Thannjjavur Tamil Nadu 9894061473

632 LM13477 Dr. V.C. Anil Chander Chennai Tamil Nadu 9894668222

633 LM13478 Dr. Shradha Bora S. Chennai Tamil Nadu 9940560615

634 LM13479 Dr. Kumar Chandan Patna Bihar 9072002060

635 LM13480 Dr. Karan Singh Sikar Rajasthan 9810605807
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636 LM13481 Dr. Shrikant Navnath Sangale Ahmednagar Maharashtra 8411880456

637 LM13482 Dr. Chede Santosh Sopanrao Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9422726688

638 LM13483 Dr. Ghanwat Vikrant Prakash Ahmednagar Maharashtra 8600301108

639 LM13484 Dr. Akhil Sheshrao Dhanorkar Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9561434748

640 LM13485 Dr. Bhosale Mandar Rajaram Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9619043655

641 LM13486 Dr. Ashutosh Shrikrishna Joshi Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9552539011

642 LM13487 Dr. Deepak Damodhar Kalamkar Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9545878354

643 LM13488 Dr. Amit Kamlakar Badve Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9623452742

644 LM13489 Dr. Ganesh Gangadhar Zarekar Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9422230000

645 LM13490 Dr. Prashant Annasaheb Patare Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9890016946

646 LM13491 Dr. Varpe Nitin Madhavrao Ahmednagar Maharashtra 8605946694

647 LM13492 Dr. Gadhe Bapusaheb Tulshiram Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9822597876

648 LM13493 Dr. Gitay Arvind Pradeep Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9225329191

649 LM13494 Dr. Kalamkar Sandeep Malhari Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9270680939

650 LM13495 Dr. Veer Mahesh Manohar Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9423162419

651 LM13496 Dr. Kulange Amitkumar Ashok Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9225326191

652 LM13497 Dr. Vishal Gorkshanath Kharade Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9884631577

653 LM13498 Dr. Prashant Dilip Kale Ahmednagar Maharashtra 8157094449

654 LM13499 Dr. Ganesh Manikrao Saruk Pathardi Maharashtra 9850185011

655 LM13500 Dr. Sakhrekar Rajendra Tukaram Nanded Maharashtra 8652595611

656 LM13501 Dr. Yogesh Bhimrao Rathod Mumbai Maharashtra 9623830380

657 LM13502 Dr. Sujay Kakasaheb Mahadik Kolhapur Maharashtra 9527457777

658 LM13503 Dr. Churhe Sushil Sudhakarrao Amravati Maharashtra 8953014560

659 LM13504 Dr. Sunil Tukaram Deshmukh Jalgaon Maharashtra 9623968000

660 LM13505 Dr. Sagar Anantrao Jawale Mumbai Maharashtra 8999245753

661 LM13506 Dr. Aditya Kumar Muzaffarpur Bihar 8789767050

662 LM13507 Dr. Vikas Ramchandra Sabale Pune Maharashtra 9822195308

663 LM13508 Dr. Mohite Abhay Chandrakant Chiplun Maharashtra 9822589357

664 LM13509 Dr. Harshit Dave Mandsaur Madhya Pradesh 9714400534

665 LM13510 Dr. Abhijit Bajirao Patil Jalgaon Maharashtra 9226836270

666 LM13511 Dr. Amol Laxmanrao Paritkar Aurangabad Maharashtra 9096575176

667 LM13512 Dr. Piyush Kumar V. Damor Ahmedabad Gujarat 9687653882

668 LM13513 Dr. Pratik Haresh Israni Ahmedabad Gujarat 9619675958

669 LM13514 Dr. Krunal C. Soni Ahmedabad Gujarat 9925354523

670 LM13515 Dr. Parikh Deval Krishnakant Ahmedabad Gujarat 9998033208

671 LM13516 Dr. Nilesh Kumar R. Charel Ahmedabad Gujarat 9725769560

672 LM13517 Ravindra Rameshwar Thorat Aurangabad Maharashtra 9823155446

673 LM13518 Dr. Acharya Mandar Sharad Chandra Pune Maharashtra 9822089878

674 LM13519 Dr. Sandip Suresh Sonawane Jalgaon Maharashtra 7798355990

675 LM13520 Dr. Kadam Vighnesh Vishnupant Ratnagiri Maharashtra 8087701846

676 LM13521 Dr. Piyush Pradeep Patil Sangola Maharashtra 9923142777

677 LM13522 Dr. Gund Yashwant Solapur Maharashtra 9975677875

678 LM13523 Dr. Lad Salim  A. Kolhapur Maharashtra 9822084313

679 LM13524 Dr. Pawar Prakash Kolhapur Maharashtra 9822698090

680 LM13525 Dr. Datrange Deepak Ahemadnagar Maharashtra 9766043511

681 LM13526 Dr. Surana Sandip Ahmednagar Maharashtra 9823296431

682 LM13527 Dr. Patole Dinesh Solapur Maharashtra 9503743252

683 LM13528 Dr. Galnimbkar Kishor Ahemadnagar Maharashtra 8275897696

684 LM13529 Dr. BhandivadekarSubhag Kolhapur Maharashtra 9075882525
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685 LM13530 Dr. Mangesh Prabhakar Panat Aurangabad Maharashtra 9764407491

686 LM13531 Dr. Lingayat Maruti Aurangabad Maharashtra 9422186315

687 LM13532 Dr. Bhalerao Swapnil Baburao Ahmednagar Maharashtra 7666369595

688 LM13533 Dr. Patil Kishor Jalgaon Maharashtra 9823314455

689 LM13534 Dr. Marawar Akshay Aurangabad Maharashtra 8605533883

690 LM13535 Dr. Singh Shravan Alwar Rajasthan 8850832921

691 LM13536 Dr. Om Parshuram Patil Yavatmal Maharashtra 9420041010

692 LM13537 Dr. Shikalgar Shakil Kolhapur Maharashtra 9423287582

693 LM13538 Dr. Patil Atul Wamanrao Nashik Maharashtra 9503961947

694 LM13539 Dr. Mundhe Raju Baburao Aurangabad Maharashtra 8830787520

695 LM13540 Dr. Kathar Gajanan Madhavrao Aurangabad Maharashtra 9975073468

696 LM13541 Dr. Gour Ajay Ashoksingh Aurangabad Maharashtra 9545455966

697 LM13542 Dr. Das Rohit Solapur Maharashtra 9890061361

698 LM13543 Dr. Shreerang Madhusudan Joshi Pune Maharashtra 9823042591

699 LM13544 Dr. Gudsoorkar Prakash Vithalrao Palghar Maharashtra 9890093984

700 LM13545 Dr. L. Prakash Palakkad Kerala 9791020615
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1 LM13546 Dr. Niteen Bhaskar Nagare Pune Maharashtra

2 LM13547 Dr. Arohi Sharma Mumbai Maharashtra

3 LM13548 Dr. Vipul Demu Shet Bhandup West Maharashtra

4 LM13549 Dr. Ghoti Santosh Darusing Yavatmal Dist. Maharashtra

5 LM13550 Dr. Nachiket Pradeep Patil Maharashtra

6 LM13551 Dr. Abhijeet Vinayak Deodhar Kolhapur Maharashtra

7 LM13552 Dr. Nikhil Subhash Charde Nagpur Maharashtra

8 LM13553 Dr. Punit Satish Malpani Aurangabad Maharashtra

9 LM13554 Dr. Dinto Davis Thrissur Kerala

10 LM13555 Dr. Murtaza Fazal Ali Anantnag Jammu & Kashmir

11 LM13556 Dr.Qazi Waris Manzoor Srinagar Jammu & Kashmir

12 LM13557 Dr. P. Vivekanandhan Vandawasi Tamil Nadu

13 LM13558 Dr. Shouvik Saha Hooglhy Dist. West Bengal

14 LM13559 Dr. Avijit Basak Dum Dum Cantt West Bengal

15 LM13560 Dr. Gourab Chaterjee Kolkata West Bengal

16 LM13561 Dr. Rajiv Vasant Kulkarni Mumabi Maharashtra

17 LM13562 Dr. Kunal Bansal Solan Himachal Pradesh

18 LM13563 Dr. Anil Bansal Solan Himachal Pradesh

19 LM13564 Dr. Akash Singhal Panchkula Haryana

20 LM13565 Dr. Muthukumar S. Madurai Tamil Nadu

21 LM13566 Dr. V. Janarthanan Madurai Tamil Nadu

22 LM13567 Dr. S. Sudharsan Pudukkottai Dist. Tamil Nadu

23 LM13568 Dr. Rakesh C Madurai Tamil Nadu

24 LM13569 Dr. Vishal Satishkumar Chandarana Ahmedabad Gujarat

25 LM13570 Dr. Desai Ronak Narendrakumar Ahmedabad Gujarat

26 LM13571 Dr. Rajesh Kundan Dawrani Ahmedabad Gujarat

27 LM13572 Dr. Trivedi Kandarp Maheshkumar Ahmedabad Gujarat

28 LM13573 Dr. Jay Janakbhai Patel Mehsana Gujarat

29 LM13574 Dr. Saija Sandip Bipinchandra Ahmedabad Gujarat

30 LM13575 Dr. Arjun Tippannavar Bangalore Karnataka

31 LM13576 Dr. Mohd  Arif Bikaner Rajasthan

32 LM13577 Dr. vivek S. Perambalur Tamil Nadu

33 LM13578 Dr. Charanjit Singh Dhillon Chennai Tamil Nadu

34 LM13579 Dr. Gokulakkannnan P. Gobi Tamil Nadu

35 LM13580 Dr. Shrenuj Parimal Gandhi Ahmedabad Gujarat

36 LM13581 Dr. Darshil Hiten Parikh Ahmedabad Gujarat

37 LM13582 Dr. Syed Mussadique Ali Syed Zakir Ali Akola Maharashtra

38 LM13583 Dr. Ameya Ajit Katariya Pune Maharashtra

39 LM13584 Dr. Aashay Laxmikant Kekatpure Nagpur Maharashtra

40 LM13585 Dr. Aditya Laxmikant Kekatpure Nagpur Maharashtra

41 LM13586 Dr. Nuka Aditya Sekhar Guntur Andhra Pradesh

42 LM13587 Dr. K. Jagadeeswar Reddy Kakinada Andhra Pradesh

43 LM13588 Dr. Bethina Bulli Joginath EG Dist. Andhra Pradesh

44 LM13589 Dr. Jitendra Mishra Khorda Odisha

45 LM13590 Dr. Jayanta Kumar Baidya Bhuvaneswar Odisha

46 LM13591 Dr. Ramesh Chandra Maharaj Baripada Odisha

Life of Life members enrolled and ratified during 
GBM of IOACON 2021 GOA
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47 LM13592 Dr. Sanatan Behera Bhuvaneswar Odisha

48 LM13593 Dr. Dilip Kumar Samantaray Bhuvaneswar Odisha

49 LM13594 Dr. Vishal N.V. Mysure Karnataka

50 LM13595 Dr.Pradyumna R. Bangalore urban Karnataka

51 LM13596 Dr. Viraj K. Shanbhag Gulbarga Karnataka

52 LM13597 Dr. Ameet P. Kulkarni Bangalore Karnataka

53 LM13598 Dr. Bharath K Mysore Karnataka

54 LM13599 Dr. Abhinav Kumar Srivastava Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

55 LM13600 Dr. Amber Kankane Jhansi Uttar Pradesh

56 LM13601 Dr. Ravindra Mohan Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

57 LM13602 Dr. Suresh Chand Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

58 LM13603 Dr. Akhilesh Kumar Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

59 LM13604 Dr. Aravindan Tharakad Satchidanandan Chennai Tamil Nadu

60 LM13605 Dr.  Mathun Ram C. Salem Tamil Nadu

61 LM13606 Dr. P. Venkatesh Kumar Thanjavur Tamil Nadu

62 LM13607 Dr. Madhu Kiran Y Neelan Karai Tamil Nadu

63 LM13608 Dr. Arvinth T. Chennai Tamil Nadu

64 LM13609 Dr. S. Jeffrey Navin Raj Chennai Tamil Nadu

65 LM13610 Dr. G. Karthik Chennai Tamil Nadu

66 LM13611 Dr. R.P. Packkyarathinam Chennai Tamil Nadu

67 LM13612 Dr. Somumurthy Nagarajan Alangulam Tamil Nadu

68 LM13613 Dr. Writtik Porel Howrah West Bengal

69 LM13614 Dr. Arvind Agrawal Jaipur Rajasthan

70 LM13615 Dr. Vaibhav Mittal Jaipur Rajasthan

71 LM13616 Dr. Nishant Bhatia Delhi New Delhi

72 LM13617 Dr. Rahul Mahajan Jammu Jammu & Kashmir

73 LM13618 Dr. Devinderpal Singh Hoshiyarpur Punjab

74 LM13619 Dr. Soutrik Mukherjee Kolkata West Bengal

75 LM13620 Dr. Arvind Kumar Delhi New Delhi

76 LM13621 Dr. Saijyot Santosh Raut Palghar dist Maharashtra

77 LM13622 Dr. Ketan Vekhande Aurangabad Maharashtra

78 LM13623 Dr. Siddharth Sanjeev Bhandari Solapur Maharashtra

79 LM13624 Dr. Sameer Ravindra Panchal Thane West Maharashtra

80 LM13625 Dr. Shobhit Gulshan Taneja Surat Gujarat

81 LM13626 Dr. Rohit Dipakbhai Chandrakant Silvasa U.T. of D & N.H

82 LM13627 Dr. Jay Vasantbhai Turakhiya Rajkot Gujarat

83 LM13628 Dr. Nikhil Valsangkar Noida Uttar Pradesh

84 LM13629 Dr. Harjoban Singh Delhi New Delhi

85 LM13630 Dr. Ram Sudhan S. Ernakulam Kerala

86 LM13631 Dr. Puneeth K. Pai Mysore Karnataka

87 LM13632 Dr. Thejaswi S G. Mysore Karnataka

88 LM13633 Dr. Ramesh Kumar Choudhary Purnea Bihar

89 LM13634 Dr. Partha Pratim Das Guwahati Assam

90 LM13635 Dr. Firoz Kr. Pegu Tezpur Assam

91 LM13636 Dr. Zope Shirish Vasant Pune Maharashtra

92 LM13637 Dr. Murgesh Kurani Mahadev Belagavi Karnataka

93 LM13638 Dr. Sumanth B Bangalore Karnataka

94 LM13639 Dr. Naveen Kumar L.V. Bangalore Karnataka

95 LM13640 Dr. Prashant B. Bastawadi Belagavi Karnataka
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96 LM13641 Dr. R. Vijayaraj Tirupur Tamil Nadu

97 LM13642 Dr. Charles Sekar M. Tuticorin Tamil Nadu

98 LM13643 Dr. Silambarasan M. Dindigul Tamil Nadu

99 LM13644 Dr. Prabhu Aloy Tirunelveli Tamil Nadu

100 LM13645 Dr. P. Ramesh Kumar Dharampuri Tamil Nadu

101 LM13646 Dr. J. Maghil John Santhosh Tuticorin Tamil Nadu

102 LM13647 Dr. Stalin Joshua J Marthandam Tamil Nadu

103 LM13648 Dr. R. Sahaya Jose Kanyakumari Tamil Nadu

104 LM13649 Dr. P. Sai Prasad Chennai Tamil Nadu

105 LM13650 Dr. Vishnu S. Vijayaraghavan Chennai Tamil Nadu

106 LM13651 Dr. Arularasan S. Tirupattur Tamil Nadu

107 LM13652 Dr. S. Azariah Herbert tirunelveli Tamil Nadu

108 LM13653 Dr. Divaker James Fenn Narimedu Tamil Nadu

109 LM13654 Dr. S. Arun Prabhakar Madurai Tamil Nadu

110 LM13655 Dr. P. Arunachalam virudhunagar Tamil Nadu

111 LM13656 Dr. Srinath D. Dindigul Tamil Nadu

112 LM13657 Dr. Umakanta jena Bhadrak Odisha

113 LM13658 dr. Preetam Singh Dagar Delhi new Delhi

114 LM13659 Dr. Shaik Masthan Basha Nellore Andhra Pradesh

115 LM13660 Dr. Saurabh Jain Kanpur Uttar Pradesh

116 LM13661 Dr. Shantanu Sharma Kanpur Uttar Pradesh

117 LM13662 Dr. Sumeet Singh Charak Jammu Jammu & Kashmir

118 LM13663 Dr. M. Gurumoorthy Villupuram Tamil Nadu

119 LM13664 Dr. E. Mothilal Yadav Vellore Tamil Nadu

120 LM13665 Dr. Aravind M.C. Trivandrum Kerala

121 LM13666 Dr. A. Anbalagan Dalani Tamil Nadu

122 LM13667 Dr. P. Janarthanan Erode Tamil Nadu

123 LM13668 Dr. Prabhakaran Ramanathapuram Tamil Nadu

124 LM13669 Dr. V. Nedunkilli Pudukottai Tamil Nadu

125 LM13670 Dr. D. Balagurunathan Pattukottai Tamil Nadu

126 LM13671 Dr. A . Imran Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

127 LM13672 Dr. M.K. Denish Kumar karaikal Tamil Nadu

128 LM13673 Dr. R. Sathish Kumar Hosun Tamil Nadu

129 LM13674 Dr. B. Arun Kumar Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

130 LM13675 Dr. Mathew Kiran Jacob Thiruvalla Tamil Nadu

131 LM13676 Dr. S. Aravintharaj Tirupathur Tamil Nadu

132 LM13677 Dr. K. Parasuraman Chidambaram Tamil Nadu

133 LM13678 Dr. Pankaj Kumar Chennai Tamil Nadu

134 LM13679 Dr. Manoj Kumar Tirunelveli Tamil Nadu

135 LM13680 Dr. A William Abraham Chennai Tamil Nadu

136 LM13681 Dr.  Venkat Raman Chennai Tamil Nadu

137 LM13682 Dr. Kushwanth E. Chennai Tamil Nadu

138 LM13683 Dr. Jithin Jose Thomas Tripunithura Kerala

139 LM13684 Dr. Nadar Raja Chidambaram Mumbai Maharashtra

140 LM13685 Dr. S . Giri Dharan Thiruvannamalas Tamil Nadu

141 LM13686 Dr. M. Shanmuga Sundaram Thiruvallur Tamil Nadu

142 LM13687 Dr. D. Dhivakaran Thiruvarur Tamil Nadu

143 LM13688 Dr. Sathesh Kumar M. Chennai Tamil Nadu

144 LM13689 Dr. B. Jagadeesh Vandavasi Tamil Nadu
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145 LM13690 Dr. R. Jay Ganesh Chennai Tamil Nadu

146 LM13691 Dr. R. Hari Hara Subramanian Chennai Tamil Nadu

147 LM13692 Dr. Anand Kumar R. Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

148 LM13693 Dr. Lokesh M. Vellore Tamil Nadu

149 LM13694 Dr. Senthil Kumar S. Chennai Tamil Nadu

150 LM13695 Dr. D. Suresh Anandan Chennai Tamil Nadu

151 LM13696 Dr. N. Kumaresan Vellore Tamil Nadu

152 LM13697 Dr. M. Mohamed Thabre Alem Thanjavur Tamil Nadu

153 LM13698 Dr. E. Ebanezer Tirunelveli Tamil Nadu

154 LM13699 Dr. Kavin Kumar Vembanan Dindigul Tamil Nadu

155 LM13700 Dr. S. Sundar Kangeyan Salem Tamil Nadu

156 LM13701 Dr. Vijaya Shankar K. Chennai Tamil Nadu

157 LM13702 Dr. Krishna Balaji P. Madurai Tamil Nadu

158 LM13703 Dr. S. Leo Bernard Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

159 LM13704 Dr. Syam Nath S.H. Thiruvanathapurram Tamil Nadu

160 LM13705 Dr. K.C. Mohan Chennai Tamil Nadu

161 LM13706 Dr.  Venkatasujith V. Salem Tamil Nadu

162 LM13707 Dr. S. Sivakumar Salem Tamil Nadu

163 LM13708 Dr. Aritra Bidyananda Kolkata West Bengal

164 LM13709 Dr. Abhijit Sen Kolkata West Bengal

165 LM13710 Dr. Arindam Chatterjee Lake Gardens West Bengal

166 LM13711 Dr. Subhojit Sanyal Kolkata West Bengal

167 LM13712 Dr. Ravisha Bhardwaj Patiala Punjab

168 LM13713 Dr. Palvai Shanthan Hyderabad Telangana

169 LM13714 Dr. P. Uday Kumar Reddy Hyderabad Telangana

170 LM13715 Dr. Abhinav Mishra Ranchi Jharkhand

171 LM13716 Dr. Babai Sitaram Thorat Pune Maharashtra

172 LM13717 Dr. Salokhe Sharad Krushnanath Kolhapur Maharashtra

173 LM13718 Dr. Sunil Sumitra Sase Nidani Karnataka

174 LM13719 Dr. Deepak Pundalik Koli Pune Maharashtra

175 LM13720 Dr. Darshankumar Narendra Sonawane Pune Maharashtra

176 LM13721 Dr. Sumedh Hemant Magar Phaltan Maharashtra

177 LM13722 Dr. Vivek Shankarrao Kawalkar Amravati Maharashtra

178 LM13723 Dr. Mukesh M. Devpura Thane Maharashtra

179 LM13724 Dr. Nikhil Motiram Tonge Chandrapur Maharashtra

180 LM13725 Dr. Jaiswal Anupam Kamalnarayan Aurangabad Maharashtra

181 LM13726 Dr. Rajeev Dnyandeo Gawhale Pune Maharashtra

182 LM13727 Dr. Dharmale Mahesh Kashiram Nanded Maharashtra

183 LM13728 Dr.Sathe Ashwin Hemant Solapur Maharashtra

184 LM13729 Dr. Vishal Kasliwal Nashik Maharashtra

185 LM13730 Dr. Umesh Budhiraja Delhi new Delhi

186 LM13731 Dr. Janapamala V.S. Kishore Visakhapatnam Aandhra Pradesh

187 LM13732 Dr. S. Ghouse Ahmed Peer Kurnool Aandhra Pradesh

188 LM13733 Dr. Pavan Pradeep Yandapalli west Godawari Aandhra Pradesh

189 LM13734 Dr. Vinjamuri Ananth Raj Sharma Kakinada Aandhra Pradesh

190 LM13735 Dr. Senthil Rajan Angamuthu Mullah Nagar ext. Tamil Nadu

191 LM13736 Dr. R. Prabha Ramkumar Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

192 LM13737 Dr. Senthilvelan Rajagopalan Chennai Tamil Nadu

193 LM13738 Dr. Rajsirish B.S. Chennai Tamil Nadu
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194 LM13739 Dr. R. Santosh Balaji Chennai Tamil Nadu

195 LM13740 Dr. S. Aasai Selvan Puducottai Tamil Nadu

196 LM13741 Dr. Arun Gandhi N Pudukottai Tamil Nadu

197 LM13742 Dr. K.M. Sivaprasad Chennai Tamil Nadu

198 LM13743 Dr. R. Selva Renga Raju Tenkasi Tamil Nadu

199 LM13744 Dr. K. Senthil Kumar Salem Tamil Nadu

200 LM13745 Dr. Deepak Subhash Jain  Panval Maharashtra

201 LM13746 Dr. M. Kabilan Villupuram Tamil Nadu

202 LM13747 Hari Prashth P. Erode Tamil Nadu

203 LM13748 Dr. Suresh J. Salem Tamil Nadu

204 LM13749 Dr. Pasanna Kumar Tindivanam Tamil Nadu

205 LM13750 Dr. Balaji B. Cudalore Tamil Nadu

206 LM13751 Dr. Subramanian A Puducherry Pondicherry

207 LM13752 Dr. Guna Pratheep Ramanathapuram Tamil Nadu

208 LM13753 Dr. A. Vinayagamoorthy Paillayarkuppam Pondicherry

209 LM13754 Dr. S. Senthil Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

210 LM13755 Dr. K. Sivasubramaniyan Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

211 LM13756 Dr. R.G. Koteeswar Rao Tiruvallur Tamil Nadu

212 LM13757 Dr. V. Baskaran Tiruttani Tamil Nadu

213 LM13758 Dr. G. Giridharan Ranipet Tamil Nadu

214 LM13759 Dr. M. Selvamari virudhunagar Tamil Nadu

215 LM13760 Dr. Gulam Muhammed Shafeeq M.A. palakkad Kerala

216 LM13761 Dr. Paramaguru Rajesh S. Madurai Tamil Nadu

217 LM13762 Dr. D. Vetri Kallakurichi Tamil Nadu

218 LM13763 Dr. Naveen Jeyaraman Theni Tamil Nadu

219 LM13764 Dr. Pradeep Kunashekhar Madurai Tamil Nadu

220 LM13765 Dr. Ashok Sriperambuduri Hyderabad Telangana

221 LM13766 Dr. Kamal Krishna Parida Sundargarh Odisha

222 LM13767 Dr. A. Navaneethan Tirupur Tamil Nadu

223 LM13768 Dr. Samundeeswari S. Lawspet Pondicherry

224 LM13769 Dr. Nitin Bansal Bathinda Punjab

225 LM13770 Dr. Avishek Das Kolkata West Benal

226 LM13771 Dr. Soumyajit Mondal Howrah West Benal

227 LM13772 Dr. Debayan Sinha Roy Kolkata West Benal

228 LM13773 Dr.  Md. Sharjeel Khan Kolkata West Benal

229 LM13774 Dr. Anand Mohan Kayath Jaipur Rajasthan

230 LM13775 Dr. Saurabh Agrawal Udaipur Rajasthan

231 LM13776 Dr.Ravindra Singh Alwar Rajasthan

232 LM13777 Dr. Patil Anuj Krishna Jalgaon Maharashtra

233 LM13778 Dr. Patil Atulya Jayawantrao Kolhapur Maharashtra

234 LM13779 Dr. Aditya P. Apte Thane Maharashtra

235 LM13780 Dr. Ishani Milind Chaudhary Akola Maharashtra

236 LM13781 Dr. Dinesh Dhaytadak Beed Maharashtra

237 LM13782 Dr. Parag Sunil Nahata Jalgaon Maharashtra

238 LM13783 Dr. Harshita Parag Nahata Jalgaon Maharashtra

239 LM13784 Dr. Anand Tanaji Chavan Latur Maharashtra

240 LM13785 Dr. Bhalchandra Suryakant Dixit Pune Maharashtra

241 LM13786 Dr. Kshitij Agrawal Dholpur Rajasthan

242 LM13787 Dr. Ram Khiladi Meena Jaipur Rajasthan
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243 LM13788 Dr. Jitendra Kumar Aloria Sikar Rajasthan

244 LM13789 Dr. Dinesh Kumar Bairwa Tonk Rajasthan

245 LM13790 Dr. Manoj Meena Kota Rajasthan

246 LM13791 Dr. Prem Manohar Seervi Jodhpur Rajasthan

247 LM13792 Dr. Pradeep Kumar Kumawat Ajmer Rajasthan

248 LM13793 Dr. Sajjan Soni Pali Rajasthan

249 LM13794 Dr. Sarvesh Ramesh Khakandaki Vijayapur Karnataka

250 LM13795 Dr. Shivanna Chamarajanagara Karnataka

251 LM13796 Dr. Radhakrishna A.M. Bangalore Karnataka

252 LM13797 Dr. Chopperla Sk SK Dattatreya Sitaram East Godawari Karnataka

253 LM13798 Dr. Vikrant Khanna Gurgaon Haryana

254 LM13799 Dr. Tilak Rommel Pinto Mangalore Karnataka

255 LM13800 Dr. Parv Mittal Firozabad Uttar Pradesh

256 LM13801 Dr. Niraj Ranjan Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

257 LM13802 Dr. Tej Sureshbhai Rudani Bhuj Gujarat

258 LM13803 Dr. Karthik Vishwanathan Gorwa Gujarat

259 LM13804 Dr. Sachapara Parth Vasharambhai Bhavnagar Gujarat

260 LM13805 Dr. Vihang Pragnesh Shah Ahmedabad Gujarat

261 LM13806 Dr. Jainishkumar Prakash Patel Vadodara Gujarat

262 LM13807 Dr. Vilkesh Bhikhabhai Patel Kheda Gujarat

263 LM13808 Dr. Aman Piyush Khanna Surat Gujarat

264 LM13809 Dr. Desai Kabir Nikhilesh Surendranagar Gujarat

265 LM13810 Dr. Dhanish V. Mehendiratta Mumbai Maharashtra

266 LM13811 Dr. Sharanprasad A. H. Karnataka Karnataka

267 LM13812 Dr. Virendra Ram Ara Bihar

268 LM13813 Dr. Prashant Ganpatrao Kasare Shwain Nagar Maharashtra

269 LM13814 Dr. Sudarshan A Kamble Yawatmal Maharashtra

270 LM13815 Dr. Girish Prakash Datar Miraj Maharashtra

271 LM13816 Dr. Abhinav Kumar Maurya Basti Dist. Uttar Pradesh

272 LM13817 Dr. Rahul Garg Rohini Delhi

273 LM13818 Dr. Akash Dubey Greater Noida West Uttar Pradesh

274 LM13819 Dr. Anant Krishna New Delhi Delhi

275 LM13820 Dr. Sanjay Kumar Ramavath G.K. 1 Delhi

276 LM13821 Dr. shashank Rousa Ghaziabad Uttar Pradesh

277 LM13822 Dr. Palash Gupta Kanpur Uttar Pradesh

278 LM13823 Dr. Himanshu Bansal New Delhi Delhi

279 LM13824 Dr. Ananya Sharma Palwal Haryana

280 LM13825 Dr. Adil Karim New Delhi Delhi

281 LM13826 Dr. Shahrukh Khan Shahadara Delhi

282 LM13827 Dr. Akash Yadav New Delhi Delhi

283 LM13828 Dr. Shekhar Tomar Baghpat Uttar Pradesh

284 LM13829 Dr. Raghav Arora Delhi new Delhi

285 LM13830 Dr. Siddharth Gupta New Delhi Delhi

286 LM13831 Dr. Ranjith Kumar Madurai Tamil Nadu

287 LM13832 Dr. Rayeez Ahmed M.I. Chennai Tamil Nadu

288 LM13833 Dr. Lokesh Sharma D. Tiruvallur Tamil Nadu

289 LM13834 Dr. Suman Dhar Tripura North East state

290 LM13835 Dr. Divyanshu S.N. Goyal Indore Madhya Pradesh

291 LM13836 Dr. Anshul Khare Bhopal Madhya Pradesh
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292 LM13837 Dr. Sunil Barod Indore Madhya Pradesh

293 LM13838 Dr. Rajesh Jamoria Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

294 LM13839 Dr. Manish Ladhania Indore Madhya Pradesh

295 LM13840 Dr. Arpit Tiwari Indore Madhya Pradesh

296 LM13841 Dr. Shantanu Jain Indore Madhya Pradesh

297 LM13842 Dr. Vishal Singh Champawat Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

298 LM13843 Dr. Ravi Kumar N. Puducherry Puducherry

299 LM13844 Dr. Akshay Shetty T Chandigarh Chandigarh

300 LM13845 Dr. Bhunesh Mohpal Siliguri West Bengal

301 LM13846 Dr. Sunil Mahajan Amritsar Punjab

302 LM13847 Dr. Siddharth Singh Rathore Guna Madhya Pradesh

303 LM13848 Dr. Chintan Kumar Natvarbhai Patel Ahmedabad Gujarat

304 LM13849 Dr. Parth Mukeshkumar Patel Ahmedabad Gujarat

305 LM13850 Dr. Vatsal Narendrakumar Parmar Valsad Gujarat

306 LM13851 Dr. Poorv Alkeshkumar Patel Mehsana Gujarat

307 LM13852 Dr. Sneh Subhash Shah Ahmedabad Gujarat

308 LM13853 Dr. Gujjar Pranay Hasmukhlal Vadodara Gujarat

309 LM13854 Dr. V. Gunasekar Chennai Tamil Nadu

310 LM13855 Dr. Munisekaran C. Dharampuri Tamil Nadu

311 LM13856 Dr. K. Dwaraganath Tiruvallur Tamil Nadu

312 LM13857 Dr. V. Suresh Kumar Perambalur Tamil Nadu

313 LM13858 Dr. S. Arun Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

314 LM13859 Dr. M. Praveen Trichy Tamil Nadu

315 LM13860 Dr. P. Rajesh virudhunagar Tamil Nadu

316 LM13861 Dr. J. Buvanesh Chennai Tamil Nadu

317 LM13862 Dr. R. Eswar Chennai Tamil Nadu

318 LM13863 Dr. Sundeep B. Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

319 LM13864 Dr. I. Arjun Sarvesh Namakkal Tamil Nadu

320 LM13865 Dr. K. Nagendran karaikal Tamil Nadu

321 LM13866 Dr. Shaffaf Abdul Kareem Ernakulam Kerala

322 LM13867 Dr. Vivek Kumar New Delhi Delhi

323 LM13868 Dr.  Ankit Ruhela New Delhi Delhi

324 LM13869 Dr. Shekhar Tank Delhi Delhi

325 LM13870 Dr. Tulimilli Venkata Bhargav New Delhi Delhi

326 LM13871 Dr. Vipin Gupta Rohini Delhi

327 LM13872 Dr. Anuj Gupta New Delhi Delhi

328 LM13873 Dr. Sameer Kakar Gorgaon Haryana

329 LM13874 Dr. Gunjar Jain Bolangir Odisha

330 LM13875 Dr. D. Kamaraj Dharampuri Tamil Nadu

331 LM13876 Dr. Aditya H. Kumar Bangalore Karnataka

332 LM13877 Dr. Veeramani Arumugam Ramanathapuram Tamil Nadu

333 LM13878 Dr.  C. Balaji Tirunelveli Tamil Nadu

334 LM13879 Dr. C. Anbu Suresh Rao Ranipet Tamil Nadu

335 LM13880 Dr. Alvin Vinodh Karai Koot Road Tamil Nadu

336 LM13881 Dr. Sai Sarrvesh P. J. Namakkal Tamil Nadu

337 LM13882 Dr. Salmonkhan H. Erode Tamil Nadu

338 LM13883 Dr. Hisham Abubekar Cochin Kerala

339 LM13884 Dr. Ankit Mittal Etawah Uttar Pradesh

340 LM13885 Dr. Devanshu Mohaniya Agra Uttar Pradesh
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341 LM13886 Dr. Abhishek Jain Agra Uttar Pradesh

342 LM13887 Dr. Ashwin Sitaram Vellore Tamil Nadu

343 LM13888 Dr. R. Ram Kumar virudhunagar Tamil Nadu

344 LM13889 Dr. R. Prabu Perambalur Tamil Nadu

345 LM13890 Dr. J. Gokulan Chengalpattu Dist. Tamil Nadu

346 LM13891 Dr. S. Thanigaivelu Salem Tamil Nadu

347 LM13892 Dr. Yaeshwanth Jain Chennai Tamil Nadu

348 LM13893 Dr. S. Sathishkumar Erode Tamil Nadu

349 LM13894 Dr. P. Ramachandran Dharmapuri Tamil Nadu

350 LM13895 Dr. K.S.K. Narendiran Ambattur Tamil Nadu

351 LM13896 Dr. Andrew Issac Christudoss Vellore Tamil Nadu

352 LM13897 Dr. Sabarinath  M. Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

353 LM13898 Dr. G. Sugun Harsha Tirupati Andhra Pradesh

354 LM13899 Dr. M. Ragul Namakkal Tamil Nadu

355 LM13900 Dr. T. Bharani Dharan Villupuram Tamil Nadu

356 LM13901 Dr. D. Dharma Kumaran Villupuram Tamil Nadu

357 LM13902 Dr. K. Dinesh Kumar Tenkasi Tamil Nadu

358 LM13903 Dr. A. Nabeel Thahseen Nagapattinam Tamil Nadu

359 LM13904 Dr. S. Purushothaman KTC Colony Tamil Nadu

360 LM13905 Dr. Vikraman D. Ariyallur Tamil Nadu

361 LM13906 Dr. B. Gautham Thiruvallur Tamil Nadu

362 LM13907 Dr. Udaya Kumar D. Vellore Tamil Nadu

363 LM13908 Dr. R. Sakthivel Erode Tamil Nadu

364 LM13909 Dr. M.M. Kavin Dharmapuri Tamil Nadu

365 LM13910 Dr. S. Nithya Vadhanan Chennai Tamil Nadu

366 LM13911 Dr. N.K. Santhosh Kumar Erode Tamil Nadu

367 LM13912 Dr. Akhilesh Arjun Trivandrum Kerala

368 LM13913 Dr. Anurag Jain Indore Madhya Pradesh

369 LM13914 Dr. P. Lakshmi Narayan Chennai Tamil Nadu

370 LM13915 Dr. Shri Krishan Soni Bhilwara Rajasthan

371 LM13916 Dr. Abinay Jayaswal Patna Bihar

372 LM13917 Dr. Ramanujam Singh Patna Bihar

373 LM13918 Dr. Subodh Sharma Patna Bihar

374 LM13919 Dr. Munna Kumar Araria Bihar

375 LM13920 Dr. Manish Kumar Begusarai Bihar

376 LM13921 Dr. Amaresh Kumar Ram Chapra Bihar

377 LM13922 Dr. Alok Kumar Lakhi sarai Bihar

378 LM13923 Dr. Vineet Kumar Ranjan Patna Bihar

379 LM13924 Dr. Sunny Kumar Patna Bihar

380 LM13925 Dr. Amar Kumar Gopalganj Bihar

381 LM13926 Dr. Ravi Ranjan Singh Gaya Bihar

382 LM13927 Dr. Amit kumar Rajendra Nagar Bihar

383 LM13928 Dr. Amar Kumar Patna Bihar

384 LM13929 Dr. Prabhat Kumar Jamui Bihar

385 LM13930 Dr. Bimlesh Kumar Bimal Munger Bihar

386 LM13931 Dr. Chandan Shekhar Patna Bihar

387 LM13932 Dr. Abadh Kishor Prasad Khazpora Bihar

388 LM13933 Dr. Manjeet Kumar Patna Bihar

389 LM13934 Dr. Gangdayal Sharma Patna Bihar
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390 LM13935 Dr. Ravi Kumar Patna Bihar

391 LM13936 Dr. Manoj Kumar Patna Bihar

392 LM13937 Dr. Alind Kishore Motihari Bihar

393 LM13938 Dr. Manoj Kumar Mothhar Pataura Bihar

394 LM13939 Dr. Ashok Kumar Begusarai Bihar

395 LM13940 Dr.  Aayush Kumar Sinha Patna Bihar

396 LM13941 Dr. Vishnu Raja Kollam Kerala

397 LM13942 Dr. Srikanta Kumar Mishra Bhubaneswar Odisha

398 LM13943 Dr. Ramanuj Acharya Mayurbhanj Odisha

399 LM13944 Dr. Elvis Benjamin Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

400 LM13945 Dr. Rasiq Rashid Anantnag Jammu & Kashmir

401 LM13946 Dr. P.G. Shylendra Babu Tirupur Tamil Nadu

402 LM13947 Dr. S. Dinesh Kumar Kallakkurichi Tamil Nadu

403 LM13948 Dr. Pulak Saha Tripura North East state

404 LM13949 Dr. Amaresh Shil Tripura North East state

405 LM13950 Dr. Anupam Debnath Tripura North East state

406 LM13951 Dr. Rajdeep Das Assam North East state

407 LM13952 Dr. Sachlang Debbarma Tripura North East state

408 LM13953 Dr. Priyanjal Jakhar Faridabad Haryana

409 LM13954 Dr. Mohd. Shahid Bhat Srinagar Jammu & Kashmir

410 LM13955 Dr. Bharath C. P. Shivamogga Karnataka

411 LM13956 Dr. Vijaykumar Angadi Gadag Karnataka

412 LM13957 Dr. Ravikumar Naganur Haveri Karnataka

413 LM13958 Dr. Yogesh Kadam Bidar Karnataka

414 LM13959 Dr. Shakeelahmad Dandaragi Belgaum Karnataka

415 LM13960 Dr. Sriharsha B. Bangalore Karnataka

416 LM13961 Dr. Channakeshava B. Palegar Bengalore Karnataka

417 LM13962 Dr. Bheemsingh Samorekar Gadag Karnataka

418 LM13963 Dr. Anika Sait Kollam Kerala

419 LM13964 Dr. Mohd. Ejazul Haq Chand Mysuru Karnataka

420 LM13965 Dr. M. Manjunath Mysuru Karnataka

421 LM13966 Dr. Abilash Srivatsav Bangalore Karnataka

422 LM13967 Dr. Mohammed Yaqub Bangalore Karnataka

423 LM13968 Dr. Gururaja Meravanigi Holakere Road Karnataka

424 LM13969 Dr. Mahantappa Hulageri Hospet Karnataka

425 LM13970 Dr. Viplav V. Shetty Uddupi dist. Karnataka

426 LM13971 Dr. Arun Kumar G. Belagavi Karnataka

427 LM13972 Dr. Nihal R. Rai Mangalore Karnataka

428 LM13973 Dr. Karen Maria D’sa Mangalore Karnataka

429 LM13974 Dr. P. Haemanath Chromepet Tamil Nadu

430 LM13975 Dr. Ram Sagar Pandit Samastipur Bihar

431 LM13976 Dr. Neshar Ansari Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

432 LM13977 Dr. Kumar Rohit Anisabad Bihar

433 LM13978 Dr. Manoj kumar Hyderabad Telangana

434 LM13979 Dr. Sanju S.T. Thrissur Kerala

435 LM13980 Dr. Jimmy Joseph Meleppuram Chalakudy Kerala

436 LM13981 Dr. Renjith K.R. Thrissur Kerala

437 LM13982 Dr. Kommireddy Pavan Kumar Begumpet Telangana

438 LM13983 Dr. Chintan Ajay Doshi Chembur west Maharashtra
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439 LM13984 Dr. Mishil Sandeep Parikh Vele Parle Maharashtra

440 LM13985 Dr. Ebin Rahman Ernakulam Kerala

441 LM13986 Dr. Deepak Kumar Dhanbad Jharkhand

442 LM13987 Dr. CH. Banikanta Sharma Manipur North East state

443 LM13988 Dr. Debasish Bora Assam North East state

444 LM13989 Dr. Vikas Bhardwaj Delhi Delhi

445 LM13990 Dr. P. Siva Rama Krishna Kurnool Andhra Pradesh

446 LM13991 Dr. Prudvi Kumar Reddy K. Guntur Andhra Pradesh

447 LM13992 Dr. Polavarapu Jagadeesh Vuyyuru Andhra Pradesh

448 LM13993 Dr. J.S.S. N. Manohar Chennai Tamil Nadu

449 LM13994 Dr. Shashidhar Narra Prakasam Andhra Pradesh

450 LM13995 Dr. Jonnalagadda Vickas Kurnool Andhra Pradesh

451 LM13996 Dr. Sattyajeet Sattyasheel Naik Pune Maharashtra

452 LM13997 Dr. Piyush Wasudeo Gadegone Chandrapur Maharashtra

453 LM13998 Dr.  Neha Ninad Godghate Nagpur Maharashtra

454 LM13999 Dr. Thorat Shashikant Kisan Tal-Junner Maharashtra

455 LM14000 Dr. Anup Barman Dinajpur West Bengal

456 LM14001 Dr. Subhash Govindrao Wanjari Nagpur Maharashtra

457 LM14002 Dr. Yogesh Purushottam Kamdi New Narsala Road Maharashtra

458 LM14003 Dr. Bhushan T. Salunke Nashik Maharashtra

459 LM14004 Dr. Viramsinh Chhaganrao Nangare Kolhapur Maharashtra

460 LM14005 Dr. Milind Dhananjay Patil Pune Maharashtra

461 LM14006 Dr. Umakant Arvindrao Karmalkar Aurangabad Maharashtra

462 LM14007 Dr. Golde Vaibhav Narayan Aurangabad Maharashtra

463 LM14008 Dr. Rajput Yuvraj Maganising Aurangabad Maharashtra

464 LM14009 Dr. Nilesh Subhashrao Mirkar Aurangabad Maharashtra

465 LM14010 Dr. Rahul Gopikishan Jaju Aurangabad Maharashtra

466 LM14011 Dr. Mohammad Shoeeb Siddiqui Aurangabad Maharashtra

467 LM14012 Dr. Udaysinh Vedprakash Patil Aurangabad Maharashtra

468 LM14013 Dr. Mangesh M. Kagne Aurangabad Maharashtra

469 LM14014 Dr. Girish N. Gadekar Aurangabad Maharashtra

470 LM14015 Dr. Shripad Udhavrao Joshi Beed bypass road Maharashtra

471 LM14016 Dr. Viral Kantilal Patel Ahmedabad Gujarat

472 LM14017 Dr. Parth Naresh Rathi Kutch Gujarat

473 LM14018 Dr. Doshi Rohan Parimalbhai Opp. SP School Gujarat

474 LM14019 Dr. Santanu Mandal Kolkata West Bengal

475 LM14020 Dr. Ritwika Nandi Nadia West Bengal

476 LM14021 Dr. Pinaki Das Cuttack Odisha

477 LM14022 Dr. Riju Mali Nadia West Bengal

478 LM14023 Dr. Mah Boobur Rahman Malda West Bengal

479 LM14024 Dr. Puneet Singh Barakar West Bengal

480 LM14025 Dr. Rajesh P. Hyderabad Telangana

481 LM14026 Dr. Kushagra Muzaffarpur Bihar

482 LM14027 Dr. Ravi Jethwa Sector-32 Chandigarh

483 LM14028 Dr. Akhilesh Patel Sonebhadra Uttar Pradesh

484 LM14029 Dr. Shouvik Chowdhury Hoogly West Bengal

485 LM14030 Dr. Aakash Tomar New Delhi Delhi

486 LM14031 Dr. Sushruth Chakka Siddipet Dist. Telangana

487 LM14032 Dr. Lal Bahadur Prasad Sahibganj Dist. Jharkhand
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488 LM14033 Dr. Pandiyan Loganathan Tiruvanamalai Dist Tamil Nadu

489 LM14034 Dr. Naman Kanodia Kanpur Uttar Pradesh

490 LM14035 Dr. Anand Jindal Sector-24 D Chandigarh

491 LM14036 Dr. Nithin Karun Calicut Kerala

492 LM14037 Dr. Joseph Scaria Trivandrum Kerala

493 LM14038 Dr. Pradeep Nair Kozhikode Kerala

494 LM14039 Dr. Prem Haridas Menon Trivandrum Kerala

495 LM14040 Dr. Akbar Ali T.T. Malappuram Dist Kerala

496 LM14041 Dr. Vamshikrishna Chand N. Bangalore Karnataka

497 LM14042 Dr. Ranganatha B.T. Bangalore Karnataka

498 LM14043 Dr. Amit Kumar Jain Sannatamanahalli Karnataka

499 LM14044 Dr. Punith N. Mysore Karnataka

500 LM14045 Dr. Gajendra Mysuru Karnataka

501 LM14046 Dr. Amith Kamath K. Bangalore Karnataka

502 LM14047 Dr. Vyas Narayan Shukla Prayagraj Uttar Pradesh

503 LM14048 Dr. Arun Kumar Yadav Prayagraj Uttar Pradesh

504 LM14049 Dr. Amara Veda Vani Ananthapur Andhra Pradesh

505 LM14050 Dr. Akshay Sinha Khatima Uttarakhand

506 LM14051 Dr. Malladi Sai Phanindra Vijayawada Andhra Pradesh

507 LM14052 Dr. Sanjay Singh Rajpoot Morena Madhya Pradesh

508 LM14053 Dr. B. Veera Venkata Satyanarayana Maharanipet Andhra Pradesh

509 LM14054 Dr. Ramesh Kumar Kanpur Uttar Pradesh

510 LM14055 Dr. Alok Sahu Sambalpur Odisha

511 LM14056 Dr. Alok Prusty Berhampur Odisha

512 LM14057 Dr. Avinash Naik Sundergarh Odisha

513 LM14058 Dr. Sathe Vaibhav Dinkar Mumbai Maharashtra

514 LM14059 Dr. Shrinivs Shankar Shintre Pune Maharashtra

515 LM14060 Dr. Chandan Chandrashekar Shetty Mumbai Maharashtra

516 LM14061 Dr. Umesh Dinkarrao Deshpande Nanded Maharashtra

517 LM14062 Dr. Ramesh Kashinath Watme Nanded Maharashtra

518 LM14063 Dr.  Govind Jalba Shinde Nanded Maharashtra

519 LM14064 Dr. Vijay Balaji Kagne Nanded Maharashtra

520 LM14065 Dr. Pralhad Vijaykumar Gadewar Nanded Maharashtra

521 LM14066 Dr. Pramod Pratprao Chikhalikar Nanded Maharashtra

522 LM14067 Dr. Ashay Dhanajirao Deshmukh Nanded Maharashtra

523 LM14068 Dr. Vinaykumar Sahebrao More nanded Maharashtra

524 LM14069 Dr. Gangadhar Baljirao Panchal Nanded Maharashtra

525 LM14070 Dr. Ajay Suresh Khursale Nanded Maharashtra

526 LM14071 Dr. Manish Bhaskarrao Naladkar Nanded Maharashtra

527 LM14072 Dr. Kadam Suresh Gopalrao Nanded Maharashtra

528 LM14073 Dr. Papulwar Ajay Gangadhar Nanded Maharashtra

529 LM14074 Dr. Hetal Chiniwala Mumbai Maharashtra

530 LM14075 Dr. Kritesh Mishra Meerut Uttar Pradesh

531 LM14076 Dr. Mandip Shah Ahmedabad 380059

532 LM14077 Dr. Tabu Muri Arunachal Pradesh North East state

533 LM14078 Dr. Sandeep Vaidya Mumbai Maharashtra

534 LM14079 Dr. Sahil Sarwal Ambala City Haryana

535 LM14080 Dr. Spandan Mishra Khordha Odisha

536 LM14081 Dr. Dinesh Ram Kumar T. Coimbatore Tamilnadu
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537 LM14082 Dr. K. Sudhakar Vijaywada Andhra Pradesh

538 LM14083 Dr.  Nagashree Bangalore Karnataka

539 LM14084 Dr. Abhishek Verma Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

540 LM14085 Dr. Sabeel Ahmad Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

541 LM14086 Dr. Amit M. Bilagi Bagalkot Karnataka

542 LM14087 Dr. Dhidhi George Trissur Kerala

543 LM14088 Dr. Manish Kumar Sharma Jaipur Rajasthan

544 LM14089 Dr. Pinnka Prudhvi Prakasam Andhra Pradesh

545 LM14090 Dr. Surya Teja Malasani Rajamundry Andhra Pradesh

546 LM14091 Dr. S. Bhaskar Reddy Chittoor Andhra Pradesh

547 LM14092 Dr. Mallidi Madhava Reddy Kakinada Andhra Pradesh

548 LM14093 Dr. Raghu K S Yemmiganur Andhra Pradesh

549 LM14094 Dr. S. Ravi Theja Reddy Kurnool Andhra Pradesh

550 LM14095 Dr. Taj Kumar Ankam Vijianagarhy Andhra Pradesh

551 LM14096 Dr. Sanjaya Kumar Das Bhadrak Odisha

552 LM14097 Dr. Ashish Garg Patiala Punjab

553 LM14098 Dr. Shahnawaz Haleem Jayanagar Karnataka

554 LM14099 Dr. Merchant Janam Yatin Mumbai Maharashtra

555 LM14100 Dr. Tushar Agrawal Mumbai Maharashtra

556 LM14101 Dr. Sachin Changdeo Sonawane Pune Maharashtra

557 LM14102 Dr. Sajeev Shekhar Mumbai Maharashtra

558 LM14103 Dr. Sudhir Gopalrao Waghmare Pune Maharashtra

559 LM14104 Dr. Amol Madhukarrao Bochare Akola Maharashtra

560 LM14105 Dr. Kale Saurabh Subhash Pune Maharashtra

561 LM14106 Dr. Madhusudan Rambilas Biyani Latur Maharashtra

562 LM14107 Dr.  Ugle Shrinivas Bapurao Nanded Maharashtra

563 LM14108 Dr. Gite Sandesh Raghunath Ahmednagar Maharashtra

564 LM14109 Dr. Nikhil Narhar Deo Pune Maharashtra

565 LM14110 Dr. Sawant Sardar Raghunath Kolhapur Maharashtra

566 LM14111 Dr. Vijaykumar Mahadeo Rukade Kagal Maharashtra

567 LM14112 Dr. Sandeep Tukaram Patil Kolhapur Maharashtra

568 LM14113 Dr. Anirudha Vijay Kore Kolhapur Maharashtra

569 LM14114 Dr. Sushil Ramesh Shreshthi Kolhapur Maharashtra

570 LM14115 Dr. Girish Shriniwas Deshpande Kolhapur Maharashtra

571 LM14116 Dr. Bharamgunde Suryakant Laxman Kolhapur Maharashtra

572 LM14117 Dr. Chaudhari Nilesh Vasant Bhusawal Maharashtra

573 LM14118 Dr. Vivek Mukund Badhe Kalyan West Maharashtra

574 LM14119 Dr. Jadhav Nikhil Ujwalsingh Pune Maharashtra

575 LM14120 Dr. Vivek Shetty Thane Maharashtra

576 LM14121 Dr. Raunak Subhash Dhawale Nagpur Maharashtra

577 LM14122 Dr. Sachin S. Narote Solapur Maharashtra

578 LM14123 Dr. Amey Mahesh Borse Dhule Maharashtra

579 LM14124 Dr. Amit Nandakumar jagadale Kolhapur Maharashtra

580 LM14125 Dr. Jadhav Siddharth Bhaginath Nashik Maharashtra

581 LM14126 Dr. Aashiket Shashikant Sable Mumbai Maharashtra

582 LM14127 Dr. Rahul Dhondiram Nalapure Pune Maharashtra

583 LM14128 Dr. Lokesh Naik G. Mumbai Maharashtra

584 LM14129 Dr. Sujata Sandip Kokare Shirur Maharashtra

585 LM14130 Dr. Datey Tanmay Prakashrao Amravati Maharashtra
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586 LM14131 Dr. Atul Karbhari Wanve Pune Maharashtra

587 LM14132 Dr. Vinayak Vasudeo Dhongade Pune Maharashtra

588 LM14133 Dr. Chetan Vijay Pradhan Sahakarnagar-2 Maharashtra

589 LM14134 Dr. Suhas Vijay Landge Wardha Maharashtra

590 LM14135 Dr. Jojin Jose Chitten Ariyur Puducherry

591 LM14136 Dr. Gururaj Sangondimat New Delhi Delhi

592 LM14137 Dr. Rohit Yadav Prayagraj Uttar Pradesh

593 LM14138 Dr. Lenin Krottapalli Guntur Andhra Pradesh

594 LM14139 Dr. Siddharth Jain Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

595 LM14140 Dr. Ajay Alex Varughese Pathanamthitta Kerala

596 LM14141 Dr. Mrudula Karri Hyderabad Telangana

597 LM14142 Dr. Vikas Panditrao Kale sangareddy Telangana

598 LM14143 Dr. Sivaraj Sadhasivam Coimbatore Tamilnadu

599 LM14144 Dr. Amit Kohli Mumbai Maharashtra

600 LM14145 Dr. Akil Prabhakar Madurai Tamilnadu

601 LM14146 Dr. Sujith B.S. Challakere Karnataka

602 LM14147 Dr. Varun Sahetia Mumbai Maharashtra

603 LM14148 Dr. Rajendra Jagannathrao Khaire Nashik Maharashtra

604 LM14149 Dr. Himanshu Kushwah Gwalior Madhya Pradesh

605 LM14150 Dr. Ashok Kumar Bishnoi Sanchore Rajasthan

606 LM14151 Dr. Aminul Islam Mamood Kolkata West Bengal

607 LM14152 Dr. Anuj Chawla Gurgaon Haryana

608 LM14153 Dr. Praneeth Kumar Reddy Jyothi Bangalore Karnataka

609 LM14154 Dr. Tapan Kumar Das Berhampur Odisha

610 LM14155 Dr. Pradeep Kamana Telangana

611 LM14156 Dr. Balineni Venkatarao Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

612 LM14157 Dr. Buddharaju Suraj Verma Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

613 LM14158 Dr. Krishna Teja K. Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

614 LM14159 Dr. Sampatirao Manoz Kumar Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

615 LM14160 Dr. Suvvari Mahesh Chandra Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

616 LM14161 Dr. A Kalyan Chakravarthy Srikaulam Andhra Pradesh

617 LM14162 Dr. Nallani Manasa Sangivalasa Andhra Pradesh

618 LM14163 Dr. Pyla Hima Bindu Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

619 LM14164 Dr. Shiv Sandeep S.V. Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

620 LM14165 Dr. K. Praveen Kumar Srikaulam Andhra Pradesh

621 LM14166 Dr. R.B. Archana Razam Andhra Pradesh

622 LM14167 Dr. Dandupati Mano Tej Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

623 LM14168 Dr. Korada Ravi Kumar Vizianagaram Andhra Pradesh

624 LM14169 Dr. Nethajee Payidi Srikakulam Andhra Pradesh

625 LM14170 Dr. Pinapala Sumana Marivavalasa Andhra Pradesh

626 LM14171 Dr. Ponduru Sharat Ram Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

627 LM14172 Dr. Indana Chandra Sekhara Rao Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

628 LM14173 Dr. Karumunchi Vasantha Babu Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

629 LM14174 Dr. Tutika Dinesh Kumar Srikakulam Andhra Pradesh

630 LM14175 Dr. Paila Rambabu MVP Colony Andhra Pradesh

631 LM14176 Dr. Mahanthi Suresh Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

632 LM14177 Dr. Sanga Rajkumar Vizianagaram Andhra Pradesh

633 LM14178 Dr. Matha Srikanth Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

634 LM14179 Dr. Sanapala Santosh kumar Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh
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635 LM14180 Dr. Y.S. Abhishek Reddy Vizag Andhra Pradesh

636 LM14181 Dr. Killada Venkatesh Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

637 LM14182 Dr. Suna Rahul Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

638 LM14183 Dr. Varigonda Sivani Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

639 LM14184 Dr. Mecharla Soma Sekhar Maharanipeta Andhra Pradesh

640 LM14185 Dr. Belagam Vidya Sagar Vizianagaram Andhra Pradesh

641 LM14186 Dr. S. Chandra Sekhar Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

642 LM14187 Dr. Chiranjeevi Varudu Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

643 LM14188 Dr. Vijaya Kumari Thadiparthi Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

644 LM14189 Dr. Bandi Gowtham Vizianagaram Andhra Pradesh

645 LM14190 Dr. Kedar Moningi MVP Colony Andhra Pradesh

646 LM14191 Dr. Yammala Satish Kumar Vizianagaram Andhra Pradesh

647 LM14192 Dr. Pradeep Palavalasa Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

648 LM14193 Dr. Rakshith Kumar K. Jayanagar Karnataka

649 LM14194 Dr. Navaneeth S. Kamath Udupi Karnataka

650 LM14195 Dr. Chaitanya R. Shetty Kalladka D.K. Karnataka

651 LM14196 Dr. Hatesh kumar Sangrur Punjab

652 LM14197 Dr. Praveen Kumar Srivastava Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

653 LM14198 Dr. Anil Verma Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

654 LM14199 Dr. V. Ritesh Gupta Deoria Uttar Pradesh

655 LM14200 Dr. Vinay kumar Gour Gorakhpur Uttar Pradesh

656 LM14201 Dr. Prashant Kumar Tripathi Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

657 LM14202 Dr. Intekhab Alam Sultanpur Uttar Pradesh

658 LM14203 Dr. Amit kumar Singh Gorakhpur Uttar Pradesh

659 LM14204 Dr. Ankur Agrawal Bareilly Uttar Pradesh

660 LM14205 Dr. Siddhartha Yadav Jaunpur Uttar Pradesh

661 LM14206 Dr. Bimari Anjaneyulu Diddipet Telangana

662 LM14207 Dr. Sabah Sulaiman Idukki Kerala

663 LM14208 Dr. Ravankar Amol Vasantrao Akola Maharashtra

664 LM14209 Dr. Deshmukh Sameer Prakash Akola Maharashtra

665 LM14210 Dr. Mahalle Pranay Santoshrao Akola Maharashtra

666 LM14211 Dr. Singi Rajal Ratindra Akola Maharashtra

667 LM14212 Dr. Malokar Dipak Damodar Akola Maharashtra

668 LM14213 Dr. Padghan Satish Udaybhanu Akola Maharashtra

669 LM14214 Dr. Gawatre Parth Rajendra Akola Maharashtra

670 LM14215 Dr. Waghmare Mandar Kishor Akola Maharashtra

671 LM14216 Dr. Mahashabde Atul Hari Akola Maharashtra

672 LM14217 Dr. Bhagwat Vishal Gopalrao Akola Maharashtra

673 LM14218 Dr. Kulkarni Sujay Milind Kolhapur Maharashtra

674 LM14219 Dr.Modkharkar Kishor Dattatray Aundh Maharashtra

675 LM14220 Dr.Dhabu Shailesh Gangadhar Kolhapur Maharashtra

676 LM14221 Dr.Deshpande Shailesh Suresh Kolhapur Maharashtra

677 LM14222 Dr.Chougule Gajanan Namdeo Kolhapur Maharashtra

678 LM14223 Dr. Lokhande Balu Saidu Solapur Maharashtra

679 LM14224 Dr. Shivade Nishant Vidyadhar Pune Maharashtra

680 LM14225 Dr. Gregory Anish Paul Mumbai Maharashtra

681 LM14226 Dr. Agrawal Girish Ramashankar Sangli Maharashtra

682 LM14227 Dr. Mahale Yashwant J Dhule Maharashtra

683 LM14228 Dr. Chavan Udayprasad Fattesingh Pune Maharashtra
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684 LM14229 Dr. Kolhe Jitendra Premchandra Jalgaon Maharashtra

685 LM14230 Dr. Tejas  Patil Purushottam Jalgaon Maharashtra

686 LM14231 Dr. Patil Shaunak Ramakant Jalgaon Maharashtra

687 LM14232 Dr. Salunke Abhijeet Ashok Ahmedabad Gujarat

688 LM14233 Dr. Lawate Sunil Krushna Solapur Maharashtra

689 LM14234 Dr. Ansari Abdullah M Mateenuddin Aurangabad Maharashtra

690 LM14235 Dr. Jaiswal Sagar Bharatlal Aurangabad Maharashtra

691 LM14236 Dr. Ranvir Pravin Gomaji Aurangabad Maharashtra

692 LM14237 Dr. Pathan Alaf Ayub Aurangabad Maharashtra

693 LM14238 Dr. Raut Shashank Pramod Chandrapur Maharashtra

694 LM14239 Dr. Mallojwar Sunil Ramlu Chandrapur Maharashtra

695 LM14240 Dr. Kawle Pratik Satish Nagpur Maharashtra

696 LM14241 Dr. Laddha Mukesh S Nagpur Maharashtra

697 LM14242 Dr. Pramod Tulshiram Suryawanshi Ratnagiri Maharashtra

698 LM14243 Dr. Aloknath Dnyaneshwar Chinte Latur Maharashtra

699 LM14244 Dr. Mandar Suresh Shaha Panvel Maharashtra

700 LM14245 Dr. Rajesh Rajkumar Phade Ratnagiri Maharashtra

701 LM14246 Dr. Pramod Rasiklal Shah Sangli Maharashtra

702 LM14247 Dr. Ashish Dharambir Yadav Gurugram Haryana

703 LM14248 Dr. Nagesh Rajendra Desai Surat Gujarat

704 LM14249 Dr. Karan Laxman Gaonkar Satara Maharashtra

705 LM14250 Dr. Tukarm Guruba Vibhute Usmanabad Maharashtra

706 LM14251 Dr. Amrutraj Laxmanrao Jadhav Solapur Maharashtra

707 LM14252 Dr. Rahul Uttamrao Nandrekar Sangli Maharashtra

708 LM14253 Dr. Dipak Rangrao Yadav Sangli Maharashtra

709 LM14254 Dr. Suyog Prakahs Burgute Solapur Maharashtra

710 LM14255 Dr. Shivraj Mohan Mangsule Kolhapur Maharashtra

711 LM14256 Dr. Rohit Shivaji Patil Kolhapur Maharashtra

712 LM14257 Dr. Gurunath Balasaheb Dalvi Kolhapur Maharashtra

713 LM14258 Dr. Nitin Gundaji Bhokare Kolhapur Maharashtra

714 LM14259 Dr. Kshitij Prakahs Kulkarni Kolhapur Maharashtra

715 LM14260 Dr. Sandip Baswant Patil Kolhapr Maharashtra

716 LM14261 Dr. Prakash Ambadas pawar Sangli Maharashtra

717 LM14262 Dr. Prakash Govind Kulkarni Kolhapur Maharashtra

718 LM14263 Dr. Amit Ramchandra Burande kolhapur Maharashtra

719 LM14264 Dr. Amol Umakant gowalikar Kolhapur Maharashtra

720 LM14265 Dr. Raghvendra Dattatray Pote Kolhapur Maharashtra

721 LM14266 Dr. Abhijeet Vasudev Digavadekar Kolhapur Maharashtra

722 LM14267 Dr. Sachin Gulabrao Ghunke Kolhapur Maharashtra

723 LM14268 Dr. Negandhi Suresh Lalji Kolapur Maharashtra

724 LM14269 Dr. Abhijeet Ramkishor Dhoot Kolhapur Maharashtra

725 LM14270 Dr. Laxmikant Premraj Toshniwal Kolhapur Maharashtra

726 LM14271 Dr. Pradeep Baburao kadam Kolhapur Maharashtra

727 LM14272 Dr. Mahveer Jingonda Patil Kolhapur Maharashtra

728 LM14273 Dr. Baliram Ananda Patil Kolhapur Maharashtra

729 LM14274 Dr. Niravkumar Sureshbhai Patel Godhra Gujarat

730 LM14275 Dr. Amol Pratap Shinde Solapur Maharashtra

731 LM14276 Dr. Kapadnis Gaurav Pradip Nashik Maharashtra

732 LM14277 Dr. Potdar Vivek Subhash Ratnagiri Maharashtra
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733 LM14278 Dr. Potdar Pradnya Vivek Ratnagiri Maharashtra

734 LM14279 Dr. Palkar Pritam Suryakant Pune Maharashtra

735 LM14280 Dr. Kalbhor Suyog Nandkishor Pune Maharashtra

736 LM14281 Dr. Nikam Sunil Sadashiv Pune Maharashtra

737 LM14282 Dr. Agrawal Rahul Rajkumar Pune Maharashtra

738 LM14283 Dr. Deshpande Shantanu Subhash Pune Maharashtra

739 LM14284 Dr. Sahare Balu Dashrath Gadchiroli Maharashtra

740 LM14285 Dr. Kawade Manoj Marutirao Osmanabad Maharashtra

741 LM14286 Dr. Darpan Maroti Maheshgauri Pune Maharashtra

742 LM14287 Dr. Desai Sameer Deepak Mumbai Maharashtra

743 LM14288 Dr. Raghute Sunnut Pundlikrao Nagpur Maharashtra

744 LM14289 Dr. Patil Rahul Vishwanath Sangli Maharashtra

745 LM14290 Dr. Nandanwar Ameya Yogeshwar Mumbai Maharashtra

746 LM14291 Dr. Godbole Shrirang Rangnath Pune Maharashtra

747 LM14292 Dr. Salunkhe Gautam Dattatray Pune Maharashtra

748 LM14293 Dr. Borate Mangesh Khanduji Pune Maharashtra

749 LM14294 Dr. Karmarkar Sachin Shrivallabh Pune Maharashtra

750 LM14295 Dr. Magar Sameer Shankar Pune Maharashtra

751 LM14296 Dr. Munde Rajiv Manik Pune Maharashtra

752 LM14297 Dr. Degaonkar Vivekanand Vijay Solapur Maharashtra

753 LM14298 Dr. Kulkarni Sachin Sitarampant Solapur Maharashtra

754 LM14299 Dr. Qaiyyum Rehmatullah Abdul Solapur Maharashtra

755 LM14300 Dr. Waghchavre Abhijeet Satyawan Solapur Maharashtra

756 LM14301 Dr. Shaikh Sameer A Rashid Solapur Maharashtra

757 LM14302 Dr. Gondla Vinay Satyanarayan Solapur Maharashtra

758 LM14303 Dr. Karvekar Shashank Balasaheb Solapur Maharashtra

759 LM14304 Dr. Raut Sudarshan  Solapur Maharashtra

760 LM14305 Dr. Yemul Shriniwas Ramakant Solapur Maharashtra

761 LM14306 Dr. Sonawane Swapnil Prakash Warora Maharashtra

762 LM14307 Dr. Deshmukh Rahul Panjabrao Mumbai Maharashtra

763 LM14308 Dr. Sangole Chinmay Arunrao Amravati Maharashtra

764 LM14309 Dr. Tarekar Sumit Rajendra Amravati Maharashtra

765 LM14310 Dr. Deshmukh Sangram Shankarrao Amravati Maharashtra

766 LM14311 Dr. Jaiswal Prafull Pradeep Buldhana Maharashtra

767 LM14312 Dr. Kad Sachin Dashrath Washim Maharashtra

768 LM14313 Dr. Jaiswal Sanjeev Vasantkumar Amravati Maharashtra

769 LM14314 Dr. Dhavale Kisandeo Hariba Solapur Maharashtra

770 LM14315 Dr. Shid Sanjay Shivajirao Solapur Maharashtra

771 LM14316 Dr. Patil Sagar Shivajirao Sangli Maharashtra

772 LM14317 Dr. Khaleed Jameel Amravati Maharashtra

773 LM14318 Dr. Mallarapu Prudhvi Secunderabad Telangana

774 LM14319 Dr. Manoj Kumar Gupta Bhagalpur Bihar

775 LM14320 Dr. Manish Raj Deoghar Jharkhand

776 LM14321 Dr. Rajeev Kant Pandey Koderma Jharkhand

777 LM14322 Dr. Nishant Shamjibhai Manani GIR Somnath Gujarat

778 LM14323 Dr. Patel Baiju Mukeshbhai Ahmedabad Gujarat

779 LM14324 Dr. Chinmay Hareshbhai Trivedi Morbe Gujarat

780 LM14325 Dr. Kumar Prashant Varanasi Uttar Pradesh

781 LM14326 Dr. Love Kapoor Chandigarh Chandigarh
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782 LM14327 Dr. Mohit Arora Amritsar Punjab

783 LM14328 Dr. Shreeram Ashok Kamat Dhakankar Morgao GOA

784 LM14329 Dr. Karun Jain Ghaziabad Uttar Pradesh

785 LM14330 Dr. Arun Krishnamoorthi Chennai Tamilnadu

786 LM14331 Dr. Abhinandan K.S. Vijaya nagar Karnataka

787 LM14332 Dr. Vinit Gupta Udhampur Jammu & Kashmir

788 LM14333 Dr. Rohan Krishnan Moti Nagar Delhi

789 LM14334 Dr. Ratish Singh Janakpurdha Nepal

790 LM14335 Dr. Surendra Yellapu Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

791 LM14336 Dr. Ankit Mudgal Delhi Delhi

792 LM14337 Dr. Himanshu Singh Bangalore Karnataka

793 LM14338 Dr. Sameer Mehra New Delhi Delhi

794 LM14339 Dr. Anubhav Sharma Aligarh Uttar Pradesh

795 LM14340 Dr. Sumit Anand Gurgaon Haryana

796 LM14341 Dr. Thilak Samuel Jepegnanam Vellore Tamilnadu

797 LM14342 Dr. Thonangi Yeshwanth Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

798 LM14343 Dr. Altaf Hussain Kargil Ladakh

799 LM14344 Dr. Raghuveer Chander Alluri Bheemavaram Andhra Pradesh

800 LM14345 Dr. Keshav Goel Noida Uttar Pradesh

801 LM14346 Dr. Gaganpreet Singh Bathinda Punjab

802 LM14347 Dr. Vidyasagar Muralimohan Sistla Gondia Maharashtra

803 LM14348 Dr. Srinivasulu Akkinaguntla Rayachoti Andhra Pradesh

804 LM14349 Dr. Amit Kansal Delhi Delhi

805 LM14350 Dr. Raghavendra R. Vyas Jhalawar Rajasthan

806 LM14351 Dr. Noufal S. Kollam Kerala

807 LM14352 Dr. Varun Kumar Paka Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

808 LM14353 Dr. Mankaran Singh Arora Ludhiana Punjab

809 LM14354 Dr. Md. Sharique Hussain Kishanganj Bihar

810 LM14355 Dr. Anand Bhushan Nawada Bihar

811 LM14356 Dr. Debasis Mukherjee Kolkata West Bengal

812 LM14357 Dr. Sushil Kumar Saini Uttam Nagar Delhi

813 LM14358 Dr. Alok Kumar Yadav Jaunpur Uttar Pradesh

814 LM14359 Dr. Amar Ambure Raichur Karnataka

815 LM14360 Dr. Vinod Anand Agrawal Mumbai Maharashtra

816 LM14361 Dr. Madamanchi Harsha Guntur Andhra Pradesh

817 LM14362 Dr. Ashutosh Shukla Bikaner Rajasthan

818 LM14363 Dr. Parag Bharatkumar Lad Thane Maharashtra

819 LM14364 Dr. Nilesh Dilip Kamat Pune Maharashtra

820 LM14365 Dr. Shyam Kumar Salivendra Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

821 LM14366 Dr. Som Dutt Abrol Jammu Jammu & Kashmir

822 LM14367 Dr. Ajay Kumar S.P. Chickaballapur Karnataka

823 LM14368 Dr. Hrutvij R. Bhatt Ahmedabad Gujarat

824 LM14369 Dr. Gowra Hari Adhikari vijaywada Andhra Pradesh

825 LM14370 Dr. Ankur Nanda New Delhi Delhi

826 LM14371 Dr. Abhishek Srivastava New Delhi Delhi

827 LM14372 Dr. Hosur Umanatharao Kurnool Andhra Pradesh

828 LM14373 Dr. Lalit Kumar Shah Gowahati ASSAM

829 LM14374 Dr. Satpal Shishodia Gorakhpur Uttar Pradesh

830 LM14375 Dr. Ashish Pandey Waidhan Madhya Pradesh
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831 LM14376 Dr. Nagraj Sadhu Shetty Mumbai Maharashtra

832 LM14377 Dr. Hardeep Singh Santokh Chandigarh Chandigarh

833 LM14378 Dr. Srikanth Reddy Kovuru Ananthapur Andhra Pradesh

834 LM14379 Dr. Sushant Suresh Sonarkar Nagpur Maharashtra

835 LM14380 Dr. Balaji Sambandam Trichirapally Tamilnadu

836 LM14381 Dr. Shahid Pathoor Valanchery Kerala

837 LM14382 Dr.  Mohammed Mohsin Edavath Mallapuram Kerala

838 LM14383 Dr. Anupam Khandelwal Indore Madhya Pradesh

839 LM14384 Dr. Fajish Farook Trivandrum Kerala

840 LM14385 Dr. Amanpreet Singh Mangalore Karnataka

841 LM14386 Dr. Varghese Joe C. Mangalore Karnataka

842 LM14387 Dr. Ajeesh Sankaran Mallapuram Kerala

843 LM14388 Dr. Naga Mallikarjunarao Surla Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

844 LM14389 Dr. Sumanyu Kumar Tripathy Bhubaneshwar Odisha

845 LM14390 Dr. Neeraj Choudhary Bikaner Rajasthan

846 LM14391 Dr. Rajesh Dharmarajan Thrissur kerala

847 LM14392 Dr. Amarnath A.P. Ernakulam Kerala

848 LM14393 Dr. Udit Agrawal Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

849 LM14394 Dr.  Jipin Gopi Calicut Kerala

850 LM14395 Dr. Mohamed Shakeeb KU Mallapuram Kerala

851 LM14396 Dr. Nikhila Reddy Putta Nellore Andhra Pradesh

852 LM14397 Dr. Rama Priya Yasam Dehradoon Uttrakhand

853 LM14398 Dr. Hem Raj Phagwara Punjab

854 LM14399 Dr. Nitish Khosla Mohali Punjab

855 LM14400 Dr. Shyam Gopal Kochi Kerala

856 LM14401 Dr. Yusuf Nasser Thrissur Kerala

857 LM14402 Dr. Raghav Aggarwal Khanna Punjab

858 LM14403 Dr. Sukh Pal Singh Amritsar Punjab

859 LM14404 Dr. Veushj Sharma Amritsar Punjab

860 LM14405 Dr. Raj Kumar Ranchi Jharkhand

861 LM14406 Dr. Manpreet Singh M. Amritsar Punjab

862 LM14407 Dr. Rajula Iswarya Hyderabad Telangana

863 LM14408 Dr. Javed Akhtar Birganj Nepal

864 LM14409 Dr. Ranvir Singh Jalandhar Punjab

865 LM14410 Dr. Mukesh Shanker Noida Uttar Pradesh

866 LM14411 Dr. Sharath Babu Mukka Jammikunta Telangana

867 LM14412 Dr. Yogesh Govindbhai Purohit Ahmedabad Gujarat

868 LM14413 Dr. Asik Iqbal Kolkata West Bengal

869 LM14414 Dr. Raman Jindal Meerut Uttar Pradesh

870 LM14415 DR. Franco Aubrey Conrad Porvorim GOA

871 LM14416 Dr. Sunirmal Kumar Mukherjee Mumbai Maharashtra

872 LM14417 Dr. Pawan Kumar Kharwar Kushinagar Uttar Pradesh

873 LM14418 Dr. Shubham Srivastava Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

874 LM14419 Dr. Shah Alap Bipinchandra Ahmedabad Gujarat

875 LM14420 Dr. Rakesh Kumar Verma Agra Uttar Pradesh

876 LM14421 Dr. Ananta Narayan Panda Cuttack Odisha

877 LM14422 Dr. Konchada Srikant Sarakantara Odisha

878 LM14423 Dr. Sandeep Singh Bhubaneshwar Odisha

879 LM14424 Dr. Nisarg Pankaj Shah bhavnagar Gujarat
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880 LM14425 Dr. Gurugang Parmar Ahmedabad Gujarat

881 LM14426 Dr. Shashak Kumar Sinha Dhanbad Jharkhand

882 LM14427 Dr. Anindya Mitra 24 Parganas West Bengal

883 LM14428 Dr. Pratyay Mukherjee Barick Lane West Bengal

884 LM14429 Dr. Anup Jyoti Kotoky Assam North East state

885 LM14430 Dr. Abhishek Sahu Sarvodaya Enclave Delhi

886 LM14431 Dr. Omprakash Bhimwal New Delhi Delhi

887 LM14432 Dr. Mohd. Akhtar Ali Ansari Allahabad Uttar Pradesh

888 LM14433 Dr. Jitendra Kumar Alwar Rajasthan

889 LM14434 Dr. Alok Rai Ayodhya Uttar Pradesh

890 LM14435 Dr. Vivek Vijayakumar Thrissur Kerala

891 LM14436 Dr. Pulak Vatsya New Delhi Delhi

892 LM14437 Dr. Anupam Gupta Panchkula Haryana

893 LM14438 Dr. Arun Manjunatha Swamy Kalyannagar Karnataka

894 LM14439 Dr. Garika Siva Srivastava Hyderabad Telangana

895 LM14440 Dr. Sahil Kanwar Naya Nagal Punjab

896 LM14441 Dr. Jorige Chenna Keshva Rao Kagaz Nagar Telangana

897 LM14442 Dr.  M. Suresh Jammikunta Telangana

898 LM14443 Dr. Prashant Dwivedi Bilaspur Chattishgarh

899 LM14444 Dr. Amit Rajnikant Kathrani Anand Gujarat

900 LM14445 Dr. Utkarsh Goyal Indore Madhya Pradesh

901 LM14446 Dr. Swapnil Vaidya Burhanpur Madhya Pradesh
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1 AM440 Dr. Aswin Sitaram Vellore Tamil Nadu 9751541038

2 AM441 Dr. K. Dinesh Kumar Tenkasi District Tamil Nadu 9566426062

3 AM442 Dr. M. Ram Prasath Thoothukudi Tamil Nadu 9789182500

4 AM443 Dr. Akhilesh Arjun Trivandrum Kerala 8124602865

5 AM444 Dr. D. Dharmakumaran Villapuram Tamil Nadu 9585976335

6 AM445 Dr. M. Ragul Namakkal District Tamil Nadu 8526637925

7 AM446 Dr. A. Nabeel Thahseen Chennai Tamil Nadu 9952527881

8 AM447 Dr. S. Purushothaman Tirunelveli Tamil Nadu 9677935677

9 AM448 Dr. T. Bharanidharan Villapuram District Tamil Nadu 8344264148

10 AM449 Dr. K. Saddam Hussain Thiruvarur District Tamil Nadu 7092633020

11 AM450 Dr. Vijaya Anand. S Puducherry Puducherry 9597474157

12 AM451 Dr. Nagabhushan Patil Raichur Karnataka 7899189063

13 AM452 Dr. Kanak Arora Alwar Rajasthan 9950843027, 9113061984

14 AM453 Dr. Patel Vishalkumar Sureshbhai Gujarat Gujarat 9724594060

15 AM454 Dr. Alvrin Chacko Sajan Mumbai Maharashtra 8850756944, 9821144285

16 AM455 Dr. C. Ravindra Kumar Kurnool Andhra Pradesh 9052886379

17 AM456 Dr. P. Parthiban Thoothukudi Distt Tamil Nadu 8903543862, 9600071144

18 AM457 Dr. Myilvendhan. S Erode Distt Tamil Nadu 8903652405

19 AM458 Dr. Vikraman. D Ariyalur Distt. Tamil Nadu 9790966273, 8778847148

20 AM459 Dr. Andrew Isaac Christudoss Vellore Tamil Nadu 9940620845, 9791479189

21 AM460 Dr. Tamil Selvan. V Chennai Tamil Nadu 9884871101

22 AM461 Dr. Juvin Joseph Thrissur Tamil Nadu 8939995067

23 AM462 Dr. Pradeep Kunashekhar Kolathur Tamil Nadu 9176264051

24 AM463 Dr. G. Rajaganesh Salem Tamil Nadu 9442215447

25 AM464 Dr. Janarthanan. P Erode Distt Tamil Nadu 9655371797

26 AM465 Dr. S. Aravintharaj Tirupathur Tamil Nadu 9489009804

27 AM466 Dr. Pradeep Rajan. S Madurai Tamil Nadu 9789428919

28 AM467 Dr. Mukil. C Madurai Tamil Nadu 9495976279

29 AM468 Dr. A. Anbalagan Palani Tamil Nadu 8056825464

30 AM469 Dr. Siva Shankar. S Sivagangai Distt. Tamil Nadu 9566953982

31 AM470 Dr. Vishal. R Tamil Nadu Tamil Nadu 9791992391

32 AM471 Dr. Suresh. L Krishnagiri Distt. Tamil Nadu 9894287087, 9894934534

33 AM472 Dr. Raja. S Namakkal District Tamil Nadu 9894120650

34 AM473 Dr. R. Prabhakaran Ramanathapuram Tamil Nadu 9677664201

35 AM474 Dr. B. Arun Kumar Chennai Tamil Nadu 9840336464

36 AM475 Dr. Sabarinath. M Cuddalore Tamil Nadu 7736789069

37 AM476 Dr. Nedunkilli. V Pudukkottai Tamil Nadu 9655440464

38 AM477 Dr. R. Suriyanarayanan Trichy Tamil Nadu 9790849596

39 AM478 Dr. R. Sathish Kumar Krishnagiri Distt. Tamil Nadu 8148841173

40 AM479 Dr. E. Mothilal Yadav Vellore Tamil Nadu 9600771070

41 AM480 Dr. Sakthivel. R Erode Distt Tamil Nadu 9688955564

42 AM481 Dr. D. Udaya  Kumar Vellore Tamil Nadu 9894006575

43 AM482 Dr. R. Ramkumar Virudhunagar Distt. Tamil Nadu 8248811052

44 AM483 Dr. Gokulan. J Kancheepuram Distt Tamil Nadu 9566386597

45 AM484 Dr. S. Nithyavadhanan Chennai Tamil Nadu 8939735745

46 AM485 Dr. M. M. Kavin Dharmapuri Distt Tamil Nadu 9789216607

47 AM486 Dr. Jacquline Rapavathi. E Vellore Tamil Nadu 8220287811
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48 AM487 Dr. Santhosh Kumar. N. K Erode Distt Tamil Nadu 9790573198

49 AM488 Dr. R. Prabu Perambalur Distt. Tamil Nadu 9791949597

50 AM489 Dr. Thanigaivelu. S Salem Tamil Nadu 9994230066

51 AM490 Dr. K. P. Guru Prasath Erode Distt Tamil Nadu 9790264955

52 AM491 Dr. S. Sathyaraj Ariyalur Distt. Tamil Nadu 9976546672

53 AM492 Dr. B. Gautham Thiruvalli Distt. Tamil Nadu 9790573483

54 AM493 Dr. Muralidharan. R Pondicherry Pondicherry 8754781804

55 AM494 Dr. Naveen Jeyaraman Theni Tamil Nadu 8508155312

56 AM495 Dr. G. Subash Tiruppur Distt. Tamil Nadu 9840253073

57 AM496 Dr. Satyendra Ravidas Distt. Bokaro Jharkhand 8987882220

58 AM497 Dr. Hariom Prasad Distt. Palamau Jharkhand 9470965713, 7763941425

59 AM498 Dr. Mahesh Kumar Singh Distt. Madhubani Bihar 9990154345

60 AM499 Dr. Nitesh Kumar Gaya Bihar 9534016503, 8084285331

61 AM500 Dr. Pritam Kumar Priyadarshi Distt. Samastipur Bihar 9473234176, 8340122553

62 AM501 Dr. Lal Bahadur Prasad Distt. Sahibganj Jharkhand 9006957416

63 AM502 Dr. Sujith Patil. B Dist. Raichur Karnataka 8971715276

64 AM503 Dr. Sugun Harsha. G Tirvpati Andhra Pradesh 9121847524

65 AM504 Dr. Ranjitham. T. P Chennai Tamil Nadu 9884156061

66 AM505 Dr. S. Ashwin Madurai Tamil Nadu 9944008918, 9443013360

67 AM506 Dr. Raja. X Nagercoil Tamil Nadu 9677612389, 8015309096

68 AM507 Dr. G. Sivaraman Villupuram Distt Tamil Nadu 9790517987, 8778641645

69 AM508 Dr. Aravind. M. C Thiruvananthapuram Kerala 8281186188

70 AM509 Dr. T. Jawahar Erode  Tamil Nadu 9524612361

71 AM510 Dr. Mrs. Shradha  Bora. S Chennai Tamil Nadu 9940560615

72 AM511 Dr. Arun. M. S Chidambaram Tamil Nadu 9952014809

73 AM512 Dr. V. Dhivaakar Karur Tamil Nadu 9791791122

74 AM513 Dr. Tushar Dhawan Noida Uttar Pradesh 9818836290

75 AM514 Dr. Vignesh S.V. Chengalpattu Tamil Nadu 9626233174

76 AM515 Dr. Naveen M. Thanjavur Tamil Nadu 8883056757

77 AM516 Dr. M.M.  Maheshwar Vapaprvpm Tamil Nadu 9952076126

78 AM517 Dr. R. Eswar Chennai Tamil Nadu 8939054515

79 AM518 Dr. Gukulanathan S. Ranipet Tamil Nadu 9443155412

80 AM519 Dr. Arul Prasanna A. Dindigul Tamil Nadu 7010054640

81 AM520 Dr. Gujjala Sai Kumar Ananthapur Tamil Nadu 8985663180

82 AM521 Dr. J. Bhuvanesh Chennai Tamil Nadu 9042505151

83 AM522 Dr. Jayaoviya N.P. Vellore Tamil Nadu 9944228181

84 AM523 Dr.  J. Alex Moses Coimbatore Tamil Nadu 9688080249

85 AM524 Dr. Yuvaraj E. Namakkal District Tamil Nadu 9487460899

86 AM525 Dr. Pranava Kumar P. Arumbakkam Tamil Nadu 9444925773

87 AM526 Dr. K.S. K. Narendiran Ambattur Tamil Nadu 9445219981

88 AM527 Dr. Muni Sekaran C. Dharmapuri Distt Tamil Nadu 9944993457

89 AM528 Dr. P. T. Piruthivi Rajan Trichy Tamil Nadu 9788931357

90 AM529 Dr. Sundeep B. Coimbatore Tamil Nadu 9095545609

91 AM530 Dr. V. Gopalsamy Chennai Tamil Nadu 9176107915

92 AM531 Dr. Balraj J. Chinthamani Tamil Nadu 7760757573

93 AM532 Dr. E. Dinesh Karthick Cuddalore Tamil Nadu 9791542910

94 AM533 Dr. Gowthaman Siva Pondicherry Pondicherry 7904750107

95 AM534 Dr. Pinku Nengminza Sangma Chennai Tamil Nadu 9612580072

96 AM535 Dr. V. Praveen Chennai Tamil Nadu 9176419569
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97 AM536 Dr. P. Pradeeswaran Tiruvannamalai Tamil Nadu 9003181758

98 AM537 Dr. M. Siva Kannan Dindigul Tamil Nadu 9597123357

99 AM538 Dr. Srinivas E. Nevveli Tamil Nadu 9940064008

100 AM539 Dr. Vijaya Raghavan V. Namakkal Tamil Nadu 9600736722

101 AM540 Dr. Vinith Nirmal Raj S. Madurai Tamil Nadu 9629177398

102 AM541 Dr. M. Praveen Trichy Tamil Nadu 8220686050

103 AM542 Dr. Aravindh P. Trichy Tamil Nadu 8973362468
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1 AM543 Dr. Anurag Singh Agra Uttar Pradesh

2 AM544 Dr. A. Ganesh Chennai Tamil Nadu

3 AM545 Dr. Adhith Sugavanam Omalur Main Road Tamilnadu

4 AM546 Dr. Vishal Patil Raichur Karnataka

5 AM547 Dr. G.  Parasarann Chengalpattu Tamil Nadu

6 AM548 Dr. Amith Khanna Tirunelveli Tamil Nadu

7 AM549 Dr. M. Sabari Dharamapuri Tamil Nadu

8 AM550 Dr. Nikesh K.L. Kaniyakumari Tamil Nadu

9 AM551 Dr. Mohammed Azif V.A. Thrissur Kerala

10 AM552 Dr. Harsh Jalan Tinaukia Assam

11 AM553 Dr. K. Arvind Natarajan Anna Nagar Tamil Nadu

12 AM554 Dr. Anuraj Yadav Navi Mumbai Tamil Nadu

13 AM555 Dr. Chakravarthi M. Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

14 AM556 Dr. Natesan R. Kanakurichi T K Tamil Nadu

15 AM557 Dr. P. Velazhagan Pudukkottai Tamil Nadu

16 AM558 Dr. Gnana Sekaran Erode Tamil Nadu

17 AM559 Dr. Dharun Kumar M. Chennai Tamil Nadu

18 AM560 Dr. Hisham Abubeker Cochin Kerala

19 AM561 Dr. Radhakrishnan Chengalpattu Tamil Nadu

20 AM562 Dr. B. Delhibabu Salem Tamil Nadu

21 AM563 Dr. B.Aravindan Tiruppur Tamil Nadu

22 AM564 Dr. Abinay Annamalai Theni Tamil Nadu

23 AM565 Dr. Praveen Raja M. Chennai Tamil Nadu

24 AM566 Dr. Sachin Nishanth N. Madurai Tamil Nadu

25 AM567 Dr. V.S. Gowtham Sevenwells Tamil Nadu

26 AM568 Dr. Vishnu Srinivasan Thiruvallur Tamil Nadu

27 AM569 Dr. Damodharan Vasudevan Chennai Tamil Nadu

28 AM570 Dr. Shaheen Hameed V. Kulasekaraj Tamil Nadu

29 AM571 Dr. Sebin Baby Ernakulam Kerala

30 AM572 Dr. G. Thirumal Krishna Giri Dt. Tamil Nadu

31 AM573 Dr. Nirmal Immanuel Rajan R. Madurai Tamil Nadu

32 AM574 Dr. Vijai M. Salem Tamil Nadu

33 AM575 Dr. Ahamed Sherif @ifran Sherif Puducherry Puducherry

34 AM576 dr. J. Sudarsanam Kakakurichi Tamil Nadu

35 AM577 Dr. S. Pandi Prakash Tenkasi Tamil Nadu

36 AM578 Dr. V. R. Selvakumar Virudhnagar Tamil Nadu

37 AM579 Dr. S.D. Santhosh Kumar Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

38 AM580 Dr. K. Sathish Tiruvannamalai Tamil Nadu

39 AM581 Dr. P. Swathikaa Madurai Tamil Nadu

40 AM582 Dr. R. Goutham Kumar Puducherry Puducherry

41 AM583 Dr. A. Abinav Raj Virudhnagar Tamil Nadu

42 AM584 Dr. Dershic Valentine Kanyakumari Tamil Nadu

43 AM585 Dr. Arivazhagan K. Dindigul Tamil Nadu

44 AM586 Dr. Kowsik Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

45 AM587 Dr. Ibrahim S. Majeed Kollam Tamil Nadu

46 AM588 Dr. E. Dheenadhayalan Puducherry Puducherry

List of Associate members enrolled and ratified 
during GBM of IOACON 2021 GOA
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47 AM589 Dr. Harish S.P. Chengalpet Tamil Nadu

48 AM590 Dr. M. Tamilselvan Krishna Giri Dt. Tamil Nadu

49 AM591 Dr. S. Karthick Namakkal Tamil Nadu

50 AM592 Dr. P.M. Pughazhendhi Thiruvallur Tamil Nadu

51 AM593 Dr. P. Sakthi Dharamapuri Tamil Nadu

52 AM594 Dr. Jesmick Ponniah Nagerkoil Tamil Nadu

53 AM595 Dr. Gokul Kumar J Sriuilliputhur Tamil Nadu

54 AM596 Dr. G. Aravind Namakkal Tamil Nadu

55 AM597 Dr. Karthikeyan Vellupuram Tamil Nadu

56 AM598 Dr. Santhosh Kumar S. Puducherry Puducherry

57 AM599 Dr. Hafis K.A. Palakkad Kerala

58 AM600 Dr. K. Poovarasan Dharamapuri Tamil Nadu

59 AM601 Dr. Lalit Chellappa Karpenter Rajapalayam Tamil Nadu

60 AM602 Dr.  A. Karthik Dharmapuri Tamil Nadu

61 AM603 Dr. D. Maniratnam Madurai Tamil Nadu

62 AM604 Dr. Rohith Varma Chennai Tamil Nadu

63 AM605 Dr.  Sanoj V Ernakulam Kerala

64 AM606 Dr. Saravanapriyan V.R. Oddanchatram Tamil Nadu

65 AM607 Dr. Harsha Balaji G.M. Chennai Tamil Nadu

66 AM608 Dr. RA Ashwin Annamalai Chennai Tamil Nadu

67 AM609 Dr. Kanthiravan Villupuram Tamil Nadu

68 AM610 Dr. Mervinrosario P.M. Chennai Tamil Nadu

69 AM611 Dr. U. Venktesh Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

70 AM612 Dr. V. Velarasan Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

71 AM613 Dr. M. Rafeek Ahmed Kanyakumari Tamil Nadu

72 AM614 Dr. Gowtham Krishnan R. Tiruppur Tamil Nadu

73 AM615 Dr. S. Sharon Jeyaselvan Kanchipuram Tamil Nadu

74 AM616 Dr. N. Sabarisan Krishnagiri Tamil Nadu

75 AM617 Dr. Manar Moideen Ernakulam Kerala

76 AM618 Dr. Bharath Raj J. Pudhukottai Tamil Nadu

77 AM619 Dr. David Livingston L. Thoothukudi Tamil Nadu

78 AM620 Dr. R. Rajkumar Palani Tamil Nadu

79 AM621 Dr. Sivanesan R. Chengalpet Tamil Nadu

80 AM622 Dr. Raja Jawaharlal R. Chennai Tamil Nadu

81 AM623 Dr. M. Vijay Basker Dharmapuri Tamil Nadu

82 AM624 Dr. G. Khailash Krishnagiri Tamil Nadu

83 AM625 Dr. Ashwath Vitusun V. Chennai Tamil Nadu

84 AM626 Dr. S. Ambeth Raj Perambalur Tamil Nadu

85 AM627 Dr. J. Jafer Sareef Paramakuni Tamil Nadu

86 AM628 Dr. Rajheiman R. Theni Tamil Nadu

87 AM629 Dr. Thanigaivelan G. Kalliakurichi Tamil Nadu

88 AM630 Dr. S. Naveen Chengalpattu Tamil Nadu

89 AM631 Dr. A.T. Sengutuvan Vadalur Tamil Nadu

90 AM632 Dr. Prashanth Jeeva Raam B. Madurai Tamil Nadu

91 AM633 Dr. S. Navin Chander Kosapet Tamil Nadu

92 AM634 Dr. G. Sathishkumar Villupuram Tamil Nadu

93 AM635 Dr. Deepak Raj Trichy Tamil Nadu

94 AM636 Dr. Dharani Sekar Erode Tamil Nadu

95 AM637 Dr. Dr. J. B Beffrin Rex Palliyadi Tamil Nadu
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96 AM638 Dr. Mohamed Ashik N. Trichy Tamil Nadu

97 AM639 Dr. Ruthira Kumar M. Chengalpet Tamil Nadu

98 AM640 Dr. Akilan S.S. Erode Tamil Nadu

99 AM641 Dr. J.R. Aakash Kannauh Chennai Tamil Nadu

100 AM642 Dr.  S.G. Dheepak Chennai Tamil Nadu

101 AM643 Dr. Sethupathy R. Erode Tamil Nadu

102 AM644 Dr. Sanjay N.K. Erode Tamil Nadu

103 AM645 Dr. Prabhu Krishnan Dindigul Tamil Nadu

104 AM646 Dr. V. Manojkumar Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

105 AM647 Dr. V. Dinesh Salem Tamil Nadu

106 AM648 Dr. Gokul C. Dharmapuri Tamil Nadu

107 AM649 Dr. William Reang Santir Bazar Tripura

108 AM650 Dr. Manikandan P. Perambalur Tamil Nadu

109 AM651 Dr. S. Senthil Raja Namakkal Tamil Nadu

110 AM652 Dr. Shaheer Shahul Hameed Kanyakumari Tamil Nadu

111 AM653 Dr. S. Boopathi Raja Salem Tamil Nadu

112 AM654 Dr. Prasad D. Tieevallu Tamil Nadu

113 AM655 Dr. D. Kavin Raj Kaikolapalayam Tamil Nadu

114 AM656 Dr. Sivabalaganesh A Mayiladuthurai Tamil Nadu

115 AM657 Dr. Pradeep Kumar S. Erode Tamil Nadu

116 AM658 Dr. Sibi Sanjay B Erode Tamil Nadu

117 AM659 Dr. S. Mohammed Nazeem Chennai Tamil Nadu

118 AM660 Dr. M. Shibusumanth Dharmapuri Tamil Nadu

119 AM661 Dr. A.S. Adhithyan Thiruvotriyur Tamil Nadu

120 AM662 Dr. R.R. harikrishna Tuticorin Tamil Nadu

121 AM663 Dr. V. Nethaji Tiruvallur Tamil Nadu

122 AM664 Dr. Vishnu Anand Ronipet Tamil Nadu

123 AM665 Dr. Jenny Jose P. Ernakulam Kerala

124 AM666 Dr. Ranjith Kumar S. Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

125 AM667 Dr. R. Kumaravel Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

126 AM668 Dr. Surendhar R. Tiruppur Tamil Nadu

127 AM669 Dr. C. Jaya Prakash Salem Tamil Nadu

128 AM670 Dr. Ranjith Kumar R. Salem Tamil Nadu

129 AM671 Dr. Arun Maheshwaran Villupuram Tamil Nadu

130 AM672 Dr. P. Naveen Kumar Namakkal Tamil Nadu

131 AM673 Dr. K. Vinothkumar Krishnagiri Tamil Nadu

132 AM674 Dr. Dharma B. Koodapakkam Tamil Nadu

133 AM675 Dr. Vetri Selvan R. Ranipet Dt. Tamil Nadu

134 AM676 Dr. D. Saran Chennai Tamil Nadu

135 AM677 Dr. M. Vijay Bhasker Dharmapuri Tamil Nadu

136 AM678 Dr. Pratik Mahapatra Bhubaneshwar Odisha

137 AM679 Dr. S. Prakash Madurai Tamil Nadu

138 AM680 Dr. T.R. Rajesh Perambalur Tamil Nadu

139 AM681 Dr. A. Surenthiran Tenkasi Dist Tamil Nadu

140 AM682 Dr. Aravind Ravichandran Madurai Tamil Nadu

141 AM683 Dr. Ashwin Syam S. Chennai Tamil Nadu

142 AM684 Dr. Sathishkumar S. Erode Tamil Nadu

143 AM685 Dr. Saibi Sivanandan Chennai Tamil Nadu

144 AM686 Dr. R. Saravanan Vellore Tamil Nadu
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145 AM687 Dr. N. Mohana Sundaram Cuddalore Tamil Nadu

146 AM688 dr. Deepanand T.S. Mumbai Maharashtra

147 AM689 Dr. Raahul Chandran Salem Tamil Nadu

148 AM690 Dr. S. Kannan Perambalur Tamil Nadu

149 AM691 Dr. Jerson John Mathew Pathanamthitta Kerala

150 AM692 Dr. Harish J. Puducherry Pondicherry

151 AM693 Dr. Manickavasagam M. Chennai Tamil Nadu

152 AM694 Dr. N. Prashanth Aminjikarh Tamil Nadu

153 AM695 Dr. Kiyana Mirza Bangalore Karnataka

154 AM696 Dr. Ronak N. Kotian Taluk, D.K. Karnataka

155 AM697 Dr. Ekanki Bansal Manipal Karnataka

156 AM698 Dr. S. Athipathi Coimbatore Tamil Nadu

157 AM699 Dr. Dhanasegaran A. Puducherry Puducherry

158 AM700 Dr. Chiranjeevi K.P. Edayarpalayam Tamil Nadu

159 AM701 Dr. K.S. Nanthi Varman Tirupur Tamil Nadu

160 AM702 Dr. M.S. Dhinesh Salem Tamil Nadu

161 AM703 Dr. N. Arun Chandran Erode Tamil Nadu

162 AM704 Dr. Ruchi Gupta Panchkula Haryana

163 AM705 Dr. Dhanil Charly Thrissur Kerala

164 AM706 Dr. Mahshook Irfan P.C. Malappuram Kerala

165 AM707 Dr. Arjun J. Arakonam Tamil Nadu

166 AM708 Dr. Shaikh Sana Mohammed Aamir Mumbai Maharashtra

167 AM709 Dr. M. Ram Prasath Thoothukudi Tamil Nadu

168 AM710 Dr.  Mehta Nirali Tejas Mumbai Maharashtra

169 AM711 Dr. Aditya Kumar Patna West Bengal

170 AM712 Dr.  Nilabrata Saha Nadia West Bengal

171 AM713 Dr.  Abhishek Nandy Titagarh West Bengal

172 AM714 Dr. Kunal Mondal Baruipur West Bengal

173 AM715 Dr. Priyambada Kumar Mumbai Maharashtra

174 AM716 Dr. Shivam Mehra Navi Mumbai Maharashtra

175 AM717 Dr. Harsh Ranjan Purnia Bihar

176 AM718 Dr. Sunit Kumar Pani Balasore Odisha

177 AM719 Dr. Jamesh Manu Kuris Thane Maharashtra

178 AM720 Dr. Ameya Dhuldeo Thaware Solapur Maharashtra

179 AM721 Dr. Bheesetti Sai Ram Tgarapavalasa Andhra Pradesh

180 AM722 Dr. Sampatirao Rajesh Kumar Srikakulam Andhra Pradesh

181 AM723 Dr. Abburi Prashanth Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

182 AM724 Dr. Uppu Ashalatha Macherla Andhra Pradesh

183 AM725 Dr. Chinni Ganesh Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

184 AM726 Dr. Manchiraju Viswa Sai Sudhakar Godawari west Dist. Andhra Pradesh

185 AM727 Dr. Kandanulu Shiva Prasad Kurnool Andhra Pradesh

186 AM728 Dr. Yenni Lavanya Kumari Kakinada Andhra Pradesh

187 AM729 Dr. Kollu Dileep Kumar Naidu Chitoor Andhra Pradesh

188 AM730 Dr. Paidi Amarnadh Srikakulam Andhra Pradesh

189 AM731 Dr. Kinihala Kishor Srikakulam Andhra Pradesh

190 AM732 Dr. Karimi Rama Naidu Srikakulam Andhra Pradesh

191 AM733 Dr. V. Ratan Singh Naik Renga Reddy Dist. Andhra Pradesh

192 AM734 Dr. Kuruguntla Mounica Prakasam Dist. Andhra Pradesh

193 AM735 Dr. Marthala Ranganath Prakasam Dist. Andhra Pradesh
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194 AM736 Dr. Gattu Venkata Lakshmi Kavya Guntur Andhra Pradesh

195 AM737 Dr. Seerapu V.S. Ravitejaswara Rao Guntur Andhra Pradesh

196 AM738 Dr. M. sai Ashok Chennai Tamil Nadu

197 AM739 Dr. Ponnuru Naga Raju West Godawari dist. Andhra Pradesh

198 AM740 Dr. Yasmin Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

199 AM741 Dr. Swargam Jyothirmai Vijaywada Andhra Pradesh

200 AM742 Dr. Bandela Sneha East Godawari Dist. Andhra Pradesh

201 AM743 Dr. Ramvivek V.M. Krishnagiri dist. Tamil Nadu

202 AM744 Dr. Padala Srikanth Srikakulam Andhra Pradesh

203 AM745 Dr. Velpula Mohan Babu Anantapur Dist. Andhra Pradesh

204 AM746 Dr. Indla Mounika Prakasham Dist. Andhra Pradesh

205 AM747 Dr. Rahul Ghose Puri Dist. Odisha
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List of new applicant for Life members after 
IOACON 2022 till 12-11-2022

S.NO. MEMBERSHIP NAME CITY STATE

1 Dr. Tungish Bansal New Delhi Delhi

2 Dr. Swapnil Ashok bhele Amravati Maharashtra

3 Dr. Shubham Chandrakant Padmawar Nagpur Maharashtra

4 Dr. Bhajipale Sanjay Ramchandra Ishwar Nagar Maharashtra

5 Dr. Yogesh Vinayakrao Somwanshi Pune Maharashtra

6 Dr. Prashant Kumar Kolkata West Bengal

7 Dr. Archak Roy Kolkata West Bengal

8 Dr. Atin Biswas Hooghly West Bengal

9 Dr. Washif Rashid Darjeeling West Bengal

10 Dr. Ajeet Kumar Verma Varanasi Uttar Pradesh

11 Dr. Vivek Vincent Valiyaveettil Thrissur Kerela

12 Dr. Pankaj Kumar Patna Bihar

13 Dr. Major Dr Girish.S Bangalore Karnataka

14 Dr. Shiv Kamal Sha Mysore Karnataka

15 Dr. K.M. Ponnanna Bangalore Karnataka

16 Dr. Chiranjeevi S. Gowda Karnataka

17 Dr. Racheet Harapanahalli Bengaluru Karnataka

18 Dr. Prajwal.G.S. Kolar Karnataka

19 Dr. Manjunath Gopal Agrahara Karnataka

20 Dr. Manjunatha R Bengaluru Karnataka

21 Dr. Kaushik Y S Bangalore Karnataka

22 Dr. Jamuna Prasad Arya Bilaspur Chhattisgarh

23 Dr. Anindya Dutt Kolkata West Bengal

24 Dr. Shreel Koirala Morang Nepal

25 Dr. Ankur Singhal Bilaspur Chhattisgarh

26 Dr. Ravi Kumar Vats Raipur Chhattisgarh

27 Dr. Shahnawaz Khan Cuttack Odisha

28 Dr. Anurag Chandrakar Bhilai Chhattisgarh

29 Dr. Yogesh Soni Rajnandgaon Chhattisgarh

30 Dr. Shantanu Gupta Bilaspur Chhattisgarh

31 Dr. Veeresh Pattanshetti Belgaum Karnataka

32 Dr. Naveen Mukka Huzurabad Telangana

33 Dr. Mithun Pai G. Mangalore Karnataka

34 Dr. Lokesh K.R. Bangalore Karnataka

35 Dr. Date Jay Yashavant Pune Maharashtra

36 Dr. Vivek Damodar Malvi Kalyan Maharashtra

37 Dr. Killekar Tejas Prakash Kolhapur Maharashtra

38 Dr. Akash Gautam Agra U.P

39 Dr. Ashish Khurana New Delhi Delhi

40 Dr. Rajat Jangir Jaipur Rajasthan

41 Dr. Aman Nilesh Kumar Saraiya Ahmedabad Gujrat

42 Dr. Paresh Laxmanbhai Vaghasia Rajkot Gujrat

43 Dr. Malhar Mahesh Kumar Choksi Bharuch Gujrat

44 Dr. Yash Shailesh Shah Ahmedabad Gujrat

45 Dr. Karan Rajendra Agarwal Surat Gujrat

46 Dr. Pravin Kumar Jha Patna Bihar
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47 Dr. Vishnu Vikraman Nair Kottayam Kerala

48 Dr. Yeshi Kamlesh Dilip Dhule Maharashtra

49 Dr. Thota Lakshman Kumar Khammam Telangana

50 Dr. Bahrat Bhusan Shimla Himachal Pradesh

51 Dr. Rahul Hemant Shah Mumbai Maharashtra

52 Dr. Shubham Srivastava Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

53 Dr. Chitithoti Prathyush Guntur Andhra Pradesh

54 Dr. Inderjit Singh Palwal Haryana

55 Dr. Prabhjeet Singh Jalandhar Punjab

56 Dr. P Vivekanandhan Tamilnadu

57 Dr. Surendra Kumar Bharatpur Rajasthan

58 Dr. Arjun Markanday Vikasnagar Uttarakhand

59 Dr. Lakshay Goel Pitampura Delhi

60 Dr. Bhanu Pratap Rathore

61 Dr. Raj Kumar arya Bahraich Uttar Pradesh

62 Dr. Rajesh Kumar Singh Varanasi Uttar Pradesh

63 Dr. Laxman Choudhary Jalore Rajasthan

64 Dr. Shantilal Sankhla Jodhpur Rajasthan

65 Dr. Ashish Gaur Jodhpur Rajasthan

66 Dr. Molvi Abdul Basit Mandi Himachal Pradesh

67 Dr. Vishal Lal Giridih jharkhand

68 Dr. Javaid Ahmed Ganie Pulwama Jammu & Kashmir

69 Dr. Imran Khan Anantnag Jammu & Kashmir

70 Dr. Ramesh chandra Thakur Chapra Bihar

71 Dr. Abhinav Mishra Bilaspur Chhattisgarh

72 Dr. Abhilash Anil Nair Kaviyoor Kerala

73 Dr. Ashish Kumar Ragase Raipur Chhattisgarh

74 Dr. B.Yadav Rao Bilaspur Chhattisgarh

75 Dr. Abhishek Tiwari Raipur Chhattisgarh

76 Dr. Mhatre Nitin Pandurang Panvel Maharashtra

77 Dr. Mhatre Juilee Nitin Raigarh Maharashtra

78 Dr. kiran Kumar B Hovale Harihar Karnataka

79 Dr. Ashish B.C Davangere Karnataka

80 Dr. Shashidhara. H Davangere Karnataka

81 Dr. Kiran.G.U. Davangere Karnataka

82 Dr. Nishant Dayal Mirchandani Pune Maharashtra

83 Dr. Anish Nandkumar Tawde Mulund Maharashtra

84 Dr. Harshal Prafulla Saoji Pune Maharashtra

85 Dr. Nitish Agarwal Pune Maharashtra

86 Dr. Chandgude Atul Laxman Baramati Maharashtra

87 Dr. Shah Rahul Hemant Maharashtra

88 Dr. Santosh Rama Dunde Pune Maharashtra

89 Dr. Sakore Shrikant Baburao Pune Maharashtra

90 Dr. Onkar Marotirao Lande Pune Maharashtra

91 Dr. Prashant Vithal GaikWad Hadapsar Maharashtra

92 Dr. Vishal Haridas Mundhe Pune Maharashtra

93 Dr. Nair Vishnu Vikraman Maharashtra

94 Dr. Khadilkar Siddharth Madhav Pune Maharashtra

95 Dr. Akshay M.K New Delhi Delhi
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96 Dr. Pushpvardhan Mandlecha Indore Madhya Pradesh

97 Dr. Sushant Jadhav Nashik Maharashtra

98 Dr. Alcramani Raghunadha Rao Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

99 Dr. Anubhav Verma Gangtok Sikkim

100 Dr. Charan Kumar Reddy Kadapa Andhra Pradesh

101 Dr. Meher Dhilon

102 Dr. Rohit Sunil Yadav Satara Maharashtra

103 Dr. Shyam Nadange

104 Dr. Shubash Chandra Champaran Bihar

105 Dr. Shubham Kumar Begusarai Bihar

106 Dr. Aizel Sherief Palasseril Ernakulam Kerela

107 Dr. Ashish BC Davangere Karnataka

108 Dr. Taha Bohra Pipariya Madhya Pradesh

109 Dr. Dharmesh Patel Amritsar Punjab

110 Dr. Jeet Yatinbhai Gandhi Rajkot Gujarat

111 Dr. Varun Agarwal Andrew ganj Delhi

112 Dr. Ravikant Mahariya Jhunjhunu Rajasthan

113 Dr. Narendra Singh Churu Rajasthan

114 Dr. Kaunteya Ghosh Kolkata West Bengal

115 Dr. Thomas George Kottayam Kerala

116 Dr. Sojan K.J. Chalakupy Kerela

117 Dr. Anubhav Chhabra Hisar Haryana

118 Dr. Anoop P Bangalore Karnataka

119 Dr. Arun John Paul Nagpur Maharashtra

120 Dr. Karan Rajpal New Delhi Delhi

121 Dr. Sajid Ansari Rishikesh Uttarakhand

122 Dr. Vadhiraj Krishna J.B Bengaluru Karnataka

123 Dr. Addis Bengaluru Karnataka

124 Dr. Keshava Murthy.D Bangalore Karnataka

125 Dr. Sachin H G Mysore Karnataka

126 Dr. Girisha K G Chikkaballapur Karnataka

127 Dr. Likhit C S Mysore Karnataka

128 Dr. Saiprasad Sarvothama Baliga Mangalore Karnataka

129 Dr. Jayant Namdeorao Phulkar Nashik Maharashtra

130 Dr. Anand Vinod Khivansara Pune Maharashtra

131 Dr. Alok Gadkari Pune Maharashtra

132 Dr. Ankit Kedia Faridabad Haryana

133 Dr. Apser Khan Shahjahanpur Uttar Pradesh

134 Dr. Dipakkumar Karshanbhai Vadodariya Gondal Gujrat

135 Dr. Mohammad Azhar ud din Leh Ut Ladakh

136 Dr. Seshadri Sen Madhyamgram West Bengal

137 Dr. Buddhadeb Nayak Kolkata West Bengal

138 Dr. Parminder Singh Sbs Nagar Punjab

139 Dr. Milind Madhukarrao Deshkar Bhandara Maharashtra

140 Dr. Vishal Jain Rohini Delhi

141 Dr. Sandeep Wagh Nagpur Maharashtra

142 Dr. Shwetank Gagwar Bareilly Uttar Pradesh

143 Dr. Rajeev Kumar Purnia Bihar

144 Dr. Ravi Shankar Champaran Bihar
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145 Dr. Raghunandan Bisoi Bhilai Chhattisgarh

146 Dr. Rahul Thakur Bilaspur Chhattisgarh

147 Dr. Ashutosh Dwivedi Bhilai Chhattisgarh

148 Dr. Sachin Kumar Udupi Karnataka

149 Dr. Darshan. C.K Mysore Karnataka

150 Dr. Karthika Hathwar K S Mysore Karnataka

151 Dr. Parag Pushpan Manipal Karnataka

152 Dr. Pritam Paul Kolkata West Bengal

153 Dr. Rajesh Kar [ALM-304] Mednipur West Bengal

154 Dr. Ujjal Bhakat Murshidabad West Bengal

155 Dr. Sanjid Islam Burdwan West Bengal

156 Dr. Mizanur Rahaman Behampore West Bengal

157 Dr. Ravi Shankar Kumar Murshidabad West Bengal

158 Dr. Imran Khursheed Siwan Bihar

159 Dr. Arghya Kundu Choudhury Thakurpur West Bengal

160 Dr. Tej Kumar Bhukya Khammam Telangana

161 Dr. Deepanshu Agarwal Bareilly Uttar Pradesh

162 Dr. Bismaya Sahoo Shahdara Delhi

163 Dr. Laxmish R Mysore Karnataka

164 Dr. Jaydeep Patel Ayodhya Uttar Pradesh

165 Dr. Md Karim Nawaz Murshidabad West Bengal

166 Dr. Arumoy Bhuimali West Bengal

167 Dr. Abdul Naim Ostagar Kolkata West Bengal

168 Dr.Nikhil Sharma Kolkata West Bengal

169 Dr. Divya G Kottayam Kerala

170 Dr. Sreenath A.P Pollachi Tamilnadu

171 Dr. S. Raghul Raj Chennai Tamilnadu

172 Dr. Sudipta Kumar Patra Coimbatore Tamilnadu

173 Dr. Shamshad Alam Katihar Bihar

174 Dr. Anindya Basu Kolkata West Bengal

175 Dr. Oisharya Banerjee Kolkata West Bengal

176 Dr. Gaganpreet Singh Ganganagar Rajasthan

177 Dr. Nanda Gopal Velagapudi Tadigadapa Andhra Pradesh

178 Dr. Kishore Vellingiri Erode Tamilnadu

179 Dr. Saumil Shah East Mumbai Maharashtra

180 Dr. Ashish Kumar Goyal Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

181 Dr. Gnaneshwar Raj Kotipalli Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

182 Dr. Vaishak Bhat Mangalore Karnataka

183 Dr. Vishal Patil Raichur Karnataka

184 Dr. Sujith Patil B Raichur Karnataka

185 Dr. Arvinder Singh Bhatia Chandigarh Chandigarh

186 Dr. Sandeep Pradhan Bhubaneswar Odisha

187 Dr. Rammanohar Surepally Nalgonda Telangana

188 Dr. P. Hegin Tungdim Churachandpur Manipur

189 Dr. Moirangthem Nando Singh Moirang Manipur

190 Dr. Dhrubabrat Puzari Biswanath Assam

191 Dr. J. Laldinpuia Aizawl Mizoram

192 Dr. Simran Singh Dibrugarh Assam

193 Dr. Ashutosh Verma Lakhimpur Kheri Uttar Pradesh
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194 Dr. Sharad Shirol Gadag Karnataka

195 Dr. Balachandra Vasanthaiah Bengaluru Karnataka

196 Dr. Nikhil Hegde Bangalore Karnataka

197 Dr. Nitin N Sonku Bengaluru Karnataka

198 Dr. Shashiraj Shetty Udupi Karnataka

199 Dr. Taranath. N. Raichur Karnataka

200 Dr. Rajeev Shivaputra Bhavimani Raichur Karnataka

201 Dr. Saurabh Kashinath Phulekar Raichur Karnataka

202 Dr. Kishore Vellingiri Erode Tamilnadu

203 Dr. Kiyana Mirza Bangalore Karnataka

204 Dr. Vijaya Kumar Chiruvella Tirupati Andhra Pradesh

205 Dr. Saikat Ghosh Barasat West Bengal

206 Dr. Pranay Chatterjee Hooghly West Bengal

207 Dr. Manjeet Singh Dhanda Nuh Haryana

208 Dr. R. Arunchandar Veemanagar Pondicherry

209 Dr. Meghal Goyal Agra Uttar Pradesh

210 Dr. Anish Kumar Patna Bihar

211 Dr. Saptarshi Mukherjee Pashim Medinipur West Bengal

212 Dr. Khavte Rohan Kiran Pune Maharashtra

213 Dr. Kiran Purushottam Khavte Pune Maharashtra

214 Dr. Bishal Kumar Deka Guwahati Assam

215 Dr. Kuldeep Rathor Jodhpur Rajasthan

216 Dr. Kumar Jangid Nagaur Rajasthan

217 Dr. S.S. Khatri Jaipur Rajasthan

218 Dr. K. Suraj Kumar Choudhary Prakasam Dist. Andhra Pradesh

219 Dr. Ajay Sheoran Sonipat Haryana

220 Dr. Abhimanyu Suresh Lucknow Uttar Pradesh

221 Dr. Binay Sarkar Dakshin Dinajpur West Bengal

222 Dr. Soumendu Nath Beliaghata West Bengal

223 Dr. Hriday Narayan Mishra Bhadrakali West Bengal

224 Dr. Gaji Mehedi Hasan 24 PGS (N) West Bengal

225 Dr. Sagnik Ray 24 PGS (N) West Bengal

226 Dr. Avik Kumar Khanra Kolkata West Bengal

227 Dr. Amit Kumar Sagvna NH-34 West Bengal

228 Dr. Banamali Samanta Howrah Dist. West Bengal

229 Dr. Rupesh Jodhpur Rajasthan

230 Dr. Rajesh Kumar Sharma Dausa Rajasthan

231 Dr. James Manu Kuris [AM-719] Thane Maharashtra

232 Dr. Pratik Agarwal Kolkata West Bengal

233 Dr. Kevin G Vadadoriya Surat Gujarat

234 Dr. Krunal Yogesh Shah Ahmedabad Gujarat

235 Dr. Smit Ranmalsinh Vadher Bhavnagar Gujarat

236 Dr. Urang BipinBhai Patel Satellite Gujarat

237 Dr. Gunjankumar Mukeshbhai Ghelani Bhavnagar Gujarat

238 Dr. Shashank. G Bangalore Karnataka

239 Dr. Santhosh Kumar Raju.K Bangalore Karnataka

240 Dr. Vikram G K Bhat Mangalore Karnataka

241 Dr. Ramachandra reddy. K Bellary Karnataka

242 Dr. Maruvada Shashidhar Karnataka
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243 Dr. Ravi Shekhar Muzaffarpur Bihar

244 Dr. Masuraj Atal Bihari Mandal Patna Bihar

245 Dr. Nikhil Niranjan Rathod Mumbai Maharashtra

246 Dr. Atul Kumar Saroj Amethi Uttar Pradesh

247 Dr. Udit Kumar Biswal Bhubaneswar Odisha

248 Dr. Madhukar Chennai Tamilnadu

249 Dr. Aditya Vasudev Salt lake West Bengal

250 Dr. Samrat Smrutirajan Sahoo West Bengal

251 Dr. Tarkik Thami PGIMER Chandigarh

252 Dr. Vishnu Baburaj Sector 38A Chandigarh

253 Dr. Pratik M. Rathod Sector 37B Chandigarh

254 Dr. Vibin.T Kanyakumari Tamilnadu

255 Dr. Ujjwal Sinha Ranchi jharkhand

256 Dr. Siddharth Deshwal Moradabad Uttar Pradesh

257 Dr. Chanchal Kumar Singh Varanasi Uttar Pradesh

258 Dr. Nimish Agarwal Prayagraj Uttar Pradesh

259 Dr. Rohit Babu Ojha Firozabad Uttar Pradesh

260 Dr. Nirjhar Majhi Paschim Bardhaman West Bengal

261 Dr. Abhijit Deb Nagaon Assam

262 Dr. Ashish Kumar Darbhanga Bihar

263 Dr. Rajnish Kumar Patna Bihar

264 Dr. Gaurav Arun Kale Nasik Maharashtra

265 Dr. Manjunath Y Hanjagi Vijayapur Karnataka

266 Dr. Avanish Kumar Srivastava Dwarka Delhi

267 Dr. Raghvendra Choubisa  [AM-280] Udaipur Rajasthan

268 Dr. Aditya Gupta Jammu Jammu & Kashmir

269 Dr. Srinath Reddy K.B Kolar Karnataka

270 Dr. Avinash G.C Karnataka Karnataka

271 Dr. Tummala Mohit Hyderabad Telangana

272 Dr. Rishabh Agarwal Farrukhabad Uttar Pradesh

273 Dr. Naveen Agarwal Rudrapur Uttarakhand

274 Dr. Ishwar Singh Dharmshktu Nainital Uttarakhand

275 Dr. Parth Bansal Chandigarh Chandigarh

276 Dr. Abhilash Pillai Kollam Kerala

277 Dr. Mohammad Baqar Abbas Aligarh Uttar Pradesh

278 Dr. Shakeel Ahmad Budgam Jammu & Kashmir

279 Dr. Ajay Jaiswal Prayagraj Uttar Pradesh

280 Dr. Amol Champalal Patil Dhule-Dist. Maharashtra

281 Dr. Rajendra Prasad Reddy Gopavaram Hyderabad Telangana

282 Dr. Z. Syed Shehabaz Hosur Tamilnadu

283 Dr. P. Sivakaran Madurai Tamilnadu

284 Dr. Cheraventhan Mani Namakkal Tamilnadu

285 Dr. G. Sri Balajee Salem Tamilnadu

286 Dr. Bharath.S Karaikal Pondicherry

287 Dr. Ashwanth Narayan.B Chennai Tamilnadu

288 Dr. Rishab.C Guduvanchery Tamilnadu

289 Dr. Raghavendran.B Chennai Tamilnadu

290 Dr. Prajwal Anand Srinivasan Chennai Tamilnadu

291 Dr. Mohak Kataria Chandigarh Chandigarh
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292 Dr. Ramesh Savlaram Palkar Alibag Maharashtra

293 Dr. Raja Sekhar Reddy Kothuri Guntur Andhra Pradesh

294 Dr. Komali Raju Chilakaluripet Andhra Pradesh

295 Dr. Vaibhav Naidu Majji Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

296 Dr. P.V. Raveendra Reddy Ongole Andhra Pradesh

297 Dr. K. Manoj Kavali Andhra Pradesh

298 Dr. Yetri Krishna Kousik Reddy Guntur Andhra Pradesh

299 Dr. John Harrison K West Godavari (Dist.) Andhra Pradesh

300 Dr. Konda Naga Anwesh Guntur Andhra Pradesh

301 Dr. Pragada Rajan Srikakulam Andhra Pradesh

302 Dr. Vanga Madhukar Guntur Andhra Pradesh

303 Dr. Muddada Prasanth Srikakulam Andhra Pradesh

304 Dr. Yarram Nagarjuna Reddy Prakasam Dist. Andhra Pradesh

305 Dr. Ravindra Babu Jayamangala Krishna Dist. Andhra Pradesh

306 Dr. Inakollu Venkateswara Reddy Prakasham Dist. Andhra Pradesh

307 Dr. T. Akhilesh Guntur Andhra Pradesh

308 Dr. Anil Choudary Yarlagadda Prakasham Dist. Andhra Pradesh

309 Dr. Chowdam Jagan Babu Ananthapuram Andhra Pradesh

310 Dr. Bhoganadham Monica Lakshmi [AM-401] Prakasham Dist. Andhra Pradesh

311 Dr. Azari Prathyusha Visakhapatnam Andhra Pradesh

312 Dr. Kenneth Khastgir New Delhi Delhi

313 Dr. Ankit Gaurav chandigarh Chandigarh

314 Dr. Sameer Imam Purnia Bihar

315 Dr. Sourindra Nath Sahana Bankura Dist. West Bengal

316 Dr. Jieshnu Mukhopadhyay Purulia Dist. West Bengal

317 Dr. Georgy. J. Kuruvila Kottayam Kerala

318 Dr. Ashwath Vitusun. V Chennai Tamilnadu

319 Dr. Harsha Balaji.G.M. Chennai Tamilnadu

320 Dr. Nikesh K.L. Kanyakumari Tamilnadu

321 Dr. R. Radhakrishnan Chengalpattu Tamilnadu

322 Dr. C. Jayaprakash Salem Dist. Tamilnadu

323 Dr. Sanjay. N.K Erode Tamilnadu

324 Dr. M. Sabari Dharmapuri Tamilnadu

325 Dr. G. Parasarann Chengalpattu Tamilnadu

326 Dr. D. Maniratnam Madurai Tamilnadu

327 Dr. Mohammed Azif V.A Thrissur Kerala

328 Dr. Raja Jawaharlal.R Chennai Tamilnadu

329 Dr. Harikaran. S Palani Tamilnadu

330 Dr. A.Karthikeyan Villupuram Dist. Tamilnadu

331 Dr. S. Satheesh Kumar Kallakurichi Dist. Tamilnadu

332 Dr. Pranava Kumar. P Arumbakkam Tamilnadu

333 Dr. Aravindh. P Trichy Tamilnadu

334 Dr. Yuvaraj. E Namakkal Tamilnadu

335 Dr. Sanoj. V Ernakulam Kerala

336 Dr. Srinivas. E Neyveli Tamilnadu

337 Dr. Balraj. J Madurai Tamilnadu

338 Dr. Mohammed Salman. I Palakkad Kerala

339 Dr. Mathankumar. S Tiruppur Dist. Tamilnadu

340 Dr. P. Naveen Kumar Namakkal Tamilnadu
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341 Dr. S. Arun Maheshwaran Villupuram Dist. Tamilnadu

342 Dr. V. Nethaji Tiruvallur Dist. Tamilnadu

343 Dr. K. Mithun Prakash lanspet Puducherry

344 Dr. Naveen. S Chengalpattu Tamilnadu

345 Dr. Prasanth Jeeva Raam. B Madurai Tamilnadu

346 Dr. Rajheiman. R Theni Dist. Tamilnadu

347 Dr. J.B. Beffrin Rex Kanyakumari Tamilnadu

348 Dr. Dharani. S Erode Tamilnadu

349 Dr. M. Shibusumanth Dharmapuri Tamilnadu

350 Dr. Jerson John Mathew Pathanamthitta Kerala

351 Dr. A.T. Sengutuvan Vadalur Tamilnadu

352 Dr. T.R. Rajesh Perambalur Tamilnadu

353 Dr. S. Prakash Madurai Tamilnadu

354 Dr. R. Saravanan Vellore Tamilnadu

355 Dr. Thanigaivelan. G Villupuram Dist. Tamilnadu

356 Dr. A. Surenthiran Tenkasi Dist. Tamilnadu

357 Dr. Prasad. D Tiruttani Tamilnadu

358 Dr. S. Mohammed Nazeem Chennai Tamilnadu

359 Dr. A.S. Adhithyan Chennai Tamilnadu

360 Dr. M. Rafeek Ahmed Kanyakumari Tamilnadu

361 Dr. S. Boopathi Raja Salem Tamilnadu

362 Dr. N. Sugumar [AM-337] Chennai Tamilnadu

363 Dr. M. Vijay Basker Dharmapuri Tamilnadu

364 Dr. D. Saran Chennai Tamilnadu

365 Dr. D. Kavinraj Kaikolapalayam Tamilnadu

366 Dr. Vetriselvan. K Vellore Tamilnadu

367 Dr. Chiranjeevi. K.P Coimbatore Tamilnadu

368 Dr. R. Suriyanarayanan Trichy Tamilnadu

369 Dr. Suresh.K.L Krishnagiri Tamilnadu

370 Dr. R. Vishal Tiruvannamalai Tamilnadu

371 Dr. Mukil. C Kollam Kerala

372 Dr. Myilvendham. S Erode Tamilnadu

373 Dr. Praveen. B Trichy Tamilnadu

374 Dr. Manikandan. R Thanjavur Tamilnadu

375 Dr. Arunkumar. M Erode Tamilnadu

376 Dr. R.V. Devanandhan Nanai Dist. Tamilnadu

377 Dr. S. Sathya Raj Ariyalur Tamilnadu

378 Dr. Muralidharan. R Pondicherry Pondicherry

379 Dr. S. Ambethraj Perambalur Tamilnadu

380 Dr. Siva Shankar. S Siragangai Tamilnadu

381 Dr. Ibrahim. M Kollam Kerala

382 Dr. Vishnu. S Thiruvallur Tamilnadu

383 Dr. Selvakumar V.R Virudhunagar Tamilnadu

384 Dr. Arivazhagan. K Dindigul Tamilnadu

385 Dr. Sakthi. P Dharmapuri Tamilnadu

386 Dr. Dheenadhayalan. E Puducherry Pondicherry

387 Dr. Karthick. S Namakkal Tamilnadu

388 Dr. Aravind. G Namakkal Tamilnadu

389 Dr. Gowtham Kumar. R Pondicherry Pondicherry
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390 Dr. Damodharan. V Chennai Tamilnadu

391 Dr. Praveen Raja. M Chennai Tamilnadu

392 Dr. Sathish. K Thiruvannamalai Tamilnadu

393 Dr. Nagashree. V [AM-543] Bangalore Karnataka

394 Dr. Sai Kumar Reddy Mukkamalla Kurnool Andhra Pradesh

395 Dr. Seeyan Mustafa Shah Srinagar Jammu & Kashmir

396 Dr. Mohit Agarwal Alwar Rajasthan

397 Dr. Rakesh Ramdayal Singh Patna Bihar

398 Dr. Himansu Bhusan Behera Kalinganagar Odisha

399 Dr. Santosh Kumar Sahu CET College Odisha

400 Dr. Nihar Ranjan Mishra Khurde Dist. Odisha

401 Dr. Debi Prasad Nanda Jajpur Dist. Odisha

402 Dr. Abhimanyu Madhual Bhubaneswar Odisha

403 Dr. Sunit Kumar Pani Balasore Odisha

404 Dr. Ayesha Mohapatra Cuttack Odisha

405 Dr. Pritam Tukaram Raut Beed Dist. Maharashtra

406 Dr. Mohamed Ashik. N Trichy Tamilnadu

407 Dr. V.S. Gowtham Chennai Tamilnadu

408 Dr. Gujjala Sai Kumar Anantapur Andhra Pradesh

409 Dr. Ranjith Kumar. S Coimbatore Tamilnadu

410 Dr. Surendhar. R Tiruppur Tamilnadu

411 Dr. Maheshwar. M Chennai Tamilnadu

412 Dr. Anuraj Yadav Thane Maharashtra

413 Dr. Jawahar. T Erode Tamilnadu

414 Dr. Kumaravel. R Cuddalore Tamilnadu

415 Dr. Arul Prasanna Dindigul Tamilnadu

416 Dr. Kannan. S Perambalur Tamilnadu

417 Dr. Kowsik. B Coimbatore Tamilnadu

418 Dr. Arvind Natarajan. K Chennai Tamilnadu

419 Dr. Pandi Prakash Thirunelveli Tamilnadu

420 Dr. Mohan Kumar. D Erode Tamilnadu

421 Dr. Chakkravarthi. M Cuddalore Tamilnadu

422 Dr. Dershic. V Kanyakumari Tamilnadu

423 Dr. Dileepan Chakrawarthi. R Dindigul Tamilnadu

424 Dr. Arun M.S Cuddalore Tamilnadu

425 Dr. S.V. Vignesh Chengalpattu Tamilnadu

426 Dr. S. Athipathi Coimbatore Tamilnadu

427 Dr. M.Amith Khanna Tirunelveli Tamilnadu

428 Dr. Prabhakaran. C Salem Tamilnadu

429 Dr. Abhinav Raj. A Virudhunagar Tamilnadu

430 Dr. Guru Prasath.P Erode Tamilnadu

431 Dr. V. Dinesh Salem Tamilnadu

432 Dr. Bharath Raj. J Pudukkottai Tamilnadu

433 Dr. Dharma. B Puducherry Pondicherry

434 Dr. Sethupathy. R Erode Tamilnadu

435 Dr. Deepak Raj. A Trichy Tamilnadu

436 Dr. Benjamin Vinodh. J Chennai Tamilnadu

437 Dr. Krishnakumar Alagirisamy Udumalpet Tamilnadu

438 Dr. M. Ramkumar Namakkal Tamilnadu
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439 Dr. S. Ganesh Ram Chennai Tamilnadu

440 Dr. K. Aravindan Chengalpattu Tamilnadu

441 Dr. R. Ashraf Jamal Madagadipet Pondicherry

442 Dr. K. Manivannan Salem Tamilnadu

443 Dr. PraneshKumar. M Coimbatore Tamilnadu

444 Dr. R. Dhanasekaran Krishnagiri Tamilnadu

445 Dr. Harish Kiran. S Chennai Tamilnadu

446 Dr. V.J. Chandy Vellore Tamilnadu

447 Dr. Kishore Raajan KM Erode Tamilnadu

448 Dr. Harish V.K Ratna Hosur Tamilnadu

449 Dr. Jeeva. S Velachery Tamilnadu

450 Dr. Vivek Kumar. C Dindigul Tamilnadu

451 Dr. Paul Maijo. F Thiruvanthapuram Kerala

452 Dr. Thirunthaiyan Manickam Ramachandran Chennai Tamilnadu

453 Dr. J.Raja Purushothaman Chennai Tamilnadu

454 Dr. P. Ganesh Cuddalore Tamilnadu

455 Dr. Navaneeth. S Kanniyakumari Tamilnadu

456 Dr. Rohit Roy.R Bangalore Tamilnadu

457 Dr. Mathew George Mathew Egmore Tamilnadu

458 Dr. Jadhav Sunder Chaitanya Adilabad Dist. Telangana

459 Dr. Arun. M Coimbatore Tamilnadu

460 Dr. Aravind Ravichandran Pattukkottai Tamilnadu

461 Dr. Sathiya. S Trichy Tamilnadu

462 Dr. K. Jaganath Erode Tamilnadu

463 Dr. S. Santhosh Srinivasan Chennai Tamilnadu

464 Dr. N. Mohammed Sagy Kumbakonam Tamilnadu

465 Dr. Govind. K Thiruvanthapuram Kerala

466 Dr. C. Kalaiselvam Thanjavur Tamilnadu

467 Dr. R. Sathish Kumar Tirupur Dist. Tamilnadu

468 Dr. K. Premkumar Ranipet Tamilnadu

469 Dr. Jomon De Joseph Ariyankuppam Pondicherry

470 Dr. Vishnu Priya. R Chennai Tamilnadu

471 Dr. P. Srinivasan Thanjavur Tamilnadu

472 Dr. K. Newton Thanjavur Tamilnadu

473 Dr. Pramod Kumar Mohan Kanyakumari Tamilnadu

474 Dr. Anandarayan. M Tirunelveli Tamilnadu

475 Dr. Venugopal. T Bangalore Karnataka

476 Dr. J. Dinesh Nagapattinam Tamilnadu

477 Dr. A. Mani Chennai Tamilnadu

478 Dr. C. Sitsabesan Chennai Tamilnadu

479 Dr. Adhitiya Elango Erode Tamilnadu

480 Dr. Sumesh. S Chennai Tamilnadu

481 Dr. Lakshmi Tamilarasu Sivaganga Tamilnadu

482 Dr. Sanjana. N Bangalore Karnataka

483 Dr. John Premnath Kovilpatti Tamilnadu

484 Dr. K. Muthuraj Namakkal Tamilnadu

485 Dr. Arun Kumar. C Erode Tamilnadu

486 Dr. V.Saravanan Chennai Tamilnadu

487 Dr. Lakshmana Das S Mayiladuthurai Tamilnadu
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488 Dr. Naveen Kumar Chamba Himachal Pradesh

489 Dr. B.V. Adhitya Hyderabad Telangana

490 Dr. Tarandeep Singh Amritsar Punjab

491 Dr. Rayed Qamar Aligarh Uttar Pradesh

492 Dr. Siddharth Dubey Agra Uttar Pradesh

493 Dr. Bondili Sai Sowmya Guntur Andhra Pradesh

494 Dr. Theepalapudi Mounika Nellore Andhra Pradesh

495 Dr. Shanmukha Babu Tumati Krishna Dist. Andhra Pradesh

496 Dr. Praveen Goparaju Guntur Andhra Pradesh

497 Dr. Rahul Babanrao Tekade Beed Dist. Maharashtra

498 Dr. Badri Prasad khare Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

499 Dr. Radhesh K.R Tumkur Karnataka

500 Dr. Pavankumar Alkunte Belagavi Karnataka

501 Dr. Cecil Fernando A Chennai Tamilnadu

502 Dr. Sreedhish. K Nayattupara Kerala

503 Dr. Vijay Kumar . K Tunakura Karnataka

504 Dr. Bipin Solanki Hauz Khas Delhi

505 Dr. Sahil Garg Ghaziabad Uttar Pradesh

506 Dr. M. Manoj Rasulgarh Odisha

507 Dr. Yogesh Jain Faridabad Haryana

508 Dr. Saurabh Kumar Azamgarh Uttar Pradesh

509 Dr. Kalariya Mayur Kantilal Surendra Nagar Gujarat

510 Dr. Shafiq Hackla Samba Jammu & Kashmir

511 Dr. Naresh Kumar Saini Udaipur Rajasthan

512 Dr. Ranbir Singh Bawa Amritsar Punjab

513 Dr. SK Moinuddin Hooghly West Bengal

514 Dr. Pradeep Arun Kumar Lucas Chittoor Dist. Andhra Pradesh

515 Dr. Yash Siddharth Parikh Vadodara Gujarat

516 Dr. Divya Ahuja Thane west Maharashtra

517 Dr. R Dinesh iyer Bangalore Karnataka

518 Dr. Akash Samal Cuttack Odisha

519 Dr. Rajavelu Chinnusamy Coimbatore Tamilnadu

520 Dr. V Mohan Kumar Raichur Karnataka

521 Dr. Ghanshyam Patel Hyderabad Telangana

522 Dr. Bhabani Sankar Behera Khurde Dist. Odisha

523 Dr. Abhishek B S Chitradurga Karnataka

524 Dr. Muhsin C H Malappuram Kerala

525 Dr. Rakesh Goel Amritsar Punjab

526 Dr. Adhir Jain Khargone Madhya Pradesh

527 Dr. Mohit Asthana Lajpat Nagar New Delhi

528 Dr. Alle Naga HarshaVardhan Reddy Nandyal Dist. Andhra Pradesh

529 Dr. Sandeep Kumar Deep Malviya Nagar New Delhi

530 Dr. Shalin Bharat Shah Mumbai Maharashtra

531 Dr. Avijeet Prasad Giridih jharkhand

532 Dr. Gunjan Upadhyay North 24 Paraganas West Bengal

533 Dr. Apoorva Praveen Kabra New Delhi Delhi

534 Dr. Vijal Bhadrik Modi Ahmedabad Gujarat

535 Dr. Rajesh Chander Jalandhar Punjab

536 Dr. Pruthvi K P
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537 Dr. Girish Balasaheb Mote Kohlapur Maharashtra

538 Dr. Sandeep V Calicut Kerala

539 Dr. Sabique M P Malappuram Kerala

540 Dr. Hemant More Rohtak Haryana

541 Dr. Aliasgar Joherbhai Rampurwala Mahisagar Gujarat

542 Dr. Sudarsana Rao Guduri

543 Dr. Meghal Gautambhai Shah Ahmedabad Gujarat

544 Dr. Ashish Nehru Faridabad Haryana

545 Dr. Shashwat Agrawal Raipur Chhattisgarh

546 Dr. Varun Joshi Jalandhar Punjab

547 Dr. Parwez Qureshi Jabalpur Madhya Pradesh

548 Dr. Raman Attri Pathankot Punjab

549 Dr. Gulab Chandra Patel Ambedkar Nagar Uttar Pradesh

550 Dr. Sri Harsha Gutta Hyderabad Telangana

551 Dr. Sandeep Singh Mohali Punjab

552 Dr. Baldish Singh oberoi Jalandhar Punjab

553 Dr. Vikaas Ethanur Thuppale

554 Dr. Pravat Kusum Mahapatra Keonjhar Odisha

555 Dr. Thulasidharan VP Kochi Kerala

556 Dr. Rajesh Gayakwad Goregaon west Mumbai

557 Dr. Muhammad Naqvi indore Madhya Pradesh

558 Dr. Sarath Chandra Poodi

559 Dr. Viraj Rajendrakumar Patel Gandhinagar Gujarat

560 Dr. Sachchidanand jha

561 Dr. Vikash Raj Jasidih jharkhand

562 Dr. Varinder Pal Singh Jalandhar Punjab

563 Dr. Sumit Kumar Pensia  Sri Ganganagar Rajasthan

564 Dr. Abhijeet Satyawan Waghchavare Solapur Maharashtra

565 Dr. Anandkumar Sureshbhai Tailor Ahmedabad Gujarat

566 Dr. Varun Garg Noida Uttar Pradesh

567 Dr. Shujauddin Khan Moradabad Uttar Pradesh

568 Dr. Debangshu Kumar Kolkata West Bengal

569 Dr. Souvik Paul Kolkata West Bengal

570 Dr. Nitish Sharma Jammu south Jammu & Kashmir

571 Dr. Navonil Gupta

572 Dr. Sayed Mohammed Akbar

573 Dr. Rajiv Gupta Kurukshetra Haryana
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1 Dr. Siddharth Panda Bhubaneswar Odisha

2 Dr. Pranjay Sharma Panipat Haryana

3 Dr. Shuvam Singh Saharsa Bihar

4 Dr. Balasurya.J.B. Trivandrum Kerala

5 Dr. B.M.Bharath Gowda Haveri Karnataka

6 Dr. Harshitha.S Bangalore Karnataka

7 Dr. Nayeemulla Baig Tumkur Karnataka

8 Dr. Sujeet Ramesh Patil Osmanabad Maharashtra

9 Dr. Deepesh Mehta Indore Madhya Pradesh

10 Dr. Aditya Agrawal Ujjain Madhya Pradesh

11 Dr. Shantanu Singh Vindhya Nagar Madhya Pradesh

12 Dr. Nishant Singh Verma Shivpuri Madhya Pradesh

13 Dr. Sourabh Kumar Khande Indore Madhya Pradesh

14 Dr. Rishabh Kag Indore Madhya Pradesh

15 Dr. Yash Malik Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

16 Dr. Sparsh Jain Gwalior Madhya Pradesh

17 Dr. Prateek Pagare Indore Madhya Pradesh

18 Dr. Pratima Nagle Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

19 Dr. Aman Jaggi Indore Madhya Pradesh

20 Dr. Dhruv Kaushik Hauz Khas Delhi

21 Dr. Pravee Jain Indore Madhya Pradesh

22 Dr. Srajan Jain Sagar Madhya Pradesh

23 Dr. Piyush Shrivastava Jabalpur Madhya Pradesh

24 Dr. Abhishek S Keshav Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

25 Dr. Manish Patidar Neemuch Madhya Pradesh

26 Dr. Sanjul Bansal Vidisha Madhya Pradesh

27 Dr. Kartikeya Singh Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

28 Dr. Pravishi Pingle Indore Madhya Pradesh

29 Dr. Mayank Kumar Patna Bihar

30 Dr. Sajal Ahirkar Indore Madhya Pradesh

31 Dr. Morin Joy Daya Chhindwara Madhya Pradesh

32 Dr. Bikramdeep Singh Amritsar Punjab

33 Dr. Rishabh Chouhan Indore Madhya Pradesh

34 Dr. Rohit Rajput Ahemdabad Gujrat

35 Dr. Arpit Choyal Jhabua Madhya Pradesh

36 Dr. Rishabh Sonal kumar Desai Jhalod Gujrat

37 Dr. Ajay Sabhnani Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

38 Dr. Sachin Pranav Bathwal Kolkata West Bengal

39 Dr. Agniva Ghosh Dastidar Kolkata West Bengal

40 Dr. Aayush Kumar Soni Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

41 Dr. Amol Kawde Bhopal Madhya Pradesh

42 Dr. R. Gopinath Namakkal Tamilnadu

43 Dr. Subhankor Ghosh Murshidabad West Bengal

44 Dr. Aditya Kundu Barasat West Bengal

45 Dr. Gourav Naskar Kolkata West Bengal

46 Dr. Tirthankar Pradhan Kolkata West Bengal

List of New applicants for Associate members after 
IOaCON 2021 Goa till 12-11-2022
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47 Dr. Kondramutla SVL Mrunalini Guntur Andhra Pradesh

48 Dr. Lagadapati Dheeraj Krishna Nellore Andhra Pradesh

49 Dr. Ebin Jose Kottayam Kerala

50 Dr. Kattu Bava. N Tirunelveli Tamilnadu

51 Dr. Mohamed Syed Moosa. M Chennai Tamilnadu

52 Dr. Binesh.S.L Kanniyakumari Tamilnadu

53 Dr. Satish.R.G. Salem Tamilnadu

54 Dr. Manikandan. K Salem Tamilnadu

55 Dr. Duddukunta Vishal Reddy Vijaywada Andhra Pradesh

56 Dr. Dinesh Antony Arulappan Kanniyakumari Tamilnadu

57 Dr. Saravanan. J Arni Tamilnadu

58 Dr. K. Suriya Kulothungan Chennai Tamilnadu

59 Dr. Kanakam Vijay Raghav Bangalore Karnataka

60 Dr. Bageshree Ajitoak Thane Maharashtra

61 Dr. AR Vignesh Coimbatore Tamilnadu

62 Dr. T. Revanth Tenkasi Tamilnadu

63 Dr.Velmurugan. P Villupuram Tamilnadu

64 Dr. R. Kishore Ragavendra Chennai Tamilnadu

65 Dr. Mahshook irfan P.C Malappuram Kerala

66 Dr. Varun Roheet S S Chennai Tamilnadu

67 Dr. Boobathi Raja R.S Dindigul Tamilnadu

68 Dr. Natesh Saravanan. S Trichy Tamilnadu

69 Dr. P.K. Kirubakaran Dindigul Tamilnadu

70 Dr. R. Rupesh Kanna Tiruvannamalai Tamilnadu

71 Dr. A.B. Mahaboob Pasha Neyveli Tamilnadu

72 Dr. Misab Bin Muhammad Ernakulam Kerala

73 Dr. Shree Shyam Sundar. P.A Coimbatore Tamilnadu

74 Dr. K. Rohith Kumaar Chennai Tamilnadu

75 Dr. Suriyan. J Tirunelveli Tamilnadu

76 Dr. Sankarnath. P Theni Dist. Tamilnadu

77 Dr. John Fernando G Tirunelveli Tamilnadu

78 Dr. Krisshnamoorthi. C Tiruvannamalai Tamilnadu

79 Dr. Raj Kishore. R Kanniyakumari Tamilnadu

80 Dr. Abdul Muhaimin. T Kollam Kerala

81 Dr. Muthamilsalvan. K Pudukkottai Tamilnadu

82 Dr. Shrivisshnu B Chennai Tamilnadu

83 Dr. Sudharsan M Tirupur Dist. Tamilnadu

84 Dr. Deepak Sankar Dindigul Tamilnadu

85 Dr. C.M. Bavithiran Sivaganga Tamilnadu

86 Dr. T. Ashok Ramanujam Madurai Tamilnadu

87 Dr. V.S. Subramaniyan Chennai Tamilnadu

88 Dr. P. Silambuselvan Karur Dist. Tamilnadu

89 Dr. Raghul Siddharth Coimbatore Tamilnadu

90 Dr. Arjun Ganesh Chennai Tamilnadu

91 Dr. Vijayakumar Namakkal Tamilnadu

92 Dr. S. Kavin Karur Dist. Tamilnadu

93 Dr. Prabhu. M Virudhunagar Tamilnadu

94 Dr. S. Ahamed Nazeer Sivagangai Dist. Tamilnadu

95 Dr. Stephen Bush. P Kancheepuram Dist. Tamilnadu
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96 Dr. Suraj Sunil Pillai Trivandrum Kerala

97 Dr. R. Najeshwar Tuticorin Tamilnadu

98 Dr. S. Sulthan Mohamed ibrahim Tirunelveli Tamilnadu

99 Dr. P.Krishna Sandeep Kurnool Andhra Pradesh

100 Dr. Shri Vishnu. M Chennai Tamilnadu

101 Dr. Harish Babu . J Chennai Tamilnadu

102 Dr. N. Adhishwar Kumaran Cuddalore Tamilnadu

103 Dr. C. Nissanth Tirupur Dist. Tamilnadu

104 Dr. Sai Deiv Ramkumar M Erode Tamilnadu

105 Dr. P.S. Arun Vignesh Chennai Tamilnadu

106 Dr. Alagurswamy Ravi Chennai Tamilnadu

107 Dr. M.S. Santhosh Salem Tamilnadu

108 Dr. D. Dineshram Palavannam Tamilnadu

109 Dr. P.J. Kathiravan Sivakasi Tamilnadu

110 Dr. Sivasubramaniyan. A Virudhunagar Tamilnadu

111 Dr. Selva Kumar. K Tirupur Dist. Tamilnadu

112 Dr. Jayaganesh Puducherry Pondicherry

113 Dr. Nishan Patra Dibrugarh Assam

114 Dr. Udit Kushwaha Meerut Uttar Pradesh

115 Dr. Dayananda Gopal Kalahandi Odisha

116 Dr. Ahmad Saifuddin

117 Dr. Ankur Bansi Shinde

118 Dr. (Maj) Dhairya Khera Delhi Cantt. New Delhi
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Minutes of Online E. C. Meeting (on Zoom platform) on 19th July, 2020

As per direction of the President, IOA, the meeting was organised on Zoom Platform with the help of two 

moderators – Dr. Manish Dhawan and Dr. Jamal Ashraf.They are going to be totally neutral. Both of them are 

there to see the technical issues and are going to be at back end &are host for this E. C. meeting.

Two other young people who are technically savvy are Dr. Ravi Chauhan and Dr.Shamshul Hoda are also there 

but they have no role in EC meeting except for technical issues ,one of them Dr. Hoda fell sick and has come out 

to be corona positive .

Dr. Manish Dhawan apologised for any short comings and requested to bear any technical glitches as this is for 

the first time that such a big IOA EC meeting is being held online. Both of them are totally neutral and they are 

bound to the constitution of IOA in voting. The voting can be done by two methods webinar pooling which is 

inbuilt feature in Zoom and other method is question and answer which is also possible through chat box. Dr. 

Manish discussed the procedure regarding polling but 100% secrecy cannot be guaranteed in ZOOM platform 

so it was discussed that in this meeting only we require consensus.

Dr. Jamal asked everybody to mute and asked the host to mute everybody and informed everyone that we have 

to stick to time for presentation and it will be 3 minutes.

Dr. Atul Srivastava welcomed everybody to IOA first time virtual meeting of executive committee and it is our 

responsibility as EC members to safeguard the interest of our constitution in latter and spirit. Then he requested 

president sir to deliver presidential address.

Presidential address by Prof. R. C. Meena

He welcomed all executive members. Teachers of teachers, Secretary, Past presidents, President elect, Vice 

President and both Joint Secretaries Dr.Sandeep Kumar and Dr. Sanjay Dhawan.

Friends this is very unprecedented time as all of us know then He started with a shayari

Kudrat ki bani cheez………

Dr. R. C.Meena said he dreamt to serve the IOA and did the best for IOA friends In IOACON – 2015, he gave 

free registration to all E. C. Members, welcomed all past presidents on ghoda baggi cart which is a unique 

feature of Jaipur.

After that he contested election he got defeated but he gracefully accepted his defeat and learnt a lot from it. 

Later again he fought & won.

Shayari……….kwaish nahi meri ……. As you all know in the line of my duties, I am committed and dedicated to 

IOA & want to provide best services.

He started with thanking all the executive members for coming online. He said he had churned the few 

committees to bring fresh ideas and to meet up the new challenges.

My theme is more like a dream: “Perfection & Excellence in Orthopaedics education and patient care: An 

achievable vision”.

His theme is to strengthen present centres of excellence and further improvement in fellowship programs, 

more fellowship more opportunities. He represented India at Bangladesh as speaker and Nepal as honouree 

invited guest during their flagship annual scientific meetings, other country meetings he could not attend due to 

this corona crisis.

Dr. R. C. Meena enumerated good things done in last 6 months

1. IOA house renovation has already started
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2. Website and IOA digital drive – we will have our full proof and smoothly functioning website very soon

Shayari : _ Na rehwar ….

He said that personally he collected 13 lakhs from IPCA & Omnicuris, used that money to buy face 

shield and N 95 masks and which were distributed to IOA members throughout India with the help of Dr. 

Manish Dhawan & IOA team. This was morale boosting gesture from IOA leader and was widely 

appreciated by all the members.

He briefed about the achievements of all committee & thanked all committee members.

No one can whistle a symphony; it takes a whole orchestra to play it.

I am great believer that a captain is as good as his team.

Thanked all the past presidents, teachers of teacher and immediate predecessors.

Obituaries – Read by Dr. Atul Srivastava, Hon. Secretary, IOA

Dr. S.K. Mandal, Dr. P. Laxmi Narayan Reddy, Dr. AdityaUpadhay , Dr. Mohd. Masud Alam, Dr. K.V. Subba Rao, 

Dr. P. Narasimbhulu, Dr. Laxmikant N Bora and Dr. Bijay Narayan Singh

One minute silence was observed for the departed souls.

Dr. Atul Srivastava mentioned about the confirmation of minutes of EC Meeting held at Kolkata on 23rd 

November 2019 which was unanimously passed.

Finance Report Presented by Dr. Manish Dhawan,

Provisional income till 31.03.2020 is Rs. 24206002

Rs. 50 Lacs deposited as FD so it becomes Rs. 19206002

Total expenditure: 1, 38,97490

Last balance in bank on 31st March 20 is Rs. 1, 26, 70,558.28 paisa.

Current balance in bank on 12.07.20 is Rs. 1, 64, 77697(remaining money from IOA Kolkata is added)

FD – Rs. 4, 23, 29,445.54

Rs. 1, 80, 00000 contributions from IOACON Kolkata is highest contribution & was applauded.

There is money surge due to

1. Smooth merger of IJO

2. Regarding IJO no money is to be paid to publishers for IJO Publication

3. Digitalisation of Newsletter since 2018 helped to save 30 lakhs per year

For New Website Rs. 1.5 lakh + GST were given one time and Rs. 50,000 + GST annually for 

maintenance for 5 years.

Mobile app and one time for android and IOS one lakh each.

We have committed Rs. 30 lacs in audit 2018-19 for renovation of IOA house to maintain 12AA 

charitable status as 85% has to be spent and increased the fellowships.

All electricity meters are regularised and will be reduced from 5 to 3 in number.

Electricity board charge us commercial rates and we have shown strong opposition to it as we are 

charitable organisation and they should not charge us commercial rates so in due course of time this 

should be done.
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TRASDI INITIATIVE FUND

Total fund collected in TRASDI account is Rs. 14,66,798.97 (Rs.Fourteen Lakh Sixty Six Thousand 

Seven Hundred Ninety Eight and Ninety Seven paisa)

Mask and face shield -Rs. 27, 94,100/-

Postal charges – Rs. 1, 45,460/-

Grand Total with GST - Rs. 29,39,560/-

Rs 12, 00,000/- was paid from IOA Trasdi account and rest from IOA (27, 94,100-12, 00, 000=Rs. 15, 

94,100/-)

RENOVATION OF IOA HOUSE

Mr. Iqbal Singh contractor was selected and renovation of IOA House is in progress.

Total Rs. 80 Lakh has been allotted during budget 2019 and 2020

Recently during budget Nirmala Sitharaman our finance minister had put in a gazette that 12 A statuses 

of all charitable organisations are suspended and now they have to proof that they are really charitable 

organisation.

We have one paper of August 1971 regarding registration of our society with number 5040 and we have 

no other paper available before 1989.

He will present his case before income tax department and is hopeful to retain charitable status of our 

association.

Dr Manish suggested and discussed about personal accident insurance scheme

IOA social security scheme for IOA members was discussed New India assurance

Total premium is RS 6000 and after negotiations the company agreed to give in Rs. 1770, it can be 

further decreased to Rs. 1500 if we increase the number of members.

A similar Covid policy was suggested by Dr. Sanjay Chaturvedi which is recommended by IMA Agra for 

Rs 1770. The proper audited report is published in our IOA newsletter which is already uploaded on the 

IOA website. The E.C. appreciates the efforts of Dr. Manish Dhawan and report was passed by the 

house unanimously.

Discussion: Dr. Mandeep Dhillon had to go to attend death anniversary of his mother in law that’s why 

he wanted to put forward his views in the very beginning regarding current conference, should we hold 

the elections? What should be the term of office bearers?

1. If whole world can go virtual then why cannot we go?

2. Put all the controversial questions along with the upcoming online elections& ask all the 

members to vote for it so accordingly the decision can be made.

Most association’s conference worldwide including the AAOS, etc have been either cancelled 

or postponed the whole conference for the subsequent year with same dates.

3. Finally he is firmly against for the extension of term to any post and the term should end on time.

Dr. R .C. Meena said that he will comment regarding this when the agenda comes but he 

assured that as the custodian of IOA it is his sole duty to protect and follow the constitution of 

IOA verbatim.

Dr. Mandeep Dhillon suggested we can have virtual AGM to decide it, to this Dr R.C. Meena 

replied that even this online meeting is so difficult to conduct due to bad voice quality ,poor 

internet services etc and so it is very difficult to conduct any big meeting virtually.
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Dr. R.C.Meena said that if anything is to be altered then you all give me the suggestions, I will put 

it in the GBM and decision will be taken.

Dr. Jamal requested all the members to make a comment only on Treasurers report.

Dr. Navin Thakkar pointed out that one of the deceased IOA members; Dr.Aditya Upadhyay is 

from Gujarat not from West Bengal .

Dr Manoj Chaudhary said that since we are doing free surgeries on bone and joint day so this 

point can be put forward in report to show that we are charitable organisation.

Dr.Vijay Kumar Deshpande said Regarding social security scheme, IMA has similar scheme 

where every member contributes for the departed member and the contribution directly goes to 

the family member of the departed member.

Dr Manish said the insurance scheme can only be successful when some part of money is 

contributed by member, some part by IOA and some by state chapter.

Dr. Sanjay Chaturvedi commented that now IOA is getting good income but the problem is in 

12A says that it is compulsory that about 80 % of the income needs to be spend on welfare of the 

public and not on activities directly related to the IOA otherwise we will have to pay taxes on this .

Dr. Manish Dhawan replied to it that face shield initiative, fellowship programs and renovation of 

IOA house will be shown to the government that we are doing charitable work and this might 

help us in retaining the status of charitable association.

Dr. P. V. Vijayraghavan – In 1971 registration was done and as per the rule there is requirement 

that we are supposed to submit the details of the office bearers and activities of association on 

annual basis to the registrar of the societies so is there any such report given by our association 

to registrar of societies? If not done then it needs to be done as it will be very useful for the tax 

purposes.

Dr Manish ensured that he will try to regularise it according the rules.

Dr. Parthasarthi Sarkar requested to include two more names in the obituary list Dr. S L Sarkar 

and Dr.Arun Sarkar

Editors Report: Dr.Lalit Maini

He presented his report in three parts

1. How the journal works

2. What have we done till now

3. The future plans and what we are trying to achieve

Journal Front page has been changed for easy access

Now IJO can be accessed through IOA website, all the volumes have been uploaded till 2010 and in due 

course of time all the volumes since 1967 will be put on website.

Target is to make the journal live on website at least one month before the publish date .

The impact factor has almost remained the same and did not change much in spite of change of hands 

and publisher which is usually expected.

930 articles are already submitted till date so we are improving and trying to encourage IOA members to 

publish their work in IJO.

Scientific Courses were conducted in few cities and now online due to covid.
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IOA Scores need to be framed & the team is already working on framing Indian hip scores, we need to 

start registries and Dr. Ramesh Sen is already working on that & had discussion with Tata consultancy 

group and for this, he requested to make a subcommittee who can discuss and finalise these registries.

IJO is a virtual office now and don’t have a bank account now.

Editor Team will soon invite members for applying for the post of editorial team.

Now table of contents will be sent through email to all IOA members, IJO will start certificate courses 

which will be of international level. Soon we will start 9 issues of IJO may be from next year.

IOACON supplement will be started. Mentorship program is started for members whose articles are 

rejected so that how they can improve.

Dr. Rajeev Raman requested to have more supplement from sub speciality. Dr Lalit Maini said that they 

are already doing it.

Dr. Sudhir Kapoor said that now IJO has become self-reliant and congratulated the IJO team. Dr.Lalit 

Maini said by the end of year he will save Rs. 30 Lakh & it can be used for running the registry.

Dr. Anil Jain clarified that Dr. Sudhir Kapoor is misquoting the facts. This Rs. 55 lakhs is the amount 

which is transferred from IJO account from UCMS to IOA central Account and it is not the saving for this 

year although it is the amount which IJO earned over the year’s .Till now most of the money IJO had 

spent on printing & Postage which is now being saved.

Dr. Vijay Raghavan suggested that Editorial board should have representation from every zone of the 

country. The Editor report was passed by the house unanimously.

Dr. Indrajeet Sardar, Organizing Secretary, IOACON 2019 Report:

Dr. Indrajeet Sardar thanked the IOA officials & the whole organising team of IOACON 2019.

Fundamental motto of the conference “Come learn talk and enjoy”

Total delegates in workshop 1600

Total workshops 10

Total stalls 220

Total Income Rs. 162658891 (after paying all the taxes)

Total Expenditure Rs. 162658891

Total contribution to IOA Rs. 18000000

Dr.R.C.Meena and Dr. Atul Srivastava congratulated Dr. Indrajeet Sardar for conducting successful 

IOACON 2019 & thanked for the contribution to IOA.

Progress: Report of IOACON – 2020

Dr. Ajit Shinde did a presentation being the organising chairman of IOACON – 2020

He highlighted the increase in number of corona cases & difficulty to organise IOACON 2020 in 

December due to social and travel restrictions. He requested to reschedule the conference due to extra 

ordinary circumstances and suggested that the same organising team will be serving and it is also 

mentioned in our constitution.

Dr. Ram Chadha outlined the program &preparations made till now.

Conference dates 15th to 20th December 2020

Venue JIO world convention centre
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Direct registrations - 508

Till now registration amount Rs. 33, 23,300

Total money collected Rs. 4, 57, 6,100/-

Total abstracts – 746 abstractions till 15th June, 2020.

At present we have travel restrictions & no government permissions far large gathering. He proposed 

we want to be safe but want good face to face interaction. Few pharma companies have requested to 

postpone the conference.

Ideal time proposed November – December 2021.

Dr. R.C.Meena said he will follow the constitution & protocol Blue Book in 100 %. Whatever Dr. Ram 

Chadha said it is within the protocol of our constitution and blue book

Dr.Parminder Sandhu said Punjab has also started preparations for 2021 & requested Mumbai to 

conduct it in 2022& let Punjab conduct 2021.

Dr. Sameer Agarwal said there should be only one conference in one year. it should not be in mid-year& 

said Punjab should be allowed to do in 2021& Mumbai can reschedule it to 2022.

Dr. Bhuvan said he totally agree with Dr. Ram Chadha to reschedule & conduct it in Mumbai Dec 2021.

Dr. Sudhir Garg said they will do whatever the IOA executive committee decides.

Dr. Rajeev agreed with Dr. Ram Chaddha & proposed the conference to be held in Mumbai 2021 

December. Dr. AKSirohi said it should be postponed till Feb 2021 &should not be postponed for one 

year.

Dr. Vijay Raghavan – This is difficult situation, it is always a huge desire and expectation of the president 

to attend the annual conference and president should attend and enjoy the conference.

We should provide opportunity to outgoing president to have clear message in conference 

inauguration.

Dr. Sudhir Kapoor – IOACON 2020 is not possible in December 2020 & is virtual meeting of Mumbai 

possible? He does not think so

Dr. Karne – it is get to gather of all members so it should be physical conference &so let Mumbai do it in 

December 2021.

Dr. S. S. Yadav - He asked Dr. Ram Chadha is it possible to conduct Mumbai conference in June 21 & 

other Amritsar IOACON in December 2021.

Sameer said it is very difficult to conduct 2 conferences in one financial year& in December due to foggy 

weather it will be very difficult to conduct it in Amritsar.

Dr. Parvinder Singh Sandhu said let Mumbai do it in 2022 & let Punjab do IOACON 2021 in Amritsar.

Dr.R.C.Meena said that–it is very clearly mentioned in protocol & Blue book that there is provision of 

rescheduling of the conference that we are doing with E. C. Consensus & permission ,so we should do it 

in last trimester of 2021 . The other option is we meet again in October- November and then finalise its 

date, but if final decision needs to be taken today then it can be considered in last trimester of 2021.

The president is the nodal officer for IOACON and so Punjab nodal officer and Mumbai nodal officer will 

be separate so let’s finalise Mumbai and think of Punjab later. So it is my suggestion that let Mumbai do 

it is 2021 trimester & Punjab in 2022.

Dr. S. S. Yadav suggested lets have another E. C. Meeting September and then finalise it.
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Dr. Jamal said due to economy condition it is financially not possible to hold two conferences in same 

year. Dr. S S Yadav said there will be lot of constitution hassles so let’s do two meetings in a year due to 

covid this year.

Dr. Atul said lets go for the consensus but Dr.R.C. Meena finally proposed that Dr.Ram has given the 

feasibility & we decide to do it in last trimester of 2021.

The same organising committee will carry the management and the organisation of IOACON Mumbai 

2021 & should not be changed but hardcore workers like Dr. Karne or others may be added.

Majority of members agreed to it.

Dr. Ramesh Sen said that the annual meeting has to be very well organised & compromises should not 

be there.

Dr. Aditya Agarwal – it should be physical conference and by June it’s not possible so consider it to be in 

November -December 2021.

Dr. Shiva Shankar said IOACON should be postponed for 1 year and it cannot be held mid year .

Dr. S. C. Goel it is and major decision and is reversal of GBM decision so it can go as a questionnaire in 

the election which Dr. Ramesh Sen had already announced.

Elections

Dr. Ramesh Sen – Vice president is the election officer for election. He said that The constitution says that 

Election process has no binding of time , it cannot deviate or stop from a stipulated procedure as it is mandatory 

to have elections every year and time frame between elections cannot go beyond that and there is no linkage 

between AGM and elections . It further says that vice president is the election officer and he is free from 

executive committee and president to take decisions of election and the process just like election 

commissioner of government of India.

Nomination has already been invited last date of nomination is 7thAugust, Last date for withdrawal of 

nomination is 30 August, start of online voting – 1 November, Last date of voting -21 November 5 PM, counting 

& final tally of results E. C. Will decide, Prof. S. S. Yadav, Prof. Shantharam Shetty, Prof. Anil Jain will be election 

observers.

Quotations have been invited

A . Company should have experience to conduct such elections,

B . Approved by GOI,

C . Should not have conducted IOA election in the past.

The quotations have been invited for selection of the vendors to conduct elections those who have conducted 

similar previous elections and are approved by government of India and who have not been exposed to IOA 

earlier.

Dr. Mohan Mantri, said that Dr. Yadav has said that postponement of conference will cause lot of constitutional 

problems, why did he say so? He said if postponement of conference does not affect any constitutional activity 

when AGM is possible & can be done separately. As elections can be done timely then Exchange of the post 

and collar should also be done timely as it is well mentioned in the constitution. All constitutional activities can 

be done as per rule on time.

Dr. Shantaram Shetty – regarding election as per constitution we have to conduct elections and the next office 

bearers will take over.

Dr. Rajiv Naik - Whatever Dr. Mohan Mantri & Dr. Shantaram Shetty has said is correct the office bearers are 

selected for one year & no matter they have to handover at the end of year it is written in the constitution.
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Dr. S. C. Goel said that he agrees whatever Dr. Mandeep Dillon, Dr. Rajiv Naik and Dr.Shantaram Shetty had 

said earlier that office bearers are for particular time only and we can have additional virtual meeting in 

December organised by IOA with few people &where change of guard can occur and Mumbai IOACON may be 

postponed to December 2021.

Dr. Mir said he had received a letter from Dr. Taneja he fully agrees with the comments with regard to change of 

posts.

Dr. P. K. Kanabar ( Past President) -election can happen but question is when to declare result & when to 

exchange of collar, this needs to be discussed. Our constitution is not giving us clear mandate, so we need to 

discuss it otherwise we will have many legal issues. We can have elections but results cannot be declared till 

the AGM is done so how to go about it.

Dr.Sudhir Kapoor-said he agrees with whatever Dr.Kanabar says –Election should go on without confusion 

.Changing of the executives need to be discussed as it will have lot of legal implications.

Dr.Rajiv Naik said that Dr. Taneja has written a letter in favour of doing virtual IOACON in March and handing 

over ceremony in that only but if that cannot be done then results of the elections and changing of the collar 

needs to be discussed and then take a final decision.

Dr. S. S. Yadav –he agrees with what Dr Kanabar and Dr Kapoor has said . Election should go on as scheduled 

& how and where will be the change of collar will be done that needs to be decided as it has legal implications & 

it has to be decided right now.

Dr. R. C. Meena said give chance to new members those who haven’t spoken, may speak.

Dr. Ajit shinde President MOA–all the things should be done according to constitution. AGM can only be 

conducted in scientific meeting ,no GBM can be called as AGM , decision taken in any GBM has to be ratified in 

AGM ,Change of guard can only be done at valedictory function and also note the Election result can only be 

declared in AGM and ratified there.

Dr. Sudhir Kumar said if Olympics can be postponed for one year why can’t we postpone everything till next 

year conference.

Dr. Bhuvan Kumar Singh suggested looking into unprecedented crisis, to make 2020 as zero year & extend 

everything for next year 2021.

Dr. Manoj Chaudhary said that committee should continue for one year, and Election also should be conducted 

in 2021. The committees could not show much work this year hopefully there will be no legal problem in this 

pandemic year.

Dr. Anil Jain said there are 4 points

1. Election should be as per schedule. 2. Can be rescheduled 3. Change of guard if there is specified 

tenure and if you are holding election it means you are changing the guard at scheduled time. 4. Now 

the thing is that you have to decide the modality, how will it be done? As these things happen once in a 

100 years.

Dr. Jamal – terminology of zero year doesn’t exist it cannot be there for any educational or political 

functions. As far as other world organisations are concerned some had no problems as SICOT Term of 

President has 2 years so there was no problem.

IOA is the only association in the world where annual elections are not conducted by the association 

itself. This discussion is never ending it needs to be decided by some mechanism may be in the form of 

election but keeping in mind that Poll is not secret, as backend people will know who has voted for 

whom& if it is agreeable to all then we can do it now.
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Dr. R. C. Meena again conveyed to Dr. Jamal to give only chance to people those who have not spoken.

Dr. Vishal Kundani – it is very important issue. Election has to be conducted but regarding change of 

guard at a specific time and venue, it is written clearly in the constitution so if we are following the 

constitution then it should be followed entirely. We cannot follow it partly.

Everyone can see how difficult it is to do meeting of even 125 members with respect to connectivity, 

voice, etc and causing so much of frustration. Do you think virtual meeting or AGM of 13000 members is 

possible?

Dr. M. M. Ray said that he is in the same opinion as Dr Vishal Kundani that a virtual meeting is entirely 

impossible.

Dr. Saket Jati Secy. MP-said those people who have spoken should be kept out of the window.

Change of collar is always in valedictory function so change of collar can only be there in Mumbai 

IOACON valedictory function in 2021 when president has discharged his duties.

Dr. Rajeev Raman agrees with Dr. Saket Jati & all the things need to be ratified in AGM and virtual 

meeting of so many members is not possible.

Dr. Harshad Shah – Agree that IOACON should be rescheduled for next year, office bearers of 

conference should be same,election can be conducted and elected member can take over office during 

next year IOACON.There is no legal problem in it as per society act and he had discussed it with the 

Registrar- societies, and according to him you can continue the same office bearers and the elected 

members can take over next year. As such there are no “pakka” rules and whatever EC members 

decide that can be final and there will be no legal issues, just we need to write a letter to them for 

permission.

Dr. Aditya said that now it is final that Mumbai IOCON will be in 2021 and in inauguration president reads 

his annual report & hand over presidency to next president. In case the election is held this year there 

will be two presidents who will be presenting their reports in inaugural meeting which will not look good 

so he thinks the result of election can be declared in next IOACON till then the same team should be 

allowed to continue.

Dr. Sharad Aggrawal President DOA– everybody is referring to the constitution but when this was 

formulated nobody thought of this pandemic we cannot fulfil all the constitution at this extraordinary 

time. Handover can only be done in AGM and AGM has to be physical and has to be in meeting so 

please continue with the present body & collar change should be done only in conference.

Dr. R.C.Meena – friends I have reached to the final conclusion after listening to everyone , in given 

circumstance ,logistics & Physical problems definitely election has to be conducted this year as per 

constitution. We appreciate Dr. Ramesh Sen decisions and I have full faith in him but he asked Dr 

Ramesh not to interpret the constitution in a wrong way. Election officer of GOI is another thing but we 

regard you whatever decision you have taken. One suggestion Dr R. C. Meena has put if house agrees, 

vendor of IOA will not be ideal for this election. Senior person from IOA should be the commissioner of 

the election or supervisor above the election officer if you permit this. Call three vendors to bid so that 

we can decide the cost of the election, we can find the quality, past experience of vendor. Get the MOU 

signed with him that after completion of the election the vendor should handover the software to 

IOACON as IOA is paying for it and it is the property of IOA.

In the past vendor sea wind created lot of problem and did not give the software nor the data which we 

don’t want to happen this year.

Dr.Jamal said there is no provision for supervisor above the election officer. Dr. Jamal said even 
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executive committee is not even authorised to make suggestions. Dr Jamal said pehle galti hui to hui ab 

nahi honi chahiye .

Dr. Sudhir Kapoor said that Dr. Ramesh Sen has already taken help of 3 members so no need of any 

other person.

Important is timing of the results regarding declaration of results.

Dr. R.C. Meena further said that regarding result it is to be declared in GBM during IOACON, so that it 

can be approved by AGM.

Dr. Sudhir Kapoor (Past President)-as per blue book is concerned officially results can only he declared 

by election officer in AGM other results are all unofficial.

Conclusion by Dr. Atul – Election will be done as scheduled and result will be declared in IOACON GBM 

& IOACON will be conducted next year 2021.

Dr. Pradeep Chaudhari objected that he is not allowed to talk & he is raising hand for last one hr. why am 

I not invited to talk?

Dr. R.C.Meena –President, Answered that majority of members agreed that election will be there as per 

the constitution and blue book protocol. The result will only be declared in the GBM – IOACON, 

Mumbai, so that it can be approved by AGM.

Dr Pradeep asked what about the 2021 election?

Dr R.C. Meena replied that we will see (discuss) in 2021

Dr. Purushottam asked that somebody pointed out that few thousand people should be there in AGM 

tell me in last 15 years how many members were present AGMS? Hardly 100 to 200 or may be 300. Dr 

Atul said GBM should have 300 + and AGM 100. What is the problem in having virtual AGM and handing 

over the charge?

I am working in a government institute and at present all the rules are being ignored as Pandemic law is 

there so why don’t we let the things go on.

Dr.R.C.Meena said that at this point next year election is not in agenda so we will not discuss here. But 

regarding IOACON it is not only meeting of association but a golden chance for social get together, 

where we bring our spouse and children to share love and affection. Apart from this, physical IOACON 

do have certain features 1to 10 (GBM/AGM and others) as mentioned in sacred Blue book protocol that 

can’t be achieved in online IOACON .In this meeting since very beginning we can see that we are 

sometimes unable to see the faces and sometimes unable to hear the voice, so in this scenario, 

proposal of a virtual meeting is not pragmatic .

Across thecountry net facilities are not consistently available. Dr. Purushottam is lucky enough to have 

24 hours net connectivity ,but 50 % of the orthopaedics fraternity is living where net facility is a big 

problem and a big task ,so in that scenario they cannot be left out knowingly from attending the pinnacle 

meeting, as every member does have his/her right for the same.

Rest 50 percent do not know how to join the meeting through the laptop, either they call their children, 

their friends, students or technical person to get them connected for virtual meeting.

It took us 4 year even to understand the process and system of online voting for elections So if you want 

to go for virtual conference, AGM / GBM, we need one year to prepare for it. I value your suggestions 

and we will put this in upcoming GBM. There is not any urgency for virtual meeting.

Virtual meeting are good for webinars, seminars or small meeting of 1 hr or 2 hr for limited number of 

members but not for such large scale meetings like IOACON.
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Blue book by Dr Sudhir Kapoor

Dr. Manish Dhawan: (echoed voice) He invited Dr. Sudhir Kapoor to speak on compilation of blue book. Dr. 

Sudhir Kapoor informed that the blue book is the compilation of proposals which have been passed in GBM and 

I have not written them .In fact it is the resolutions and discussions passed in the executive committee meeting 

and approved in the GB meeting. Last 10 pages are the proposals and need the ratification from the GB. This 

blue book is on website anybody can see it and remember it has to be followed by all of us.

CSRC report and Bone and Joint Day program: Dr. Ramesh Babu

Since conference is posted for next year then Ak Gupta and Jhunjhun wala trophy should also be postponed for 

this year but Dr. Ramesh Babu said we should continue and not postpone it. It was decided that all fellowships 

need to be postponed for next year.

Dr R C Meena said registration of all state chapters is valid for 10 yrs only so send a letter to all state chapters so 

that they should get their affiliation renewed.

Dr Atul said next term onward, EC and CSRC will remain as one.

Inland Fellowship report: Dr.Anup Agarwal- wants to increase yuva mentor fellowship from 30 to 50 next 

year.

He wants to hold on publishing next year inland fellowship and this year all inland fellowship those who cannot 

avail will be carried forward for next year.

Dr. Naveen said that trophy competition should be there and two year trophies can be given in next year 

IOACON .

Dr. Raj Gopalan: IOA UG/ PG Training Committee

We were supposed to change some basic criterion and guidelines. We did that and could suggest some 

modifications, as some old guidelines were not practical. We asked various people to conduct PG Teaching

Program. We have thirteen people out of which six have already done last year, Dr. DK Taneja, Dr. Naresh 

Shetty, Dr. Manish Dhawan, Dr. Arun K Sharma and Dr. Sandeep Srivastava. They were kept in second line. 

Next 7 were to taken first. First Dr. Chinmoy Das was supposed to conduct. So we planned it to be done before 

EC but due to Covid it has to be abandoned.

Since we had to cancel it due to Covid we along with President Dr. Meena and Secretary Dr. Atul Srivastava we 

planned it to be in the form of webinar and Dr. Manish Dhawan took the responsibility to arrange for all the 

logistics for PG webinar.

We had first webinar in June inaugurated by the President Dr. Meena and Secretary Dr. Atul. Then second 

webinar was held on 4thJuly, it was such a successful webinar that we had to arrange a supplementary 

question and answer session next week, then yesterday we had the third module of spine which went well. First 

module had viewership of 2800, second had 5123 and 3800 in third one, planning it to continue to 16 modules.

Dr. Atul Srivastava thanked and congratulated Dr. Rajgopalan and Dr. Manish Dhawan and the team for doing a 

good job.

Dr. Meena suggested to send the proposals through State Chapters and Zone please.

Disaster Response Committee Report: Dr. K. V. Rajendra: he said we should do more charity work for that we 

require funds so he suggested a small membership fee for members may be Rs. 200 a year. But consensus 

was not made on this and Dr. Meena said we will analyse the proposal in future.

Dr. Manish said we have to save money this year as there will be no IOACON this year and IOA doesn’t have 

money to run for coming year.
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Rural and Social Orthopaedics: Dr.Bhuwan Singh

First program was done for Vit D3 estimation at Shanti Niketan. At Betia second program was done on plaster 

techniques.

We have conducted survey on antibiotics prophylaxis on osteosynthesis for closed fractures to know whether it 

matches the international standards or not, also to know why the surgeons do not follow the international 

guidelines? Unfortunately, the response is very poor as it was participated by only 100 members.

But now it has been found that the international guidelines cannot be followed here mainly due to patient’s 

condition and OT setup. Members are suggested to come out with a white paper on this issue for use of 

antibiotics in infected non-union fractures.

IOA Trauma Committee report: Dr.VikasAgashe- 3 minutes

Activities we have planned now is virtual Pathshalas –

1. Structured trainings/ teachings for junior surgeons.

2. Interactive case discussions on day to day trauma cases among themselves.

3. Faculty training for seniors among juniors.

We plan to have five pathshalas over ten weeks, one in each zone, alternate Sundays or once in three 

weeks starting from mid August 09am to 05pm

All junior faculties from different zones with 50% senior faculty from the respective zone with 2-3 from 

trauma committee and two National faculty.

5-10 such groups and two faculty members. This discussion can be viewed by others but they cannot 

participate.

8th we are planning to have pathshala on plates and screws

9th on nail, c-arm & radiation and compartment syndrome

10thPathshala – prevention of infection in open fractures – get it right on day 1

11thPathshala – articular & peri-articular fractures and dislocations

12thPathshala – post-osteosynthetic infections andnon-union

Some proposals for discussion

• Registration compulsory

• Delegates can register only after they complete the anti-biotic survey

Questions to EC

Should we charge for the Pathshala or small group discussion?

As we are going for small group discussion and this will make essential to attend and not waste the 

chance for others.

Can we have Pharma & Instrument companies as essentially the program will be of IOA only, we can 

just mention their names.

Dr. Atul Srivastava – thanks Dr. Agashe and thanks for allowing us to use your word Pathshala for PG. 

we can go for sponsors but please do not charge for this.

Dr. Manish Dhawan called the names of Dr. Naveen Thakkar, Dr. Rajeev Raman and Dr. Anup Agrawal 

as they raised hands but none responded.
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Dr. Rajeev Anand IOA CME Committee –

I had to complete 12 CMEs, 9 completed already. After Kolkata conference we did three.

- 7th - December 2019 at Udaipur with 85 delegates

- 5th - January 2020 at Dehradun with >90 delegates

- 9th – January 2020 with >100 delegates

Since then Covid happened, so Hubli, Pune, Ludhiana, Jalandhar and Jammu could not happen.

Dr. Sudhir Kumar –Hand and wrist committee – 1st Webinar – 14th April, Topic – Phalangeal& 

Metacarpal fixation with almost 4000 viewership.

2ndWebinar – 28th June, Topic – Distal radioulnar joints with ulnar side wrist pain with convener Dr. 

Pankaj Jindal. Viewership more than 3500

Good numbers of webinars were also conducted on Hand & Wrist by various State Chapters and also 

from various groups of ortho surgeons. We do expect 6-8 more webinars is coming 6-8 weeks time.

Dr. Sanjay Chaturvedi – Website and IT Committee – we changed website functions upto some extend 

but we proposed some more changes which were passed in 2008 but and yet to be implemented in 

constitutional amendment.

He suggested giving space to every committee of IOA on website to make it more interactive, this way 

we can have more visitors there. State Chapters events, all other conferences, elections etc.

Monetisation of our website should be done by improving the content of our website .

Few important Decisions were taken in website committee meeting held on 20th February in Delhi.

Website maintenance (duration 2-4 hours in night ), New design will be implemented and

IJO is already on our website.

Since Last year website performance has increased

Number of impressions 117955, number of visits on our website has increased, but a long way to go

At present Bounce rate is very high.

Proposals

Vendor contract renewal is required, which Dr. Manish Dhawan will take care.

Dr. Atul Srivastava – we would like that our members could log in and update their data since elections 

are already announced EC in principal agrees to your proposal to take care of the website to 

international standard and do whatever it takes to do so. Thank you

Dr. Rajeev Raman – can’t we have online membership with payment done then & there? Dr. Atul 

Srivastava replied that the same thing as to be raised in the next GBM as it is passed earlier in GBM that 

membership has to come through respective State Chapters.

Dr. Pradeep Chaudhry appreciated our website drive and asked to have a mobile app. Dr. Sanjay 

Chaturvedi replied that it is already in contract and this will be done within two months time.

Dr. Anup Agrawal – can we have link in IOA website to go to State Chapters website? Can we have 

Google Form for membership where we can send the receipt of payment and also some link to State 

Chapters showing that he has taken membership of state also?

Dr. Sanjay Chaturvedi replied, yes certainly we will work on the same and get back as soon it can be 

done.
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Dr. Reddy – we have an association of Hand surgeons where Plastic Surgeons are the members. I feel 

IOA should do something so as to increase the membership by inducting those surgeons as members.

Dr. Naveen Thakkar – since elections has been declared, I feel there should be a good mechanism to 

update the data and also there should be a window of 15 days to check whether the data is updated 

correctly and goes to election officer.

Dr. Sanjay Chaturvedi – members who are able to visit, can correct or edit data but if not able to login 

can send email or call the CAO or the webmaster.

On query of Dr. Naveen Thakkar regarding the link of webinars ,please put the schedule of various 

webinars on website with their links, Dr. Chaturvedi replied, we are working on it, once it is done then 

State Chapters will be able to put their events on their page. Soon you will see the change. 05:14:35

Dr. Ramesh Sen – Joint Registry Northgate

It is very beneficial for clinicians, organizations. It is mainly run by the associations in most of the 

countries except a few, like Finland, Canada, England etc. where it is being run by the Government. 

There are many registry providers in India. Northgate has been associated with the Indian society of Hip 

& Knee surgeons. Every registry depends on how many people are logged in and how many are still out 

of it, because the data recording is difficult in such situation.

Since Northgate people sent a mail to IOA which was forwarded to me. I had lots of negotiations with 

them. They came with the proposal what Dr. Lalit Maini was talking about. Their cost initially was very 

high which is 90 lakhs and subsequently 30lakhs but now they’ve come down and not charging much 

for joining but on annual basis they will be charging 20lakhs. This is not final so now I am searching for 

other vendors also who charge much lesser than that. Now it is for us to decide to go for Northgate 

where 600 surgeons are already logged or search for some other international firm. IOA should develop 

their own registry with the help of some local vendors like TCS as suggested by Lalit Maini else we 

should stop talking about registry right now.

Dr. Atul Srivastava felt that the best is that we can work on this and look for other members.

Dr. Lalit Maini: I think IOA Should develop its own registry and EC should support it. When multiple 

vendors were called for IJO we learned and became more knowledgeable to negotiate it down. I 

request to form a committee with treasurer in it. I am sure that IJO will be able to generate the funds 

needed for registry. We should go for best platform and best negotiation.

Dr. Atul Srivastava suggested that committee should consist of Dr. Ramesh Sen, Dr. Manish Dhawan 

and Dr. Lalit Maini to go ahead in this. Further IOA has some good news. I request Dr. Saket Jati to 

inform the same.

Dr.Saket Jati IOACON 2017 Pending Account The MP chapter had some commitment to IOA when 

IOACON was held in 2017 where the organizing committee could not fulfil its commitment of 10% 

amount to IOA. Now as we have received the income tax refund which made us able to pay our dues 

now.

Now since it was discussed in EC at AIIMS Trauma Centre that once we give our contribution and as the 

organizing committee has not given any contribution to MP chapter so my humble submission to 

president secretary and EC that if we can give 1/3rd of the amount to MP chapter for their up gradation 

and journal etc. Dr. Meena asked have you given the cheque to IOA.

Dr. Saket Jati replied: we got the news only two days back and it’ll be done in few days.

Dr. Meena said as per blue book 5% should be kept for host state and city (2.5% each) but it could not be 

taken care by Indore Organizing Committee. So I feel 2.5% that is 2.5 lakhs we will reimburse to you 

after assessment from CA of IOA.
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Dr. SaketJati: I feel this is too less amount but whatever the organizing committee has done, as a 

secretary of MP chapter I hold my responsibility and asked the secretary and EC member to give atleast 

1/3rd of it. Dr. AtulSrivastav appreciated the efforts of Dr. Saket and he fulfilled the commitment from a 

friend to a friend and from a secretary to a secretary. Now it is our responsibility to fulfil your deeds.

Dr. Bhuvan Singh seconded the statement of Dr.saket and said one third should be given.

Dr. Atul Srivastava asked if anyone has objections on the proposal of Dr. Bhuvan Singh and president 

sir just to say no.

Dr. Ramesh Sen: I feel it is for the right cause and we should support and accept it.

Dr. Atul Srivastava: when our president and vice president says that we should then lets end this issue 

and take it as it is, 1/3rd of it goes back to MP Chapter.

Dr. Manish: now we’ll discuss the letters from members.

1. Letter from Navarul Saha from West Bengal - for financial support as he is suffering from hemiplegia, I 

think there is provision of benevolent fund. Dr. Atul replied yes sir it is there and not only for demise but 

also critical illness. Dr. Navarul Saha is a very active member of IOA and was active during IOA Kolkata. 

I strongly recommend that we utilize this benevolent fund on him. After discussion it was decided to 

send him Rs. 2lakhs - passed.

2. Letter from Dr. Jhunjhunwala – regarding the post of treasurer and secretary, it should be for two year 

presently it is for three years. Dr. Meena replied that it is a constitutional matter, we will take his 

suggestion and will put it for discussion and constitutional amendment.

3. Letter from Dr. Sandeep Adke – as it is a very long letter so it is being referred to Dr. Atul Bahadur Singh 

from grievance cell to look into and go through the letter thoroughly in all aspects of it and put it in the 

next EC meeting.

4. Letter from WBOA – From Dr. Bagla Acharaya, a very senior professor. We all know the PG examination 

are going on and MCI has asked to have virtual practical examination. Dr. Atul asked Dr. Vijay 

Raghavan about his take on the matter.

Dr. Raghavan: as we’re going through a difficult time, the students are getting very anxious and want to 

finish and move on. So we’ve to consider this point of view. Now to get a normal situation as it is a rare 

situation where normal clinical material always takes time, so my suggestion is to have virtual exams. 

There are so many methods; we’ve already conducted in our institutions without any problem. The only 

problem is that if sometime any student fails in the exams, but as it has been allowed by the MCI they 

may go to the court and the court might favour the students. We can assess the students in many ways. 

Also I feel even if we write to MCI, they’ll not listen to the recommendation of associations.

Dr. Meena: I would like to share my fresh experience, as we did physical examination for 30 students. 

Only the MCI inspector was on virtual platform.

Dr. M M Ray: I was involved in virtual examination and MCI inspection and feel it is difficult but possible.

Dr. Rajgopal said virtual examination is for this year only so there is no point writing a letter to MCI

Dr. Atul suggested Dr. Rajeev Raman to pass on this message to Dr. Acharaya.

5. Letter from Dr. Mohan Mantri - requested the moderator to see that my audio is not get muted. Nothing 

against anyone but I raised some constitutional issues-

a. What is the EC Committee? As per the constitution it is formed by 82-83 members only. So 

under which clause 161 members were included? How the voting rights were given to them?
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b. As constitution is a point of order and Blue Book is only a guideline and protocol for any event. 

He narrated few paragraph of constitution......

Dr. RC Meena – this is all there in Blue Book and constitution, we have taken your letter, we will 

analyse it.

Dr. Mantri – but what I am asking that nobody has answered as how these 161 members in EC 

were given the voting rights which are not constitutional?

Dr.RC Meena – we have taken your concern.

Dr. Mantri – You have to listen to me for two three minutes. How this EC can be constitutional?

Dr. RC meena – it is not the matter to be answered here that who can be and how can be? We 

have received your letter, will examine it and correct certain things if those have gone wrong.

Dr. Mantri – I have a right to ask the EC that under which clause you have given right to vote to 

other members other than EC and everybody is discussing on all issues who are not the EC 

members. This is my point, Blue Book is meant for protocol and follow-up but constitution is 

always over the Blue Book.

Dr.RC Meena – Blue Book is a sacrosanct document and 100% bound with the constitution, you 

have not read the constitution properly

Dr. Mantri – I have read it word by word.

Dr.RC Meena asked Dr. Mantri tell me what is written on the second page of the constitution? 

See in the objectives of the constitution

Dr Mantri- I am reading it-He read few paragraph of constitution ...............My last point, as per 

constitution, this EC meeting is not constitutional and if any controversial decision is passed in 

this EC then the association will be open for the legal activity.

Dr. Meena – ok fine .Dr Mantri your point is taken. Any other matter?

Dr. A tul Srivastava – no sir. Any other matter with the permission of chair?

Dr. Shinde (Last Speaker) – I would like to put forth some proposals. I, President of MOA along 

with Gujarat Orthopaedic Association Goa Orthopaedic Association want to propose formation 

of Western Zone of IOA. Very soon Dr. NJ Karne and Dr. Naveen Thakkar will come out with 

necessary formalities and the constitution. I request all of you to support this venture.

Dr. Meena – please send your proposal through State Chapter and Zone.

Formal talks – open to all over India. Interactive Case Discussion for 50-100 delegates on zoom 

or similar platform.

Dr. Jhunjhunwala informed his happiness to the house on postponement of IOACON 2020 to 

IOACON 21 at Mumbai . New elections for this year have been declared and according to the 

constitution you have to declare elections in 2021 also. For IOACON 2021 it will have big 

problems as there will be three presidents. Dr. Atul Srivastava replied that the same has already 

discussed earlier.

Dr. Meena thanked everybody and informed the house of posting of minutes in due course of 

time and close the meeting followed by National Anthem.

CSRC and Bone & Joint Day Meeting

Dr. Ramesh Babu started it by the slide presentation
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AK Gupta Trophy – Winner - Tamil Nadu Runners up - Uttar Pradesh

Jhunjhunwala Trophy – Winner - J&K Runners up – Jharkhand

IOA president certificate of appreciation for Bone & Joint Day – Winner – Kolkata Runners up – Tamil Nadu

Theme for this year bone and joint day is “Prevention of deformities in degenerative diseases”

Presentation by State Chapters

Dr. Atul Srivastava informed the CSRC about the formality of renewal of affiliation of State Chapters with IOA 

which is to be done every 10 years. So he requested it to all state chapters to do it by sending a simple 

application on the letterhead of respective State Chapter, It doesn’t require anything else.

Dr. Ramesh Babu called the State Chapters one by one for their presentations.

1. Delhi

2. Bihar

3. Chhattisgarh

4. Gujarat

5. Himanchal Pradesh

6. Jammu & Kashmir

In between the presentations President Dr. Meena read out the letter from Dr. Om Pal Sharma who 

appreciated the efforts of IOA for sending Covid accessories. He also appreciated the postponement of 

IOACON 2020 along with the process of holding elections. Dr. Meena also suggested Dr. Ram Chadda 

to provide a separate hall/ session to the various State Chapters for their meeting and interactions 

during IOACON Mumbai.

7. Jharkhand

8. Uttarakhand

9. Karnataka

10. Kerala

11. Madhya Pradesh

12. Maharashtra

13. NEROSA

14. Odisha

15. Andhra Pradesh

16. Puducherry

In between Dr. RC Meena raised the point that there are few members from CWC those have not joined 

and not even send their reports so with EC permission can we restructure theCWC for better 

functioning ?

Dr. Rajesh said that president can change the CWC anytime......

To this DR Meena said that if the person has not performed in the faith and good spirit of IOA then he has 

to take the call.

Dr. Atul Srivastava seconded the view and said that at this juncture there is no point in changing the 

CWC when the whole body is continuing, there is no need doing so.
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Dr. Rajesh suggested lessening the number of members may be 2 or 3 from different committees.

Dr. NJ Karne said if some member of the committee is not working properly then President can suggest 

a change and EC should decide regarding remove that member similarly as prime minister changes his 

cabinet.

Dr. Meena – we should think on for persons who are not working properly and not performing.

Dr. Naveen – is there any objective measures to check if somebody is working or not working

Dr. Meena replied, yes. There are 90 members in CWC but only two third have joined today.

Dr. Atul Srivastava said that if one cannot join EC Meeting then certainly it is a point of concern and we 

should redesign the CWC.

Dr. Meena asked the IOA Office to give data then President, Secretary and President Elect will discuss 

to restructure the CWC.

17. Punjab

18. Rajasthan

19. Tamil Nadu

20. Telangana

21. Uttar Pradesh

22. West Bengal – the only chapter mentioned the obituaries.

Dr. Ramesh Babu thanked the house and reminded the State Chapters for the formality of renewal of 

their affiliation with IOA

Dr Rajeev can it be included for best state chapter award as we have organised the IOACON , to this DR 

RC Meena said write a letter to CSRC and then it can be explored and decided.

Dr. Atul Srivastava thanked the house, moderators, President, President Elect, Vice President, 

Treasurer, and Joint Secretaries.
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Minutes of the Virtual EC Meeting of the IOA Held on 17-2-2021

In the chair President IOA Dr B Shivashankar

The President greeted all with his welcome address

Obituaries

1. Dr Pawan Kumar Goyal Jaipur

2. Dr Putty Ernakulum Kerala

3. Dr Anoop Krishna Kerala

4. Dr P M Kurian Kerala

5. Dr Dinesh Sonkar Indore

One minute silence was observed to pay homage to the departed souls.

President Dr Shivashankar informed that the virtual meeting of the Executive Committee of the IOA was called 

on 11.12.2020 from 2PM onwards. However, the Hon’ble High Court of Delhi vide its interim Order dated 

10.12.2020 in IA 11814/2020 in CS(OS) 414/2020 “restrained IOA from holding the emergent Meeting to be 

held on 11.12.2020 till the next date of hearing.” Thereafter, the Hon’ble Court vide its Judgment dated 

16.02.2021 found “no prima facie case… to grant an interim injunction at this stage” and “prima facie no 

inference can be raised that the elections were not conducted in a free and fair manner.” So he informed that the 

present virtual meeting of the Executive Committee has been called to discuss the most important agenda that 

was originally scheduled on 11-12-2020 and that was declaration of results and other urgent issues as IOA had 

no EC meeting since July 19th 2020.

Court stay order has been vacated on 16-2-2021 so we are able to organize this meeting today which was to be 

held on 11-12-2020 by Dr R C Meena. He requested Dr Ramesh Sen to present his report and officially declare 

the Election results.

Dr Ramesh Kumar Sen presented in detail about the entire Election process including vendor selection, 

modality of election process, counting of votes and declaration , data handover to the IOA office etc. He 

apprised the house that all

this was done under the supervision of Election Observers namely Dr S S Yadav, Dr Shantharam Shetty and Dr 

Anil Kumar Jain and thanked them. Dr Sen also mentioned how he received the data from the vendor on 28-12-

2020 at 9.00pm and at 9.51 pm he forwarded the data to the IOA office from where it was immediately 

forwarded to Dr Meena who further immediately forwarded it to Dr Manish Dhawan on the same day that has to 

be looked into.

He announced the name of Winners as

1, Vice President…..Dr Atul Srivastava, Agra, Uttar Pradesh

2. Hon. Secretary….Dr Naveen Thakkar, Ahmedabad, Gujarat

3. IOACON 2023…..Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh. Organising Secretary , Dr Jamal Ashraf

The EC unanimously applauded the efforts of Dr Sen for conduction a Fair. Smooth and Flawless election. 

There was not a single objection to the Election process……Passed

Dr R C Meena stated that the whole election process was conducted as per the constitution of IOA by an 

experienced vendor. There was no fallacy or doubt. He said he strongly approves the elections and he 

congratulated the winners and thanked Dr Ramesh Sen for the same.
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Dr S C Goel stated that we all thank and congratulate Dr Sen for a wonderful and clean job done. But he and the 

IOA have suffered a lot in these elections. We should keep it in our agenda on priority to avoid these types of 

circumstances in future and we should take serious action against the perpetrators as already laid down in our 

constitution and passed by the GBM at Kolkata too. He further asked that how the records reached one of the 

contestants and then he was able to file a case in the court. This matter should be looked into seriously and 

avoided in the future …..Passed

Dr Jamal Ashraf commented that the words used against Dr Sen by the Plaintiffs were derogatory to say the 

least and all of us in the IOA should take responsibility and owe an apology to Dr Sen. It was character 

assassination for a person of his caliber and stature and the IOA should take strict cognizance of the 

issue…..Passsed

Dr N J Karne stated that a complaint in the court against an office bearer of the IOA is effectively against the IOA 

and Dr Sen being the Election officer all expenses incurred by him should be reimbursed by the association and 

also punitive action should be taken for members doing such activities against the association…….Passed 

unanimously

President Dr Shivashankar stated that a resolution has already been passed for action against members 

whose activities are against the association and for those members who go to the court against the association 

without addressing their grievance to the legal and grievance committee and the EC first , that they shall be 

debarred from the association. However , he said he would like to give another chance to the plaintiffs to explain 

their grievance before taking any action in consultation with Grievance cell. He requested Dr Karne to 

communicate with them. If they are not able to satisfy us, then issue a show cause notice and suspend them. 

The same was also approved unanimously.

Dr Kanabar suggested to include a legal expert in the legal and grievance committee.

President Dr Shivashankar concluded that….

Dr Ramesh Kumar Sen conducted the Election 2020 of the IOA in a very fair manner and even the court has 

approved that there is no prima facie evidence to substantiate any mal intention or misconduct. This has also 

been unanimously endorsed in todays EC meeting being proposed by Dr R C Meena and seconded by Dr S C 

Goel…..Passed unanimously

Whatever expenses are incurred by Dr Ramesh Kumar Sen during the process of IOA Election 2020 as the 

election Officer and in the Court cases for now and the future in the subjected matter shall be reimbursed by the 

association. ….Passed unanimously

Dr Anup Agarwal suggested that all actions should be time bound. Dr Partho Sirkar suggested to involve state 

chapter President and Secretary for arbitration in such cases . Dr Naveen Thakkar stated that a copy of the 

notice shall be sent to the state chapter to act accordingly. Dr Karne proposed that the state chapters then 

should act in accordance with the decisions taken by the IOA .

Dr Jamal pointed out that our Constitution and Blue Book are poorly drafted and needs a serious relook and 

recompilation. Dr Shivashankar requested Dr S C Goel and Dr Jamal Ashraf to look into this matter on priority. 

He also suggested that Dr Goel should head this committee. The same was also passed unanimously.

Then there was discussion about the grievance letter sent by Dr Mohan Mantri about his expulsion from the EC 

Whats app group and also about the Mini IOACON. Dr Shivashankar explained to his satisfaction about the 

steps IOA had taken including having sent reply to his mail by Dr Atul Bahadur of Grievance cell earlier. Then 

there was discussion about the second part of his grievance that was about Mini IOACON. On this Mini 

IOACON Issue, Dr R C Meena explained that this meeting was already proposed earlier for the 12th December 

meeting and he had obtained majority of the EC members approval. Even Dr Shivashankar said that 62 out of 

the 70 people who responded on Google forms had given consent to have a mini IOACON. As the preparations 

and hall booking have been done over the last two months taking into consideration the sentiments of majority 
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of the members, in this unusual circumstances of the pandemic permission has been granted to hold a 

scientific meeting. Dr Kanabar said that President Dr Meena should at least have a graceful meeting under his 

presidency. Dr Sameer Aggarwal said that he is ready to host the same in Chandigarh for which majority of the 

participants said that it should be held in Jaipur. Dr Shivashankar informed that Rajasthan was the first state to 

open up for visitors after Covid and hence it was prudent to hold the meeting there and also he informed that the 

account will be handled by two IOA office bearers that is Dr Sandeep Kumar Dr Shivashankar himself along 

with Dr Meena as financial matter was the main objection by Dr Mantri for holding the Mini IOACON. He also 

said that in view of the pandemic getting sponsors is very difficult. Finally Dr Meena answered all the queries 

raised by all including about the finances, registrations and travel plans already done by registered delegates. 

Dr Jamal Ashraf said it should not be named as 65th annual conference as 65th has been already allotted to 

Mumbai. Dr Karne clarified that as Mumbai IOACON has been postponed, new MOU has to be drafted as 66th 

IOACON. Finally Dr Shivashankar put the proposal to hold the mini IOACON Jaipur for vote and majority raised 

their hands in approval and hence passed by majority.

Dr Jamal Ashraff suggested that we should hold the AGM as early as possible as the last GBM was held in 

November 2019 and as per byelaws it should be done annually and with a maximum gap of 14 months and in 

view with lifting of court stay, we should hold the GBM immediately. Dr Ramesh Sen shared his screen and 

showed all the clause in bye laws which permits power to President and EC to hold GBM under special 

circumstances. So he said that we can hold the GBM any time, accordingly it was unanimously decided to hold 

GBM meeting on Saturday 20th February from 5 pm onwards on Zoom meeting. Dr Shivashankar requested IT 

committee member Dr Ashok Shyam to prepare the platform for the GBM.

Then Dr Shivashankar announced the name of Dr Sandeep Kumar, the present Joint Secretary for the post of 

Treasurer, the same was unanimously approved by all the members. Similarly Secretary Dr Navin Thakkar 

announced the names of Dr Dinesh Thakkar from Ahmedabad and Dr Pardeep Bageja from Delhi for the post 

of Joint Secretaries, The same was also approved unanimously by all.

Dr Meena suggested that few formalities like official ratification of Dr Shivashankar has not happened in GBM 

due to election process starting after IOACON Coimbatore in 2018, though he has taken oath in EC meeting 

held in 2019 at Delhi. He suggested to keep the record straight, to get it passed in the GBM. The same was also 

accepted unanimously to ratified in forthcoming GBM on 20th.

The meeting ended with National Anthem after thanking the chair and all the members for their active 

participation.
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Minutes of General Body Meeting of Indian Orthopedic Association

Date :20-2-2021 5 PM            Venue: Zoom Meeting- Virtual

Hon Secretary: Dr. Atul Srivastava. President 2020: Dr. R C Meena, President Taken Charge: 

Dr. B Shivashankar At 5 pm the members present were about 95, less than the quorum of 100 and hence 

meeting was adjourned till more than 100 joined the zoom. At 5.40 pm more than 110 were present, counting 

was done and adjourned meeting was restarted.

1. Secretary Dr Atul Srivastava welcomed all and also informed about the accident one of the senior 

Pediatric Orthopedic Surgeon, Dr Taral Nagda with his wife Dr Punita met on the previous day and 

wished them speedy recovery and called President 2020 for welcome address.

2. Dr. R C Meena, President 2020 welcomed all the office bearers, past presidents and members 

attending virtually from all corners of India. In his welcome address he also informed that the main 

reason to have this virtual GBM was to declare and ratify Election results of 2020 and also about the 

proposed Mini IOACON at Jaipur. He explained in detail about the court case, which was the reason in 

delay in declaring the election results. He also explained in detail his interactions with D SS Yadav, Dr 

Pravin Kanabar etc. which lead him subsequently to handover the charge of the office of IOA President 

to Dr B Shivashankar virtually on 24th December 2020 itself in spite of the mandate he had received in 

the earlier EC meeting on 19th July 2020 to continue for an year more. He spoke in detail about the 

events which changed his mind and he also expressed his desire to relinquish the office by physically 

handing over charge at Mini IOACON Proposed to be held at Jaipur in the first week of March 2021.

3. Dr R C Meena continued and informed the General Body that, though Dr B Shivashankar has taken 

over the office as IOA President, due to procedural default, to keep the documents straight, we should 

give Oath of the Secrecy of the Office to Dr B Shivashankar. He also said that as Election results could 

not be declared and ratified in GBM of IOACON 2018 at Coimbatore, as the GB had given permission to 

conduct fresh elections and to elect the Vice President within 3 months, it is implied that GBM has given 

already the mandate to ratify Dr B Shivashankar. Though he took the oath of office in the first EC 

Meeting held at Delhi in April 2019, I wish that it should be ratified in the GBM also and hence I 

suggested accordingly in the EC Meeting held on 17h February 2021 and the same was unanimously 

approved by all without any objection. Dr RC Meena on completion of his speech gave example of Mr. 

Modi and Congratulated Dr Shivashankar for being President of IOA 2021 and requested Dr Atul to 

continue further proceedings of meeting. Dr Shivashankar thanked Dr RC Meena.

4. Dr Atul Srivastava, Hon Secretary made proceedings for Obituary of members namely

1. Dr. Pawan Kumar Goyal, Jaipur

2. Dr. Babu Kutty, Ernakulam, Kerala

3. Dr. Anoop Krishna, Kerala

4. Dr. P.M. Kurian, Kerala

5. DR. Dinesh Sonkar, Indore

6. Dr. R. Sachidanandan, Kerala

7. Dr. R.K. Mishra, UP

8. Dr Samraat Budha –Rajkot LM4206 - Gujarat

and asked for Silence to pray almighty for departed soul. All observed silence and prayer. He further 

requested all State chapters to send information about obituary to IOA office timely.
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5. Next agenda was the Ratification of GBM Minutes of IOACON2019 at Kolkata dated 23 November 

2019, which were passed unanimously. Proposed by: Dr. S C Goel and Seconded by all 

6. Dr. Atul Srivastava, Hon Sec. requested Dr Shivashankar to preside over the meeting and take further 

the proceedings after Dr R C Meena has handed over the office to Dr. B Shivashankar, which remained 

due to oversight, requested Dr R C Meena to give oath of office to Dr B. Shivashankar. Dr B. 

Shivashankar took Oath of office by reading oath on screen together with Dr RC Meena. All members 

congratulated Dr B Shivashankar and he thanked all.

7. Dr. B. Shivashankar thanked Dr Meena and all past presidents for their help in smooth transition and 

change of office in spite of the pandemic and also for maintaining the cordial relations. He described in 

detail about the court case and the sequence of events including Court intervention on application by Dr 

Vijay Raghavan and others against IOA for election 2020 and how the court vacated the stay after 

hearing in detail, many times mentioning that “Court finds no prima facie case in favor of the plaintiffs to 

grant an interim injunction at this stage. Application is accordingly dismissed”. Since on the request of 

the complainants, hon’ble court had stayed the conduct of the EC meeting planned on Dec 11th, 2020. 

So due to the stay granted, neither the EC meeting could be held, nor the election results could be 

declared. He said at present he is running the office with great difficulty due to lack of working hands due 

to stalling of election results declaration by court. Hence soon after the court vacated the stay, Dr Shiva 

reconvened the postponed 2020 EC virtual meeting to 17th February 2021. He also informed the house 

that the EC had asked to call a GBM at the earliest and hence accordingly as per the constitution, this 

GBM is being held. Dr Shiva reiterated that EC can ask for GBM any time and it is legally also correct. 

He also mentioned about plaintiff, Dr Vijay Raghavan and others have gone against IOA to appeal stage 

in Two Judge Bench of Delhi high court to impose stay again on meetings of IOA, which will get heard by 

court probably on 24th Feb, 2020. He also mentioned that plaintiff, Dr Vijay Raghavan and others have 

also complained in Delhi Crime Police and they are after Dr Ramesh Sen the Election Officer IOA 2020. 

It was further informed by him that Dr Ramesh Sen and IOA office has submitted all required data with 

Delhi Crime Police. Dr Shiva stated that as per the verdict of 16th Feb, 2021 Hon’ble Delhi high court, 

the stay was not granted by the Delhi High court for the declaration of the election results. Hence this 

GBM has been called to declare the Election Results of 2020 conducted by Dr Ramesh Sen. He then 

requested Dr. Ramesh Sen, Election Officer to present the report of IOA Election 2020 and to declare 

the results.

8. Dr. Ramesh Sen shared the screen to explain in detail the process of vendor selection. He reiterated 

that senior Past IOA President namely -Dr. Shantharam Shetty, Dr. Anil Jain and Dr S S Yadav had been 

requested to be observers for the election process and has accepted. Later Dr Yadav did not join due to 

unfortunate sudden demise of his wife. Dr Ramesh Sen profusely thanked the observers for helping 

him in each stage of the election process.

In detail:

a) About Rajasthan EC Member Post not included: Dr Ramesh Sen stated that the election for EC 

Member from Rajasthan was not announced as he did not get any information from the IOA 

office regarding any vacancy of representative of Rajasthan. Even this vacancy position was 

not even commented in the EC meeting of July 20th, 2020, when all the election posts were put 

up. Nobody even asked when the same vacancy position was published in the IOA newsletter 

of July 2020. When it was brought to his notice, it was too late and hence Election for EC 

Member from Rajasthan was not conducted 

b) About Selection of Vendor: Dr Ramesh Sen explained in detail, as to how the key words were 

used to search for election vendor on Google. After a search for many pages with those 

standard key words, he got names of only three vendors namely Right to Vote, Nityam-Evote 
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and Poll Gate in first ten pages. The vendor ‘Poll gate’ was not found to be secure (no HTTPS), 

so was dropped from the final three. Then Dr Ramesh Sen explained in detail about the issues 

that as none of the two left out vendors were fulfilling all the three criteria laid down in July 20th 

EC meeting of IOA i.e. 1, experience of conducting elections of medical associations, 2, govt. 

approved, 3, should not be exposed to IOA earlier. A Zoom meeting was held with these two 

vendors, who presented it with Election observers in the meeting. As both Right 2Vote and 

Nityam Evote were fulfilling only two criteria, on decision of respected Observers, the Initial 

confirmation was sent to Right 2 Vote who was fulfilling 2nd and 3rd criteria only as it was 

claiming to be govt. approved. But after our confirmation to Right2Vote, vendor sent the 

agreement asking for 100 percent advance payment, at least 15 days before the conduct of the 

election, as well as extra charge for physical presence of a person from their company to be 

apart from the actual travel cost and hotel charges, Rs. One Lakh per person per day. It was 

informed to them after consultation from IOA office that only 50% can be given in advance, but 

no reply was given by the company in response to mail informing the same, rather vendor sent 

again the same agreement paper asking 100% payment in advance along with all exorbitant 

charges. Then Dr Ramesh Sen had discussion with the Election observer, and considering that 

Nityam E vote also meets 1st and 3rd criteria, i.e. has the experience of holding online elections 

to over fifteen Medical associations, has quoted the similar basic price, and have asked for only 

50% advance and 50% payment to be paid after the election would be over, with overhead 

charges for personal support to be as per actual only, the confirmation should be given now to 

Nityam E vote. Hence with the consensus of the Election observers, Nityam E vote vendor was 

sent confirmation to conduct the elections. Then in order to keep the secrecy of the vendor 

selected, as two sitting IOA Office bearers, Hony. Secretary and Treasurer (who were signing 

authority for cheques to be paid by IOA) were also contesting this election, in consultation with 

CAO Mr. Ramesh Pandey, Dr Ramesh Sen paid the 50% advance to Nityam E vote from his 

personal account, with invoice raised in name of IOA, so that reimbursement could be made 

once the election is over.

c) About Election Process and Logistics: Dr Ramesh Sen explained in detail about all the logistics 

from filing of nominations, the communication dated 31st August 2020, and communication on 

Sept 7 and 23rd 2020. Pre-election information zoom meeting was held with all the candidates 

and observers on 31st October 2020 and the complete election process system was explained 

to all in meeting. A mock run of voting was done by election observers and finally the software 

for IOA election was locked by entering the Password key generated by three persons, two 

election observers and one Election officer from their respective computers. The online election 

started on 1st November 2020 at 9 AM. Few problems were received i.e. link not received by 

members (7), request for postal ballot (1), Unable to vote due to IP issue (2) Unable to get OTP 

(2) etc. which were replied by IOA office as well as by Election officer, all on the same days. All 

queries asked including What Sapp queries were answered. Election voting ended on 21st 

November at 5 pm. Like the previous year’s protocol of counting on the next day of conclusion of 

election, all the contestants and observers were sent a Zoom link to attend the counting process 

online on 22nd November. All except Dr Sandeep Adke and Dr S S Yadav attended the online 

counting after signing a letter for acceptance and of having no objection to whole process of 

online IOA election2020.

d) About Counting of Votes done: Dr. Ramesh Sen explained in detail how counting was done by 

unlocking the software by filling of the passwords by all the three different persons who had the 

password or the key only with themselves and then by generating on the spot in front of all the 

result by himself along with two Election observers already mentioned namely Dr Shantharam 
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Shetty and Dr Anil K Jain. The software screen shared, took around 20 minutes and finally 

generated the number of votes polled to each as contested in different categories like Vice 

President, Secretary and IOACON Venue for which the whole elections were held. After 

counting was over, Dr Sen got messages from large number of members about perception of 

election process as transparent and use friendly.

e) Regarding the Complaint against Election process: A complaint was received complaint after 5 

days of counting. Dr Ramesh Sen explained in detail about the complaint received on 27th 

November through Chairman Legal and Grievances Committee, mentioning that there is vast 

variation in numbers of votes in counting, vendor is not fulfilling the criteria, mentioning past 

records of cases filed in 2017 for Nityam E vote system. Dr Ramesh Sen though his 

presentation showed that the case filed in Madras High Court dated 21 Sept 2017 and then 

judgement order of Madras High court dated 27 September 2017 setting aside previous order 

of Assistant City Civil Court of injunction to election process of Association of Surgeons of India, 

which was eventually done by Nityam e Vote only. Dr Sen also informed that the same 

association has subsequently conducted their elections of 2018, 19 and 20 through Nityam E 

vote only, as Association of Surgeons of India have no issues with Nityam as stated in the 

complaint. The other case quoted in the complaint was of Indian Academy of Pediatrics where 

candidate who lost election complained to cyber crime Mumbai, stating that he got less votes 

than expected. That was also already cleared to the satisfaction of the loosing candidate by 

Indian Association of Pediatrics and same association has also been conducting their online 

elections in the subsequent years 2018, 209 and 2020 through Nityam E Vote only. Regarding 

the allegation of the complaint that Nityam is not having secured website, Dr Sen showed their 

website and informed that their site has https and this additional s with http for domain is only 

issued after security check and hence it is not correct to say that the site is not secure and they 

do not have any security clearance from competent authority. He also said that all banking sites 

also have similar security of https. He further informed that Nityam also follows rule of Safe to 

host by auditors -Indus face as shown in his presentation slide. The fourth and last allegation 

was the query raised about Nityam E Vote and Evote Technology. It was showed that IOA 

election was conducted by Nityam E vote and not Evote technology which is a separate 

company with their separate PAN numbers. Dr. Ramesh Sen showed various documents to 

support that Nityam and Evote are sister concerns with different PAN Numbers but same GST 

number used for both companies. With all the documentary evidence he concluded that 

selecting Nityam Evote for online conducting of elections was not at all wrong as alleged. It was 

by fair selection based on their experience in conducting online elections as well as fulfilling the 

criteria of only 50% advance payment as laid down by IOA.

9. Regarding E mail from Chairman Legal and Grievance Cell: Dr. Ramesh Sen shared email details 

dated 30 Nov 2020 from Dr. Atul Bahadur, Chairman Legal and Grievance Cell on screen, asking him to 

send raw data within stipulated time of 24 hours as done in past elections. Dr. Sen stated that he could 

not find any such requirements in IOA Constitution, IOA Blue Book or 19th July EC Meeting requiring to 

send any raw data. But in EC meeting of 20th July 2020, IOA president has asked the selected vendor to 

submit their voting data to IOA office i.e. “to send data of voting with IP address to IOA House for 

archives and record “. In that as IOA president asked for the same in his email on 24th Nov., the vendor 

supplied the voting data on 28th Nov., which partly masked so as to conceal the identity of voters. Dr 

Ramesh Sen showed the e mail conversation on screen between him and Dr Atul Bahadur, where as 

required by Atul Bahadur he had submitted the whole data records to IOA office sent on a San Disk Pen 

drive by a courier to IOA office and had informed Dr. Atul Bahadur about the same on 30th November 

4.55 P.M. He further showed on screen emails dated 30 Nov 2020 from Prof Dr Shantaram Shetty and 
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Prof Dr Anil Jain to Dr Atul Bahadur mentioning that both were present continuously in whole process of 

election from selection of vendor, MOU, and till counting and declaration of tally of votes and everything 

was transparent and process of election was satisfactory. On 3rd December, Dr Atul Bahadur wrote a 

mail to Dr Ramesh Sent thanking him for sending the total data to IOA Office and it read as – “Thank you 

for sending Data to IOA Office, where it should be rightly “. Then Dr Ramesh Sen said that there is no 

word like raw data, probably what Dr Atul Bahadur meant was incomplete Data as “raw unedited data 

which usually will be in an excel file which at the most will be in MBs showing all details regarding 

voting”. As Dr Atul Bahadur asked for more clarity on vendors data, so vendor resupplied with minimal 

masking of data, which reached IOA office on the same date. Dr. Sen further showed on screen another 

email 6 days later after the email of 3rd December from Dr Atul Bahadur dated Wed 9-12-2020, to Dr 

Vijay Raghavan and fellow complainants, where he had mentioned that on 9th December “I have taken 

up matter of your grievances with Dr Ramesh Sen………neither he nor IOA office… received … 

Documents “. Further Dr Sen also showed Mail trails showing how further movement of the election 

data from IOA office occurred, which is the supposed to be kept in IOA Office only but was forwarded by 

Hon President Dr R C Meena to Complainant /Plaintiff -Dr Manish Dhawan on 29-November 2020 itself 

at 4.07 Pm ,within 4 hours after he got it from the IOA Office, to email Id drmanishdhawan@gmail.com ( 

of Dr Manish Dhawan). He further showed another mail on screen of relatively unmasked voting data 

(which was meant for IOA office custody only) movement from Dr R C Meena to Complainant/Plaintiff 

Dr. Manish Dhawan and further to Dr. Atul bahadur (atulbs@gmail.com) on 3rd December with subject 

line Fwd /Fwd /IOA Election 2020-Election File, With attachments containing election files sent by 

vendor via Dr Ramesh Sen to IOA Office. Dr. Sen elaborated in detail, that these were the 

apprehensions earlier also due to which he was trying to maintain the secrecy of selected vendor and 

overall election process from the IOA office. He further said that this is now for everyone to realize, from 

the above facts and mail trail regarding leaking of secret election data. Dr Sen in further slides showed 

on screen comparison of previous recent three election MOU with vendors (named (Akcent-2019, 

Code Fire Technology - Jan2019 -re-election 0f 2018, Multigraphic -2018 election). He showed that 

none of the vendors in all previous elections were govt approved. Some of these were not secure, nor 

they had any certification and most importantly none of them had any experience earlier in conducting 

the online elections. Dr Ramesh Sen also showed a screen shot of WhatsApp communication with 

President Dr R C Meena, the then Election Officer in 2018, where he clearly mentioned deletion of 

election data during his tenure as election officer. He further showed another message about a rumor of 

mass voting spread by someone. For this Dr Ramesh Sen showed the entire voting data with the trend 

of 3 hourly voting over the three weeks period. The charts showed no evidence of any mass voting at 

any particular day or time. 

10. Continuation about the Court Case and Cyber Crime Case: Dr Ramesh Sen showed in slide what types 

of questions were asked to him from Cyber Crime Police Delhi and answered by him and IOA office. 

Here the main complaint is filed by Dr Manish Dhawan on behalf of all plaintiffs. Plaintiffs as named in 

court case filed as Interim Application and Main suit are Dr P. Vijay Raghavan, Dr Manish Dhawan, Dr 

Sandeep Adke, Dr Swarnendu Samanta and IOACON2023 Patna -Bihar Orthopedic Association with 

major allegations/objections namely, “Dr Sen engaged Nityam Software in Malafide manner”, “Not 

Nityam but Evote technology conducted the election “, “Too early counting” and “Vote difference shows 

that there are manipulations”. He also informed that Nityam Software made affidavit and argued in court 

about transparency and foolproof system step by step and ultimately in Interim Application, Hon. Delhi 

High Court pronounced on 16th Feb “In view of discussion above, this court finds no prima facie in favor 

of plaintiffs to grant interim injunction at this stage. Application according dismissed “ Then he declared 

officially result of counting of votes with tally of votes for IOA Election 2020 for all Positions and 

congratulated winners. They are as follows:
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Post of IOA Vice President:

1. Dr Atul Srivastava - 2745 Votes

2. Dr P Vijayraghavan – 1718 Votes

3. Dr Swarnendu Samanta- 1682 Votes

4. Dr Sandeep Adke – 348 Votes

Dr Atul Srivastava was declared as a winner

Post of Hon Secretary:

1. Dr Navin Thakkar: 2830 Votes

2. Dr Manish Dhawan: 1587 Votes

3. Dr Rajeev Raman-1347 Votes

4. Dr Ramesh Babu- 729 Votes

Dr Navin Thakkar was declared as a winner

Next IOACON Venue Bid for 2023

1. Lucknow – 4321 Votes

2. Patna -2172 Votes

Lucknow was declared as a winner

State Representative from Karnataka – Dr K P Raju (Unopposed) Dr Sen thanked all members for 

having trust in him for conducting transparent online election 2020 as election officer of IOA and pointed 

out again all points in last slide on how transparent and to the best of his knowledge he had tried his level 

best to conduct this fair election, in selecting the most competent vendor, secured and most 

experienced in conducting online elections for medical associations, namely through Nityam Evote and 

also how he tried his level best to maintain the secrecy of the vendor conducting the election from the 

candidates, as some of them were occupying high post in IOA office and who were contesting the 

election as candidates.

The results were ratified unanimously. Chair, Dr B Shivashankar said as the results are approved and 

ratified, he requested one of the senior past presidents of IOA attending the meeting Dr S C Goel to say 

further. Dr Goel congratulated Dr Ramesh Sen for conducting the elections in a fair manner in spite of all 

the problems subsequently created and he had to undergo. He also congratulated all the winner and 

asked Chair to induct the new members and to give them oath of the office. Dr. B Shivashankar inducted 

Dr. Ramesh Sen as President Elect with procedure of oath taking by reading the format of oath as 

displayed on the screen. Dr. B Shivashankar congratulated him and welcomed his as President elect 

for 2021. Dr. B Shivashankar proposed for induction of Dr. Atul Srivastava as Vice President as he is 

elected in this position. Dr Ramesh Sen inducted Dr Atul Srivastava as Vice President IOA with 

procedure of Oath. Dr Atul Srivastava thanked all in detail for the help and support. Dr B Shivashankar 

requested Dr Atul Srivastava to handover charge of Hon Secretary to Dr Navin Thakkar, who was 

elected newly and to give him oath of secrecy of office of Hon Secretary. Dr Atul Srivastava inducted Dr 

Navin Thakkar as Hon Secretary by giving him charge with procedure of oath. Then, Chair Dr B. 

Shivashankar, President IOA, announced as per the decision taken earlier in EC Meeting about 

inducting selected candidates. Namely Dr Sandeep Kumar – Treasurer – 3 Years (From Delhi as per 

norm) Dr Pardeep Bageja – Joint Secretary -3 years (From Delhi as per norm) Dr Dinesh Thakkar – 

Joint Secretary -3 years (From the city of Hon Secretary as per norm) Dr Mohan Mantri – State 

Representative, Rajasthan – (For 1 Year only – as proposed by letter of ROSA) Dr K P Raju – State 
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Representative -Karnataka -3 years Dr B Shivashankar inducted above all with procedure of Oath 

taking together 

11. Ratification of New Members: The next agenda of ratification of new members was taken and as on that 

day all eligible applications were ratified and due to corona pandemic and delayed GBM, decided to 

include all eligible applications received by IOA office till 31 March 2021 and assign them LM numbers 

and voting rights and other rights onwards from current year. It was passed unanimously. 

12. Ratification of EC Minutes of 17th Feb 2021: The minutes were already displayed on website and was 

communicated to all. Dr Sudhir Kapoor accepted all text of minutes but objected for words used while 

writing by pointing to words used by Dr Jamal which read - constitution and blue book are written poorly. 

Dr B Shivshankar invited Dr Jamal to comment on issue where Dr Jamal explained with example of 

where court mentioned about flaw in wording of Constitution and blue book. Dr V Purshottam gave his 

opinion with remarks by other lawyer in other case, when he was handling issue as a member of legal 

committee. Dr Shivshankar pointed that it was mentioned by court, so we will change wording of 

minutes accordingly and accepted the suggestion by Dr Sudhir Kapoor to change wording to changing 

times, from poorly written to , there is need to change the clauses of constitution and blue book with 

changing times. Dr B Shivshankar requested Past IOA President Dr S C Goel to Chair the committee to 

review and rewrite Constitution and Blue book. He also suggested to include knowledgeable IOA 

Member like Dr V J Purushottam also in the committee. Dr. S.C. Goel accepted this job and he 

suggested to include Dr Jamal Ashraf also in this committee, which was agreed by all.

13. About Mini IOACON Proposed at Jaipur 5-7th March 2021:Past IOA President Dr D K Taneja made his 

point that his letter was not read and he said last year was a painful year and unprecedented. He 

pointed out that during in his presidency he had started to frame blue book with the help of Late Dr HKT 

Raza and , if there are in flaws as pointed out by Dr Jamal , we must accept it and it is possible that we 

may have to rewrite whole constitution. He further said, he has no objection for meeting at Jaipur by Dr 

R C Meena, but made objections for naming conference at Jaipur as Mini IOACON, as there is no 

provision in constitution. For event named as IOACON, it should be passed by GBM and account 

opening, authority to collect money etc. has to be passed properly. Why it is being held in Jaipur? Why 

not others have chance to hold meeting? He also objected to Dr RC Meena giving the welcome 

address. I need to communicate with Chair with President and not Past President and in his welcome 

address Dr R C Meena defended himself without any allegations done. Dr D K Taneja further said, he 

has no objection in conducting academic meeting at Jaipur, he will also attend, but it cannot be named 

as IOACON or Mini IOACON and no one has authorized him to open account on the name of IOACON. 

He also insisted to record his objection to conduct the so called Mini IOACON. He suggested it can be 

named as IOA CME or Update or anything else but IOACON.

Then Past IOA President Dr Shantaram Shetty made remarks on affairs of IOA in last two years and 

problems and how to have values of constitution keeping above all our high traditions forgetting 

whatever happened in past . He further mentioned Sanskrit shloka from Gita of Karma. Past IOA 

President Dr Pravin Kanabar suggested to find out weakness in Constitution and Blue Book and make 

amendments according to present time.

Past IOA President Dr S S Yadav supported point of amendments and also requested Dr D K Taneja Sir to not 

object for MiniIOACON as Dr R C Meena has gone quite ahead with preparation and also suggested 

that if he had to object , he needed to object before 2-3 months in advance and requested Dr Taneja sir 

not to object naming meeting as Mini IOACON as this meeting is arranged during Covid 19 pandemic 

and passed by EC and supported by President-Dr B Shivashankar and Hon Secretary Dr Atul 

Srivastava. Past IOA President Dr Sudhir Kapoor also supported arguments by Dr S S Yadav and also 

in the same way it was supported by Dr Kanabar. Then, Dr B Shivashankar said , as many people 
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including Past IOA President Dr Anil Jain has raised their hands to speak, he said interrupting you 

seeking permission from all the members that he will inform the reasons behind holding this Mini 

IOACON before anyone further wants to speak as many are not aware of the details and the main 

objection so far has been for raising money in the name of Mini IOACON and not in holding an academic 

meet. Then he proceeded to inform the members explaining reasons to hold MINI IOACON at Jaipur 

organized by Dr R C Meena. He categorially pointed out that there is doubt and fear in the minds of 

members about misappropriations of funds by Dr R C Meena. He requested to all the members not 

doubt about Dr R C Meena for collecting sponsorship money in the name of Mini IOACON. He further 

said that for the conference account, two out of three signatories are of IOA office holders, one of them 

himself and another one Treasurer Dr Sandeep Kumar and only the third sign is of Local Organizer, 

here that is Dr R C Meena. He also narrated that collection of funds is a problem in present pandemic 

scenario and except Primary office bearers, registration is to be paid for all Past Presidents and 

delegates and no one will be provided TA DA from this account. Past IOA President Dr S C Goel pointed 

that, there will be no GBM or EC meeting of IOA at Mini IOACON, Jaipur as we have finished GBM and 

EC here only on Zoom platform. Dr B Shivashankar said that there will be only valedictory function for 

customary change of Jewel. Dr Taneja reiterated the objections he had raised earlier again, that it 

cannot be named as Mini IOACON. Past IOA President Dr Anil Jain expressed his views that previous 

3-4 months were bad for the association due to our bad habits. He said, we discuss one issue but we 

don’t take it till its logical ending. He raised that in Coimbatore GBM 2018 cybercrime issue was 

discussed, what happened to that cybercrime, what was logical conclusion of it? He also raised issue of 

Chairman of Legal and Grievance committee giving his own verdict without even consulting other 

members of the committee and defaming IOA. He said it is like gossip in social media and expected 

from all to understand what he is pointing about. President Dr. Shivashankar responded to Dr. Anil Jain 

and informed that the Cybercrime report of 2018 is not received yet from department. Already in earlier 

GBM it has been passed and also ratified that , if any member who goes to court against IOA , without 

waiting for Grievance and Legal Committee report and presentation in EC , he or she will be 

automatically suspended temporarily till the court gives its he/she will remain suspended from the 

association. Once the court gives its verdict, if it is in favour of the member, then he will be reinstated 

back , otherwise, he may be terminated permanently with permission of GBM after due procedure of 

termination. In the same tone he also said regarding the present court case by Dr P Vijaya Raghavan et 

al that let us give them a chance to members and give a week time to withdraw and reconsider for not 

going against IOA in court as Dr Ramesh Sen has presented how election was fair and transparent and 

as Treasurer and Hon Secretary were contesting election, he had to keep the procedure and vendor 

secret, etc. He also reiterated that as per our OA Constitution, as he election officer, Dr Ramesh Sen is 

the supreme authority as far as election process is concerned and he is not supposed to answer any 

committee or chair. He also proposed to give some time to complainants to think for withdrawing case, 

though they have gone to next level of appeal in high court. 

14. Legal and Grievance Cell Related: Dr. Wajahat Jamal Ashraf expressed his views regarding the 

submission done by Legal and Grievance Committee Chair in the court of law as defendant number 8, 

by sharing his screen for information of members and quoting from submission of Dr. Atul Bahadur, 

Chairman L&GC Committee, in court and its implications like, “It is pertinent to mention that in the said 

email dt.30.11.2020 sent by Defendant No.3 (Dr. Ramesh Sen) responds to only a small part of the 

various issues that were raised by the answering Defendant (Dr. Atul bahadur) and no 

information/documents were made available to the answering Defendant. It is further pertinent to 

mention that in the said email dated 30.11.2020 sent by Defendant No.3 gave no details/elaboration 

about the said election data” Dr Jamal further shown on screen “is pertinent to mention that despite 

these emails no relevant documents/information as was being sought by the answering Defendant was 

provided and only mere vague statements were made in the respective emails.”
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He further mentioned “However it is pertinent to say that the allegations of the entire election being 

vitiated and deserving to be declared nullified is something that needs to be looked into and needs 

further clarification at the moment.” Dr Jamal Further pointed out that What he wanted to point out with 

GBM was that Legal Committee Chair is casting aspersions on the action of the election officer. 

15. About Mini IOACON: Dr Saket Jati pointed about MiniIOACON, and also about prestige of IOA not to be 

taken lightly and it is supreme, something has to be done when someone goes to court. Dr Mallikarjjuna 

expressed two points, one need to support fully Dr Sen and IOA should give complete legal aid and 

support to Dr Sen as he has worked for IOA selflessly and number two point, was he favors Mini 

IOACON to be done at Jaipur. Dr D K Taneja sir said he has objections for legal committee chair where 

he mentioned that he on behalf of Past Presidents wrote a letter to Legal and Grievance committee 

chair, where chair did not reply. He was given reminder, but then also not replied, so he requested that 

anyone who occupies that chair should be at least have courtesy to reply to letter from anyone, even 

junior most member. Dr Ompal Sharma, a senior member requested that as Oath of office has been 

taken, there should not be any criticism of any one including election officer and with changing time we 

must do amendments in constitution and blue book. He supported Mini IOACON at Jaipur. Dr B 

Shivashankar proposed for voting for Mini IOACON, Dr R C Meena requested to speak for 2 minutes, 

where he started making allegations on Dr Taneja, which was objected by Dr B Shivashankar. Even Dr 

S C Goel objected the same. Then Dr B Shivashankar requested that he has respect for both, Dr R C 

Meena and Dr Taneja, not to blame each other and requested to stop the blame game. Dr Mohan Mantri 

raised points that he has already written a letter with all points mentioned by Dr Taneja Sir. He disagreed 

with the Dr S S Yadav, about point that for if any objection for Mini IOACON, it was needed to complain 

before 2-3 months and not now, where he informed house that he had already raised his complaint 

before 3-4 months for Mini IOACON as unconstitutional. Last third point he raised that this Mini 

IOACON cannot be named as 65th Annual conference as that 65th annual conference is postponed to 

2021 by passing in 17th July 2020 EC Meeting. Dr B Shivashankar, President made proposal to vote 

and show of the hands, where by majority it was passed to hold Mini IOACON at Jaipur for academic 

event and valedictory function for customary change of jewel. Dr Mohan Mantri and Dr Taneja objected 

naming it as 65th Annual conference, it is ok to hold conference at Jaipur, but it cannot be named as 

IOACON. Dr R C Meena raised point that then, there cannot be official valedictory function of IOA and 

requested to record his objection too. Dr S. S. Yadav then pointed that this discussion has been done 

multipletimes and why it should not be named as 65th Mini IOACON, there is no reason and in history, 

what will be the answer to question about 65th Annual Conference? What is the harm in naming? Dr SC 

Goel objected by example that then you can extend term of President for 3 years same way, why can’t 

you do it?

Dr N J Karne opined that as, there will be official change of guard only at official valedictory function of 

IOA, it should be termed as IOACON. Hence it was decided to go ahead with the name 65th Mini 

IOACON. Dr Mohan Mantri, Dr S C Goel objected that change of guard has happened already officially 

today in GBM. Dr Jamal raised question, why named mini IOACON and not IOACON only? Dr B 

Shivashankar explained why mini IOACON. Dr S C Goel said, change of guard has already happened 

today. Dr B Shivashankar has agreed to it and said yes sir it will be done ceremoniously at Jaipur. Dr S S 

Yadav said that it has been already passed as 65th Annual mini IOACON.

Dr B Shivashankar explained that, many meetings were held and decided to hold conference at Jaipur 

and in this meeting also it has been already decided by majority. Dr D K Taneja objected, if it is passed 

by Majority to be named as 65th Annual IOACON. There is no objection of holding meeting at Jaipur, but 

it cannot be named as 65th Annual IOACON, he persisted. Dr Jamal requested that once majority has 

decided to go for conference at Jaipur, kindly go ahead but my humble request is do not invite 

international Presidents and guest with a visa letter, they are writing back as government has stopped 
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giving visa to foreigner till 30th June, so we cannot invite them and send invitation with visa letter, it 

looks very odd. Dr. B Shivashankar noted point and asked Dr R C Meena to take care of this point. Dr 

Vishal Kundanani reiterated point of holding Mini IOACON at Jaipur and requested all to make it 

success. 

16. Dr B Shivashankar , President and Chair announced Names of Dr S C Goel, Dr V. Purshottam and Dr 

Jamal for constitution and blue book review committee , where Dr S C Goel will chair the committee and 

for Legal and Grievance committee announced Dr N j Karne’s name as Chairman and requested them 

to work in that committee.

17. Dr Atul Srivastava , Hon Secretary made it clear for IOACON Indore that accounts are settled and due of 

IOA is received from MP Chapter and all accounts are now settled and nothing is pending for this issue 

now and thanked Dr Saket Jati and MP Chapter.

18. Dr Shivashankar discussed and asked opinion of all for issues regarding its members going into court 

for IOA election 2020 and position of by laws in GBM passed earlier for this. Many opinions came, but 

finally after listening to all participants in discussion, Chair concluded that, as of now we are giving them 

time to reconsider as they are reputed members of IOA and asked Legal and grievance committee 

Chair Dr Karne to look into matter with consensus. He also said that we are waiting and watching and let 

court case finish, then decision can be taken with legal opinion, so just now no action to be taken. 

19. Next agenda was letters from members: Letters received from members was taken, where Dr B 

Shivashankar read letter from Dr Rajeev Naik from Bengaluru which was about already discussed point 

about review of constitution. Letters from Dr Mohan Mantri and Dr D K Taneja also had written and they 

had already discussed in person during the GBM. Lastly there was a letter from Dr Sandeep Adke 

repeating some old points which he had raised earlier and which were also answered earlier. Also, he 

has filed them in the same already in the recent court case too. So, it was decided to handover to Legal 

cell to take any action if required as they are subjudice. 

Meeting ended with Vote of thanks by newly elected Hon Secretary -Dr Navin Thakkar followed by 

National Anthem by All Long Live IOA
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Minutes of E.C.  Meeting of Indian Orthopedic Association

Date :23-5-2021                      Venue: Zoom Virtual Platform

Agenda 1 and 3 : 

Hon Secretary Dr. Navin Thakkar shared his screen invited all members and shared the mobile numbers to ask 

any questions during meeting.

Then he invited President Dr. B Shivashankar for Presiding over the meeting as Chair and for welcome 

address.

Dr. B. Shivashankar welcomed all E.C. Members. He as per constitutional power proposed induction of 3 new 

E.C. members in the committee.

1. Dr. Jawahar Jethwa- IT cell & web presence of IOA from Ahmedabad

2. Dr. Rujuta Mehta as representative of female orthopaedic surgeons

3. Dr. S.C. Goel as representative of past-presidents group.

This proposal was unanimously accepted by all the EC members attending the meeting and accordingly all 

these three new entrants were allowed to join the virtual EC meeting.

Presidents & secretaries of West Bengal, Bihar & Karnataka, who had taken charge of their posts after 17th 

February (last E.C. committee meeting). Oath of office was given by the President for these newly inducted 

E.C. Members, namely the Presidents & Secretaries of West Bengal, Bihar & Karnataka.

In his welcome address, Dr B Shivashankar described difficulties in current time due to covid pandemic, & 

informed Dr. Ram Chadha to remain prepared for virtual IOACON 21, if physical conference is not possible due 

to covid pandemic. He clearly mentioned that it will not possible to postpone IOACON for one more year. 

Dr. Shivashankar also appreciated the arrangement of mini IOACON at Jaipur in March 2021.

Dr B Shivashankar also talked about the progress of High Court case filed by Dr Vijayaraghavan, Dr Manish 

Dhawan et al and he informed that IOA is bleeding heavily for the lawyer charges. He requested Past IOA 

Presidents Dr. Shantharam Shetty & Dr Anil Jain and other past presidents to talk to our member litigants to

solve the court issues amicably, to prevent unnecessary wastage of Money & time of our own association.

He talked about presidential theme of “ATMNIRBHAR ORTHOPEDICS- Indian at heart & Global in 

competence” and also about the New Logo, which was released after the annual conference of Odisha at 

Cuttack. As a part of ATMANIRBHAR BHARAT he requested all to use good quality Indian implants. He also 

reiterated that India as vast knowledge and he recommended to all to encourage fellowship in our own country 

instead of foreign countries to prevent the brain drain. He said that fellowship in foreign country is more popular 

because it is structured and the stipend is also good. So, he recommended better stipend to the fellows in our 

own country by institutions which award fellowships.

He described in detail about the logo of “ATMANIRBHAR ORTHOPEDICS”, meaning of each picture in Logo. 

His vision is to enhance the membership & subscription of journal & to enhance publications by our own fellow 

colleagues. He requested all members to organize virtual meetings, instead of physical meetings in this 

pandemic & saving money of IOA. He proposed to start social security scheme & group insurance for the 

members. For the IOA bone & joint week which will be celebrated between 1st & 8th August, he said that as 

doctors we always have the attitude of patient first neglecting our own issues. So, he recommended “safety, 

health & fitness of one self & our family should be first, instead of patient”. If we are good and fit, then only we 

can take care of our patients. So he requested all to plan activities for the benefit of our own members during 

this week and requested all to suggest a proper theme befitting his idea.
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Agenda 2 :

Obituary for departed soul by silence with inner prayer for 1 minute.

Dr Navin Thakkar shared screen of obituaries received so far and requested to all members to name if any other 

remaining and then together observe 1 minute silence and inner prayer for departed soul 

Dr. R.C. Varma, Indore, M.P.- LM00639 

Dr. Shekhar Agarwal, Delhi-LM01173 

Dr. A. K. Dubey, Gwalior, M.P.-LM00817 

Dr. Mukesh Agarwal, Delhi – LM03831

Dr. Prashant Rastogi, Kashipur, UK-LM06782

Dr. U. Jayaprakash, Calicut, Kerala-LM01155

Dr. Lal Bhai M. Patel, Mehsana, Guj. LM00059

DR. SATRUGHNA RAM (LM 01543) –Patna

Dr Rujuta Mehta informed about Dr P H Vora from Mumbai . Hon Sec from TNOA Dr Sarvanan informed 

Dr Ramadoss from Coimbatore , Dr -Prof Ratnasabhapati from Tanjavour due to covid . Dr Nareshbabu 

Hon Sec from Andhra informed name – Dr V Raman Rao from Vizag and Dr B Sambhashiva Rao from 

Vijaywada. Dr Lalit Maini -President DOA informed -Dr M G Abbott . Dr Naresh Babu -informed about 

Dr Venktesh , Dr B Shivashankar asked all to send names in Text also for Mr Ramesh Pandey to correctly spell 

their names . Dr Navin Thakkar asked Mr Ramesh Pandey- CAO to write down all names for records. 

Dr Anup -Hon Sec UPOA requested to add names of Dr Rishi Saxena and Dr Ram Krishna from Lucknow, 

Dr Brijesh Yadav from Farrukhabad . All observed silence for 1 minute with inner prayer for departed soul 

Agenda 4 : Minutes of Online E.C meeting of 17th February 2021 was discussed and was approved by all with 

observations and clarifications as asked by Dr Mohan Mantri by his letter, mentioned by President 

Dr B Shivashankar 

Dr. Mohan Mantri had requested to continue for 3 years as E.C. members instead of one year only. 

Dr. Shivashankar had agreed for that if there is no objection from President & Secretary of ROSA. There was no 

objection from IOA side. ROSA was represented by Dr Rahul Katta for this matter and agreed to send letter to 

President sir for this matter for Dr Mohan Mantri’s term as 3 years . Dr Mohan Mantri proposed and Dr Bhandari 

from Solapur seconded and all agreed to pass minutes unanimously.

Agenda 5 : SECRETATY REPORT – Dr Navin Thakkar

Last year there were around 700 new members & 100 associate members.

Project of online application for new members of all three categories was proposed & was passed by E.C. 

Proposed to have advertisement on web page of Industrial /Education Partners with annual subscription will 

have annual income for maintenance of website, & it was passed by voice immediately. Developing google 

group for official IOA announcements, responsibilities were taken by Dr. Shamsul Hoda & Dr. Arun Sharma.

Project is on to have all academic content under IOA TV on IOA Website. Announcement of Glasgow foreign 

fellowship was done and process started with the help of Dr Lalit Maini – Foreign Fellowship Committee .

Constitution Review Committee Discussion is going on every week with few suggestions from senior members 

to improve with changed time, the process is on. Once proposed amendments are ready, the draft will be tabled 

to EC for further discussion and approval to send to members and table in extraordinary GBM for discussion 

and approval.

He thanked all academic committee for academic online programs started with motivation and enthusiasm.
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He thanked Dr Ramesh Pandey -CAO and all members of IOA Team – President , President elect and 

Immediate Past Sec and Vice President -Dr Atul for help in all issues and queries.

Agenda 6 : Treasurer’s Report along with financial Advisory Committee Plan and report: Dr. Sandeep 

Kumar and Team

Dr Sandeep Kumar shared screen with detailed slides of provisional Financial Report with observation that due 

to covid and issues he has not taken official physical hand over charge (from Dr. Manish Dhawan ),so need to 

see documents and data and discuss with CA , but prepared this provisional report with whatever available to 

him and he will make audited report in next meeting once IT return is filed . He screened all details slide by slide 

with FDs (Rs. 4,35,27,220.06 as on 31-3-2021), Income and expenditure figures about renovations of IOA 

House and CCTV camera installations etc . He suggested to cut expenditure and have more webinars and 

online meetings taking help of newly formed Finance Committee members to plan a budget of income and 

expenditure. He thanked all office bearers for their help. After he stopped screen sharing President 

Dr B Shivashankar mentioned that as it is a temporary unaudited report, there will be least queries and asked 

members to ask if they have any queries. As no one raised any question, he himself said, that he wants to know 

how much approximately has been paid so far towards the legal expenses to have idea of funds used for that . 

Dr Sandeep Kumar replied that around 32 Lakhs has been already paid for legal fees till today. 

Dr Shivashankar observed that due to the frivolous complaints by our own few members in court, though it is 

subjudice to comment , but fact to take notice by all members , amount of huge money is drained from funds of 

IOA unnecessarily and so he suggested senior members, who were incidentally also election observers like 

Dr Shantharam Shetty to communicate to Dr Vijay Raghavan and Dr Anil Jain to communicate to Dr Manish 

Dhawan regarding the sanctity of election being held transparently to remove any misconceptions by these 

complainants. Dr Shantharam Shetty said they will do their best ,though whatever is happened is shameful but 

need to solve all court cases to the best.

Agenda 7 : EDITORS REPORT (Dr. Lalit Maini )

He shared presentation slides on screen and in details gave his report thanking whole team of editorial board 

Last year total 8 issues were published. Six were regular & two were special-one on paediatric orthopaedics & 

one was on Arthroscopy Revenue generated from journal was around 17 lacs instead of expenditure of lot of 

amounts which was done previously.

He mentioned about editorial Invite letter to join in editorial board as done once in 3 years . Invite will get 

published to all members in July 2021 . he informed that IJO is also involved in IOA registry development and 

planning and discussion is on and suggested to use funds generated by IJO for registry development and 

maintenance. He informed for incoming special issues on Arthroplasty , DDH and oncology . Dr. Lalit Maini 

proposed monthly issue of IOA journal instead of every two months for approval of EC and GBM . It was 

discussed in detail. Dr S C Goel suggested to go more 9 and then 12 gradually. Dr Lalit Main replied that there 

are over 500 accepted papers already in the que and hence publishing 12 issues will not be a problem. On the 

suggestion of Dr Lalit Maini for use of income from IJO for registry, Dr Ramesh Sen -President Elect 

appreciated this suggestion and found very much related to have good data of our own country, he welcomed 

this suggestion. All applauded efforts by Dr Lait Maini and All suggestions proposed by Dr Lait Maini were 

passed by all EC members unanimously and he was asked to plan monthly issue from Jan 2022 after approval 

from GBM. 

Agenda 8 REPORT & ACCOUNTS OF MINI IOACON

Dr. Arun Sharma presented preliminary report on behalf of Dr. R C Meena ( as he was not well due to second 

time covid) by sharing screen and power point presentation. 627 delegates were registered, as there was 

permission of only 600 delegated. There were still few sponsors yet to pay and as on the say he said they 

accounts were still in deficit or loss
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Dr B Shivashankar and others appreciated efforts even after initial hiccups and problems in arranging this 

conference and discussed about deficit and expenditure and they opined that due to good contact by 

Dr R C Meena ,the sponsors not yet paid yet will pay and the IOA Expects some profit by the time final report is 

given by Organising team. On behalf of whole EC , Dr Shivashankar asked Dr Arun Sharma to convey message 

for speedy recovery of Dr R C Meena. 

Agenda 9 : PROGRESS & PREPARATION REPORT OF IOACON 2021 MUMBAI – Organising Team -Dr. 

Ajit Shinde & Dr, Ram Chadha and Dr Narayan Karne.

Dr Ajith Shinde gave welcome message and situation and also requested EC for change of venue if required 

after analysing situation in July2021 Dr Ram Chadha shared screen and presented detailed report of venue-

JIO Convention Centre, dates, accounts and possibilities of Physical, Virtual or Hybrid conferences.

For safety of all delegates, organising team has all possible plans for IOACON 2021.It was decided to have on 

any of three modes and to again analyse the status in July by organising team for nitty gritty and take further 

decision accordingly.

1. Physical conference if situation of covid pandemic permits

2. Hybrid – partly physical & partly virtual as it was organized in mini IOACON at Jaipur, lastly

3. Totally Virtual Conference only.

Organisers and all EC Members agreed not to postpone this conference , it may be conducted total virtual 

platform as last resort if pandemic situation doesn’t allow physical conference. Dr Ram Chadha agreed to look 

into all options including alternatives in due course. Dr B Shivashankar suggested to have registration for 

virtual delegates also or for those who have registered for physical conference but due to covid condition 

someone is not able to attend physical, they should get refund of some amount keeping his virtual registration 

charge. This was echoed by Dr Anup Agrawal and Dr S C Goel also . Dr S C Goel asked about what are the 

alternative venues in the mind of Organisers at July ? – Dr Karne replied that the venue which allows maximum 

permission , for example , Pune, Nagpur or out of Maharashtra – Goa as other possibility . Dr Shantharam 

Shetty, Dr Rajeev Raman and all took part in discussion and all assured to help Team MOA for more number of 

abstracts, registration and sponsorship. It was concluded unanimously that it can be of any mode as 

enumerated-physical, hybrid or total virtual but will not be postponed at all ,final date ,venue details will be 

declared in July & they have possibility to request to change the venue if condition and permissions from Govt 

will be an issue due to covid. 

Agenda 10 REPORT FROM DR. BISWAJIT SAHU- CONVENER OF CME –

Dr Basanta Kumar Behera – Hon Sec Odisha Ortho Association presented by sharing screen and informed that 

President and Hon Sec of OOA will manage CME and Dr Biswajit will be convener on theme of “ Current 

Concepts in Orthopaedic Techniques and Technology “ He suggested to Dr Ram to give names of International 

Speakers who are attending conference and also asked All state President -Sec to give 1-2 Names to have Pan 

India representation as per our norms and also divide modules of all subjects and speciality .

Dr. Shivashankar also suggested to include Pan India representation from those faculties, who are ready to 

travel during this pandemic, if at all we are planning for physical /hybrid conference.

Agenda 11 Preparation report By IOACON 2022 by Amritsar team -Dr Parvinder Sandhu.

He shared all details about venue and possible dates and details about travel and other facility. Dr Ramesh Sen 

opined for proper planning. Dr Atul reiterated previous decision that as IOACON 2021 will happen this year only 

in any possible mode and same with Amritsar , it should happen in 2022 only on any one of three modes but not 

postponed at all , there is no confusion about this issue. Dr Gaur suggested not to postpone any conference 

with dates , which will echoed by Dr Pradip Chaudhary. Dr Pradip Choudhary suggested to ask all state 
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president sec of states to have state conference without postponing , suggestion accepted and Dr Saket Jati -

Sec MP and Dr Karne-SEC MOA confirmed that they will hold it and finish off on any mode . Dr Barnawal 

informed about Jharkhand Orthopaedic Association conference at Hazaribagh. Dr Anup suggested to discuss 

this in CSRC, which is planned separately after 15 days. Every one suggested to remain prepared for any one 

of three options for every year IOACON,conducting conference by (1) total physical (2) Hybrid (3) total virtual 

and it will not be postponed any year. Dr. Shivashankar concluded saying that in future all conferences will run 

as planned in their calendar and they should consult CSRC to avoid any nearby state conferences overlapping.

Agenda 12 Bid for CME and IOACON – No Bids this year as already have till 2023

It was decided that No bid for IOACON-24 as IOACON-23 venue is already declared last year. And we have 3 

future IOACON Venue already ready to host and hence it is too early to call for 2024 venue. This was suggested 

by Dr. Navin Thakkar and approved by all

Agenda 12 LEGAL & GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE – 

Dr Narayan Karne, Dr Purshottam, Dr Rahul Katta Dr Navin Thakkar, Hon Secretary shared screen of agenda 

(A) -IOA Election 2020 Court Cases – High Court Delhi – Letter from Bihar Orthopaedic Association - President 

and Hon Secretary Dr B. Shivashankar shared the screen of Letter from Bihar Orthopedic Association, and 

requested Hon Secretary to speak out or he should speak. Hon Secretary asked whether President and 

Secretary of Bihar Orthopedic Association are present and live and called name of Dr Madhusudan Kumar and 

Dr Madhusudan Kumar replied positively that he is present here. President informed Dr Madhusudan Kumar 

that we are posting your letter here and reading and informed that we have received letter from you on behalf of 

Bihar Orthopedic Association dated 25th March ,2021 and he read word by word as shared on screen.

“Dear Sir,  Greetings From BOA!!

We hope this mail finds you in best of health. This is to inform you that Bihar Orthopaedic Association had an 

Executive Committee meeting on 21.03.2021 in Hotel Panache, Patna under the Presidentship of Dr. Manoj 

Kumar Choudhary. It was unanimously decided that any member or Association has nothing to do with the 

Court Cases which was filed for IOA Election 2021-22. This has been informed to Co-plaintiff and the legal team 

as well. Dr. Madhusudan Kumar Secretary Bihar Orthopaedic Association “

Then He shared on screen reply sent by Office bearers of IOA dated March 25,2021 and read it “ Dear Dr 

Madhusudan Kumar Hon Secretary , Bihar Orthopaedic Association And President BOA - Shri Dr Manoj Kumar 

Choudhary We are happy for your this Gesture and thought process for betterment of BOA and IOA in the right 

spirit and We acknowledge your mail for the same. However ,only this message will not serve legally for IOA or 

Election 2020 Case in the High Court of Delhi We suggest you to echo your feelings to put on paper in proper 

way , you need 

1. Notarised affidavit submission of application to High Court Single bench Judge Case 11814/2020 (UNDER 

ORDER XXXIX RULE 1 AND 2 CPC) and CS(OS) NO. 414/2020 and Withdrawal of Authority to suit plaintiff filer 

( P2) in application 2. Same Process with application and affidavit for Appeal application FAO (O) 6/2021 @ 

Double Judge Bench - Withdraw as plaintiff and delete name from plaintiff List with signatures of President and 

Secretary of BOA as Witness and Plaintiff's on record who filed as deponent same process in the both the 

courts - single and Double Judge Bench Above submission may be done by the Legal team when you filed a 

case or a thirdparty advocate. If You need any help, ask any of us (9825387016) Dr B. Shivashankar - President 

IOA Dr Navin Thakkar - Hon Sec Dr Ramesh Sen - President Elect Dr Atul Srivastava - Vice President “ 

Dr B Shivashankar expressed that even after this letter , as per his knowledge there is no further progress done 

from them(BOA) and he asked If Hon Secretary Dr Navin Thakkar has received anything about the same at IOA 

office. Hon Secretary replied that we should not receive affidavit as they are needed direct submission to court . 

Dr S C Goel intervened and said that copy should come to IOA office for its records. President said that We at 
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IOA office have replied them on 25th March 2021 itself and so far in the last three months nothings has been 

done and then he asked if anyone wants to add anything in this regard. Dr Atul Srivastava, Vice president 

opined that let us have opinion of Hon Secretary of Bihar Orthopaedic Association - Dr Madhusudan Kumar on 

this . Dr Madhusudan Kumar Replied “ Sir, respected President , Secretary , Vice President and respected all 

EC members , it is already decided to withdraw the case and inform President , secretary and chair Legal and 

grievance committee , which I have already sent to you. It was also decided to sign the affidavit to withdraw the 

case and send to advocate – Lawyer and I have already discussed with Patna High Court advocate and it is in 

process sir and we will complete it as early as possible .Dr B Shivashankar, President said that it is already 

more than two months now and notarised letter will not take time more than 24 hours. Dr S C Goel opined that it 

must be done ASAP.

Regarding the high court cases filed against IOA, Hon secretary shared dates of next hearing for single bench 

and double Judge bench of Delhi High Court. Dr SC Goel reconfirmed about dates . After this, Dr Madhusudan 

Kumar , Hon Sec BOA said positively that before 3rd June they will try to do . Dr SC Goel reiterated that it must 

be done. Dr Atul Srivastava , Vice President on record appreciated the gesture and step taken by Bihar 

Orthopaedic Association and congratulated BOA for this gesture with true spirit of IOA and expected such 

gesture from each and every member and from all affiliated chapters of IOA and requested BOA to send 

affidavit to court as soon as possible.

Dr Rajiv Raman at this time raised his hand to inform that he wants to speak. He was accordingly allowed by the 

chair, Dr Rajiv Raman congratulated for this wonderful gesture and initiative by Dr Madhusudan Secretary BOA 

, President Dr Saraf and Dr Manoj Choudhary and suggested that every state chapter should take initiative , so 

that name of IOA should not be bad in Court and thanked BOA for this gesture . Dr Madhusudan thanked Dr 

Rajiv Raman . Dr Sanjay Dhawan requested BOA to send one copy of affidavit to IOA office . Dr Madhusudan 

replied , soon it will be done . Dr Rajeev said that Dr Madhusudan Kumar has said that he will send it before 3rd 

June and because of pandemic probably Patna High Court is also closed.

Dr Anup Agarwal said once they submit we will get certified copy. Hon secretary opined that it is online 

submission and does not require to go to court and once they will submit online , lawyer of IOA will get copy as 

they have to serve to all participants . Dr Rajeev Raman thanked Dr Navin Thakkar for update . Dr Thakkar 

again reiterated that to make affidavit is physical , but to upload it is online and proceedings are online with all 

submissions . Dr Sanjiv Bhandari asked question, are we going to make any amendments in constitution so as 

to curtail such type of activity and stop expenses to IOA , Dr B Shivashankar, President replied yes we are in 

process of review of constitution . Dr Bhandari suggested that the rules should be strict and deter any body 

going to court and this should not repeat again. Dr Saket Jati opined that he has discussed with law officer in 

Indore and, sending affidavit to President and Secretary IOA will suffice. Hon Secretary and others said that it 

has to follow court proceedings by affidavit submission in court only. Dr Atul mentioned to Dr Madhusudan to 

note that in your letter you have written election 21-22 , to correct it , it is actually election 2020, Dr Navin 

Thakkar said that it is probably typographical error . Dr Madhusudan Kumar replied that we will correct the 

same accordingly.

Dr Sanjay Dhawan said that it cannot be taken as typing mistake , it has to be precise. Dr Shivashankar 

concluded that rather than letter with corrections to IOA , their affidavit direct submission in court has more 

value. Dr Madhusudan -Hon Secretary remained present and participating in discussion in total conversion 

and agreed to take action on behalf of BOA . All agreed to move to next agenda . 

B) Cyber Complaint – Dr Rahul Katta informed that cybercrime letter came twice with details and inquiry is 

going on from police . He suggested Bihar Orthopaedic Association to also withdraw cyber complaint along with 

court case (as agreed by them) as they are also one of the complainants in cybercrime. Dr B Shivashankar 

suggested that Bihar Orthopaedic Association as complainant can write to cybercrime police by email that as 

they are withdrawing court case , same waythey are withdrawing their name from cybercrime police complaint 
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and they can send email and ask acknowledgement from police department as well as can send registered 

post with acknowledgement receipt. Hon Sec IOA suggested that it should be handled by BOA legal team as 

they have given authority letter and that needs to revoked to do proper legal procedure. Dr Rahul Katta 

suggested to Dr Madhusudan Kumar that name /signature in the authority letter is of Dr A K Sinha and he will 

help and give all details of FIR numbers etc to him . Dr Sanjay Dhawan suggested to Dr Madhusudan Kumar 

that they should give copy of email- make cc to IOA office for mail to cybercrime withdrawal. Dr. Madhusudan 

Kumar – Hon Sec BOA appeared on screen on calling and unmuted himself and agreed on this matter of cyber 

cell to send letter . Dr B Shivashankar informed EC members that he has received complaints from our 

members that those who have answered first letter from cybercrime also received second letter and the 

language used in that letter will impact the voting member number in next election as members feel that taking 

part in democratic procedure can lead to such letter in their inbox with legal rules quoting in their mail, which 

they are unaware of details. Dr B Shivashankar informed that he has asked every member to comply with police 

investigation in best possible manner, by providing details asked by cybercrime but everybody is feeling that 

second copy of bulk mail has done harm to IOA . Dr Karne opined that members are annoyed by language of 

the letter which seems threatening to members. Dr Purshottam opined that lot of members called from 

Karnataka that this second mail looks more intimidating and they want to withdraw from democratic process of 

IOA and they will not take part in future election voting , at least 100 members from Karnataka called him to tell 

this, so he suggested to write a letter to members about this inquiry and IOA will take care . Dr B Shivshankar 

said that here is nothing in IOA hand , we have supplied all information which was asked by cyber crime cell . 

Dr Karne suggested to convince plaintiff that why they are doing all these activities and this is going to harm 

their parent body and voters mind and psychology . Dr Atul Srivastava informed that, the task to talk with them is 

already accepted by Past President Dr Shantaram Shetty and Dr Anil Jain and he further suggested Dr Karne 

as legal committee chair to take matter in a legal and grievance committee and should talk to plaintiff and 

arbitration is the best way to solve issues as such things is not going to help member plaintiffs or IOA .

Dr Purshottam said that as mandated by President, to us in legal and grievance committee to discuss amicably 

this issue to solve with plaintiff , we are planning a meeting with them to solve amicably as done in other case by 

discussion. Dr Barnwal said that this should not hamper democratic right of voting and we should take it as a 

challenge. Dr B Shivashankar reiterated policy of IOA for arbitration making it clear that the purpose of 

convincing them is not that we at IOA have done anything wrong, but to convince them that nothing wrong has 

happened, their actions are causing unnecessary expenditure to IOA and harassment to IOA members, just 

due to just for a false and frivolous compliant towards IOA, that something wrong has been done during the 

elections. On suggestion from Dr Karne, Dr B Shivashankar agreed to arrange zoom meeting with legal cell 

and plaintiff for arbitration with due diligence.

Dr Navin Thakkar informed that there was a suggestion that President should be given mandate on behalf of all 

EC members and members of IOA for their sentiments for this matter of unnecessary harassment to write to 

cyber cell authority , if President feels ok. 

Dr B Shivashankar approved a good suggestion to be noted. Dr Purshottam echoed that this is what all 

members are asking for. Dr Shivashankar informed that if it is legally correct and not interfering the 

investigation of police investigation after legal opinion he is ready to write. Dr Atul Srivastava reiterated that we 

should pass this if needed to represent all IOA members’ sentiments about this matter, as EC members of each 

state are representing here in this meeting. It was passed unanimously to give mandate to President on behalf 

of all EC and members of IOA , if required to write to authority. Dr Navin Thakkar suggested that there are letters 

from Member Dr Mohan Mantri related to this issue of cybercrime and court issue of arbitration , if he thinks to 

take with this matter or separate as letters from members . Dr B Shivashankar shared the screen showing letter 

from Dr Mohan Mantri of 20th May worded “Dear President and secretary This is for your information and 

necessary action. Dr Sandeep adke wrote a complaint against me in cyber-crime which is against our 
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constitution. Instead of waiting for the decision of the legal committee if any complaint against me was done by 

him rather going for legal action. (Against our amendment of constitution) as per our constitution necessary 

action should be taken against him. Here I am attaching the following documents.

1. copy of complaint in cyber-crime by Dr Sandeep adke.

2. copy of inquiry by police.

3. copy of my reply to the police.”

President Sir requested to Dr Mohan Mantri to present and Dr Mohan Mantri said that in his tenure as state 

representative , there was no election for ROSA state representative , so there is no issue of cybercrime. 

President sir shared screen of compliant letter of Dr Adke to cybercrime , which was forwarded to Kota 

Concerned police station near address of Dr Mohan Mantri with subject line of issue of election 2017 and 2020 

with unclear drafting , what is the complaint about and also shown local Kota Police station letter in Hindi to 

Dr Mohan Mantri as inquiry or investigation and reply to Kota Police Station by Dr Mohan Mantri in Hindi. 

President sir observed that our members are misusing cybercrime complaint platform and suggested to take 

some serious action for this activity . Dr Mohan Mantri reiterated that as there was no election and cybercrime in 

2017 for state representative election as no election for the post of state representative post, only cybercrime 

complaint was for other post and that was filed by IOA itself at that time . He has complained to President and 

EC that when such person does fraudulent complains without following the protocol as mentioned in our 

constitution for going directly to police or court without approaching the legal and grievance cell , an action 

against must be taken . Dr Sanjeev Bhandari said yes we should take action if protocol is not followed. Dr Karne 

informed house that yes that amendment was passed if someone does that activity against rule can be 

suspend automatically immediately and terminated if verdict comes against that member. Dr S C Goel said 

positively that yes we passed that in Kolkata meeting and we can take action today . Dr Rahul Katta informed 

house that complaint of FIR filed in 2020 by same one of the applicants , he has gone through whole FIR , where 

there is no mention of 2017 matter , how notice is served to Dr Mohan Mantri , on what basis ? Dr Mantri cleared 

that he has attached both complaints together. Dr Shivashankar said yes he has done similar things earlier too 

and as an example he said, Dr Adke has complained in Delhi high court that Dr Shivashankar has not taken 

oath of office and hence his election has to be considered invalid. As his election itself is invalid, the election 

conducted by him in 2019, when Dr Ramesh Sen was elected also should be declared null and void and hence 

the 2020 election conducted by Dr Sen too is invalid and hence for all the three years fresh elections should be 

conducted and so on. Dr Mantri and Dr Bhandari asked to take action against Dr Adke as he is wasting IOA time 

. Dr Karne and Dr Bhandari suggested that according to rule we must take action. Dr Shivashankar informed 

the house that yes we can take action no only against him, but also similar way on others who have not followed 

IOA Guidelines of approaching Grievance cell first, and then requested Dr Karne to brief legal position of IOA.

Dr Karne informed that Delhi High Court has recommended to IOA in interim order that we should not take 

action against complainant for that matter and we obey law of land /court , but this is a separate issue of other 

cybercrime complaint by Dr Adke without approaching the Legal and Grievance committee. Dr Shivashankar 

asked that Dr Adke’s name is also in that Delhi high court as plaintiff . Dr Karne and Dr SC Goel cleared that this 

is a different matter which is not pending in court or there is no stricture or recommendation from court, so we 

can suspend Dr Adke for his this action against IOA as this complaint is not a part of Delhi high court case and it 

is individual separate complaint by Dr Adke only . Dr Shivashankar asked legal cell to look into matter in detail 

give direction to President and Secretary and then only they can take action and asked opinion of Hon 

Secretary Dr Navin Thakkar. Dr Navin Thakkar opined that it has to table report again to EC and EC only can 

decide. Dr Bhandari opined not to delay and take action in this EC only. Dr SC Goel asked the possibility to take 

legal opinion within half an hour and then decide, where Dr Karne suggested without wasting time, to pass 

resolution now subjected to advocate opinion, then we proceed to further action on that resolution. Dr Arun 

Vaishy suggested to give him show cause notice to give him chance to reply and president agreed to that 
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suggestion to have 15 days’ time to reply , if do not reply automatically suspended. Dr. Ompal Sharma opined to 

go with caution and allow him to give reply otherwise, that will create again new legal actions and court cases. 

Dr Shivashankar reiterated the rule of automatic suspension, but Dr Ompal Sharma opined that even after that 

rule we must give him chance for his explanation and letter from IOA . Dr Anup Agrawal opined that we with 

consensus pass a resolution that a letter to him drafted by legal advisor to give him time for reply and 

suspension under so and so rules of IOA will serve as show cause notice and also automatic suspension, if no 

reply or no satisfactory reply from him. 

Dr Sanjay Dhawan opined that if we are asking from him reply within 15 days, and if he does not reply that is 

different situation but if he gives reply, that reply also need to be tabled in EC and only EC can take decision 

about appropriateness of his reply, so only in next EC we will be able to take decision. Dr Shatharam Shetty 

opined that this issues of suspension are delicate issues and dealt with caution and appropriate steps to be 

taken of show cause notice , legal cell should take legal opinion and clear legal stand of IOA and then take 

punitive action against him to avoid any further legal issues -court cases from Dr Adke , knowing his nature and 

his other request was to Chair Constitutional Review Committee -Dr SC Goel to suggest amendments in the 

constitution and blue book clearly and emphatically that those members who go to court without following IOA 

rules and protocol without any cause should be not only be suspended but dismissed as punitive action . 

Dr Shivashankar- President added suggestion for amendment that whatever legal expenses done by IOA for 

that case to be recovered from that member. Dr Sanjay Dhawan suggested one more addition in that, whether 

they proved wrong or right till court decision, they should not be allowed to hold any position in IOA and 

membership remains suspended till court verdict added by Dr Anup Agrawal. Mr. President added further that 

they cannot become a faculty for any IOA or affiliated state chapter program and all state president and 

organisers should not invite them as faculty /any academic activity for a member who has gone against IOA. 

Dr Karne opined and added that this should be applicable to all affiliated sub/super specialities association like 

arthroscopy, arthroplasty, ilizarow etc but they are not following, but being part of subspecialty committee 

members, they should abide IOA resolutions. Dr Atul opined on view of Dr Karne and cleared that you are right 

in your opinion but as on today , no subspecialty is officially affiliated with IOA in written agreement , till that time 

it is up to them to decide about that person , but yes as state chapters are affiliated chapters and they have to 

follow IOA rules and protocols . As an inclusive policy and exercise this year President sir has included all 

subspecialty associations for academic activity and as proposed/suggested as new amendments in 

constitution we will invite them and have mechanism to make voluntarily official MOU for affiliation with IOA, till 

that time we cannot force them , but yes state chapters are affiliated chapters and they must follow IOA rules 

and protocols. Dr Anup Agarwal suggested that all subspecialty members are by an large are IOA members 

and we are making this binding to IOA member, so it applies to all IOA members, so it goes automatically to all 

subspecialty chapters. 

Dr Karne requested to Dr Purshottam to say about Election 2020 court cases – all opined that we have already 

discussed it , so we can move to next agenda of Dr L Prakash case to be presented by Dr Karne (c) Dr L Prakash 

case – After discussion, it was concluded that he was suspended in December 2016 in GBM at Kochi. As it was 

without following the constitution & without proper procedure as discussed in Kolkata GBM, it was decided to 

allow him to reapply and give him new LM number immediately. If he wants to continue with old number, then it 

will be decided in next GBM, if he request to put as an agenda in next GBM.

(D) Dr. John Ebenezer Case – Election 2014 – Dr Rahul Katta informed the house that we are waiting for court 

verdict and due to covid it is postponed and next dates are 31-5-2021 and we are waiting for verdict. As there is 

no any judgement from court of law till today , there was no any new suggestion on this issue at present

Agenda 13 Election 2021 and Reforms and any suggestion 

for future elections of IOA DR. ATUL SHRIVASTAV- Vice President
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Dr Atul Presented slide reading all details and requested to EC to pass as follow :

“Dear Executive Committee (EC) Members of Indian Orthopaedic Association (IOA)

Thank you for Electing me to the coveted post of Vice President and Election Officer of IOA for the year 2021

I seek your Affirmation to permit me to 

1. Select a Vendor

2. Appoint Election Observers

3. Notify Elections as per laid down protocols (1st week of August)

4. Conduct the Elections (Dates shall be informed with notification)

5. Counting of Votes (within 48 hrs of the completion of Election process)

6. Official declaration of results in AGM at IOACON 2021 Mumbai

Thank You – Dr. Atul Srivastava”

He requested again to execute above steps and pass in EC.

It was passed unanimously by all by saying Pass… Pass. Pass. and as election officer he was given full 

authority to conduct.

Dr Navin Thakkar suggested that if any one has any suggestion for reforms as Dr Lalit Maini raised hand to 

opine Dr Lait Maini Opined that there is too much brunt on Election officer in spite of his sincere and best efforts, 

for trivial reasons which may not affect the result in any way, he is being pulled to the court. There should be 

some professional body to help him to prevent such election related issues for some indemnity. Dr Anup 

Agrawal also spoke and echoed similar sentiments.

Dr Pradip Choudhary suggested to have written commitment form from all contestants that they will not go to 

court before presenting the verdict of internal mechanism of legal and grievance committee. Dr Atul said that 

that, it is there in protocol and undertaking already in the process but they are going to court despite that and 

Dr SC Goel opined to go by constitution only and requested all to give suggestions to him or to the constitution 

review committee by email for further reforms and amendments in constitution. 

Video recording of undertaking of contesting member suggested by Dr. RUJUTA MEHATA and appreciated by 

all . Dr Navin Thakkar suggested to have affidavit as a legal mechanism having undertaking and mentioning of 

video recording in that affidavit together as valid tool for court and that was accepted by all.

Dr Sanjay Chaturvedi suggested that there should be one vendor every year and improvements in process get 

done with that vendor and we should not change vendors and preferably with IOA website . Dr Shivashankar 

said as we have mandated election officer Dr Atul to select vendor , you as previous IT committee chair can help 

and work out with Dr Atul Srivastava regarding the same.

Agenda 14 STANDING COMMITTEE

1. CSRC & CONFERENCE CALENDER—DR. Anup Agarwal & team

Dr Anup presented by sharing his computer screen power point slide by slide. Discussion on change of 

category of trophy and include new IOA trophy under medium category of membership was decided after 

discussion and nitty gritty of numbers to divide equally on three groups ( To avoid discrepancy ) will be done by 

Dr Anup according to numbers of members in each state. Dr Shivashankar suggested instead of number of 

members, it should be divided in 3 groups as large, medium and small as large groups are more and that 

suggestion was passed unanimously. Dr Shivashankar talked about the proposal by Karnataka to give the IOA 

Trophy for the new middle group was discussed. It was decided to table in GBM as EC is not having any power 

to accept or reject any awards to be instituted by anyone or any association. It was decided for this year to give it 
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as IOA Trophy. It was further Discussed and decided to have Gold/Silver and Bronze medals for 1st, 2nd and 

3rd position respectively along with trophy for five star category and abolish 4 star category in proposal. 

Dr Anup Agarwal made a wish and make effort to make Haryana and Chandigarh as state affiliated chapters as 

per protocol in his tenure- all agreed for his thought and given green signal to go ahead . He proposed better 

and new marking system for states and shown in slide- all agreed to it principally to pass in EC and further 

discuss in CSRC meeting in June. He presented in detail Bone and Joint Day- Week theme as “Each One ,Save 

One ” and details of planned program. President opined to refine the theme further with suggestions of all till 

next CSRC meet and then finalise. He presented calendar of state conference without any conflict of dates. He 

presented data of more than 8000 as gap between state members and IOA members which require to have 

Membership drive to convert all state members to also IOA members. He presented criteria for Humanitarian 

Award and requested to include CSRC Chair in selection committee . His proposal agreed by all and President 

with consent of Dr Ram Prabhoo. Dr Akhilesh Yadav asked for mentioning dates of Zonal conference dates in 

calendar,  DrAnup agreed to add it after confirming, where Dr Atul cleared that only Central Zone is affiliated 

chapter of IOA . 

Agenda 15 - letters from member and Matter with permission of Chair

Letter from Dr. Shantharam Shetty displayed by President with his suggestions on limitation on numbers of EC 

members/ All state involvement and other country faculty involvement in academic- conference , website 

showing fellowship, Past President Forum’s role in amendment of constitution and blue book and others .

President sir welcomed all suggestions to implement . President displayed letter from Dr. N.K. Magu 

suggesting to stop webinars and have emergency meeting for covid situation to help citizens in villages for 

educating them , treating , testing and vaccination. It was discussed by President to continue to do webinar as 

show must go on and simultaneously we should carry out humanitarian activities too. Dr Rajiv Raman said 

WBOA is doing activities for citizens and members round the clock to help them and all are involved in helping 

people those affected by covid and we are not doing only webinars. Dr Bhandari suggested that both things can 

go together and not exclusive. 

Dr Ram Prabhoo suggested some mechanism in IOA constitution or Blue Book for restrain for court cases in 

IOA. President informed that this is discussed at length and requested Dr Ram Prabhoo to write email with 

suggestions to Chair – Constitutional Review Committee for suggestions as meeting are on for proposed 

amendments in constitution and blue book . Dr Bhandari suggested to have strict rules to minimise court cases. 

Departure for Lunch after national anthem.

Post Lunch Session :

Post Lunch session started with opening Note by Dr B Shivashankar Dr Shivashankar welcomed all 

Academic subcommittee Members (rheumatology /arthroplasty/foot and ankle / Nails etc ) , President Dr 

Shivashankar explained in detail about symbiotic relationships with speciality society and intent for creating 

subspecialty subcommittees to have good academic program , though there is no MOU between two , it will 

serve as a bridge between IOA and subspecialty , so that we should be mutually benefitted academically as 

well professionally and suggested use of IOATV as an academic platform for content and quality of talks. He 

mentioned about certain committee lagging behind in academic activities and he also praised committees who 

have done wonderful academic activities. 

2 international affairs /fellowship by Dr Lalit Maini ( Standing Committee agenda remaining from Morning 

agenda 14 ) He echoed same thoughts as Dr Shivashankar . He appreciated efforts by Hon Sec Dr Navin 

Thakkar for instrumental in getting IOANHS Foreign Fellowship for Arthroplasty - Glasgow 

(UK) He shared screen and discussed in details IOA NHS Fellowship @ Glasgow for criteria and how to apply . 

He shared screen about initiative for Global Guideline formation for Venous Thrombo-Embolism ( VTE) by 

Dr J Parvezi , USA for which IOA is also nominated to provide expertise and inputs with defined guidelines and 
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timeline to participate. Dr Lalit had query for eligibility of IOA member . Dr Navin Thakkar answered that those 

who are ratified are those who applied till 31 March 2021. Dr Anup had query for ILETS score , which was 

answered by Dr Lalit Maini . 

3 inland fellowship (Dr Rajeev Raman) Shared Screen and Discussed in details (around 51 fellowships). 

Priority will be given to applicants who have not availed fellowship due to covid pandemic. Link is on website, 

google form on website for fellowship application. (vaccination information of applicants is required by 

institutes ). He also presented details about YUVA mentorship 

4 finance committee (Dr Sanjay Chaturvedi, Agra) He shared screen with all details of Indemnity 

insurance policy of ICICI Lombard though Cover You . Questions were asked by Dr Anup, Dr Shivashankar , Dr 

Atul , Dr SC Goel , Dr Sanjay Dhawan , Dr B Raju , others and inputs were given by all including Dr Rajagopalan 

. Dr Atul suggested that we pass in EC principally the proposal but Nitty Gritty to be discussed by Finance 

committee other members in loop with Dr Sanjay Chaturvedi and final shape can be given. Dr Sumant Sinha 

from Delhi asked specific question on whose name cheque of individual policy applicant will go – to 

intermediary or ICICI Lombard ? He asked this question in context to problem occurred in IMA Delhi . Dr Sanjay 

Chaturvedi categorically answered question that cheque will be on the name of insurance company and not 

intermediary . So proposal was passed after discussion and Dr Shivashankar said that let us see what is the 

experience for indemnity , then we can think about health group insurance for IOA members , if possible . It was 

made clear here that it will be only a recommendation by IOA to members to study proposal and take decision 

individually according to individual need only . It will be individual professional indemnity policy from ICICI 

Lombard with name of Intermediary CoverU, for those who will apply voluntarily after studying in detail 

proposal,  when they come in conversation with Cover You. IOA role will end once it bargains the best deal.

5 Web- IT committee (Dr Jawahar Jethwa) He shared his detail vision of edit/add pages of ioa website 

/face value to increase /better user friendly and updates on daily basis / new member can apply online with 

payments /documents/fellowship online application / cross check on back end control / link with ortho tv or ioa tv 

with live website/google groups/google forms/journal links/day to day query of members /accountability /past 

records as digital records/virtual platform (cloud) needs good amount of dedicated funds. 

Timeline /data keeping guidelines. Suggest to link all state website to ioa website/dedicated page for state 

website. Webmaster should be permanent at least for 3 years. Detailed discussion done on getting content and 

accountability of all state chapters to give content to Web IT committee . Discussion was done for webmaster 

renumeration and treasurer suggested to look for services rendered and services remaining and have new 

package of editing existing website of remaining work of previous contract, maintenance and decide previous 

scope/present scope and cost and reimburse in instalments as work progress . Dr Shetty sir suggested 

detailed project report including appointment of IT person . Dr Sanjay Chaturvedi , Dr Sanjay Dhawan , Dr Dilip 

Majumdar, Dr Pachore Sir , Dr Atul Srivastava and others contributed in discussion and President Sir 

concluded that let Dr Jawahar Jethwa make complete structure of website and appointment of person we will 

decide later on as project goes on. But as we need a technical person for day to day working of the website and 

IT related issues, it was decided to take a call to appoint someone when needed.

6. Constitution /blue book review meeting ( Dr S C Goel)Dr SC Goel informed that multiple rounds of 

meeting on zoom happened and each and every clause discussed in detail. Constitution review for related 

clauses has been drafted and blue book review is under work and will be able to finish in time and present to EC 

whole document for circulation before IOACON 2021. 

7. President advisory committee ( dr S C Goel ), Dr S C Goel mentioned that President and Secretary are 

in communication with emails , Dr Shetty mentioned about 7 points which are any way discussed in detail by 

Dr B. Shivashankar . 

8. UG/PG teaching committee (Dr Rajagopalan ) He tried to share screen , then enumerated all programs 
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done online and programs in association with Wadia Hospital – Dr Rujuta Mehta – JBJS He noted that in 

present covid situation webinar mode of meetings will continue with one program every month / clinicals/case 

presentation /program will be shared on whatsapp. Dr Jati asked permission for physical PG Training program 

at Indore with the help of Dr Pradip Choudhary , which was permitted by all taking all due care of covid

9 IOA building committee (Dr Pardeep Bageja) Joint Secretary Dr.Pardeep Bageja informed on behalf of 

the committee that he has visited the IOA Office and at present about 60% work of renovation is completed and 

it is on halt since march 2021 due to covid . He said that he is planning to update on renovation status / IOA 

house documents like lift maintenance certificate /registration documents/ property tax paid up to date /plan to 

digitally maintained all documents. Dr Atul added to look for Fire safety certificates and necessary steps also.

10 Membership committee (Dr Dinesh Thakkar)Joint Secretary Dr Dinesh Thakkar, presented that online 

payment for membership application is required by young doctors . Dr Navin Thakkar said that IT web 

Committee and Webmaster are doing that job , till that time SBI account details from Ramesh Pandey will help 

to pay online . Suggestions from many were given how to improve membership drive with example of efforts by 

Dr Raja Ravi Verma from Tamilnadu and Dr Sigegar from MOA, where Dr Karne shared on screen why people 

should become MOA members and also added point of advantage of Bulk Purchase for members. 

Dr B Shivashankar President IOA requested Dr Karne to extend benefits to IOA members also for Bulk 

purchase. It was concluded for aggressive Membership drive campaign for month of September – October and 

requested Dr Dinesh Thakkar to make flyer for the same like MOA and contact each State President and 

Secretary and CSRC will help for the same drive. 

11. President theme (Dr K P Raju )

President’s theme Atmanirbhar orthopaedics (Indian in heart , global in competence ) was informed in details. 

Indemnity Insurance for members fellowships / was discussed and passed where Dr B Shivashankar pointed 

at conclusion that voluntarily one can adopt the policy of using our own Indian good quality implants , there is no 

force on anyone. Policy of quality of implants or instruments /certification and experience with BIS discussed by 

Dr SC Goel, Dr Sanjay Chaturvedi, Dr Vikash Agashe . Dr Rajeev Jain mentioned that he is representing the 

IOA in BIS as nominated by Dr Rajesh Malhotra ( President IOA 2018-19) before 2 years , but there he has not 

much say in policy making of certification of implants . Dr Atul expressed that he is knowing that fact and asked 

to move forward discussion. Everyone expressed that quality control or certification of implants is not the 

domain of IOA 

12 Oncology committee ( Dr Subin Sugath ): Was not available at that time , so moved to next . Dr B. 

Shivashankar expressed his concern and pointed that Dr Subin Sugath had accepted the post of chairing this 

committee ,but later on there is no further communication from him and he is too busy always as he is one of the 

very few onco surgeon in Kerala. So he said that he may have to change the chair. 

13 Trauma committee (Dr Sanjay Dhawan ) He shared screen with planned programs about ioa trauma 

classes -Trauma Ki Path Shala ,fracture related infections, basic fracture technique, orthopaedic trauma 

radiology, faculty training, ot assistant /ot protocols. Every one appreciated the efforts . Dr Navin, Hon 

Secretary suggested to take help of Dr Vikash Agashe Sir and Dr Sanjay Dhawan replied that he has taken his 

support and first webinar is under his supervision only . President Dr B Shivashankar concluded that more 

trauma programs are appreciated 

14 Hand and wrist section (Dr Sudhir Kumar) He shared screen and displayed plan of webinar once in a 

month one speaker (national /international), observer ship program surgical video telecast . He planned to 

involve young hand surgeons. 

15 Rural and Social Orthopaedic program ( Dr Barnwal) – He was not available online at this time .

16 Arthroplasty Committee (Dr Rajkumar Natesan) He showed his plan to do webinar in different manner 
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where all India young surgeons will be invited to present their case and panellist will make education points out 

of that. First webinar structure is discussed and Dr Thakkar suggested to take help of Dr Shamsul Hoda , IT 

Web Committee Member for help to telecast on IOATV. 

17 Arthroscopy ( Dr Kancchan Bhatacharya ) He showed his plan for future webinars (every month) 

training module for Meniscus/ACL and live surgery workshop. Dr B. Shivashakar appreciated efforts of 

committee for having first webinar by committee 

18 Dr Anil Jain ( basic sciences in orthopaedics ). Dr Jain expressed his plan for basic science work and 

requested to add Dr Bhavuk Garg in committee and have numbers of all committee members. Dr Shivashankar 

informed that he has already made the WhatsApp group and all members and their numbers are there . 

Dr Atul Srivastava requested that as Dr Anil Jain was absent in morning session as he was busy in covid work , 

he would reiterate the request of Dr B. Shivashankar , President IOA to Past Presidents Dr Shantharam Shetty 

and Dr Anil Jain for arbitration of court cases with plaintiff ,our own members as we at IOA are bleeding heavily 

as far as finance is concerned and as proposed by President that EC requests Past Presidents -Dr Shatharam 

Shetty and Dr Anil Jain to look into this matter and he requested Dr Anil Jain on behalf of IOA EC and himself as 

Vice President Of IOA ,as main plaintiff is from your place of Delhi , so look into matter to solve the issue. Dr Jain 

positively replied that he will discuss with Dr Shatharam Shetty and Dr Atul and will do needful. Dr Atul thanked 

and on further same issue he pointed that as requested and suggested by Dr Rajeev Raman to have help of 

state President and Secretary of respective States of plaintiff , as Dr Kanchan Bhattacharya as President and 

Dr Partha as Secretary of West Bengal Orthopaedic Association are here EC requests them to pursue matter 

for solution with one of the plaintiff from West Bengal and President /Secretary of TNOA to pursue matter as 

another plaintiff is from Tamilnadu to have amicable solution and end the matter. Dr B Shivashankar reiterated 

that yes , they were present in morning session also and requested Dr Anil Jain to have if possible personal 

meeting or we can plan a zoom meeting to solve issue amicably by discussion.

19 IOA Paediatric ortho committee report ( Dr Ajit Shinde ) He shared screen and shown in detail programs 

planned for training general ortho surgeons covering major topics of upper/lower limb fracture ctev/cdh /septic 

arthritis /infections and guidelines for proper referral system. He suggested to have IOA Pediatric fellowships . 

Dr Rujuta Mehta suggested to talk to Dr Ashok Johari sir for fellowship of POSI specially for Rural Orthopaedic 

Surgeons at Periphery to different centres and one of the centre as Wadia Hospital for 6 months. Dr Rujuta 

Mehata promised Dr Ajit Shinde to give details of this fellowship to spread to general orthopedic surgeons and 

Dr Shinde took responsibility to spread this information . Dr Navin Thakkar Hon Secretary suggested to Dr 

Rajeev Raman for possibility of collaborating with POSI and Dr Rujuta for Yuvamentorship for Pediatric 

orthopedics  Dr Raman accepted suggestion and seconded by President Dr B.Shivashankar . Dr Rujuta Mehta 

agree to help Dr Ajit Shinde for all programs by committee. 

20 Ilizarov Committe (Dr Altaf kawoosa) He narrated in detail various programs planned and one of the 

kickstart program of upper limb ilizarov training (national/international faculty)

21 Spine committee (Dr J Naresh Babu ) He discussed about series of webinars planned on online portal, 

basic of orthopaedic spine ,disc/potts spine /fracture /stenosis/spondylolisthesis ,how to use spine 

instrumentation and technical practical aspects not written in books etc . 

22 Hip and Knee Preservation surgery (Dr Dinesh Thakkar / Dr N K Magu) President sir has suggested to 

have two different subcommittee for Hip and Knee to make Dr Dinesh suggested to create awareness in young 

surgeons training them by webinar and Live videos . Suggested to have joint preservation surgery one session 

each state /national conference Dr Atul Srivastava gave suggestion of basics of step by step preservation 

surgery for hip /knee joint in IOACON Mumbai to build up concept of joint preservation surgery. 

Dr Dilip Majumdar from West Bengal suggested that all teachers should take care to give at least one student a 

thesis about joint preservation . Discussed about white paper but as that is stopped due to reasons guidelines 
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can be framed as suggested by Dr Samarjit Patnaik . President Sir decided to break up and make two 

committees separate for hip and knee 

23 Rural orthopaedics Committee (Dr Ashok Barnwal ) He discussed in detail slide by slide problems of 

rural orthopaedic services which require certain programs like satellite clinic ,awareness program ,department 

of, community medicine , social media etc 

24 Ortho Biologics Committee (Dr Chinmoy Das ) He suggested alternate month webinar /didactic 

lectures on / prp/ bone marrow /case discussion

25 Foot and Ankle Committee ( Dr Akhilesh Yadav ) Due to Covid work , Dr Akhilesh Yadav admitted his 

inability to arrange or call other members from Foot and Ankle Society – President and Hon Sec of IFAS to 

coordinate for academic activity . Dr Anand complained about not communicating . Dr Shivashankar explained 

the reason to keep subspecialty President and Secretary as member of IOA committee to bridge between two 

society for mutual benefit of academics and explained about need of MOU for affiliation and expectation of IOA 

from each subspecialty society as advisory in committee. Position of IOA policy further cleared by Dr Atul and 

amicably solution done to do work together for IOA . 

26 Pelvi Actabular committee (Dr Ajith Kumar ) He presented plan of series Webinars starting from 6th 

June . Dr Navin Thakkar suggested that all committee and Dr Shamsul Hoda should remain in touch to have 

technical solutions for IOATV webinars 

27 infection committee – Dr Vijay Raghavan – He was absent but Dr Vikash Agashe said that Dr Vijay 

Raghavan has not contacted him and Dr Shivashankar explained his situation and said that few EC members 

were not active and they require a bit push.

28 Implant Committee (Dr Durga Prasad) – Was Not Present but appeared later and promised for further 

program and will communicates with all on WhatsApp also 

29 Dr K D Tiwari (Ortho Rheumatology ) Dr Shivashankar appreciated for this committee for having two 

webinars already conducted . Dr Manish Khanna and Dr Dilip Majumdar. Dr Manish Khanna shared screen and 

gave detailed plans of their committee for subjects like gout / jra/ pseudogout/metabolic bone disease etc 

30 Nails (Dr Sudhir Garg) : Not Present 

31 Medical Council Liaison (Dr Sandeep Kumar) He explained focus to keep orthopaedic surgery as 

separate subject in MBBS program , PG course program uniformity in all universities, take help from Dr Raj 

Bahadur / AIIMS director who is heading NMC , suggested to add Dr Sumant Sinha – as he is appointed for a 

responsible person to decide topics of DNB as member in this committee All Discussed that ATLS should be 

mandatory for all post graduates. Dr Atul suggested on proposal and information of NTMC course like ATLS. 

To include in Trauma Committee Program with the help of Dr Sanjay Dhawan and all agreed as good 

suggestion. 

32 IOA Registry (Dr Ramesh Sen and Team ) Dr Ramesh Sen shared screen slide by slide in details of 

benefits and who can make registry and presence of many registry in our country and covid registry. He 

informed about negotiations and need to have data defined with minimum required and two category of data , 

one for registry and other for individual for surgeon. His suggestion was to focus on trauma with 2 areas like hip 

or shoulder as example to make registry simple He informed about different vendors and cost involved. 

EC passed the IOA registry project . Dr Shivashankar agreed principally and also proposal of money earned 

from journal goes to registry funding . Dr Lalit Maini agreed on opinion of Dr Shiva Shankar. Final guidelines will 

be laid by Dr Ramesh Sen with his team after great discussion with the help from Dr Jawahar Jethwa. 

Dr Jawahar Jethwa opined that if it is on permanent basis , need to understand viability and sustainability. 

Dr Indrajit Sardar opined for pilot project and start with fracture registry and start with small pilot project and 

expand gradually. Dr Samarjit opined on concern of young members for privacy of data. Dr Shivashankar 
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explained about Pixort and ask developer to present in front of us , if it is useful and get quotation from him to 

make it simple .Dr Lalit Maini asked questions raised by Dr Ramesh Sen. Dr Y Prasad Rao informed about 

Andhra Pradesh and Telangana State Registry – Arogya Shree Govt Scheme with all X-rays uploaded. 

Dr Navin Thakkar asked that we need to pass resolution and Dr Atul added that EC has passed that money from 

IJO will go to registry and let them decide nitty gritty and preferably from our own to have proprietorship. 

Dr Thakkar said that this is long term project.

33 Ladies Cell (Dr Rujata Mehta ) Dr Rujuta Mehta presented details and problem in enrolling and making 

lady members in online system is they are looking and they have completed the data base . Need online direct 

membership online application. They have planned Bone and Joint Day program according to theme . Nice 

proposal from Dr Dhaval Desai for training the trainers. Planned activities with IOA TV and Ortho TV . Informed 

about Diversity program – Gender diversity WOICE is a part of IOA . Dr Shiva informed about online account. 

WOICE has given really voice and all approved by EC and asked permission for Diversity Institute to represent. 

Dr Ramesh Pandey suggested to give list to IOA and Ramesh Pandey will convey bank details and form to all , 

so share list with IOA Office. 

34 Ortho Surgeon in Service (Colonel Dr Chetan Sood and Team – Colonel Dr Manish represented Ortho 

surgeons from service on behalf of Dr Chetan Sood and informed about members of committee and shared 

screen slide by slide for arranging series of lecture (trauma /arthroscopy/arthroplasty /infection)some 

knowledge on gun shot injuries /war injuries / spine surgeon and informed that they will inform about that . 

Dr Shivashankar informed what is expected from them by General Orthopaedic Surgeon about bullet injuries 

and war injuries which are rarely seen by army general ortho surgeons. Dr Atul proposed to have YUVA 

mentorship for different army centres and inland fellowship committee will coordinate . Dr Manoj Choudhry 

proposed to increase benevolent fund from 2 lakh to 10 lakh .Dr Shivashankar asked him to put this proposal in 

GBM as this cannot be decided by the EC. Dr Sanjay Dhawan proposed to have online EC meetings only to 

reduce cost . Dr Atul suggested to pass this proposal and minute it – all agreed . All agreed to advantages of 

Online Meeting and it is passed and noted in minutes. Dr Anup Agrawal announced CSRC meeting dates 

Dr Dilip Majumdar suggested group photograph

Meeting concluded with National Anthem and positive note of Jai Hind and Jai IOA and all greeted each other.
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EC Meeting 15th August 2021 Minutes – Single Agenda

Agenda: To discuss Request from Organizers of IOACON2021 for Change of Venue and Pass with Consensus 

after discussion. Dr Navin Thakkar, Hon Secretary welcomed and thanked all EC members for their presence 

and briefed about purpose and agenda details for request from Organizers for possibility of change of venue for 

safety and benefits of IOA members. Hons Secretary requested Dr B Shivashankar – IOA President to preside 

the meeting for further discussion Dr B Shivashankar – President and Chair welcomes and thanked all EC 

members and observed that on Sunday evening more than 60 percentage presence and informed EC 

members about present situation of CORONA in Maharashtra – different cities for restrictions and issues at 

Mumbai for Government Permission and possible need and request from Organizers for change in venue for 

safety , flexibility and for the interest of delegates. He asked Dr Ram Chadha, Dr Ajit Shinde and Dr N Karne to 

present.

Dr Ajit shinde , Chairman IOACON2021 thanked all for contributing in meeting and briefed in short situation and 

welcomed all for participation at IOACOn2021 

Dr Ram Chadha shared screen and shown slide by slide all issues for Mumbai as Venue and GOA as Venue 

and all advantages and disadvantages and possibility of flexibility, safety and convenience for delegates and 

support from Local Government authorities at GOA. He thanked Dr Bandekar Sir, Dean and Orthopedic 

Collogue for whole hearted support. He thanked all committee members and made request to All EC members 

to allow Team IOACON for change of venue with genuine reasons Dr B Shivashankar requested all EC 

members from all states to give their opinion for change of venue and any suggestions to pass resolution for the 

same by collective decision.

Dr Rajeev Raman from West Bengal, Dr Prashant from Chhattisgarh, Dr Vikash Jain from Gujarat , Dr Chinmoy 

from NEROSA,Dr Pradip Chaudhari and Dr RKS Dhakkad from MP , Dr Govind Gupta from Jarkhand , 

Dr Bhuvansing, Dr Madhusushan , Dr Saraf from Bihar , Dr V Purshottam and Dr Bharath Raju from Karnataka , 

Dr Sanjay Dhawan and Dr Santosh from UPOA , Dr Rajesh Gupta and Dr Altaf from JKOA , Dr Bhandari from 

MOA , Dr Rahul Katta from ROSA , Dr Lalit Maini from DOA , Dr Anup as CSRC chairman ,Dr Sarvanan and 

others from TNOA , Dr Hari Om Aggarwal from POA , Dr Shantaram Shetty Sir , Dr S C Goel Sir , Dr Ramesh 

Sen , Dr Atul Srivastava appeared on screen and fully supported the proposal for change of venue from 

Mumbai to Goa . Dr Anup CSRC chair asked clarity on cancellation and refund. Dr Shivashankar asked Dr ram 

to work for nitty gritty taking care for those who have registered for Mumbai and those who are registering for 

GOA, if they need to cancel physical, then they should be converted to online registration mode with required 

refund, which was agreed by all. All state president and Secretary extended support for registration and for 

contribution to conference. Many posted their comments on Chat Box as below 

“00:53:27 MOHAN MANTRI: My vote for Goa 'YES' sorry for leaving some important family programme 

Dr Mantri

00:53:27 rajeev raman: I Support proposal for Change of venue from Mumbai to GOA Lets work together 

to make it a memorable IOACON 21 Dr Rajeev Raman Kolkata

00:53:50 Pradeep Choudhari: I support change of venue 

00:54:12 Partha Sarkar: Wonderful proposal

00:54:15 Thanappan Nellaiappan: I wholeheartedly support the change of venue Sir

00:54:37 Vijayaragavan: ourfull support for GOA VENUE sir 00:/Users/dr.navin/Desktop/Windows 

8.155:21 Santosh Singh: I m with the decision of organising committee

00:55:27 Saravanan PT: wholeheartedly support the change of venue to GOA for IOACON 2020ne
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00:56:26 Udaya kumar Boddapalli: On behalf of OSSAP we whole heartedly support GOA

00:56:35 Antony M: I support the change of venue to Goa 

00:56:45 Sandeep Kumar: I support the change of IOACON from Mumbai to Goa

00:57:48 rajeev raman: GOA GOA GOA LETS HAVE ACCADEMICS FELLOWSHIP AND FUN

00:59:08 Kamlesh Devmurari: I support for Goa….

01:05:22 Sumant Sinha: this is what a Wise Organization will accept !! Stich in Time saves Nine!! 

Cancellation Policy should be Friendly Pl.

01:11:14 DHIRAJ MAROTHI: wise decision full support

01:13:05 Sudhir Kumar Garg: Good evening everyone. Punjab Orthopaedic Association fully support 

change of venue to Goa. Regards

01:13:14 Chinmoy Das: wise decision    Best wishes to Tridev, Dr Shinde, Dr karne, Dr Chadda.

01:14:44 Bhuwan Singh: All the best Dr.Shinde & team

01:14:59 GOVIND GUPTA: CONGRATULATIONS TEAM IOACON 2021 FOR GOA .

01:15:18 Dr Vikas Jain: We can create entire venue Biosafe, Bio bubble using app based Covifind from 

Meril. Best wishes Dr Ram, Dr Shinde, Dr Karne.

01:16:24 Pardeep Bageja: we want all to be safe and great academic meeting looking forward

01:16:32 Santosh Singh: Thanks to all

01:17:25 Santosh Singh: Congratulations to whole team

01:19:45 rajeev raman: BEST WISHES TEAM IOACON 21

01:20:13 Atul Srivastava: JAI IOA....JAI HIND

01:20:18 Saravanan PT: Best Wishes to IOACON 2020ne GOA “

Dr N Karne Made vote of thanks , thanking all EC members and explaining why GOA will be safe place and 

arrangements at GOA 

Dr Navin Thakkar as Secretary thanked all and proposed for a resolution to pass as requested by Organizing 

Team. At the end with wording GO …Go… To GOA by all ,Resolution to approve change of venue from Mumbai 

to GOA as requested by Organizing Team was passed unanimously and Dr Ram was asked to announce dates 

and Venue with Brochure in details with registration details and Link to register online.

Jai Hind, Jai IOA

Dr B Shivashankar Dr Navin Thakkar
President IOA. Hon Secretary IOA.
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EC Meeting Minutes Date 21/12/2021 

Post Lunch Sessions                               Venue : Taj Convention Centre

Agenda 1: Welcome. Dr. Navin Thakkar -Hon Secretary requested to President Dr B Shivashankar to chair & 

welcome EC members and to declare the EC Meeting in Order to Start.

Agenda 2 : OBITUARY:

List of members of IOA who has departed heavenly from us were displayed & Dr. Navin Thakkar requested all to 

inform names if it is missing in the list. Silence was observed for a minute for the departed members.

Agenda 3 : President address and IOA President Theme-2021

Dr. Shivashankar thanked to all the committee members for attending the meeting. He was quite happy with the 

work done by committee members during his tenure & support given to the president in all activities. He said 

that as compare to last 12 years bone & joint day celebration, so may activities be organised & so many people 

benefited & so many orthopaedic surgeons were involved in spite of covid pandemic. Due to Covid pandemic 

we learned to do virtual meeting on zoom platform & we had frequent meeting with central committee & core 

committee. During his tenure he had taken some harsh decision, one example is that two orations was given to 

non-members of IOA, & both orations were withdrawn because they were not IOA members, the same thing 

was followed for anonymous lectures. He informed that even best paper awards were given to IOA members in 

spite of non-members had higher marks, because it is an IOACON, family matters of IOA. He thanked all 

subcommittee members for the work done during his tenure. He said that whole work done was by team IOA, 

that’s why Dr. Navin Thakkar sending all the mails as a team IOA. Decision of changing venue from Bombay to 

Goa, was a good decision & we got very good response in the beginning & it is said that, well beginning is half 

done. He thanked almighty God for inspiration given by him.

Agenda 4: MINUTES OF E.C. MEETINGS HELD ON 3/10/2021 on virtual platform.

PDF file of minutes of meeting were sent to all members, no any comments were coming, so Dr. Navin asked all 

committee members to pass the minutes.

Everybody had passed the minutes on EC meeting on 3/10/2021.

Agenda 5 : HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT—

Dr. Navin Thakkar Thanked to whole team that includes Dr. Shivashankar, Dr. R.C. Meena, Dr. Ramesh Sen, 

Dr. Atul Shrivastava, Dr. Rajesh Malhotra, Dr Lalit Maini, Dr. Pradip Bageja, Dr. Dinesh Thakkar & Mr. Ramesh 

Pande. First EC meeting was held on 17th February 2021, on zoom platform. Online EC meetings & GBM has 

saved money of IOA. 

First report was coming from finance committee about professional indemnity, to cover the members at very 

low rate, virtual meeting on 20th November 21 was organised with ICICI Lombard senior management to clear 

the doubts of the members & they included run off covers for the individual & hospitals also with about 80% 

reduced premium.

Another thought from him was to felicitate & upload their book, those who have dome a book writing. We will 

felicitate them in inaugural function. We have received many applications Glasgow Foreign fellowship, Dr. TD 

Hariharan from CMC Vellore was selected for interview of those candidates. He appreciates team work of IOA 

office & IOACON for successful outcome of the conference & IOA office will help by all aspects to make the 

conference successful. We helped the election officer by providing the search facility of LM number by name, 

mobile number or email id to find the LM number of the member. So he requested all the members to update the 

data on website. Notice about the extra-ordinary GBM was put on website.

He was welcomed by Delhi Orthopedic association during their conference & had visited IOA office & observed 

the renovation work done in IOA house. He informed about the visit at Patana & Culcutta for the conference. 
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Results of silver Jubilee & Golden jubilee award is declared, Dr Bhavuk Garg from Delhi was selected for silver 

jubilee award & Dr. Sibaji Chaudhary from West Bengal was selected for Golden jubilee award. 

Congratulated constitution & blue book review committee for the efforts & meetings to propose the 

amendments in the constitution. Paper copy about the extra-ordinary GBM was sent to all, & was with QR code 

so anyone can scan & see about the Extra-ordinary GBM. Dr. Lalit Maini was selected as an editor of Journal & 

there are 80 members in the editorial board, this the highest number. He again told about the successful 

celebration of bone & joint day, & explained about the various activities done by all the members. At the end he 

thanked to all the members for the support given by them. 

Agenda 6: TREASURER’S REPORT- Dr. Sandeep Kumar- Dr. Ramesh Sen & team

Provisional account details till 31st March 20 were displayed with Balance sheet. Last year we saved more than 

70 lac rupees. Income & expenditure from first April to 10th December was displayed. Total income was more 

than 71 lacs & expenditure was 43 lacs 85 thousands, & saved more than seventeen lacs. There were multiple 

accounts with small amount, so six account were closed & that money was deposited in main account in SBI at 

AIIMS. At present we have FDR of about 4 crores & 35 lacs in SBI & Canara Bank. Talking about indemnity 

insurance with help of Dr. Sanjay Chaturvedi we could offer one crore policy at the premium of rupees 6480, 

which is 80 percent less than the market price.

It was suggested to appoint part time accountant to handle day to day affairs of IOA in last EC meeting, process 

has started in this direction & we will appoint it from first of January.

There are multiple FDR in different banks. Dr. Sandipkumar had suggested to merge these multiple FDR into 

few FDR account, so that it becomes easy to operated. All committee members had accepted the suggestions. 

He had given IOA building Renovation update. Total amount approved for renovation was eighty lacs. Bill from 

contractor was received 9096422. Remaining 1096422/- rupees is pending to be paid to contractor. It was 

approved by committee to pay after confirming the work is done as per decided or not. He described some 

details of Indemnity Insurance policy . With efforts of our President & Secretary IOA has received 4 lacs from 

publication of directory, 3 lacs from Abbott, 3 lacs from Exicon & 2 lacs from cover you for academic grant for 

webinars. IOA has also received Rs.17,61,343=00 from Springer for IJO publishing with the help of Editor and 

committee members of IJO. President & secretary &all committee members had agreed to appoint a common 

person who can do account & website work & it was passed. Dr Shivashankar and Dr Navin Thakkar suggested 

to have single person looking for accounts and IT committee work for helping -can have advertise for it .

Building committee Dr Sinha suggested to let the facility to stay at IOA House and the rates narrated by 

Mr Ramesh Pandey for different category of stay at IOA office, It was decided to revise tariff and take as 

donation for the stay. Appointment of a single person for accounts and IT part is approved unanimously and 

also getting advertisement for web. Building committee has to decide about budget of further renovation of first 

floor and reception. Outsourcing of security agency for IOA house was approved in last EC meeting & was 

implemented from first December 21. Rupees thirty lacs were approved for renovation of first floor and 

reception area of IOA house only after receiving quotations from contractors in last EC meeting, so renovation 

of first floor has been started. Closure of the multiple accounts & FDR & merge in less accounts & FDR, which is 

already done. He suggested certain things to raise the funds of IOA.

He suggested for Online EC meeting to save Money for expenditure for physical EC meeting. Website 

management can be a part of generating income as suggested by Dr Navin Thakkar by having trade partner’s 

online pages as directory with yearly fees. Dr. Rajesh (J& K president) has raised the query that we can not 

assess the APOA even though we are paying 3 lac rupees, Dr. Shivashankar had explained that Dr. Jamal will 

explain about this when he will arrive. Agenda 7 : PROGRESS & PREPERATION REPORT OF IOACON-

2021—Dr. Ram Chaddha
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Informed about the present status of the conference, more than 6000 registrations are done including spouse & 

children. Promised to provide excellent academics & hospitalities, thanked to all for giving opportunity to 

organised IOACON. He called Dr. Ajit Shinde to hand over seed money to Dr. Shivashankar, which IOA had 

given to start the preparation of IOACON, & which was handed over to Dr. Shivashankar.

He will give the account details about the income & expenses of conference at earliest, monthly report was 

submitted to central committee regularly. .

Agenda 8 : EDITOR’S REPORT—Dr. Lalit Maini

He explained about access to journal through our website. He shared screen and demonstrated online how it 

works in detail. All journals of last ten years have been uploaded. All journals from 1967 are handed over to 

website committee will be available shortly on website of IOA .

In last year 290 articles & 2126 pages published by six issues & 2 supplements. On suggestion of Dr. 

Shivashankar we have added video in our journals, & very prominent authors have submitted video in the 

journal. We have three wards for the journal, one for paper of clinical research, second for Basic s cience & third 

for case report. It will be declared in inaugural function.

Hard work pays off & we have submitted more than 17 lac rupees to IOA, the income generated by publications 

of journals. He suggested to use these money for the IOA registry. Ow onwards we will publish monthly issues 

from 2022 onwards along with special issues. We are ready with three issues to published in next year.

He thanked to all EC members for having faith in him and thanked office bearers. Dr. Pavan had suggested 

publication of only six issues instead of monthly issue, but provide hard copy of journals instead of soft copy.

It was passed by the EC that looking to the applications for the articles & editors report publication of monthly 

issue will be continued. Hard copy of journal will be given on subscription only. Hard copy to the senior citizens 

will be provided on demand.

Agenda 9: INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS & FELLOWSHIP- Dr. Lalit Maini

There were record number of 48 applications for foreign fellowship. Scrutiny was done by IOA committee & 

short listed 6 members. They were interviewed along with UK faculty on Zoom. Dr T D Hariharan from CMC 

,Vellore was finally selected for IOA NHS Arthroplasty Fellowship and papers for process is started after 

informing him and if travel will permit , we hope it will be through. On suggestion of Dr Shivashankar prevention 

of Venous Thromboembolism after orthopaedic procedure led by Dr Javed Parvizi -Rothman institute ,USA , 

where IOA will represent India, 140 countries are involved for guideline to prevent post-operative 

thromboembolism after orthopaedic procedures, preparation is going on to have a book on this, six 

publications will be from our own members. 

We have a relationship with 14 international association, we had sent invitation to them for our conference as a 

protocol, but due to covid pandemic the regretted remain present. We have representation from APOA & 

SICOT, by Dr. Jamal & De. Johri.

 We have not advertised the fellowship this year, but hopefully we will able to advertise in the earlier month of 

next year.

Agenda-10 : INFORMATION ABOUT C.M.E. PROGRAM IOACON-2021—Dr. Biswajit Sahu-convenor of 

Odisha team

Theme of CME “current concepts in orthopaedic techniques & technology” was decided.

We tried to involve all the subspecialities, tried to pull all the speakers from all across the country. We divided in 

seven parts, (1) spine (2) arthroplasty (3) upper limb trauma (4) lower limb trauma (5) arthroscopy (6) tumour 

(7) paediatric.
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Agenda 11 : FINAL REPORT OF MINI IOACON AND ACCOUNTS, JAIPUR—Dr. R. C. Meena/ Dr Arun K 

Sharma 

Dr. Arun Sharma on behalf of Dr. R.C. Meena , informed about workshops, main conference & about venue of 

mini IOACON conducted in March 2021.

While talking about the finances, he told that due to pandemic the finances collected were miniscule. After 

calculating amount of income & expenses there was a deficit of 3 lacs. Few pharmaceuticals though promised, 

did not participate finally and few have also yet to pay.

Dr. Meena handed over the cheque of remaining money in the account of mini OACON to Dr. Shivashankar. 

Dr. Shivashankar suggested to accept the amount & close the account due to various reasons and ask the EC 

committee members to give their opinion. Dr. Samir had asked for the details of account during mini IOACON, 

as he was in the finance committee of IOA during that period.

Dr. S C Goel whether it was an IOACON or not, if it is IOAON then it should with all protocols. Dr. Meena replied 

that due to dicey situation, mini IOCON name was given, so all the protocols were not followed.

Dr. Samir asked then why audited reports of account is not given till today? Dr. Meena agreed to submit it before 

next EC meeting. Dr. Shivashankar had accepted the cheque of 3 lac rupees as an ad hock amount & 

requested to give more if they receive from pharmaceutical companies if they receive. Dr. Meena had said that 

this is full & final amount from mini IOACON account. This amount was accepted without consensus of all the 

members. Issue was temporarily closed.

Conclusive statement from Dr. Shivashankar “we are happy to receive the 3 lac rupees cheque as a adhoc 

amount as Dr. Meena has given & we request him that if he received any money through the stall, which is 

pending then transfer it to IOA, we accept this five percent instead of ten percent due to various reason not due 

to IOA rule, but due to pandemic & other issues, requested to submit the audited report before next EC 

meeting.”

Agenda 12-Theme of CME by Gujarat Orthopaedic Association in next IOACON

at Amritsar

Gujarat orthopaedic association has decided the theme of “Non-union the principles & management” 

Convenor will be Dr. Navin Thakkar & co-ordinator will be Dr. Dhaval Desai & President of GOA at that time. It 

was passed by the EC.

Agenda 13-PREPERATION REPORT BY IOACON-22—Dr Parvinder Sandhu- Amritsar team

President & secretary of Punjab invited to all for IOACON2022 at Amritsar & promised to give best of scientific 

material & hospitality by video message. They expect best guest lectures, academic papers from best of the 

best in orthopaedic field.

They expect more than 40 international faculties during conference. They are planning to have live surgeries 

along with bone modules for workshop sessions. At present they have decided Guru Nanak Dev University as a 

venue of the conference. He explained details about the facilities available at venue & about nearby hotels and 

nearby tourist places. He informed about connectivity to Amritsar. Date is still not declared, EC has permitted to 

conduct it in November also due to whether condition of Amritsar.

Agenda 14-COSTITUTION REVIEW COMMITTEE-Dr. S C Goel & team 

Amendments in constitution: After multiple online meetings and in-depth discussion by 27 virtual meetings and 

72 hours of brain storming sessions And clause by clause in depth discussion initial draft was prepared keeping 

the spirit Of the Constitution and various court cases and impact of covid and e-communication and more 

democratization We prepare amendments which was circulated to all members and was passed in EC meeting 
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on 3/10/2021. After that we have received very two suggestions, one from Dr. Atul Bahadur about appointing 

vice-president as an election officer. He had not mentioned the reason for that. He was requested to remain 

present in EC meeting but he was not present. Dr. Atul Shrivastava had mentioned that there is one point 

behind this was that a person who has elected as a vice president will have taken some obligations from one of 

the members, that may influence in taking decision of election process. Dr. Sanjiv had suggested to keep the 

past president as an election officer. But there was no consensus on this. Another suggestion was from Dr. 

Santosh sing that any member, who has done a court case against IOA, should not be allowed to contest for the 

any post of IOA till the court matter is settled. It was accepted by the EC that this amendment should be 

discussed in extra-ordinary GBM. 

Agenda 15-IOA LEGAL & GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE- Dr. Karne and Team

After election results were announce on November 20, unsuccessful vice president candidate Dr Vijay 

Raghavan, Dr. Swarendu Samant, Dr. Sandip Adke & secretary candidate Dr. Manish Dhawan approached the 

grievance committee on 27th November 20 with complain regarding mal practice in election process. They 

were joined by the Bihar Orthopaedic Association as failed contestant for bidding IOACON 2023. As they were 

not convinced with the actions of committee, they approach honourable Delhi High Court seeking intervention 

in the results in the month of December 2020.

In the due course BOA express their willingness in withdrawing the case and subsequently they withdrawn the 

case. The matter was heard by the single judge of the high court and on 16th February 2021, it gave verdict to 

upholding the election process of IOA, as they did not find any evidence in the contents of petitioners.

Petitioners were not satisfied with the decision of court, have appealed further in the court seeking intervention 

rom double bench judge in the month of March 2021.

Meanwhile the present grievance committee upon advice from the president contacted the aggrieved 

members through mails to hear from them, giving a chance to settle the case by arbitration only. Dr. Swarup 

Samanta responded positively to this mail, rest of them were excusing themselves citing that matter is sub 

judiciary. BOA also withdrawn from election case two batch judge. Having made this effort now IOA is keenly 

contesting the said case.

Another cyber complain of fraud, cheating & forgery was registered against Nityam software solutions and its 

directors on 7th December 2020 by all four with BOA, at cyber cell in New Delhi. It was based on certain minor 

technical issues & an advertant errors, which was not affecting the results of election.

Even though it was against Nityam every individual voter felt harassment by investigating officer, that created 

detrimental effect in next election.

Bihar has also applied withdrawal from cybercrime case. Dr Karne requested Dr Ramesh Sen to give details

Dr Ramesh Sen started his presentation with each slide showing facts date wise with emphasis of election 

process /vendor selection and in each and every step election observers were in confidence and all decisions 

to keep transparency and secrecy about vendor , payment to vendor as Dr Manish Dhawan as present 

treasurer contesting Election and Dr Atul Srivastava as present Hon Sec of IOA contesting election -he has to 

keep secrecy particularly when he revealed that at the time of his visit for ASSAMI meeting at Delhi before 

starting election process of notification , there was meeting by IOA President Dr RC Meena and in presence of 

Dr Manish Dhawan , both insisted that they will select Vendor for Election which I denied for the reason of 

Keeping secrecy and transparency and the person present in meeting -Dr Manish Dhawan was also aspiring to 

contest the Election , it is not appropriate to have vendor selected by President or treasurer and whole process 

is to be conducted by Election officer without any interference by any Executives of IOA with Transparency . I 

conveyed my constitutional position and message as per constitution to Dr R C Meena that he or Dr Manish 

Dhawan should not dictate or interfere in selection of vendor or process 
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Then he explained clearly very serious matter and shown email by Dr R C Meena asking voting data of IOA 

election – showing copy of email on slide in detail . Then he show on slide a page extracted from of a document 

filed – submitted in court by Petitioner including Dr Manish Dhawan , where there is clear cut mail trail of forward 

with date and timings which shows a custodian of IOA data and IOA office – Dr R C Meena forwarded whole 

data of election to Dr Manish Dhawan a Petitioner against IOA . Then he asked on slide a question to all EC 

members that what was his interest in forwarding all IOA data of Election to a petitioner -Dr Manish Dhawan 

within few hours as forward , which is seen clear cut in document submitted by Petitioner himself in court . Then 

he asked reason why he transferred data to Dr Manish Dhawan ?

Dr R C Meena tried to explain that as he is a custodian of IOA and as family head of IOA tried to pacify angry 

member by giving him data of IOA election. Dr Sameer Agrawal and D Pradip Choudhary did not agree with this 

explanation asked Dr R C Meena same question and asked for his intentions -why he was working against the 

interest of IOA , if he is working as custodian of IOA .Did Dr Manish Dhawan asked data ? Why you were in hurry 

to give data to a single Contestant only . This legal case and cybercrime notices generated only due to this 

leakage of confidential data of election which should have been sealed and cannot be given to anyone. 

Dr R C Meena is the only person responsible for this act .Dr R C Meena explained that if I do not give data , they 

will go to court . Dr Sameer Agrawal said let them do that . What was your intentions ? Dr Pradip Choudhry said 

that in place of pouring water you fired it with Ghee , it shows clear cut . This is a not act of pacifying , this is act of 

firing . This explanation cannot be believed by anyone and no one will be ready to buy it .

Dr Ramesh Sen further projected slide with other sensitive mail trail document from a submission done by 

applicants themselves in court of law – Delhi High court . On Screen slide showed that Mail forwarded by Dr R C 

Meena containing all Data of IOA election forwarded to Dr Manish Dhawan was further forwarded to Dr Atul 

bahadur – Chair Legal and Grievances committee showing the date and time stamp of 3rd December , where 

the fact is applicant filed in court case on 7-12-2020 and making Dr Atul Bahadur also as party from IOA and Dr 

Atul bahadur replied to High Court after 7-12-2020 by making an notarised affidavit with reply – submission that 

he is not given data by Election Officer Dr Ramesh Sen and Dr Ramesh Sen is not cooperating and not giving 

data . This document shows that he was already in possession of data on 3-12-2020 , much before applicant 

files an application in court , though he got by unofficial route of leakage from Dr R C Meena as then President 

and further forwarded to Dr Manish Dhawan and Dr Manish Dhawan further forwarded to Dr Atul Bahadur 

showing clear cut date and time and email ids of all . He further informed EC that when lawyer of Dr Atul 

Bahadur was asked his position , he indicated in court that he is with plaintiff-applicant .

Dr Ramesh Sen further projected slide asking question to EC that -was there a Nexus between all three as 

documents suggest and was there a pre plan to have data leakage before the application in court as seen in 

email dated 3-12-2021 ? EC must think on these facts .

Dr B Shivashankar asked leading question to R C Meena to answer in Yes and No , Does he has forwarded IOA 

Election data to Dr Manish Dhawan – a Contestant ? Dr R C Meena categorically replied that yes he has given 

IOA Election data to Dr Manish Dhawan . 

Dr Ramesh Sen asked Dr Meena that why you asked me to submit data in 24 hours ? Where you found this 

instructions ? In Constitution ? Blue Book ? Unfortunately or coincidentally same words are used by Dr Atul 

Bahadur in his mail and his affidavit with reply in court and same words are used by applicant with notarised 

affidavit and reply in court .

Dr Meena replied that he was in impression that Election data should be submitted to IOA office within 24 hours. 

Dr Ramesh Sen asked counter question to Dr R C Meena that where is the data of your tenure of Election officer 

? had you submitted in 24 hours ? Who paid vendor money ? IOA ? Dr Meena replied that in my tenure as 

Election Officer election was declared null and void and so I instructed to delete election data with permission.

Dr Sen asked who gave permission ? Is there any records – minutes of EC of such permission to delete 
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sensitive data of election when it is declared null and void due to flaw ? Fact is You have not submitted any data 

in 24 hours and deleted data and you are asking data within 24 hours . Whole Ec asked question to Dr R C 

Meena and condemned the act of leaking data leading to court case and cybercrime notices to all members. 

He should give answer . Dr R C Meena said Dr B Shivashankar that these all Ec members are your puppets . 

All EC members became angry and shouted to Dr R C Meena to withdraw his such derogatory words 

immediately.

Dr B Shivashankar also objected his comments as all EC members are elected from their states with their 

strengths and he has coopeted only 3 members only as per constitution. This is not right comment and he 

should withdraw his comment . Dr R C Meena refused to withdraw his words . Dr Rajesh Gupta furiously said 

that he must withdraw . Dr R C Meena said that he will leave the meeting , but all members said that we are not 

against you but your act and your words . Dr B Shivashankar said that it is not fair that you are asking Dr Sen to 

submit data in 24 hours and you yourself has not submitted money and account details of Mini IOACON ?

Dr Pradip Choudhary said that it is not only Dr Atul Bahadur – Dr R C Meena is equally responsible and same 

disciplinary actions to be taken against him Dr Sen asked Legal Committee chair to provide details as Dr Karne 

was at that time was member of that committee along with Dr Ashok Vij . Dr Karne shared all documents with EC 

and projected the questions asked by Dr B Shivashankar and categorical reply by two other members of Legal 

Committee -Dr Karne and Dr Ashok Vij . Dr B Shivshankar made it short and given gist of facts to EC members 

that Dr Atul bahadur has not replied to questions asked by him when he took charge and answers from other 

Two members suggest that Dr Atul Bahadur not fully consulted them for all affairs and took decision of keeping 

Lawyer and making reply and affidavit his own without taking opinion of legal committee members or office 

bearers where it shows clear cut his opinion of creating wrong belief to court that something is wrong , so he 

misled the facts to court also .

EC members discussed in detail about actions of Dr Atul bahadur as Chairman Legal and Grievance committee 

. Dr Atul Bahadur actions were similarly condemned by ec because he was a part of ioa legal team and without 

following redressal procedure and without consulting Dr N J karne and dr ashok vij, he is filing court cases 

against ioa office bearers as well as recently dr atul bahadur filed fir against dr shiv shankar and dr navin thakar 

dr ramesh sen dr atul srivastava . As Dr Atul Bahadur acted in a manner against the interest and facts of case . 

His role of making an affidavit in court that he is not having data of election provided by Election officer of IOA , 

As Dr Ramesh Sen shown in his presentation documents with extracted pages with page numbers noted on 

that document submitted by plaintiff itself showing the mail trail that he has received data which was leaked by 

Dr R C Meena as President of IOA to Dr Manish Dhawan and then Dr Manish Dhawan further forwarded data to 

Dr Atul Bahadur on December 3rd itself and Dr atul Bahadur filed his affidavit in court after an petition by Plaintiff 

Dr Manish Dhawan and others on 7-12-2021 in reply to this petition as he was made party as Chair legal 

Committee . Question asked by Dr Ramesh Sen is when Dr Atul bahadur already acknowledged. Dr Vikash 

Jain pointed that it shows clear cut Nexus with President sir and without that it is not possible . So actions should 

be taken for whosoever is there , it may be a president also . EC recommended to suspend dr Atul bahadur and 

explanation from Dr R C Meena and condemnable actions as decided by GBM - this resolution to be put in GBM 

for final decision.

Ec passes , election conducted by dr ramesh sen, document /evidence shown by dr ramesh sen are 

transparent and fair by all means. dr sen explained clearly all the steps of election are discussed with 

dr shantaram shetty who was election observer Dr john ebnezar case already discussed in last ec meeting and 

minutes of the same passed by ec. Dr R C meena commented that since how many years we should support 

Dr Sudhir Kapoor – case may go for 15-20 years . Dr Sameer Agrawal pointed that he is our family member and 

was officer of IOA and as per policy we will give him support till case ends and will not keep him alone till end with 

proverb in Hindi “ Hum Kisika Sath Nahi Chhodte Sir “ Dr B Shivashankar cleared that it was passed in last Ec 

resolution and matter is clear there only with his concluding remarks .
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Dr Sandeep adke case

Details discussion went on by Legal Chair with audio file played about derogatory behaviour with our Past 

president Dr Shanta ram Shetty sir . Every one was astonished after listening . 

Ec passed the proposal to put resolution in GBM to terminate Dr Sandeep Adke due to his continuous mis 

behaviour against ioa office bearers on personal phone calls as well on social media proposed by dr jatti and dr 

vikas jain 

Dr l prakash case

it is decided by EC kindly give new ioa membership number to dr l prakash and permit him to speak for 2 

minutes in gbm Anonymous mail from ioamatters@hotmail and now recently from ioamatters@ gmail.com as 

IOA matters II as subject – Ioamatters@hotmail mail which is circulated to all members. complaint is filed by 

IOA in cyber crime to know the origin of the mail and this decision is passed by ec.

There was no treasurer till mid September 2021, because accounts not handed by dr manish dhawan 

intentionally.new treasurer dr sandeep kumar taken position for last 2 months only.message coveyed strongly 

by president sir dr shiv shankar Csrc report by dr anoop kumar passed by ec. Woice report passed by ec.

Election report by dr atul srivastava passed by ec.Inland fellowship report passed by ec

It report passed by ec and it is proposed strongly by president and secreatry and as well as it incharge dr jethwa 

sir to have new vendor /webmaster of it and it is strongly passed by ec dr bera

Letters from members were discussed including letter for DNB results and necessary steps will be taken – 

Dr rajesh Gupta informed house and promised to provide details and lead

the cause and will suggest suggestions to IOA office.

all other reports passed by ec and meeting closed by national anthem after vote of thanks by Hon sec IOA
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Minutes of the General Body Meeting (GBM) of the Indian 

Orthopaedic Association(IOA), held on Saturday, 24th December, 2021 

at the Dr Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Indoor Stadium, Goa.

Dr B. Shivashankar - President was in Chair.

Dr. Ramesh Sen - President Elect, Dr Atul Srivastava - Vice President & Dr Navin Thakkar - Secretary General 

were on the dais.

Life Members as per Register maintained by IOA office were present. Dr B. Shivashankar called the meeting to 

order after 15 Minutes Break of the Extraordinary GBM held at the same venue earlier.

Dr Navin Thakkar requested Dr B Shivashankar to give his welcome address. President IOA with his power 

point presentation showing various activities and hard decisions taken by him and team solely keeping interest 

of IOA. He also showed the activities- works done on theme of Atmanirbhar and bone and Joint week 

celebration theme after he took charge online in December 2020 and physically in March 2021 at Mini 

IOACON, Jaipur. He highlighted all his visits to various state conference and thanked all state chapters for 

utilising theme and logo of Atmanirbhar Orthopaedics. He also informed the house that India was the Guest 

Nation at Germany’s DKOU Meet at Berlin from 25th to 31st October 2021 and he represented India along with 

three more people from India.

After welcome address by the Chair, Dr Navin Thakkar - Secretary General started taking further agenda.

Agenda 1: Obituary . Secretary general screened names of various members whose information received by 

IOA Office and asked members to indicate for any names, if missing in the obituary list. Names Displayed on 

Screen for paying respect to departed soul were :

1. Dr. R.C. Varma, Indore, M.P.- LM00639

2. Dr. Shekhar Agarwal, Delhi-LM01173

3. Dr. A. K. Dubey, Gwalior, M.P.-LM00817

4. Dr. Mukesh Agarwal, Delhi – LM03831

5. Dr. Prashant Rastogi, Kashipur, UK-LM06782

6. Dr. U. Jayaprakash, Calicut, Kerala-LM01155

7. Dr. Lal Bhai M. Patel, Mehsana, Guj. LM00059

8. DR. SATRUGHNA RAM (LM 01543) –Patna

9. Dr. Ramesh Kumar, Delhi- LM01169

10. Dr. M.G. Abott, Delhi

11. Dr. Harbhajan Singh, Delhi

12. Dr. Chavan Virat, Mumbai- LM04844,

13. Dr. Biswanath Chakraborti, W.B., LM00569

14. Dr. Deepak Bagaria,Giridh, Jharkhand- LM05199

15. Dr. M. Ramadoss, Comibatore, TN- LM00108

16. Dr. R. Rathinasabapathy, Thanjhavur, TN.-LM03501

17. Dr. Cap. Manoharan, TN

18. Dr. S. Kannan, Cuddalore, TN- LM03179
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19. Dr.K.B. Lal, Jaipur, Rajasthan- LM00886

20. Dr. K.V. P. Rao, Bellari, Karnataka- LM08967

21. Dr. Nandkumar P. , Kochi, Kerala

22. Dr. Anil John, Kochi, Kerala

23. Dr. Bijay Narain Singh -Patna - LM00017

24. Dr. Mahendra Choudhary- Supaul - LM07525

25. Dr. T.N. Singh- Gopalganj- LM02161

26. Dr. Darbari Singh- Rohtas- LM00765

27. Dr. Arvind Kumar- Muzaffarpur- LM03773

28. Dr. Sanjeeva Ranjan Karan - Patna

29. Dr. Gyan Prakash Gupta- Saharsa

30. Dr. Dharm Nath Singh- Patna - LM08456

31. Dr. Anandamoy Sain WBOA LM NO: 0669

32. Dr. Aditya Prasad Mondal WBOA LM NO: 0181 IOA LM NO: 3984

33. Dr. Sandip Manna WBOA LM NO: 0135 IOA LM NO: 4473

34. Dr. Biswanath Chakraborti WBOA LM NO: 0135 IOA LM NO: 4473

35. Dr. Dilip Kumar Mishra WBOA LM NO: 054 IOA LM NO: 0443

Dr L Prakash mentioned name of Prof Dr. P. Dhanarajan - LM01588 , which was added and Dr Pawan named 

Dr. Deepak Bagaria from Giridh – which was there in the list already . Mr Ramesh Pandey -CAO -IOA ,noted 

names of members who has departed from us and one minute silence was observed Agenda 2: Ratification of 

Constitutional Amendments passed by Extraordinary GBM.

Constitutional amendments which were already discussed and passed in earlier marathon Extra Ordinary 

GBM was tabled and each point was earlier passed point-wise and similarly if any corrections / changes 

needed were marked in red. The same was approved unanimously. Dr Ashok Sirohi who had suggested few 

things to make election process more transparent during EGBM reiterated the same. Dr Avinash Patil asked 

about when these rules will come into effect, with regards to cooling period for Organising Secretary and 

Organising Chairman to contest the elections. For which the Chair said that all the rules will be effective 

immediately once passed but it will not be applicable retrospectively for conferences to be held in Amritsar and 

Lucknow as the rules for them will be as per earlier MOU and constitution.

Dr B Shivashankar - President cleared all confusion with clear cut examples that constitution will come into 

existence immediately but some of the rules applied already for previous persons with old terms , will not be 

applicable for them retrospectively as we cannot apply for them retrospectively , for the election purpose and 

other purpose , it will be applicable only after the Lucknow IOACON in 2023. It will not be applicable for current 

office bearers to contest for any post immediately after their present term is over.

But, remaining part will be applicable immediately itself like suspension of a member after grievance cell giving 

report, etc will be applicable once it is passed. Dr B Shivashankar requested to accept this in more democratic 

way by proposing and seconding to pass. Dr Parvinder Sandhu proposed and Dr Pravin Kanabar sir seconded 

and it was passed by all.
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Agenda 3 : Confirmation of the minutes of the meetings held on 20.02.2021 (GBM) at online. 

ECM 23rd May, 2021,15-8-2021 ( Online for change of venue ) 3rd October, 2021 through online(Zoom 

meetings) , and 21-12-2021 ECM @ GOA The same was circulated earlier to all. Dr Thakkar asked if anyone 

has objections, for which there was no objection from anyone. It was accepted and passed unanimously 

without any objections. It was proposed by Dr Saket Jati and seconded by Dr Arun Sharma .

Agenda 4 : Election 2021 Report- Dr Atul Srivastava .

Thanking all and congratulating winners ,Dr Atul Srivastava projected all details of Election 2021 slide by slide 

and tally of votes and declared result of various posts as follows on slide :

For Vice President : Dr Ram Chaddha and for Rajasthan State Representative -Dr Arun Sharma received 

highest votes for that particular post and they were declared elected .

All candidates elected by ballot and unanimously without any contest were invited on dais the for group photo. 

For the vacant post of MP Chapter state representative, Hon Sec of MP Chapter -Dr Saket Jati requested and 

asked permission to propose name of Dr RKS Dhakad and was seconded from same state Dr Pradip 

Choudhary and proposal was passed without any objection. Election process and result for IOA election 2021 

was passed unanimously without any objection. The resolution to pass was proposed by Dr Sandeep Biraris 

and Seconded by Dr Bharath Raju
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Agenda 5 : Secretary’s Report: Dr. Navin Thakkar

Dr Navin Thakkar thanked whole team of IOA in his presentation in brief of all activities during the whole year by 

Team IOA to remain connected with members . 

Agenda 6: Ratification of new enrolled Life members from 31st March, 2021- till

24th December,2021 and Dr L Prakash Membership Number All the new members enrolled were ratified and 

Dr B Shivashankar -President requested all GB members to allow to extend this deadline of date to just 

31-12-2021 as many members attending conference wanted to become life members . All agreed and passed 

this proposal.

Regarding Dr. L Prakash membership number – to consider him with new number or to allot his earlier old 

number, Dr B Shivashankar explained in detail with reasons about decision of the GBM at Kolkata and 

subsequently of EC that Dr L Prakash should be given new membership number. But as Dr Prakash has been 

insisting on retaining his old number as well as he had asked to speak in GBM regarding the same, he invited 

Dr. L. Prakash to speak to the general Body. Dr L Prakash thanked Dr B Shivashankar and congratulated for 

wonderful conference he also spoke regarding his termination in TN Medical Council and he informed that he 

has become IOA member based on his MP Medical Council registration, which has been not discontinued at 

any time and he requested and agreed that let resolution of giving old number to be voted, and if GBM members 

do not wish, it is ok for him to have new number. Chair Dr.B.Shivashankar put this request to vote and the 

majority voted for giving a new membership number and Dr L Prakash gracefully accepted the same and 

thanked all once again for having him back in IOA family. Chair Dr B Shivashankar called Dr L Prakash on the 

stage and welcomed with a floral bouquet and a photo on the stage.

Agenda 7 : Final Report of Mini IOACON and Accounts, JAIPUR Dr. R C MEENA/Nominee

As Dr Arun Sharma had already given all details in the EC Meeting regarding the accounts of Mini IOACON held 

at Jaipur, Chair Dr B Shivashankar explained in brief that from the collection of about 65 odd lakhs, they have 

paid only 3 lakh rupees to IOA. He also informed that few pending bills also needs to be cleared and hence the 

Mini IOCON people have informed their inability to pay anything more to the IOA Corpus. GB decided that in 

view with the condition in which this mini IOACON was held, it is okay as an exception for them this year only. 

But, they should submit to IOA office the audited accounts as early as possible and the final report of Mini 

IOACON as it is pending for such a long time. The same was passed with clapping and informed to Dr RC 

Meena and Dr Arun Sharma to take further action and to submit ASAP the final audited report.

Agenda 8 Legal Issues with Legal and Grievance Committee –Dr N J Karne Team 

IOA Election 2020 Court Cases – High Court Delhi –

A. Bihar Withdraw Court and Cybercrime B. Role of Dr Atul Bahadur in this Case as Chair Legal Committee and 

Role of others Dr. John Ebenezer Case – Election 2014 –New Development Dr Sandeep Adke – 

Condemnation of his Activity IOA matters – Anonymous mail- Cyber Complaint by IOA Dr Navin Thakkar invited 

Dr N J Karne to Present. Dr L Prakash Membership Related : Issue already discussed earlier in membership 

ratification agenda.

IOA Election 2020 case

Dr N J Karne narrated legal issues and requested Dr Ramesh Sen to present the facts of the IOA Election 2020. 

Before Dr Ramesh Sen could start, Dr N J Karne also announced that Bihar Orthopaedic Association has 

withdrawn as a party from the litigation of election case, in the double judge bench and in cybercrime office. For 

the same process of withdrawing from the election litigation in single bench judge at Delhi High Court, Bihar 
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Orthopaedic association has also submitted application. Dr N J Karne thanked Bihar Orthopaedic Association 

for this gesture. Dr Ramesh Sen started his presentation on PPT slides. First he felt sorry for all the IOA 

members to have received a cybercrime notice regarding voting by them in the 2020 elections. He then started 

with a slide showing the minutes of July 2020 EC online meeting, where it has been concluded by the President 

IOA that election data and software by the election vendor is to be submitted to the IOA office but there is no 

mention of any time frame for this submission of the data in these minutes as well as in the IOA constitution and 

blue book. In subsequent slides, Dr Ramesh Sen showed the chronology of e mails, where Dr R C Meena 

President IOA e mailed him the data of election to be submitted by the vendor. Dr Ramesh Sen showed that 

election vendor Sent the voting records data on 28th November and within one hour receiving these, he 

forwarded these to the officiating secretary IOA. This mail had attachments of all the details and audit of votes 

etc., including the link of recorded video of the process of counting of votes.He subsequently showed the slide 

that officiating Secretary, Dr Sandeep Kumar Sent this data to Dr R C Meena President IOA, as he has been 

ordered to do so. The e mail trail further showed that the same data was forwarded by Dr R C Meena to Dr 

Manish Dhawan (one of the contestant) within 4 hours. 

Dr B Shivashankar at that time interrupted and informed the GBM that the same issue has been discussed at 

length in EC meeting, and EC has condemned this act of Dr R C Meena to have transferred the Election data to 

Dr Manish Dhawan, Dr B Shivashankar asked Dr Ramesh Sen to go further.

Dr Ramesh Sen further showed that he received a mail from Dr Atul Bahadur on 30th November, along with a 

complaint by some contestants and also mentioning about the election data Sent to IOA office and commenting 

that this data has been masked and its format is different. This showed that the election data had reached him 

on 30th itself either through the President IOA or Dr Manish Dhawan the contestant.

Dr Ramesh Sen displayed the document submitted by plaintiff in the hon’ble court showing the mail trail where 

subsequent data Sent by the election vendor again to the IOA office was asked for by President IOA and further 

forwarded to Dr Manish Dhawan, who further forwarded the same to Dr Atul Bahadur on 1st December itself. 

This again is from the document submitted by the plaintiff with affidavit in court themselves. These e mail trails 

clearly show that the election vendor data which is supposed to be the confidential document of IOA had been 

forwarded by Dr R C Meena to Dr Manish Dhawan and Dr Atul Bahadur immediately after receiving it time and 

again.

Dr Atul Bahadur wrote a mail on 30th with a forwarded complaint mentioning few points. He wanted to know 

about vendor selection, MOU with the vendor, to these Dr Ramesh Sen had Sent him the reply that he is 

depositing the records in IOA office, which he had sent by courier on 1st December 2020. Dr Ramesh Sen also 

showed the e mail where he has informed Dr Atul Bahadur that as required by him on 30th November, all the 

election records have been Sent to IOA office by courier, to which Dr Atul Bahadur has replied on December 3rd 

that it is good that election data has been deposited in the IOA office where it should rightly be.

Dr Atul Bahadur in the same mail of 30th November, also asked Prof Shetty and Prof Jain, the election 

observers, for their involvement in the election vendor selection, and both replied him on the same date.

Surprisingly in reply to the complainants on December 9th 2020, Dr Atul Bahadur mentioned that he had not 

received any reply to his queries from Dr Ramesh Sen about the elections.

All the email trails also showed that the election data had reached Dr Atul Bahadur incorrectly via Dr R C Meena 

and Dr Manish Dhawan. On subsequent reply to the complainants, as well as in his submission to the hon’ble 

court Dr Atul Bahadur maintained that he was not having any election data. Taking this as a proof Dr Ramesh 
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Sen apprised the house that there existed a clear cut Nexus between these three persons, i.e. Dr R C Meena, 

Dr Manish Dhawan and Dr Atul Bahadur. Interestingly when there is nothing in Blue Book or Constitution or in 

the minutes of July 20th 2020 EC Meeting, any such narration of submitting the election data within 24 hours of 

counting, the same question has been worded in Dr Atul Bahadur’s mail, and the same was in the application in 

court by the plaintiffs also. 

Dr Ramesh Sen also showed the WhatsApp chat photo about the vendor data of the election conducted by 

Dr R C Meena as an election officer in 2018, where he had never submitted any data to the IOA office, and 

furthermore had deleted all election records without permission of anyone, which he had accepted in his chat.

Dr Ramesh Sen further described the issue about non participation of IOA lawyer in the case when it was 

brought up for hearing. He showed a mail informing IOA President Dr R C Meena about the absence of IOA 

lawyer, and asked him to get proper legal help for this case. After getting no reply in subsequent days, 

Dr Ramesh Sen showed another email, he had Sent to Dr R C Meena for a change of lawyer but again IOA 

president did not reply. .

Dr Ramesh Sen informed the house that in the court when the honourable judge asked the Lawyer of Dr Atul 

Bahadur (which he has appointed himself) ‘with whom are you?’.

His lawyer said that ‘he is agreeing with the plaintiff’. An important point was that he presented himself as a 

Chair of the IOA legal committee, so the question comes whether he had asked other members of the legal 

committee for this issue and for drafting his reply? Dr Ramesh Sen said that Dr Karne, a member of the legal 

committee who has been sitting on the dais had confirmed that he has not been consulted. Dr Ashok Vij the 

other member of the legal committee had actually written a letter categorically saying that Dr Atul Bahadur has 

worked as a single person in legal committee and has not consulted him also.

Dr Ramesh Sen narrated the story of this plot planned back in month of Feb 2020, when the election process 

was to start. Dr R C Meena asked him to keep the IOA web site vendor for the election also, to which he had 

refused with the reason that both sitting Secretary and Treasurer are likely to contest the election.

He further narrated that, then in June 2020 Dr R C Meena IOA President asked him not to advertise election 

notice for holding IOA elections, to which he replied that if he didn’t conduct this election, there will be a 

litigation. On this Dr R C Meena said that let the, litigation happen, and that he had as many as 20 litigations 

against him and can have another one also.

Dr Ramesh Sen informed the house that in this scenario, he was aware of the challenges in conducting the IOA 

elections, so he had declared in the EC meeting of 20th July 2020 that he would not involve any member of the 

current executive. Regarding the vendor selection, he informed the house that when the so called govt. 

approved vendor did ask for 100 percent advance payment, and IOA office informed that 100 percent advance 

was not possible after consulting the election observers, he had to ask the other vendor i.e. Nityam Software to 

hold the election.

Dr Ramesh Sen showed the mail of Dr Atul Bahadur of 30th November, where he had concluded that Nityam 

Software as a vendor was not appropriate without knowing the facts or having any documents as per his mail.

Dr Ramesh Sen showed all the documents that were showing reasons why his decision along with election 

observers, of asking the Nityam Software to conduct the election was the right choice as Nityam Software had 

been following all the security steps, and the allegations levelled in the alleged complaints had been 

immediately cleared by the hon’ble court, and the same associations whose elections were in question had 

been getting their all subsequent elections by Nityam Software only. In addition Nityam Software has been 

conducting similar elections for more than 11 Medical associations. 
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Dr Ramesh Sen showed all the necessary documents as evidence in his presentation. Dr Ramesh Sen also 

showed the cybercrime status report for having paid the advance from his own account. He informed the house 

that his duty was to keep the name of vendor confidential , and the cheque for the advance payment had to be 

signed by two of the three IOA signatories namely Dr R C Meena IOA President, Dr Atul Srivastava Secretary 

and Dr Manish Dhawan as treasurer, two of them were contestants for the elections . So to keep the secrecy 

from the contestants and after getting confirmation to pay from his own account for later reimbursement from 

IOA office, he paid the advance charges form his own account.

Dr Ramesh Sen further informed the house that till previous 3 months( Mid-September 2021), charge of 

Treasurer has not been given by Dr Manish Dhawan to Dr Sandeep Kumar- the new treasurer. Dr B 

Shivashankar confirmed these facts and informed the house that team of IOA and office of IOA had to work till 

last 3 months without the charge of treasurer handed over to Dr Sandeep Kumar and Dr Manish Dhawan was 

not ready to sign the bank documents to change signatories of IOA account.

Dr Ramesh Sen further showed the PPT about Dr Atul Bahadur’s filing a criminal case in Bijnor district against 

Dr B Shivashankar, Dr Ramesh Sen, Dr Atul Srivastava , Dr Jamal Ashraf and Dr Navin Thakkar with a charge 

of instigating Dr SC Goel , Dr Dhaval Desai, Dr Mohan Mantri and others for posting on WhatsApp messages 

against Dr Atul Bahadur.

Dr B Shivashankar categorically condemned this action of Atul Bahadur as he was sleepless for two nights as 

he got call from Bijnor Police to remain present within 24 hours to reply in police station personally for this case. 

Similar calls were received by all other members mentioned also. Dr B Shivashankar further narrated that “You 

are not requested but ordered to come to Najibabad police station within 24 hours and submit document and 

evidence”. Dr B Shivashankar told that He had been working for IOA and have not taken even a single penny for 

travelling and then also he got a notice to appear in Najibabad police Station, for this he felt very sorry and got 

sleepless nights”. 

He further narrated that “this is how the legal chair is working , unless there is some support from inside and 

some coterie must be supporting him, it would not have been possible, which I would like to bring to the notice of 

all the GB members “.

Dr Ramesh Sen informed that our IOA, the academic body has been made into a political game, where 

someone in position wanted the successor to be of his liking by hook or crook, he made the election officer to 

suffer, just because he could not get the result favourable to his candidate. He further said that he has suffered 

in court and still suffering and a lot of money of IOA has been lost just for this political game and the culprits are 

here. He asked the house to look at the real culprits and handle them appropriately. Dr Ramesh Sen thanked all 

the members for having felt the pain of being an election officer in such an environment of politics.

Dr N J Karne took over the further agenda and informed the house that in addition to unnecessary harassment 

to the Election officer of IOA, IOA has spent more than 35 Lakhs in court till now and will be spending more also 

in this particular case .

Dr Sameer Agrawal wanted Dr R C Meena to reply, why he had shared the confidential election data with the 

contestant?

Dr B Shivashankar requested Dr R C Meena to say his version. Dr R C Meena did not stand up to reply. Dr B 

Shivashankar explained that Dr R C Meena has not answered satisfactorily in EC also, though he has accepted 

that he had shared confidential IOA data to a contestant. This information is from the document submitted in the 

hon’ble court by the plaintiff only, and no one has hacked Dr R C Meena’s mail.
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Dr B Shivashankar further told that EC has already passed resolution of condemning this act of Dr R C Meena 

and the same has been put up in its minutes.Dr Rohan Wade expressed his personal opinion on this point to 

clear all the wrongs done in association and to be decided in this GBM as the GB is final. Dr B Shivashankar 

asked what action has to be taken, Dr Roshan Wade in his personal capacity as general member asked for 

Dr R C Meena to give his version in reply to the statements of Dr Ramesh Sen.

Dr B Shivashankar again requested again Dr R C Meena to stand up and say his version as asked by 

Dr Roshan Wade, and requested him to come over to the dais. Dr R C Meena replied that “ I do not want to go in 

detail and everything has been discussed multiple times and whatever he says in summary, is expected to be 

accepted by all and there will not be any further arguments or discussion. He further said that he has been 

serving the association since last 12 years and has made contribution to the IOA of 1.5 Crore from the Diamond 

Jubilee Conference at Jaipur and 28 lakhs during my presidency on personal level efforts, he collected money 

from the companies. He further said that this matter has been discussed previously and he has made 

clarifications. All the communications are with executive committee but most important is the election matter is 

in court of law and subjudice. He said he has no right to discuss or comment on this matter and any point made 

here may be used against the association and I am ready to discuss in the court if court finds it necessary and 

when court asks me. But anybody who is curious to know in details may read EC meeting minutes and cyber 

status report. He ended with Hindi phrases describing his relation with Dr Ramesh Sen as friend, but regretting 

what has happened to friendship. He requested to end this topic here and otherwise IOA will be in trouble. 

Thanks to all ” Dr B Shivashankar informed the house that Dr R C Meena’s stand is consistent with the election 

matter which is subjudice and there is no change in his stand so far. 

But here issue being discussed is not the election but the act of Dr R C Meena as President IOA to have 

forwarded the confidential election voting data to a contestant, which is not subjudice and is highly 

condemnable and the same has been worded in EC minutes. But Dr Meena’s version is to say it is subjudice as 

a reason, but we have seen now in the presentation of Election Officer -Dr Ramesh Sen, what is black and what 

is white and who is wrong and who is right. 

Chair Dr B Shivashankar asked, if anyone in general body has to say something can, otherwise we should 

move ahead.

Dr Rakesh Rajput said that we must decide for future action, what should be done if someone goes to the court 

against IOA. Dr B Shivashankar cleared that leaking of the confidential election data is not a subjudice matter 

and what actions should be taken against such a member and what are their rights, that we can take away from 

such a member if he goes to court against IOA, that is to be decided here as an agenda.

Dr N J Karne informed that it has been passed already in previous GBM and has been ratified that if someone 

goes to the court without properly following the prescribed redressal mechanism and not waiting till the legal 

and grievance committee reports it to the EC Committee and then EC decides. 

Dr B Shivashankar explained in detail about the rule and at present status in court for injunction suggesting that 

IOA should not take any action against those who have gone in the court for this case matter only , so election 

officer this year allowed Dr Swarnendu Samanta to nominate and contest election of IOA this year.

Matter of data transfer to Dr Manish Dhawan is not subjudice and GBM has to decide about the act of 

Dr R C Meena as president is correct or not in his act of sharing data to the contestant who has filed a case 

against IOA. Why he has shared data to only one contestant, he could not answer satisfactorily. 

Dr B Shivashankar asked to vote for those who feel this act was wrong- to raise hands – almost all raised their 
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hands. He again asked those who feel that the sharing of election data act was right – to raise hand – nobody 

raised their hand. So the Chair concluded at this stage that everybody felt that such an act of Dr R C Meena is 

condemnable.

Dr Roshan Wade opined his view that both the matters are different – legal cases and data sharing to Dr Manish 

Dhawan as a IOA member is not a serious issue and this is not that big a crime to punish Dr R C Meena. 

Dr N J Karne cleared the misunderstanding created due to opinion given by Dr Roshan Wade, that this data is 

not the member data like telephone number or e mail, but it was the details of voting done including who has 

voted to whom. so it is very confidential data and cannot be shared with any one, but only with courts, if asked. 

This most confidential data was leaked by Dr R C Meena to the plaintiff Dr Manish Dhawan and based on that 

you all got notices from police from the cyber-crime.

Dr Roshan Wade opined about his concern about the legal cases and requested Dr R C Meena to ask plaintiffs 

to take back all the cases against IOA. He further asked IOA officers to sit together and call all the aggrieved 

members to solve the issues amicably.

Dr N J Karne and Dr B Shivashankar informed the house that IOA has requested well in advance all those 

involved in legal issues naming Dr Atul Bahadur, Dr Swarnendu Samanta, Dr Vijay Raghavan, Dr Manish 

Dhawan, Dr Sandip Adke and Dr John Ebenezer to attend the EC meeting as invitee for this agenda, and to 

share their grievances to be sorted out as family matter. Unfortunately, there have been some members who 

have registered in this conference and are attending but they have not turned for their presentation in EC or 

GBM. Dr Roshan Wade in his personal capacity as a general IOA Member requested Dr R C Meena to act to 

take all cases back. Dr B Shivashankar informed that arbitration by Past Presidents Dr Shantharam Shetty and 

Dr Anil Jain was denied by litigants and that try had also failed.

Dr R C Meena stood and said that he had cleared his views and did not want to discuss further in this matter 

again and again. Dr B Shivashankar requested Dr R C Meena on behalf of GBM to try and talk to litigants for 

having amicable solution. Dr R C Meena assured house that he will talk to all the contestants -plaintiffs to solve 

it amicably in short time of one month.

Dr Ramesh Sen said that he has suffered a lot for one and half year, just for doing a good and a transparent 

election and he is the one who has felt the pain and he is not God and but an ordinary member only.

Dr B Shivashankar informed that EC and GB has now voted for the action of Dr R C Meena as condemnable 

and now GB should decide whether any action has to be taken against him or we should forget it. He asked the 

members to raise their hands to vote for option one -those who say we should forget? - And then he counted the 

raised hands. He then asked the second option of those who feel that some action should be taken – to raise 

hands and again he counted the numbers of raised hands and these has significantly outnumbered the first 

option. 

Then he asked the next question – what action should be taken? He asked Dr Sameer Agarwal to suggest what 

action should be taken? . Dr Roshan Wade expressed his opinion that it is sad that you are deciding the action -

punishment for Dr R C Meena?

Dr B Shivashankar explained that, if he did not ask GB for any action, then GB would blame him for not taking 

any action. So he wanted to remain transparent so is asking the GB for the solution.

Dr N J Karne informed the house that as far actions are concerned, these could be – One is Termination, 

Second is suspension and third is taking out all accolades and titles. Dr B Shivashankar repeated the same for 
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understanding of all and explained about third action of taking away all the accolades means all privileges as 

Past President will be withdrawn.

One member asked about the legal situation, can we take action against him when the case is subjudice? He 

was informed that Dr R C Meena is not a party as plaintiff and Dr N J Karne explained that the court case is 

different and this matter is different. Dr Vikash Agashe opined that if Dr R C Meena with his good office can 

make the withdrawal of all the cases, we can forget his action. Dr N J Karne however voiced the opinion that this 

implies that all the persons who have gone to the court had his permission or had to do something with him, so 

they will listen to him.

Dr Ravi Raj suggested that if he succeeds in taking away cases -that is alright and condemnation is already 

done. Dr B Shivashankar said we have these three options only which have been mentioned earlier.

Dr N J Karne reiterated that just now we have voted for taking for some action already. Dr Ravi raj said that 

action can be decided if he cannot resolve the cases, why we want to take action immediately? Dr Pawan asked 

that when Dr R C Meena has assured that he will solve issue of cases within one month, why we are raising 

matter of punishment?

Dr B Shivashankar replied that let Dr R C Meena come and announce that he will resolve all the cases in one 

month, as we do not want to lose any member. That is why we tried to reach all the aggrieved members to keep 

them in IOA Family, there should not be any conflict of interest in our family and we request Dr R C Meena to 

come and announce that he will make all cases withdrawn within one month.

Dr R C Meena stood up and addressed President that he was not able to hear due to noise and he asked the 

question that “what you were telling to suspend me?” Dr B Shivashankar replied that you have shared 

confidential document of IOA to contestant which is a grave mistake done by you. Dr R C Meena argued that 

where is the rule written that sharing a document with a member amounts to a suspension ? Is it a suspension-

able offence ? in which book it is written ? He stressed that he is the father of association -family and custodian 

of the IOA and he has the right to keep all IOA member in united forum in a satisfied manner and solve their hue 

and cry. In that scenario when there were so many questions raised that there is corruption in the election 

process, I had satisfied them verbally and asked to wait till the documents and data come and if we see and find 

anything wrong then we will take it and in that scenario I gave them as a mirror that Mr Manish see in this, is 

there anything wrong? Did Dr Ramesh Sen did any manipulation in that data ? Did I do any manipulation of 

data? Or they found any manipulation and fault in that data or change of figures ?

Dr B Shivashankar seeing the emotions of the house post the presentation of Dr Ramesh Sen, suggested that if 

Dr R C Meena accepted that the act done by him was not right and if he apologises to the house for his conduct 

probably the GB will forgive him.

Dr R C Meena confessed at that point that if the house has been hurt by him or Ramesh has been hurt, he is 

saying sorry not once, not even ten times but twenty times, fifty times, even hundred times sorry.

At that point Dr B Shivashankar declared that as Dr R C Meena has apologised, the matter is resolved. Though 

at that time Dr R C Meena said that he has lost all faith in IOA, to which the house suggested him not to say like 

that, and requested him to be part of IOA for ever and to have full faith in IOA.

Dr N J Karne informed the house about cybercrime complaint and informed that Bihar Orthopaedic Association 

has applied for withdrawal of the case against IOA and delete its name as a party. Dr N J Karne informed house 

for letter from Dr Ashok Vij about the role of Dr Atul Bahadur where he put facts about actions of Dr Atul Bahadur 

– mail was written to then President Dr R C Meena . He also informed about questionnaire asked to all the 

members by Dr B Shivashankar for this case and Dr Atul Bahadur did not reply to that questionnaire.
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John Ebenezer case

Dr N J Karne informed about development of John Ebenezer case. He informed that Dr Ebenezer lost the case 

against IOA and now he has done a fresh appeal to a higher court of law and we have submitted the reply for the 

fresh case. For the request of Dr Sudhir Kapoor to keep higher fee better lawyer, it was already concluded in the 

EC meeting of 21-12-2021, that as the present lawyer has won the earlier case and also knows the details, we 

shall not change the lawyer at this stage. Also if Dr Sudhir Kapoor feels that he wants to keep a better lawyer, 

then he can keep provided he pays to them directly and not by IOA. We shall support the case from IOA as the 

case has been filed during his tenure as officer of IOA.

Issue of anonymous email from different ioa matter email ID Dr N J Karne and Dr Navin Thakkar and 

Dr B Shivashankar informed house about anonymous mail from ioamatters@hotmail.com and 

ioamatters@gmail.com where writer is trying to tarnish the image of IOA , so we have done cybercrime 

complaint by IOA for both email ID to find who is writing and to take needful legal action .

Dr Adke Case : Chair informed about various messages and derogatory Facebook postings by Dr Sandeep 

Adke and informed members about complaint received from Past President Dr SC Goel regarding his 

language and insulting interaction with very senior member and Past President of IOA Dr Shantharam Shetty 

sir . Audio of that conversation was played which was felt shocking and insulting by everyone . Dr SC Goel 

suggested that every day he is sending mails and even he has tried to dislodge this event of IOA -IOACON 2021 

by posting message on WhatsApp and Facebook in which he has claimed that he has asked High Court of Goa 

and Maharashtra to stall the IOACON 2021. and according to constitution , when he is continuously behaving in 

such a way ,GBM has power to take decision to suspend him immediately. It was brought to the notice of the 

house that EC has already suggested to suspend him in the same way like Maharashtra Orthopaedic 

Association, which has already suspended him since long for his anti association activities. The resolution 

whether to suspend him ( Dr Sandeep Adke) or not as primary member of IOA was made to vote for show of 

hands . It was passed unanimously to suspend Dr Sandeep Adke from IOA primary membership . Dr Rakesh 

Rajput requested to add in minutes for reasons one two three why he has been suspended ? The Chair agreed 

to this suggestion and pointed out that after taking proper legal advice only it has been tabled by the legal and 

grievance cell and he enumerated few reasons other than above like not following redressal Mechanism and 

tarnishing image of IOA by Publishing - writing to all press and media, also sending messages to members on 

WhatsApp, posting derogatory messages on Facebook, to cancel this conference,– a flagship event of IOA and 

also threat of filing the case in the court and also has written himself that he has filed case in court to cancel the 

present conference, etc. He also said that so far we have not received any notice from anyone regarding the 

alleged court case filed to cancel the IOACON 2021.

Issue of Dr Atul Bahadur

Chair informed about the summary of the discussion in the EC meeting regarding Dr. Atul Bahadur related 

issues. He also informed the suggestion by the EC which had decided unanimously to suspend him also for his 

acts as they have caused more damage to IOA especially in the court cases, especially while being the Chair of 

Legal and grievance committee. Where he represented in court by a separate lawyer without consulting other 

members of legal committee. His lawyer saying in court that ‘he is agreeing with plaintiff’ has damaged IOA a lot 

and also being the chairman of Legal committee and knowing that jurisdiction of filing the case for IOA officers is 

Delhi , he purposefully files a case in Najibabad to harass the officers of IOA.

During earlier discussion and presentation about the court case IOA is facing, Dr Ramesh Sen had clearly 

discussed and pointed out the role played by Dr Atul Bahadur. 
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At this stage Dr Vikash Jain suggested that why not we ask Dr R C Meena to pursue Dr Atul Bahadur to 

withdraw the case ,otherwise it will go on and on. Dr B Shivashankar informed the house that we had already 

called him to join the EC and to present his case , but he has not turned up . Dr Atul Srivastava cleared the fact 

that Dr Atul Bahadur is not there as plaintiff in election case and Dr SC Goel added that you are confusing 

between two cases , Case filed by Atul Bahadur at Najibabad is totally different .

Dr B Shivashankar explained that what Dr Vikash Jain is saying is different -like Dr R C Meena said sorry and 

we forgive him, should we also give chance to Dr Atul Bahadur also to apologise and if GBM/House accepts it , 

but as he has not turned up here personally should we suspend or wait for 2-3 months and then to decide on his 

case?

Finally it was decided that Dr Vikash Jain to pursue the matter with Dr Atul Bahadur and to come within a month 

with outcome. If he comes with a letter of apology to IOA , then we can withdraw the suspension. Dr Kanabar sir 

asked permission to suggest ,

President sir gave him permission to speak, where Dr Kanabar sir expressed that he is feeling sorry for a series 

of turmoil in IOA and very hard decisions taken by GBM today and opined that similarly whatever the way 

Dr R C Meena said sorry and the same was accepted, similarly he requested Dr Ramesh Sen , Mr President 

and all to forgive Dr Atul Bahadur also.

Chair, Dr B Shivashankar accepted Dr Kanabar Sir’s sentiments and asked whether to pass a resolution that 

GBM feels that it condemns the act of Dr Atul Bahadur but it forgives at this stage?. Dr Sameer Agrawal 

objected and asked the Chair that why we should do that way ? Suspend him and let him come in Next GBM 

and explain why he has done such activity ? Suspend him till that time . Everyone will do such wrong things 

against IOA and we will be only condemning the things and they will continue doing the same . In response 

Dr B Shivashankar proposed resolution to vote by GBM with two options – Option one for those who want to 

follow proposal of Dr Kanabar to forgive and raise the hand and then second option to vote for proposal of 

Dr Sameer Agrawal to suspend Dr Atul Bahadur for his act. Almost all raised their hands for the second 

proposal to suspend Dr Atul Bahadur for his acts and the same was passed by majority.

Dr Sameer Agrawal thanked and said that message should pass and reiterated that GBM is supreme to decide 

.Dr B Shivashankar said that we honour the sentiments and decisions by the majority of house and we pass the 

resolution to suspend Dr Atul Bahadur accordingly .

Dr Atul Srivastava requested and proposed to resolution to pass by GBM that Election done By Dr Ramesh Sen 

in 2020 were absolutely fine, smooth and transparent . It was passed unanimously , which was proposed by 

Dr R R Shah and Seconded by Dr Nityanand Rao .

Dr Navin Thakkar proceeded with next agenda of awards 

Agenda 9 : Award Distribution

Dr Navin Thakkar called upon Dr Anup Agrawal CSRC Chair on stage to distribute awards for best chapter gold 

/silver /bronze medals as trophy are already awarded in inauguration function. All awardee – Travelling fellows , 

PG Quiz and all appreciation award of IOA to IT Committee , Rheumatology Committee and others for their 

work for IOA. All welcomed individually on stage and group photos were taken with jubilation by all .

Agenda 10 : Report from Inland fellowship : Dr Rajeev Raman presented power point presentation slide 

by slide he mentioned Names of travelling fellows 2019-2020 :

1. Dr Harjot Singh Gurudutta

2. Dr Rajesh Kumar Rajnish
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3. Dr Vivek Tiwari

4. Dr Sahil Batra

who were felicitated by award and certificate with jubilation . Names IOA Travelling Fellows of 2021 who were 

starting their fellowship from IOACON2021 Goa , were also shown on screen and congratulated.

IOA Yuva Mentor Fellowship Awardees were welcomed on stage one by one and awarded certificates and 

cheques of award with great jubilation by all. .Those who could not remain present personally will be delivering 

these remaining cheques and certificate from IOA office within few days report and was passed .

He welcomed decision of EC to have more IOA Yuva Mentorship Fellowship .

Agenda 11 : Treasurer’s Report along with financial Advisory Committee Plan and report: Dr. Sandeep 

Kumar-Dr Ramesh Sen and Team

Dr Sandeep Kumar presented in detail with slides complete financial details with scrolling the documents and 

few points where decision to close 6 redundant bank accounts, he also informed that expenditure of EC 

meeting was saved due to only online meetings this year. Expenses were mainly legal expenses which was 

already discussed in detail in legal agenda . He informed about the Professional Indemnity insurance which 

was recommended by IOA . Process of appointing financial and IT helper was already passed in EC and 

process will be done by before end in January and was approved. He also said new security agency has started 

working in IOA Office premises. Dr Sameer Agrawal was requested to join on stage as finance committee 

member and he suggested to have all money in FD and not in current account and FD with private bank for get 

more interest . Dr B Shivashankar suggested to put money of our IOA account in Nationalised Bank only and 

any balance above Rs 20 lakh should be transferred to FD account and resolution done and passed by 

majority. 

Treasure’s report was passed by majority of voice.

Dr Roshan wade in his personal opinion suggested to have building or office to create assets for IOA in different 

cities , finance committee was asked to incorporate and discuss these suggestions in their agenda when they 

meet and come out with recommendations in future.

Agenda 12 : Editor’s Report IJO and Foreign Liaison and Foreign Fellowship :  Dr.  Lalit Maini.

Dr Lalit Maini presented his report in slides, in detail with all points highlighted how journal has become earning 

arm of IOA and money earned can be used for IOA registry , He narrated about New IJO board and Invitation to 

all connected affiliated International body Presidents . Regarding foreign fellowship committee report, he 

informed that all country’s association, which has mutual reciprocating invitations and their Presidents were 

invited for IOACON2021. Unfortunately due to the pandemic everyone have expressed inability to attend 

physically the conference. Dr Ashok Johari from SICOT and Dr Jamal Ashraf from APOA accepted invitation 

and represented respectively international organization in IOACOn2021. He also showed the process of how 

foreign fellowship was decided and also about the new Glasgow IOA Fellowship where Dr T D Hariharan from 

CMC Vellore is selected and he is under the process of all paper work.

He also informed about Edge Hill University offer of MCh Orth which was still being discussed. Editor’s report 

as well as foreign fellowship committee was passed with congratulations to Dr Lalit Maini and New editorial 

board was also approved and passed.

Agenda 13 : Progression report of IOACON2021 -GOA – Dr Ram Chaddha

Dr Ram thanked all on behalf of Team IOACON and invited registered delegates to banquet .
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Agenda 14 : CME report by Odisha : When called probably Dr Biswajit Sahu had left the venue 

Agenda 15 : Theme of CME Program: IOACON2022 Amritsar – By Gujarat Team

Convenor -Dr Navin Thakkar

Theme presented by Dr Navin Thakkar : “Non-union –Principles and Management “Theme was passed 

unanimously

Agenda 16 : Preparation Report By IOACON2022 Amritsar Team

Team Amritsar presented video of facilities and venue for IOACON2022 and about highlights of scientific 

programs. Team IOA presented the cheques of 20 Lakh to Team IOACON2022 on stage as seed money which 

need to be returned back on first day of conference in 2022 at Amritsar.

Agenda 17 : CSRC Report – Dr Anup conveyed that he has received applications of chapters for affiliations 

and all applications are principally agreeable provisionally according to blue book and he will look in detail 

further nitty gritty . Resolution to pass principally these proposals was done by GBM by vote where Dr Bharath 

Raju proposed and Dr Vikash Jain seconded .

Agenda 18 : Final amended IOA Constitution -further changes in Blue Book/Protocol :: Dr S C Goel and 

Team

Dr Navin Thakkar proposed that in view with the new constitutional amendments, protocols and blue book also 

requires to be modified accordingly and hence to continue good work done by Dr S C Goel sir, Dr Jamal Ashraf 

and Dr V J Purushotham of constitutional review committee, to do the remaining part of changing protocol 

according to the amendments in constitution . Dr B Shivashankar suggested that we will request Dr S C Goel 

with his team to continue to work for changes in blue book which is guideline reflecting constitutional 

amendments. Dr S C Goel accepted this invitation on behalf of the team and the Proposal was passed 

unanimously.

Agenda 19 : Letters from members :

1. Letter By Kerala Orthopaedic association for consistent low result of DNB exams and it was discussed 

at length in EC and resolution was passed that Dr Rajesh Gupta will take care of this issue on behalf of 

IOA and communicate with DNB examiners and he has taken this responsibility and Dr Navin Thakkar 

and Dr B Shivashankar on behalf of GBM thanked Dr Rajesh Gupta for accepting this responsibility .

2. Letter by Dr Upendra Kumar for proposal of best state chapter conference award and it was also 

discussed in EC , acceptable by principle but difficult to do practically to frame objective criteria for 

marking etc . Hence it was rejected with thanks.

3. Letter from Dr Pradip Choudhary : Suggestion to have best PG Gold Medal Paper amongst all state 

level participants where they are filtered as best paper of state conference and all state best paper 

winner candidate will participate and winner of this best PG paper national competition will get Gold 

medal , to encourage PGs in IOA – like PG Quiz. It was passed unanimously

4. Two Letters by Dr Atul Bahadur was read in detail and matters highlighted in yellow presented are 

already discussed . Dr B Shivashankar said that he has given threat/ notice that this letters must be 

read in GBM , otherwise he will go to court and hence his complete letter was read word by word.

5. Dr Santosh Singh Letter : Suggested to have actions for those going to court . Dr B Shivashankar 

explained that at present situation if anyone approaches court without going through all the redressal 
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mechanisms available in IOA will be suspended and it has been already passed in GBM Kolkata and 

now amended in constitution also.

6. Letter from Dr Nityanand Rao for proposal for Middle segment size Best chapter trophy name to be 

given as Dr Shantharam Shetty Trophy. He asked GBM to pass proposal principally and then decide for 

fund – amount for the same . Proposal of naming this trophy in name of Dr Shantharam Shetty was 

passed unanimously. After discussion and request and presentation by Dr Nityanand and discussion 

amongst members from Karnataka ,Rs 10 lakh contribution to IOA was passed unanimously.

7. Recent latter of Dr Atul Bahadur received during conference : Dr Navin Thakkar screened and scrolled 

details of letter , where Dr B Shivashankar suggested that it has come recently and he has also not read 

it. let it be sent to grievances committee and all passed this unanimously . 

Agenda 20 : Any Other matter with permission of Chair – There was no matter except request from few 

members from house to end meeting as time for banquet was starting and every one was waiting. 

Meeting ended with Vote of thanks by Dr Navin Thakkar and national Anthem by All .

Jai IOA

Dr B Shivashankar Dr Navin Thakkar Dr Ramesh Sen Dr Atul Srivastava
( President ) ( Secretary General ). (President Elect ). (Vice President)
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Minutes of Post Valedictory Brief EC Meeting - Indian Orthopedic Association
Venue : President- Secretary Lounge , IOACON 2021 -GOA 1.15 PM 25-12-2021

On request of the Secretary General, Dr Navin Thakkar – President IOA Dr Ramesh Sen welcomed all the EC 
members and declared the EC in order to start the proceedings . Matters that were discussed with permission 
of chair were as follows : 

Agenda 1: for optimum utilization of the resources of Orthopedic subspecialties for IOA members, proposal 
was made to get MOU with all democratic subspecialty associations. It was proposed to have specific hours for 
such associations during the annual IOACONs, and how to have the benefit of these associations for our IOA 
members.

Agenda 2: President Ramesh Sen proposed the President’s theme of ‘Success with Surgical and Soft Skills’. 
He explained the various activities that are to be done keeping up the theme. 

Agenda 3: To have inclusiveness and wide spread distribution of speakers and guest lectures from all over the 
country for annual IOACON, Dr Navin Thakkar suggested to create a database of faculties who will be useful for 
all academic activities – via Lectures , webinars , PG lecture courses , cadaveric courses , live surgery , basic 
and advance courses , and case discussions. Dr Ramesh Sen requested Dr Navin Thakkar to create a 
mechanism to collect this data. Dr Navin Thakkar assured that he will make detailed google form for all the 
members. Consensus in the meeting was to have contributions from younger faculty and to nurture our 
younger generation. 

Agenda 4: to have more inclusiveness of associations, all new chapters who showed interest in joining IOA, 
were welcomed. These included North Zone, East Zone , West Zone as zonal chapters and Chandigarh as a 
state chapter. It was suggested that these chapters will have the provisional affiliation and once all the 
submission of documents required as per blue book are completed, the regular affiliation will be granted. The 
CSRC will follow up this procedure with all the four applicants.

Agenda 5 : Discussion was made for creating new standing committee and subcommittees according to the 
new constitution and on the basis of work done and experience of last year for all the committees. Consensus 
was to make a Chair/Convener for each committee. For academic committees, the convener will be from EC 
and other members will be experts in the field. Wherever association of the specific specialty has MOU, its 
president will be another member of the committee.

After these discussions, all those present expressed faith in the current elected group of IOA office bearers and 
gave mandate to them to formulate new committees with experienced IOA members and elected IOA 
representatives.

After greetings and a group photo, the meeting ended with a vote of thanks.

Dr Ramesh Sen   Dr Navin Thakkar   Dr Atul Srivastava.    Dr Ram Chaddha     Dr B Shivashankar
President      Secretary General   President -Elect           Vice President          Immediate Past President
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EC Meeting Minutes Date 01-5-2022
Venue : IOA House                                                   Time 11 Am Onwards

Historic Mile Stone and Memory : Renovated IOA House Building was inaugurated by Dr Ramesh Sen – 
President IOA along with Dr Navin Thakkar – Secretary General IOA , Vice President – Dr Ram Chaddha , Dr B 
Shivashankar – Immediate Past President and All EC Members Together Introduction of Each Member Present 
done One By One on Ground Floor and 2nd Floor Board Room – Greetings exchanged. All members present 
signed in register of presence. 

Dr Navin Thakkar Welcomed all and Meeting Started with screening and playing IOA Anthem Song .. 
IOA…..IOA…. We All Love You……… 

Agenda 1 : Welcome by Hon Secretary Dr. Navin Thakkar sharing screen -slide of rules and gentle request 
to have discussion with only additional value addition to save time . He invited Dr. Ramesh Sen for Presidential 
welcome address and chair the proceedings of EC meeting Dr. Ramesh Sen welcomed all E.C. Members and 
shared his views of historic day of physical meeting after covid in our own renovated IOA house. House 
reciprocated feelings and sentiments with applause. 

Dr Navin Thakkar Screened slide of Oath and also printed copy distributed to IOA EC members and Oath was 
read bit by bit by Secretary General and was reciprocated orally by all members and oath was recorded and 
signed by All New members. 

Agenda 2 : Obituary for departed soul by silence with inner prayer for 1 minute. 

Dr Navin Thakkar shared screen of obituaries received so far and requested to all members to name if any other 
remaining and then together observe 1 minute silence and inner prayer for departed soul 
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1. Dr Pradip Bandyopadhyay, West Bengal - LM00236 

2. Dr. Pankaj Jain , Indore – M.P. 

3. Dr Gurjindersingh – Name given By Dr Harpal Selhi from Punjab 

4. Dr UK Jha – Patna – Name given by EC Member Bihar-BOA 

5. Dr Mukherjee – Member Given Name could not give complete details 

All observed silence for 1 minute with inner prayer for departed soul 

Agenda 3 : Presidential Address and Theme of President -Dr Ramesh Sen 

Dr Ramesh Sen sir appreciated great contribution and benchmark set by Dr B Shivashankar as “Atmanirbhar 
Orthopedics “ He presented his theme “ Success with Surgical Skills and Soft Skills”. 

And he informed house about consensus meeting of core committee and have decisions of core group after 
discussion and all committee meeting – named and shown on screen in slide all screen shots of all zoom 
meeting and efforts made for what further can be done for IOA to have successful theme . He praised all 
committee for their commitment and specifically appreciated efforts of building committee members – 
Dr Sandeep Kumar , Dr Pardeep and Mr Ramesh Pandey for continuously looking after each and every work 
for renovation of building and every one gave big applause for these contributors unanimously and positively. 

He mentioned about constitutional amendments done with consensus and blue book work is on . He further 
mentioned about contribution from subspecialty society for reciprocal MOU to have fellowships for our young 
members and allocation accordingly time slot in our annual conference -IOACON 

He further informed house for need for surgical skills for newly passed young members and on ground scenario 
and what IOA can do for surgical skill programs , of which one of the program “ Cadaver Surgical Skill and Soft 
Skill “ where he appreciated the efforts of Dr Ajith Kumar , Dr Ajoy and Dr Ram Chaddha and informed with 
photographs on screen on slide of glimpses of cadaver course and he stressed on academic activities and 
contribution by all faculties and he felt happy for his dream coming true. He stressed to train at least 200 
orthopaedic surgeons by IOA . He stressed on Multicentric trials , ethical committee activity by Dr Naresh 
Shetty with all other members and need for advisories by IOA. 

He mentioned activities of PG committee and Foot and ankle program planned and also planning of Amritsar 
IOACON . He informed house about his international visit and guest nation concept , Canadian Orthopaedic 
Association as Guest Nation in IOACON2022- Amritsar and AAOS agreed to participate as guest nation for 
2023 IOACON . He mentioned in slides for his contribution and visits in each state – city chapter meetings every 
week end travelling. He informed about agenda of bone and joint week on problem of accident to be discussed 
more in CSRC. He discussed about how we can train people to save life. He concluded with thanks to all. 

Dr Navin Thakkar screened next agenda and answered a small query from a member for eligibility to apply for 
cadaveric course – Answer was either a Life member or applied and paid fees of membership. 

Agenda 4 : Confirmation of the minutes of online zoom meetings held on23,Jan 2022 Sunday with brief agenda 
of installation of various committees and Nominated members. Minutes were already circulated and it was 
passed unanimously. 

Agenda 5 : SECRETATY REPORT – Dr Navin Thakkar 

He thanked all Team members for helping and thanked all EC members for helping in all activities . Informed 
follow ups in Professional Indemnity scheme floated last year and asked for feedbacks to improve and have 
webinar for any queries He informed house that last year record number of new members 899 Life members 
and more than 200 associate members . He thanked Membership drive committee and all state president -
secretary and state representative and all active members for this project . He screened a QR code of New 
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ICICI bank account dedicated to new membership for ease of becoming member by paying online and have 
clutter free data Project of online application for new members of all three categories including state 
membership and associate membership and collection of fees was discussed at length with contribution from 
Dr C J Ravi , Dr Anup Agrawal , Dr Jawahar Jethwa , where Dr Sen Concluded that all points will be taken care 
By IT committee chair Dr Jawahar Jethwa in consultation of IOA office for ease of becoming member . All City 
club presidents and secretaries are requested to have membership drive in coordination with Chair of 
Membership Drive Committee- Dr Saket Jati who will helped in big way by Dr Ram Chaddha – Vice President . 
Dr Navin Thakkar requested all to make list for each city where there are members of city club but not members 
of state or IOA and so on to make them our members . We will provide city wise list. 

He informed house about 65 issues of Newsletter and good feedback from members that we are connected 
with each and every member by heart and brain and now all physical meetings started and will get connected 
physically also . 

He informed house about venue visit for IOACON 2022 at Amritsar and abstract submission and registration 
online and thanked that now double engine of Team IOA and Team IOACON will work together for success of 
IOACON2022 and invited all for academic contribution on behalf of IOA . He further informed house about 
success of My Book new project of felicitation of Book Authors ,editors and Scientist and plan to continue same 
way as done in 2021 IOACON . Applications will be invited . He informed house that Silver and Golden Jubilee 
Oration applications will be invited soon. 

He informed house that there were very good feedback on IOA Cadaver Surgical Skill Course by delegates and 
screened video prepared by delegate and posted on Instagram. 

As passed in Post valedictory EC held on 25-12-2021 , Planning to float google form to create database of 
academic contributors which can be used by organisers of all academic programs across the country including 
state conferences – city club programs to have academic advancement together and all city clubs who wants to 
do academic program will get seed money of Rs 25000 from IOA for kick starting and planning stage . At this 
stage , President Sen sir briefed house that with his meeting with NAMS , they have proposed to help Rs 2 Lakh 
for such academic activity , where they have to put logo of NAMS , which was applauded by all and thanked Dr 
Sen Sir for pursuing this for good academic activity. Whole purpose of helping the city clubs cooperating with 
state and our academic committees coordinating with our hub - Education committee for coherence and 
drafting and creating good academic material which will be available to all members on our website. 

So all are requested to have academic activity coordinating with Education committee convenor -Dr Vivek 
Trikha and IOA office keeping in loop . He informed house that he will make google form to submitted by City -
State units to organise academic event under IOA Umbrella and Education and all academic committee. 

He informed that now there is que of applications for IOA PG Course and we welcome more and more PG 
Courses from all states of India and also informed to approach PG Teaching committee chair and members 
,and follow criteria and guidelines provided by them. We are happy that there are number of applications 
coming day by day and we will try to accommodate all applications where they are following criteria's and 
guidelines of IOA to get financial help appraising report to treasurer keeping IOA office in loop. 

He informed house about revamping of whole website with complete IT management ( Whole Virtual IOA 
office) with IT Committee Chair Dr Jawahar Jethwa and new web manager where day to day discussion is 
happening between office bearers and he himself is giving all inputs . 

More details will be shared by IT committee in his report. He informed house about various projects of 
Education Grant member directory to have income at website , IOA TV activities , Google Group making etc . 
He requested all academic committee to be in touch with IT committee members Dr Ashok Shyam and 
Dr Shamsul Hoda for all web casting of webinars and they are very active and helpful and requested to give big 
applause for their efforts, house reciprocated with request and applauded their efforts and they also got 
President appreciation award last time for this activity. He thanked web committee members He informed 
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house about constitutional amendments and shared on screen link to see copy of amended constitution after 
discussion in EGBM and GBM and thanked all for active inputs . 

He informed house about al academic activities by committees under leadership and motivation from President 
Dr Ramesh Sen Sir He thanked all state President and secretary and organisers of conferences for inviting and 
honouring him with orations and all IOA officers in state conferences which we all IOA officers attended and 
contributed to orthopaedic science -shown in series of slide show of each academic event . He thanked all 
event organisers and state officials for warm welcome and hospitality to all IOA officers . 

He thanked all academic committee for academic online programs started with motivation and enthusiasm. He 
thanked Dr Ramesh Pandey -CAO and all members of IOA Team – President , President elect and Immediate 
Past Sec and Vice President - Dr Atul for help in all issues and queries. 

Dr Navin Thakkar requested House with permission of Chair to connect House with our EC member Dr W 
Gadegone who could not attend EC meeting just because he is doing IOA MOA activity - “IOA MPA Pathshala “. 
We could connect to Dr Gadegone Sir and Dr Vikash Agashe sir with audience and all appreciated activity done 
by Aurgagbad Orthopedic Club-MOA and IOA Nailing and Infection Academic committee . Dr Gadegone and
 Dr Vikash Agashe thanked for encouragement . Dr Sen and Dr Thakkar reciprocated and congratulated them. 
Dr Navin Thakkar requested to have zoom connection with Dr Atul Srivastava as he is not fully well physically , 
but could not be joined due to his appointment with cardiologist. Dr D P Bhushan cleared his query of existence 
of zonal chapter constitutionally and agreed that zone is not present constitutionally. 

Agenda 6 : Treasurer's Report along with financial Advisory Committee Plan and report: 

Dr. Sandeep Kumar and Team Dr Sandeep thanked President Sir , Secretary General and whole EC for 
appreciating efforts in renovating IOA Building . He informed that now as decided we are shrinking our financial 
activity with only three accounts . 1. Main Account – SBI 2. Membership Account- ICICI and 3. Benevolent Fund 
Account . He observed that this year we received more than 40 lakhs as membership fee and all applauded for 
membership drive . he informed about contribution from Last IOACON 1 Cr and further amount will be 
deposited . All Applauded efforts of Team IOACON2021 – Dr Ram Chaddha, Dr Ajit Shinde,Dr N J Karne and 
Whole Team. 

Dr Ajith Shinde gave his short speech thanking all for contributing and invited Dr Karne to brief more details . Dr 
Karne also gave very crisp speech about organisation of IOACON2021 and its financial aspects in detail and all 
suggested to have coordination of both treasurers and CA . 

He thanked in concluding remark IOA for helping like Krishna of Mahabharat in all aspects. Dr Sandeep 
appraised about account balance and FDRs . Dr Sandeep Proposed for WIFI of whole building of IOA which 
unanimously agreed to go ahead Dr Sandeep Kumar informed about discussion with Secretary general to have 
Solar panel on roof to save electricity bills and go green. Everyone agreed principally and asked him to get 
quotations and go ahead with project . He thanked all EC members . 

He thanked all office bearers for their help. 

Agenda 7 : EDITORS REPORT (Dr. Lalit Maini ) 

He shared power point slide by slide in details in his report thanking whole team of editorial board Revenue 
generated from journal was around 20 lacs instead of expenditure of lot of amounts which was done previously. 
He shown step by step how to go to IJO. He mentioned about increase in submissions – growth of 3 times and 
thanked whole EC and Team . He shown the Basic Science Issue. He screened how each manuscript moves in 
line and every day getting average 6 every day and from across the globe and one lakh download of articles per 
month which is huge. 

Big change made now we are having 12 issues every year, one issue per month . 120 articles , 937 pages in 5 
issues in this year of 2022 published . He informed educational activities done by IJO team in conferences and 
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academic events. And welcomes all state for content of research methodology , where Dr Navin Thakkar 
informed that according to blue book it is mandatory for all state conference to have basic science session . 

Dr Lalit Maini informed about inquiries from education partners for advertisements on IOA website . 

Dr Jawahar Jethwa and all discussed in details for advertisement issue and its problems and solutions and Dr 
Thakkar suggested to have category of Educational Grant Partner and provide them membership as planned 
on website to have information. Dr Thakkar suggested that it would be only in Member's area only . Dr Sen 
concluded that whatever Dr Jawahar Jethwa suggested is discussion is correct approach after comment of Dr 
Pradeep Choudhary. 

Dr. Lalit Maini proposed for future project of Cochrane course , IOA Registry . He informed in detail about 
registry to start with key areas with the help of Dr Sen sir . Whole mechanism including vendors and members 
putting data , channelizing all data and producing evidence with our country situations having different situation 
protocols, centres which can participate etc was informed . Ramesh Sen reiterated point that high population of 
our country is asset for us and not a liability , we have numbers for all our situations that is positive for us but we 
not structed genuine data for this. Questions of who can join studies were answered and how to get ethics 
approval and Dr Sen Suggested that as Dr Naresh Shetty is here and we will discuss in details in that committee 
report . We will start with simple protocols . Dr Pradeep Choudhary congratulated to Dr Lalit Maini for such a 
flawless system , all applauded efforts. Dr Lalit informed about different future special issues including issue on 
cricket by Dr Mandeep Dhillon as world cup is in India . 

IJO issue was released by President -Dr Ramesh Sen and Team IOA 

Agenda 8 Report of IOACON-2021: Dr. Ram Chaddha and Team Dr Ram Chaddha thanked all for contributing 
and thanked Dr Shivashankar for allowing on 15th August and Curtain raiser on 21st August and thanked all 
.He conveyed thought process of “ When there is will , There is Away “. Dr B Shivashankar in his crisp speech 
thanked all for a wonderful conference and his dream became true. 

Agenda 9 : PROGRESS & PREPERATION REPORT OF IOACON 2022 Amritsar – Dr Parvinder Sandhu 
and Team 

Dr Parvinder Sandhu welcomed all and shown on screen slide by slide details of Organising Team , Layout of 
venue , German Waterproof hangers , different auditoriums and its capacity , lecture halls , parking lots , Lunch 
area , Trade area , E autos , Website for registration and Abstract submission , PG Course on 28 th 
November2022, Pre Conference workshop on 29th Nov , CME , Inauguration of Conference and Trade 
exhibition - on 30 Nov, Conference on 1-3 Dec , Valedictory on 3rd Dec . Local and Central account opened , 
GST awaiting , More than 35 Lakhs in account balance – Rs .3594226.00 in Local account . 

Hotels are booked shown in slide and more than 5000 rooms are available .He screened on side tourist 
attractions and arrangement from venue to tourist place like golden temple and one evening for Wagha Border 
and Kartarpur Sahib Corridor but needs special permission online with passport . He informed about catering , 
Banquet , entertainment programs . Dr Harpal informed about skeletal of academic program to be approved by 
central committee. Focus will be on youngsters to interact with masters . He asked help from editorial board for 
abstract review. Dr Sen Sir Suggested to have all India involvements , requested to Presidents and secretary of 
each state for contributors with their expertise subjects . He suggested tips for trainers. Dr Dhaval Desai 
discussed problem faculty accommodation hotel booking issues and presence in hall. Dr Harpal answered that 
once faculty is decided we will book rooms at rack rate and difficulty in getting rooms in Amritsar. Problem of 
presence in hall was discussed at length by all including lucky winner draw for presence and content of 
subjects, quiz master solution by Dr Jawahar Jethwa keeping huge prize of instruments, punishing by 
mentioning in certificate etc . Dr Ram Chadha suggested that when there is not good content by speaker, than it 
is I as faculty at fault. Many suggestions suggested by Dr Rajkumar Natesan, Dr Ajith Kumar and others where 
Dr Harpal suggested for travelling for families. 
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Agenda 10 REPORT FROM Dr. Navin Thakkar - CONVENER OF CME and Team Gujarat – Dr Dhaval 
Desai – Coordinator , Dr Govind Purohit President GOA , Dr Kamlesh Devmurari- Hon Sec Guj Ortho 
Association 

Dr Navin Thakkar invited Gujarat Team on dais and shared theme of CME – Principles of Management of Non-
union- Principles and Management and Case Discussions . Dr Dhaval briefed that he himself and Dr Navin will 
chalk out program taking pan India faculty with lectures and some case discussion . Dr Harpal suggested to 
have consensus statement for non-union and all accepted his suggestion . Dr Harpal asked for all video data of 
IOACON lectures , Dr Navin Thakkar as Secretary General clarified query and informed that all data – videos - 
media material are property of IOA and to be submitted with IOA only, as done by IOACON 2021 GOA 

Agenda 11 Legal Issues with Legal and Grievance Committee : Dr N j Karne and Team members – Dr V J 
Purushotham, Dr Rahul Katta 

a. IOA Election 2020 cases and Cyber Crime Related to it He shared on screen all details about 
withdrawal of court cases and cybercrime complaint by Bihar Orthopaedic Association and all applauded for 
BOA He shared on screen all details about withdrawal of court cases and cybercrime complaint by Swarnendu 
Samanta- by Efforts of West Bengal Orthopaedic Association and all applauded gesture of WBOA and Dr 
Swarnendu Samanta and Dr Karne suggested that all others should also follow this step. He shown on screen 
letter of Dr Swarnendu written to cyber crime authority .As suggested by President Sen sir he also read 
verbatim the letter he written to President IOA – Dr Ramesh Sen Sir , including his apology ,once he received it 
from Dr Ram Chaddha's Mobile. Members applauded and clapped for the content of letter read there. One 
member objected that we should not clap for this letter. Dr Karne explained that we should clap for this gesture 
as he has changed his mind for the benefit of IOA and who so ever takes back cases ,we should appreciate for 
such gesture and admire for his this step as IOA is unnecessarily suffering from these cases , where Dr Ramesh 
Sen President agreed to this point and mentioned that as he has apologised also , we should welcome this 
gesture saving lot of energy and money of IOA and IOA officers. 

b. John Ebanzer case Dr Karne informed house that Dr John has been defeated in his primary case . He 
has done appeal and now appeal application hearing is posted on 25th May, where our legal expert is following 
the matter 

c. Annonymus Letters from email Id ioamatters@gmail and  iosmatters@hotmail.com 

Dr Karne informed that we have done cybercrime complaint against this email ids author to find out who is trying 
to tarnish image of IOA and our lawyer is following the investigation with cyber crime officials at Delhi . Dr Navin 
Thakkar commented that after this cybercrime complaint at least such letters are stopped coming , whosoever 
is the owner of email ids ,probably strong message of IOA is reached . We will take strong actions once we find 
the author and owner of these email ids. 

d. Dr Adke – contempt of Court case 

Dr Karne explained the genesis of this case step by step. He presented on slide about Dr Sandeep Adke sent 
various mails, WhatsApp Messages and derogatory Facebook messages and telephonic conversations -audio 
with Past President of IOA Dr Shantharam Shetty sir 

Then he tried to dislodge whole IOACON 2021- An official annual event of IOA , by posting messages on 
WhatsApp and Facebook , in which he has claimed that he has asked High Court of Goa and Maharashtra to 
stall the IOACON2021 and tarnish the image of IOA and IOA officers on duty ,were the main reasons for his 
suspension advised and passed by GBM after long discussion and not just as he has gone to court to get justice 
for election case . 

He further informed the house that he made an application of contempt of court in two judge bench of Delhi high 
court and matter was taken up on 26th April by Honourable Delhi High Court , where Counsel of Dr Adke argued 
for contempt of court and he showed the minutes of GBM dated 24-12-2021 held at IOACON 2021 mentioning 
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about his Facebook and other posts and audio , where Honourable Court asked his counsel to know dates of 
these acts done by him before interim order or after that date ? His counsel replied -continuous . Honourable 
court asked his counsel where are the documents of this post and audio recordings ? Court directed him to 
submit all material – face book postings , emails , audio conversation etc . Question raised by Honourable judge 
was deciding for plaintiff taking any undue advantage of interim order or not ?. Now case is posted for 19-5-
2022 and we are waiting for an order . 

e. Dr Sirohi – Letter for reforms in IOA Elections 

Dr Karne presented on screen letter from Dr Ashok Sirohi , our esteem member , where he observed that this 
letter is not having any grievances but all are suggestions for reforms in election process and that will come 
under preview of Constitutional and Blue Book Committee for amendments , so he asked permission of EC to 
refer this suggestions to be taken in that committee . Dr B Shivashankar commented that if we can have trust in 
Past Presidents , who are elected by us only , then according to constitution vice president is election officer 
and he is also elected by us and we should trust him according to constitution. Dr Ramesh Sen suggested to 
send this letter for consideration to Constitutional Committee as it involves constitutional amendments. All EC 
members consented to refer to Constitutional Committee. 

f. Letter to Dr B Shivashankar – Cybercrime inquiry for election 2020 

He screened whole letter received from Cybercrime signed by Police officer asking Dr B Shivashankar 
questions and submit by email on or before 4.5.2022. 

1. Have you insisted Dr Atul Bahadur Saxena to change his affidavit dated filed by him in the court ? 

2. Have you sent an email dated 11.4.2021 to all IOA members requesting them to file reply that they did 
voting in free and fare means after notice sent by the undersigned . If Yes why? He requested Dr B 
Shivashankar to brief the EC. Dr B Shivashankar explained about that letter content and he had many  phone 
calls from members and he wrote a email to all members explaining that to reply that email in fair manner and 
cooperate. About matter of Dr Atul Bahadur he said that he never insisted Dr Atul Bahadur to change his 
affidavit , but we explained him he is acting against norms of IOA without the consent of IOA office to represent 
IOA and in manner which you are representing . Dr Karne explained that all committees are constitutionally to 
report to EC and give opinion to EC but Legal committee Chair cannot file an affidavit without expressly written 
consent from EC or President and When President Elect is speaking not to individual but speaking to on that 
day to legal committee chair to discuss issues of IOA . Dr Ramesh Sen added that in fact his complaint was he is 
not having data from Election officer but the fact is that he was already having data of election from that time 
President forwarded to Plaintiff and further forwarded to Dr Atul Bahadur which is there in all email trails filed in 
court by plaintiff themselves. 

g. Letter to Dr Anil Jain – Cybercrime inquiry for election 2020 

He screened whole letter showing Dr Anil Jain was asked to appear before the investigation officer on 4.5.2022 
at 3 PM .  Dr Sen informed house that he is asked to remain present physically and he has already submitted all 
facts in his first time meeting same officer , but now asked again . Dr Karne mentioned that going to Police 
becomes a harassment to a person travel from one place to other place and on specific date and time. All 
members have suggested different remedies to prevent this where Dr Harpal suggested of affidavit at the time 
of nomination about following the strictly grievance mechanism protocol. Dr Rahul Katta suggested that it is 
already there in amended passed constitution Ramesh Sen  suggested that EC should pass that every 
candidate/member has to pass through grievance redressal mechanism strictly before going to court of law . Dr 
Rahul Katta asked house for any questions or suggestions for all these matters . Members from house 
suggested to have talk with grieved members and explain them facts. Dr Karne named 3 persons who are still in 
this matter as litigants and Dr Rahul Katta requested to all EC members as they have already tried but ready to 
sit with them and talk . Dr Rajeev Raman had suggestion that as directed by President Dr Ramesh Sen and Dr 
Navin Thakkar  and EC to involve state chapter , they at WBOA with the help of Dr Rakesh Rajput and President 
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WBOA Dr Chandan Pathak and Vice President Dr Kiran Mukhopadhyay , they talked to member of WBOA and 
case was withdrawn and that is the best way to talk as association. Dr Ramesh Sen suggested that EC decides 
that Delhi orthopaedic Association and other state association will persuade and will talk to members about 
facts. Dr Mohan Mantri suggested that Grievance mechanism should be time bound and aggrieved member 
should get answer from committee in timely manner. Dr VJ Purushotham informed that in new amendment that 
provision of time frame is already included and all angles taken care and Dr Rahul Katta on behalf of committee 
promised that they will answer before time frame if complaint comes . Dr Ramesh Sen Sir concluded that EC 
advises the State Chapter Presidents to counsel members in these cases on facts. 

Agenda 12 Application for CME 2024 and 2025 

Bid for IOACON2024 -Zone 5 

Dr Navin Thakkar informed house – President and Secretary of all state chapters to write an email to IOA office 
to convene IOACON CME for 2024 and 2025 , which will be taken as agenda in GBM . Only email 
communication will be counted . 

He also informed Zone 5 states that he has already supplied bid form to Karnataka, Tamilnadu , Kerala and 
Puducherry . Last Date of submission will be announced with IOA Election 2022 Election Notification. 

Agenda 13 Election 2022 Report – Dr Ram Chadha - Vice President 

Dr Ram Chaddha Presented slides reading all details and requested to EC to pass as follow : “Dear Executive 
Committee (EC) Members of Indian Orthopaedic Association (IOA) Thank you for Electing me to the coveted 
post of Vice President and Election Officer of IOA for the year 2022 I seek your Affirmation to permit me to 

1. Select a Vendor 

2. Appoint Election Observers 

3. Notify Elections as per laid down protocols (1st week of August2022) 

4. Conduct the Elections (Dates shall be informed with notification) 

5. Counting of Votes (within 48 hrs of the completion of online Election process) 

6. Official declaration of results in the Executive Committee (Online with single agenda of official 
announcement of results ) at the earliest after counting and again re announce in stipulated GBM. 

Thank You – Dr. Ram Chaddha” 

He requested again to execute above steps and pass in EC. 

Dr Navin Thakkar suggested resolution to pass “ EC gives full power as per norms of IOA to Vice President to 
conduct IOA Election 2022 “ Resolution proposed by Dr Rajeev Raman and Seconded by Dr Pardeep 
Choudhary. Dr Ram Chaddha informed house that great power comes with great responsibility and thanked 
the house . Question from Dr Santosh was answered for time frame of counting and declaration of results. 

It was passed unanimously by all 

Agenda 14 STANDING COMMITTEE 

1. CSRC & CONFERENCE CALENDER—DR. Anup Agarwal & team 

Dr Anup presented by sharing on screen slide by slide. He cleared confusion about regional zones named 
geographically and zones named 1 to 5 , made just for bidding of IOACON in rotation 1 to 5 . He discussed 
Jharkhand issue of membership in which zone . He thanked for accepting the concept of smaller size states as 
guest state in conference of larger state to have coordination and fellowships and screened salient points of 
Larger SOP. He reiterated the Bone and Joint Week activity which can be discussed in detail in CSRC Meeting . 
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He discussed about problems of each state to be discussed in CSRC in detail for how to help our members for 
medicolegal issues and how to help members to prevent violence and once violence occurs. Dr Karne 
suggested to have Medicolegal Committee as separate entity as there are two reactions from patients – early 
reaction as violence and later reaction of litigation . Dr Ramesh Sen Sir Suggested that this is a good 
suggestion and we can pass to have a separate medicolegal committee to help our members . All accepted this 
concept. He screened Humanitarian Award . Problem of Ayushman issue is already letter written by IOA office . 
Dr Karne suggested to have our say in legislation – law makers . 

2 International affairs /fellowship by Dr Jamal Ashraf and Team ( Dr Ramesh Sen Sir presented on 
behalf of committee members ) 

Dr Sen Sir screened International MOUS 

Canadian Association as Guest Nation 

AAOS Meeting - Guest nation at Luknow 

Meeting with BOA and BIOS and redefined clauses of reciprocal adjustments - today morning they accepted 
APOA we have MOU 

Dr Navin Thakkar informed about meeting with SICOT president - Dr Ashok Johari and they have accepted 
offer of fellowships International Fellow ship – Due to covid not possible this year 3 Inland fellowship (Dr Rajeev 
Raman) Shared Screen and Discussed in details of all fellowships available .Priority will be given to applicants 
who have not availed fellowship due to covid pandemic. Discussion of Army Hospital fellowship is under 
discussion. New fellowships of IAA and other subspecialties and new Bone Bank fellowship at Rishikesh Aims 
as offered by Dr R B Kalia . 

Link is on website , google form on website for fellowship application. Discussion and decision taken for 
separate category of institutional and non-institutional ( Non-teaching ) applications from tier two and there 
cities . Evaluation of applications online was discussed by Dr Jawahar Jethwa-methodology and that will be 
possible in new website . He also presented details about YUVA mentorship . All applauded efforts . 

Agenda 15 : Report and Plan of Activities of Various Sub committees: 

a. I.T. Committee: Dr Jawahar Jethwa and team 

Dr Jawahar Jethwa screened in detail slide by slide of basic objectives of website 

1. Lively web presence of IOA to the world 

2. Digitalised records 

3. Online management of IOA 

He screened changes and work on new website with new vendor of data flow , pages , user friendly interaction, 
management information system for each committee , synchronizations of member data with primary and 
secondary details , online membership with payment gateway – All discussion with daily zoom meetings with 
vendor and Secretary General and IOA office inputs , Knowledge bank – all webinar , videos . Section of 
President , Section of Secretary General . IOA family section. IOACON links , marque for emergency 
messages - instructions or deadlines , news etc . Desk of President and Desk of Secretary General . He gave 
glimpses of all features – Patient Education Highways , Login by Two methods – By Mobile or By LM number – 
Member's dash board with web page for each member. IJO on members Dashboard with IOATV and OrthoTV 
material on finger tips. 

Update of profile editing by member himself with IP Address and date and time stamp surveillance. It was 
detailed report with all slides of all facilities. He requested all for Contents .. Contents and Contents . All 
applauded this big efforts. Dr Ramesh Sen reiterated the value of website and expressed that he is happy with 
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developments so far for all process through website and asked Dr Jawahar Jethwa when it will be live – Dr 
Jawahar Jethwa answered that it will be live one month earlier than what was discussed and planned . 

b. President Advisory Committee and Past President Forum– Dr. Shantharam Shetty and Team - 
could not remain present 

c. UG/PG training programme: 

Dr N Rajagopalan and team Dr Rajagopaln Sir presented slide by slide activities done at Pondicherry , 
Webianar on Radiology with Dr Bhavin Jankharia on focal bone lesions where he thanked Dr Ram Chaddha for 
helping to connect such a fantastic faculty and very informative talk . 

Excellent Physical IOA PG Course at Patiala arranged by Dr Hariom Aggarwal . Future program at Kolkata By 
Dr Rajeev Raman under banner of WBOA . He floated idea for video of PG activities done by States to share to 
members and PGs through our IOA website . 

He thanked whole team of IOA . All applauded efforts. Dr Navin Thakkar asked all states to apply and informed 
that few states have already applied – West Bengal , Andhara J and K , MP , Odisha and few states are in 
process to apply – Jharkhand etc . Requested all to read all guidelines and criteria to follow . 

d. IOA Building Committee -Dr. Pardeep and Team 

Dr Pardeep Bageja screened whole plan and how done with all images on slide before renovation and after 
renovation of first floor .He posted idea of purchasing furniture as per requirements . 

e. Membership Drive committee- Dr Saket Jati and Team 

Dr Saket Jati presented two issues 1. Increase membership and 2. Inactive members to make active by 
providing their information and data – requested all state secretary and presidents to help in this process he is 
taking with the help of Dr Ram Chadha . All agreed on proposal. 

f. President's Theme – Dr Ajithkumar and Team 

Dr Ajith Kumar and Dr Ajoy presented whole report of IOA Cadaver Surgical Skill and Soft Skill Course in details 
with all images and efforts of all faculty and positive and excellent feedback from delegates. All applauded 
efforts. Dr Ajith Kumar thanked all IOA office bearer for course with incubation of only 6 weeks. He thanked all 
bottom workers dealing with cadavers tirelessly . All applauded efforts. Dr Sen thanked all for such a successful 
dream project . 

g. Soft Skill –Dr Ram Chaddha 

He requested all state representative and president and secretary and informed about all 10 lectures he 
prepared to improve our communication and dealing with patients . Mission we have started and we want our 
respect as Noble Profession . All applauded efforts 

h. Education Committee – Dr Vivek Trikha and Team. 

Vision statement is to bring scientific outlook into main focus and it is our duty to provide educative content to 
website of IOA and academics will be our priority . We need to bring education back in IOA in one focus and to 
have nodal point and coordinate with all subcommittees and associations . First point is to everything in concise 
format as said by Dr Jawahar Jethwa .There is possibility of each committee having at least 3 programs per 
year and that makes a great content and then we can provide this content to neighbouring country and world . 
Select – Constitute Programs for Education ( SCOPE) to have uniform calendar. We must have faculty pool and 
for training trainers also. We need to develop young surgeons. Dr Navin Thakkar suggested program adopted 
by Gujarat Orthopedic association “ Stand Up and Speak Up” session who are standing for first time and 
speaking first time and we scrutinised all PPT and helped them how to present .We should have state faculty 
developed at state level and reducing inviting faculty , Dr Sen appreciated idea of Dr Navin Thakkar to include 
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and Dr Vivek Trikha said right thing to get new faculty . Dr Navin Thakkar elaborated in detail how we can help in 
developing and improving content of each presentation . We can learn from each other. He highlighted NAMS 
granting money and DNB curriculum and PG Teaching and we should be a part of it and education should be 
our focus. Looking beyond in future task forces for various hot topics and webinars with other association – 
biomedical engineering and industrial partners. He thanked all office bearers for support and asked 
cooperation from all. All applauded efforts. 

i. Basic Science and Research Committee - Chair Dr Raju Vaishya and Team 

Dr Sujit Tripathy presented report and work done and planned . As suggested by Dr Ramesh Sen sir planned to 
have rare diesases cases to be uploaded on IOA website with the help of Dr Navin Thakkar to send member 
google form to have data . He shown idea of Multicentric trial and AVN in Covid affected patients survey . 

Basic Research symposium at Bhuvneshwar . Thesis of Basic research presentation in IOACON – top 3 to be 
awarded . All applauded efforts 

j. Constitutional Review –Dr S C Goel and Team 

Dr V J Purushottam presented on behalf of Dr S C Goel that amendment part is over and now we are looking for 
Blue Book editing and that task will get started with the help of President ,  President Elect , Enthusiastic Vice 
President Dr Ram Chaddha and able Secretary general -Dr Navin Thakkar 

k. Disaster Response Committee- Dr Abdul Ghani 

Dr Abdul Ghani represented and screened short term and long term objectives . He gave plan of coordinators 
from each state . MOU with NDRF , MOU with Red cross triggered when disaster happens. He requested Dr 
Navin Thakkar to send google form with letter for all state team and members participation from each state . He 
floated idea of indigenous program of training of residents and orthopedic surgeon named as IOA ETC ( 
Emergency Trauma Course) like ATLS . All applauded efforts 

l. Medical Council Liaison - Dr Raghava Dutt Mulukutla 

Dr Vinay Goyal presented plan of his committee and he will inform President sir and Dr Navin Thakkar 

m IOA Registry – Dr. Lalit Maini and Team Presented report along with editor report. 

n) Ethics & Advisories Committee – Dr Naresh Shetty and Team 

Dr Naresh Shetty presented and asked other committee members to come near dais. Question to answer Dr 
Ramesh Sen's – Ethical Committee – There is clear cut guidelines by ICMR and we at Association can have 
ethical committee – he promised that he will draft Second area is of guidelines by IOA which he is insisting since 
last 8 years . We need to take subspecialties where Dr Ram will take up 4-5 conditions in spine and others in 
other area. Rural and City guidelines will differ somewhat and also consent form – standard form will not work – 
it will be customised form – printed part and handwritten part – single source of consent form – uniform for all , 
so that our members are taken care of after making team to formulate . We can provide information to police 
also . Dr Sen concluded that it is very nice letter from ICMR and we can do research in smaller place also . 

o) Ladies Cell of IOA: Dr. Rujuta Mehta and team 

Thanked Dr Ramesh Sen and leaders for more ladies coming in Mulla Firoz session and requested to convert it 
into a Medal to have representation of both genders . new tag line given by Dr Sen sir “ We can also shine “ She 
presented statistics of women members in different states and ANMOL . States encouraging diversity will have 
more marks in CSRC trophy – to be passed in GBM . Every one accepted principally idea. Dr Navin Thakkar 
suggested program at Lady Harding College was accepted and program done by Dr Rushma Tandon . APOA 
coordination was great with the help of Dr Jamal . She screened WOW efforts . She asked for “Mile Sur Tera 
Mera “ All applauded efforts 
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p) Ortho Surgeons in Services: - Col. Chetan Sood and Team could not remain present 

Agenda 16 : Reports of Academic Sub Committees of all specialties: 

A) Oncology Section of IOA: Dr. Sanjeev Bhandari and team 

Dr Sanjeev Bhandari informed house that team has planned various programs focussed on practice of general 
orthopaedic surgeon . He thanked whole IOA Team . We need MOU with National Subspecialty 

B) Trauma – Dr Sanjay Dhawan and Team. 

Dr Sanjay Dhawan could not remain present but submitted his report and Dr Dhaval Desai presented report . 
He informed house about various activities done last year and five courses planned zone wise this year. AO 
courses are planned across india. There is plan for surgeons having 1-5 years post MS with various Modules 
and AO trauma is hugely prepared for courses for young members 

C) Hand Section of IOA- Dr S N Saraf and Team – could not remain present 

D) Rural and Social Orthopaedic Program: Dr Chandan Pathak and Team- could not remain 
present 

E) Arthroplasty - Dr Rajkumar Natesan and Team 

He screened the concept of two tier city programs – series of programs in different cities program decided , 
where Siliguri will be having cadaver course , one at Nepal and one at Calicut with the help of Kerala 
Orthopaedic Association and other programs till Amritsar IOACON . Dr Sen sir stressed that this a very good 
example of speciality reciprocal MOU of programs with IAA. Everybody applauded efforts 

F) Arthroscopy – Dr Rajnish Garg and Team- could not remain present 

G) Paediatric -Dr Kamlesh Devmurari and Team 

Dr Kamlesh Devmurari presented plan of next program on club foot workshop and live surgery , date is not final 
but will be in last week of June. Dr Sen Sir requested all to coordinate with Hub – Education committee chair -Dr 
Vivek Trikha for all programs for coordination of timings of all programs with good content 

H) Illizarov – Dr. Altaf Ahmed Kawoosa and Team 

Dr Altaf could not remain present but he has submitted report and plan which was presented by Dr Vivek Trikha . 
They have joint program with ASAMI and dr Vasudevan is also having program at Pallakad and there going to 
have MOU. Dr. Prasad PNVSV informed about various fellowships by ASAMI. 

I) Spine – Dr Naresh Babu and Team 

He screened details of planned five meetings of spine subcommittee. 

1. at Andhrapradesh – Guntur – June 26 2022 physically but will be telecasted in multiple cities by the help 
of IOATV and Ortho TV and education Grant partner – Jhonsosn and Jhonson . Dr Rajasekran will be 
guest faculty 

2. Meeting in Kolkatta - July 2022 

3. July @ Salem 

4. Trivandraum in August 

5. Pondicherry Dr Sen thanked for such beautiful programs arranged . All applauded efforts 

J) Knee Preservation - -Dr Dinesh Thakkar and Team 

Dr Dinesh Thakkar presented points of knee preservation by making awareness in public and possibility to 
young surgeons for mentorship and awareness as one the solution for osteoarthritis and asked for one session 
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in IOACON and difficulty in getting industry partner for sponsorship and requested to have one session in all 
states and national conference . We can celebrate world arthritis day by awareness and programs for 
preservation. IMA health scheme for our friends is also not including in package knee preservation . 

K) Hip Preservation- Dr Pardeep Bageja and Team 

Dr Pardeep Bageja presented activities done with help of DOA . he shraed all photos of activity . All applauded 
efforts 

L) Orthobiologics -Dr Chinmoy Das and Team 

Dr C Das presented activities done last year and Fellowship started and webinars planned . He thanked team. 

M) Foot and Ankle – Dr Bharath Raju and Team 

Dr Bharath Raju presented report informed about 5 programs on same day on 5th June with the help of IFAS. Dr 
Sen sir said that we are now collaborating with all subspecialties . Thanked all and requested to take part in 
these programs. 

N) Pelvi Acetabular - Dr Ajithkumar M N. and Team- could not remain present 

O) Infection- Dr Sudhir Kumar ( Ranchi ) and Team 

He presented activity as infection control – first program is on at Maharashtra with the help of Dr Vikash Agashe 
and he narrated programs planned at Ranchi and Kolkata. Every one applauded efforts of committee. 

P) Office Orthopedics- Dr. V. Dharma Rao- 

Presented in brief report as President of OSSAP. Dr Karne informed about success of office orthopedics 
programs . 

Q) Rheumatology- Dr D P Bhushan 

He presented different webinar activity of committee and briefed idea of surgeon with rheumatology 
knowledge.  All applauded efforts 

R) Intramedullary Nailing - Dr W Gadegone- Busy In IOA -MOA activity -Joined online on zoom during 
IOA activity at Aurangabad 

S) Sports – Dr Pramod Neema - could not remain present 

Agenda 17 - Letters from member 

Dr Navin Thakkar screened all six letters one by One for discussion Letter from Dr Manoj Choudhary : Dr Karne 
informed that it is good suggestion but it needs constitutional amendments. Dr Rahul Katta informed that if EC 
feels to refer to Constitutional Amendments , then and then refer to Constitutional committee . Dr Sen asked for 
resolution how many support this letter idea – raise hands – No body raised hand in support . So resolution was 
passed as per suggestion by Dr Sen sir that this is not practical to put in action and no need to refer to 
constitutional committee , Resolution was passed unanimously by all with proposer and seconded by another 
member . 

Letter from Dr Sirohi : Dr Ashok Sirohi remained present as he was allowed to remain present by Dr Ramesh 
Sen Sir . letter was again screened again by Dr Navin Thakkar , where Dr Karne said that , it has been 
discussed by legal committee as they also received this letter and it was decided if Ec approves to refer to 
constitutional committee as it involves constitutional amendments . Dr Sen sir suggested that let us see what 
EC decides about it . Some one suggested that it needs discussion in GBM as it is constitutional matter , so it 
needs approval from GBM. Dr Ajith Shinde suggested that it should be fearless election and Dr Sen affirmed 
that aim is to have good election . Dr Mohan Mantri suggested that Vice President as recently elected may have 
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bias , so election officer may have many obligation and there will be raised issue by all. Dr Sen suggested can it 
be President Elect ? Some one suggested immediate Past President . Some one suggested why not 3 Past 
Presidents ?. Dr Karne suggested that immediate past presidents will not in EC , so that will be good . Dr Navin 
Thakkar cleared constitutional position that two immediate Past Presidents are officially part of EC and that is 
the fact . Dr Sirohi thanked Dr Ramesh Sen Sir -President IOA for considering his letter to remove conflict of 
interest, for which members take decisions which they do not want to take otherwise and suggested for election 
committee of five senior most past presidents as his submission . 

Dr Pradeep Choudhary opined that Vice president is just elected and elections are transparent but they must 
look transparent also and he suggested that past president as election officer is good suggestion . Dr Jawahar 
Jethwa suggested that since lections are online and transparent , there is no issue of conflict of interest at all , 
who can influence whom ? Here election officer cannot give favour to any one , where process is clean , may it 
be any election , it is totally independent . Dr Karne suggested that this issue is going on since long . Dr Sen sir 
suggested that let us take this issue to GBM , someone from house commented that yes it is GBM matter. Dr 
Bharath Raju from Karnataka suggested categorically that same thing was discussed at length in Annual GBM 
conducted at IOACON GOA . he further pointed that we cannot revisit same at every 3 or 4 month and we must 
stick to amendments done last time and ratified in GBM and we should continue same and we must have time 
frame of at least 5 years before amending something . Dr Sen sir opined that if EC approves we can send it to 
constitution committee to think of when and how modifications are required. Dr Mohan Mantri took part and 
opined that many times questions are raised , then why we do not want transparency ? and why we are rigid for 
Vice President only as election officer ? Dr Karne said that looking to emotions of EC let us refer to constitutional 
committee. Dr Nevin Thakkar concluded that as there are varied opinions and suggestions amongst EC 
members , we conclude to refer this suggestions to Constitutional committee and let the report from 
constitutional committee come , that will be tabled in next EC and after discussion it will be tabled in GBM and if 
GBM feels ok after discussion, will be considered for Constitutional amendments. Dr Sirohi asked follow up 
question on this conclusion that what will be the time frame of constitutional committee to give report ? Dr Sen 
sir answered that it will be before next EC . Dr Sirohi asked further follow up question “ When this constitution 
committee will change ? Term “ Dr Sen sir replied that it is every year getting decided about all committee. Dr 
Sirohi commented that it will end this year . Dr Sen sir answered that it may continue further same , where Dr 
Navin Thakkar pointed that many committees are same as previous year and it may continue. 

Letter from Dr D K Taneja Sir and Letter from North Zone and letter from Punjab Orthopaedic 
Association : All are having same subject matter and content written to Dr Ramesh Sen – President IOA for 
Honouring Dr HS Sandhu by memorial Lecture from this Year / Gold Medal for innovations in Hip Fracture 
management . All letters read verbatim with signatories . Dr Rahul Katta opined that there are many such 
requests from different states and there is also protocol already in blue book . Dr Karne discussed what could 
be duration and Money etc what MOA is doing . There will be many applications and there must be protocol to 
deal such . Dr Pradeep Choudhary suggested that to give him tribute we can give one time one special session 
on his name for this year only . Dr Sen sir agreed with this idea. Dr Navin Thakkar framed resolution that on 
request of these letters there will be temporary one time session at Amritsar IOACON 2022 , in memory of Dr H 
S Sandhu for his contribution to Orthopaedics and IOA , where session will be named on his name 
appropriately . For any further such applications all applications will be referred to committee of past Presidents 
to decide protocol/guideline / report for such application to be tabled in next EC for discussion and then in next 
GBM . Resolution was agreeable to all and passed unanimously , where it was Proposed by Dr Sanjeev 
Bhandari and Seconded by Dr Kamble. 

Letter from Dr Swarnendu Samanta - Discussed in detail by Legal Committee 

Agenda 18 : Any Matter with permission of Chair. 

Dr Basant Behra proposed that as Secretary General is working hard for association , there should be past 
secretary oration as it is for Past President . every body agreed to it principally and suggested to refer to Oration 
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– memorial committee of past presidents to discuss and give report as done with memorial lecture in name of 
member who has done outstanding work for IOA and orthopaedics. 

There was good suggestion from floor to have hall of fame for other than orthopaedic talent within IOA member 
to display during IOACONS. All agreed this idea. This idea need to be discussed . So decided that we will have 
some mechanism to acknowledge other than orthopaedic talents of our members Dr Kamble suggested his 
point for some diseases like leprosy , fluorosis etc where we have number of patients and they are disabled and 
we should think for them and we should have oration for such diseases like sickle cell diseases to inform young 
surgeons about . Spine surgery taken away by Neuro surgeons and Hand surgery is taken away by plastic 
surgeons . Dr Sen affirmed that in his meeting in NMAS and they have agreed to solve our own problems. 

Dr Sanjeev Gupta raise issue of disability measurement – inter observer and there must be uniformity we must 
have study group . Dr Govind Purohit gave suggestions . 

Dr Tajan gave feedback that he is coming since so many years in EC but this time there was very good 
arrangement and thanked President , Secretary General , Treasurer and other office bearers . 

Agenda 19 : Vote of Thanks by Sec General –Dr Navin Thakkar 

Dr Navin Thakkar thanked all for active, vibrant and positive contribution by all. 

Agenda 20 : National Anthem and group Photo 

Meeting concluded with National Anthem and positive note of Jai Hind and Jai IOA and all greeted each other 
Announcement for CSRC meeting By Dr Anup Agrawal – It will be held Online – All concerned will be informed. 
Group Photo was taken outside in front of IOA house. 

Dr Ramesh Kumar Sen Dr Navin Thakkar 
President IOA Secretary General IOA 
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EC MINUTES MEETING (07-08-2022) 

Venue: Zoom Platform Online                                        9.30 AM to 5.50 PM 
After greeting everyone from 9.30 AM, the Meeting started around 10 AM. Hon Secretary – Dr Navin Thakkar 

welcomed all, opened the slides flow as agenda, and shared the first slide showing some basic rules to conduct 

meeting smoothly and in order. Dr Navin Thakkar - Hon Secretary, requested President Dr Ramesh Sen to 

chair the Meeting and requested a welcome address.

Agenda 1. Welcome by PRESIDENT 

Dr Ramesh Sen 

He thanked all and welcomed all to discuss many issues as all members are invited here in zoom meeting after 

a successful physical Meeting on May 1 2022, at IOA House Delhi. He requested further Dr Navin Thakkar to 

further meet with each agenda. 

Agenda 2 OBITUARY of Members 

Dr Navin Thakkar screened the list of the pious soul – members who have been in heavenly abode after the last 

EC Meeting of May 1, 2022. He read all names. 

1. Dr Manish Chharparwal, LM05732 Raj.

2. Dr Ashok S. Pagrut, LM03248 Maharashtra

3. Dr. P. Dhanarajan, LM01588, Tamilnadu

4. Dr Sandeep Manna, LM04473, West Bengal

5. Dr. Gurinder Singh Mann, LM10397, Punjab

6. Dr. Mohanan C., LM02641, Kerala

7. K.M. Mathew, LM 00354, Kerala

8. Dr. Pankaj Jain, Lm06092, M.P.

9. Dr. D. K. Misra, LM00443, West Bengal

10. Dr. Dharam Nath Singh, LM08456, Bihar

11. Dr. Arvind Kumar, LM03773, Bihar

12. Dr. Darbari Singh, LM00765, Bihar

13. Dr. Tiratha Nand Singh, LM02161, Bihar

14. Dr. Mahendra Choudhary, LM07525, Bihar 

He requested inner prayer and 1-minute silence. He requested EC members/State Presidents/Secretaries and 

State representatives to suggest names that may not be on this list or may not be received by IOA OFFICE. Dr 

Ashok Sirohi suggested names, but as they are taken into account before, and this is for the list after May 1 

2022 as suggested by Hon Secretary, he requested Mr Ramesh Pandey to note which are not in the list. Silence 

with inner prayer for One minute done by all EC members for all departed souls.

Agenda 3 President address and IOA President Theme-2022

Dr Ramesh Sen screened slide by slide all meetings. He briefed EC members that we all are meeting actively 

on zoom with one common aim of making IOA a good academic body with maximum participation from all 

corners of the country. We had an excellent first physical meeting on May 1. We inaugurated renovated IOA 

building with significant interactions with all academic committees and subcommittees. Our primary focus is on 
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the president's theme of success with surgical and soft skills, which includes (physical workshops, cadaveric 

workshops, soft skills, online skills courses, (and arthroplasty /arthroscopy/trauma). 

The astounding number of PG teaching courses, webinars and good participation by the state chapter and 

appreciate their hospitality. We have done MOU with BIOS. We have done a few MOU with sub-specialities 

(ASSI, AOT, AOPAS, IFAS, IAA, ASSAMI), few MOU is pending (POSI, IAS, IMSO). BONE AND JOINT WEEK 

was a fabulous show, and all contributed from all EC MEMBERS across the country. 

We hope to get Limca Book Record. The IOA website is revamped in the best way for updating all information 

about IOA as well as academic meetings. We are working on the formation of the registry to have good data that 

can be useful for treatment protocols. We are working with an online ethical committee for research by 

members. We have a rare disease registry on our website. We are working closely with the IOACON 2022 

AMRITSAR team to give us a great IOA EVENT full of academic feasts.

There was one event recently; DR RAJ BAHADUR, a senior orthopaedic and spine surgeon, was misbehaved 

by the local health minister. As IOA President, we are giving full support to him, and we have sent letters across 

the GOVT for the same, and we highly condemn this behaviour from a minister. Our focus is academics, and it is 

a Long Journey, but successors will take it further in future. We will work for a better IOA. 

Dr Navin Thakkar thanked President Sir.  

Agenda 4 Confirm the EC meeting minutes held on 1-5-2022 at IOA House with the Inauguration of 

Renovated Building. 

Dr Navin Thakkar said that minutes are already circulated and if one has any changes to suggest. DR SHIV 

SHANKAR PROPOSED to pass the minutes and was seconded by DR MOHAN MANTRI.

Agenda 5 Hon Secretary Report 

Dr Navin Thakkar thanked all office bearers, EC members, and especially CAO IOA Mr Ramesh Pandey for 

helping on the daily and night for all required information.  

He thanked all state presidents/secretaries / State Representatives / All Committee Members, City Presidents 

and Secretaries and all members of IOA for extraordinary contributions to Bone and Joint Activities, taking 

"Swayambhu" participation with increasing numbers of events year by year. He informed EC members that IOA 

ELECTION Notice is already sent, and Dr RAM CHADDHA, the Election officer, will read the detailed report.

Regarding the IJO Section, care is taken by Dr Lalit Maini and IT Website committee chair Dr Jawahar Jethwa 

has a mechanism to upload all PDF files. A further report will be read by Dr Lalit Maini and Dr Jawahar Jethwa in 

detail. A new concept conceived for the role-based website by myself and the IT committee and suggestions by 

all members after brainstorming is applied to a revamped website with the latest features. About the website, a 

detailed report will be presented by Dr Jawahar Jethwa. We are planning to have a classified educational grant 

partner list for ease of sponsorship and contribute to the cost of the registry and journal. We have a plan to make 

all new memberships by completing an online application (with a QR code) for ease of documentation and 

payment gateway. Last year we made nearly more than 1000 new members. We are also trying to make a rare 

case registry and planning to have IOA multicentric trials. After a lengthy discussion with insurance companies 

and our legal cell and finance committee, we have brought good professional indemnity insurance for our 

members. More than 500 members have taken part in this professional indemnity insurance, and more are 

inquiring. We have published online 93 issues of Newsletters by email, informing members of each information 

about IOA and events, and there is excellent feedback and viewership. All members are well connected 

electronically.

 We have done a venue visit IOA 2022 AMRITSAR. All arrangements are made along with academic content. A 

detailed report will be given by IOACON 2022 Team. Team IOA and IOACON2022 are working simultaneously 
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in synergy as a double-engine team. We welcome all at IOACON2022. He informed EC members about 

important Dates to attend EC meetings etc., at Amritsar, which will be announced in Amritsar Team 

IOACON2022.

He informed all about the "My Book" project as done last year and said the application is open for all book 

writers and authors. He also informed all about "Silver Jubilee" and "Golden Jubilee" awards applications for 

IOACON2022 and blinding judging and marking. He informed all about the first cadaver surgical skill course by 

IOA. He informed that a series of such cadaver courses are planned and that the education committee is 

coordinating with all other committees to formulate SOP. The education committee will present more details. 

He also informed about Soft Skill webinars conducted with the help of Dr Dhiren Ganjwala - Ahmedabad, Dr 

Ajith Kumar – Bengaluru, Dr Vikash Jain-Vapi and Dr Ram Chaddha-Mumbai along with subject experts to 

imbibe soft skills in young surgeons as per president's theme. He informed the plan for the database of 

scientific contributors across the country -from all states for all categories and all subjects. He requested all 

state president-secretary and state representatives to drive for new membership. He informed the house about 

PG Lecture courses and further planned PG courses. PG Teaching Committee will present a more detailed 

report. 

He informed about the progress of the IOA website with his interactions about concepts and thought processes 

and vision with Dr Jawahar Jethwa and untiring efforts by Dr Jawahar Jethwa and the team of developers, need 

claps and applause for the herculean task of the role-based website with very long vision and brainstorming for 

every feature. More details will follow in his report. Dr Ramesh Sen and others clapped generously for his 

efforts.

I started the "IOA TV" channel, and Dr Shamsul Hoda does further work along with the support of Dr Ashok 

Shyam and Dr Jawahar Jethwa. We must appreciate their efforts to make many programs live on IOATV. He 

thanked all academic committees for content for an online program. 

He thanked all State Chapter President -Secretary, City Chapter President -Secretary and EC members and 

members of state for inviting him and other IOA officers and bestowing upon Guest of Honour and allowing him 

to share interactively orthopaedic science during all conferences and remembered all events with all 

photographs shown in a loop. He invited all city clubs to arrange academic events and seed money grants from 

IOA.

He informed all presidents and Secretaries to apply for the proposed CME during IOACON2024 and 

IOACON2025, and emails were sent to all state presidents and Sec.

He also informed all presidents and Sec of Zone 5 to have a bid for IOACON2024, and the bid document is 

already sent. 

He informed the house regarding Data Update and Voter List, where Vice President Dr Ram Chaddha took 

responsibility and hired an agency. You must have received the call. IOA office provided data to him with 

required fields to fill with who contacted, when and comments. The IT committee will show more details about 

the data received from him. He thanked Dr Ram Chaddha and narrated how this data by the IOA office will be 

uploaded to the website with the help of the IT committee. Further members will update their data directly on the 

website till October 10, 2022, as mentioned in IOA Election 2022 Notification. 

He asked a question to all EC members, President IOA Dr Ramesh Sen, Dr Atul -President-Elect, Dr Ram 

Chaddha- Vice President and Legal committee and Constitutional Committee about the suspension of two 

members done in last GBM - Dr Atul Bahadur and Dr Sandeep Adke to be included in voter list of IOA Election 

2022? 

 Dr N J Karne raised his hand, and as the connection was weak, he stopped the video. However, the audio was 

clear, where he opined as chair of the legal committee that as far as their suspension is not ratified after the 

decision taken in GBM, they should be included in Voter List. Dr Rajesh Gupta asked if that means it requires 
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two GBMs, where Dr Ramesh Sen clarified that yes, once we ratify in the next GBM, the suspension will apply. 

Dr Sameer Agrawal asked about that suspension. Are we going to continue next year? What is the period of 

suspension? He opined that there should be an inquiry, and once an inquiry is over, we have to decide whether 

to continue the suspension or not. Dr Karne replied that decision to suspend had been taken after a complete 

discussion of the matter by GBM, so no further inquiry or committee is required, but no decision has to be taken. 

How long will it be a suspension?

Moreover, asked what the resolution was. Dr Navin Thakkar informed that it was only suspension and no period 

was discussed. Dr Sameer Agrawal stated that we would require further GBM if we decide on the next GBM 

after ratification. Dr S C Goel asked one question that has been bothering him for a long time about the 

ratification of minutes; when the president signs, all decisions are to be implemented as done by the president 

of the Republic of India. Dr Karne replied that when we are deciding on the fundamental rights of a member, we 

need to ratify, and when constitutional amendments are done and need to ratify in the next GBM, the rest of the 

decisions can be implemented immediately.

Dr Jamal opined that there is no need for ratification for decisions other than decisions taken during 

extraordinary GBM / Constitutional amendments, which need to be ratified in subsequent GBM and 

implemented. Dr SC Goel got connected again and opined that within one month, minutes of GBM is to be 

signed by president and circulated to members and implemented. Dr Navin Thakkar said that it was circulated 

within one month. Dr Karne opined on Dr Jamal's opinion that ratification was required when dealing with 

fundamental rights of members and suspension. In the past, we made a mistake by not following proper 

procedure in the case of Dr L Prakash, which may have led to litigations and created long precedence. When 

dealing with a member's fundamental rights, we must be doubly sure and follow proper procedures. Though we 

had called them in EC and GBM at GOA, they have not come for representation.

However, we should issue a notice of suspension, and now no need for further hearing from their side, but to 

prevent any adverse effect, this requires ratification in the next GBM. The discussion continued, but Dr Ramesh 

Sen sir concluded that both members suspended will have voting right this year as per legal committee opinion. 

Proposed by Dr Ramesh Sen and seconded by Dr Sanjay Dhawan. Dr B Shivashankar clarified that as per the 

new constitution, all decisions come to effect after GBM. Dr Dhaval Desai asked if they were allowed to contest 

the election. Dr Karne and Dr SC Goel opined that they could contest eligibility criteria as per notification. Dr 

Sameer Agrawal suggested deciding on the term of suspension from now onwards. All agreed. 

Agenda 6 Dr LALIT MAINI -EDITOR REPORT

IJO report read by Dr Lalit Maini and report well taken by President and EC MEMBERS, passed by all. Dr Maini 

also discussed earnings through a journal that can be used to make IOA REGISTRY (trauma 

/arthroplasty/paediatric), for which we have done several meetings with Dr RAMESH SEN, sir. We have 

analyzed two vendors for the registry (TCS AND NORTH TOWN REGISTRY). He suggested TCS as a vendor 

for the registry because it is Indian and will be accessible in case litigation arise due to a data breach or other 

reasons. Dr RAJKUMAR discussed that it is a sincere effort by all to collect data, and then we can go ahead 

purposefully for the registry. Detailed discussion about registry done by all participants and decided with a 

resolution to have Inauguration of registry in AMRITSAR by Dr RAMESH SEN, proposed by Dr RAJEEV 

RAMAN and seconded by Dr RAJKUMAR

Agenda 7 TREASURER REPORT DR SANDEEP KUMAR

The treasurer's report was read by Dr Sandeep Kumar and passed by all members. He suggested spending 

money on the solar system to save electricity bills, fellowships, skill labs and registry and functioning of all 

academic activities. The report was passed unanimously. It was proposed by Dr RAJEEV RAMAN and 

seconded by Dr UDAY KUMAR.
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Dr Sandeep Kumar thanked all EC members for passing the report and expressed special thanks to Mr 

Ramesh Pandey, CAO IOA, for providing many data and support at the office.

Agenda 8 IOACON REPORT 2021 (DR RAM CHADDHA )

Dr Ram Chaddha detailed all slides thanked all, and highlighted contributions given and projected/proposed to 

be given to IOA as per norms and further highlighted with slides by Treasurer IOACON2021 – Dr N J Karne. All 

welcomed the efforts and contributions.

Agenda 9  Report about CME Program: IOACON Amritsar–By Gujarat Orthopedic Association Team led by 

Dr Navin Thakkar as Convenor and Dr Dhaval Desai, Dr Govind Purohit, Dr Kamlesh Devmurari as 

coordinators Theme – Principles and Management of Non-union

Dr Dhaval projected a rough table in PDF of the program outline and proposed to have PPT – slides from those 

who want to contribute to the selection process. Discussed the need for slides for the selection process but did 

not guarantee to be a presenter just by submitting the ppt. 

Dr Navin Thakkr suggested selecting speakers from all corners of the country, and accordingly, content and 

speakers will be chosen along with a close discussion with the central team. A module of case discussion was 

proposed and passed to have a practical discussion.

Agenda 10 IOACON 2022 -Amritsar Report – Dr Parvinder Sandhu and Team 

IOACON2022 report read by Dr Sandhu, and he explained in detail regarding venue /halls/workshops/number 

of abstract /accommodation and also sight-seeing for other family members. He also requested all members to 

keep woollen clothes because the time is quite cold at the time of the Meeting. He answered all queries, 

welcomed all, and promised a flyer for important dates to plan bookings by EC members. Discussion of 

different foreign faculty was done, and Dr Harpal was present as Scientific Committee Chair. Dr Navin Thakkar 

concluded that Central Committee would discuss the whole program and then finalize the whole matter. 

Discussed different halls, and Dr B Shivashankar suggested for CME a YouTube link of lecture for better 

selection. It was an excellent suggestion. Dr Jawahar suggested voice-over PPT with a speech of speaker with 

slides.  

Agenda 11 Inland Fellowship – Dr Rajeev Raman and Team

Dr Rajeev Raman presented in detail his report with all changed guidelines, increased number of Yuva 

mentorship up to 100 seats for young surgeons and changes for those working in teaching and non-teaching 

institutes. He informed that it should be published on the website, and Dr Navin Thakkar has mailed all about 

this, and candidates are applying. Dr Navin Thakkar thanked Dr Rajeev Raman for making all content of the 

inland Fellowship for the website timely. Dr Thakkar emphasized the need for perfect and checked content from 

all committee members to publish on the website. In the discussion, Dr Sandeep Kumar, Treasurer, raised his 

hand and said that it is good to have more fellowships and use money properly for academics, preventing 

unnecessary taxes and better utilization. He pointed out that at present, for research projects grant is only one 

lakh, which needs to be increased as it is significantly less. The matter was discussed well and concluded for 

having allotment of a sum of Rs Twenty Lakhs to be allocated in staggered phases. It will be a partial grant of the 

total project cost, and it will be equally balanced between big and small teaching, Non-teaching institutes with a 

cooling period for the institute, which has been received already, as suggested by Dr Anup. Receiving 

applications, scrutinizing applications, and developing a mechanism of assessment and disbursement after a 

nod from CEC will be framed by the Basic Science and Research committee. Dr Sen Thanked all for an 

excellent decision, unanimously passing a resolution to develop research projects in IOA.

Agenda 12 CSRC Report -DR ANUP AGARWAL AND TEAM

All EC members and the president congratulated Dr Anup for the wonderful arrangements for BONE AND 

JOINT WEEK and the contribution made by all states of the country. Dr Rujuta Mehta informed us that she 
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would submit a report of WOICE for this activity. Dr Karne asked technical questions to submit a report to the 

State secretary and then to be submitted centrally, or individuals will submit a report directly to CSRC. Dr Anup 

responded that both were fine. We need more and more documentation for Limca Records. Dr Navin Thakkar 

and Dr Ramesh Sen thanked the whole EC for contributing fantastically to this practical skill activity for first 

responders. Dr Karne asked for a mechanism to keep the state secretary in the Loop and send copies of all 

reports. Dr Navin Thakkar thanked Dr Rajasekaran for giving the idea of the Limca record during Dindigul 

Meeting. Dr Atul echoed it and thanked and congratulated all, and Dr Navin Thakkar pointed out that it was 

Swayambhu by members. 

DR ANUP AGARWAL resigned from the post of chairman as he has filed for vice president election IOA 2022 

IOA. Dr VAN SHANKAR will chair the session, and DR MOHAN MANTRI will contribute to CSRC till the election 

is over after the filing of the nomination by Dr Anup. 

Agenda 11 LEGAL COMMITTEE (DR N J KARNE and Team )

After May 1, 2022, EC, there was not much progress in all legal cases, where Dr Navin Thakkar informed the 

house that there were new hearing dates in all pending legal cases. Dr Karne informed the house that there was 

not too much matter for that. Dr Sameer Agrawal asked about the status of cases withdrawn by some persons. 

Dr Thakkar said that yes, cases were withdrawn, and one person also apologized and that the apology cum 

withdrawal letter was read already on 1-5-2022, so that status is the same. Dr Karne presented the letter which 

he received from Dr Tribhuwan Singh for the APOA issue and screened slides of some questions and analysis 

by the legal committee by sharing on screen as follows:

• Cognizable as a large amount of IOA has been involved.

Discrepancies:

• Benefits to IOA & IOA members? Was it worth to the amount?

• If not worth, then payment should be discontinued with immediate effect.

• This agreement was signed in 2017 to be effective from 2018, but IOA is paying APOA for this 

anticipated future contract since March 2016.

• Execution of selection of national delegates, fellows, and ambassadors from IOA?

• Was there any injustice to the other members?

• Who were real beneficiaries?

• Who was looking after all this? Whether EC was aware / informed for this?

• If gross irregularities are observed, EC should take decision about those accountable for this.

Dr Mantri asked about APOA MOU approved by EC or GBM?.

Dr Jamal clarified that the APOA matter is approved by EC and passed in GBM 2015 Jaipur. Dr Thakkar 

mentioned that there is no contention about approval in GBM.

Dr N J Karne screened the original letter of Dr Tribhuvan Singh for APOA concerns and issues with analysis, 

and he asked for the need for Dr Tribhuwan to present himself. Dr Karnes's connection was unstable, and 

between voice was breaking. Dr Ramesh Sen suggested taking this issue further in the agenda of members' 

letters and moving ahead with the next item. 

Agenda 12  Election officer report (Dr Ram Chaddha )

IOA ELECTION 2022 from Nov 1 to Nov 22, 2022.

He screened slides about the resolution passed in the last EC on May 1, 2022. 
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On August 1, declared the Nomination form, notification and code of conduct with all details screened by 

sharing details point by point of all important dates about election and declaration etc., as per notification and 

signatures included in notification and code of conduct. 

He proposed a plan for the election with all details screened slide by slide to have panel containing 

one retired high court or supreme court judge and five Past Presidents /Senior Orthopaedic Surgeons from 

IOA; including him, it will be seven members panel who will take care of the whole election process.

He informed the house that tenders for prospective vendors would be advertised in newspapers with the help of 

the secretary general and treasurer. A panel of 7 Members will select a vendor after discussion. The panel, and 

not an individual, will take decisions. He further suggested the name of Honorary Retired Justice Shri S K 

Gupta and, as other panellists, five Past Presidents, namely Dr G S Kulkarni, Dr P K Kanabar, Dr S C Goel, Dr 

Rajeev Naik, Dr Sudhir Kapoor. All panellists will help and guide Election 2022 as Panellists of 7 member Panel. 

He further screened the slide, suggesting that during the selection process by the panel, there will be at least 

seven requirements from the vendor. While reading, he clarified that we cannot promise all features and what 

vendors can give but will ask the vendor for maximum features as mentioned above and more suggestions, if 

any, come out from today's discussion during the selection process. He further informed the house that the 

panel would start working once EC passed this proposal. A panel of 7 people will take all decisions regarding 

the planning and execution of IOA Election 2022. 

He requested to all with hope to have faith and trust in us and trust comes from truth and transparency, and all 

seven members will work together and show slides about serenity, courage and wisdom and suggested that it is 

vital for all of us and we will find the best solution and screened thought process of believing and seeing and not 

seeing and then believing and thanked all for patient listening and closed slide show as end slide.

Text of Proposal slide:
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Dr Sen announced that multiple hands were raised, and he named all. Dr Purushotham appreciated the 

presentation and wished that all points were covered. Dr Rakesh Rajput appreciated that thought process and 

presentation by Dr Ram Chaddha and pointed out that the central question is about tempering (Which is 

happening or not, we are not sure). However, we must go further steps to have Govt Approved Vendor. 

However, as Dr Sen had difficulty finding Govt approved vendor and that particular vendor was asking for full 

upfront money, we disagreed. So he felt that there should not be criteria for Govt Approved agency and that any 

reliable agency like Tata or reliance should be OK for us and cost should not constrain. However, transparency 

should be a constraint, and all criteria need not be fulfilled but maximum criteria to be fulfilled. He suggested the 

second point of mirroring data as a good idea. He further added that he has talked to IT guys and feels that 

coding is most important and should be locked appropriately to have transparency. All candidates should 

accept full features, and we can go on improving, and all candidates must not question the system after the 

election results are out. 

Dr Navin Thakkar suggested that for coding, we can ask the IT committee chair for his knowledge and input on it 

and what other societies are doing. 

Dr Jawahr Jethwa responded, "When we discuss with IT companies about this, they suggest the norms to have 

a nodal officer who is paid by Association where what happens that 

the Association has some contract with the vendor, so only two parties are involved. Although there are many 

observers, the responsible parties are, on one side, IOA and, on the other, a vendor, so now it is suggested that 

a nodal officer who is a company secretary or a chartered accountant with credentials and has a licence to 

practice. He is involved officially, and he takes charge and responsibility. If something goes wrong, he becomes 

responsible and what he does is he takes computer code and puts it in his custody, and he does not allow to 

open code till the election process is over. Company Secretary, at the end of the process, takes responsibility if 

any dispute and as he has got approved licence and his career is at stake, there is a trend of having a triparty 

agreement that we should discuss."

Dr Navin Thakkar asked that are you suggesting a mechanism for an auditor? Dr Jethwa explained that yes, as 

he has a licence and his career is at stake and suggested that compared to a high court or supreme court retired 

judge. The auditor will be more responsible comparatively as he has a licence, and his career will be at stake. Dr 

Navin Thakker pointed out, "I think Dr Ramesh Sen sir explored this possibility of the auditor when there was a 

problem in the 2020 election."  

De Sen asked Dr Mohan Mantri as he raised his hand, and in sequence, others raised hands –Dr Ashok Sirohi 

and Dr Harpal. Dr Mantri appreciated Dr Ram Chaddha's presentation, covered all points, and asked Dr Ram 

Chaddha whether he had corrected all data of members-mobile numbers. Dr Ram Chaddha asked to repeat 

the question as he could not get his question, so Dr Mohan Mantri 

repeated the data update by the agency and whether mobile numbers etc were corrected?. Furthermore, he 

asked is there was any controversy about that? "

Dr Sameer Agrawal pointed out that there was an agency to correct the data. Dr Navin Thakkar suggested to Dr 

Mohan Mantri that the agency has corrected some data, and the IT committee, in his report, will probably 

present it. He asked Dr Jethwa about it, and Dr Jethwa answered positively and said that he had covered this 

point in his report and would present it. 

Dr Sen asked Dr Sirohi to speak his point. Dr Sirohi thanked Dr Ram Chaddha for including many points. 

However, he suggested that he has raised some points in his letter, of which one point is covered by Dr Jawahar 

Jethwa of the locking of code by a company secretary. He further said, unlocking code and other points 

remaining in a letter. Dr Sirohi requested the president, sir, to see in letter and narrated the critical point that 

SMS or Email which comes at the time of voting and the second time it comes at the time of counting to confirm 
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that vote has gone at the place intended and not like voted for BJP and gone to A party or other party and vice 

versa. He said that this step would be good for the transparency of the election; otherwise, other points are 

covered.

Dr Rakesh Rajput opined that this is the real point, and that is what coding is. Dr Thakkar said this was in the 

agenda of members' letters and has opened and read from his letter. Dr Sirohi seems to be suggesting that 

vendors are giving that facility. Last time in 2020, the vendor had that facility and was ready to give this facility. A 

vendor can send personally to members a PDF when you vote about when and whom you have voted as per 

ballot without losing privacy. Dr Sirohi suggests extra steps or adding when counting starts; the same message 

comes that counting is done. The exact details automatically come to the same voter and what he is suggesting 

is that details of voting done and counting done messages should match, and his proposal looks like it is written 

in a letter. Dr Sameer Agrawal asked, "Is it feasible? ". Dr Jawahar Jethwa answered, "Very much feasible". 

Dr Ashok Sirohi said that he had asked cyber people and IT experts. Experts suggest that it is very feasible, sir. 

and asked to have it for a transparent election as there are people who are held bent upon circumventing 

elections.  

Dr Sen asked Dr Harpal to speak as he raised his hand. Dr Harpal said that there are two points: One is that we 

must have a big budget for this election though all points are valid, it will need a budget of 50 lakhs or may 

require 1 Cr if we are advertising in national newspapers, and the second point he suggested to have elections 

at centres of Tata all over India who conducts online exams of NEET PG, UG and why not to involve the such big 

company, and we will not need all these measures of messages etc., and we must Trust Dr Ram Chaddha as 

we have voted him as vice president and we have no trust on him?

Dr Sirohi said that is the question, and for that matter, it is arising. Dr Harpal said that whosoever would lose will 

raise questions. Dr Thakkar suggested using technological solutions to prevent such questions from arising. 

Dr Mohan Mantri said, "Dr Harpalji, it is not a question of trust. It has happened in the past also." Dr Karne said, 

"It is not a question of trust. Everybody trust each other, but there are legal cases since last two-three years and 

IOA has to use large fund – budget for it for court cases as legal expenses .Most of the litigations are for election 

issues and we should keep aside the issue of trust and we should take lesson from past issues and we must 

amend and correct steps in current election process itself, so that this will not repeat again and again ". Dr 

Harpal agreed with Dr Karne's point and suggested to give it to Tata. He suggested TATA has centres in every 

city and go there and vote and voting will be open for a one week (Hapta) and pay them. Dr Thakkar pointed out 

that going physically will not be online elections, here Dr Harpal suggested that there it will be sure (Pakka) that 

you will do voting by showing your Aadhar Card. Dr D P Bhushan objected that this solution is not practical and 

as such, there is already a very low percentage of voting occurs, and it will be further reduced if kept physically. 

Dr Thakkar suggested to take help of IT committee. Dr Jethwa expressed his views "all the Headache we 

experienced past year, can be relived only if we find how can you give it to somebody else, is by only appointing 

third party i.e responsible chartered accountant or company secretary who will be responsible to answer the 

court if any dispute arises and Association will be very much guarded as he has taken responsibility and 

botheration to explain to court of law if dispute arises and he will take responsibility that process will be as per 

norms decided and govt rules without any hitch. It is better to give someone else who is answerable and 

licenced and otherwise technically, everything is possible. 

Dr Sameer Agrawal asked how much he is going to charge us? Dr Jawahar Jethwa suggested that I don't know 

exactly the charge, where Dr Thakkar suggested that auditors are charging around 2-3 lakhs, where Dr Jethwa 

corrected that it will be less than that. Dr Sen sir asked Dr Ram to say, which was interrupted by Dr Karne 

suggesting the second point to appoint other agency, which will cost only 4-5 thousand only when member 

votes, it is mirrored on other site and he asked permission to screen a slide? Dr Sen permitted and he screened 

a slide of Letter from Dr Sirohi for electoral reforms for credibility and detailed point that every time there is a 
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burden on single person vice president -election officer and he is alleged as culprit in court, so if EC selects 

panel of 5 senior members and responsibility is shared by many shoulders for election period and second 

agency should be selected, independent of vendor, and vote cast will reach simultaneously to both agencies. 

But password of second agency should be available to panel members but not to vice President as there is 

nothing like distrust for vice president but unfortunately there are certain allegations in past also that vice 

president is recently elected and he has certain obligations and allegations get levelled against him. 

His voice was cracking, so he was asked to speak slowly, where he suggested that there was demand from Dr 

Sirohi that there should be a display of voter list during election on website who have voted successfully to 

everyone, but our committee is of opinion that as grievances are of candidates, it should be available to 

candidates only and not any time during election but after election is over, where demand of Dr Sirohi is marked 

in red and our opinion in blue. 

He pointed further that result declaration should be immediately after election process is over as in last election 

there was allegation in court that after voting process over there was manipulations, so that allegation does not 

arise again. His voice was cracking again pointed out by Dr Sen. He screened next slide with certain points of 

our duty to plug all holes in circumventing the election results, code should be locked by an expert, a minute / 

hour before or just previous to elections after checking the dummy election process in presence of election 

commission and candidates at IOA house. His voice was cracking, so pointed by Dr D P Bhusan. Dr Thakkar 

suggested to stop sharing, so that bandwidth packets which is low can be saved and audio become clear. 

Dr Karne (Legal Grievance Committee Chair) accepted and said he would read the slide from his device. He 

read again slide and agreed to suggestion and grievance given by Dr Sirohi that we should plug all holes and 

codes to be locked by a chartered accountant or company secretary which we are going to appoint, allegations 

against election officer does not arise as code will remain with that company secretary and code will be 

unlocked by him once election is over. He further suggested to have MOU between IOA – Vendor and company 

secretary, so responsibility lies with auditor or company secretary for security and process. Again his voice was 

missing suggested by Dr Sen, so suggested to go slow, again his voice corrected where he pointed that "when 

member votes, message and as well email should go to member immediately and same way when counting 

starts, system sends same content to member, so that during counting his vote is considered or not, that is the 

idea behind and which we like because allegations that we had voted but our vote was not counted and we have 

not voted but our vote was counted like that and then another part is vendor should give count of SMS while 

sending message at the time of voting and at the time of counting, so that number of messages at the time of 

counting matches with the time of voting and agency supplying message facility should also give count and that 

too also match" His voice was again cracking so Dr Sen asked to improve. Dr Sirohi requested that he can read 

his letter. 

Dr Sameer Agrawal pointed that, in nutshell we have to appoint company secretariat, where Dr Thakkar added 

that yes you are right and vendor should give message at the time of voting containing content of ballot details 

and same should again repeated at the time of counting which is suggested and that both should match. Dr 

Sameer Agrawal suggested that "Then Dr Ram will have to work more for that", where Dr Thakkar suggested 

that all vendors can give this facility and it is possible.

Dr Harpal raised one point that vendor cannot send ballot details in email and if sends, then it no longer remains 

secret ballot , then problem will happen that (Hindi) "Jo candidate Harega woh mere se mangega ki to me mere 

ko support Kiya ke nahi kiya, woh mere ko problem Karega?" (In English he suggested that Candidate who fails 

to win will ask to me to show ballot and ask whether I have supported him or not and he asks me and if do not 

give him it will create problem for me ) Dr Jawahar objected to this point by saying NO, it is still secured and 

private. Dr Harpal argued that "Aap India me rahate ho, ap ko Indian ballot paper details milta he election me?" 

(Are you getting ballot paper details in India in elections?) and added "ap ko Indian election ballot pe Vishwas 

he aur is ballot pe Vishwas Nahi he? "( you have trust in Indian general election ballot and not on this ballot?) Dr 
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Thakkar suggested that if the ballot is not given then all message details should be given. Dr Harpal pointed 

again that no details of whom voted (Kish Ko Vote Diya). Dr Sen suggested that there are good suggestions and 

we should be very clear about this and asked Dr Ram to conclude and said "we are making a every effort to 

make this election as best as possible and I am sure that Dr Ram will consider all the advices and we should 

believe in Dr Ram and his abilities, Dr Ram Please.

Dr Ram Spoke" I got all responses and I will try at my level best to incorporate all these responses and we will 

look at every step I have gone through and the first thing I am going to have this responsibility shared by not two 

shoulders but by fourteen shoulders and I am very happy for that and decisions will be taken by distance 

between two shoulder – brain by all 7 persons. Let us have faith in this seven people and look forward for all the 

suggestions came which are even beyond what I mentioned in my presentation, each suggestion will be 

individually looked at. We will try to incorporate as much as possible and all this will be subjected to what involve 

element of cost and money. I will request our secretary general, treasurer and president sir, please allow 

suitable amount of money for the same, it is my humble request and that is where I end my presentation.

Dr Sameer Agarwal asked Dr Thakkar whether he has confirmed vacancy positions in state representatives, as 

in past that created an issue. Dr Thakkar replied that yes, we have checked and cross-checked and will request 

to Mr Ramesh Pandey, CAO to say about that. Mr Ramesh Pandey confirmed that the office has checked all 

details three times and discussed them with the election officer Dr Ram Sir and it is OK. Dr Sen said with this, we 

are now very clear.

Dr Sirohi asked permission from the president to say something. Dr Sirohi thanked Dr Ram and expected all 

points to be taken care of for the election. Dr Sen asked in a lighter note to have the vote of thanks to Dr Ram by 

Dr Sirohi. Dr Sen thanked Dr Ram, wished for great success to the election process, and asked to move further 

for the next agenda of International affairs and Foreign Fellowship. 

Agenda 13   Foreign fellowship /international affairs report by Dr Jamal Ashraf and Team 

Dr Jamal screened the slides and informed house that foreign affairs and foreign fellowship was clubbed 

together in past and for better working he is looking after international affairs and Dr Sameer is looking after 

international Fellowships. He informed the house -Canadian orthopaedic Association is invited at AMRITSAR 

IOACON 2022 as Guest Nation and AAOS in 2023 at Lucknow. Dr B Shivashankar requested Dr Jamal to stop 

for a minute and pointed out why in slide logo of IOA having there, 3 lions on top of logo? it is not permitted. Dr 

Jamal replied that it is copy paste from old presentation, so he is sorry for that. Dr Jamal screened one page of 

MOU with BIOS ( British Indian Orthopedic Association) and detailed it and further informed in next slide about 

in process or progress New Mutual Exchange Fellowship with BOA ( British Orthopaedic Association) and 

detailed information and wish of BOA. He handed over to Dr Sameer Agrawal for foreign fellowships. Dr 

Sameer screened slides and informed the house that we will be having fellowships from 2023 only due to covid 

and he screened details with deadlines in slides. Dr Hari Om Agarwal corrected the deadline to October 31 and 

Dr Sameer accepted mistake as slip of tongue and he suggested to upload on web site. 

Dr Navin Thakkar informed Dr Sameer and all to send complete details to upload on website and credentials of 

email Id used previously for foreign fellowships and foreign affairs and newly created now and google form 

must be given to IOA office, Dr Sameer agreed to that and said positively to send to IOA office. Dr Thakkar put 

on record that problem raised when Dr Lalit took charge of foreign affairs and fellowship, he required official 

email id and credentials of that committee from Dr Jamal to know archives of all emails, but Dr Jamal did not 

provide him, so he had to start from scratch, so all email Id generated for IOA work and that purposes and 

credentials of that all email ID must be deposited to ioa office by mail, so that all emails can be archived with IOA 

office to have information as done by one secretary to other secretary. He requested again to deposit 

credentials of all Emai Ids used to communicate for foreign fellowships and foreign affair matters.

Dr Rakesh Rajput asked that MOU done with Indian Subspecialty has uniform pattern, but what about foreign 
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associations MOU? Is there a fixed pattern? Dr Sen replied that different counties are having a different 

perspective and asked Dr Jamal to reply. Dr Jamal replied that there is no fixed pattern or standard format but it 

is reciprocal and conditions they put, we put same condition. Dr Abhay asked that logistics is one point where 

we should offer only what they offered in their tray, but we must have consensus for academic content and what 

is the Performa for that ?. Dr Rakesh cleared to Dr Jamal that what his contention is not reciprocal but what they 

offer, we are offering but it should be the way IOA wants, not as what they want and we offer same and we 

should be dictating terms of what we want as they dictate what they want, we cannot accept what they dictate 

us. 

Dr Rajeev Raman asked for details of what is offered to Indian fellow in BIOS .Dr Sameer replied that everything 

is fixed, and Dr Jamal narrated in detail. Dr B Shivashankar appreciated idea for framing reciprocal MOU. Dr 

Partha Sarkar asked how state associations can be involved and WBOA wants to contribute and young 

surgeons need fellowships. Dr Navin Thakkar suggested that state body can connect directly with BIOS as they 

have offered to Gujarat state for fellowship. We must increase opportunities for young surgeons. Dr Navin 

Thakkar put on record without any offence to anyone and requested Dr Sen and Dr Jamal or who so ever 

holding post at the time of old MOUs, as there are no copies of MOU with IOA office, to provide MOU to IOA 

office. Dr Jamal replied that he had sent himself to Mr Ramesh Pandey. Dr Thakkar cleared that it is done in last 

month only, previously there was no copy of MOU with IOA office records. 

Dr Jamal replied that I have supplied now as asked now. Dr Thakkar made a point to put on record that real hard 

copies are not there with IOA office. Dr Jamal replied that besides BIOS and APOA all MOU are signed and sent 

by emails. Mr Ramesh Pandey said that now he has received 3 MOUs. Dr Sameer pointed that you could take 

print out of email and keep as record. Dr Thakkar made to put on record and reiterated that MOU paper copy 

brought here in India and signed here in India, that paper copy at least should be with IOA office, but that is also 

not happened about BIOS and APOA. He further suggested that whenever they visit India we can have that 

paper copy to be filed in IOA records. Collection and submission of that paper copies to IOA office is the duty 

and responsibility of Foreign affairs committee chair and members. At least soft copies should be submitted 

immediately when it happens for records of IOA, that is also not happening. Even soft copies were also not 

available to IOA office until last month and was sent only when we asked specifically, that is the problem. Dr Sen 

said yes yes that is OK, can we move to the next item.  

Dr Jamal wanted to say a point that those who are going to UK are not allowed to scrub and we should inform 

them beforehand, otherwise they report it very badly in report. Dr Thakkar informed house that last year 

Glasgow fellowship provider was questioned and made it confirmed that they will facilitate GMC temporary 

licence to fellows to solve this problem and Dr Lalit Maini and IOA office worked hard to publish, mark, select all 

done with many applications. Dr Jamal informed that as Glasgow fellowship is more than 3 months, it is 

possible as GMC gives licence for visit more than 3 months only and he informed that Glasgow fellowship is 

stopped by trust as there is no funding from NHS and he will forward this mail to IOA office. Dr Thakkar said 

please communicate everything and make ioa office and Hon secretary in cc of all communications, that is the 

problem we discussed. Dr Jamal replied that he has sent to Ramesh Pandey, Dr Navin Thakkar said that he as 

secretary, not received any mail and requested again to all to keep in loop ioa house and ioa secretary in all 

mails to have information when required. Dr Rakesh commented in lighter mood that "Mr Ramesh Pandey is 

the secretary". Dr Navin Thakkar again reiterated and made point on records that office of IOA secretary was 

by-passed in subspecialty MOUs where Hon Secretary was not kept in the Loop and it was difficult to get 

achieves to run Association and answer subspecialty association about their queries.  

Dr Atul gave credentials of honorary secretary mail account to me and I will give it to next secretary, so all emails 

used for IOA activity credentials should be passed to next one and he can see archives of it, so requested all to 

make cc to both IOA office and hon secretary at least and same should be followed for foreign fellowship, affairs 

and Indian fellowship and all committees and give all credentials to IOA office, so that incoming chair can use 

that mail id and have details to guide him/her, that is the purpose, there is nothing secret in it. 
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 Dr Mantri asked why Hon Sec was not taken in Loop? what is the issue? why not kept in the Loop? There 

should be a standing order to all that all emails copied to Secretary and IOA office. Dr Karne opined that Hon 

Secretary is the in charge of office. Dr Navin Thakkar said that it is not happening, that is the problem he is 

putting on record. Dr Mantri said President sir should comment on it. Dr Sen sir said Yes, but was over voiced by 

Dr Jamal suggesting that all emails should come from honorary secretary IOA account. Dr Navin Thakkar 

categorically replied that Dr Atul was using both email ids atul Agra and honsec, Dr Sen is using his Rediff mail 

ID, so do not make such excuse for not sending on even hon sec email ID – the idea is to keep in Loop Hon 

secretary post, not specific email ID and mentioned example that he writes to Dr Ramesh as President on his 

email id of Rediff which is not official president ID , so Dr Jamal this is just an excuse only and do not try to create 

excuse for not communicating. Dr Sen said OK.. OK and asked to progress to next agenda of IT committee 

report – Dr Jawahar Jethwa.

Agenda 14   IT committee report by Dr Jawhar Jethwa

He screened slides one by one where he shown that team is working round the clock since MARCH 2022 and 

now redesigned website is on to whole world. Additions, omissions, corrections, subtractions are going on daily 

for each and every piece of information and taking suggestions from IOA officers and IOA members 

in consideration. He expressed gratitude to all contributors. He specifically thanked Dr Navin Thakkar- Hon 

Secretary IOA for sharing his experience of his IT committee chair and he himself created website of IOA, so 

there was fantastic support from him for whole knowledge he shared with us, which was so impressive even to 

vendors. He screened whole process of data update and how hard work done even on late night or early 

morning to create tables to give to Dr Ram Chaddha Team to work on it and had multiple meetings on zoom with 

vendor to create design of database. 

Even on Sundays, all work was done, and he screened all features as it is a role-based website in details. He 

thanked Dr Shamsul Hoda for his inputs and active involvement for ongoing program slider. He informed about 

birthday wishes live counter and requested all members to update their birthday. He screened tabs where he 

need content from committee members and requested to send content doubly confirmed about right content. 

Web site is working round the clock for content, and he demonstrated log in flow once logged in will open slide 

by slide in details with the facility to get one complete personal website to each member. 

He presented complete Google Analytical where he is showing that whole globe is seeing it including which 

page is seen more and finally he presented a file shared – edited by Agency and Dr Ram Chaddha for data 

update project taken by Dr Ram Chaddha Team. He informed EC that this data which received by IOA office -Mr 

Ramesh Pandey from Dr Ram Chaddha to be passed by EC for bulk upload on website. 
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He zoomed excel sheet showing details of data update team marked who( person from agency) contacted our 

member, When contacted and what note they have put on field and further he filtered notes made by agency 

person  and filtered blank notes,  which he demonstrated being 1658 were blank notes- no notes by agency. To 

cut short,long story he screened slide of different category  of data update done by agency and what is the 

position as on today.

He asked permission of President and EC to allow bulk upload data which was mainly updated  and supplied by 

Dr Ram Chaddha  to IOA office – Mr Ramesh Pandey and further 25 member'sdata updated by Mr Ramesh 

Pandey.  He screened slides with permission of President about future features coming and digitalisation and 

digi locker of IOA. 

He made appeal to all members to update their data once permitted to upload data, check all contents and 

please provide contentand requested EC to have one more staff may be working from Home needed for 

content organisation.

He thanked all and asked to visit website and take selfie on website for Azadi ka Amrut Mahotsav and screened 

that when we are talking 7 visitors per minute are visiting immediately to take selfie on website.  Dr Thakkar 

congratulated with immediate results … fantastic. 

Dr B Shivashankar congratulated and pointed some suggestions. Suggestion 1 was to ask members on 

website to re-register to have fresh data and not upload this data provided by agency of Dr Ram Chaddha and 

then combine this data afterwards with what they have registered. Second point he mentioned that whatever 

trouble Dr Ram has taken to update data, but unfortunately data of about only 500 members is updated,  

whether that is cost effective, that we need to think and exactly I don't know how much paid to that vendor but it 

is about 2 lakhs, only for update of about 500 members.

Here Dr Jawahar Jethwa interjected and replied that it is also the confirmation given that data of majority 

members is correctas noted in notescolumn and that data is correct note is in morethan 11000 members.

Dr B Shivashankar said I do not believe this as I have cross checked  it and someone Manish called me onthat 

particular day as noted here ,  but I checked my call history of that particular day and no one like that has called 
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me,  and this must have happened with many other people also and I have the proof  and checked all calls 

came from unknown number on that day by ringing them again, so I have little doubt about this data, so what we 

can do is, we  ask all members to re-register or upload this data and check themselves.

Dr Jawahar Jethwa said process is already done as you suggested and yes members can log in and check 

themselves. Dr Navin Thakkar suggested on doubts of Dr B Shivashankar that IOA secretary can write a mail or 

Whatsapp or SMS ( communicate to members) mentioning that agency has done update and as of now this is 

your Name, email, registered Mobile, who contacted and when contacted and what is the note or status  etc 

and there is still window of 2 months to further check and rectify and that is the way forward we can go about to 

further update by members themselves. 

Dr Ramesh Sen asked Dr Atul Please …. Dr Atul suggested, and he made humble request that “we do not write 

that your data is updated by an agency and we just write that your data is uploaded on website, please, visit it 

and update. This is subtle change and we will give them regular reminders may be five reminders in 10 days 

and then our job is done”. 

Dr Thakkar said that yes, our aim is to update the data. Dr Atul reiterated that “It is up to the member to verify 

data,that his data is correct or not, so we do not mention the word agency and how it has been updated, but 

write,your updated data is posted on website,  please visit the website and ratify it.Thank U.“ 

Dr Jawahar Jethwa suggested and asked that we need to finalise voter list,  so is it ok to have mandatory field 

as criteria to be in voter list as discussed in previous meetings ?  Dr Thakkar asked the question that every time 

in previous years, criteria to be included in voter list is either Mobile or email ID in data of member is the eligibility 

and we cannot change this criteria without nod of GBM, asked Dr Sen. Dr Sen replied that“whatever mandate 

given in GBM, we have to follow”. So Dr Thakkar reiterated that as practiced last year IOA office must have clear 

cut instruction to prepare voter list and it should be clear in EC that criteria to be eligible online voter for a life 

member will be either presence of email or mobile number or both in data on cut-off date of making voter list,  

same practice will be followed this year also. Dr Sen said that “Election officer will take care of that part which 

suits best for election “ Dr Thakkar said “No No sir,  interjected by Dr B Shivashankar,  where he suggested that 

in mandatory fields Mobile and email data both will be there but member who is having either of it will also be 

eligible for online voting. Dr Thakkar said that is what he is saying and reiterated that EC and IOA office has to 

decide on this and IOA office will give data to Election officer and election officer has to be execute on that and 

said again eligibility criteria of having either email id or mobile number of life member to be online eligible voter, 

is it true sir? Dr Sen replied that yes, it is fine. Dr Thakkar again asked EC to pass the resolution (as this will be 

last EC before election) that for eligibility of online voter Life member with name field, life membership field and 

email field or mobile number field filled in or both filled in are eligible voter for IOA election 2022. Dr Atul 

suggested for cut-off date  for update  to be eligible for online voter . Dr Thakkar said that it is there already in 

election notification and cut-off date is 10th October midnight to be eligible and to be included in election voter 

list of IOA election2022 but update will continue for update purpose  but any change in data of member after 

midnight 10th October will not be included in voter list as notified in election notice and notification by election 

officer. Dr Atul asked Dr Ram, if he wants to say anything. Dr Ram said “I am the catalyst between what the IOA 

EC and IOA GBM decides and what can be executed by the vendor selected by the panel of 7 intelligent people. 

I shall carry forward all the requests from here to the selected vendor execute as many as possible by vendor. 

Dr Jawahar Jethwa enumerated number and name of fields as 1. LM number 2. Name 3. Email Id 4. Registered 

Mobile 5. Name of the affiliated state. First 4 fields for all members and field 5 is more voting of election of state 

representative by only that state IOA members.

Dr Ajit Shinde asked that how data of those who are not having email id or registered mobile will be done as we 

are unable to communicate them. Dr Navin Thakkar said that data of those members will be divided for different 

states and Joint secretary will take care to connect to them and members who are alive or traceable will be 

informed to do update themselves with the help of state secretary or city secretary or any other member and 
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there will be log with IP address and system server is one and there is single database and update is possible 

on that only and even Mr Ramesh Pandey -IOA office will require to log in to upload the  data, which is explained 

by Dr Jawahar Jethwa. Dr Ajit Shinde thanked for this information.Dr Atul suggested that this was very 

important discussion and  requested President sir to summarise and pass the resolution. Dr Sen sir passed 

resolution that there is a perception that process of data update is done and there will be window of many days 

where members can check their data and verify and update  till 10th October to be included in voter list of 

election 2022 and data of those whose email and mobile numbers are not available, as Dr Navin  suggested 

IOA office will do active efforts through Joint secretaries and help of city chapters and state chapters. Dr 

Jawahar Jethwa asked that should he start bulk data update by IOA office. Dr Sen and Dr Navin said yes, it 

should be started and let members do update themselves by log in on IOA website and there will be log who 

updated when and from which IP address. Dr Sirohi asked how members will log in. Dr Jawahar Jethwa started 

answering that he has shared few screen shots. Dr Navin asked that let me explain. He explained whole 

procedure of all three possibilities according to data available. Dr Sen requested to Dr Jawahar to provide 

navigation on website for members which Dr Navin has described.Dr Navin Thakkar informed house that we 

will make one pdf file and small video of how to update profile. Dr Jawaharbhai informed house that it is very 

simple flow one by one screen and any one can do it. Dr Navin Thakkkar informed that there will be easy guide 

step by step as situation 1, 2 and 3. Dr Ramesh Sen asked EC,  s it Ok with all? Dr Ashok sirohi said Ok and Dr 

Atul said passed. Dr Sen acknowledged  and thanked for efforts of Dr Jawahar Jethwa and team for creating 

wonderful website and good flow of data update, where Dr Navin added names of Dr Shamsul Hoda and Dr 

Ashok Shyam and whole team.Everyone clapped for this effort. 

Agenda 15    IOA PG Committee – Dr Rajagopalan Sir and Team 

It was 2 AM at USA and he presented from USA and shared screen and shown all PG lectures course done with 

photographs and upcoming PG teaching programs. He also screened modification in criteria for PG Teaching 

course. Every one appreciated his efforts.

Agenda 16 REPORT FROM EDUCATION COMMITTEE-Dr. Vivek Trikha

Two strategies I would like to present in front of EC which requires approval & your suggestions.

• A template for all academic committee and scientific calendar of IOA.

• There should be framework of basic & advanced course along with for a cadaveric course

• List of topics to be provided in the beginning of year to the sub-committee and calendar of various 

committee to be framed right in the beginning of term.

Frame work of the courses/meeting (Physical)

• Learning objectives of the course may be clearly defined

• Committee members may decide the course director and faculty of the course along with zone/central 

committee.

• Scientific program ad content should be as per the list of topics to be given & final program weighted by 

central body & should be based on presidential theme of that year.

• Zonal distribution: there should be basic course in all five zones & advanced courses in one main city.

• City or town to be decided by the respective committee in conjunction with the zones. Preferably basic 

courses in tier II or III city, advanced course in tyre-I city.

• CME points to be applied for and every effort should be made to get academic event accredited.

• Registration can be done at IOA website and money goes to IOA and then given to the committee, who 

can arrange for local sponsors as well. The excess money goes to IOA pool to be used or academic 

activities. Financial aspect should be strictly followed as per IOA guidelines.
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• The recording of the event should be sent to IOA house/website for record keeping.

• Delegates numbers to be restricted for the courses and faculty number also to be regulated.

• Faculty of the same to be decided half by committee from local or regional faculty and the rest by central 

committee form IOA faculty pool.

• Faculty of the course should have done the IOA 

• faculty training program.

IOA faculty talent pool

• Creation of a data bank of faculty and people interested in teaching.

• Design a faculty training program for all such aspirants and form a virtual faculty Talent Pool for all 

content development.

• Need to develop content and guidelines for various topics, so we can propose topics for CME and also 

for the white papers.

Humble submission to EC

• Academics is the mainstay and flagship of any scientific medical association.

• Academic committee should be on a higher standing in echelons of this august body and not after the 

four hours of the meeting started.

Proposal to EC

• Strong need for a structure of working advisory group that constantly devotes their time & wisdom to 

improve on the academic needs of IOA.

• This advisory committee may be a group of individuals who bring unique knowledge and skills which ais 

in providing direction to the academic activities of IOA.

Dr. Dhaval Desai agreed with the proposal by Dr. Vivek Trikha & let's start with this IOACON.

Dr. Sandeep Kumar agreed with the proposal by Dr. Vivek Trikha and emphasised on Faculty Training Program 

as there are so many medical colleges in almost every district.

Dr. Jamal agreed with all points suggested & agreed on that presentation of educational committee should be in 

initial hours of EC meeting.

Dr. Atul opined that presentation of education committee report should be before financial committee report.

Dr. Ramesh Sen agreed that to start as academic committee & members of committee as suggested by Dr. Atul 

that Dr. Rajsekaran, Dr. Anil Jain & Dr. Vivek Trikha & requested Dr. Vivek Trikha to plan it so that all academic 

activities can go in coherent manner.

Dr. Navin  Thakkar proposed that Education committee should be elevated as a standing committee & that 

resolution should be passed here andin GBM. Dr. Ramesh Sen & Dr. Atul Shrivastava agreed on that.

Agenda 17  DISASTER RESPONSE COMMITTEE

Dr. Navin Thakkar said that he is preparing one google form so that all the members if they want to become 

volunteer, they become volunteer for disaster response committee.

Agenda 18 MEDICAL COUNCIL LIASION-Dr. Raghava Mulukutla

We are looking for quality of orthopaedic training examination system & recognition in speciality training should 

be the goal of IOA.
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What should be the training for post-graduates, & what should be exam system for PG & speciality??

Instead of training under only one consultant, he must have a rotation under different consultants & there 
should be skill training programs in PG & to improve exam system for PGs.

Regarding speciality be emphasised on special training program for that speciality by recognising fellowship in 
India & foreign. After that only he should be allowed the recognition of that speciality.

About distribution of orthopaedic surgeons in rural & urban areas he said that we should prepare the report for 
that to submit to NMC. He said that he will prepare the report within 15 to 20 days & submit to the EC & if EC 
agrees on that then this report will be submitted to NMC.

Agenda 19 LADIES CELL OF IOA-Dr. Rujuta

They had good celebration of women's day&had webinars & CMEs of ladies' cell. She informed that Dr. Sirohi 
had organised & invited their ladies' members for participation. MOA has also started a separated Ladies cell in 
their association for ladies ANMOL (Active Network of Maharashtra Orthopaedic ladies).

She proposed a separate recognition for ladies' cell in CSRC best state chapter price in various bone & joint 
activities.

At present there is P K Mulla Firoz price that is certificate that is to be converted in to a medal- proposal to the 
EC.

Dr. Sarasvati pointed out that many ladies are becoming members of IOA from Telangana & were encourage by 
state chapter.

Agenda 20 TRAUMA-Dr. Sanjay Dhavan was presented by Dr. Dhaval Desai

They are planning one CME on proximal femur fracture at all zones at the same time with same presentation 
with different faculties. It can be hybrid both physical & virtual. 

Dr. Trikha had given proposal that even faculty can participate online.

Agenda 21 RURAL & SOCIAL ORTHOPAEDIC PROGRAM-Dr. Chandak Pathak

As Dr. Chandak Pathak was not available Dr. Rajiv Raman had informed about R & S Orthopaedics

They did two programs one in Jharkhand that included free medical camp, BMD camp in April.

Second program was done at Malada along with Malada Orthopaedic society & Rotary club for CTEV.

They did free plasters for CTEV & distributed CTEV splint without any cost.

In September they have planned one program at Sundarvan under Indian Rural & Social subcommittee.

Dr. Atul had proposed to change name from Rural & Orthopaedic to General & Social Orthopaedic 
subcommittee. It was accepted by all.

Agenda 22 FOOT & ANKLE SUBCOMMITTEE-Dr. Bharat Raju & team

He informed about the program they conducted on 5th June 2022 in all five zones with the same content in all 
zones

In north zone-Amritsar 

East zone-Kolkata

Central zone-Jaipur

West zone-Ahmedabad

South zone-Bangalore

Total 358 delegates had attended from all zones.

Dr. Ramesh Sen congratulated for the well organised & fantastic program.
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Agenda 23 PELVI-ACETABULAR SUBCOMMITTEE-Dr. Ajitkumar & team

They will conduct cadaveric workshop on 20-21 august 22 at Mysore. Only 24 delegates with 7 cadavers.

Dr. Vivek Trikha will be the host director.

Agenda 24 IILIZAROVE SUBCOMMITTEE-Dr. Altaf

He informed that they had organised one international webinar with faculty from Malaysia along with local 

faculty & planning for one more international webinar on illizarove.

Agenda 25 ARTHROPLASTY SUBCOMMITTEE- Dr. Rajkumar Natesan

In month of June, they did one program with Shimoga Orthopaedic society & KOA. They did live surgery for 

young orthopaedic surgeons & saw bone workshop.

Second program was organised in form of cadaveric workshop in Durgapur.

Third program is fixed in September in Guntur in first week with live surgery & saw bone workshop.

Agenda 26 ORTHOBIOLOGICS:  Dr. Chinmay Das & team

He informed that they had virtual meets on every alternate months-starting from June-22.

They had didactic lectures, case discussions on basics of orthobiologics, PRP, Bone marrow aspirated etc. & 

ethical issues in orthobiologics. On 7/8/22 morning also had one webinar on this.

He requested to E.C. & organisers of IOACON22 to give two-hour session at Amritsar for orthobiologics.

Agenda 27 SPINE SUBCOMMITTEE-Dr. Naresh Babu.

He mentioned that first webinar was on 17th august on spinal arthropathy and second program is planned on to 

develop surgical & soft skills, will have hybrid meetings in ten centres across the country. Proposed date is 11th 

September 22.

Agenda 28  KNEE PRESERVATION-Dr. Dinesh Thakkar

We have planned two days conference on knee preservation at Ahmedabad on 16th& 17th October 22 in which 

we will follow the presidential theme of “to develop surgical & soft skills” with two live surgeries & workshops. 

We had organised one public awareness program on knee preservation at Ahmedabad in Jivaraj Mehta 

Hospital two months back.

Agenda 29  HIP PRESERVATION-Dr. Pardeep Bageja

We have organised Hip Preservation workshop on 24th April 22& Dr. N.K. Magu, Dr. Puneet Mishra and Dr. 

Summit Arora was invited. Two areas were covered. One is valgus osteotomy in non-union &delayed union of 

fracture neck femur & second was AVN. This was attended by 120 delegates.

Agenda 30 LETTERS FROM MEMBERS.

Dr Sen requested to Dr Karne for letters from members. As Dr Karne did not respond, Dr Sen asked Dr Navin to 

share letters. Dr Navin Thakkar shared on screen letters. Dr Atul expressed that there are so many ! Dr Thakkar 

explained that some of the letters are already taken and discussed at other agendas and Dr Mohanty letter is 

just a small note  of expectation of transparent election. Dr Swarnendu and Dr Sirohi letter is discussed, so 

other letters has gone to grievance committee. Dr Sen asked Dr Purushotham to present 

Dr. Purushottam said that three letters were read by Dr. Karne.

Letter From Dr. Sirohi was discussed in depth previously with election agenda 

Letter from Dr Sai Kiran 

Another letter from Dr. Shahi Kiran regarding contesting election of vice president while holding position of 
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chair in CSRC committee, whether he is eligible for contesting? Another thing was that elected candidate 

should chair the committee instead of some other members. Dr Puroshhtam asked for discussion. Dr Sen 

pointed that there is nothing but what is the opinion of legal committee ?. 

Dr B Shivashankar,  immediate past president  said “ We have not discussed  this and this is very valid point 

and I should take the blame,  because in last term I appointed him on post of Chair of CSRC ,  when he was hon 

Sec. of UPOA and subsequently this chair will be for three years,  but  he has to retire from elected member of 

EC and Dr Sen continued him as CSRC chair unknowingly without realising that his term of Hon Sec of UPOA is 

over  and I don't have knowledge that only elected EC member can hold this post,  so I leave it to you to take the 

decision “. Dr Ram Chaddha asked permission of President sir to express his views  He said “ I was not an 

integral part of EC,  but nominated, both as member of foreign fellowship committee and later member of 

CSRC and also chaired the CSRC,  when Dr Atul Srivastava who at present is President elect was a member of 

CSRC and I was not an elected member of Ec at that time,  so Atulji,  if you have any inputs on that “ Dr Sc Goel 

sir requested President sir  to allow him to speak and Dr Sen permitted and Dr Goel expressed “ There is no bar 

in constitution that  CSRC chair can not contest the election and there is an example of Dr Atul Srivastva and Dr 

Manish Chaddha ( Dhawan), when they were contesting,  they observed leave  and Dr Sanjay Dhawan and Dr 

Sandeep took over their duties, similarly Dr Anup himself  has offred in morning that he will take leave from 

CSRC chairand will not hold this position  till election results are declared.  Dr Atul expressed his views “ Dr 

Anup was CSRC chair last time also, and what I feel  that he conducted CSRC and bone and joint activity 

exemplarily. Incidentally he is also a chair of CSRC this year also,  and incidentally he decides to contest 

election this year,  he has left no stone unturned  to make this bone and joint week  successful. It is on EC to 

decide whether he continues to remain chair of CSRC or not but you cannot stop him for contesting the election 

and there is no such thing in constitution and Dr S C Goel sir is Ambedkar of our constitution and he said it right 

and these things  creep in but I feel sad about it, but he has done his job.” Dr Mantri opined that yes as per rule 

any member who is not elected can not become chairman, that rule has to be observed. Dr Atul said “what you 

have said? anymember who is not elected cannot become a chair? There is no rule like this “. Dr Mantri said that 

is there a rule or not?If there is no such rule what is the problem going on in discussion? Why cannot he contest 

election? Dr Sen replied that it is just a letter and nothing. Dr Atul expressed that as Chair of constitution 

committee and president elect both says that there is no such rule, so letter is to be dismissed. 

Dr Mohan Mantri said he can resign from his post till elections are over. Dr Atul expressed that he may or may 

not resign, it is moral point only. We cannot compel him to resign and said that he himself resigned from post of 

Hon Secretary, that was his moral duty, whether he reigns or not, that does not exist  in our constitution as on 

date. Try to understand the constitution.Dr Sen ruled out that this letter does not stand for constitution. Dr 

Purshottam said another letter was read by Dr Karne of Dr Tribhuwan for APOA matter.  Dr Karne  could join 

and said he is there and he expressed his view about previous letter of CSRC Chair post controversy  Dr Karne 

said that Dr Anup  has worked hard for CSRC and all that is Ok, but particular objection in that letter was  that 

particular post was used to influence the voters as he was aware to contest the election and there is no question 

of constitution as there is nothing written in constitution and we should not talk about constitution as constitution 

is totally silent on this  matter,  nothing on this side or nothing on that side.Dr. Karne had pointed out that issue is 

that this post can influence the voters, if he contests in the same year. 

As video  for CSRC activity was  projected,  it  was personal and he is in the direct communication  to members 

by this video till this date and can influence members –voters.There is nothing in constitution. Constitution is 

silent on this, so that EC has right decide whether he can contest of not this year. He shared screen and 

projected slide that nominated chairman of certain committees like CSRC or his Legal committee or 

constitutional amendments committee etc are working on behalf of IOA throughoutthe year and can influence 

the voters and can influence for that same year and that is the issue mentioned here and not to be allowed to 

contest election for this year. It is upto EC to decide this issue as per letter from Sai Kiran. He screened second 

letter of Dr Tribhuwan on screen. Dr Sen asked let us clear first previous letter and asked that is there anything 
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in constitution which can bar him for contesting? Dr Karne replied that as far as constitution is concerned, 

constitution is silent on this issue, so it is in power of EC to decide Dr Sen said anyone has to say in EC about 

this letter? Dr SC Goel said that as per constitution we cannot bar him for contesting.

Dr Karne reiterated that it is up to EC to neglect or not. Dr S C Goel said that EC has no right to debar some one 

from contesting election excluding when member is  removed as member.Dr Karne argued that  it is different 

issue and that is not mentioned in constitution  and constitution is silent on debarring,  but question  is 

influencing the voter since many months and now and whether resources of IOA was used to influence the 

voter, that is the only issue on hand and there is nothing in the constitution  and when constitution is silent there 

is called power to remove difficulty and that lies with ECand this post has maximum power to influence the 

voters even more than a president post, so EC has to decide and if EC decides that this is not the post of 

influence,  then EC may decide but I expressed my opinion as legal committee. 

Dr S C Goel suggested that if EC feels, this matter can be taken in next constitutional amendments. Dr Karne 

said that in this matter there is nothing constitutional. Dr SC Goel suggested that we can not override the 

constitution. Dr Karne pointed that there is nothing like overriding the constitution when there is nothing written 

in constitution. Issue of overriding comes only when something is mentioned in constitution and EC can vote 

and decide that is my opinion, if EC feels otherwise that is final. Dr Atul said, Karne Sir,  Karne sir are we 

discussing the letter from Dr Tribhuwan Singh now ? It is very important issue.

Letter from Dr Tribhuwan was shared on screen by Dr Karne  with points.

• Cognizable as large amount of IOA has been involved.

Discrepancies:

• Benefits to IOA & IOA members?? Was it worth to the amount?

• If not worth then payment should be discontinued with immediate effect

• This agreement was signed in 2017 to be effective from 2018, but IOA is paying to APOA for this 

anticipated future contract since March 2016.

• Execution of selection of national delegates, fellows and ambassadors from IOA?

• Was there any injustice to the other members?

• Who were real beneficiaries?

• Who was looking after all this? Whether EC was aware / informed for this?

• If gross irregularities are observed, EC should take decision about those accountable for this.

Dr B Shivashankar opined that if Dr Anup Agrawal has misused the post of CSRC  chair,  then there is 

contempt,  but he has not misused it. Dr Atul said whenever a person has worked for the IOA with his heart, it 

should not matter and that is the point and now we are discussing letter from Dr Tribhuwansingh.

Dr. Ramesh Sen emphasised that any officer of IOA, who has worked for IOA,  we should consider this and 

whatever Dr Anup Agrawal has done as a CSRC chairman, he has done as a part of his duty. He has not 

misused his post. So,we are reasonably ok for that. 

Dr Karne  again reiterated that here it is not a question of  misuse of post but issue is of whether he has used 

post of IOA to influence the voter ? Dr Atul said “Let me tell you Karne sir,  that if we are  so illiterate as  an Indian 

Orthopedic Associan that person due to his position can influence / effect  the psyche of  the voter then we are 

no more IOA Association. Remember, the member mustdecide, we are in democracy. No one in world can 

influence other. Can I influence you or you can influence me? “

Dr. Karne pointed that then why there is canvassing? Why candidates attend conference to meet all? Dr Atul 

said that Ithink we were discussing Dr Tribhuwan's letter. Dr SC Goel said that President sir has already 

disposed off first letter for Anup. Dr Sen sir said ok, we move ahead.
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Letter from Dr Tribhuwan

Dr Atul said “ for letter of Dr tribhuwan we have today very senior Past President Dr Devendra Taneja sir with us 

and I think he has logged in and as he is senior most we would like to hear him first as per Indian legacy to hear 

seniors first and we will listen him and then we will discuss and decide what is wrong and what is right “

Dr Taneja thanked Dr Sen, Dr Atul and Dr Navin for allowing him to present his views on this platform and he 

said that issue of MOU with APOA has raised eyebrows of many members and there is lot of things going on 

discussion. 

Dr Taneja said “first, few questions he would like to ask the President. He asked Dr Sen “how many dollars are 

paid to APOA in total, can u answer me Dr Ramesh?” Dr Sen said “Dr Sandeep,treasurer will be here to answer 

that. Dr Atul said “Being the chair of finance committee I would like to answer. Sir, we pay 5000 USD per year to 

APOA “, Dr Taneja said –“I know that but Kab Se ? from which year?” Dr Atul added that it comes to something 

very few dollars per member, if we calculate. Dr Taneja interjected and asked again “Kab Se ?” Dr Atul replied “I 

think since 2016” Dr Sandeep confirmed it by saying yes sir.  Dr Taneja repeated,”we are paying since 2016 

Ok”. He asked next question “memorandum of undertsanding (MOU)  signed when ?”

Dr Atul  replied, “I do not remeber sir”. Dr Taneja  informed him that he knows, “it is signed in December 2017”. 

Dr Atul interjected and requested “ We are here sir  for concensus and  I am here to listen you and I am sure that 

you will come out with some positive answer for this issue,  so whatever you want to say sir say and then we will 

discuss issue.”  Dr Taneja said Ok.

Dr Taneja said “what he is informing President and whole ECis that our MOU was signed in 2017 and as written 

in MOU,  it will be applicable from 2018, but contrarily to that as said by you we are paying them since 2016, that 

means two years prior to signing of our MOU, which is wrong and amounts to financial irregularity.

He said point two is MOU is signed by two presidents  on plain paper and when such a huge money of 5000 

USD is involved as financial transaction, it must be a proper legal stamped paper and properly executed..“ 

Point number 3 :  it is interesting as I have read MOU for the first time. MOU is mentioning that it is for the benefit 

of all the members of IOA  and I must say again that I am seeing this MOU for the first time and it is interesting to 

note that they write here that they will invite the President of Indian Orthopedic Association,  two delegates,  

three speakers. Who are they to select our speakers? Who are they to select our two delegates ? What is the 

role of our Indian orthopedic Association, when we are paying 5000 USD yearly? “

“If I would be in that position, this MOU should have been other way around. Indian orthopaedic association is 

far bigger association then APOA and APOA is much smaller organization and Our journal is no less than  their 

journal, reasearch work done in India is no less than done in APOA. if I would have been there, I have said you 

give Indianorthopaedic association  5000 USD and we will invite you to india,  if they want to see what we do in 

India as we do more better work than them “.

“What I noted here is, it is written that this MOU stands for 5 years and this five years will be ending in 2022  and 

further they say that it will be renewed automatically,  unless and untilIOA writes us  in writing, not to continue, 

this is very odd and  to be put under red line and I suggest that  it should not be renewed  further “

“and if renewed  other way round that they should pay us 5000 USD yearly. I am of the strong opinion that any of 

about 15000 members have not benefitted out of this MOU and I think if you ask young members they are not 

knowing provisions of MOU and do not know anything about it.. Here something is done under a close door and 

totally lacking the transparency and for the interest of IOA whatever has happened is happened but now my 

humble submission to EC that it should be discussed in GBM and consensus of everybody taken and then and 

then renewed. I had raised objection in 2016, I do not know exactly details but if you have that minutes can read 

my objections written at that time also. 
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 Dr Atul asked permission of Dr Sen to say something. He said “ Dr Taneja is absolutely right sir. This decision 

fortunately or unfortunately was taken by General Body Meeting and I remember it was discussed at Kochi and 

slightly at Coimbatore,  at Kochi Dr HKT Raza was with us. Rightfully said sir , decision of GBM should be taken 

to GBM and whatever GBM takes decision ,  we are bound to that and  It is my humble proposal as respected Dr 

Taneja has said,  we take this situation to GBM and let GBM decide. 

Dr SC Goel commented that “In that general body whole  MOU which is going to be signed should be read and 

everybody should be aware of what is there in it “ 

  Dr Atul said “My only request to D K Taneja sir is that, we think for future and I request him to come out with 

MOU  which is to be signed by APOA,  if at all if it is to be passed,  if passed, and if not to be passed you can 

quash it. If it is to be passed, what should be the terms and conditions between APOA and IOA.

Dr Taneja sir replied that “ I am happy that you are endorsing my view,  since this contract is finishing in 2022 

and GBM is is in Amritsar and this should be an agenda and as Dr Goel said whatever is going to be MOU 

should be shown to everybody, to be read to everybody and opinion of everybody is to be taken, and proposal 

should be,  they should pay us 5000 USD yearly and it should be put in GBM and decision of GBM will be final 

decision and he asked Dr Ramesh,  is it alright ?”

Dr Sen said Dr Rajput wants to say something, Dr Rajput please. Dr Rajput said “ Ithink are we focussing only 

on APOA MOU or we are also discussing all MOU done with foreign countries ?, Just because GB took the 

decision, I believe it must have been put in GBM by person who did this in past but probably without giving  

whole MOU to GBM,  it was just said tie up will happen.

If we are taking this MOU to GBM, why not all MOU to be brough to GBM ? We should not make wrong 

precedence that only one MOU presented to GBM.

 Dr Atul said “ Rakeshbhai… Rakeshbhai…. Other MOUs are not objectionable, but this particular MOU is 

objectionable. Dr Rakesh said “ My point is Dr Jamal said,  we make reciprocal MOU with international society,  

here we are not seeing reciprocation in APOA MOU,  we are paying money to them,  we are paying to this small 

organisation, so much of money.

Dr Atul asked Dr Rakesh “Have you gone though mails written by Dr Sen on behalf of IOA to all EC members 

about this issue ? Dr Rakesh replied “ Yes, I have gone through all mails  and all replies also, that is why I am 

saying this and I am of opinion that we have paid lot of money to APOA and if we are taking this to GBM, we will 

need to take lot of things to GBM. If you allow me to elaborate, I can elaborate other things also. Dr Atul replied 

“Please, do that “ Dr Rakesh reiterated that taking into this MOU  only to GBM and all MOU also to GB is totally 

different matter, I could understand the need of reciprocation. 

Dr SC Goel commented that” We are a democratic organization and what I feel , all the MOUs  should be put on 

website,  every member should be aware.Dr Rakesh Rajput seconded to this idea by fully agreeing it. 

Dr Atul asked is there Our Secretary General available here?. Dr S C Goel sir requested let me complete first. 

He reiterated that APOA fellowships are not widely advertised and he had discussion with APOA people in last 

3-4 days,  where they are putting onus on IOA secretary  to advertise,  but point is, does APOA responsible 

persons has shared information and requested  IOA secretary, be it Dr Atul or Dr Navin ,  but fact is APOA 

persons  have not informed IOA office  and further repeated that all the MOUs should be on our website,  all the 

MOUs must be known to all,  all fellowship positions  must be known to all,  then they apply,  so that problem  

like letter written by our respected member Dr Tribhuvan does not arise, because then he will know all what is 

there. 

Dr Navin Thakkar informed Dr S C Goel sir that IOA has no right here to invite application  and no right to invite 

and collect applications,it  is not written here in MOU.
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 Dr S C Goel said same thing and reiterated that itshould be there with a clear cut mention in MOU and then 

implementation. Dr D K Taneja said “ that that is the exactly bone of contention and he is also saying same thing  

and there is a lack of transparency and IOA has no role to play in selection, who will be speakers, who will be 

young ambassadors, who  and how will get fellowship, IOA has no say and we are paying them 5000 USD for 

our selection,  this is very funny situation and our IOA is not rich that we give them every year 5000 USD and 

that too we are paying since 2016 and got signed in 2017  and I think this is absolutely  not allowed and we 

spent 40 lakh rupees till now and we must discuss at length at Amritsar”.

Dr Atul said that “as far as National delegates are concerned as I know it is passed by somewhere in EC, I do not 

remember as I am aging  but  as of now current president and secretary Dr Ramesh Sen and Dr Navin  Thakkar 

are national delegates of APOA  and I was when I was secretary and I will be when I will become  president of 

IOA. 

Dr D K Taneja said that, ”yes it is agreat honor for me that my secretary and president representing IOA on that 

platform that I am agreeing but  as things are goingthat way it is going, that everything is under their control  and  

we are paying them money, it is nowhere  with any other association. President of indian orthopedic association 

is avery reputed post and all country, AAOS, Australia, Malasia etc all countries invite us without any MOU and 

without paying them any money and our merit makes them  to invite us. We are noless than any other 

association and ours is second largest association.”

Dr Atul said “Taneja sir,  things were different then and now,   and many hands are raising and I am sure we will 

put in GBM and we will get solution from learned people.

. Dr B Shivashankar said “ BIOS  was taking us as ride and now we are cleaning this by writing MOU properly 

and IOA is benefited but here situation id different, we are paying and, to none of the association we are paying 

for MOU and all MOU are reciprocally framed  with same numbers of fellowship etc,  here in spite of paying 

them we are at lower platform,  as we have no decision power and still we are paying. Dr Taneja affirmed that 

“yes, we are getting nothing.

Dr B Shivashankar said “if they were paying then condition would be different, so we need not to go to GBM  

and we don't want to pay now and EC can decide this and we can take decision that we will not pay   henceforth 

and if we are not getting any advantage and our tenure of MOU is already over,  so can walk out as decision was 

taken by GBM for five years and that five years are over  already, so we should not pay money and EC is in 

position to decide same as we have no advantage.” Dr Rakesh Rajput said in continuation to this “till putting 

matter in GBM, we are not paying money now.”

Dr Rajkumar Natesan reiterated that “it will  be our unanimous decision that no money to be paid for this MOU 

and also to any international association and no money should be involved insigning any MOUhenceforthand 

my second point is as Dr Goel suggested all MOU should be published on IOA website, so that every member of 

IOA will be aware of  it  as previously no member was knowing about this MOU and luckily one member written 

letter  and has pointed out this issue  and it can be decided by EC only and we cannot wait till GBM for this 

decision “.

 Dr Karne asked permission for speaking. He asked,“is payment of 5000 USD is done for 2022?” Dr.Atul replied 

“done sir“.

Dr Karne said that as MOU term is over, for making new MOU, new format of MOU should be given to members 

15 days prior to GBM to suggest as like constitutional amendment and care should be taken in drafting. 

Problem of implementation of MOU by us is internal issue and  persons involved in handling this and misused 

their position should be investigated and that is a different subject all together.“ 

Dr Thakkar said “I think, if we calculate we paid first in 2016 and MOU done in 2017, so if we  calculate from 

2016, term of 5 years is over in 2021 itself already”. 
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Dr Karne asked “if 5 years are over in 2021, are we  asking to give money back of 2022 as payment of 2022 is 

done already as Dr Atul said “. 

Dr B Shivashankar said “let treasurer Dr Sandeep Kumar answer this.” Dr Atul said  “can I correct myself what I 

said previously as I got message from Dr Sandeep that this year payment  was asked but it is not done.” 

Dr Karne corrected andreiterated that if this year payment is  not done  and as Dr Thakkar said we have paid 

since 2016,  then 5 years payment is already over.

Dr Atul asked “ do we have Dr Tribhuwan singh who has written a letter and we  are discussing this letter.

Dr Sen invited Dr Tribhuwan. Dr Atul invited Dr Tribhuwan “Boss aiye Boliye” Dr Tribhuwan appered on screen 

and spoke in hindi, ”is he audible ?” Sen sir also said “ Boliye Boliye “ Dr. Tribhuvan spoke in hindi that “all iuuses 

are raised very well from my document.”

 Dr Rajput interjected that can we speak in english for benefit of all members who do not understandHindi ?  Dr 

Tribhuwan started again presenting in English. Dr Atul in lighter note said to Dr Rakeshbhai to learn Hindi,  Dr 

Rakesh replied that  “I know hindi but I asked for other colleugues “. 

Dr Tribhuwan said “I think IOA office is not having any proper record for this matter, if that is so, why it is so ?

 “Further informed that Dr Sen sir has replied that IOA has paid only 5000 USD  till this date,  that is his words in 

letter. I can show you. Dr Sen interjected that it is every year, Dr Tribhuwan said no sir, you have worded  till this 

date. Dr Sen corrected that  it is annual subscription.  Dr Karne said “yes, agreed that, word annual is missing in 

the letter  and to be corrected.” 

Dr Tribhuwan further mentioned that “whole of MOU is for the benefit of all  common IOA members,  it is already 

discussed and said by many that common members were not notified, then who was withholding it ? who is 

doing all this ? should we not investigate that who is the culprit ? who is the person doing all this? why members 

were not informed about events of APOA? 

“Letter sent tous written by Dr Sen says that “IOA has no say in APOA “, why it is so?”

Dr Atul asked,“what is that inletter ? No role of IOA in APOA matters ?”

Dr Tribhuwan replied in hindi saying “probably you have not read that letter I can show that letter., please read 

that letter”

 Dr B shivashankar said that “we should decide without losing the timeas we have not paid money this year and 

now we should withold the payment and let some investigating committee/ body give clean chit till that time. 

President can appoint Dr Taneja and others and can investigate the matter properly “. 

Dr Tribhuwan said that  “that is the exactly my prayer, sir “.Dr Mohan Mantri requested to allow him to speak and 

Dr Sen allowed,  he opined that “let us make consensus amongst us as now it is clear that common members 

are not benefitted  by this MOU and deal,  so first we decide and then present our opinion in GBM”

 Dr Purshotham asked” is it not that amount paid yearly is the annual subscription of all the  members of IOA ? “

Dr Thakker replied that “all the advantage of APOA will be given to all IOA members as annual subscription,  

that is the clause in MOU “. Dr S C Goel said that we have not received any communication from APOA or IOA 

regarding this in last five years.  Dr Taneja said,  Dr Ramesh. Dr Ramesh Sen sir replied “ Boliye sir “.Dr Taneja 

continued that Dr Ramesh,  I think  we have discussed this issue at length and that is agreed by most of us that 

it needs to be looked in very carefully by each and every word,  each and every line  in MOU to be signed 

between IOA and APOA  in GBM as 5000 USD is a big money and we should stop paying immediately.” 

“We have already paid for the contract of 5 years, actually  we paid for more than five years, it is very funny 

situation, contract is for five years and we have paid for more than five years, so we should even ask for refund 

of that money, how can we pay them more than five years, more than 25000 USD?,  and as per the records and 
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we need to write officially  to know how many dollars we have paid till today ? He said further that Atulji we must 

finish this matter here only. There was chorus and too many voices for that. 

Dr Atul requested to allow him to talk to Dr Taneja sir  and he said in hindi “ sir why we are moving into past ? 

(Hum Kyon Pichhe Ja Rahe He ?).

“I had made a request to you that we should move ahead and you are asking for refund ? This is not good, what 

are you talking sir ? ( Mein ne ek Hi darkhast Ki Thi Ki Hum Age Chalna Chahte He   Aur Ap Refund Ki Bat Kar 

Rahe He ? Ye Bat Achhi Nahi He, Kya Bat Kar Rahe He ?) “

 Dr Karne said that “ issue is not of refund of money,  but allegation  and grievances of all other members is the 

main issue and issue is about  all members of IOA were not informed and proper justice was not given to  other 

members about advantages to them by this MOU and as alleged that favour was given to only some selected 

members and there is somebody who is responsible for this  act and that is the question and nothing other need 

to be discussed sir,  sir “

 Dr Atul expressed,  Sir,  Karne Sir, ” without being bias I am informing you that  there is an allegeation that 

ceratin advantages were not given to certain members and certain advantages were given to certain members 

and the Dr Ramesh Sen as president produced documents in his replies to the complainants was good enough 

according to my mind,  but that did not satisfy  them,  so my take on this issue is, this is now a very serious issue 

and we should take it very seriously. It is an Allegation on the IOA, repeated (emphasized), on the IOA and  I am 

not bothered about APOA  “. 

Dr Karne replied “No sir it is not that allegation is on IOA or against IOA. Dr Atul interjected that let me complete 

sir “Dr Karne said Ok sir, Go ahead. Dr Atul continued “This is an allegation on IOA and we do not need any 

committee to be formed and I strictly revolt and object for  formation of any committee or subcommittee for this 

issue.

“We have already our committees, we have our documents, we present in the front of GBM and if GBM feels to 

go this way we will go this way and if GBM decides that way, we will go that way” 

Dr Tribhuwan said, No sir, it is not like this. Dr B Shivashankar said “ Allegations are very serious,  so we cannot 

do like this,  so  EC has to make some resolution for this” 

As there were many voices Dr B Shivashankar requested to please give him one minute. He further continued “ 

We have discussed enough and  there is no end to discussion now, so  EC can resolve to some resolution 

where point number 1 of resolution will be  “as since we have not paid  this year and fact is we have already paid 

for six years for MOU of five years contract in MOU,  we will not pay this year and will not pay further till this is 

solved or new MOU is made or relooked in GBM  Second point is, “we will relook this in GBM and then only then 

we will take further decision.

Third point is as “allegation raised by some members are very serious. Because IOA wants to be much more 

transparent and we can protect few of the members who are enjoying the benefits, so we must form a 

committee to investigate this matter and committee should investigate where the wrong has happened and 

how that wrong has happened and till that time we are not paying any money to APOA and this should be the 

resolution which EC members should  take now “. 

There was chorus, many members raised hand to express their point.Dr Jamal requested  for 10 minutes. Dr 

Sen said, Dr Jamal, yes, please. Dr D K Taneja sir interjected and said “Dr Sen –President sir, “I want to say one 

thing about one important point, just listen carefully where MOU says  “ if we do not get any communication in 

writing about termination of this contract,  then this contract will get automatically renewed, that is avery 

importantline.If we do not communicate to terminate, it will get automatically renewed. And that is very 

important point and  we should take it very seriously and we must decide about this and we need transparency,  

that everyone is saying and that is exactly Dr Goel is also saying,  there should be complete transparency, and 
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to be published all details on our website and our IOA must have somesay in it  for selection of speakers, 

fellowships etc and lot of discussion is done and it is clear cut now that number 1. whatever we have paid is 

paid, number 2. Contract is finished,  three  is,  if , we do not give them in writing,  it will get automatically 

renewed  which is very important and serious and we must decide in GBM  to renew or not to renew  and  if we 

decide in GBM  to renew,  what will be terms and conditions,what will the role of IOA and what will be the role of 

APOA, ” Dr Jamal asked Dr Sen, Dr Sen. Dr Sen said yes please.

Dr. Jamal said that I have to say some facts.

He said “First, application to join APOA  was signed by Dr. Sudhir Kapoor & Dr. Sanjay Jain. If you do not have 

records, then APOA is having Mails  were  sent on 28th march 2016 & on 30th march 2016,  IOA office 

transffred money to APOA  from SBI account.In 2017, Dr. Ram Prabhoo said that there should be formal MOU 

as it is with others and he felt as IOA has relationship with Malaysia, Thailand etc, but we do not have formal 

papers. As Dr Choon was attending in December 2017- Dr Taneja's conference at Indore, this MOU was typed 

there, and Dr David Choon signed there. 

APOA has not signed any such MOU with any country, but APOA  has  a form for countries to join  for annual 

membership. I will share the screen to show mail where the responsibility lies.

screened  an email copy written by Dr Jamal Asharaf which was written to Dr Mangal Parihar,  Dr Navin  

Thakkar and Dr Neeraj Bijlani  and said to APOA that these are the people who run IOA website and furher 

informed that this is your country log in and country password and please go on this website and upload your 

membership. Dr Navin  Thakkar at this point interjected and wanted to say facts  and complete story about this 

and it is already published in IOA News..

 Dr Jamal requested that can I complete first? Dr Navin Thakkar said, yes complete. Dr Jamal continued that, till 

date IOA has not uploaded even one membership details on APOA website. There is afacility for people who go 

individually,  there is contact us  tab,  they go on contact us  and add their IOA membership number and check it 

and add to list “

He further continued for point second that “in answer to Dr Taneja, you even did not need to write to APOA to 

terminate MOU between APOA and IOA, if you do not pay for one year, it automatically gets dissolved, because 

its is an annual membership fee, it is as simple as anything, but I need to have certain corrections on facts as 

said, for information of members, IOA is not the second biggest association in world,  but it is seventh biggest 

association in the world, and even in Asia Pacific region India is not biggest association, but China, Japan, 

Korea has more numbers than us and AAOS have highest members and we live in cocoon and we believe that 

we are the largest”. He further said “For kind information of all as people saying that Indian 

OrthopaedicAssociation being a part of APOA, benefits me, no, it does not.I have attained in APOA  what I 

wanted to attain.”

 He further said that “India occupies the highest number of fellowships, that Indians take,  and not IOA.We 

spend around 1642 USD on one fellow. Since the IOA as joined APOA,38 Indians have availed those 

fellowships, if you think it is not benefit enough, please feel free to leave the relationship. It is up to IOA EC and 

GBM to decide, but here picture is created that some people have only got benefits,  but any one if cares to take 

care to see list of  boys and girls selected,  they are pan india,  ok that is it.

Dr Navin  Thakkar informed that  Dr Jamal only thing I want to correct in your statement is that “at that time I was 

a IT committee member and you asked list of IOA members' List with email ID and it was given to you and you 

had said at that time that your person will upload it on APOA website and it will be done and I have an email for 

that and that is published  in IOA news already.and I can show that any time but fact is list of IOA members with 

email ids, was provided to APOA at that time. Dr Jamal said that “here picture is painted here that information 

being specifically withheld by me,who and from where are the boys and girls who are applying this? Dr Rajesh 

Gupta said “That is the point Dr Jamal and simultaneously Dr Tribhuwan said that is the point.“Dr Rajesh Gupta 
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asked Dr Jamal “ They are applying through IOA or directly applying to APOA? “that is the point. Dr Jamal 

replied “They are directly applying to APOA.

Dr Rajesh Gupta said, that is the point and problem and when we go to website of APOA and we put our email, it 

shows this email does not exist  and there is a problem,  so may times a tried to log in. Dr Jamal explained that 

all other association has annual membership, and their list of emails are uploaded annually, while our 

association has life membership. Dr Atul said that we are proud of that. Dr Pardeep Bageja Said “ Dr Jamal,  

atleast believe in the Dr S C Goel sir,  he is very senior  in IOA and he said the same thing ,  where he said 

information of APOA fellowships etc were witheld .He  is here only and he will comment”. Dr Goel sir said “yes I 

said same and I also discussed with Dr Jamal yesterday, somehow information to IOA members was not sent 

and there is some fault line.” Dr Rajesh Gupta said, when we are trying to log in and not able to do so, someone 

has to guide it how to do it or inform us.” Dr S C Goel said that “yes samething  I told,  information was not given 

to IOA members”. There was chorus with Feeling of all EC members that members are not receiving any 

information about APOA.

 Dr Rajesh Gupta said there was a fault somewhere and why this fault happened ? Dr Rakesh Rajput said, sir 

can we conclude this, it is going to be 5 Pm now. Dr Sen sir said Dr Rajuta wants to say something,  Dr Rujuta,  

please.

Dr. Rujuta said that “I am a part of APOA web committee and I request you all to focus on solution & not the 

problem,  that is my plea number 1. My plea number two is here a relationship with International  Association is 

at stake and we are focussing on why it happened,  who did this and we are trying to find out the culprit, there is 

no suspense thriller is going here and I am very very  sorry to say this but I want to stick my neck here.and say 

this now. On one hand we are talking to put all subspecialities under one umbrella of IOA & on other hand we 

want to reach out the international association. So, we should understand sensibility of other associations& we 

should keep future of IOA in mind. Number 3 is,  I am hearing that common IOA members is not benefitted,  but I 

have personally witnessed that the numbers of APOA fellows travelled to Wadia for fellowships & gone to other 

countries, they are boys & girls from common members & they were young fellows. We should look for the 

solutions & should put in GBM.  I want to give some clarity to Dr Sen sir ”

Dr Atul commented “ Dr Rujuta,  I truly love you for that and straightforward statement which is coming directly  

from heart  always.( Dile se ).

Dr Sen sir asked Dr Abhay to speak. Dr Rujuta said with smile “You know, yeh bahut ho gaya ab (This is too 

much now )” Dr SC Goel said “we must close this chapter today.”

Dr Atul said “No No sir not today, we are in EC sir I mean we should decide for future of IOA and “Yeh Chij 

Khinchte Khinchte Jidngi Nikal Jayegi Magar Hansil Kuch Nahi Hoga (If we stretch further and further matter 

will not end till the life ends and we will not gain anything)” Dr Rajesh Gupta commented to Dr Atuls's statement 

that “other EC members sitting here since long are also thinking for betterment of IOA only.”

Dr. Abhay replied to Dr Rajesh Gupta  “ Sir, Apne Bahut der se Bahut Bola  and spoke  out of turn also,  so now 

allow others also to speak, ok,  enough of democracy here“ 

Dr Abhay said further “only thing I want to say is “ Each one of us sitting in this forum can raise fifteen questions 

against every MOU that ever been written because, we are intelligent, right?, So what we are doing since last 

one and half hour discussing here is for one objection  or question raised by one of our learned member and I do 

not know how many of you knowreal all facts about  situation,  we have been  discussing pros and cons of it and 

trying to find out criminal  just like  you know it does not make sense to learned association where on one hand 

Dr Sen, Dr Ram and Dr Atul are talking on going to global platform,  here without adequate information, we are 

trying to kill existing affiliation where maximum beneficiaries are young people, and he shared his view how he 

had benefitted by APOA by presenting free paper & became a member of APOA. 
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He opined “if there was any mistake in communication or communication not done at the level of APOA or IOA is 

not a concern and here we are all learned individuals and fighting to blame someone and we started at  9:30 am 

with discussion how IOA can go forward. If you find there is any problem or nothing worth in it between so called 

connection between APOA and IOA,  then stop that connection, but let discuss in GBM and do it. Without 

having adequate information and without reading the constitution,  without knowing exactly what has 

happened, we, a bunch of intellectuals trying to fight over something  and pointing finger to  and say that  X Y Or 

Z has done wrong and is culprit, that is not done sir, please and that includes some of the former presidents of 

IOA,  come on sir, do not tell me this, we are going to function like this down the line.”

“If it is (MOU) wrong let it go to GBM  and let if not passed and  quashed,  let it not pass. Dr D K Taneja objected 

the way Dr Abhay presented. Dr Atul said “sorry with folding hands and there was chorus between Dr Atul, Dr 

Abhay and Dr DK Taneja with strong voices. 

Dr Sen asked Dr Vivek Trikha to speak. Dr Vivek tried to speak and told Dr Abhay with folded hands please 

allow me to speak, but Dr Atul interjected and requested to say something.  Dr Atul became emotional and said 

“ jab Shiva sir president Bane tab hum Jaipur me mile or maine bayaya ki,  jo apki presedential line hai,  aj se 

lekar age tak, who IOA ki hai,  who  IOA ka hit dekhti hai,  and again I would say vivek,  yours was hallmark 

presentation pointing academics ……academics  and academics,  yeh sab chhoti chhoti chije jo hai ne,  kya 

hai ki ap  to  disturb hote hain,  ush se jyada ham log disturb hote hain, I mean,  this are may be not small things 

for you,  you can write a letter to any officials,  you have the right,  democracy  hain, but ask particular person, 

Dr Sen saheb ke dil se punchho,  is chhithi ka jawab, kya voh entitled he ? is chij ke jawab dene me ? or Kya aap 

ki jimedari nahi thi  as members ,  ki is ko tab raise karte,  jab yeh saru hu a tha ? Aaj ki tarikh me is  chij ko 

jabarjasti complicate kar  dena,  mein hath jode ki ( folded hands ) ap lo go se mafi mangta hu ki jindagi me har 

chij ko assan bane ki koshish kariye,  hum logo ki jindagi muskil mat ki jiye “ 

Dr Sen Said Thank you. I thinkDr B Shivashankar replied Atul, Atul we operate and we all see complications, 

when complication happens,  we take corrective measures, what we are here to discuss the corrective 

measures, anything like complication has happened . Dr Atul said, when we met at Jaipur we discussed. Dr B 

Shivashankar continued, when any member has complaint, it is our duty to listen  and it is  aright of every 

member to let out whatever he feels,  here Dr Tribhuwan has sent letter,  we have to listen him and satisfy with 

reply democratically. Dr Atul said “ Nahi Nahi sir Mein bhi thoda bujarg hogaya hu chhapan ka hua,  but letter is 

sometime not required sir, something can be discussed amicably sir,  but it hurts sir, hurts sir . Person who has 

dedicated to Indian Orthopaedic Association,  it hurts “.

Dr B Shivashankar  said “Atul, we are discussing here when we are paying 5000 USD to APOA,  how many 

common members are getting any benefit out of that , that is the point.” DR D K Taneja requested to speak  and 

said Dr Atul, we have enough of discussion, what we are  saying, Bache, we are not trying to hurt anybody, we 

have full respect to the IOA and full respect for the chair of IOA and myself also remained on that chair of IOA,  

you people are on chair and tomorrow you will not be on chair,  it happens at it is the way of life  but any member 

having grievance, must be resolved and Atul as you said already let us we resolve issue today only.  Number 1 

we are not paying now APOA and we will discuss further in GBM,  bat hi khatam ho jayen gi  and minute these 

points and  matter khatam ki jiye  aur committee banani he to committee banaiye. 

Dr Atul said, “committee Kyun banayege  sir , I cannotunderstand,  dekho Tribhuwan phir aa gaye,  me phir 

bolunga,   vivekbhai,  please give me some time. Dr Taneja spoke that we have done enough discussion, now 

pass resolution points as discussed and end this discussion ,  we are not alleging any one,  we are not hurting 

anyone,  we must drcide  now  with resolution as discussed as it is very simple matter and Atul we should not 

complicate and make committee.

Dr Atul said,  Taneja sir apko subcommittee banani he to banavo,  magar Aap ko apne President, President 

Elect,  Vice President or Secretary General pe Bharosha nahi hai. Dr Tanje said, I have full faith.
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 Dr Atul said “ to committee kyun banani hai sir is pe?. Main Sirohi sahib ko bhi bolta hun,  is he here ?. Dr Taneja 

said we have full faith in GBM. Dr B Shivashankar said,  Atul, Atul we have done enough discussion,  let  Dr Sen 

sir to summarise. Dr Sen asked Dr Vivek to speak.

Dr. Vivek Trikha said “it is again a political thing, but let me put educational aspect of it being a chair of Education 

committee. Whatever we are as IOA,  but APOA is a regional continental body covering the entire world. Once 

in the morning we were discussing and projecting ourselves as leader and bringing IOA to higher level of world 

arena, not only for SARC or lower for us national level but project ourselves as world leader. He further 

advocated that even though APOA is smaller association but has a wider impact on entire world on educational 

& scientific outlook and also on IOA. So, we should be a member of it. Problem is of modality of implementation 

and terms and condition which we want to follow with another registered body of Asia Pacific Region, So, how 

we should follow the terms & condition with other association which is registered body and that we should 

discuss in GBM. He opined that this affiliation helped IOA members for fellowship, but yes, complaint is 

fellowships are not given as per clausesin MOU, to be given to common members. Modalities & money part can 

be discussed in GBM as discussed that is my humble suggestion.

Dr Sen said now let me summarise. Dr Tribhuwan requested president to allow him to speak. Dr Atul said, “Dr 

Trbnhuwan mera bada bhai hai aur me IOA ki EC me bol raha hu, Dr Tribhuvan interrupted, but Dr Atul 

suggested “let me complete first then comment”. Dr Tribhuwan Agreed.

Dr Atul continued “Hamensha Sochkar Samajkar,comment karo”. Dr Sen asked Tribhuvanji to speak.Dr 

Tribhuwan said “ Sir, No body has any objection regarding the MOU,  it is the problem how it has been executed  

or not executed  for the benefit of common members,  why it should not be investigated sir ?We should not try to 

find out faultline for future betterment of IOA ?, So that it might not happen in future again.  Dr Sen said  “Yes 

very right,  we do not want to happen in future,  very clear. Let us progress and I totally agree with Dr Vivek and 

what Dr Abhay said,  we are looking for the future and that is my vision and we are looking towards international 

level.

If we are bogged down by our things down, we will be going down only. We do not want to go down, we want to 

go up and for going up we need transparency, yes there was no transparency, let us have it now. We had no 

good website before, now we are having a good website. Communication was not good, now we are having 

good communication. Let us look at the future and not bogged down by past. Past was  all political,  let us go for 

academics now. Let us look at academics and let us look at bright future of IOA. Practically thinking my small 

thing ,  I had been benefitted  by my direct affiliation with APOA  as member of IOA. Some how communication 

could not go to people,  every body could not get logged in,  so they could not get it ,  but let us be clear that  we 

are looking for future of IOA not as region but as world class. We want IOA to be seen like as AAOS or BOA or 

EFFORT or anything like that, so please for the future of IOA,  let us rise to the occasion. Let us see what best 

we can likely to get. If we continue to pull each other down,  we will be pulled down only, please let us move 

forward.” 

 Dr Tribhuwan said “sir  it is not about pulling down any one,  it is just about finding the Faultline sir and 

correcting ourselves“ Dr Sen sir said,  yes we will make it totally transparent and let we look how we can bring 

transparency and how we can communicate better. Why we should be looking down,  let us look up “. 

Dr Rajput said “ Kya hum age badhe ?” Dr Taneja said “Dr Ramesh our MOU is  expired already and further we 

will discuss in GBM  and till GBM,  we should not make any payment to APOA  and you can say everything in 

GBM what you say your points  here we want to go up and not down, all points,  other people can say their 

points in GBM,  GBM will take the decision and that will be final. Dr Sen said perfect sir,  I agree to it and I think 

all agree to it and there was chorus.  Dr Atul said “ meri ek hi request  hai  sir ke  Amritasr ki GBM me ishe barah( 

12) minutes ka hi time diya jay, and not more time than it  and Dr Navin  Thakkar,  please note that,  please give 

this agenda only 12 minutes and not more.
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Dr D K Taneja sir said “thank u to Dr Ramesh Sen” and Dr Sen reciprocated. Dr Sen sir said that  a small 

information about an association called  OMEGA,  which is asking IOA to be part of it,  but now with national 

academy of sciences we have good connection to have relationship with all association presidents,  if EC 

agrees we can communicate with them. 

Dr Thakkar reminded to Dr Sen sir,  we need to pass clear cut resolution about APOA to take right action sir,  

resolution we are passing is,  We are not paying  APOA money this year. Dr Rajesh Gupta interjected and said 

1,2 and 3. Dr Thakkar asked him, what is 1?  He said sir no money this year. 2. You are taking this matter in 

GBM, Dr Thakkar said OK,  and 3 is … Dr Tribhuwan  interrupted and spoke to appoint the committee. Dr 

Rajesh Gupta said “ You want to investigate or not,  is the prerogative of president of  IOA. Dr Sen corrected that 

point 3 will also be with GBM and it is not his prerogative. Dr Navin Thakkar said “ We are passing the resolution 

that we are not paying  now the money to APOA,  we will putting the matter in GBM and whatever GBM decides 

about it, we will follow it. Dr Rujuta wanted to say something. Dr Navin Thakkar said to Sen sir that last two 

letters are remaining now about Dr Amit Rastogi's  letter for NAILS and  Dr SC Goel is here and Dr B 

Shivashankar is also here,  so two letters are there and it is my duty to see that these letters are also to be 

discussed.

 Dr Rujata asked to speak her point, Dr Thakkar requested her that  we have passed resolution for that issue 

already and  that issue is over now and we will  move further as everybody is tired now and decision is already 

been taken madam,  please. 

LETTER FROM DR. AMIT RASTOGI FOR NAILS & DR. AMIT AJGAVONKAR FOR TRAUMA SOCIETY.

Dr Rakesh Rajput asked what is about it?

Dr Thakkar informed about two different letters, one from Dr Amit Rastogi for NAILS  and Another from Dr Amit 

Ajgoankar.

Dr Thakkar replied that NAILS society is asking for collaboration with IOA  as they have since many years & 

want MOU with IOA and participation in IOACON and this was discussed in close group but still it is not 

discussed in EC, so they are requesting to discuss in EC and give us direction for MOU and answer. Dr Amit 

Ajgoankar has written letter for Trauma Society and Dr SC Goel had represented in one close meeting Trauma 

Society and Dr Shiva represented in that close meeting for NAILS,  so EC must direct what to do for  answer to  

these letters.. 

First we will be taking the issue of NAILS and then Trauma Society one by one. Dr Rajput said “Dr Sen was very 

clear with this MOU, if they satisfy requirements as per constitutional amendments that if they are democratic 

by notifying an election and GBM,  then we cannot say No to them.

Dr Sen said “ if they meet the criteria  for MOU, there is no issue “.

Dr Thakkar said again “that is the problem sir who will decide the critera?” Dr Sivashankar Please. Dr B 

Shivashankar informed EC that “NAILS is a 22 year old association and they have 18 past presidents from 

different zones of India and He enumerated all names who are also Past Presidents of IOA. We are holding the 

GBM but not holding the election but selection. When initially association is small, there is no election,  even in 

IOA,  first 25 years,  there was no election but selection by consensus. Even Gujarat Orthopaedic association 

is not holding election since many years and elect president and Ec by consensus.” Dr Thakkar said, that “we 

follow procedure of election, by sending nomination forms accepting it, if more than one, we discuss with both 

nominee and try to get consensus and one withdraws.”Everyoneappreciated for Gujarat for such a good 

harmony.

Dr Shivashankar further said that “NAILS is aregistered society and filling regular income tax return,  having 

PAN number, having GBM regularly but not holding elections but selecting president and other posts by 

consensus in GBM,  but only on the basis of report given by someone to president and incidentally in GOA Nails 
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passed the resolution  to have MOU with IOA and let me inform you all that it is clearly written in constitution that 

“MOU has to be discussed in EC and then  and then finalised  and no one else has power except EC to decide 

about this MOU, but I have seen already MOU signed by ASSAMI –Dr Ruta Kulkarni,  but if you go through the 

constitution, it says  that whatever the group is preparing MOU,  they have to put draft of MOU,Infront of EC and 

EC will decide how to go ahead. I was part of this constitution amendment committee and I feel that all MOU 

should be discussed in EC and NAILS is a democratic society, where in 22 years there are 18 past presidents,  

that itself suggest that it is democratic association.

This year Dr Sanjay Dhawan from Agra is the president,  last year Dr Amit Ajgoankar was president and next 

year Dr Sushrut Babhulkar will be selected in turn, so we do it by consensus only in GBM with proper procedure 

by allowing others also to put their papers, like Dr Charanjeet Ajmani asked that he wants to be President of 

Nails, we accepted his proposal, when he proposed democratically., so it is not the only few people are 

controlling the affairs,  selection is done from Pan India and  if you see list of past Presidents, it is all across 

India democratically selected, that is all I want to say, now let Executive Committee decide about this issue and 

whatever MOU done by President need to passed by EC and they can not decide their own for for all those 

MOUs signed without discussing in EC., that is why this letter is written by Dr Amit Rastogi to discuss in EC and 

decide.

Dr Rajesh Gupta requested “can he speak?” Dr Sen allowed and asked to speak. He informed EC that “what Dr 

B Shivashankar sir is saying is right. He informed house that even North Zone is also  not having election 

procedure and president is elected who does the conference as organising secretary of North Zone 

Conference,  so are they following rules to get MOU or affiliation ?, So MOU is issue here also. Dr SC Goel 

raised hand and informed the house addressing the president “ As we are in academics,  as I said about 

transparency in other matter,  same thing here, We have never advertised  that this is the last date to apply to 

be associated with IOA and make MOU,  apply. If it is not advertised how few association MOU is already 

signed and they came to know and others did not came to know about this ? 

Dr Navin Thakkar said,  sir constitution says draft of these MOUs are to be tabled in EC and after discussion 

whatever draft is accepted by EC,  it can get signed,  not before. Dr Shivashanker asked “Our contention is how 

other association MOU are signed? Dr SC Goel said that if EC permits all the associations which were 

associated with IOA since last 5 years academically, may be continued for next few years and by that time these 

associations will get time to confine some rules which need to be observed as said by IOA. Dr Atul said “Sir, 

Goel sir, I would need to interrupt here. He further said,“why for few years and not for ever?” Dr S C Goel 

expressed this with exclamation and said anything which is good or better we must go in that direction, but 

should not be abrupt. 

Dr Thakkar said that “ I must put on record that in drafting procedure of all MOU except BIOS,  myself or IOA 

office was not kept in loop, nor involved and I came to know about  when all associations asked me about draft 

of MOU, then I said president sir, where are the MOUs which are drafted and signed ? and when I checked the 

constitution in clause of relationship with national and international association, it says clearly all MOU has to 

be discussed in EC and after discussion only whatever is accepted by EC,  to be signed  and as I know in last 

EC meeting on may 1, 2022 at Delhi IOA House in physical meeting, MOU were not discussed. Dr Atul said “ 

Yeh Pechida issue hai” 

Dr Rakesh Rajput started his expression, but Dr Atul interupted him and siad let me speak first. Dr Rakesh 

Rajput said “sir aap bina hath uthaye bolna chalu kar deto ho, magar bade bhai ho bolo, bolo” Dr Atul replied 

“Hey,  hay to he,  ap bolo “.

Dr Rakesh Rajput started again thanking Dr Atul to allow “ In previous years there were many associations used 

to come to IOACON and asking time slots, that was creating difficulty, so we decided to crate the mechanism of 

MOU with certain conditions of democraticassociation  where all posts are decided by selection and not by 
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elections and that same persons keep rotating positions undemocratically.Further he gave example of AOPAS,  

which was also running in same way,  but this  year they did process of election, advertising post and 

nomination and put to GBM  to comply with IOA rules., it may be by selection in GBM ,  but we asked for 

Nominations this year with election notification and we sent election minutes and GBM minutes,  so we need 

some structured process otherwise all academic body will say we are democratic and we know some are 

democratic and some are not. We must follow at least that election process is declared and all members get 

opportunity to file nominations and eventually one may do it by selection in GBM and GBM should be held and 

constitution clearly mentioning about post and election process and GBM is must.  

Dr B Shivashankar said that, we decided for MOU in last GBM,  but there is no information circulated about  

process of MOU even though we haare associated with IOA since many tears,  and some of the associations 

got message and their MOU is signed and some are not having any information. So whatever process was 

done was not done democartically and none of the associations which were associated with IOA previously 

were informed and I got information indirectly and IOA has signed already some of the MOUs and when 

constitution already says and as Dr Rakesh Rajput  himself also said that AOPAS was not holding election 

previously,  but to comply  time was given and you were informed to do necessary process to comply  and you 

became complaint and did MOU with IOA,  same thing NAILS could have done, provided we were informed 

beforehand as AOPAS was informed and given time to do election process in NAILS and possibly could have 

signed MOU with IOA,  as AOPAS has done. Dr Rajput said that “I think EC can take decision to give it, provided 

they put in writing in MOU that meanwhile they will do process of election and GBM to comply it year later 

because you are not having your conference now, sowhatever Dr shiva sir says is ok. Dr Sen said –quite ok.

Dr Shiva replied “yes, we will surely comply with IOA rules and we do not want to harm feelings of our parent 

body and we will not like that our association ties are not cut suddenly with IOA and NAILs is the only 

association in the world which discusses  only on interlocking nails. 

Dr Atul said “ Sir Ap Kya Chahte Ho ? Dr B Shivashankar said,  that “we at NAILS are  ready to do MOU with IOA 

as we are associated with IOA since long and we are ready to give in writings that we will comply all rules as 

discussed here for election and GBM  as some period should be given to all the associations to comply  and 

there should not be any sudden step. Dr SC Goel seconded same idea.

Dr Atul said that “I ditto yousir. Mein kahena chahtahu ke constitution me likha he ki  Secretary General  is the 

person to decide this. Main Dr Navin  Thakkar ka  diktat chahta hu,  and want to know woh is me kya chahte 

hein ? 

Dr SC Goel replied how can a secretary general can decide this ? Dr Thakkar said that “My opinion is “who is 

democratic and who is non democratic is a vague terminology, it is difficult to decide who is democratic and who 

is not democartic and it will be collective decision of EC. Dr Atul asked that “I am asking about NAILS and 

Trauma Society “. Dr Thakkar informed that “yes one close door meeting was held for this subject of MOU with 

NAILS where Dr Sen, Dr Atul,  Dr Chaddha,  Dr Jamal, Dr SC Goel and Dr B Shivashankar were present  and 

this discussion was done and Dr Atul you know contents of this discussion  and some one said that NAILS is not 

democratic and so Dr Shiva left that meeting.

Dr Shiva said, “Yes and I do not know in which capacity Dr Jamal was there and which group was deciding 

about this MOUs?

Dr S C Goel commented that “Dr  Navin that is not the answer for what Dr Atul is asking?” Dr Navin Thakkar 

answered that “sir ,this is my humble submission  that I came to know  on that day only,  because I was not kept 

in loop or not there in any  meeting of MOU drafting except BIOS.

Dr Atul interrupted but Dr Thakkar requested with folded hand  saying bade bhai,  let me complete my  point first  

please. Dr Atul said “Then  Do Not Let me speak then “ Dr Thakkar said OK first you say then I will complete.
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 Dr Shivashankar said, Atul,  Atul,  this is aserious allegation  what  Dr Navin is saying … Dr Thakkar 

commented that sir it is not be considered to be allegation but it was  a serious lapse  that IOA office or IOA 

secretary was not kept in loop by President and persons deciding and drafting MOUs. Dr Sen interrupted but Dr 

Thakkar requested “sir, it is fact  and it surfaced only  when I visited North Zone meeting  at Chandigarh, where 

Dr  PN Gupta, paediatricorthopaedic surgeon asked me that sir give us  draft of MOU with IOA,  we are also 

interested. I suggested that Dr Dhiren Ganjwala POSI president is there. Dr Dhiren Ganjwala rang me  for the 

same   that where is the format of MOU, we want to see that format of MOU ? Dr Shiva sked me for the format, at 

that time I raised this issue in our group, where Dr Ram Chaddha said me angrily that Navinbhai, this is your 

personal problem with Dr Jamal that is why you are raising this issue, I said there is nothing personal in this. In 

continuation, Dr Shiva said that  it is a rule that  in all communication IOA office and Hon secretary must be kept 

in loop, but IOA office and Secretary office was kept totally in dark for this matter and sir I request this must be 

put in record for this instance and it is 100 percent true.

Dr Atul said he could not hear this, can you repeat? Dubara Bolo, Dubara Bolo  Suna Nahi ? Dr Thakkar 

said.“Apne Nahi Suna  to Me Fir se Bolta Hu”. Dr Rajesh Gupta requested speak in Hindi. Some one said speak 

in English.  Dr Thakkar said “I will speak in English”. Dr Thakkar repeated “ When I put this matter in our group, I 

am not aware about MOUs, then we had a  meeting  where Dr Ram Chaddha became angry  on me that  this is 

apersonal problem of yours with Jamal and  that is why you are raising this. I said there is nothing personal,  it is 

a rule that any MOU,  any activity by any committee ,  IOA secretary is ex officiao member and IOA secteraty 

and IOA office should be informed  and this is not happened first time,  in the foreign fellowship committee, 

when I added the name of Dr B Shivashankar and Treasurer  Dr Sandeep Kumar,  I got mail  immediately  with 

copy of constitution  from Dr Jamal saying why you have added Dr B Shivashankar and Traesurer,  they are not 

entitled  to be  in the group,  but according to norms we keep immediate  past officers and trasurer also to guide 

us.  

Dr Atul said “I will close this issue here only.kya yeh bat discuss karne ki he?” Dr Thakkar said what I am 

explaining is I or IOA office were not kept in loop. Dr Atul said “Kya Ab me Khol Lu Kyan? “Dr Thakkar replied that 

“Kholo,  Koi Bat Nahi “ Dr Atul said “Yeh Bate EC me discuss karne ki nahi he”.

Dr Thakkar replied that when I was asked about MOU,  I was in problem beacause I was not in loop and not 

knowing about MOU draft and everybody was asking about draft of MOU  and everybody was saying,  “ You are 

the secretary of IOA  and you are not having the Draft of MOU ?  I felt very bad at that time, sir and these are the 

facts” 

Dr Shivashankar said “ Atul, my question is,  which body was taking the decisions about MOU? Dr Atul 

interrupted and asked Shiva sir I hope all this is recorded? Dr Shiva said yes that is correct, no issue. Dr SC 

Goel said,“Dr Sen sir, please conclude,  as everyone has spoken enough “. Dr Rakesh Rajput also asserted to 

conclude it. Dr Atul reuested to speak. Dr Sen said yes Dr Atul. Dr Atul said “ Mera stand sir  bahut clear hota hai 

and I respect all people who are there.Meinapko bata du ke orthopedics me Dr Sanjay Dhawan he, who 

happens to be the President Of NAILS,  and who happens to be a faculty in Trauma Society  of India meeting,  

but that does not matter to the IOA. We are in IndianOrthopaedic Association sir and let me tell you. he 

confirmed am I audible ? Am I visible. Dr Thakkar in lighter note said,  yes You are Visible,  audible and 

recordable. Dr Atul continued  Sir mein ne pahele bhi kaha tha  mein ne  apni committee ki meeting me  ke  riste 

alag jage pe hote he,  aur associan apni alag jage pe hota hain. Mein hath Jod ke Dr SC Goel sir or DrShiva sir 

se kaheta hun ke aj tak apne jo Trauma society  of India banaya tha  ek jamane me,  jis ka mein founder 

member tha, that is not the personal complaint,  jaise APOA ki bat hoti hey ne ki  kisne kya kiya,  kishne kya 

kiya,  to sir uske liye ap ko thand pani padegi. It is my personal feeling that MOU has everything straight and 

MOU says that if you have democratic association, you are a part of us. Mein Sen sir se yeh hath jod ke bolraha 

hu or jo bate yahn chal rahi he  isme Dr Sen sir, Navin,  Shiva sir,  sab concensus me he  and this is the power of 

IOA. Muje Dr SC Goel ne kaha tha ki Kabhi Jindagi me esha nahi dekha ke hum log aise aise kar rahe he,  but 
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this is the power of IOA ki hum log sab ek hai Hum koi bhi chij galat nahi hone denge. Ap ye batanye ki Trauma 

Society of India me  kabhi koi general body meeting hui he ? Trauma society of India me Kabhi Koi minutes hu 

he? Ap ye batainye ki Nails me, thik he ki GBM hoti he, NAILS me Dr Sanjay Dhawan aj president he,  mera 

saga admi he, aap ye batinye ki aj ki tarikh me, Sushrut Bahhulkar ko president banna tha, aur Sanjay Dhwan 

ko bana diya gaya., kyun ki Sushrut Babhulkar bahar the,  How do you explain that ? How.. Do.. You … 

Expain…. That …..?  

Ap kahte hain ki IOA parent body hein,  mein ap ka baccha hun ( with folded hands),  mein apka parent nahi hu,  

lekin..Hum.. IOA Parent body..Hein. aur hamari jimedari he ki jo bhi hamari susidaries he and jo bhi  samjati  

hay ke hum parent body he aur kuch to samajti hi nahi he. Aur jo subspecility hain aur samjati bhi  hey aur sochti 

hein ki IOA se jude., Dr Taneja sir ne bola tha APOA mamle mein ,  ab baat ush pe ayi he ,  jo subspecialty IOA 

se associate karna chahti he kar le, nahi karna chahti,  na kare. kal ki tarikh me koi body IOA ke sath associate 

karna chahti he,  karle,  nahi karna chahti,  na kare,  we have to rise above the occasion. 

Dr Thakkar said,  Atulbhai,  Apne example diya ne  ush me NAILS jyada democratic lagti he  bacuase NAILS 

made Dr Sanjay Dhawan  president of NAILS as Dr Sushrut Babhulkar was absent  and that was democratic 

step,  I think. Dr Atul said “Is ka Jawab mein S C Goel sir or Shiva sir se jan na chata hu” 

Dr B shivashankar said” Yes we discussed this,  Sushrut was immediate past secetarry, and he said that he 

wants a break and he said that beacause of my other committements, he is not able to come in NAILS meeting, 

I took his permission like the way  I took  similar decision and will say infront of everybody I must say “ Inlast year 

when deciding chairs of IOA committees, I had  made and declared name of Dr Sanjay Dhawan as  Chairman 

of CSRC IOA,  but on request of Dr Atul  and with his consulataion,  I changed name to Dr Anup  taking 

permission of Dr Sanjay Dhawan. he said, Dr Atul,  do you remember this ?. same thing I did with Dr Sushrut 

Babhulkar as he was not going to be there and Dr Sanjay Dhawan will be occupying the chair of Vice president,  

I suggested name of Dr Sanjay Dhawan and we were  not having president changed  for two years due to covid 

and we wanted to have president in NAILSCON to have a good meeting,  so we decided that Dr Sanjay 

Dhawan will precede to Dr Sushrut Babhulkar, that was the reason. He further said that there are two things. I 

request point 1 that as this rule is framed new and it was not advertised to associations which had already 

association with IOA, NAILS should be allowed to be associated this year only with IOA by MOU  including rider 

that NAILS will comply till next year to all rules,  we are ready to sign with rider and we will comply to that. Point 2 

is constitution is not followed as written in constitution,  where constitution says that MOUs should be  signed  

only after consultation and NO EC has happened before this and almost 5 MOUS are signed  and as Navin  

said except BIOS,for none of MOUs, he was kept in loop or informed, so  which is the body, who is taking the  

decisions for MOUs?

Dr Atul said,  “Shiva sir Isi bat pe meri naraj ki he ap se or muje is bat se hi nafarat hoti he. Jis tarah se lubs 

istemalkiya apne “. Dr Shiva said loudly –“Dr Atul fact is fact only,  which body is taking decisions ? which body is 

conducting the meetings ?, I want to know “. 

Dr Atul said “No one is taking the decisions, decisions are taken by GBM. Dr Shiva said “let us know ASAMI ki 

meeting me kaun kaun the ?  Who was there in APOA's meeting ?”

Dr Atul said “ Ek moka Muje di Jiye “ Dr Shiva said, ” you have said enough”.  Dr Atul said “ Kya Ye EC meeting 

ho rahi he,  jisme hum sab ye bate kar rahe he and it is being recorded?“ Dr Sen sir said “ can I point one fact? In 

the last EC I projected / presented that agreement,  in that meeting and said this is the agreement,  we are likely 

to sign with these associations. and I presnted that slide that these rthe agreements which we are going to sign 

and that time they were not signed,  but we told that  this agreement we are going to sign and that was 

presented in that EC meeting. Dr Rajput asked sir, when was that EC meeting?  Dr Sen replied,  that was 

physical meeting and was held at Delhi. Dr Thakkar said “May 1,  2022 “ Dr Rajput said we have discussed all 

things in GBM in December 2021. Dr Rajeev Raman said yes,  at that time Rakeshda only made proposal. Dr 
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Rakesh Rajput reiterated that “I suggested to that amendment in GBM”.Dr Sen said exactly right. Dr Rajput 

said,  enough time has been given to most of bodies and it is democratic. 

Dr Atul said, “absolutely  and it is written in MOU that if you are an democratically elected body “, that one word 

“democartically elected “ is important”. Dr rakesh Rajput added and corrected that “ Aap selection bhi kar sakte 

ho,  magar ap ko election ka notice dena hain. Dr Shiva said “ yes,  if I remember exactly Dr Sen presneted that  

MOU we are going to sign but what will be the MOU and what will be in MOU and what we are going to do in 

MOU,  actually that was not  discussed  in that EC and we have not discussed point wise  and said we can go 

back to that. Dr Sen said “ I saw two things  that 1. We were asking ssubspecilaity who wants to sign MOU for 

two seats of fellowship and point 2 what Dr Shiva suggested in amendments that they should be democratic 

body. Further he said that I explained in details that they need to fulfil criteria of democratic body and provide 2 

seats of fellowships and IOA will provide two hours session in IOACON and they have to follow the  criteria of 

democratic body and that is all about these MOUs. Shiva said  no no sir we can go back and see”. Dr Shiva said 

“anyway, let the EC take decision about NAILS,Sen sir you can summarise “ Dr Rajeev Raman said,  sir,  

please it is already 5.30 Pm, marathon from 9 am. Dr Rajput asked Dr Thakkar, we were discussing letters, 

what is our  conclusion about NAILS and Trauma Society letter? There are two different letters One is from 

Nails, and one is from Trauma Society. Dr Shiva said “both are  different and do not mix up both NAILS and 

Trauma Society. Dr Thakkar riterated that both have different writers and matters are different.Dr Shiva again 

reiterated with facts that NAILS is 22 years old and we have 18 past presidents and  Trauma society is 24 years 

old and has  3 past presidents , so we are not going to mix both issues on one platform and both decisions will 

be separate totally“. Dr Sen summarised “ that means we are passing that as Dr Rajput has pointed out that if 

they have that documentation, we would be able to  sign it up“ Dr Shiva said perfect sir,  thank u..Anyway, this 

discussion has given me a enough material, so my Kinni Memorial Oration will be“NAILS, How Nails became 

democratic “ every one enjoyed  and laughed that humorous announcement about this subject decision of Dr 

Shiva. Dr Rajput said “Go ahead sir for Democratic Nailing “Dr D P Bhushan supported decision that  by saying 

that he was present in NAILS GBM and everything was decided by GBM democratically. Dr Shiva said any way,  

though we have done GBM and done evertthing democratically,  their objection is,  not done election”. Dr 

Bhushan said election of two type, when no one was touching the letter from outside during covid ,  all was 

selected  by voice vote,  even parliament works with voice vote “ Dr Rajput said,  no problem with voice 

decision ,  but at least before 4 weeks announce election and let people know and allow them to file nomination  

and follow procedure,  then do by selection,  voice vote,  no problem. Dr Rajput said let us move ahead. Dr 

Navin Thakkar asked Dr Sen sir,  sir what is the resolution for NAILS matter and What is the resolution for 

Trauma society letter?.  Dr S C Goel sir said, jane do, Navin  Ho gaya.. “Dr Thakkar said one line from President 

for final decision by President sir to be minuted.  Dr Sen said “ If NAILS is democratic as Dr Shiva says 

according to charter of constitution, then there is no issue “Dr Thakkar announced that the resolution is passed 

that “if NAILS satisfies  constitution and charter, MOU with  NAILS can be done” Dr Shiva added that One year 

is given,  which was voiced also same by Dr Rajeev Raman.

r Atul said, ” Navin bhai  from this year or next year ?  Dr Atul said that “I will open my book now.” When you are 

beating the bush, I get disturbed. Dr Thakkar said we are not beating the bush and that is why I asked Dr Sen sir 

to conclude decision and he has done it to write in minutes. Whatever decision comes collectively is the fiinal 

decision. Dr Thakkar said that now next resolution, we will take for trauma society letter. Dr Atul said  No, I would 

stick to previous point and said “I know and very much sensitive and observe about Trauma Society and NAILS 

both“. Dr Thakkar asked Dr Atul that “you are not finding any distinction between Trauma Society and NAILS?  

Dr Atul said “Not Yet  Can I say few things ? can it be minuted ? I may not have evidence of that  but Goel sir se 

jyada respectable meri jindagi me,  is samay koi nahi he “  Dr SC  Goel said “ Muje Mat Fasao” Dr Atul said “ Me 

tumko nahi,  subko fasa raha hun. Dr Thakkar said “ This is Atul's way “ Dr Atul said, “NO No Navin Meri  Bat 

Suno “. Dr Shiva shared screen showing slides having photos of different Past presidents and of Nails and 

others. Dr Atul said “ Forget this presentation, stop this, I have seen this presentation, I have seen this…..Me 

D
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janta Hu.. I have seen this … Please Please Stop Share.. Please stop Share,  I have seen this… Mera Shiva sir 

se ek hi contention tha ye mat sochiye.. and this is the EC meeting of the… IOA,  Take it seriously.. It is not 

NAILSCON …..or It is Not TRAUMACON ….. Take it seriously.. fact is that we have been and we are observing 

TRAMACON and NAILSCON since ages… Who are the organisers?  Give me an Answer? Now, we got to sign 

an MOU … Please do not speak any one..  We got to sign MOU between IOA and NAILS and Trauma Society of 

India ………. What is the Trauma Society of India ?. I am the founder member … Dr Sen said,  I am aslo a 

founder member …. There was some other voice.. Dr Atul requested,  please do not speak in between …. Now 

Some one says …. We have been organising these meets in slots of all IOACONs …….Year On Year.. I say or 

give humble suggestion … A. You have been organising this on yourself … Did you ever involve IOA in this 

activity? We were discussing about involvement of IOA in APOA …… did you involved IOA into that? for making 

the faculty of trauma society of India or faculty of NAILS? ……. Me ye nahi kaheta hu ki they are lesser God … 

Ajki tarikh me NAILS chal rahi he to NAILS chalaye,  magar agar IOA me NAILS chalani he to IOA Nails 

Chalaega,  NAILS IOA Nahi chalaega. Agar ap ko TRAUMACON karna he, ap kariye  Mumbai ke andar,   lekin 

agar taruam socirtuy of india Ko IOA se associate karna he,  IOA will dicatate,  Trauma Society of India Dictate 

nahi karegi,  I rest my humble submission “ and I request the EC to pass it …….  Dr Sensaid that “Dr Atul has 

proposed, anybody to second it ? “.... Dr Shiva shared screen,  so Dr Thakkar asked Dr Shiva,  are you 

presenting something ? ………Dr Bharath raju said seconded sir.... Dr Bhuwan said seconded,  Dr Bharath 

Raju said seconded… Dr Sen said,  thik he thik he.. then that proposal has been accepted as raised by Dr Atul 

and seconded by Dr Bharath Raju. Dr Shiva said, even though proposal is seconded and passed one minute I 

want to clear few things. Dr Atul said “why you are insisting to do MOU this year only? Dr Shiva said he has no 

problem as proposal is passed but he wants to show facts and he shared screen with slides with photos… he 

said that “Dr Atul said that IOA is not involved in activities of NAILS, that is not correct. He told Atul that whatever 

you are telling that IOA is not involved …….see this on screen… he presented one by one slide of IOA 

presidents remained present in NAILSCON inaugauration and contributed  in NAILSCON and NAILS,  where 

Dr Atul corrected one name of  Dr Srivastava. Dr Shiva reiterated that after seeing this don't say that NAILS has 

not involved IOA in their activity., on the contrary properly and adequately involved in NAILS activity.This 

resolution is  fine, but do not say wrong things about NAILS, presidents of IOA are not involved is incorrect. Dr 

Atul said whatever EC decides, “ Did I say  sir, did  I said anything wrong sir ? Dr Shiva said “Yes You said, if you 

say we are not holding election, that may be right  but do not say that IOA is not involved in NAILS activity”..

Dr Atul said with folded hands “Infront of EC I, apologise, if I have said anything wrong and I end that matter 

here”. Dr Shiva said “once you passed the resolution and now apology, no sir no. Dr Atul said “sir I am saying 

with folded hands …… Dr Shiva says NO……. NO… and in NAILSCON, local Organising people are taking the 

decision for whom to call whom not to call … exceptNAILS say 5 people from NAILS will be attending.  and list 

will be given by me as apermenant treasurer of NAILS Association.  Dr Atul said “I told you do not  go into this  

… you are the immediate past president of IOA and you happen to be permanenttreasurer of NAILS, it does not 

suits.Dr B Shivashankar explained in detail why he is holding the position of treasurer for technical reasons. Dr 

Atul, said that is the NAILS's property and not of IOA. Dr B Shivashankar further explained again in details. Dr 

Sen said I want to share one small thing “I was going to organise NAILSCON before covid, but I was told clearly 

that you are going toorganise only logistics  and no program you are going to make, you just organise, this is in 

2019, told specifically not have any scientific program,  you have to just organise. Dr Shiva said “ No…NO…. 

And disagreed. Dr Sen said “I am telling you and you have to believe me “Dr Shiva said “ Sir,  Dr Atul organised 

in Agra ask him ask him …. Who made program?” Dr Sen said “I don't know about that but that was my 

experience  with NAILS. Dr Abhay said “ Shiva sir,  Shiva sir,  same is experience with me  when TRAUMACON 

was orgaanised at Jodhpur,  I was asked  “ you have to organise and you will not have any say in scientific 

program. It will be made and send to you. Dr Shivashankar tried to interject … Dr Abhay said “ jara sun to lijiye,  

jara sun to li jiye Dr Shiva said “ Sorry sir it is not about NAILS,  I am talking about NAILs only. Dr Abhay said 

aggressively again “ You are on public platform,  you have to listen  everyone. So the same thing was said for 
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TraumaCON also. So when you point fingers at others 3 fingers are pointing towards you, we have to keep that 

in mind. That was the reason, why I did not take traumaCON on at Jodhpur, because I think if I have to organise 

the meeting,  I will do way I want to do it  looking that it is best for academics.. I will not be stooge to somebody.  I 

will not accept the idea, that Vo kahe,  hum meeting arrange karege, hum scientific program karenge or mere 

ko paisa kharcha karke fakt us ki Vah Bhagat karni hai, and that was the only reason a National Trauma meet 

arranged  by Trauma Society at Jodhpur and I was not an organising secretary. So there is some truth in it,  sir. 

you can not  refute it and you cannot say that it has not happened.

 Dr Rajput said, Dr Navin  Thakkar,  now take the decision. Dr Navin  Thakkar said that President sir is chairing,  

let sir say final decision. Dr Rajeev Raman said, “Yes, Dr Ramesh Sen sir should say final word and then we 

finish this agenda.” Dr Rajput requested Sen sir to say finally. Dr Sen said “I told you my experience and that is 

what I am saying,  if it sees as democratic organisation, there is no issue.

Dr Shivashankar said “We will follow sir ,  we will do things as Dr  Rakesh Rajput said, we will do election notice 

and other procedure and better GBM minutes,  but we wanted to discuss it,  so brought to EC   and we have 

done it. We will rectify all procedural loop holes in our NAILS  and he thanked all.

 Dr Rajput said “That is very magnanimous decision you took sir. Dr Rajeev Raman appreciated that gesture 

and reiterated that this discussion was very important in democracy of IOA. Dr Shiva expressed his feeling that 

since 22 years we are associated with IOA and suddenly some one says you are no more associated with IOA, 

it hurts and feels bad. Dr Bhushan said “Yeh to har organisation me Kuch ne Kuch hota he,  jaise ke Indian foot 

society me  kaha jata he ki scientific program Badoda se ata hai  aur chairman sare voh decide karenge,  abhi 

hua he  6 din pahele “ Dr Atul said,  “we have senior member of IOA,  Vice President  Dr Ram Chaddha with us,  

let us have his few words.” Dr Chaddha said,  I was just listening everyone “

Agenda 31 : Any Other matter With permission of  Chair 

Dr Thakkar said now last agenda is - Any other matter with permission of chair. Dr Rakesh Rajput said are we 

going to break Limca records of longest EC meeting ?. Dr Thakkar replied, yes probably.

At the end Dr. Navin Thakkar announced that Dr. Santosh Kumar from Lukhanow KGMC was left in obituary 

which was informed now by Dr S C Goel, so will add in the list & in minutes and asked Mr Ramesh Pandey to 

note it.

Dr Thakkar thanked all EC members for their contribution.

Meeting was concluded with national anthem, sung together by all standing. 

Dr Ramesh Sen Dr Navin Thakkar   
 President IOA                   Secretary General  IOA
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Resolution and Summary of  Proceedings of 

Emergency EC meeting dated 23-10-2022 on zoom  
Agenda : Single Agenda :IOA Election 2022  Matter 

A. Change in start Date of Online  Voting   from 1-11-2022, 12 PM  to 8-11-2022 12 PM  and End Date   

from  22-11-2022  ,12 PM to  29-11-2022, 12 PM due to technical reasons 

B.  Change of Venue of counting and declaration of result from IOA House Delhi in special EC Meeting to  

Amritsar Physical EC Meeting Venue on 29-11-2022  during EC Meeting   in  between 12PM to 2 PM 

C.  Any Other matter with permission of Chair regarding this agenda  of election only

Agenda was discussed at length on a  request from Election officer  due to pending MOU with CDSL 

and  CDSL has shown inability to start process of election on 1-11-2022 and asked One week more time 

. After a  long Discussion on each point resolutions were  passed  unanimously with summary as 

follows :

1. On request from Election officer Dr Ram Chaddha  along with election panel members , change in start 

Date of Online  Voting   from 1-11-2022, 12 PM  to 8-11-2022 12 PM  and End Date   from  22-11-2022  

,12 PM to  29-11-2022, 12 PM will be as discussed in meeting. 

2. Due to above change , there will be Change of Venue of counting and declaration of result from IOA 

House Delhi in special EC Meeting  to  Amritsar Physical EC Meeting Venue on 29-11-2022  during EC 

Meeting   in  between 12PM to 2 PM 

3. Dr Ram Chaddha ,election office will prepare accordingly new notification with his signature as done 

previously and submit to IOA office to circulate to EC members and all IOA Members for their 

information 

4. As suggested by Shri Honerable  Retired Justice Shashikant Gupta – Observer of this Election , any  

deviation in election process has to be ratified in EC and then put in action 

Prepared from Zoom meeting video recordings, having more details .

Dr Ramesh Sen Dr Navin Thakkar   
 President IOA                   Secretary General  IOA
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Resolution and Summary of  Proceedings of 

Emergency EC meeting dated 31-10-2022 on zoom  
Agenda : Single Agenda:  A complaint from Contestants regarding Voter List - Pass a Resolution after 

discussion 

Note: As per instruction from IOA President, Invited Members are as follows : 

Elected State President / Secretary / State Representatives / Zonal President and Secretary Nominated Five 

EC members 

Election Panel Members - Five Past Presidents as Special Invitees  

Honorable Shri Shashikant Gupta - Retired Justice of   High Court as  Observer

All contestants of the IOA Election 2022  

Dr Shamsul Hoda - IT Committee member to manage IT part of Zoom Meeting 

A small request to elected invited members, if there is a change in President or Secretary position after any 

conference or State GBM, please kindly convey this to the new President /Secretary who has taken charge in 

your place.

Dr Ramesh Sen sir requested to start meeting and Dr Thakkar requested Dr Sen Sir ,who joined from 

Newzeland on his computer to chair the meeting 

After permission of Dr Sen sir , Dr Thakkar briefed the reason for calling the emergency EC meeting and 

informed that this EC meeting is called after briefing Dr Sen yesterday , Sunday on Zoom meeting at around 10 

Am IST and 5.30 PM at Christchurch   where Dr Sen Screened all matter on his computer and asked office  to 

call EC meeting and  discuss the matter and settle the matter . Dr Thakkar briefed about two complaints from 

contestant , one from Dr Ajit Shinde for Dr Avinash Patil who has done request call back before cut of date of 10-

10-2022 and was missed by office  and confirmed by Mr. Ramesh Pandey, CAO IOA  . 

Another complaint was from Dr Anup Agrawal . Dr Thakkar requested to Dr Anup to share screen and give 

details of complaint . Dr Anup shared screen and opened his email with excel file attachment opened and read 

his complaint  and demonstrated on screen scrolling excel sheet  and complained/indicated  after his analysis 

of UP members in present voter list that , 28 members from Uttar Pradesh are deleted from present voter list 

even though they are having registered email Id in data as shown in his excel file on screen and requested to 

add them in voter list. He shown 28 members from Dr Krishna to Dr Satyanarayana . Other two which had 

mobile and email both – one was Dr Rizwan who was having two LM numbers so, his one LM is deleted from 

records as one member cannot have  two voting rights. Another Dr Kori had shifted his state by online update to 

Madhya Pradesh , so not showing in UP list .  

Dr Thakkar informed house that yesterday all excel files are downloaded in Dr Sen's computer by mails from 

Mr. Ramesh Pandey  CAO , IOA  during zoom meeting and all files are there on computer of Dr Ramesh Sen Sir 

, so requested him to share screen.   Dr Bhandari  interjected and observed and made point that all 28 in excel 

sheet is not having mobile numbers and all have gobile.com in email ID as suspicion . Dr Thakkar said that yes 

that was the observation by office and that is why we briefed Dr Sen Sir and  would request Dr Sen Sir to share 

screen. Dr Sen Said “ You do it , you do at your place , you do it your Place  . Dr Thakkar again requested again 

saying all combine files are there in computer in one folder . Dr Sen said “ No No , you do it at your place “ Dr 

Thakkar requested “ Sir Apke Computer me hain sir to Khol de to easy rahega , please share the screen. Dr Sen 

Replied “ hain,  par aap kariye , do not ask me “  Dr Thakkar replied “ No issue sir  and requested Mr. Ramesh 

Pandey  to share his computer screen .  Mr. Ramesh Pandey  had some issues in connecting computer , so he 

had joined on mobile . Dr Thakkar requested to join from computer and share screen . Dr S C Goel informed Dr 

Sen sir that Shri Shashikant Gupta – retired justice and election observer  is present here in zoom , so 
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acknowledge . Dr Sen  and Dr Thakkar welcomed and acknowledged . Dr Thakkar briefed Shri Shashikant 

Gupta about proceedings done before and informed that Dr Sen sir is not sharing and  till Mr. Pandey share 

screen and send files.   Meanwhile Mr. Ramesh Pandey's computer was connected and he opened his all mails 

and excel files which were transferred to Dr Sen on zoom meeting on  30-10-2022 Sunday  . 

1. He screened first excel from mail of Dr Anup and all agreed that that is a same file showing same 28 

members of UP showing all Gobile.com 

2. Mr. Ramesh Pandey then screened  second mail and file of last year voter list of 2021 which was 

supplied to Dr Atul as Election officer . Dr Jawahar Jethwa helped Mr. Ramesh Pandey to filter it with 

gobile in registered email ID column and found there was no email id with gobile .com

3. Mr. Pandey opened   third file of 7th June which was supplied by IOA office to Dr Ram Chaddha  as he 

had taken responsibility of offline data update by his agency at Mumbai having more than 15 team 

members for which IOA has paid money . Dr Thakkar informed house that Dr Ram Chaddha  has taken 

particularly  personal additional  responsibility for those members  whose email Id and Mobile numbers 

are not there  and given details that On screen those expired members were marked as names like Dr 

Dholakia and Dr Hardas Sandhu etc and marked ad Red “Expired” in Bold . Dr Thakkar everyone can 

see it ? all said yes we can see that . 

Dr Thakkar explained that Name , email ID if any are all stroked through and red marking done , so that 

Offline Team of Dr Ram Chaddha cannot make any mistake to indicate them not to enter any data in 

these members . he further explained that LM number was locked , so cannot be edited by mistake.  Dr 

Thakkar asked Dr Jethwa to make filter in registered Email Id column and  search for any email ID 

containing gobile.com.  Dr Jethwa was fi8ltering , meanwhile Dr Thakkar informed EC members that 

this is a second file we are seeing on screen which was given to Dr Ram Chaddha on 7th June 2022 and 

first file we have seen of Last Year Election voter list 2021 given to Dr Atul and both we are searching for 

any gobile.com email ID and further informed that as you see on screen scrolling side to side  , Dr ram 

Chaddha was supplied with this file having other 3 columns for his team to enter  who has contacted 

and when contacted and what is the change in data in note field to have note of update and that note 

with change will only will be taken as update or change . Dr Jawahar Jethwa screened  the filter in 

registered email Id showing  there is no gobile.com in any email id in this 7th June file supplied to Dr 

Ram Chaddha . 

Dr Thakkar asked all members . all agree ? if any doubt we can do  filter again and again. He informed 

house that Dr Sen -President IOA has done this analysis and filtering in his own computer yesterday 

during zoom meeting from Newzeland . Dr B Shivashankar said I had also objected in One the EC that I 

have not been contacted and yet in my note it is written  already correct . Can you show us again? Dr 

Thakkar said sir , do not be in hurry , this is the file which was given to Dr ram Chaddha on 7th June on 

which they have contacted you and that will come in next file of 15 July , please wait , we will show you . 

Dr Thakkar repeated again that we have all seen file of voter list 2021 where there is no gobile .com in 

email ID all agree ? All agreed . Now we are seeing the second file of 7th June supplied to Dr Ram 

Chaddha by IOA office  for update as he had taken full responsibility with his team to update , where we 

have seen that there is no gobile .com and expired members were stroked off and red marked expired 

members , all agree ? All agreed .  On questions Dr Thakkar explained that we have made this exercise 

to show you facts only on complaint of Dr Anup why 28 members re deleted from voter list and analysis 

was done by himself Dr Sen in his computer and as per his instructions we are presenting same facts 

which we shared with President Sir. So, we are now seeing third file which was supplied by Dr ram 

Chaddha  of 15th July a file after he has done update and checked as Team Leader and responsible 

sole person. We are just putting facts and no comments or observations and if any have any doubt 

during presentation ask freely or ask questions after whole presentation is over . 
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4. Mr Ramesh Pandey shared on screen File Named “15 July2022 for Dr Ram Chaddha(1)(1)(1) 

(Recovered ) (1)(1) -excel. Dr Thakkar asked Dr Shivashankar to tell his LM number , Dr Atul also spoke 

his LM number , but Dr Thakkar asked to go one by one and Dr Shivashankar's LM number 

Lm02404searched and found already correct as note and name of  Mr Bhavik who contacted you as 

written in Who contacted ,on 15-6-2022  as written when contacted. Dr B Shiavashankar said that no 

one has contacted him .  

Dr Thakkar explained that this Note Column was made to know exactly what is updated and changed , 

so computer formula checked notes and in notes where there was change was only taken as verified 

update and computer filtered only change and those had a note has taken as update from Dr Chaddha  

as Dr Ram Chaddha had taken responsibility to check ,verify  each data personally and will take help 

from Dr Ashok Shyam etc which is very well recorded in CEC meeting recordings .  Now main query or 

complaint for which this analysis is done why 28 members from UP are not in voter list as complained by 

Dr Anup .  In this 15th July file supplied to IOA office By Dr  Ram Chaddha  seen on screen searched live 

by filtering registered email ID  for email ID containing gobile.com . 

Search found 621 members data was having gobile.com which was astonishing  and all was showing 

name  of member or like that and then gobile .com in all 621 members  and there was no registered 

mobile numbers in with this in almost all, so how they were contacted we do not know  and there is no 

note in field of note and empty note is considered no update by computer formula, so from all these 621, 

616 were filtered automatically out by formula as there was  no note – empty notes , but only 5 out of 621 

had a note , so formula included that 5 in verified update list automatically. All these 616 filtered out by 

formula , where all these 28 of UP which was the complained by Dr Anup having gobile.com and no note 

were filtered out automatically and now only 5 which had  note came in voter list . here it is evident that 

even expired members data  email Id were entered as gobile .com which was empty in previous list of 

7th June file supplied to Dr Ram Chaddha  by IOA office. 

Dr Jawahar filtered again for expired member and shown on screen  expired members name strike 

through and marked in Red expired but still their email id entered as Gobile.com and total such member 

were 102 , very high number . Some examples were of late Dr Prashant Kanabar, late Dr Joy Patankar  

etc … Living member and our own Secretary of Tamilnadu  Dr CJ Ravi , his email was empty and was 

updated as cravi@gobile.com in this file and was not taken as update as there was no note here, but he 

has already done update online on website himself before 10-10-2022. Dr Kanabar sir expressed  that 

my son is expired in 2013. Same was with Dr Jopy patankar on whose namewe have pediatric 

orthopedic Gold medal and he was well known figure in pediatric orthopedics . 

So all these seems not mistake , so we were astonished , so we briefed Dr Ramesh Sen sir yesterday on 

30-10-2022 for 2 hours on zoom with recordings , when sir is at present at New Zealand. Dr Thakkar 

asked Dr Sen to say something. Dr Sen sir said that yes definitely these 621 email id are there in this file 

. Dr Thakkar informed house again that all 621 has not come in our voter list as filtered automatically by 

computer formula and only 5 has entered in present voter list as there was note of update in 15th July 

file supplied by Dr Ram Chaddha. Dr Cj ravi's Lm number 07113 was searched after removing filter of 

expired  and was found his email id changed to cravi@gobile.com and Dr C J Ravi confirmed that he 

had never such email ID. 

We can see also Dr Satyanand from UP also in this list above this.  Dr Atul said that can we close 

sharing and move ahead . Dr Thakkar requested to wait till full presentation. Dr Thakkar asked all that 

on search there are 621 gobile.com  and out of that 102 is marked expired , and 28 which is in Dr Anup's 

complaint are all in these 621 members whose data is entered in file named “ Data 15th July 2022 for Dr 

Ram Chaddha(1)(1)(1)(Recovered)(1)(1)-Excel , all have seen here , all agree ?  All said agree but Dr 

Atul said , we would like to have view of Dr Ram Chaddha. Dr Ram asked permission to speak . 
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Dr. Navin Thakkar said “ We are showing all these facts only and we searched together with Dr Ramesh 

Sen Sir and Dr Sen sir searched in his computer yesterday  and then we decided to call EC to settle the 

matter as advised by President Dr Sen Sir “ . 

After long discussion Dr Thakkar suggested to split to two issues . 

Issue 1: To delete 5 gobile.com email from voter list and as suggested by Dr Anup , name of Dr 

Gadre which he informed as expired and member from UP and add one Dr Avinash Patil 

name who has made complaint before cut of date  and pass the resolution for voter list 

and pass the voter list and send it to election officer as election is starting on 8-11-2022, 

and  then discuss issue 2 

Issue 2 : To Discuss it why it has happened ? 

Issue 1 :  Issue was discussed and all contestants present in meeting and EC members and 

panelist and EC members agreed  to remove gobile.com  and presented voter list  of 

20-11-2022 file sent to all contestants on screen  file name “Final data IOA Life members 

for IOA Election 2022 including sheets of 3 states to Dr ram Chaddha  on 20 October 

,2022” and that file was filtered on screen for column of registered Email Id to find out 

how many members data is now having gobile.com , search found that there were 5 

entries of  gobile.com . There was a discussion on deleting on these 5  gobile.com data . 

Shri Shashikant Guta sir observed that let the Dr Ram Chaddha – election officer 

speaks  and then we discuss and pass the resolution for this issue . 

Dr Ram Chaddha  informed EC requested to hear him for the sequence of events . He narrated that “On 

1st May 2022 Physical EC happened at IOA House ,where I was nominated and ratified  me as election 

officer , where there were lot of suggestions from Dr Sirohi and others and  which we decided to 

incorporate  to the best of our ability. At that time there was a little but discomfort and we were little bit 

short of  staff and we did not have live website . With impending elections , when we did meet senior 

officers in organization , we thought that updating the data was very very important  and somewhere 

deep within my heart  I realized that out of almost  15000  members in last year , very small number 

voted in last year election , so we should update the data . This was discussed and CEC agreed that  in 

present circumstances  

Mr. Ramesh Pandey is not having that much support staff  and we do not  have live to have access to 

members to update the data , we should look to outsource this  as a short process till our web site gets 

live  and there after the website  will take over. Between 1st of May to end of may we  made attempts to 

get  data from previous website  on to the next website  and to get all that material our secretary general  

and everybody worked very hard . We were also of the opinion , if we are outsourcing this  should have 

more than one person can help probably help us , so we reached out to couple of people and out of 

three people who applied , we shortlisted one person or one group  which would help us. All this 

happened by the end of the month of May . I was to fly overseas on 3rd of June for a month  to attend  my 

son who met with an accident and whom I have not seen since long and this was known to everybody . 

However, since I had initiated this entire process , I said yes we should  go ahead with it and we 

shortlisted and got this data which was to be  then supervised   in my absence by Dr Jawahar Jethwa 

and  Dr Navin Thakkar . 

I m stopping myself  here and asking  these people to please  to correct me , do we agree with that Dr 

Jethwa? “ Dr Thakkar and Dr Jethwa said  “No”  Dr Jethwas asked what do you say -supervising ? Dr 

Ram Chaddha again asked Dr Thakkar and Dr Jethwa. Dr Thakkar replied categorically “  No, No Sir  

you had said that  you will scrutinize yourself  and you will give then data , it was one man's team of 

yours , we were nowhere in offline  and we have no control on offline . Dr Ram asked  “Jawaharbhai 
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,please hear mee out and asked him sir , person who was selected was selected  and I left on 3rd of 

June  , Am I right or wrong ? Dr Jawaharbhai answered that , Yes you may left but it was under you. Dr 

Thakkar said “  Sir , Sir let me put  on the record sir , I have to correct where ever you put the sentence . 

Whom you had selected we were not knowing , what was the agency we were not knowing  and we 

were knowing only that you have selected some agency and you are going to have 15 persons in your 

team and you  were going to divide 15000 list into 15 of each 1000 member list and that you presented 

in CEC meeting  and that video recording is also there, where you said clear cut  and if you want me to 

play that video , I can play video now where you have said clear cut  that this 1200  whose email Id and 

Mobile numbers are not there is my person responsibility  and I will check all this and everybody said 

you that Dr Chaddha  sir there will be even more addition to this as so many members may have 

changed their mobile number  and it will reach to 2000 and you will have burden on yourself to do 2000 

phone calls to make  and the you said that sir I will do all that job  and these are the people where there 

were no email id or mobile numbers  and that segment only is having here gobile.com.  

Dr Chaddha said ok  “let me finish  , so we took up this immense responsibility  and now my  two 

colleagues decide  that they are  not supporting , it is fine  ,so in my absence” Dr Thakkar interjected 

categorically “ sir sir  do not use wrong words . We were supporting you like anything “. Dr Chaddha said  

“thank you , then I agree “ We supported you that is why we accepted what ever you provided in note 

column  but this problem came only when complaint came and  that led us to analyse . Dr Chaddha said 

“ accepted let go ahead “ Dr Thakkar said “ Sir do not put things which are not facts and fact is it was your 

own responsibility and fact is that I objected and I must put in record here , I objected your idea of update  

, then you said that why you are  not allowing   ? I said that by constitution  it is the job of IOA office to 

update and all that and then I said that 1st may was EC  and it was better to put in EC  and resolve there , 

where you and Dr Sen said that we will put in CEC  and pass it , so we called a CEC  by request of Dr 

Ramesh sen sir  and you can see that message and that is available in records  and I can share all email 

regarding this  which shows all details how it should be done  and these are all facts on email . 

Dr Chaddha interjected and asked “ Does CEC decided ? Dr Thakkar said “ CEC decided that you will 

do the job and it is the sole responsibility is of you and there was no supervision by Dr Navin Thakkar or 

Dr Jawahar Jethwa  and you must correct your sentence and you must say that you said wrong facts as 

we do not want wrong facts to be minuted . Do not put any wrong facts otherwise I will be forced to show 

all mails  and video . Dr Sen sir  requested Navinji.. please .. please .. Dr Thakkar said “ sir , I will not 

tolerate any wrong facts . Dr Jawahar said , “No need , Dr Ram Chaddha has agreed” . Dr Chaddha said 

that as he was out of country he was not in contact with team and  after I came back , it was decided 

whatever list is ready till the  15th July we will hand over .. Dr Thakkar interjected here and said “ Sir I will 

again interject here “ Dr Chaddha said “Ok” . Dr Thakkar said “ 2nd July you declared that I have 

completed the list and  you put up the bill of vendor on WhatsApp message on WhatsApp group of five 

officers  on around 3rd July and then you said that I am going to submit on third , but we got it on 15th 

July and that is the fact and you said that you will scrutinize personally yourself and then submit the list  

and so we found that you have scrutinized  because you have taken the sole responsibility to scrutinize 

and that is video recorded and it was your sole responsibility to provide scrutinized list by yourself , so 

say that only you were the scrutinizer of data “ Dr Sen sir said “ Yes Ok Navinji “ . Dr Chaddha said “ Go 

ahead “ . Dr Thakkar said “ I am not going ahead , I am just correcting wrong facts you put to EC , either 

you accept and say yes or say NO . Dr Thakkar asked again  categorically “ Sir do you accept that you 

were the only scrutinizer ? Dr Chaddha said , No sir , I did not scrutinize anything and I got the list from 

group of people who worked on it  and once the  list came to me , I forwarded the list  to you or IOA office 

, please around the 15th July am I correct ? . 

All asked Dr Chaddha  from where gobile.com came in your list ?  He said he does not know. Long 

discussion happened  after  acceptance of Dr Ram Chaddha that there is gobile.com  in list supplied by 
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him and demand for investigation was done from Dr P K Kanabar sir  and Dr Karne asked to investigate 

and find the culprit .  

Dr Thakkar said let us solve the first problem of issue 1 of deleting the 5 entries of  gobile.com and entry 

of data of Dr Avinash Patil  as accepted by us . After that we can tackle second issue , why and how it 

has happened ? 

After Long discussion and advice from Shri Shashikant Gupta sir, Dr Sen sir said that we are putting the 

resolution for this issue and election will continue and all gobile.com entry have to be deleted. 

After  a long discussion Resolution was passed for issue 1 with reasoning , consensus and on 

the basis of through investigation by EC  :  

Resolution 1 :  As there was complaint from a contestant  named Dr Anup Agrawal , on 22-10-2022  

after receiving final voter list file of 20-10-2022 . He mentioned in his email about 

analysis of UP members comparing  with other list available to him , where 28 members 

were not included on voter list though they had email Id  in that other list available to him 

and he requested to add that 28 members in voter list , but as all 28 names in his excel 

sheet with complaint ,  he mentioned in his excel sheet  were having fake looking 

gobile.com  containing email ID , so thorough investigation was done by IOA office and 

presented to Dr Ramesh Sen first on Sunday 30-10-2022 on zoom meting and Dr Sen 

himself analyzed on his computer all files and found that  File of Voter list  of last year 

supplied to Election officer Dr Atul is not having any email id having gobile .com and file 

supplied to Dr Ram Chaddha on 7th June by IOA office is also not having any email Id 

with gobile.com.  It was further found in thorough investigation that  not only 28 but file 

supplied by Dr Ram Chaddha  of 15th July  named as “ Data 15th July 2022 for Dr Ram 

Chaddha(1)(1)(1)(Recovered)(1)(1)-Excel was containing 621 such fake looking email 

Ids , where 102 members were marked as expired , so after thorough investigation , all 

files and facts were presented to EC in presence of All EC members , contestants and 

Election Panelists , Election observer Shri Shashikant Gupta  and again screened on 

computer  during zoom meeting with detailed analysis  , where last  final data of voter 

list dated 20-10-2022 is showing filtered only  5 entries containing gobile .com in 

registered email Id column.  After consensus of all, namely all contestants , All EC 

members and all election panelist,  decision was taken to delete such fake looking email 

id of 5 members  for the reason that some fake person may do voting from these 5 

remaining now fake looking email ids. It was further decided that complaint of Dr 

Avinash Patil is correct and his name should also be  included in now updated voter list 

to be provided to election officer after this EC meeting  for election purpose  and election 

process will continue and will be done as per time table to start and election result to be 

declared on 29-11-2022 .

Issue 2 was discussed in detail how it has happened that File supplied by Dr Ram Chaddha , who had 

taken responsibility to update data and provide scrutinized data is containing 621  fake email Ids , 

where 102 email ids are made in expired members  rows . Dr Kanabar  sir said as his son's name is also 

having gobile.com and he is expired , it is very fishy , so through investigation is to be done why it has 

happened with such 621 entry of fake email ids? . Dr Atul said to Kanabar sir “ Our grievance cell will 

take care of it “ . Shri Justice Gupta said there should be inquiry commission for this matter to 

investigate and conclude to know the real culprit . 

Dr Sen said , yes it will be given to grievance committee  and report should be given to EC and GBM . Dr 

Vikash Jain asked that whoever has done 621 fake email , must have intention to vote from that fake 
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email ID .  Dr Karne said , yes , we need fact finding committee and committee will find out who order 

agency to enter fake email IDs as agency cannot have any motives or intention to do this and fact 

finding will go to root of the issue by interrogating . Dr Kanabar said , that we give responsibility Dr Karne  

to investigate and table the report to EC  and GBM.   

After a  long Discussion on each point resolution was  passed  for issue 2 as follows :

In support of resolution 1 , this resolution was passed with consensus and reasoning , that tampering of 

voter list  was found on investigation from files as screened on screen and found to be appearing as 

attempt of tampering of 621 members' email ID by agency and that is grievous and to be investigated 

thoroughly by grievance committee and grievance committee will consult President -Secretary  as ex 

officio member of that committee and  report has to be submitted to GBM .

Dr Karne raised issue 3 : he said that “Dr Anup Agrawal has checked or compared the present voter 

list with probably list provided by agency and how Dr Anup had access to this file which was suppose to 

go only to IOA office . Dr Karne said that as he has complained  with 28 members list and excel sheet ,it 

shows that Dr Anup is possessing the 15th July file from Dr Ram Chaddha , which is having 621 

gobile.com.  was this list received by all contestants ? Contestants  Dr Ajit Shinde , Dr Vijay Raghavan, 

Dr Sirohi, Dr Shubhranshu Mohanty said categorically that they have no access to this 15th July List 

provided by Dr Ram Chaddha.  Dr Thakkar asked Mr. Pandey that does he has given list of 15th July to 

anyone . Mr. Pandey replied” No, I have not given the list to anyone “ Dr Thakkar cleared that matter that 

it is the fact that Dr ram Chaddha supplied 15 July file which is containing 621 gobile.com entry was the 

communication between IOA office and Dr Ram Chaddha. Everyone asked Dr Anup source of file . he 

said that “there is already a fact finding commission , let that inquiry committee found out source of file to 

me “ Dr SC Goel -election panelist also said that it will be done by fact finding committee and shown his 

displeasure for such question and asked permission of chair to leave meeting  and said he is leaving for 

all this nonsense and left the meeting . Dr Atul agreed that yes, it is very serious issue , but asked Dr 

Karne for his concluding remark for this issue. Dr Karne said that his remark is Contestant should 

disclose the source of list as he has made complaint with that list as evidence and he has admitted that 

he has file and fort6hat whole Ec was convened and we discussed for 3 hours on his complaint .  

Dr Vijay Raghavan opined that Dr Karne is right , if contestant has any connection with updating agency, 

then it is totally not acceptable  and it should not have happened and need definite investigation to it 

how he got the list from agency. Dr Anup shown inability to remember source of file . Dr Kanabar said 

that election will go on and this matter should also be investigated  and at the same time election 

process , not to be disturbed and requested to Dr Karne to link. Dr Karne said that I am not linking the 

issue with election and this  also must be investigated .  Dr Karne asked for resolution  as Ec is here and 

complaint maker has showed list and he should get explanation and submit to EC . Dr Sen said that we 

can conclude that election process will go on and it is to be investigated and contestant must reply in EC 

for  how he got access ? Dr Mohan Manatri pointed that if there is no answer , it will create legal issue . 

Dr  Babhulkar said that yes , this issue must be investigated and submit in EC during  IOACON. 

Dr Thakkar requested all contestants , not to go court for this issue .Dr Sen thanked all .

Prepared from Zoom meeting video recordings, having more details .

Dr Ramesh Sen Dr Navin Thakkar   
 President IOA                   Secretary General  IOA
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Resolution and Summary of  Proceedings of 

Emergency EC meeting dated 6-11-2022 on zoom  
1. Dr Ram Chaddha submitted his resignation to IOA President and IOA President Dr Sen projected on 

screen by sharing screen ,resignation letter dated 2-11-2022 and his reply dated 4-11-2022 , on screen 

showing reason for resigning in letter as on his personal grounds. The EC asked him on reasons why he 

is resigning and what is the extraordinary situation for resigning and all requested him to continue but as 

he didn't answered , his resignation was accepted by EC after long discussion on reasons why he is 

resigning to have way forward further to appoint new Election officer in his place.

2. After acceptance of Resignation of Dr Ram Chaddha , Selection of new Election officer was discussed 

at length and name of Dr B. Shivashankar – Immediate Past President IOA was proposed by Dr 

Pradeep Chaudhary and seconded by K P Raju and many other EC members.Whole EC after 

discussion passed the name of Dr B Shivashankar as Election officer in place of Dr Ram Chaddha for 

IOA Election 2022

3. Dr B Shivashankar accepted invitation from EC to be IOA Election 2022 officer and informed in brief 

about what was discussed in meeting of panelist on 4-11-2022. 

4. Whole EC supported and authorized him to negotiate with selected Vendor CDSL to do MOU which is 

pending and do necessary all procedures for that purpose and try his best efforts at maximum , so that 

counting and result of IOA elections 2022 are declared on 29-11-2022 EC Meeting at Amritsar IOACON 

which was already notified to members 

5. Dr B Shivashankar is further authorized by EC to reduce the duration of voting days , if required to meet 

above requirement for counting and declaration of result on 29-11-2022 as scheduled and notified to 

members

6. Present Election Panel of Five Past Presidents will remain same and all Election panel members have 

accepted to work with Dr B Shivashankar for the purpose written above.

7. The appointed Scrutinizer (Non-Disclosure) will remain same and Dr B Shivashankar will communicate 

with him/her for this change and all panelist -past presidents will help him for the same. If appointed 

scrutinizer does not agree , Panelist and Dr B Shivashankar can appoint new scrutinizer.

8. Dr Ram Chaddha will hand over all documents and communication/emails/papers related to IOA 

Election 2022 to Dr B Shivashankar 

9. All EC members thank Dr Ram Chaddha and all five Past Presidents and Panelist to a work done by 

them for IOA until now 

10. Honorable Retired Justice Shri Shashikant Gupta – Observer appointed by Delhi High court was 

informed for this EC Meeting by Email and What's app which he received , but could not attend this 

zoom meeting and he will be informed about this development.

Prepared from Zoom meeting video recordings having more details .

Dr Ramesh Sen Dr Navin Thakkar   
 President IOA                   Secretary General  IOA
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Resolution and Summary of  Proceedings of 

Emergency EC meeting dated 18-11-2022 on zoom  
Agenda: Single Agenda:  Accept Resignation of Shri Sashikant Gupta - Retired High Court Justice and 

Appoint Other Retired Justice as observer

Dr Ramesh Sen sir requested Dr B Shivashankar , Election officer appointed on 6-11-2022  to present 

and brief the EC 

Dr B. Shivashankar briefed the EC about the recent development in last 48 hours which he screened in slides 

and shown resignation letter of Shri Shri Shashikant Gupta - Retired High Court Justice and back ground of 

new case filed to stop election at Additional District Court at Saket by Dr Vijay Raghavan , one of the contestant . 

IOA office , Dr Ram Chaddha -election officer and Shri Shashikant Gupta - Retired High Court Justice were 

summoned to appear in Saket court and informed that he spoke to Shri Shashikant Gupta - Retired High Court 

Justice on phone but he shown his inability  to continue to be observer with new development . Dr B 

Shivashankar proposed to accept his resignation. After resignation is accepted by EC , he screened details 

what happened in court and advise from Advocate Virag Gupta  to coordinate  with IOA to appoint new retired 

Justice as observer and he received from Dr Virag Gupta  about biodata and details of  retired justice Shri 

Rajesh Tandon letter and screened all terms and condition and fees and asked approval from EC that we need 

to appoint new observer so that there is a continuity . Matter was discussed in details by  attendees about terms 

and conditions and fees and question regarding what was paid to Shri Shashikant Gupta - Retired High Court 

Justice was mentioned by Mr Ramesh Pandey . After discussion Resolution was passed 

After a  long Discussion on each point resolutions were  passed  unanimously with summary as follows :

1. On request from Shri Sashikant Gupta - Retired High Court Justice , his resignation as observer was 

accepted by EC , which was proposed by  Dr Santosh Singh from Lucknow  and Seconded by Dr Navin 

Thakkar . 

2. Appointment of New Observer retired justice Shri Rajesh Tandon with his terms and conditions and fees 

as per his letter accepted  as shown by Dr B. Shivashankar on screen . Resolution was proposed by Dr 

Sudhir Babhulkar and Seconded by Dr Bharth Raju .

3. Regarding Terms and conditions and fees  of Retired Justice as observer for next time will be discussed 

letter  for future .

Prepared from Zoom meeting video recordings, having more details .

Dr Ramesh Sen Dr Navin Thakkar   
 President IOA                   Secretary General  IOA
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Secretary General Report  :  Dr. Navin Thakkar

Dear All members 

I must thank you all for selecting me as Hon Secretary of IOA  and giving opportunity to serve IOA and work 
together to evolve further together 

This year we have done so many New Activities : 

1. First Time we have conducted 4-day IOA Cadaver Course at Bangalore for young surgeons . There was 
huge response and we are thankful to all faculty and delegates for  a great success to this course. With 
President's Theme “ Success with Surgical and Soft Skills “

2.  A number of Online successful webinars by all academic committees done 

3. We built from scratch our new website which is role based with all facilities to find Member details  , 
Update data  and Fellowship details . All ongoing programs are displayed regularly and we are thankful 
to IT committee Chait Dr Jawahar Jethwa , Dr Shamsul Hooda and Dr Ashok Shyam for a great hard 
work  .

4. We made online update of data – profile of members successfully 

5. Record number of nearly 100 Yuva Mentorship applications and other Inland fellowship applications 
are cleared  first time .

6. We are in process of complete digitalization of IOA Office 

7. We could help our members with less premium Professional Indemnity Scheme by ICICI Lombard and 
there is huge response to this project  

8. We have published till now 111 new letters issues online informing all members of all events on regular 
basis and all members have responded well with good feedback 

9. We have informed all members by personal Whatsapp message about all important events . 

10. We have made first time in history of IOA total Online application to join IOA with payment gateway and 
uploading documents and certificate and there is tremendous response from young members to join 
IOA 

11. We are thankful to All state President – secretary of State Chapters and City chapters for inviting as IOA 
guest and honoring and exchanging academic  knowledge with each other with fellowship 

12. We have this year also new Program of felicitating for “My Book” to authors , editors , subeditors and 
scientists 

13. We had tough time for election this year but now everything settled with robust transparent  election 
process . Thanks to all for cooperation. 

14. This year we are having our Grand Annual meet at Amritsar -IOACON 2022 . We had done venue visit 
and Team Amritsar has worked very hard to welcome you and we will meet @Amritsar. 

Thankful to Whole Team of  IOA - President -Dr Ramesh Sen , Dr Atul Srivastava – President Elect , Dr Ram 
Chaddha – Vice President . Dr B Shivashankar – Immediate Past President, Dr R C Meena – Past President 
IOA ,  Dr Sandeep Kumar – Treasurer IOA , Dr Lalit Maini- Editor IJO ,  Dr Pardeep Bageja – Joint Secretary , 
Dr Dinesh Thakkar – Joint Secretary and Most importantly beloved Mr. Ramesh Pandey CAO IOA , who 
has worked very hard and helped me every day for all the work  with real Zest  and personal care  . This 
year was very hectic for Mr. Ramesh Pandey  and Secretariat of IOA 

Very much thankful to all EC members and all members of all academic committees

Thanks to each IOA Member for their feedback and positive inputs and inspiration from all Past Presidents of 
IOA . 

Let us Share – contribute and Learn Together to Evolve Further Together 

Dr Navin Thakkar 
Secretary General, IOA 
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Editor’s Report  :  Dr. Lalit Maini
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Editor’s Report  :  Dr. Lalit Maini
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Editor’s Report  :  Dr. Lalit Maini
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Treasurer's Report  :  Dr. Atul Srivastava
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ASHOK AMOL & ASSOCIATES
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

Report on Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying financial statements of INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION, 

(Registration No. S–5040), Plot No. 69, Tuglakabad Institutional Area, M. B. Road, New Delhi which comprise the 

Balance Sheet as at March 31, 2022, and the Income & Expenditure Account for the year then ended.

Management’s Responsibility for the Financial Statements

The management of association is responsible for the preparation and presentation of these financial statements 

that give a true and fair view of the financial position in accordance with the accounting principles generally accepted 

in India. This responsibility includes the maintenance of adequate accounting records in accordance with the 

provision of the Act; and design, implementation and maintenance of adequate internal control, that were operating 

effectively for ensuring the accuracy and completeness of the accounting records,   relevant to the preparation and 

presentation of the financial statements that give a true and fair view and are free from material misstatement, 

whether due to fraud or error.

Auditors’ Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit 

in accordance with the Standards on Auditing issued by ICAI. Those Standards require that we comply with ethical 

requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements 

are free from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial 

statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment of the risks of 

material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. We believe that the audit evidence 

we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion on the financial statements.

Opinion

In our opinion and to the best of our information and according to the explanations given to us, the aforesaid financial 

statements give the information required by the Society Registration Act, 1860 in the manner so required and give a 

true and fair view in conformity with the accounting principles generally accepted in India of the state of affairs of the 

association as at 31st March 2022, its excess of income over expenditure for the year ended on that date.

a) We have sought and obtained all the information and explanations which to the best of our knowledge and 

belief were necessary for the purposes of our audit.

b) In our opinion proper books of account as required by law have been kept by association so far as it appears 

from our examination of those books.

c) The Balance Sheet, the Income & Expenditure Account dealt with by this Report are in agreement with the 

books of account.

For ASHOK AMOL & ASSOCIATES
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

Place: New Delhi
Dated: 24-09-2022
UDIN: 22091952AVHPIS1897

(ASHOK KUMAR GARG)
F.C.A. / PARTNER

M. No. 091952 / FRN – 015102N

W-26, Lower Ground Floor,
Green Park Main,

New Delhi – 110016
Tel.: 2656 9664, 285 8766

Email.: ashokgarg@ashokamol.com
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INDIAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION, NEW DELHI 
 BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31ST MARCH, 2022 

LIABILITIES AMOUNT RS.  ASSETS AMOUNT RS.

CAPITAL FUND FIXED ASSETS

Balance as per Ledger 83229538.02    As per List 25848492.06

Add: Set Apart Utilised 3000000.00  CURRENT ASSETS 

Add: Excess of Income  FDRs with Banks 48684203.45

over Expenditure 11135844.03  As per List 

97365382.05  Benevolent Fund IOA 4211290.64

Less: Income Tax                 -   97365382.05  IOACON-2022, (Seed Money) 2000000.00

 Balance with Banks 

 Ashok Amol & Associates 212982.00  SBI SB A/C *7102 16992677.17

 Chaudhary Groups 179676.00  SBI SB A/C *6726 1181.24

 Kalka Business Solutions 63141.00  SBI SB A/C *7612 70134.85

 R B Enterprises 354152.00  ICICI Bank 271768.10

 Salary Payable 84295.00  SBI C/A *42341 7960.00

 TDS Payable 8476.00  Can Bank SB *7923 54610.33

 Telephone Exp Payable 854.00  Can Bank SB *6493 1471853.48

 Saraf Ortho & Spine Centre 50000.00  Canara B SB *0948 282167.33

 Unpaid Cheques                 -   19152352.50

 Provision for Additional Set Apart  Cash in Hand 6930.00

 for Building Fund 3000000.00  TDS (AY 2022-23) 560134.00

 Less: Utilised  3000000.00                     -    TDS (AY 2021-22) 335298.00

 for Capital Asset &  Maharashtra Orthopaedic Ass. 5000000.00

  the object of society 12000000.00  Springer Nature India Pvt. Ltd. 3403267.00

 Less: Utilised                  -   12000000.00  Deposit with Post Office (Election) 569.00

 Deposit Post Office (News Letter) 9145.40

 Electric Security 27000.00

 Elite Furnishers 80276.00

M S Ramaiah 1000000.00

110318958.05 110318958.05

 for INDIAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION 

Sd/- Sd/- Sd/-

PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER

 AUDITORS' REPORT 
 As per our Audit Report of even date attached. 

 for ASHOK AMOL & ASSOCIATES 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 

 PLACE: NEW DELHI              
 DATED: 24-09-2022 Sd/-  
 UDIN: 22091952AVHPIS1897 

(ASHOK KUMAR GARG) 
F.C.A. / PARTNER 

M. No. 091952 / FRN - 015102N 
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INDIAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION, NEW DELHI 
 INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR THE YEAR ENDED ON 31ST MARCH, 2022 

   PARTICULARS AMOUNT RS.  PARTICULARS AMOUNT RS.

 Expenses to the Object  By Life Membership Fees 4732025.00

 To Covid Relief Expenses 0.00  By Associate Membership Fees 216623.10

 To Membership APOA 375400.00  By Sponsorship Receipts IOA 1061000.00

 To Donation Benevolent Fund 200000.00  By Receipts From Journal 3781408.00

 To Printing of News Letters/CDs 196932.00  By Conference Receipts IOACON21 15000000.00

 To Fellowship & Awards 1732313.00  By Conference Receipts Others 3821270.00

 To Postage Expenses 153351.00  By Interest from Bank FDRs 2352657.00

 To Website Expenses 302080.00  By Interest from SB A/C 526963.68

 To Salaries & Honorarium 2010318.00  By Interest from IT Refund 45432.00

 To Staff Medical & Welfare 103838.00

 To TA/DA of Office Bearers 291751.00

 To Conveyance Exp. 27034.00 

 To Meeting & Election Exp. 656014.00

 To Electricity Exp. 133710.00

 To Telephone Exp. 37284.00

 To Security Service Charges 255116.00

 To Stationery & Printing 149487.00

 To Bank Charges 11036.66

 To General Exp, 40282.00

 To Repair & Maintenance 86768.00

 To Shortage & Excess 46189.09

 To Interest on TDS 491.00

 To Legal & Professional Charges 1379740.00

 To Accounting Charges 70800.00

 To Audit Fees 141600.00

 To Additional Set Apart 12000000.00

 To Excess of Income 11135844.03
      over Expenditure 

31537378.78 31537378.78

 for INDIAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION 

Sd/- Sd/- Sd/-

PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER

 AUDITORS' REPORT 
 As per our Audit Report of even date attached. 

 for ASHOK AMOL & ASSOCIATES 
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS 

 PLACE: NEW DELHI              
 DATED: 24-09-2022 Sd/-  
 UDIN: 22091952AVHPIS1897 

(ASHOK KUMAR GARG) 
F.C.A. / PARTNER 

M. No. 091952 / FRN - 015102N 
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INDIAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION, NEW DELHI

LIST OF FIXED ASSETS AS AT 31-03-2022

            Air conditioner 5,52,900.00 

Camera 17,990.00 

 CC TV 1,44,139.00 

 Computer 8,75,457.00 

 Furniture & Fixture 28,910.00 

 Invertor / UPS 1,03,400.00 

 Land & Building 2,26,97,165.06 

 Lift 12,03,301.00 

 Microwave 7,000.00 

 Mobile Phone 35,600.00 

 Printer 73,960.00 

 Refrigerator 26,600.00 

 Television 66,870.00 

 Water Purifier 15,200.00 

2,58,48,492.06 

 for INDIAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCIATION 

Sd/- Sd/- Sd/-

PRESIDENT SECRETARY TREASURER
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IOA Election Report 2021 - Dr. Atul Srivasatava
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IOA Election Report 2021 - Dr. Atul Srivasatava
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In these regulations:

“Annual Conference” is the principal Scientific 
Meeting of the Association held annually between 
November & December or as determined by the 
Executive Committee in exceptional circumstances;

“Association” means the Indian Orthopaedic 
Association;

“Central Government Agencies” means Railways, 
Defence forces, etc;

“Chapters” are State / Zonal Chapters duly 
recognised and affiliated with the Association;

“Constitution” means the regulations for the time 
being of the IOA as recognised by the Registrar of 
Societies;

“Executive Committee” means the group of 
persons elected to positions of office within the IOA 
referred to in Clause 11;

“Fellow” means an individual admitted as a Fellow 
according to these regulations;

“Financial Year” means the financial year 
commencing on 1st April of each year and ending on 
31st March of the subsequent year;

Dear All Members

We are happy to announce final copy of amended IOA Constitution after constitutional amendments which 
were passed by Extraordinary GBM taking into consideration all discussions held on 24-12-2021 at IOACON 
2021, GOA Main Hall at 3 PM onwards. After Extra Ordinary GBM, GBM was held at same place and same 
date, and it was further ratified in the agenda of ratification of amendments passed in Extraordinary GBM as per 
norms and constitution, where resolution was passed that clauses of amended constitution relating/affecting 
election matter will be effective and operational onyl after IOACON 2023, Lucknow.

We are thankful to All the members for active participation during discussion of each clause.

Dr B. Shivashankar Dr Navin Thakkar Dr Ramesh Sen Dr Atul Srivastava
President IOA -2020-2021 Secretary General IOA -2020-23 President Elect -IOA 2021 Vice President IOA -2021

PASSED AMENDMENTS FOR IOA CONSTITUTION
on

24-12-2021 in Extraordinary GBM for Constitutional Amendments at IOACON2021 -Goa, Main Hall

IOA CONSTITUTION Before Amendments PASSED AMENDMENTS -IOA
Constitution after Amendments

MEMORANDUM OF THE ASSOCIATION

1. Interpretations
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“IOA” means the Association;

“Member” means a member of the Association;

“Objects of the Association” means the objects 
referred to in Clause 4(1);

“Office” means the registered office for the time 
being of the Association being in New Delhi;

“Officer” means the Officers of the Association 
referred to in Clause 9(1);

“Recognised Organisation” is an organisation of a 
country territory or area recognised by the 
Association as representing orthopaedic surgeons of 
that country, territory or area;

“Register” means the register of Members;

“Seal” means the common seal of the Association 
and includes an official seal of the Association;

“Specialty Societies” or “Sections” are 
organisations of Members pursuing activities in 
particular areas of orthopaedic surgery; the terms 
Societies and Sections shall have the same 
meaning;

“Term” or “Term of Office” is the period an officer / 
nominated member will occupy as stipulated in 
Clause 10;

“Year” means a Financial Year for the purpose of 
accounting;

Words importing the singular number include the 
plural number and vice versa. Words importing any 
gender include the other genders.

Except so far as the contrary intention appears in 
these regulations, any interpretation of these 
Regulations rests with the President unless objected 
by a majority of the Executive Committee.

2.   Clause 2: Objects

The objects for which the Association is established 
are:

a. To advance the science, art and practice of 
orthopaedic surgery in the geographical 
boundaries of the Republic of India;

b. To promote professional education, research, 
and other interest in the field of orthopaedic 
surgery;

The objects of the Association shall be the 
advancement of the Science and Art of 
Orthopaedic Surgery and with that view, inter alia, 
to do the following:

(a) To hold scientific meetings, separately or 
along with other Associations or Societies.

(b) To encourage the formation of state and 
regional branches of Orthopaedic Surgeons. 
(Explanation:
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c. To share, amongst the Membership, 
knowledge of and solutions to orthopaedic 
problems;

d. To assist affiliated State / Zonal Chapters in all 
matters relating to orthopaedic surgery;

e. To promote, encourage and assist in the 
education and training of orthopaedic surgeons 
in the country;

f. To provide instructions and education for the 
advancement of orthopaedic surgery amongst 
the medical practitioners.

g. To associate together in one corporate body all 
qualified orthopaedic surgeons actively 
practicing or interested in the science and art of 
Orthopaedic Surgery and allied subjects;

h. To promote social and professional contacts 
amongst the orthopaedic surgeons within the 
country and abroad;

i. To cooperate with global, international, national 
and regional orthopaedic associations, 
societies and specialty groups who have 
objects similar to the Objects of the 
Association;

j. To promote education and information on 
common orthopaedic problems amongst the 
general public;

k. To promote and undertake charitable activities 
for the benefit of the underprivileged, physically 
challenged, and those affected by a natural 
disaster or calamity.

In furtherance of the Objects of the Association, the 
Association may undertake all such activities as may 
be conducive to the attainment of the Objects of the 
Association or as may be deemed necessary or 
expedient in the best interests of the Association, 
including:

a. To hold scientific meetings, conferences and 
conventions, independently or in collaboration 
with other Associations;

b. To provide for the delivery and holding of 
lectures,  meet ings and c lasses for  
medicalpractitioners/others for the purpose of 
directly or indirectly advancing the cause of 
orthopaedic surgery;

Where the Orthopaedic Surgeons in 
CentraGovernment Service may not be able 
to become members of state or regional 
chapters, such other chapters of services 
like Railways/Armed Forces may also be 
affiliated to the Association).

(c) To encourage scientific research and 
experimental work in Orthopaedic Surgery.

(d) To hold scientific discussions and read 
papers on Orthopaedic and allied subjects.

(e) To provide for the delivery and holding of 
lectures, meetings and classes for medical 
practitioners/others for the purpose of 
directly or indirectly advancing the cause of 
Orthopaedic Surgery.

(f) To establish and maintain reference 
library/libraries relating to Orthopaedic 
Surgery.

(g) To provide instructions and education for the 
advancement of Orthopaedic Surgery 
among medical practitioners.

(h) To watch and advise on legislation affecting 
Orthopaedic Surgery and allied subjects and 
to advise Government agencies regarding 
legislations affecting the art and practice of 
Orthopaedic Surgery in India.

(i) To advise other association voluntary 
bodies/Government agencies on matters 
affecting the interest and development of 
o r t h o p a e d i c  s u r g e r y  i n c l u d i n g  
standardization of instruments, implants and 
orthotic and prosthetic appliances, problems 
of rehabilitation of physically handicapped, 
to advice on matters concerning teaching 
and training of medical students (under 
graduates and postgraduates) and research 
on Orthopaedic Surgery and to suggest 
ways and means for improving the training of 
the paramedical personnel.

(j) To associate together in one corporate body 
all Qualified Orthopaedic surgeons actively 
practising or interested in the science and art 
of Orthopaedic Surgery and allied subjects.

(k) To establish contact/affiliations with other 
Societies or Associations, Indian or 
Overseas, and exchange scientif ic 
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c. To establish and maintain reference library(s) 
relating to orthopaedic surgery;

d. To make grants of cash or assistance for the 
purpose of research and associated projects;

e. To fund, encourage, administer or contribute to 
scholarships, fellowships, or travel grants for 
the purpose of promoting or encouraging 
education, training or research in orthopaedic 
surgery;

f. To publish store and retrieve such information 
in print, electronic or other media form as the 
Association may think desirable for the 
promotion of its objects;

g. To encourage the formation of state and 
regional branches of Orthopaedic Surgeons;

h. To receive donations and subscriptions and to 
hold the funds in trust for any particular purpose 
or purposes for the advancement of 
orthopaedic surgery and allied branches;

i. To expend such monies of the Association as 
may from time to time be necessary or 
desirable to further the Objects of the 
Association;

j. To provide or contribute towards the provision 
of awards and distinctions to individuals / 
groups recognized by the Association as 
having made contributions to its objects or any 
one of them;

k. To construct, alter and maintain any building 
necessary for the running of the Association;

l. To encourage exhibitions of instruments, 
implants, tools, appliances, etc. connected with 
or pertaining to orthopaedic surgery and to 
attempt to improve such instruments and 
appliances for the special needs of this country;

m. To watch the interest of orthopaedic surgery 
and to advise Government agencies regarding 
legislations affecting the art and practice of 
orthopaedic surgery in India;

n. To advise other association voluntary 
bodies/Government agencies on matters 
affecting the interest and development of 
orthopaedic surgery including standardization 
of instruments, implants and orthotic and 

information and collaborate with them in 
progress of common interest.

(l) To publish singly or in association with other 
Association and Societies, Indian or Foreign, 
Journals,  proceedings,  brochures,  
periodicals, newsletters and abstracts 
pertaining to orthopaedic surgery and allied 
subjects.

(m) To promote social and professional contacts 
among the surgeons in India and abroad.

(n) To receive donations and subscriptions and 
to hold the funds in trust for any particular 
purpose or purposes for the advancement of 
orthopaedic surgery and allied branches.

(o) To encourage exhibitions of instruments, 
implants, tools, appliances, etc. connected 
with or pertaining to Orthopaedic Surgery 
and to attempt to improve such instruments 
and appliances for the special needs of this 
country.

(p) To construct, alter and maintain any building 
necessary for the running of the Association.

(q) To make rules, regulations and bye-laws and 
to delete, change or add to the same as and 
when necessary, conducive to the 
attainment of all or any of the objects of the 
Association.

(r) To initiate any other program which may be 
decided on from time to time by the 
Association for the advancement of 
Orthopaedic Surgery.

(s) To promote orthopaedic education amongst 
public.

The Association shall function in accordance with 
the rules and regulations; a copy therefore is filed 
herewith duly certified in the prescribed manner.

The names, addresses and the occupations of the 
Executive Committee to whom, by the rules of the 
Association, the management of the affairs are 
entrusted for the duration of their offices consist of 
the President, President-elect, the Vice-
Presidents, Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.

The Executive Committee shall be the Governing 
Body of the Society to whom the rules and 
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pros the t ic  app l iances ,  p rob lems o f  
rehabilitation of physically handicapped, to 
advice on matters concerning teaching and 
training of medical students (under graduates 
and postgraduates) and research on 
orthopaedic surgery and to suggest ways and 
means for improving the training of the 
paramedical personnel;

o. To initiate any other program which may be 
decided on from time to time by the Association 
for the advancement of orthopaedic surgery;

p. To make rules, regulations and byelaws and to 
delete, change or add to the same as and when 
necessary or conducive to the attainment of all 
or any of the objects of the Association.

The Association shall function in accordance with the 
rules and regulations; a copy therefore is filed 
herewith duly certified in the prescribed manner.

The names, addresses and the occupations of the 
Executive Committee to whom, by the rules of the 
Association, the management of the affairs are 
entrusted for the duration of their offices consist of 
the President, President Elect, the Vice-President, 
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer.

The Executive Committee shall be the Governing 
Body of the Society to whom the rules and 
regulations of the Society and the management of its 
affairs is entrusted.

regulations of the Society and the management of 
its affairs is entrusted.

3.  Constitution of the Association

4.  Clause 3: Office & Scope

(a) The Principal Office of the Association shall 
be located in the I.O.A. House, Plot No. 69, 
Tughlaqabad Institutional Area, M.B. Road, 
Near Batra Hospital, New Delhi.

(b) The Association shall operate throughout the 
Republic of India and in foreign countries 
wherever deemed necessary.

(c) It will operate directly or through branches 
established and affiliated in furtherances of 
the objects of the Association.

1. The Principal Office of the Association shall be 
located in the I.O.A. House, Plot No. 69, 
Tughlaqabad Institutional Area, M.B. Road, 
Near Batra Hospital, New Delhi 110062, India

2. The Association shall operate throughout the 
Republic of India.

3. It will operate directly or through branches 
established and affiliated in furtherance of the 
objects of the Association

5.  Clause 4: Membership

Membership of the Association shall comprise 
of the following categories:

(a) Honorary Fellows

1. The Association may admit individuals, who 
fulfill the criteria as stipulated by Clause 4(6) as 
members.
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2. The classification and categories of members 
together with their rights and privileges shall be 
determined and amended by the Executive 
Committee and approved by the General Body 
from time to time.

3. Applications for all categories of membership 
can be made online through the IOA website. 
The individual desirous of becoming a Life 
Member shall be a member of the State 
Chapter before he can apply for IOA 
membership. Individuals working for Central 
Government agencies or residing in regions 
devoid of State Chapters shall be exempted 
from being members of the State Chapter to 
become IOA members.

4. Approval of all categories of membership shall 
be by a majority vote at a business meeting. 
The life membership with voting rights of all 
applicants shall come into effect from the next 
day after ratification in the Annual General 
Body meeting of the Association.

5. A Life Member of the Association may vote only 
for the State Representative for the state in 
which he has been registered in the IOA 
records.

6. The Members of the Association shall be 
classified and admitted into the following 
categories:

a. HONORARY FELLOWS:

i. Being a person of distinction, approved by 
the Executive Committee, in recognition of 
his or her contribution to the progress of 
orthopaedic surgery.

ii. A maximum of four Honorary Fellowships 
can be conferred in any Annual 
Conference of the Association. Of these, a 
maximum of two can be conferred upon 
foreign nationals for their extraordinary 
contributions.

b. LIFE MEMBERS:

i. Being a fully trained orthopaedic surgeon 
with an orthopedic degree recognized by 
the National Medical Council of India / 
Medical Council of India /State Medical 
Council (D.Ortho, MS Ortho, DNB Ortho, 
MCh Ortho).

(b) Life Members

(c) Associate members

(a) HONORARY FELLOWS: Honorary Fellows 
may be elected from men or women of 
distinction, including laymen residing in India 
or abroad, who have made outstanding 
contribution to the progress of Orthopaedic 
Surgery. There shall be one Honorary Fellow 
for every 300 members.

(b) LIFE MEMBERS: Orthopaedic Surgeon with 
proper training in the specialty recognized by 
Medical Council of India/State Medical 
Councils, or an Internationally certified 
Medical Council with D.Ortho., MS(Ortho), 
Mch (Ortho), DNB (Ortho)., FRCS(Ortho.) 
who contribute a minimum of Rs. 5000/-. 
(Five thousand only) to the funds of the 
association may be elected to life 
membership of the association. Membership 
has to be ratified by the General Body before 
being elected to the life membership of the 
association.

Applications for life membership of Indian 
Orthopaedic Association from year 2016 
shall by through the State Chapters. It shall 
b e  m a n d a t o r y  f o r  a p p l i c a n t s  t o  
simultaneously become members of state 
chapters at time of application Membership 
forms shall be collected by State Chapters 
along with two multicity cheques, one 
towards life membership of State Chapter 
and other for Rs. 5000 (Five thousand only) 
payable to Indian Orthopaedic Association 
New Delhi. The State Chapters shall forward 
the application form and cheque after due 
verification to IOA House New Delhi.

(c) ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP:

I. Associate members may be elected 
from those (1) who are training in 
orthopaedic surgery and from (2) 
physicians and surgeons in this or 
othercountries who are interested in 
orthopaedic surgery or allied branches 
of medicine or (3) who are engaged in 
practice of allied subjects closely related 
to Orthopaedic Surgery. The application 
for associate membership for both 
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ii. Having paid the subscription / fees as 
prescribed by the Association from time to 
time.

iii. A new applicant shall be given a 
Provisional Membership Number and after 
being approved and ratified at the Annual 
General Body meeting of the Association, 
he shall be allotted a Life Membership 
number(LM No).

iv. All life members, residing in India, are 
entitled to attend scientific meetings, 
participate in all scientific discussion, right 
to vote, and hold any office of the 
Association provided they fulfill the 
stipulated criteria.

c. ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:

i. Associate members may be from the 
following

1. Who are pursuing training in orthopaedic 
surgery

2. Physicians and surgeons (registered 
with the NMC / MCI / State medical 
Council) who are interested in orthopaedic 
surgery or allied branches of medicine

ii. Associate Members of the Association 
shall have the right to attend scientific 
meetings, social events, and engage in all 
scientific deliberations but they shall not 
attend business meetings and take part in 
elections.

iii. Fees for orthopaedic trainees to become 
Associate Members shall be decided by 
the Association from time to time. On 
completion of training and obtaining a 
recognized degree, they shall be eligible to 
become life members of theAssociation on 
the payment of an additional amount as 
prescribed by the Association at that 
moment in time.

iv. Category 2 of the medical personnel 
seeking Associate membership shall be 
required to pay a one-time fee as laid down 
by Executive Committee and revised from 
time to time.

categories will be made to the Hon. 
Secretary who will place it before the 
Executive Committee for scrutiny and 
acceptance.

II. Associate Members of the Association 
shall have the right of attending scientific 
meetings and social events and 
engaging in all scientific discussions but 
they shall not attend business meetings 
and take part in elections. Fees for 
Category 1 (Trainees): Rs. 2000/- On 
completion of training and obtaining a 
recognized degree and on payment of 
Rs 3000/- they shall become life 
members of the Association. Category 2 
& 3 of the medical personnel seeking 
Associate membership have to pay a 
one-time fee as laid down by Executive 
Committee and revised from time to 
time.

III. Applications for all categories of 
membership must be made on an official 
form and supported by two members of 
the Association and forwarded to the 
Hon. Secretary, of the State Chapter and 
through him/her to the Hon. Secretary of 
I.O.A., of the Association who will place it 
before the Executive Committee for 
consideration.

Election for all categories of membership shall be 
by a majority vote at a business meeting. The 
membership of all applicants shall come into effect 
from the next day after ratification in the Annual 
General Body meeting of the Association.
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d. INTERNATIONAL AFFILIATE MEMBERS:

i. Foreign / Non-Resident Indian orthopedic 
surgeon with an orthopedic degree 
recognized by their National accreditation 
authority and being a member of the their 
National Orthopaedic Association.

ii. Having paid the subscription / fees as 
prescribed by the Association from time to 
time.

iii. They shall have the right to attend scientific 
meetings, social events, and engage in all 
scientific discussions, attend business 
meeting. However they will not be eligible 
to vote or contest for a position of the 
Association.

Clause removed(a) Honorary Fellows and life members may be 
invited to make periodical or annual 
contribution to any of the existing funds and 
trusts and other special activities of the 
Association.

(b) All persons attending scientific meeting may 
be required to pay a registration fee should it 
be considered necessary, if and when it is 
considered necessary, or for enhancement 
of contribution for Life Membership.

6.  Clause 6: Subscription

7.  Clause 7: Cessation of Membership

1. Any member desirous of withdrawing from the 
membership of the association shall be 
required to give a written notice to the 
Secretary General not less than three months 
before the Annual Conference of the 
Association.

2. The Executive Committee may, by a majority 
decision of its members, issue a show cause 
notice to a member for actions injurious to the 
prestige and dignity of the Association. Such 
anotice will be issued at least 4 weeks before 
the next scheduled executive committee 
meeting.

3. Such a member shall have the right to 
represent to the Executive Committee through 
a written application to the Secretary General 

(a) Any life member or Associate wishing to 
withdraw his or her membership from the 
Association shall give notice in writing to the 
Secretary not less than three months before 
the end of the financial year.

(b) Any life member or associate whose 
resignation is requested under Rule 16(d) 
shall have the right to appeal to the 
Executive Committee provided he or she 
makes a written application to the 
Secretarywithin 14 days of receiving the 
request. This shall be taken up in the next 
meeting of Executive Committee.
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within 14 days of receiving the show cause 
notice.

4. The matter shall be taken up at the next 
meeting of Executive Committee. The 
Executive Committee may, by a majority 
resolution, take the decision to temporarily 
suspend such a member till the time the matter 
is taken up by the General Body.

5. Such termination shall be deemed to be 
confirmed, unless reversed by the General 
body

6. If a member’s name is expunged from the 
register of the Medical Council, the certificate 
of which he / she attached with his / her 
membership application, the membership of 
the Association will be automatically 
terminated. In the scenario that the said 
member is again enrolled with the Medical 
Council, he / she may apply afresh for the 
membership of the Indian Orthopaedic 
Association with the new enrolment certificate 
of the Medical Council.

7. Grievance Redressal Mechanism:

a. Any member having grievance shall be 
obliged to write officially to the President 
with a copy to the Secretary General. The 
matter will be referred to the Legal & 
Grievance committee and the member 
concerned shall be intimated accordingly 
within 2 weeks.

b. If the grievances are of grave nature or 
upon recommendation of the Legal & 
Grievance Committee, the Secretary 
General shall place it before the Executive 
Committee and such shall be addressed as 
early as possible.

c. The Executive Committee may, in its 
wisdom, decide to also constitute a panel 
of Past Presidents / Life Members / Others 
if deemed necessary to look into the matter 
concerned and report back to the 
Committee within two weeks.

d. The Committee’s report / recommendation 
will be submitted to the Executive 
Committee for discussion.
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e. A member is obliged to participate in 
grievance redressal mechanism as 
enumerated in the Constitution. Any 
derogation of the same would be contrary 
to provisions and such person(s) shall be 
liable for action as per the provisions of the 
IOA Constitution.

8. a representation is received by the Association 
from an affiliated state chapter in lieu of 
disciplinary action initiated against a Member, it 
shall be placed before the Executive 
committee for deliberation.

1. The Association shall be empowered to help 
establish and subsequently affiliate State 
Chapters of the Associations. Such Chapters 
shall function with their own executive 
committees comprising of a President, 
President Elect, Honorary Secretary, Treasurer 
and other members, as they deem fit.

2. Such Chapters can be established for states 
and union territories of India. One or more 
states can combine to have a joint state 
chapter provided they do not have independent 
state chapters.

3. The affiliation of any State Chapter shall be by a 
written application to the Secretary General, 
supported by a list of at least 30 members, and 
accompanied by a copy of the constitution.

4. All chapters shall be constituted and shall 
function in accordance with the Rules of the 
Association and shall abide with the directives 
given from time to time by the office of the 
Association.

5. The Chapters shall send regular report of their 
activities to the Hon. Secretary.

6. The Chapters should be registered under the 
Registration of Societies Act of 1860 and 
should have their Permanent Account Number 
of Income Tax.

7. Preferably all of the members of the Chapter 
should be members of the Association and an 
undertaking with respect to this should be 
given by the Secretary of the Chapter.

There may be Regional or State Chapters of the 
Association in each Region or State as is thought 
feasible by the Executive Committee. Within the 
Region or State any District or City may have a 
local branch which shall be guided by the Regional 
or the State Chapter. All chapters shall be 
constituted and shall function in accordance with 
the Rules of the Association and directives given 
from time to time by the office of the Association. A 
Centre State Relationship Committee consisting of 
a chairman nominated by the executive 
committee, the President, Hon. Secretary, 
Immediate Past President and President-elect of 
the I.O.A. along with elected Presidents and Hon. 
Secretaries of all affiliated chapters will monitor the 
functioning of state chapters.

Affiliation: For a state chapter to be affiliated to 
the Association, the state chapter will apply to the 
Hon. Secretary through the State Hon. Secretary 
agreeing to adopt the constitution of the 
Association with modifications accepted by the 
executive committee of the Association. They will 
also send regular report of activities to the Hon. 
Secretary. The affiliated state chapter shall agree 
to follow the directive given from time to time by the 
Executive Committee of the Association.

At least 75% of the members of the chapter should 
be members of the Association (enrolled till year 
2015) and all members of State Chapter 
enrolledfrom 2016 onward) and an undertaking 
with respect to this is to be given. The chapter 
should also be registered under the Registration of 
Societies Act of 1860 and should be having their 
Permanent Account Number of Income Tax.

8.  Clause 8: Chapters
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8. A Centre State Relationship Committee 
chaired by a nominee of the executive 
committee, termed the Chair of the Committee, 
will monitor the functioning of state chapters.

Affiliation of State Chapters shall be renewed once 
in every 10 years. Application for renewal of 
affiliation should be sent to Secretary at least 6 
months before expiry of affiliation.

9.  Relationship with Other Associations (New Proposal)

1. In furtherance of the Objects, the Association 
may cooperate with global, international, 
national, regional and super/ sub-specialty 
orthopedic associations or societies.

2. The Association will only cooperate / associate 
with associations which have objects similar to 
the Objects of the Association and which have 
a democratically elected Executive Committee 
/ Board of Directors and GBM is conducted 
regularly /change of office bearers happens 
and minutes are submitted till the MOU is in 
effect.

3. Such co-operation should be approved by the 
Executive Committee and documented by 
virtue of a ‘Memorandum of Understanding’ 
signed by the President / Secretary of both 
associations / societies.

4. The MOU shall clearly state the reciprocal 
arrangements agreed to between both the 
cooperating associations.

5. The Association shall provide scientific 
sessions in its Annual Conference, only to such 
associations and / or super/ sub-specialty 
groups with whom the Association has an MOU 
in place.

6. The President shall represent the Association 
at all invited conferences or functions. If, for 
any professional or personal reason, he is 
unable to do so, the Association shall be 
represented by the President Elect and failing 
him the Vice President. In the extra-ordinary 
circumstances that all the three cannot attend, 
the Secretary General / nominee shall 
represent the Association.

10.  Clause 9: Accounts & Finances

1. The financial year of the Association will be 
commencing on 1st April of each year and 
ending on 31st March of the subsequent year.

(a) The Association’ financial year shall extend 
from 1 April of one year to 31 March of the 
following year, both days inclusive.
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2. The accounts of the Association shall be 
maintained in the name of the Association 
preferably at a nationalized bank authorized by 
the executive committee.

3. All property and money shall be vested in the 
name of the Association

4. The Treasurer shall have the charge of all the 
money, assets, movable and immovable 
properties of the association.

5. A draft budget for the coming Financial Year 
shall be prepared by the Treasurer, and 
presented to the Executive Committee for 
discussion and approval, at its meeting during 
the Annual Conference of the Association.

6. The Finance Committee shall oversee and 
assist the function of the Treasurer. It shall also 
assist the Treasurer in forward financial 
planning.

7. The Treasurer shall present a full financial 
statement and duly audited balance sheet at 
the Annual Business meeting of the 
Association. He shall also email these financial 
details to all the members of the Executive 
Committee at least 15 days prior to the date of 
the business meeting.

8. The accounts of the Association shall be 
audited annually.

9. The accounts of the Association shall be 
opened jointly in the names of the President, 
Secretary General, Treasurer and Joint 
Secretary and shall be operated by the 
signatures of the Treasurer and any one of the 
other three Officers of the Association.

10. The payment of subscription and/or donations 
shall be made to the Secretary General of 
theAssociation, who after verification of the 
attached documentation will forward it to the 
Treasurer.

11. No member of the Executive committee or Sub-
committee shall incur any expenses on behalf 
of the Association except with the written 
permission of the President and / or Secretary 
General.

(b) The accounts of the Association shall be 
maintained in the name of the Association at 
a bank authorized by the executive 
committee.

(c) The Treasurer shall have the charge of all the 
money, assets, movable and immovable 
properties of the association.

(d) All property and money shall be vested in the 
name of the association.

(e) The payment of subscription and/or 
donations shall be made to the Treasurer of 
the Association.

(f) No member of any committee or sub-
committee shall incur any expenses on 
behalf of the Association except with the 
written permission of the Secretary and the 
Treasurer.

(g) The accounts of the Association shall be 
audited annually.

(h) The accounts of the Association shall be 
operated jointly by the Treasurer and any of 
the following members of the executive 
committee.

(i) President

(ii) Secretary

(iii) Joint Secretary
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1. The annual scientific meeting of the Association 
shall be called the IOACON: Indian Orthopaedic 
Association Conference.

2. The conference shall be held in the months of 
November – December. In the extraordinary 
circumstances that a physical conferences 
cannot be held, Virtual IOACON shall be 
convened in the second week of December.

3. The conference shall be a stand-alone 
academic event and shall not be clubbed with 
any other international or state conference.

4. The venue of the conference shall be on a 
rotation basis among the five zones. The order of 
rotation shall be: Zone 1 to Zone 2 to Zone 3 to 
Zone 4 to Zone 5.

5. The Zone demarcations shall be: 

a.  Zone 1: Jharkhand, North Eastern states, 
Orissa, West Bengal

b. Zone 2: AP, Goa, Gujarat, Maharashtra, 
Telangana

c. Zone 3: Delhi, HP, Jammu, Kashmir, Ladakh, 
Punjab, Haryana, Chandigarh, Rajasthan, 
Uttarakhand

d. Zone 4: Bihar, Chhattisgarh, MP, UP

e. Zone 5: Karnataka, Kerala, Puducherry, TN

6. Bid will be made from the specified zones in 
rotation. In the event of there being no bid from 
the zone, the conference will be organized 
centrally by the Association.

7. The selection of the conference venue shall be 
done by an online election process described by 
Clause 15 from amongst the bidding cities of the 
specified zone.

8. Details of calling of annual conference 
procedure, guidelines & protocols to be 
observed, finances and savings shall be 
governed by the published guidelines/protocols 
of IOA drawn up and updated from time to time 
by decisions taken in executive committee and 
ratified in annual general body meeting.

9. The arrangements, dates and venue of the 
annual conference may be changed by the 

(a) The scientific meetings shall be held every 
year. The venue and the dates of the meeting 
called the Annual Conference of the Indian 
Orthopaedic Association shall be decided by 
a majority vote. Details of calling of Annual 
Conference procedure, guidelines for 
protocols to be observed, finances and 
savings shall be governed by published 
guidelines/protocols of I.O.A. drawn up and 
updated from time to time by decisions taken 
in executive committee and ratified in annual 
general body meeting.

(b) The arrangements, dates and venue of the 
Annual Conference may be changed under 
extraordinary circumstances by the 
Executive Committee.

The circumstances are:

* Withdrawal by local organizing committee.

* Act of omission/commission of a serious 
nature by senior member of organizing 
committee grievous enough to affect the 
conference or name of the Association.

* Illness/Death of the Organising Secretary.

* Lack of follow-up of directives from I.O.A. 
executives regarding program / guidelines 
protocol for I.O.A. Annual meeting, by the 
local organizing committee.

* Falsification of information of facilities at 
venue at time of bid.

* Any other condition which the Executive 
Committee feels is of serious nature and will 
adversely affect the staging of the 
conference or the name of the Association.

(c) Applications for hosting the annual meeting 
shall be called from interested State 
Chapters on a Standard proforma fulfilling 
criteria laid down from time to time by 
Executive Committee. The intendinghost 
State Chapter shall be a registered body. All 
financial responsibilities for conducting the 
conference shall rest with the State Chapter.

(d) Formal bids for venue of Annual meetings 
will be invited two years in advance. They 
should be submitted at least one month 

11.  Clause 10: Scientific Meetings
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Executive committee of IOA under the following 
extraordinary circumstances:

a. Expression of inability / withdrawal by local 
organizing committee to conduct the 
conference.

b. Act of omission / commission of a serious 
nature by senior member of organizing 
committee grievous enough to affect the 
conference or sully the name of the 
Association.

c. Illness / Death of the Organizing Secretary.

d. Lack of follow-up of directives from the 
executive committee regarding program / 
guidelines / protocols by the local organizing 
committee.

e. Falsification of information of facilities at 
venue at time of bid.

f. Any other condition which the Executive 
Committee of IOA feels is of serious nature 
and will adversely affect the staging of the 
conference or the name of the Association.

10. In the extra ordinary circumstances that the local 
organizing committee is unable to conduct the 
conference, it shall be organized by the 
Association per se.

11. Applications for hosting the annual meeting shall 
be called, two years in advance, from interested 
State Chapters on a Standard proforma fulfilling 
criteria laid down from time to time by Executive 
Committee of IOA.

12. The bidding host State Chapter shall:

a. Designate the proposed Organizing 
Secretary and Organizing Chairman as per 
bid document

b. Be a registered body.

c. Provide the PAN Card for the opening of the 
official accounts

d. Give an undertaking to be accountable for all 
financial responsibilities of conducting the 
conference and abide by the directives of the 
executive committee and scientific / program 
committee of IOA.

before the annual meeting on a standard 
proforma. The local organizers and state 
chapter officers will have to give an 
undertaking to abide by the directives of the 
Execut ive Commit tee and Central  
Committee.

(e) The Local Co-Ordinator for the Scientific 
Meeting shall be nominated by the State 
Chapter and ratified at the business meeting 
of the association. He shall also be 
responsible for all the finances pertaining to 
the conference.

Central Committee will decide the full programme 
of the conference at least 3 months in advance. 
This includes arrangements for scientific 
deliberations, guest speakers, orators, seminars, 
symposia, workshops and selection of free papers 
for presentation at the Annual Conference.

The Central Committee for the Conference 
shall consist of —

1. President of IOA

2. President-elect of IOA

3. Vice Presidents

4. Hon. Secretary of IOA

5. Hon. Treasurer of IOA

6. Two immediate Past Presidents of IOA

7. Editor of IJO

8. Organizing Secretary

9. President of Host Chapter

10. Treasurer for the Organizing Committee

11. Chairman Scientific Committee of the 
Conference.

(f) The Central Committee shall have academic 
and financial control over scientific Meetings.

(i) Any member or an associate of the 
Association or any other person wishing 
to present a communication shall 
furnish three copies of the abstract to 
the Secretary at least 12 weeks before 
the date of the meeting.
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e. Abide by the financial obligation of 
contributing a minimum of ten percent (which 
may be changed from time to time) of the 
entire collection to the Indian Orthopedic 
Association. This is besides the incidental 
charges which is collected during IOACON, 
which go directly and completely to the 
Benevolent fund account of the IOA.

13. The Organizing Secretary and the Organizing 
Chairman for the annual conference shall be 
nominated by the State Chapter via a written 
resolution of the Executive of the State Chapter 
and ratified at the General Body Meeting of the 
IOA. The Organizing Secretary and The 
Organizing Chairman along with President and 
Secretary of Host Chapter shall be responsible 
for the organization and finances of the 
conference. In extraordinary circumstances, the 
state GBM or EGBM can recall The Organizing 
Secretary and or Organizing Chairman and 
nominate a new one, the same needs to be 
ratified by Extraordinary EC or GBM of IOA.

14. Central Committee will decide the full program of 
the conference at least four months in advance. 
This includes arrangements for scientific 
deliberations, guest speakers, orators, 
seminars, symposia, workshops and selection 
of free papers for presentation at the Annual 
Conference.

15. The Central Committee shall consist of:

a. Officers of the Association (specified in 
Clause 13.1)

b. Two immediate Past Presidents of IOA

c. President & Secretary of Host Chapter

d. Local Organizing Committee Members as 
follows:

i. Organizing Chairman

ii. Organizing Secretary

iii. Treasurer

iv. Chair of Scientific Committee

16. Central Committee shall have complete 
academic and financial control over the 
conference and its decisions shall be binding on 
the organizing secretary and local organizing 
committee.

(ii) No communication presented to the 
Association is routinely published 
unless specially requested by the 
central committee.

(iii) Every communication presented to the 
association becomes the property of the 
Association which has the right to 
publish it in the official publication of the 
Association or elsewhere to be 
determined in agreement with the 
author.

(iv) E v e r y  p e r s o n  p r e s e n t i n g  a  
communication shall supply to the 
Editor of the Indian Journal of 
Orthopaedics an abstract four weeks 
before the meeting and if requested — 
he shall also supply a full typescript with 
illustrations within a reasonable time in 
form suitable for publications.
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1. A business meeting of the IOA shall be held once 
every year at the IOACON. Such a meeting shall 
be called an Annual General Body Meeting. In 
the extraordinary circumstances that the 
IOACON is not held, the Annual General Body 
Meeting will be convened online.

2. The Executive Committee shall be empowered 
to call additional meetings of the Association 
which shall be termed Extra Ordinary Meetings.

3. A minimum of four Executive Committee 
Meetings will be held every year. These may be 
physical or virtual as deemed fit by the Officers 
of the Association

4. The minimum notice required to convene a 
Meeting of the Association shall be:

a. Annual General Body Meeting: 30 days;

b. Online Extra Ordinary Meeting: 7 days;

c. Physical Executive Committee Meeting: 30 
days.

d. Online Executive Committee Meeting: 7 
days

5. No business shall be transacted at any meeting 
of the Association unless a quorum has been 
established. A quorum shall be established at 
the beginning of a meeting.

6. The quorum of the Annual General Body 
Meeting and Extra ordinary meetings shall be 
100 members. These may be present in person 
or via video link.

7. If a quorum is not present for the meeting, it shall 
be adjourned and then reconvened after 30 
minutes.

8. If at the adjourned meeting a quorum is not 
present:

a. Fifty members will constitute a quorum

b. If less than 50 members are present, the 
meeting shall be dissolved

9. The quorum of the Executive Committee 
meetings shall be 20 members, which must 
include at least 5 Officers of the Association. 
These may be present in person or via video 
link.

(a) A business meeting shall be held at least 
once during the course of each scientific 
meeting of the Association (to be called the 
Annual General Body Meeting), and on such 
other occasions as may be decided by the 
Executive Committee. The quorum for such 
meeting shall be 100. If the quorum is not 
complete, the meeting is to be adjourned and 
may be again convened after 15 minutes 
without adequate quorum.

(b) Only Life Members of the Association shall be 
entitled to attend and vote at business 
meetings.

(c) The President shall call a business meeting 
within twenty-eight days of receiving a 
request signed by not less than 500 
members specifying the nature of the 
business.

(d) Ratification of Decisions of Business 
meetings: All decisions taken in a business 
meeting of the Association shall come into 
effect only after being ratified in subsequent 
Annual General Body meeting. (business 
meeting) of the Association.

12.  Clause 11: Business Meeting
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10. Only Life Members of the Association shall be 
entitled to attend and vote at business meetings.

11. The President shall also call a business meeting 
within thirty days of receiving a request signed 
by not less than 500 members specifying the 
nature of the business.

12. All decisions taken by a majority approval in a 
Annual General Body meeting of the 
Association shall come into effect immediately.

13. Decisions taken in a special / extraordinary 
meeting will come into effect after ratification in 
the subsequent business meeting of the 
Association / AGM.

1. The Association shall publish the Indian Journal 
of Orthopedics and a Newsletter.

2. INDIAN JOURNAL OF ORTHOPAEDICS

a. The official publication of the Association 
shall be the Indian Journal of Orthopedics.

b. The Journal will be available to members in 
an E-format. However it shall also be 
available to the Medical institutions and 
members desirous of having it in printed 
format.

3. IOA NEWSLETTER

a. The Secretary General shall publish an 
enewsletter three times a year.

b. It shall contain:

i. Official messages

ii. Details of Executive / Standing / Sub 
committees

iii. Minutes of all business meetings of 
the Association

iv. Reports of Officers of the Association 
& all committees

v. Official announcements

vi. List of all new members.

(a) The main official publication of the Association 
shall be the Indian Journal of Orthopaedics.

(b) The office bearers of the editorial board shall 
be: 

Editor (one) 

Associate Editors (two) 

Assistant editor (three)

Subject specific members of editorial board 
(Spine, trauma, arthroplasty, arthroscopy, hand, 
basic sciences, statistics, pediatric, infection) etc.

All these posts will have a term of 3 years: 
Members holding these posts may be re-elected 
for another term of three years.

13.  Clause 12: Publication
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1.  The Officers of the Association shall be

a. President

b. President Elect

c. Vice-President

d. Secretary General

e. Joint Secretary

f. Treasurer

g. Editor

2. All officers except the Secretary, Joint 
Secretary, Treasurer and Editor shall be elected 
annually.

3. The Officers shall discharge their duties in an 
honorary capacity

(a) The officers of the Association shall be 
President, President-elect, two vice-
Presidents, Secretary, Joint Secretary and 
Treasurer.

(b) All officers except the Secretary, Joint 
Secretary and Treasurer shall be elected 
annually.

(c) All the officers shall be honorary.

14.  Clause 13: Officers

15.  Term of Office (New Clause for Clarity)

1. The term of office of the Officers of the 
Association & other members of the Executive 
Committee shall be

a. President, President Elect, & Vice 
President: One year

b. Honorary Secretary, Treasurer, Joint 
Secretary, Editor: Three years

c. IOA State representatives: Three years.

2. Elections will be held on an annual basis. The 
maximum permissible time between two 
elections is of fourteen months.

3. The Executive Committee as constituted in 
accordance with these Rules shall continue in 
office notwithstanding their period of 
service,which may have expired until their 
successors have been duly elected.

16.  Clause 14: Executive Committee

1. The Executive Committee shall consist of

a. Officers of the Association

b. Two Immediate Past Presidents of IOA

c. Presidents & Secretaries of affiliated State 
Chapters

d. Elected IOA State representatives

The Executive Committee shall consist of the 
President, two immediate Past Presidents, 
P res i den t -E lec t ,  two  V i ce -P res i den t s  
Hon.Secretary, two Joint Secretaries (one from 
Delhi and one from the same city as 
Hon.Secretary) and Treasurer.

All Presidents and Hon.Secretaries of State 
Chapters shall be executive members and their 
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2. Presidents and Secretaries of State Chapters 
shall be executive members for a term 
commensurate with their term of office in their 
State Chapters.

3. An additional executive member will be elected 
from each State Chapter, having 250 or more 
members of IOA as on 31st December of the 
previous year. State Chapters having 500 
members or more shall have two additional 
executive members apart from President and 
Secretary.

4. These State representatives shall be elected by 
IOA members from that State and shall have a 
term of three years. They are entitled for 
reelection for one more term only.

term shall be commensurate with their term of 
office in their State Chapter. An additional 
executive member will be elected from each State 
Chapter, having 250 or more members of IOA as 
on 31st December of the previous year. State 
Chapters having 500 members or more shall have 
two additional executive members apart from 
President and Hon.Secretary.

These members shall be elected by IOA members 
from that State Chapter and shall have a term of 
three years. They are entitled for re-election for 
another term.

17.  Clause 15: Election of Officers and Venue of IOACON

1. The Officers of the Association will be elected by 
an online election.

2. To be eligible to contest for a post of the Officer 
of the Association or State Representative, a 
member must be

a. A life member of the Association for at least 
five years;

b. Residing and practicing orthopedics in 
India.

3. The Vice President shall be Election Officer.

4. The Election Officer shall be responsible for 
scrutiny of nominations, finalization of 
contestants, selection of vendor to execute the 
election, conduction of online election, counting 
of votes and subsequent declaration of results.

5. The Election Officer shall conduct the election in 
complete secrecy and shall not disclose the 
voting details unless legally obligated to.

6. All contestants will sign a notarized affidavit to 
abide by the code of conduct and submit it along 
with the nomination form. 

7. A member is not eligible to contest for the same 
position of the Association more than three 
times.

8. A member cannot simultaneously contest for 
more than one post in a given election.

The Vice President shall be elected annually from 
amongst life members of the Association. The term 
of the Vice President shall be of one year who shall 
automatically become President-Elect next year 
and President the year after

1. This rule shall come into effect from year 
2016 elections. There shall be election of 
President Elect and one Vice President in 
that year From 2017 the election shall be for 
one Vice President only. The Vice-President 
shall be the election officer during his term of 
office as Vice President.

2. Members who have been elected to post of 
Vice President before 2016 can contest for 
Vice President post in future.

3. A member who shall be elected as Vice 
President from 2016 onwards shall not 
contest for the post of Vice President in 
future. 

Editor of the Indian Journal of Orthopaedics, 
Associate editors, members of the editorial board 
shall be appointed by the executive committee on 
the recommendation of the search committee 
consisting of the President, bA, President-Elect of 
bA, Hon. Secretary, bA, Editor IJO and immediate 
past Editor. For the appointment of Editor, two Past 
Presidents will also be included in the committee. 
The nominated posts will be advertised in the IOA 
newsletter and desirous candidate should apply 
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9. The Election Officer shall conduct his duties 
independently, without interference of the 
Executive Committee.

10. The Election Officer shall nominate three senior 
members / Past Presidents / Retired High Court 
judge / Auditor to be the Election Observers. 
These Observers shall be involved in the entire 
electoral process.

11. In the extra-ordinary circumstances that the 
Vice President is unable to conduct the 
elections, the Executive Committee shall 
nominate an Election Officer from amongst the 
past Election Officers.

12. The Election Officer shall notify the elections in 
the first week of August. Such notification will be 
made by an email to members of the 
Association and shall also be displayed on the 
homepage of the Association website.

13. Notification of elections should be accompanied 
by details of vacancies to be filled in and the 
official nomination form.

14. All nominations must be received by the 
Election Officer within 4 weeks (before the last 
date specified on the nomination form) of the 
dispatch of the notice convening the elections.

15. After the last date of receiving of the nomination 
forms, the Election Officer will inform all the 
candidates, whose nominations are accepted, 
about the list of candidates in the fray.

16. Any candidate may withdraw his candidature 
within the time stipulated.

17. The Election Officer will conduct the online 
counting of votes within 24 hours of closure 
ofthe voting. This shall be done in the physical / 
online presence of the following:

a. President, President Elect & Secretary 
General of IOA

b. Election observers

c. All contestants for all the positions of the 
Executive Committee or their official 
authorized representatives.

d. Proposed Organizing Secretaries of 
IOACON Bidding cities.

with their curriculum vitae. The C.V’s will be short 
listed by the Hon. Secretary. He would place it 
before the search committee for recommending 
the names. The appointment shall be done by the 
Executive Committee. One Assistant Editor and 3 
members of Editorial board shall be filled every 
year.

The Secretary, Joint Secretaries, Treasurer, Two 
Fellowship Secretaries, Editor of the Indian 
Journal of Orthopaedics, Associate Editors, 
Assistant Editors and members elected from 
approved state chapters shall hold office for a term 
of three years and shall be eligible for re-election 
for another term.

Chairpersons for various sub-committee shall also 
hold office for 3 years and can be re-nominated for 
another term. The Treasurer and the joint 
Secretary shall be nominated by the executive 
from such members of the IOA who are resident 
and working in the Union Territory of Delhi to 
facilitate smooth day-to-day running of the 
registered office at Delhi. One joint Secretary will 
be nominated by Hon. Secretary from the city 
where he is residing.

(a) To contest for any post a member must have 
been a life member of the Association for at 
least five years and residing in India. 

(b) At least 12 weeks before the Annual General 
Body Meeting, the President Elect shall send 
to each life member and full member eligible 
to vote, a notice of the election accompanied 
by a list of vacancies to be filled in for 
nomination. All nominations must be 
received by the President Elect within 28 
days of the dispatch of the notice convening 
the election. If there is more than one 
nomination for any vacancy, election shall be 
on the basis of a majority vote. Any candidate 
may withdraw his name at least twoweeks 
before posting of ballot papers. The manner 
of election shall be secret ballot only. This 
may be by postal ballot or courier which is 
deemed most democratic by President-
elect.

(c) The Executive Committee as constituted in 
accordance with these Rules shall continue 
in office notwithstanding their period of 
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18. The counting procedure will be video graphed 
and preserved as proof.

19. The Election Officer shall officially declare the 
results of the elections via an online Executive 
Committee Meeting called within 24 hours of the 
counting of votes, notice of which shall be 
declared with the election notification. The 
result will then be displayed on the website of 
the Association.

20. The incoming Officers of the Association will 
assume charge at the Valedictory function of the 
Annual Conference. In the extraordinary 
circumstances that the IOACON is not held, 
they shall assume charge on the 3rd Sunday of 
December via an online meeting convened by 
the Election Officer.

21. An officer of the Association shall be eligible to 
contest an election for another post of the 
Association only in the subsequent year of 
having completed the term of office. The 
organizing secretary and organizing chairman 
of the Annual Conference shall be ineligible to 
contest for a position of the Officers of the 
Association in the scheduled and subsequent 
year of the said conference.

service which has expired until their 
successors have been duly elected. 
(Explanation: it is mandatory for elections to 
be held every year. The maximum 
permissible time between two elections is of 
fourteen months. If the President-elect is 
unable to carry out the elections due to some 
reason, the Executive Committee shall 
nominate an election officer from amongst 
the members of the Association).

18.  Clause 16: Powers, Functions & Duties of the Executive Committee

1. The management of the Association shall vest 
in the Executive Committee.

2. The Executive Committee shall control the 
affairs of the Association, its funds and assets.

The income and the property of the Association, 
howsoever derived shall be spent solely 
towards the objects of the Association and no 
portionthereof shall be paid or transferred 
directly or indirectly for any other purpose 
except for

a. Providing scholarships and fellowships to 
the membership as decided by the 
Executive committee from time to time.

b. As gift to an orthopaedic charitable / 
education trust.

c. For scientific and professional activities of 
the Association.

d. For the general maintenance of the IOA 
House.

(a) The management of the Association shall 
vest in the Executive Committee of the 
Association.

(b) The Executive Committee shall have the 
power to fill up casual vacancies amongst 
the officers (except the President) and other 
members of the committee subject to 
confirmation at the next business meeting.

(c) The Executive Committee shall control the 
affairs of the Association, its funds and 
assets. The income and the property of the 
Association, howsoever derived shall be 
spent solely towards the objects of the 
Association and no portion thereof shall be 
paid or transferred directly or indirectly for 
any other purpose except for

* The purpose of providing scholarships and 
fellowships to be offered for competition 
amongst the life members, full members and 
Associates of the Association.
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e. For the purchase of equipment/furniture 
etc. for the office/building.

f. Salaries of IOA Staff.

3. The Executive Committee shall be empowered 
to fill up vacancies amongst the officers (except 
the President) and other members of the 
committee subject to confirmation at the next 
business meeting.

4. The Executive Committee shall have power to 
suspend a member deemed to be working 
contrary to the interest of Association or to have 
been disobedient to the Rules or guilty of 
unprofessional act of public misdemeanor, as 
per the procedure laid down in Clause 5 of the 
Constitution.

5. Without prejudice to the power of the general 
body of the Association the Executive 
Committee may Exercise powers, function and 
duties as under:

a. To appoint Standing committees, and 
subcommittees and delegate such 
functions and powers to them as it may 
deem necessary;

b. To co-opt Life Member to any committee;

c. To appoint delegates to represent the 
Association at conferences in India and 
abroad;

d. To purchase, build, hold land, buildings, 
machineries, plants, furniture, vehicles, 
books and other equipment that may be 
found necessary in furtherance of 
thefunction and duties of the association 
for and in the name of the Association;

e. To receive donations and benefactions for 
and in the name of the Association;

f. To appoint and Auditor and fix his 
remuneration;

g. To appoint a full time Executive Secretary 
and / or Administrative Officer, and an IT 
professional, who are not members, for the 
management of day-to-day office work. 
Their remuneration and specific duties 
shall be fixed by the Executive Committee. 
They will work directly under orders from 

* As gift to the Orthopaedic Charitable, 
Education and other trusts of the 
Association, and

* For the purpose of building a permanent 
office in New Delhi and such other 
institutions as thought necessary in 
fulfillment of objects of the association.

* For scientific and professional activities of 
the Association.

* For purchase of equipment/furniture etc. for 
the office/building.

(a) The Executive Committee shall have power 
to request the resignation of member 
deemed to be working contrary to the 
interest of Association or to have ceased to 
take interest in the objects of the Association 
or to have been disobedient to the Rules or 
guilty of unprofessional act of public 
misdemeanor, provided that the person 
concerned shall be notified of the proposed 
action not less than eight weeks before the 
next business meeting.

(b) The Executive Committee shall have power 
to remit, reduce or suspend the subscription 
of any Life Member or Associate at its 
discretion.

(c) Without prejudice to the power of the general 
body of the Association the Executive 
Committee may Exercise powers, function 
and duties as under:

(i) To appoint committees, commissions 
and subcommittees and delegate such 
of the functions and powers to them as 
it may deem necessary.

(ii) To co-opt Life Member or Associate or 
any other person to any committee.

(iii) To appoint delegates to represent the 
Association at conferences in India and 
abroad.

(iv) To purchase, build or otherwise and 
hold land, buildings, machineries, 
plants, furnitures, vehicles, books and 
other equipments that may be found 
necessary in furtherance of the 
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the President, Hon. Secretary, and 
Treasurer of the Association;

h. To build up protocols of the Association for 
its smooth functioning which may be 
modified from time to time.

6. The Executive Committee may, by power of 
attorney, appoint any person to be the attorney 
or attorneys of the Association for such 
purposes, with such powers, authorities and 
discretion (being powers, authorities and 
discretions vested in or exercisable by the 
Executive Committee), for such period and 
subject to such conditions as they think fit.

7. The Association shall bear the legal expenses 
for an Officer of the Association in the event of a 
legal suit being brought about against him / her 
in his / her official capacity while working for the 
Association.

function and duties of the association 
for and in the name of the Association.

(v) To receive donations and benefactions 
for and in the name of the Association.

(vi) To constitute trusts and foundations for 
specific activities of the Association, 
e.g. Education trusts.

(vii) To arrange scholarship and fellowships

(viii) To appoint and Auditor and fix his 
remuneration.

(ix) The Executive Committee may appoint 
a full time Executive Secretary and an 
Administrative Officer who will not be 
members of  I .O.A. for  bet ter  
management of day to day office work. 
Their remuneration and specific duties 
shall be fixed by the Executive 
Committee and approved by the 
General Body. They will both work 
directly under orders from the 
President, Hon. Secretary, Jt. 
Secretary and Treasurer of the 
Association.

(x) To build up protocols of the Association 
for its smooth functioning. These may 
be modified from time to time.

19.  Clause 17: Powers & Duties of Office Bearers

The Officers of the Association except the Immediate 
Past Presidents, President and President Elect shall 
be elected by an online electoral process as specified 
by Clause 16 and will keep office as per the terms 
specified in Clause 10.

20.  President

a. The President Elect shall automatically become 
the President at the end of the term of the 
outgoing President.

b. The term of the President shall begin upon 
his/her induction into office by the outgoing 
President at the valedictory function of the 
Annual Congress (physical or virtual) and shall 
continue for one year until the next Annual 
Congress. In the extraordinary circumstances 
that a Congress is not feasible, the induction of 

(i) He shall preside over the meetings of the 
executive committee and all other scientific 
and business meetings, functions, seminars, 
symposiaetc. convened by or on behalf of 
the Association. He shall deliver a 
Presidential address.

(ii) The President shall be ex-officio member of 
all committees and sub-committees.

(iii) The President may co-opt a Life Member in 
t h e  E x e c u t i v e  C o m m i t t e e  f r o m  
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the President will be done virtually as specified 
by Clause 15(18).

c. He/she shall:

i. Be an ex-officio member of all Standing 
Committees and Subcommittees;

ii. Preside over all scientific, executive and 
business meetings convened by or on 
behalf of the Association;

iii. Be eligible to co-opt a life member in the 
executive committee. The number of 
coopted members shall not exceed five 
and their tenure of service shall be 
contemporaneous with that of the 
President. These co-opted members shall 
not have voting rights;

iv. Have one seal of the Association;

v. Provide leadership for the advancement 
and betterment of the Association;

vi. Not be eligible for re-election;

vii. Submit his resignation to the executive 
committee.

regions/states unrepresented in the 
Executive Committee. The number of co-
opted members shall not exceed three and 
their tenure of service shall be determined by 
the President.

(iv) He shall have one seal of the Association.

(v) The President shall submit his resignation to 
the Executive Committee.

21 President Elect

a. The Vice President shall automatically become 
the President Elect at the end of term of office of 
the outgoing President.

b. The term of the President Elect shall be 
contemporaneous with that of the President.

c. He / she shall:

i. Be the Chairman of the Finance 
Committee;

ii. Be an ex-officio member of all Standing 
Committees and Subcommittees;

iii. Perform the duties of the President in his 
absence, illness or incapacity, as the acting 
President;

iv. Shall represent the President and the 
Association at meetings and congresses of 
other orthopaedic associations, if the 
President is unable to do so;

v. Not be eligible for re-election;

vi. Submit his resignation to the President.

(i) The President-Elect shall deputize for the 
President on all occasions when the 
President is absent or ceases to hold office 
during his term. He shall succeed as 
President for the rest of the term.

(ii) He shall be the returning officer for the I.O.A. 
elections during his term of office and 
subcommittees.

(iii) He shall be ex-officio member of all 
committees.

(iv) He shall submit his resignation to the 
President.
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d. In the unfortunate event that the President 
ceases to hold office during his term, the 
President Elect shall succeed the President for 
the rest of the term. On completion of that term 
he shall begin his one year term of office.

22.  Vice Presidents

a. To be eligible to contest for the position of Vice 
President of the Association, the individual must 
have served as a member of the Executive 
Committee as per Clause 11(1), for one term.

b. The election of the Vice President shall be done 
by an online election process described by 
Clause 15.

c. The term of the Vice President shall be 
contemporaneous with that of the President.

d. He / she shall:

i. Be the election officer during his term of 
office. In the extra-ordinary circumstances 
that he is unable to execute the duties of 
the Election officer, the Executive 
Committee will appoint an Election Officer 
from amongst the previous Election 
Officers.

ii. Assist the President in all activities of the 
Association, pertaining to the affairs of the 
Association;

iii. Be an ex-officio member of all Standing 
Committees and Subcommittees;

iv. Shall deputize for all functions of the 
President, in the absence of the President 
& President Elect;

v. Represent the President and the 
Association at meetings and congresses of 
other orthopaedic associations if the 
President Elect is unable to do so;

vi. Not be eligible for re-election;

vii. Submit his resignation to the President.

e. In the absence of the President, President-Elect 
& Vice- President, the Executive Committee 
shall elect a Chairman for any particular 
meeting or for the remaining term of office.

(i) In the absence of the President or President- 
Elect, one of the Vic-Presidents shall 
deputize for all functions of the President. 
They shall carry out functions as per 
protocols of the Association.

(ii) He shall submit his resignation to President. 
In the absence of the President, President-
Elect & Vice- Presidents, the Executive 
Committee shall elect a Chairman for any 
particular meeting or for the remaining term 
of office.
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a. The election of the Secretary General shall be 
done by an online election process described by 
Clause 15.

b. The term of the Secretary General shall be three 
years and he will not be eligible for re-election.

c. He shall be eligible to contest an election for 
another post of the Association only in the 
subsequent year of having completed the term 
of office.

d. He / she shall:

i. Be an ex-officio member of all Standing 
Committees and Subcommittees;

ii. Be responsible for the organization and 
execution of all policies and programs of the 
Association and shall submit reports at the 
meeting of the Executive Committee 
regarding thereto;

iii. Present the annual report at the annual 
meeting of the Executive Committee giving 
a general review of the work of the 
Association in the preceding year;

iv. Circulate all notices in accordance with the 
provision of rules and byelaws;

v. Prepare the minutes of all executive 
committee / business meetings of the 
Association. The minutes of the executive 
committee meeting shall be circulated to 
the members of the Executive committee 
within 2 weeks of the meeting. The concise 
minutes of the AGM shall be uploaded on 
the Association website within 4 weeks of 
the meeting;

vi. Be the custodian of the seal and all official 
documents of the Association and other 
associated items;

vii. Be responsible for the appointment of all 
employees of the Association;

viii. Sign and execute all contracts or other 
instruments in name of Association and 
shall exercise general supervision over all 
the affairs of the Association;

(i) Secretary shall be responsible for the 
organization and execution of all policies and 
programs of the Association and shall submit 
reports at the meeting of the Executive 
Committee regarding thereto. He shall also 
present the annual report at the annual 
meeting of the Executive Committee giving a 
general review of the work of the Association 
in the preceding year.

(ii) He shall prepare and keep the minutes of all 
the business meetings of the Association and 
meeting of the Executive Committee and see 
that all notices are duly given in accordance 
with the provision of rules and bye-laws. He 
will circulate the accounts for the year along 
with minutes of the last Annual General Body 
Meeting.

(iii) He shall be the custodian of the seal of the 
Association and other associated items.

(iv) He shall be the custodian of all the 
documents and the papers of the association.

(v) He shall be responsible for the appointment 
of all employees of the Association.

(vi) He shall have the power to suspend, punish 
and otherwise control or regulate the 
employees of the Association whose monthly 
salary is less thanrupees Two thousand to be 
ratified by the Executive Committee in its next 
meeting.

(vii) He will sign and execute all contracts or other 
instruments in name of Association and shall 
exercise general supervision over all the 
affairs of the Association.

(viii) He shall be an ex-officio member of all 
committees and sub-committees of the 
Association.

(ix) He shall prepare a current voters list of all Life 
Members and Full Members of the 
Association within the first quarter of each 
year.

(x) He shall submit his resignation to the 
President.

23.  Honorary Secretary                                            Secretary General
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ix. Prepare a current voters list of all Life 
Members of the Association on an annual 
basis;

x. Provide the updated voter list to the Election 
officer by July 31 of each year;

xi. He shall submit his resignation to the 
President.

e. He shall remain an ex officio member for a 
period of one year after the completion of his 
term during which period he will be designated 
as past Secretary. This will ensure continuity 
and guidance to the incoming Secretary. During 
this period he will not have voting rights in the 
Executive Committee.

(xi) He shall be an ex officio member for a period 
of one year after serving as a secretary for a 
period of three years in case he has not 
sought a second term. He will be designated 
as past Secretary. (This will ensure continuity 
and guidance to the incoming Secretary).

24.  Joint Secretary

a. The election of the Joint Secretary shall be done 
by an online election process described by 
Clause 15.

b. The term of the Joint Secretary shall be 
contemporaneous with that of the Secretary 
General and he / she will be not be eligible for re-
election.

c. He shall be eligible to contest an election for the 
post of Secretary General / Treasurer in the last 
year of his term, but shall be eligible to contest 
for Vice President of the Association only in the 
subsequent year of having completed the term 
of office as Joint Secretary

d. He / she shall:

i. Assist the Secretary General in day-to-day 
affairs of the Association;

ii. Be responsible for the minuting of all 
meetings of the Association

He shall look after the day-to-day working of the 
local office being a resident and working in the 
Union Territory of Delhi, under the direction of the 
Secretary. The 2 Joint Secretary from same city as 
the Hon. Secretary shall assist the later in day-to-
day affairs of the Association.

25.  Treasurer

a. The election of the Treasurer shall be done by 
an online election process described by Clause 
15.

b. The term of the Treasurer shall be 
contemporaneous with that of the Secretary 
General and he / she will not be eligible for 
reelection

(i) He will keep accounts of the Association.

(ii) He shall present the Annual Audited Accounts 
of the previous year and an unaudited 
account of the current year at the Annual 
General Body Meeting.

(iii) He shall present a Budget for the next year at 
the Annual General Body Meeting.
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c. He / she shall:

i. Maintain the accounts of the Association;

ii. Submit his report to the Finance committee 
for scrutiny before it is presented in the 
executive / general body meetings;

iii. Present the annual audited accounts of the 
previous year and an unaudited account of the 
current year at the Annual General Body 
Meeting;

iv. Present a proposed budget for the next year 
at the Annual General Body Meeting;

v. Hold charge of all assets (movable and 
immovable property) on behalf of the 
Association and shall hand over the same to his 
successor;

vi. Shall sign all cheques / online transactions 
and other negotiable instruments jointly with 
e i t he r  one  o f  t he  fo l l ow ing  th ree :  
President,Secretary General & Joint Secretary. 
All cheques of over Rs. 50,000 have to be 
signed by the Treasurer and the President or 
Secretary General;

vii. Submit his resignation to the President.

d. In the absence of the Treasurer, the President 
will delegate in writing his duties to any other 
member of the Finance Committee.

e. He shall be eligible to contest an election for 
another post of the Association only in the 
subsequent year of having completed the term 
of office.

f. The Secretary and Treasurer may incur petty 
expenses for smooth running of the Association 
work not exceeding twenty thousand Rupees 
per item and get it reimbursed on production of 
proper receipts and vouchers.

(iv) During his absence due to illness or visit 
abroad, the President will delegate in writing 
his duties to any other member of the 
Executive Committee.

(v) All cheques and other negotiable instruments 
shall be signed jointly by the Treasurer and 
any one of the following: the Secretary or the 
President or Jt. Secretary (Explanation: All 
cheques of over Rs. 50,000!- have to be 
signed by the Treasurer and the President or 
Hon. Secretary).

(vi) He will hold charge of all assets (movable and 
immovable property) on behalf of the 
Association and shall hand over the same to 
his successor.

(vii) He will submit his resignation to the 
President. The Secretary and Treasurer may 
incur petty expenses for smooth running of 
the Association work not exceeding Twenty 
thousand Rupees for one single item and get 
it reimbursed on production of proper receipts 
and vouchers.

26.  Editor

a. The Editor of the Indian Journal of Orthopedics 
shall be appointed by the Executive Committee 
on the recommendation of a Search Committee 
comprising of

i. President

ii. President Elect

iii. Vice President
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iv. Two immediate Past Presidents

v. Secretary General

vi. Incumbent Editor

vii. Immediate Past Editor

b. The term of the Editor shall be three years. He / 
she can serve in office for a maximum of two 
terms.

c. He shall be eligible to contest for another post of 
the Association only in the subsequent year of 
completing his term as Editor.

d. To be appointed the Editor of the IJO, the 
member must have worked as an Associate 
Editor for one term. In the extraordinary 
circumstances that the Associate editors are not 
desirous, the Editor may be chosen from 
amongst the Assistant Editors.

e. The Secretary General shall invite applications 
for the various positions of the Editorial team in 
July of the corresponding year.

f. He / she shall be:

i. Responsible for the selection of the 
Associate editors and the members of the 
editorial board in consultation with a 
committee comprising the President, 
President Elect, Vice President, Secretary 
General and Past two editors of the IJO;

ii. Responsible for the publication of the 
journal;

iii. Submit his report at the executive / general 
body meetings.

g. The posts of Editor, Associate Editors and 
members of the editorial board will be 
advertised in the IOA newsletter and on the IOA 
website. Desirous candidates shall apply with 
their curriculum vitae. These applications will be 
received by the Secretary General and then 
forwarded to the search committee.

h. Recommendations of the search committee 
shall be placed by the Secretary General to the 
Executive committee for final appointment.

i. The Executive Committee shall appoint an 
Editor, three Associate Editors, nine 
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Assistant Editor and Section editors as it 
deems fit.

j. The term of the entire editorial team shall be 
contemporaneous with that of the Editor.

1. The Executive Committee shall have the power 
to co-opt Chairs / Conveners / members to the 
five permanent Standing Committee.

2. The term of office of the Chairs of the standing 
committees shall be three years. However, the 
Executive Committee shall have the power to 
change them earlier, if it so deems fit. The Chairs 
are not eligible to re-nomination in the same 
position.

3. The term of office of the members of the 
standing committees shall be one year. Such 
coopted members will not be eligible to serve in 
the same capacity for more than three years

4. A written report of the proceedings of each 
committee shall be submitted to the Secretary at 
least one week before the scheduled Executive 
committee meeting.

5. Chair / Nominee of Standing Committees shall 
be invited members at Executive Committee 
meetings, but shall have no voting rights in the 
event that a poll is required amongst the EC 
members.

6. The President, President Elect, Vice President 
and Secretary shall be ex-officio members of all 
Standing Committees.

7. Standing Committees of the Association shall 
be:

a. F O R E I G N  F E L L O W S H I P  &  
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE:

i. The committee shall consist of the 
Chair and two co-opted members.

ii. The committee shall be responsible for 
notification of fellowships, selection of 
candidates, arrangement of logistics of 
the fellows, developing mutual 
cooperation with other national and 
international orthopaedic associations, 
and supervising the visits of invited 

(a) In accordance with the Rule 16-F(i), the 
Executive Committee shall have power to 
appoint subcommittees for such other 
purposes as it may decide and appoint 
members of Sub-committees.

(b) The Sub-committee shall have the power to 
coopt any member who may assist its work 
without reference to Executive Committee 
provided the name of these co-opted 
members are recorded in the written report of 
the sub-committee to be presented annually 
to the Executive Committee.

(c) A written report of the proceedings of each 
Sub- Committee shall be presented annually 
to the Executive Committee.

(d) The following permanent Sub-Committees 
shall also be appointed as under: Fellowship 
Committees shall consist of The President of 
the Association, President-Elect, Two 
immediate Past Presidents, and Hon. 
Secretary, Two Joint Secretaries, Fellowship 
Committee- Foreign & Indian, and Editor of 
the Indian Journal of Orthopaedics.

The Secretary of the Fellowship committee 
shall be elected by the Executive Committee 
for a term of three years which may be 
extended for another term. At least three 
shall form a quorum.

Central Committee for the Conference shall 
consist of

1. President of IOA

2. President-elect of IOA

3. Vice Presidents

4. Hon. Secretary of IOA

5. Hon. Treasurer of IOA

6. Two immediate Past Presidents of IOA

7. Editor of IJO

27.  Clause 18: Subcommittees                                Standing Committees (Change in Nomenclature)
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Presidents dur ing the Annual  
conference of the Association.

iii. The committee shall ensure that all 
fellows submit a report after completion 
of the fellowships. These reports will 
then be uploaded on the Association 
website.

iv. The committee shall co-ordinate the 
International invitations received and 
travel details of the President of the 
Association.

v. They shal l  also be singularly 
r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t h e  e m a i l  
communications with all Foreign & 
International Associations.

b. INLAND FELLOWSHIP COMMITTEE

i. The committee shall consist of the 
Chair and two co-opted members.

ii. The committee shall be responsible for 
notification of fellowships, selection of 
candidates, arrangement of logistics of 
the fellows, and assessment & 
finalization of centers at which the 
fellowships are to be conducted.

iii. The committee shall ensure that all 
fellows submit a report after completion 
of the fellowships. These reports will 
then be uploaded on the Association 
website.

c. CENTER STATE RELATIONSHIP 
COMMITTEE

i. The committee shall consist of the 
Chair and two co-opted members.

ii. The committee shall be entrusted with 
the following responsibilities:

1. To formulate the scientif ic 
calendar of the affiliated state 
chapter conferences in order to 
avoid the clash of dates amongst 
neighboring states;

2. To coordinate the ‘Bone and Joint 
Week’ and other activities of the 
Association in collaboration with 

8. Organizing Secretary

9. President of Host Chapter

10. Treasurer for the Organizing Committee

11. Chairman Scientific Committee of the 
Conference

The Central Committee shall decide all 
arrangements for the annual conference including 
scientific meetings and select free papers, 
conference lectures, to be presented at the annual 
conference. The Central Committee shall have its 
office in IOA House, New Delhi.
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Presidents and Secretaries of the 
State Chapters;

3. To synchronize the activities 
initiated under the Presidential 
theme for the given year;

4. To encourage a membership drive 
in order to ensure all orthopaedic 
surgeons of the country are 
members of the Association.

d. LEGAL AND GRIEVANCE COMMITTEE

i. The committee shall consist of the 
Chair and two co-opted members. 
They may take legal advice from a legal 
advisor, after consultation of the 
President / Secretary General of the 
Association.

ii. The  commi t tee  sha l l  rece ive  
complaints and suggestions from the 
members and office bearers of the 
association forwarded through the 
Secretary General.

iii. It shall ensure that the grievances are 
resolved amicably, impartially and in a 
time bound manner.

iv. T h e  c o m m i t t e e s  r e p o r t  /  
recommendation will be submitted to 
the  Execut ive  Commi t tee  fo r  
discussion.

v. The committee shall be empowered to 
effectively defend / guide on legal 
matters pertaining to the association 
and its interests.

e. FINANCE COMMITTEE

i. The committee shall be chaired by the 
President Elect and shall include two 
coopted members.

ii. The committee shall oversee the 
f inanc ia l  management  o f  the  
Association.

iii. It shall scrutinize the Treasurer’s report 
before it is presented at the Executive 
Committee and the AGM.
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iv. It shall also help to generate funds for 
the Association for the activities 
approved by the Executive Committee

28.                                                                               Sub Committees (new proposed clause)

1. The Executive Committee may from time to 
time, form Sub committees and delegate such 
powers as are appropriate.

2. Such sub-committees shall consist of a Chair 
and two co-opted members.

3. The term of office of the chairs & members of the 
sub committees shall be one year. Such 
coopted members, if re-nominated by 
theexecutive committee, will not be eligible to 
serve in the same capacity for more than three 
years.

4. Chair / Nominee of Subcommittees, may when 
invited, attend Executive Committee meetings, 
but shall have no voting rights in the event that a 
poll is required amongst the EC members.

29.  Clause 19: Benevolent Fund

1. The Association shall create and maintain a 
Benevolent Fund for the benefit of members / 
member’s family in case of

a. Demise of the member;

b. Critical illness like Malignancy, cardiac illness 
requiring open heart surgery or any disease 
which renders the member unable to practice

2. A member or family of deceased member, who 
is holding life membership of IOA for at least ten 
years, would be eligible to apply.

3. An application, detailing the problem, along with 
relevant documentary proof, shall be sent 
through the State Chapter to the Secretary 
General who shall then place it before the 
Officers of the Association for a decision.

4. The maximum permissible remuneration under 
the scheme shall be a sum of Rupees two lakh.

5. The incidental charges collected in the IOACON 
will go towards the corpus of the Benevolent 
Fund of IOA.

There shall be a Benevolent Fund for the benefit of 
members/member’s family in case of

1. Demise

2. Critical illness like Malignancy, Cardiac 
illness requiring Open Heart Surgery or any 
disease which renders the member unable to 
practice.

3. A member or family of disease member, who 
is holding life membership of IOA for at least 
two years, would be eligible to apply.

4. An application, detailing the problem, along 
with relevant documentary proof, would be 
sent to the Hon. Secretary, IOA who would 
place it before President and other office 
bearers for a decision.

5. Rs. 2,00,000/- will be the maximum 
permissible help under the scheme.

The incidental charges collected in the IOACON 
will go towards the corpus of the Benevolent Fund 
of IOA.
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1. The Executive Committee may, when 
necessary propose amendments to the 
Const i tut ion,  provided the proposed 
amendments are submitted in writing by the 
Secretary General, to the members of the 
Association / posted on the website of the 
Association, at least 30 days before the Extra 
ordinary Meeting or online Meeting where such 
amendments shall be voted upon.

2. The Secretary General shall dispatch a notice of 
such meeting and of every proposed alteration 
by email only, not less than 30 days before 
thedate of the Meeting and no rules shall be 
altered unless such notice has been given.

3. The quorum required to successfully adopt the 
proposed constitutional amendments shall be 
two hundred.

4. Members may also propose amendments to the 
Constitution provided they are submitted in 
writing to the Secretary General of the 
Association at least 90 days before the 
scheduled extra ordinary meeting specially 
convened for this purpose, as per the decision of 
the previous AGM.

5. A three-fourth vote of the members present in 
person during the specially convened meeting 
or by video link if such a convened meeting is 
online shall be necessary to adopt any 
amendments to this Constitution.

6. Amendments approved in a special / 
extraordinary meeting will come into effect after 
ratification in the Annual General body meeting 
of the Association which may be on the same 
day.

The rules and regulations shall be altered only by 
the vote of at least three-fourths of the Life 
Members present at a meeting specially convened 
for the purpose. The Secretary shall dispatch a 
notice of such meeting and of every proposed 
alteration by post to every member eligible to vote 
not less than 30 days before the date of the 
Meeting and no rules shall be altered unless such 
notice has been given. 

300 members shall form a quorum for a meeting 
convened to alter the constitution.

30. Clause 20: Alteration of Constitution & Rules

31.  Clause 21: Indemnity

1. Neither the Officers of the Association nor the 
members of the Executive Committee nor 
members of the Association shall be 
answerable for any act done in good faith by 
them for the sake of conformity only, for the 
monies of the Association other than such as 
shall come into their own hands or for any 
collections or receiver of monies appointed by 
the Central Executive/Counci l /Branch 
Executive Committee concerned for any 

Neither the office bearers nor the members of the 
General and/or Executive Committee nor 
members of the Association shall be answerable 
for any act done in good faith by them for the sake 
of conformity only, for the monies of the 
Association other than such as shall come into 
their own hands or for any collections or receiver of 
m o n i e s  a p p o i n t e d  b y  t h e  C e n t r a l  
Executive/Council/Branch Executive Committee 
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misfortune, loss or damage happening to the 
Association by reason of any deed executed by 
them as an office bearer or a member of the 
Central Executive Committee/Branch Executive 
Committee or member of the Association or any 
reason of any error in judgments or more 
indiscretion on their part in the performance of 
their duties or otherwise on account except for 
willful negligence or fraud.

2. Every Officer of the Association or a member of 
the Executive Committee or a member of the 
Association, his heirs, Executors and 
administration shall at all times be indemnified 
out of the funds of the association/against all 
costs, losses, damage and/or expenses 
whatsoever incurred or sustained by him in 
theexecution of his powers or duties and every 
person having been and/or being an office 
bearer or a member of the Central Executive 
Committee/Branch Executive Committee or a 
member of the Association, his heirs, executors 
and administrations shall be indemnified and 
saved harmless out of the funds of the 
Association against all action, suits, claims, and 
demands whatsoever brought/made against 
him or them either singly or jointly in respect of 
any engagement of the Association such as may 
be incurred by his own personal willful neglect or 
fraud.

concerned for any misfortune, loss or damage 
happening to the Association by reason of any 
deed executed by them as an office bearer or a 
member of the Central Executive Committee/ 
Branch Executive Committee or member of the 
Association or any reason of any error in 
judgments or more indiscretion on their part in the 
performance of their duties or otherwise on 
account except for willful negligence or fraud. 
Every person being an office bearer or a member 
of the Central Executive Committee/Branch 
Executive Committee or a member of the 
Associat ion,  h is heirs,  Executors and 
administration shall at all times be indemnified out 
of the funds of the association/against all costs, 
losses, damage and/or expenses whatsoever 
incurred or sustained by him in the execution of his 
powers or duties and every person having been 
and/or being an office bearer or a member of the 
Central Executive Committee/Branch Executive 
Committee or a member of the Association, his 
heirs, executors and administrations shall be 
indemnified and saved harmless out of the funds of 
the Association against all action, suits, claims, 
and demands whatsoever brought/made against 
him or them either singly or jointly in respect of any 
engagement of the Association such as may be 
incurred by his own personal willful neglect or 
fraud.

32.   Clause 22: Dissolution

1. No less than three-fifth of the Life Members of 
the Association may determine that it shall be 
dissolved, and thereupon it shall be dissolved 
forthwith, or any time agreed upon, and all 
necessary steps shall be taken by the Executive 
Committee for the disposal and settlement of 
the property of the Association, the claims and 
liabilities, according to the Rules of the 
Association.

2. If upon the winding up or dissolution of the 
Association there remains after satisfaction of 
all its debts and liabilities any property 
whatsoever then, the same:

a. Shall not be paid to or distributed among the 
Members of the Association, but;

No less than three-fifth of the Life Members and 
Full Members of the Association may determine 
that it shall be dissolved, and thereupon it shall be 
dissolved forthwith, or any time agreed upon, and 
all necessary steps shall be taken by the Executive 
Committee for the disposal and settlement of the 
property of the Association, the claims and 
liabilities, according to the Rules of the 
Association.
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b. Shall be given or transferred to some one or 
more bodies, committees, associations, 
societies, foundations, or institutions, 
corporate or unincorporated having objects 
similar to the Objects of the Association and 
which shall prohibit the distribution of its or 
their income and property among its or their 
members.

3. Such bodies, committees, associations, 
societies, foundations, or institutions to receive 
property are to be determined by the Members 
of the Association at or before the time of 
dissolution and in default of that by a Judge of 
the High Court (or its equivalent) in New Delhi.
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Information about IOACON 2022 Amritsar:
Dr. Parvinder Singh Sandhu, Organizing Secretary

Accept our warmest Greetings from organising committee of IOACON 
2022 Amritsar. 

It gives us immense pleasure to invite you to participate in the 67th Annual 
Conference of Indian Orthopaedic Association.

Respected President-IOA Dr Ramesh Sen, President Elect-IOA 
Dr.AtulSrivastva, Vice President-IOA Dr Ram Chaddha, Secretary-IOA 
Dr Navin Thakkar, all past presidents and all the members of the Indian 
Orthopaedic Association. 

I would like to thank Punjab Orthopaedic Association President Dr 
Rajnish Garg, Secretary Dr Hari Om Aggarwal, Delegates, Faculties and 
Ladies and Gentlemen. 

My special thanks to all the national faculties for their enlightening the world with their precious knowledge. The 
IOACON 2022 will showcase some of the best contemporary practices of all times in the head of Orthopaedic 
surgery and will attract over 5000 delegates and faculty from India and across the globe. The Conference will 
have plenary sessions in the main hall in the mornings and breakaway sessions in multiple halls in the 
afternoons over five days and will include orations, keynote addresses, panel discussions, master classes, 
lectures, video presentations, free papers and poster presentations by renowned national and international 
experts. The Conference venue is one of the best in this region.

PG teaching is a major part of the conference and it will be held on Nov 28 2022 at Govt. Medical College, 
Amritsar in college auditorium and will attend by. PG students across the medical colleges. 

11 Workshops at different places on 29th Nov 2022, CME on 30th Nov. and 1st November, 2002   to 3rd 
December, 2022 main Conference.

This time Punjab orthopaedic got the chance to organize this conference. 

As we all know there's a saying If you don't go after what you want, u will never have it. If you don't step forward, 
you are always in the same place. And believing in this phrase and working with it truly helps. What u want is 
your dream, A person having a dream may pass but that dream survives. 

Following this dream of Dr Hardas Singh Sandhu, and as his legacy we have come up today where we stand 
now. Dr Hardas Singh Sandhu’s dream has come true by his son & organizing secretary of this IOACON 2022 
Amritsar Dr Parvinder Singh Sandhu. 

So Dear Friends, on behalf of the Organising Committee, I welcome you all personally for IOACON 2022 
Amritsar, Punjab. As Organizing Secretary of IOACON 2022.  It is my honour & privilege to make your 
experience both seamless & comfortable.

The Central & Local Organising Committees have worked hand in hand to make this one of the most 
memorable academic conference of your life-time. 

Thank You all.
 Have a great stay in Amritsar (Punjab).

Dr.Parvinder Singh Sandhu
Organizing Secretary

IOACON 2022, Amritsar 
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Information about IOACON 2022 Amritsar:
Dr. Parvinder Singh Sandhu, Organizing Secretary
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Invitation to attend with Proposed Agenda for Executive Committee Meeting 
to be held at IOACON2022@ Amritsar- attended by EC members only. 

Date: 29-11-2022. Place: Taj Swarna Hotel ,Amritsar https://bit.ly/MapECMeetingIOA2022
Day: Tuesday Time: 12 PM Onwards ( Lunch will be served at EC Meeting Only) (Dinner for EC members 
and Faculty is specially arranged by Local Organising  Team  - Details will be announced soon / in 
meeting )

1. Welcome to all By Hon. Sec and Request to President to Chair The Proceedings of EC . Welcome Note 
by Dr. Ramesh Kumar Sen – President IOA  

2. Obituary 

3. Online counting of Election 2022 and Declaration of Result along with Report from Election Officer -Dr B 
Shivashankar 

4. President address and IOA President Theme-2022: 

5. Confirmation of the Last EC Minutes 7-8-2022 (Online Full Day ) and 23-10-2022 (Online for Single 
agenda of Rescheduling and New Election Notification By Election officer ), Emergency ECM 31-10-
2022(Online ) for Complaint of Dr Anup and other contestant , Emergency ECM on 6-11-2022 (Online) 
for matters related to Resignation of Election Officer Dr Ram Chaddha and Appointment of New 
Election Officer – Dr B. Shivashankar. Emergency ECM 18-11-2022 (Online) for Accept Resignation of 
Shri Sashikant Gupta - Retired High Court Justice and Appoint Other Retired Justice as observer

6. Hon. Secretary's Report: Dr. Navin Thakkar 

7. Treasurer's Report along with financial Advisory Committee Plan and report: Dr. Sandeep Kumar and 
Team 

8. Editor's Report IJO: Dr. Lalit Maini 

9. Report of IOACON-2021, Mumbai: Dr. Ram Chaddha and Team 

10. Report about CME Program: IOACON Amritsar – By Gujarat Orthopaedic Team led by Dr. Navin 
Thakkar-Dr Dhaval Desai -Dr Govind Purohit -Dr Kamlesh Devmurari  ,Theme – Principles and 
Management of Non-union 

11. Report By IOACON2022 Amritsar Team - ( Special Invitee- Organising Secretary IOACON22-Dr 
Parvinder Sandhu and Team )

12. Inland Fellowship – Dr Rajeev Raman and Team 

13. Legal /Grievance Issues with Legal and Grievance Committee : Dr N J Karne and Team 

14. International Affairs and Fellowship - Dr Jamal and Team

15. CSRC Report -Team CSRC 

Report and Plan of Activities of Various Sub committees: 

1. I.T. Committee: Dr Jawahar Jethwa and team 

2. Education Committee – Dr Vivek Trikha and Team along with all academic committee report in short of 
all activities. 

3. President Advisory Committee and Past President Forum – Dr. Shantharam Shetty and Team 

4. UG/PG training programme: Dr N Rajagopalan and team 

5. IOA Building Committee -Dr. Pardeep and Team 

6. Membership Drive committee- Dr Saket Jati and Team 

7. President's Theme – Dr Ajithkumar and Team

8. Soft Skill –Dr Ram Chaddha 
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9. Basic Science and Research Committee - Chair Dr Raju Vaishya and Team 

10. Constitutional Review –Dr S C Goel and Team 

11. Disaster Response Committee- Dr Abdul Ghani and Team

12. Medical Council Liaison-Dr Raghava Dutt Mulukutla 

13.  IOA Registry – Dr. Lalit Maini and Team

14.  Ethics & Advisories Committee – Dr Naresh Shetty and Team 

15. Ladies Cell of IOA: Dr. Rujuta Mehta and team

16.  Ortho Surgeons in Services: - Col. Chetan Sood and Team 

Reports of Academic Sub Committees of all specialties. 

A small request and Note :As per discussion with President IOA, to save time and make EC Meeting concise  
for fruitful discussion , all convenors  of academic subcommittee are requested  to coordinate with Education 
Committee Convenor- Dr Vivek Trikha (email vivektrikha@gmail.com or click to see all office bearers on 
website to know mobile number https://ioaindia.org/Webview/Currentpastpresident) -to organise all slides in 
one presentation and each convenor can help him and can take part in discussion if it adds value to it .

A) Oncology Section of IOA: Dr. Sanjeev Bhandari and team 

B) Trauma – Dr Sanjay Dhawan and Team 

C) Hand Section of IOA- Dr S N Saraf and Team 

D) Rural and Social Orthopaedic Program: Dr Chandan Pathak and Team 

E) Arthroplasty - Dr Rajkumar Natesan and Team 

F) Arthroscopy – Dr  Rajnish Garg and Team

G) Paediatric -Dr Kamlesh Devmurari and Team 

H) Illizarov – Dr. Altaf Ahmed Kawoosa and Team

I) Spine – Dr Naresh Babu and Team

J) Knee Preservation - -Dr Dinesh Thakkar and Team 

K) Hip Preservation- Dr Pardeep Bageja and Team 

L) Orthobiologics -Dr Chinmoy Das and Team 

M) Foot and Ankle – Dr Bharath Raju and Team 

N) Pelvi Acetabular - Dr Ajithkumar M N. and Team 

O) Infection- Dr Sudhir Kumar ( Ranchi ) and Team 

P) Office Orthopedics - Dr. V. Dharma Rao

Q) Rheumatology- Dr D P Bhushan 

R) Intramedullary Nailing - Dr W Gadegone R

S) Sports – Dr Pramod Neema 

 Letters from Members 

 Any other matter with the permission of chair

Vote of Thanks by Sec General –Dr Navin Thakkar 

National Anthem and Group Photo  

(Dr. Ramesh Sen) (Dr. Navin Thakkar)
President, IOA Secretary General, IOA
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A Note and request to Organisers of IOACON2022 -Amritsar :

1. 3 PM to 3.30 PM – Start of gathering In Hall B and oral announcement in all halls with slide showing in all 
halls in between sessions mentioning of GBM Venue and Timing – No parallel academic or any program 
during timings of GBM

2. Arrangement Outside Hall B – Provision of a Notice Board having Printed Papers of Notice of GBM with 
this agenda ,GBM Minutes of IOACON2022 GOA dated 24-12-2021 – and Minutes of EC dated 29-11-
2022 – will be provided latest by 1-2-2022 after getting video recordings immediately after completion of 
29-11-2022 of EC meeting

3. Arrangement of Audio-visual -Internet connection , Fixed Mikes, Cordless Mikes – Volunteers to Sign 
presence in Register , help members to get cordless mikes to save time . Arrangement for Video 
recordings of meeting . Arrangement of Refreshments – Mineral water -Tea- Coffee etc just outside hall 
and if possible to be served in hall. Any other arrangement of extra Internet connection or need decided 
on spot for smooth functioning.

A Request and suggestions to all attendee members of IOA @ GBM

1. Please introduce yourself first and be brief and to the point to save time after getting response from 
Chair to speak to have orderly meeting 

2. Express yourself fully, but please speak only value addition/ new information , to the point , crisp for 
issue/s raised / opined for that specific agenda avoiding repetition , so we can have logical conclusion 
and save all members' valuable time as we have tried to propose slot of timings to each agenda for 
smooth management of meeting.

Dear All Life Members of Indian Orthopaedic Association,

Greetings from the Office of IOA Secretary!

This is to inform you that General Body Meeting of Indian Orthopaedic Association is scheduled as per above 
mentioned details and you are cordially invited to attend GBM. Agenda is as mentioned below. Only members 
are allowed to attend meeting

Note: It is not mandatory for Life Members of IOA to be registered for IOCON2022 to attend GBM 
@Amritsar.

Agenda

1. Welcome and request to Dr Ramesh Sen President IOA to Chair the proceedings of Meeting -By Dr 
Navin Thakkar – Hon Sec IOA . Welcome address by the President IOA along with his remarks – Dr 
Ramesh Kumar Sen – 2 Minutes

2. Obituary, if, Any -10 Minutes

3. Confirmation of the minutes of the meetings held on 24.12.2021 (GBM) at GOA, Post Valedictory ECM 
at GOA 25 Dec 2022, , ECM Jan 23, 2022 (Online), ECM 1, May 2022 @IOA House ECM 7 August, 
2022, (Online), Emergency ECM ,23-10-2022, for single agenda of Rescheduling IOA 
Election2022(Online) Emergency ECM 31-10-2022(Online ) for Complaint of Dr Anup and other 
contestant , Emergency ECM on 6-11-2022 (Online) for matters related to Resignation of Election 
Officer Dr Ram Chaddha and Appointment of New Election Officer – Dr B. Shivashankar , Emergency 
ECM 18-11-2022 (Online) for Accept Resignation of Shri Sashikant Gupta - Retired High Court Justice 
and Appoint Other Retired Justice as observer – 10 Minutes

GBM Notice – Invitation and Revised Agenda of Annual General 
Body Meeting to be held on 02nd December, 2022 at Amritsar.

Place:  IOACON2022 Venue Guru Nanak Dev University Hall B  https://bit.ly/MapIOACOn2022Venue
               Date: 02.12.2021   Day:  Friday Time:  3.30pm Onwards
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4. Elections Report of IOA 2022 along with Declaration of results: Dr B Shivashankar, Immediate Past 
President & Election Officer 2022 – 20 Minutes 

5. Grievances from Members and letters from members along with Grievance and Legal committee report 
-1 Hour ( 60 Minutes )

6. Hon. Secretary's Report: Dr. Navin Thakkar -10 Minutes

7. Ratification of new enrolled Life members from till 2, December,2022 -5 Minutes

8. Distribution of the Awards: President and Hon. Secretary, IOA with IOA office -10 Minutes

9. Treasurer/Audited report: Dr. Sandeep Kumar – 10 Minutes

10. Editor's Report along with vision for future: Dr. Lalit Maini – 10 Minutes

11. Report from Legal and Grievance committee of IOA:Dr. N.J. Karne and team -2 Minutes

12. Report of IOACON 2022, Amritsar - Dr. Parvinder Sandhu and team -5 Minutes

13. CSRC Short Report -Team CSRC - Abstract from EC Meeting – 5 Minutes

14. MOU with Subspecialities: Dr Ramesh Sen -President IOA -Abstract from EC meeting – 5 Minutes

15. IOA registry- Dr. Ramesh Sen and Dr. Lalit Maini – Abstract from EC Meeting -5 Minutes

16. Presidential Theme and President's Vision-2023: Dr. Atul Srivastava -10 Minutes and More if required

17. Progress and preparation report of IOACON-2023, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh -10 Minutes

18. Vision and theme for IOACON CME Programme 2023-Gujarat Orthopaedic Association - Convenor 
Dr Navin Thakkar -2 Minutes

19. Short abstract of report of All committees discussed in EC – Dr Navin Thakkar-Hon Sec IOA along with 
Dr Vivek Trikha for all academic committee -10 Minutes

20. Letters from Members: Hon. Secretary, IOA – 10 Minutes 

21. Any other matter with the permission of chair.-2 Minutes

22. Vote of thanks by Hon. Secretary, IOA -2 Minutes

23. National Anthem and Group Photograph.- 5 Minutes

(Dr. Ramesh Sen) (Dr. Navin Thakkar)
President, IOA Secretary General, IOA
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REPORT OF IOA UG / PG TRAINING COMMITTEE

26th B. Mukhopadhya (Virtual) P. G. Instructional 
Course  was organized at Indore by Prof. D.K.Taneja 
from 24th to 26th February 2022 by Orthopaedic 
Research & Education Foundation – India, under the 
auspices of World Orthopedic Concern – International, 
Orthopedic Association of SAARC Countries, Indian 
Orthopedic Association & National Board of 
Examination, in collaboration with Centre for Science & 
Society, Indore. Dr.Rajesh Gupta and Dr.Rajagopalan 
were faculty.                    

IOA PG INSTRUCTIONAL COURSE was conducted at 
Pondicherry by Pondicherry Orthopaedic Association 
on 27 th March 2022. The course was inaugurated by 
President Elect Dr. Atul Srivastava, Secretary General 
Dr.Navin Thakkar and   Vice President Dr Ram 
Chaddha. Dr.Udaya Kumar and Dr.Rajagopalan 
present as faculty.     

IOA PG TRAINING COMMITTEE conducted a Webinar 
on on April 29th 2022. The Faculty was Dr. Bhavin 
Jankharia, Consultant Radiologist, Mumbai and Topic 
were “Approach to Focal Bone Lesions”.

The third program was conducted on 9th and 10th April 
2022 at Government Medical College, Patiala with Dr 
Hari Om Aggarwal as Course Chairman. Dr.Rajesh 
Gupta attended the same as Faculty.    

West Bengal Orthopaedic Association organized IOA 
PG TRAINING COURSE on 14th and 15th May 2022 at 
I P G M E R  K O L K ATA .  D r. S a n d e e p  K u m a r,  
Dr.Rajagopalan, Dr.Rajesh Gupta and Dr. Udaya 
Kumar were present as faculty .



IOA PG TEACING COURSE 9th VTOP2022 was 
organized by IOA PG training committee, Orthopaedic 
Surgeons Society of Andhra Pradesh, North Andhra 
Orthopaedic Association and Dept of Orthopaedics, 
Andhra Medical College, Visakhapatnam at 
Visakhapatnam on 11th & 12th June 2022. Dr.Rajesh 
Gupta and Dr. Udaya Kumar were present as faculty

Sixth IOA PG teaching course 2022 was organized by 
Orthopaedic Scientific Society (OSS), Department of 
Ortho, Gandhi Medical College, Bhopal on 30-31st July 
2022. Dr Suneet Tandon, Professor and Head of 
department of Orthoapedics at Gandhi Medical College  

was the Course chairman, Dr Ashish Gohiya, 
Professor, Orthopaedics was Course 
Secretary and Dr Anurag Tiwari, Assistant 
Professor, Orthopaedics was course co-
secretary. Dr Udaya Kumar Boddapalli and 
Dr Rajesh Gupta  were  present as Faculty 
and IOA observers. 

Seventh lOA PG teaching program was 
conducted on  12th and 13th August at 
Jammu. Organizing Chairman: Dr Sanjeev 
G u p t a ,  P r o f .  A n d  H O D , D e p t t  o f  
Orthopaedic,GMC jammu and Organising 
Secretary-Dr Abdul Ghani,Prof, Deptt of 
Orthopaedic ,GMC, jammu. Dr.Udayakumar 
Boddapall i  and  Dr Rajesh Gupta 
represented IOA PG Committee.
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Eighth lOA PG teaching program was conducted by Prof. Dr.Mallikarjunaswamy at St. John’s Medical College 
on 26th & 27th August 2022. Professor Sandeep was a faculty and also represented IOA. 
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Ninth lOA PG teaching program was conducted by OOA at Cuttack on 10th and 11th of September 2022.  Prof 
Nirmal CH Mohopatra was the Organizing Chairman. It was a well organized program with excellent cases. 
Dr.Udayakumar Boddapalli,  Dr Rajesh Gupta and Dr,Rajagopalan represented IOA PG Committee.
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WBOA REPORT FOR IOA NEWSLETTER

Dr. Chandan Pathak Dr. Rajeev Raman

President WBOA Hony. Secretary, WBOA

Mob: 9831081323 Mob: 8420244544

E-mail: chandanpathak123@yahoo.co.i E-mail:drrajeevraman@gmail.com

WBOA Academic Calendar (Tentative)

April – July 2022

IOA President’s Theme:

Success with Surgical and Soft Skills

17th  April 2022
Kolkata Spine Deformity Conference

Under Aegis of WBOA
JIMS

21st April 2022
WBOA  KASS

Shoulder Arthroscopy Surgical
Skill Cadaveric Course

Under Aegis of IOA
R.G.Kar Medical College

23rd April 2022
WBOA Executive Committee Meeting

WBOA office at 2pm

22nd -24th  April 2022
AOPAS

Under aegis of WBOA
HHI

5th ,6th& 7th  May 2022
WBAS Annual Conference

under Aegis of WBOA

8th May 2022
Asansol Ortho Club Trauma Conclave

under Aegis of WBOA

10th& 11th  June - Siliguri
National Trauma conclave

17th -19th  June 2022
Rheumatology Conference,IORACON

at  ESIC Joka / BBCC

19th  June 2022
WBOA & Howrah Orthopedic Club

ICL on Hand Surgery
Lake Land Country Club, Howrah

24th – 26th June 2022
SSWBCON

at ITC-Sonar

9th – 10th July 2022
JESS Course

National Medical College & Hospital

17th  July  2022
Malda-WBOA  AOTS outreach

At Malda

22nd – 24th   July  2022
IOA Cadaveric Skill Course

R.G.Kar Medical College & Hospital
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14th -15th  May 2022
IOA PG TRAINING COURSE

IPGMER

5th  June 2022
IOA  IFAS

Foot and Ankle course
Suresh Chand Neotia Convention Centre

25th July 2022
WBOA PG Quiz

WBOA Office

31st July 2022
IOA Arthroplasty Course

Siliguri

August - September 2022

1st - 7th August 2022
Bone & Joint Week

1st August
Foot & Ankle CME
WBOA Office, 5pm

Faculty: Vinod K. Panchbhavi

6th August 2022
Spine Injection Technique Workshop

NRS Medical College

10th August 2022
WBOA Foundation Day

Taj Vivanta, 6pm

15th August 2022
Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav

Online- 8pm onwards

20th August 2022
IOA WBOA Cadaveric

Shoulder Arthroscopy Workshop
IPGMER

20th August 2022
WBOA Bone Tumour Meeting

7pm onwards - Online

27th August 2022
WBOA Clinical Meeting

BORRC

2nd to 4th September 2022
MIDCON 2022
Berhampore

10th September 2022
IOA WBOA Basic Knee 

Arthroscopy  Cadaver Course
JNM Medical College, Kalyani

10th September 2022
WBOA POSWB Post Graduate Training

Institute of child health

17th September 2022
WBOA Clinical Meeting
RG Kar Medical College

24th - 25th September 2022
Trauma Update 2022

AOTS 2022
ITC Royal Bengal

DURGA PUJA
26th September onwards
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I thank personally to all members and seniors for giving me opportunity to serve our association as Hon. 
Secretary. I am really blessed by senior members and fraternity friends for guidance and inputs in my journey. 
With this guidance and inputs from all, we together at Indian Orthopedic Association will be capable to project 
IOA Academic and other Activities keeping IOA member and IOA at center. We are planning to make all IOA 
activities and facility on digital platform with the help of Webmaster.  We intend to make membership online with 
payment online, update of profile online, develop Orthopedic Information Highway -channels to inform, 
educate, share, Patient Information Highway and other facilities.

The Mantra is to edify -enlighten, improve, nurture, instruct, educate, teach, learn.... by sharing with each other 
and together. Evolution of Indian Orthopedic Association has been a result of contributions through hard work, 
sincerity and dedication by a number of our senior colleagues. Every fraternity member belonging to the IOA 
contributes to its evolution in his own way. Our senior members have contributed by sharing their acquired 
knowledge and experience over the years. They then shaped up the second line who in turn contributed by 
actively implementing this knowledge and mentoring fellow members. The most enthusiastic youngest 
generation offer their contributions with new ideas and try to nudge others in their direction by presenting and 
publishing their innovations and observations. Every cadre in the field of orthopedics is important to contribute 
and further evolve IOA.

To implement these ideas, we look forward for our members' enthusiastic contributions, support and 
suggestions on how we can make better this effort. Your suggestions form a valuable part in this process. 

Our vision is to provide authentic medium and platform to communicate within our fraternity and keep each 
member informed about the latest in Orthopedic world and happenings at Indian Orthopedic Association and its 
affiliated chapters. We hope steps taken one by one by us, will attain new milestones of success with help from 
you. 

Let Us Share - Learn -Contribute Together and Evolve Further Together!

Dr. Navin Thakkar 
A Team member -Hon Secretary,IOA, Team IOA

Email: naveenthakkar@gmail.com 
Mobile: 9825387016

Report of IT Committee - 
Dr. Navin Thakkar, Secretary General, IOA
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Report of State Chapter POA - Secretary
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Report of the Kerala Orthopaedic Association-2022

Greetings from The Kerala Chapter of IOA

Dr.Ramakrishnan.S Dr.Antony J Thoppil Dr.Jiju A Nuuman
President, KOA Hon. Secretary, KOA Hon. Treasurer, KOA 

Bone & Joint Day Activities of the Kerala Chapter of IOA. 

This year IOA theme "Each One Save One" and the Limca book of record activities are intimated to our district 
chapters and almost all of them observed the national Bone & Joint week 2022 activities in excellent manner by 
conducting variety of activities related to it. Some of pictures are the following. 

PRESIDENTIAL THEME of the Kerala Chapter of IOA

The KOA President Dr Ramakrishnans.S theme for the year 2022

"Empower the Youngsters and Support the Seniors".

Forthcoming Events of KOA 2022

Date Programme Venue Cont. Person

22& 23 Oct 2022 Add. CME of KOA (Cadaveric Shc Thrissur

28 - 30th Oct 2022 SESICON 2023 Hayat„ Kochi Dr Prathapkumar / Dr John T Johr 

6th Nov. 2022 Add. CME of KOA (MCH, TVM) TVM Dr. ShanavasEK/Dr. Prem Haridas

20-11.2022 MOTSCON @ Perinthalmanna MES, Dr Gijo AJ

3rd to 5th Feb 2023 KOACON2023, Alappuha, Punnan Alapuzha Dr.Moh Ashraf/Dr Unnikrishnan

Glimpses of Academic Programmes of 2022 ( up toto Sept 30th.) 

• Pediatric Femoral Deformity CME,Calicut, 24.04.2022

• ISSH Mid Term CME at IMA Kochi, 30th April & 1st May 2022

• OASIS Traumacon 2022 @ IMA Hall, Calicut, 22.05.2022

• POTCON @ MMC Calicut, 12.06.2022

• Basic CME of KOA @ WIMS, Wayanad, 25& 26th June 2022

• Add. CME of KOA @ Kottayam, 10.07.2022
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• INSIGHT 2022 @ Trivandrum, 17.08.2022

• CAPE KOA Cadaveric CME @ SRMC, Chennai, 24.07.2022

• TOPIC , CTIC of KOA @ MCH, Trivandrum, 11th& 12th June 2022

• Advanced CME of KOA @ Perinthalmanna , 25th Sept 2022

 

Thanking you 

Regards 

Dr.Ramakrishnan.S Dr.Antony J Thoppil

President, KOA Hon Secretary , KOA
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Karnataka Orthopaedic Association

To,
The Secretary General
IOA.

Dear Sir,

The report of the activities of the Karnataka Orthopaedic Associationare as follows:

KOACON 2022:

• The 46thAnnual Conference of KOA - KOACON 2022 was conducted from 6th to 8th of May 2022 at St. 
John’s Auditorium, Bengaluru.
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CONFERENCES /CME/WORKSHOP:

• IOA – IFAS Foot & Ankle CME & Workshop was conducted at KIMS, Bengaluru on 05th of June 2022.
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• MISCON 2022 as conducted on 05th June 2022 at Manipal Hospital, Whitefield, Bengaluru.

• The District Chapters of Bangalore, Mysore, Hubli – Dharwad, Canara and Belgaum have been 
conducting CME programs every month.
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KOA ICL 2022:

• The KOA ICL 2022 was conducted at Raichur on the 20th& 21st of August 2022.

Best Regards,
Dr. Bharath Raju G.

Secretary General. KOA.
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Maharashtra Orthopedic Association
Secretary Report

2021-22

President: Dr W M Gadegone
Secretary: Dr N J Karne

MOA Executive Committee 2021-22

Hon President Secretary & Treasurer Vice President
Dr WM Gadegone Dr N J Karne Dr Pramod Shinde

President-Elect: Dr Rajendra Abhyankar

Past President:  Dr Ajit Shinde

Executive Committee Members:

Dr Abhijit Wahegaonkar, Dr Santpure, Dr Avinash Patil

Dr Sandeep Biraris, Dr Eknath Pawar, Dr Kiran Saoji

Dr Sarang Deore, Dr Prashant Tonape, Dr Devendra Paliwal

Nominated Members:

Dr Nitin Kimmatkar. Dr Sunil Nahata, Dr Pradeep Kothadiyaa, Dr Yashwant Gade, Dr Abbas Jabale

Web Master: Dr Arjun Viegas

Journal Co-Editor: Dr Dheeraj Sonawane

MOA Representative in IOA EC: Dr V N Deshpande, Dr Sanjeev Bhandari

MOA is a Dynamic, Vibrant, Academic body, having 31 Affiliated District chapters

President’s Themefor this year was: Sharpen Surgical rationale, improve patient outcome

Membership Drive:

There was a great membership drive in 2021-22.

Total No of members in State Chapter: 2213, from 1931 in 2020-21. Total increase by 282.i.e. 14.6%

Total No of IOA members in State Chapter: 1812 (voters 1748) from 1560in 2020-21. Total increase by 252. i.e. 

16.15%

Academic Activities: There was huge no of academic activities like Webinars, CMEs, Conferences in last 

Year. They are as follows:
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IOACON 21

The Most PrestigiousAnnual conference of our parent body, IOA, was conducted by MOA at Goa from 21st to 

25th December 2021. It was attended by 6000+ delegates and large no of Trade Partners. It was organised in 3 

stadiums, 1 for Academic sessions, 1 for Trade and 1 for car Parkings. There were 11 halls for academic 

sessions. The Final Total Collection was ` 15, 51, 87,638 and the total actual profit was ` 2,79,19,500. MOA 

gave OA payment total: `1,51,34,807 + Benevolent fund: `19,19,500= `1,70,54,307. Thi was highest ever 

received by IOA. We thank all Organising Committee as well as IOA Central Comittee for this grand success.

International Conferences

The International Conferences in association with MOA were as follows:

1. AO Pelvi- Acetabular Online CME on 30th January 2022 from 0300 to 0600pm

2. Shoulder Conclave by Dr Ashish Babhulkar was organised at Pune from 14th to 16th April 2022

3. Robotic Joint Replacement Conference : Organised on 14th and 15th May 2022. 9 Live Surgeries with 

all types of Robots

4. Pune Knee Course at Pue on 29-31 July 2022

5. Asia Pacific Wrist Conference on 28-30 October 2022 at Pune

National Conferences

1. POSICON: Annual conference of Pediatric Orthopedic Society of India was organised from 14th to 

16th January 2022 at Kolhapur in association with Kolhpur Orthopedic Society

2. ASAMICON: Annual Confrence of ASAMI ( National Association of Ilizarov Surgeons) was conducted 

on 17-19th June 2022 at Pune

3. MOA Instructional Course at Datta Meghe Institute of Medical Sciences at Wardha from 29th to 30th 

January 2021

4. IOA MOA Pathashala on Infections in Orthopedics was organised by Aurangabad Orthopedic 

Association on 30th April and 1st May2022

5. 3D Graphy in Orthopedics Online CME on 25-26 June 2022

6. IFICS, National CME was organised on 8-10 July 2022 at Pune

7. Arthroplasty Update was organised at Mumbai on 8-10 July 2022 and 10-11 Sept 2022

8. Traumacon was organised at Mumbai from 11-14th Aug 2022

9. IOA/MOA initiative on AVN on 27-28 August 2022

Academic CMEs, Conferences by MOA

1. Master Class Webinars were conducted every week on Sunday between 1000 AM to 0100PM for 

whole year. There was a theme for every month like Fractures, Arthroplasty, Arthroscopy, Spine, 

Pediatric Orthopedics etc

2. Young Surgeons Forum was organised every Alternate Saturday from 0500 PM to 0800PM for the 

Whole Year.

3. Veteran Surgeons Forum was organised every Alternate Saturday from 0500 PM to 0800PM for the 

Whole Year.

4. ANMOL Series of Wome Orthopedic Surgeons was oranised thrice, 21st May. The faculty were 

exclusively Women. Members of th Association.
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Other Academic CMEs, Workshops in association with MOA

1. District Annual conferences were organised by Nagpur(5-6 Feb), Mumbai (WIROC 25-27 March), 

Nanded(14-15 May), Pune(3-5 June), Dhule(11-12 June), Pimpari Chinchwad (25-26 June), 

Kolhapur(9-10 July), Ahmadnagar(6-7 Aug), Beed(20-21 August), New Mumbai (10-11 Sept), Latur 

(24-25 Sept)hik,Aurangabad and others

2. Basic & Advanced Fracture Fixation Course was organised by Vidarbh Orthopedic Association from 

9th & 10th April 2022 at Nagpur

3. Cadaveric Course was organised in association with Kolhapur Orthopedic Association on 26th 

February 2022

4. Steve Rocha PG Course was organised by Bharati VidyaPeeth Medical College from 9th & 10th April 

2022 at Pune

5. PG Instructinal Course and PG Quiz was organised by Aurangabad orthopedic Association on 20th 

and 21st March 2022 at Aurangabad

6. Tendon Repair Hands-on- Workshop for PG Students was Organised on 24th July 2022 at Pune

7. Cadaveric Workshop on Tendon Repair and Hand was organised by PCOA and DY Patil Medical 

College at Pimpari, Pune on 20th August 2022

8. POS Infection CME at Pune on 18th Sept 2022 

9. Spine CME by DMH at Pune on 18th Sept 2022

10. Live Surgery Syposium at Pimpari by DY Patil Medical College on 25th Sept 2022

All these Activities were awarded MMC Credit Points under MOA

Meetings: There were 5 Executive Committee Meetings, 2 General Body Meetings, 2 SDRC ( State Disctrict 

Coordination Committee) meeting and 2 Past President Meetings in the year 2021-22

MOA Week Celebrations from 1st May to 7th May 2022

A. Dr Pramod Shinde, Vice president MOA, was the Convener for MOA week celebrations. Dr. Sandeep 

Biraris, Dr. Prashant Tonape, Dr. Sunilkumar Nahata, Dr. Nitin KImmatkar were the Committee 

members, The Theme was Love Fitness and Prevent Orthopedic Diseases. The following talks were 

organized: Role of Yoga In Prevention of Diseases by Yogacharya Yogi  Satyanand [Bharat Gupta], 

Yoga as science for body and mind fitness by Dr. N.J.Karne, Holistic Approach in The Management of 

Arthritis by Padmashri Dr. John Ebnezar, Recent Advances in Non Surgical Treatment of OA Knee by 

Dr Parag Sancheti, Perspectives of osteoporosis and its management  in India by Dr Sunil Marwah, 

Clinical Utility of Bone Markers by Dr Abhyankar, Role of Endocrinologist in Diagnosis and 

Management of Osteoporosis by Dr Shrikant Tamhane for USA, Osteoporosis  and   back pain .How 

to prevent and treat by Dr Vijay Kakatkar, Union of Science And Spirituality For Hstic Human 

Development by Prof. Milind Pate, Fitness Story of Iron Man by Ironman Dr Rahul Zanzure and Life 

Style Modification Need of Hour In Medical Professional by Dr Shailesh Pangaonkar, a Psychiatrist  

And Motivational Speaker.

IOA Week Bone and Joint Day from 1st August to 7th August 2022

The Theme for this year was, Save SELF Save ONE. Display of Poster/ Banner was done at Clinics & 

Hospitals.Maharashtra Orthopaedic Association edited the Posters sent by IOA Office and sent it to all 24 

District Chapters. They printed the poster of their district and distributed to our association members.  It was 

displayed by more than 400 doctors, in their hospital and clinics.
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There were many Theme based activities, as follows:

i. Training of Children, Police and General Public: 46 programs were carried out and total trained people 

were 22,490

ii. Musical Night: 5 districts conducted Musical Night

iii. Talk on Work Life Balance: Total 7 talks

iv. Talk on cardiac Health: Total 5 talks

v. Talk on Financial Health: Total 5 talks

MOACON 2022

The 37thAnnual conference of MOA was conducted at Goa from 6th to 9th October 2022, which included 9 

Hand-on-workshops, 7 Halls for Academic Sessions, like PG Quiz, PGCON, Basic Research and Sciences 

Session etc

MOA Journal

We have a prestigious and highly academic Journal of Trauma and Orthopaedic Surgery (JTOS).

Regular Publication:  It has 4 issues in a year. This journal is the official journal of the Maharashtra 

Orthopaedic Association and has been published since 2014.

Dr Abhijit Wahegaonkar, an academic Hand, microvascular & Elbow Surgeon, had been elected as the Editor-

in-Chief. He took over from Dr. Ashok Shyam. Dr. Dheeraj Sonawane, an academic spine surgeon, as Co -

Editor. Over the past few years Dr. Shyam has been instrumental in running the Journal and he has significantly 

improved the quality of our journal by getting it indexed with Index Copernicus.

Our Editorial Board is comprised of Who’s Who in Orthopedics , as well as young, enthusiastic Orthopedic 

Surgeons and Teachers from Maharashtra. It includes Dr. Parag Sancheti, Dr. Sushrut Babhulkar, Dr. Sachin 

Tapasvi, Dr. Kakatkar Vijay, Dr. Lingayat MB, Dr.Goregaonkar AB, Dr.RM Chandak, Dr.Sunil Kulkarni, Dr.Tanvi 

Suryawanshi Shinde, Dr.Vijayanand Lokhande, Dr.Sunny Gugale, Dr.Kailash Patil, Dr.Warid Altaf, Dr.Siddhant 

Goyal, Dr.Sampat Dumbare Patil, Dr. Prateek Joshi, Dr.Yogesh Salphale, Dr. Mandar Agashe, Dr.Shashikant 

Ganjale. 

The Journal of Trauma and Orthopaedic Surgery serves to expand and refine wisdom on trauma, sub-specialty 

Orthopaedic Surgery and related research.

Our vision for our Journal is to be the preferred portal for Orthopaedic Surgery Education and Research in our 

region and all over the Nation. It would provide an accessible and high-quality platform through peer review and 

indexing of the Journal.

Indexing: JTOS is currently indexed with Index Copernicus and Google Scholar, Process of inclusion in 

Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) had been started.Process of Indexing in PubMed and Web of 

Science, required for MCI recognition, had already been initiated

MOA Website: Dr Arjun Viegas is a webmaster.

Our website, www.mahaortho.org, is robust and strong and can be modified at any time. It is interactive and 

user friendly. It is colourful and attractive, very contemporary. It has many beautiful features. It is just what MOA 

needed. He showed all the features of new website like Opening Page, very catchy design and fresh look, 

Online Registration Form, MOA Master classes highlighted on the Main Page. The links are very quick to open 

and have all the contents, both on Mobile and Computers. There is a list of Presidents and Secretaries of all 

District Chapters.Online Membership had been made easier with active online pay portal. There is Members 

Only area where one can log in using LM Number and can set up Password. 
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In Members’ Area, there will be detailed member list including birthdate and phone number and email address 

and postal address, Minutes of meetings including GBM’s and EC meetings, Constitution and its amendments 

and Academic content. Testimonies are invited from every member about what they have gained from being a 

part of MOA.  

Fellowships

We have 26 different Fellowships in various Medical Colleges, Institutions and Corporate Hospitals. They were 

in Trauma, Spine(Instrumentation, Unilateral Biportal Endoscopy), Arthroplasty, Arthroscopy, Hand & 

Microvascular Surgery, Pediatric Orthopedics, Adult Reconstruction, Ilizarov & Reconstructive Orthopedics, 

Shoulder, Sports Injuries.

Other social welfare Programs

1. Nuvesh Mitra Talks on Common Investment Mistakes on 27th August 2022

2. Bulk Indemnity, car and Health Insurance for Docts by Cover you and ICICI Lombard

3. Bulk Purchase Schemes for MOA Members for Hand Drill, Saw, DR, X-rays, C Arm OT Table, OT Light 

etc.

Social activity/Public awareness activities: There were many Social programs like BMD Camps, Disability 

evaluation Camps, Free Physiotherapy Camps, Family cycling/walkflash dance, laughing yoga, stretching 

exercise, Talks likeBone Man to Iron Man,Secrets of Happy Life,Life beyond Professional Life,Musculoskeletal 

Health and wellbeingfor Senior Citizens were arranged by many District Associations

Regular Online Election of Office Bearers:MOA had conducting this year’s election by exclusively Online 

voting. There was 89% Voting.

Declared Posts for contesting and the Result were as follows:

1. President Elect ---- 1 post ( 1 association year): Dr Pradeep Kothadiya

2. Vice President --- 1 post (1 association year): Dr Abhijeet Wahegaonkar

3. Executive Member--- 3 post (3 association years): Dr Amol Soni, Dr Ashok Ghodke and Dr Bharat Kotkar

Incorporation of President’s Theme in State Chapter Academic Activities

We had done all of our Academic Activities based on theme of IOA as well as MOA President. Theme of IOA 

President Dr. Ramesh Senwas Success with Surgical and Soft Skills. Theme of MOA President Dr. W M 

Gadegone was Sharpen Surgical rationale, improve patient outcome

We are taking programs based on both the themes throughout the year. including all MOA webinars, MOA day 

celebrations, BONE and JOINT day celebrations etc.
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ROSA Activity Report
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ROSA Fellowships:

1. ROSA - JOS OVERSEAS FELLOWSHIP (UK) for a period of 2 weeks.

2. ROSA - CS GOYAL FELLOWSHIP - Arthroplasty & Arthroscopy with Dr Sachin Tapasvi (Pune) for 1 
week.

3. ROSA - SMT. SARASWATI SIWACH FELLOWSHIP - Paediatric Orthopaedics. for 1 week.

4. ROSA - DR M P UDAWAT FELLOWSHIP - Foot & Ankle surgery for 1 week.

5. ROSA - DR J C SHARMA FELLOWSHIP - Spine at Ganga Hospital for 1 month.

6. ROSA - SHRI RAM HOSPITAL UDAIPUR FELLOWSHIP – Spine for 3 months.

7. ROSA – ICS FELLOWSHIP – Cartilage & regenerative therapy – ICS centre of excellence

8. ROSA ORTHO ONE FELLOWSHIP: Arthroscopy at ORTHO ONE Coimbatore

9. M L Goyal Memorial and Dr Madhav Upadhayay Fellowships
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ROSA - COE (Centres of Excellence) Fellowship at Jaipur.

1 Arthroplasty

2 Arthroscopy

3 Spine

4 Hand Surgery

5 Paediatric Orthopaedics

6 Reconstructive Orthopaedics

7 Trauma

8 Orthopaedic Oncology

ROSA Awards

1. ROSA BEST PAPER PUBLICATION AWARD (publication in an Indexed journal in year)- Supported by 
Jhurani Education & Research Foundation

2. ROSA BEST CASE REPORT AWARD in a peer reviewed journal in a calendar year- Supported by 
Jhurani Education & Research Foundation

3. SHRI GANPAT RAI JI GOLD MEDAL for best publication in ROSA Voice

4. DR VINOD JASKARAN PORWAL BEST PAPER (in ROSACON) AWARD

5. DR GIRIJA NATH – LEELA SEN GOLD MEDAL FOR PG QUIZ

ROSA Membership:

Addition of new life members LM 912 to 975, New Associate members [PG] 133 

IOA members from Rajasthan 

Addition of more than 30 new members, Crossed landmark of 560 members
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State Chapter Report of UPOA

President UPOA: 2022-2023 
DR ASHISH KUMAR 

 
Secretary UPOA: 2022-2023 

DR SANTOSH SINGH 

Executive Committee – 2022-23 

Dr Ashish Kumar : President 

Dr Anup Agrawal : President Elect 

Dr Piyush Mishra : Vice President 
Dr Ashwani Sadana 

Dr Santosh Singh : Secretary 

Dr Maneeshi Bansal : Treasurer 
Dr Deepak Kumar 

Dr Manoj Hirani : Joint Secretaries 
Dr Swagat Mahapatra 

Dr C.P. Pal : Editor JBJD 
Dr Uttam Garg 
Dr Amit Jaiswal 
Dr Ravi Garg 

Dr Vipul Agarwal : Members 

Dr Ashutosh Agarwal : Executive Committee
Dr Brijesh Sharma 
Dr Ajeet Tiwari 
Dr Imran Akhtar 
Dr Shivam Sinha 

Dr Anup Agrawal : Ex. Officio 

Dr Sanjay Dhawan : Members 

Dr Apoorva Agrawal : State Representatives to IOA
Dr Maneeshi Bansal 

Dr Sanjiv Kumar : Quiz Master

LIST OF EVENTS HELD 

1. 2nd Knee & Shoulder Arthroscopy Meet, Agra, 22nd May 2022, Org. Sec.: Dr Rajat Kapoor, Dr Brijesh 
Sharma. 

2. Lucknow Cadaveric Knee Workshop & CME, Lucknow, 26th June 2022, Org. Sec.: Dr Praveen Kumar, 
Dr Uttam Garg. 

3. UPOA Arthroplasty Course, Bareilly, 2nd to 3rd July, 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Vinod Pagrani. 

4. Kanpur Arthroscopy Course, Kanpur, 10th July 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr A.K. Agarwal. 

5. Apex Academy Activity, Varanasi, 17th July 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Swaroop Patel. 

6. UPOA Special Course, Firozabad, 7thto8th August, 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Vipul Agarwal. 

7. Pelvic Acetabular Cadaveric Course, Lucknow, 13th to 14th Aug 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr 
Dharmendra Kumar. 

8. 1st Kanpur Basic Paediatric Orthopaedic Course, Kanpur, 11th Sep 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr 
Raghvendra Tripathi. 
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9. GOC-Vietnam Ortho Conclave, Ghaziabad, 09th to 11th Sep 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Sharad 
Gupta. 

10. MTS, Varanasi, 18th Sep, 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Amit Jaiswal. 

11. Spine Conclave & Cadaveric Course 2022, Lucknow, 23th to 24th Sept, 2022 Organizing Secretary- Dr 
Shah Waliullah. 

12. Knee Naturals, Bareilly, 25th Sep, 2022, Organizing Secretary- Pramendra Maheshwari. 

13. PGICL, Moradabad, 01th to 02th Oct, 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Amit Saraf. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

1. UPOA Trauma Course, Lucknow, 16th Oct, 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Suresh Chand. 

2. Agra Arthroplasty Update, Agra, 30th Oct,2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Amrit Goyal. 

3. AAUP Arthroscopy, Lucknow, 05th to 06th Nov,2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Ashish Kumar. 

4. Ghaziabad Orthopaedic Club Symposium, Ghaziabad, 13th Nov,2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr 
Rizwan Khan. 

5. 2nd Platescon, Prayagraj, 12th to 13th Nov,2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Maneeshi Bansal. 

6. ePGCON, Kanpur, 21thto22th Jan, 2023, Organizing Secretary- Dr Ravi Garg. 

7. UPORTHOCON 47th, Gorakhpur, 24th to 26th Feb, 2023, Organizing Secretary- Dr Amit Mishra.

Events Held

2nd Knee & Shoulder Arthroscopy Meet, Agra 
22nd May 2022,  Org. Sec.: Dr Rajat Kapoor, Dr Brijesh Sharma. 

Lucknow Cadaveric Knee Workshop & CME, Lucknow 
26th June 2022,  Org. Sec.: Dr Praveen Kumar, Dr Uttam Garg. 
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Events Held

UPOA Arthroplasty Course, Bareilly 
2nd to 3rd July, 2022, Organizing Secretary- Dr Vinod Pagrani. 

Kanpur Arthroscopy Course, Kanpur  
10th July 2022,  Organizing Secretary- Dr A.K. Agarwal. 



Annual Report of IOA Basic Science & 
Research Committee (2022)

The IOA basic science and research team consisted of Drs. Raju Vaishya, Lalit Maini and Sujit Kumar Tripathy. 
The first online meeting of the team took place on 5th February 2022, with the IOA President, Secretary and 
President elect. The team discussed the feasibility of basic research in India on different issues. Dr. Sen 
expressed his desire to start a rare disease registry. All the members also discussed the way of starting 
multicentric research on epidemiology and common problems.

Accordingly, the team started its work and uploaded the proforma of many rare diseases such as Gaucher’s 
disease, Skeletal Hydatidosis and Gorham’s disease. A multicentric trial on the topic “Osteonecrosis of hip 
among COVID survivors: An epidemiological study” was also uploaded on the IOA website. The project details 
and proforma were uploaded to the IOA website for wider participation. Dr. Lalit Maini started a multicentric trial 
on the effects of timing on femoral neck fracture.

The research committee presented its mid-term work on 1st May 2022 at the IOA House, New Delhi. The 
committee has a plan to extend the activities based on the response of the IOA members on these research 
plans.  
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Report of IT & Web Committee
Dr Jawahar Jethwa, Dr Ashok Shyam and 

Dr Shamsul Hoda

Dear all members and colleagues,

IT & WEB committee has revamped and redesigned our website this year.

We referredto many websites of the international orthopaedic associations and interacted with the experts. 
From the third week of February 2022, the committee,Dr.Navin Thakkar and the developer (Enlacecode 
Technology Pvt. Ltd.) started conceptualizing, designing new architects, and preparing documents for various 
contents for the website. Regarding data flow, logic, designs, and content, we communicated with the company 
over almost all working days by phone calls and zoom meetings.

The revamped website was public on the internet on the 10th of July, 2022. It was reflected around the globe in 
24 hours without any hitch.

The committee accepted all constructive suggestions from many members from time to time. With the help of 
Mr Ramesh Pandey, CAO and honorary secretary Dr Navin Thakkar, exhaustive work has been done to create 
a single database for the members' profiles. As suggested by our president, Dr Ramesh Sen and many other 
committee members, content related to scientific activities is shown in the best catchy and noticeable designs 
on the website.

Due to the content management system (CMS), the information about ongoing and upcoming academic 
events is updated promptly. The advanced feature of RBAC (role-based access control) allows various 
executive committee members to upload the contents without the help of developers at any hour of the day. We 
appreciate Dr Lalit Maini for uploading the latest issues of the Indian Journal of Orthopaedics regularly. The 
RBAC system allows to publish notifications and emergency messages on the home page instantly. The 
concept of the start date and the end date for publishing academic events and other content is well appreciated 
as it hides irrelevant information about current happenings.

A robust system is created and used by the members to update their IOA membership profile using their 
credentials. On our website, an online application to join as a new member is the most welcomed and user-
friendly feature. The website (www.ioaindia.org) is now full of information about all activities of our association 
and varieties of academic deliberations.

We will continue working hard to add novel functionalities, online application forms, more administrative tools 
for virtual digital officing, digitalizing documents, building IOA web locker, creating orthopaedic registries, 
guiding IOA multicentric trials and many other useful features.

We request all orthopaedic surgeons and residents to join Indian Orthopaedic Association. We appeal to all the 
members to visit our website frequently, contribute scientific content and take full advantage of being members 
of the Indian Orthopaedic association.
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Report of IOA UG/PG Training Committee
Dr. Rajagopalan N. Iyer 
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Report of IOA UG/PG Training Committee
Dr. Rajagopalan N. Iyer 
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Education Committee Report  :  Dr. Vinek Trikha
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Education Committee Report  :  Dr. Vinek Trikha
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Bone & Joint Day, 4th August 2022

Like every year Bone & Joint Day was again celebrated this year with great enthusiasm from 1st August to 
7th August 2022.

The theme for this year was 

Each ONE Save ONE 

The purpose of adopting this theme was to train the first responders.

Because India stands number one in number of road traffic accident deaths.

Most of these deaths occur due to lack of first medical care in first golden hour after accident .Many of these 
accident victims life can be saved by proving proper first aid immediately after accident which can very well be 
provide by any common man or police personal if they are trained for this .

This link of proper first aid /basic life support immediately after accident is missing .We at Indian orthopaedic 
association have decided to provide training to 1.4 Lac Drivers ,Traffic Police, students ,Police personal, 
common man (Good Samaritan / First Responders) during bone & Joint week from 1st August to 7th August 22 
and make them life saviours .This training would be provided by the members of Indian Orthopaedic 
association all across India . 

(Mission : Basic Lifesaving Skills training to 1.4 Lac first responders ) 

Along with this they will be educated about how to keep bones healthy and Strong .

All the members of IOA from all the states took part in this physical training which not only created awareness 
amongst general public about knowing the basic life saving skills but also many got trained .

We are in the process of collecting the training data from different cities .as of now we have received data of 
more than 400 training programmes held at various cities of India .

I congratulate all the members of IOA for taking part in this great social initiative with such enthusiasm .

Team CSRC IOA

Dr Anup Agrawal Dr Mohan Mantri Dr M. Vanasekar
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IOACON 2020ne Goa
Date: 21st to 25th December 2021

Venue: Dr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Indoor Stadium, Goa

IOACON 2020ne Goa was never on the horizon. It was meant to be IOACON 2020 Mumbai. But it’s a quirk of 
fate that the pandemic happened, and the rest is history……

On the 15th of August 2021, after much 
deliberationand discussion the 
Executive Committee of the Indian 
Orthopaedic Association shiftedits 
Annual Conference to Goa.

The 66th (LXVI) Annual Conference of 
t h e  I N D I A N  O R T H O PA E D I C  
ASSOCIATION- IOACON 2020ne Goa 
took place from the 21st to 25th 
D e c e m b e r  2 0 2 1  a t  G o a w i t h  
Maharashtra Orthopaedic Association 
as the host chapter.

The Central Organizing Committeespearheaded by the President Dr. B. Shivashankarincluded the Immediate 
Past President Dr. R. C.  Meena, Past President Dr. Rajesh Malhotra, President Elect Dr. Ramesh Sen, Vice- 
PresidentDr. Atul Srivastava, Hon. Secretary - Dr. Navin Thakkar, Treasurer Dr. Sandeep Kumar, Editor Dr. Lalit 
Maini, Joint Secretaries Dr. Dinesh Thakkar & Dr. Pardeep Bageja&the CAO of IOA- Mr. Ramesh Pandey 
helped from the planning to the execution.
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IOACON 2020ne Goa Local Organizing Committee hadDr. Ajit Shinde as the Organizing Chairman, 
Dr.ShivanandBandekar& Dr WasudeoGadegoneas Co-Organizing Chairmen & Dr Parag Sancheti as the 
Conference Director.

Dr. Ram Chaddhawas the Organizing Secretary& Dr. Narayan Karne was the Treasurer.

Dr. G. S.Kulkarni, Dr. S. S. Babhulkar& Dr. D. D.Tanna were the Core Scientific Committee responsible for the 
vast, academically rich scientific program that drove the conference.

The Executive Council of Maharashtra Orthopaedic Association- MOA along with Dr. Rajesh Gandhi & Dr. 
Vishal Kundnani were ably supported by Mr. Vikram Patwardhan & Team VAMA Events.

Despite the VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex &Ambiguous)times, IOACON 2020ne had 6500+ attendees 
from 21stto 25th December 2021at the Dr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Indoor Stadium, Goa.A total of 330 
faculty participated in the conference&shared their experience and expertise. The scientific content was very 
well appreciated by all delegates.

This meeting was an ideal platform to celebrate the physical face-to-face gathering of Clinicians, Researchers, 
Postdoctoral Fellows,Residents, Post-Graduate Students, and other Healthcare Professionals in the field of 
Orthopaedicsfor the first time since the Covid-19 Pandemic.

IOACON 2020ne Goa was based on the Presidential Theme of Dr. B. Shivashankar – ATMANIRBHAR 
ORTHOPAEDICS – INDIAN AT HEART, GLOBAL IN COMPETENCE.

The Conference opened with the PG Teaching Course & Workshops - Advanced Nailing Techniques, Office 
Orthopaedics, Arthroplasty Live Surgery, Basic Spine,Cadaveric Shoulder Arthroscopy & High Tibial 
Osteotomy on 21st December 2021.The Goa Medical College, Bambolimprovided state-of-the-artfacilities for 
teaching and hands-on training.

On 22ndDecember 2021, IOACON 2020ne Goa hosted the prestigious Dr. K. T. Dholakia OrthopaedicCMEon 
– Current Concepts in Orthopaedics Techniques and Technology at theDr. Shyama Prasad Mukherjee Indoor 
Stadium, Goa. The Odisha Chapter of the IOA organized the same.
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The Main Conference took place from the 23rd to 25thDecember 2021 with 11(Eleven) Hallsshowcasing the 
Plenary Sessions, Orations,Eponymous Lectures, Gold Medal Sessions, Debates, P.G. Quiz, Free Paper 
Sessions, Surgical Video Techniques, Postersand much more.Some of the topics covered and discussed in 
this entire 4 day program included Trauma, Fragility Fractures/ Osteoporosis, Pediatric Orthopaedics, Illizarov, 
Pyogenic Infections, Orthopaedic Oncology, Technology in Orthopaedics, Knee /Hip/ Shoulder Arthroscopy& 
Arthroplasty, Medico-legal,Rheumatology and Orthobiologics. Special Sessions for IOA Armed Forces, Basic 
Research, Rural Orthopaedics were well appreciated. The Women in Orthopaedics actively participated in all 
the deliberations.

IOACON 2020ne Goa received an overwhelming response in Abstracts for Scientific Presentations with 2172 
total submissions. Free Paper Podium Presentations& E-Posters were very well attended.

IOACON 2020ne received a humongous response with over 100 Trade Partners supporting the conference. 

The Inauguration of IOACON 2020ne Goa, a glittering affair on the evening of Wednesday, 22ndDecember 
2022 was gracedvirtually byHis Excellency Respected Sri. Shreedharan Pillai, Governor of Goa& in person by 
Chief Minister of Goa Dr Pramod Sawant ji.

IOACON 2020ne Goa also witnessed the IOA & MOA Presidential Guest Keynote Address by Sister BK 
Shivani on Thursday, 23rd December 2021.

IOACON 2020ne happened in Goa, but the flavour of Classic Mumbai Street Food was created, served & 
cherished by all.

The Gala Banquet Night on Friday24thDecember 2021, Christmas Evewas also one of the major highlights of 
IOACON 2020ne Goa. The huge open lawns of Cidade De Goa Hotel with décor that represented the Goa 
Carnival, Music, Fireworks, LED light-show, anddelicious food made for a memorable night for all the 
attendees.
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The response in attendance, academics & fellowship was most appreciated by one and all. It was an excellent 
meeting with very high-quality academic content, discussion&delegate participation keen to learn and 
socialize.

The Maharashtra Orthopaedic Association (MOA)was happy to contribute more thanINR 1.5Crore to the 
parent body the Indian Orthopaedic Association (IOA).
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INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION (IOA) ELECTION - 2022
Nomination Form

(Printout / Photocopy may be used)

Name of Contestant : .....................................................................................................................

Post for which contesting : ………………………………….……………………………………………........

Life Membership No. : LM…………………………...…………………………………………………….

Mailing Address : …..……………….…………………………………………………………....…..

……………………………………………..……………………………….………

………………………………………………………………………..…….………

Mobile No. : ………………………..….. E-mail Address: ……………………………….

Proposed by: Seconded by:

Name : ……………………….……………............... Name : ……………………………….………...............

Life Membership No.: ………………………………. Life Membership No.: ………………………………….

Signature : ……………………………………........... Signature : …………………………….……………......

Application of Contestant

I wish to contest for the post of…………………………………………….……. of the Indian Orthopaedic 

Association for IOA Election – 2022. I declare that I have read, fulfill and accept all the Eligibility Criteria for 

IOA Official Post as per *Notification & the # Code of Conduct attached and duly signed by me. If elected I 

shall serve the Association to the best of my ability. I shall not use any unfair means for my election.

Date : ………………………..

Place : ……………………….  Signature of Contestant:

Important information:

1) Nomination form is to be completed and mailed to Election Officer and Vice President - IOA – 2022. 

Please address all correspondence regarding election to:

Dr. Ram Chaddha
522-B; Krishna Nivas, 1st Floor,
R. P. Masani Road, Matunga, Mumbai – 400019
Email: spineram@gmail.com / electionofficerioavp@gmail.com
Mobile: 9930626976 / 8828000663

2) Contestants for the post of Vice President should submit a write-up in maximum 250 words & one 

picture (JPEG).

3) Only Life Members are allowed to contest / propose or second a contestant. Minimum of 5 years of 

Life Membership of IOA is required to contest for any post.

4) IOACON - 2024 bidders should send proposed highlights in maximum 250 words & one 

picture (JPEG), along with the Completed Bid Form of IOACON - 2024 to Election Officer (as 

above) & to ioahousedelhi@gmail.com
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INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION (IOA) ELECTION - 2022

*Notification

Nominations are invited for following posts of the Indian Orthopedic Association (IOA) Election - 2022. The 

Complete Nomination Forms should reach the following address by 14th August 2022:

Dr. Ram Chaddha
522-B; Krishna Nivas, 1st Floor,
R. P. Masani Road, Matunga, Mumbai – 400019
Email: spineram@gmail.com / electionofficerioavp@gmail.com
Mobile: 9930626976 / 8828000663

Vacancies

Sr. No. Post Vacancy

1 Vice President (2022-23) – One Year 01

Members Executive Committee (2022-2025) – Three Years
Vacancies for the Posts of State Representatives

Sr. No. State Vacancy

1 Delhi 01

2. Karnataka 01

3. Kerala 02

4. Maharashtra 02

5. Tamil Nadu 02

6. Telangana 02

Bid for IOACON - 2024 Venue

Zone 5 Karnataka, Kerala, Puducherry, Tamil Nadu 2024

Eligibility Criteria for IOA Official Post

i) Minimum of 5 years of Life Membership of IOA at the previous Annual General Body Meeting of the IOA 

is required to contest for any post.

ii) He / She should be an Indian Citizen and shall be staying in India on permanent basis.

iii) He / She should not be convicted in any criminal proceedings by any Indian Court of Law.

iv) He / She should not preferably be involved in activities / active mail campaign or any other nefarious 

activities causing disrepute to our august organization and hence leading to his unbecoming of a 

member.

v) He / She should preferably not be a litigant (court case/police case) against the IOA or any of its office 

bearers.

vi) All contestants are advised to strictly adhere to the Code of Conduct to avoid forfeiting of their 

candidature.

vii) All contestants will have to submit a notarized affidavit of an undertaking that they shall follow the rules 

of the Association as passed in the GBM in case of any grievance.

S
ig

n
a

tu
re
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I.O.A. Election Schedule- 2022

Last date for sending nomination forms through Newsletter/ Website/ Email 1st August, 2022

Last date for receipt of Nomination forms by Election Officer 14th August, 2022

Last date for informing the List of Contestants 21thAugust, 2022

Last date for Withdrawal of Nominations 28th August, 2022

Last date for request of correction of online data on IOA website – ioaindia.org 10th October, 2022

Start of Online voting at 12 noon 1st November, 2022

Completion of Online voting at 12 noon 22nd November, 2022

Online Counting and Announcement of Results in the Online EC meeting 22nd November, 2022

Formal Declaration of the Result will be in the GBM of IOACON-2022 at Amritsar.
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Report of IOA Elections - 2022
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Report of IOA Elections - 2022
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INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION (IOA) ELECTION - 2022

*Notification
of

CHANGE SUGGESTED, RESOLVED & RATIFIED BY
INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION (IOA) – EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (EC)

on: Sunday, 10 AM, October 23, 2022 during an Urgent / Emergency E.C Meeting online - ZOOM 

Platform

REVISED I.O.A. Election Schedule- 2022

Start of Online voting at 12 noon 8th November, 2022

Completion of Online voting at 12 noon 29th November, 2022

Online Counting & Announcement of Results in EC meeting at IOACON 
2022 – Amritsar: 12-2 PM 29th November, 2022

Formal Declaration of the Result will be in the GBM of IOACON-2022 at Amritsar.

(Dr Ram Chaddha )
Election Officer IOA Election 2022
Vice President – Indian Orthopedic Association
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Dr. B. Shivashankar, Immediate Past President was appointed as the Election Officer 2022. 

And was authorised to conduct the online Election 2022. 

REVISED I.O.A. Election Schedule- 2022 

Start of Online voting: at 12 noon ( 12.00pm) on Wednesday 16th November, 2022 

Completion of Online voting: at 12 noon( 12.00pm) on Tuesday, 29th November, 2022 

Online Counting & Announcement of Results: in EC meeting at IOACON 2022 – Amritsar: 12-2 PM on Tuesday, 
29th November, 2022 

Formal Declaration of the Result: will be in the GBM of IOACON-2022 at Amritsar. 

(Dr B. Shivashankar ) 
Election Officer IOA Election 2022 
Immediate Past President , Indian Orthopaedic Association 

Indian Orthopaedic Association (IOA) Election - 2022 

Notification of 
CHANGE SUGGESTED, RESOLVED & RATIFIED BY 

INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION (IOA) – EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (EC) on: 

Sunday, 2 pm , November 6, 2022 during an Urgent / Emergency E.C Meeting online - ZOOM Platform. 
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Resolution and Summary of Proceedings of Emergency EC meeting dated 6-11-2022 on zoom 
as approved by President IOA
1. Dr Ram Chaddha submitted his resignation to IOA President and IOA President Dr Sen 

projected on screen by sharing screen ,resignation letter dated 2-11-2022 and his reply 
dated 4-11-2022 , on screen showing reason for resigning in letter as on his personal 
grounds. The EC asked him on reasons why he is resigning and what is the extraordinary 
situation for resigning and all requested him to continue but as he didn't answered , his 
resignation was accepted by EC after long discussion on reasons why he is resigning to 
have way forward further to appoint new Election officer in his place.

2. After acceptance of Resignation of Dr Ram Chaddha , Selection of new Election officer 
was discussed at length and name of Dr B. Shivashankar – Immediate Past President IOA 
was proposed by Dr Pradeep Chaudhary and seconded by K P Raju and many other EC 
members.Whole EC after discussion passed the name of Dr B Shivashankar as Election 
officer in place of Dr Ram Chaddha for IOA Election 2022

3. Dr B Shivashankar accepted invitation from EC to be IOA Election 2022 officer and 
informed in brief about what was discussed in meeting of panelist on 4-11-2022. 

4. Whole EC supported and authorized him to negotiate with selected Vendor CDSL to do 
MOU which is pending and do necessary all procedures for that purpose and try his best 
efforts at maximum , so that counting and result of IOA elections 2022 are declared on 29-
11-2022 EC Meeting at Amritsar IOACON which was already notified to members

5. Dr B Shivashankar is further authorized by EC to reduce the duration of voting days , if 
required to meet above requirement for counting and declaration of result on 29-11-2022 
as scheduled and notified to members

6. Present Election Panel of Five Past Presidents will remain same and all Election panel 
members have accepted to work with Dr B Shivashankar for the purpose written above.

7. The appointed Scrutinizer (Non-Disclosure ) will remain same and Dr B Shivashankar will 
communicate with him/her for this change and all panelist -past presidents will help him for 
the same. If appointed scrutinizer does not agree , Panelist and Dr B Shivashankar can 
appoint new scrutinizer.

8. Dr Ram Chaddha will hand over all documents and communication/emails/papers related 
to IOA Election 2022 to Dr B Shivashankar 

9. All EC members thank Dr Ram Chaddha and all five Past Presidents and Panelist to a work 
done by them for IOA until now 

10. Honorable Retired Justice Shri Shashikant Gupta – Observer appointed by Delhi High 
court was informed for this EC Meeting by Email and What's app which he received , but 
could not attend this zoom meeting and he will be informed about this development.

Dr. Ramesh Sen

President, IOA
Dr. Navin Thakkar

Secretary General, IOA
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To Whom So Ever It Concerned – Authority Letter

Date 8-11-2022

As per the Resolution done in Emergency EC Meeting date 6-11-2022, 
Dr B Shivashankar is appointed as Election Officer for IOA Election 2022 and 
IOA office authorize him 

1. To Negotiate/ Communicate with Vendor / Scrutinizer or any agency for the 
purpose of IOA Election 2022 in consultation with Election Panel of Five 
Past Presidents

2. He can Sign MOUs/ Documents on behalf of Indian Orthopedic Association 
for above purpose

3. He Can make Round seal of IOA / Election officer or any other Seals for 
above purpose / Can Purchase Legal Bonds / Franking of documents for 
MOU/documents etc.

Dr. Ramesh Sen

President, IOA
Dr. Navin Thakkar

Secretary General, IOA
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INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION (IOA) ELECTION 2022 

Code of Conduct 

All the contestants are advised to strictly adhere to the Code of Conduct to avoid forfeiting their candidature as 
decided and passed by the General Body of the Indian Orthopaedic Association on 30.11.2018 at Coimbatore. 

Duration of Code of Conduct is from the first day of voting till the last day.  Every candidate is permitted a total of 
three (3) appeals to any member including Whatsapp, SMS or e-mail. He can choose one or more of any of 
these as long as the total number does not exceed three (3). 

Additional campaigning allowed include one hard copy of appeal posted by surface mail and only one 
telephone call to an individual voter. 

In case there is a written complaint by any member to the Election Officer with Documentary evidence of 
harassment or nuisance by any contestant which is found to be true by the Election Officer, the candidature of 
the said contestant will be forfeited and the final result declared without accounting for votes cast in his favour. 

 Any Life member of the IOA shall be permitted to contest for any post of the IOA only after completion 
of 5 years of his/her life membership. 

If any candidate writes derogatory or defamatory remarks in emails/ Whatsapp or any other social media, 
against the Association or any of its members, he will be Disqualified from the election process and disciplinary 
action will be taken against him and his membership may be suspended from the Association temporarily by 
the Executive Committee and permanently if recommended by the General Body at its' General Body Meeting. 

In case any contestant or his representative or assignee is found/proven to have used Unfair means (including 
approaching candidates with laptops or to coerce them in any other way, ask them to vote for any particular 
candidate openly, or, infringing on anyone's privacy, attempting to cast illegitimate vote, usurp identity of any 
other voter to cast vote on his behalf or indulge in manipulation of any kind) his candidature will be cancelled 
and he will be debarred from contesting for any post in IOA for the next 5 years and additional strict disciplinary 
action will be taken against him. 

 Any member indulging in anti-association/ anti national activities and/or smearing its image in public will not be 
eligible to apply for a constitutional/ organizational post in the very organization he has chosen to demean. Any 
member who indulges in these nefarious activities after the elections or apart from the elections shall also be 
recommended to be suspended/debarred from the IOA. 

IOA Office shall maintain secrecy about the list of Voters and Non-Voters. 

 No one should misrepresent IOA by using IOA in bulk messages. 

 Any Life member is permitted to contest for a particular post only thrice (3 times). 

 Any Life member is permitted to contest for one post only in a particular election. 

 All contestants will be required to sign a statement promising to abide by these regulations before the start of 
the online election process. 

Code of Conduct is also applicable to the IOACON bidding state chapter. 

Signature: 

Name: 

The Post to which Contesting: 

Date:
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INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION 
Dear IOA Member,          14th Nov. 2022 

Greetings from Solapur, the office of the Election Officer of IOA 2022, Dr B Shivashankar. 

I am glad to share with you all that our online elections will be conducted from Wednesday 16th November from 

12 noon (12.00 pm) and it will end at 12 noon(12.00pm) on Tuesday 29th November 2022. This online voting is 

being conducted for IOA by one of the most reputed agency CDSL. They will start sending e mail and SMS to all 

registered voters accordingly in a day or two. 

You all will receive a mail from CDSL either on Tuesday or Wednesday and also SMS with your login credentials 

and password on your registered e mail ID as well as Registered mobile number, both of them are Alpha 

Numerical with 10 digits each. Each member will have his own unique User ID and Password. Which are 

integrated to your mobile number as well as e mail id as a security option. 

1. You will have to open www.evotingindia.com and click on Shareholders/members. 

2. Then you have to enter your User ID. (User ID can be copied from your mail with mouse click copy and 

by Ctrl + V you can paste. You cannot paste using mouse right click due to security reasons on this site.) 

3. Then you have to enter the Captcha, which is normally a six digit number which can be read and typed 

easily without difficulty. 

4. Once you login as a member on the share holder / member page correctly, then you will be re directed to 

evote site, and again asked to login with User ID and Password. The same given in email have to be 

entered again. (As earlier said you can copy them from your mail by right clicking the mouse and paste 

on the Evote site by keyboard Ctrl + V keys or type correctly all the 10 digits as provided by CDSL in your 

mail.) 

5. After submitting the User ID and Password correctly the next screen appears, where you have to select 

EVSN of IOA. ( Electronic Voting Sequence Number of IOA as on that site multiple online voting are 

going on at any given time, please select EVSN of IOA) 

6. Once you click on EVSN highlighted in blue colour, a separate dialog box appears which asks for OTP 

sent on email as well as mobile. 

7. Once you type the correct OTP the next page of Voting for Vice President 2023 will appear. Here you 

can click and see all details and select one and click on submit button. It will re ask if OK or Cancel, 

because once you Submit you cannot change later your vote option. 

8. For IOA members from Maharashtra and Kerala, they have to compulsorily select two candidates for 

EC members to submit your vote. 

9. For IOA Members from Delhi, have to click on only one for EC Post. 

10. All will have the option to select one venue for IOACON 2024 in a similar manner. 

Please note: 

1. You can visit this site any number of times with your logging ID and Password provided by CDSL till 29th 

of November 12.00 pm. You can see to whom you have voted as well as take a print out if needed. But 

once you have submitted the vote, you can never alter your choice but only you can see to whom you 

have franchised your vote till the last minute. ( All these options are for bringing more transparency). 

2. The evote site will not be accessible between 00:00 hrs to 01:00 hrs on every Sunday, due to 

maintenance activity. 

3. Vote from Your Own device. Preferably from a computer or laptop. Do No Share OTP with any one. Do 

Not Share Printout, PDF of Screen Shot of whom you have voted as a guideline. 
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The results of the election will be generated and submitted by the CDSL people in presence of the 

scrutiniser appointed separately in the EC meeting being held at IOACON 2022 Amritsar between 12 

noon( PM) to 14.00 pm on Tuesday 29th November 2022. 

I am herewith attaching the PDF file supplied to me by the CDSL vendor having screen shots and details of the 
process of Election for easy understanding. 

Thanking you. Long Live IOA 

Dr. B. Shivashankar
Election Officer 2022 
President Indian Orthopaedic Association 2021
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ALL NAMES ARRANGED CHRONOLOGICALLY AS PER INITIAL OF LAST NAME IN NOMINATION 
FORM

VICE-PRESIDENT IOA - 2022-23 - Vacancy 01(~ 14,000 + Voters)

1. Dr. Anup Agrawal - LM 06641

2. Dr. ShubhranshuShekharMohanty - LM 02363

3. Dr. SwarnenduSamanta - LM 02490

4. Dr. AjitAnnasahebShinde - LM 02271

5. Dr. Ashok Kumar Sirohi - LM 06198

6. Dr. P. V. Vijayaraghavan - LM 00312

STATE REPRESENTATIVES IOA - 2022-25

DELHI - Vacancy 01(~ 700+ Voters)

1. Dr. Vinod Kumar - LM 02067

2. Dr. Samarth Mittal - LM 09396

3. Dr. Sushil Vijay - LM 09471

KERALA - Vacancies 02(~ 750+ Voters)

1. Dr. Ansu AnandA. - LM 07464

2. Dr. Ajithkumar M. N. - LM 06694

3. Dr. Sudheer Shareef - LM 11361

MAHARASHTRA - Vacancies 02(~ 1800 + Voters)

1. Dr. Sandeep R. Biraris - LM 08965

2. Dr. Rajesh ChandulalGandhi - LM 02192

3. Dr. AvinashHanumantraoPatil - LM 02844

4. Dr. Prashant Tonape - LM 05751

IOACON 2024 - Vacancy 01(~ 14,000 + Voters)

1. KARNATAKA ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION - Bengaluru 

2. PONDICHERRY ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION - Puducherry

3. KERALA ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION - Trivandrum

CANDIDATES FOR IOA ELECTIONS - 2022



Membership form will be sent ONLY by respective State Hon. Secretary to IOA Office, New Delhi

INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC ASSOCIATION

The Secretary General
IOA House. 69, Tughlakabad Institutional Area, 
Behind Batra Hospital, M.B. Road, New Delhi - 110 062 India
Phone: +91 11 29961434,  98119 67820
E-mail ID: hon.secretaryioa@gmail.com / ioahousedelhi@gmail.com
Website: www.ioaindia.org

Dear Sir
I wish to apply for the Life/Associate  Membership of Indian Orthopaedic Association.
(please fill the whole form in BLOCK / CAPITAL LETTERS only)

Name : 

Postal Address :

State : Pin Code : Date of Birth : 

Other Address :

Email : 

Telephone : Mobile : 

PG Qualification : Details include Degree /Diploma / Pass out Year / College / Institution / Place / University etc.

PG Degree / Diploma : 

MCI Registration No. : Year :

State / Other Association of IOA Membership : 
(No application will be entertained without state chapter membership)

I enclose the payment of Rs. By Demand Draft No.: 

Place & Date : Signature : 

Proposed by : IOA Membership No. :   Signature :

Seconded by : IOA Membership No. :   Signature :

The membership for the Life Member is Rs. 5,000/- and Associate Member have to pay Rs. 2,000/- in the first term during the Ortho training 
(PG) and Rs. 3,000/- after MS Ortho etc. Qualification to become Life Member of IOA. Please make draft in favour of “INDIAN ORTHOPAEDIC 
ASSOCIATION” payable at New Delhi.
(Associate / Life Membership Fee for Overseas Applicant which are eligible for only Associate Member is $ 100 One Hundred US Dollar.)

Please Attach : 
• Certified Photocopy of Life Membership Certificate of State Chapter of Indian Orthopaedic Association.
• Please send the Membership Application Form and Demand Draft at the above mentioned address only.
• Certified Photocopy of the PG Degree / Diploma to be sent along with Application Form.
• Certified Photocopy of Medical Council Registration of Orthopaedic PG Degree / Diploma to be sent along with the Form.
• Certified copy from HOD is must. (This is for ASSOCIATE member only)
Note : Membership is subject to ratification in the subsequent AGM of the IOA. Allotment of membership no. will follow the ratification / Associate members have the right 
of attending scientific meeting and social events and engaging in all scientific discussion but shall not attend business meetings and take part in elections.

Please submit the form to Hon. Secretary, State Chapter of your State

Please Attach
Passport Size

Photograph Here

MEMBERSHIP FORM
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Criteria and guidelines for 
IOA membership of IOA

Dear Doctors,

Please accept our warm greetings on behalf of Indian Orthopaedic Association!

We wish to inform you that during the General Body Meetings IOACON-2014 at Hyderabad and IOACON-2015 
at Jaipur, following decision, regarding the membership of IOA, had been passed and ratified.

Membership forms should be sent through the state chapter only, no forms should be sent directly to the IOA 
office. Please note the following things before sending your application for membership of IOA.

1) Application for Life Member will be through the State Chapters as it is mandatory for all to become 
members of both IOA & State Chapters simultaneously.

2) Membership forms to be collected by State Chapters with two pay order / DD, one towards the state 
membership fee and the other for Rs. 5,000/- (Five thousand only) in favour of “Indian Orthopaedic 
Association” payable at New Delhi.

3) The State Chapters will forward the application form and DD/pay order after due verification, to IOA 
House, New Delhi addressed to the Secretary General, IOA, IOA House, Plot No. 69, Tughlakabad 
Institutional Area, Behind Batra Hospital, M.B. Road, New Delhi-110062. Phone No. 011-29961434, 
9811967820

Please also note that the applicant should submit the following documents along with the application form:

a) Certified copy of the membership of the state chapter, if you are member of the state chapter

b) Certified photocopy of the Ortho PG Degree/Diploma.

c) Certified photocopy of registration of Medical Council of India/state council regarding of Orthopaedic 
specialization.

d) Membership form should be proposed and seconded by two Life Members of IOA Membership form is 
already available on the IOA website. If you want to clarify anything about the procedure, you may 
contact the Secretary General, IOA and IOA office.

In any communication with the IOA, a copy should be addressed to following emails.

executiveofficerioa@gmail.com

ioahousedelhi@gmail.com

hon.secretaryioa@gmail.com

presidentorthoioa@gmail.com

Thanking you,

With regards,

President, IOA Hon. Secretary, IOA
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